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Anatomy. - "On the structure and the innervntlo)} of the iDiisetthis

sphincter pupilhie and the nnisciihis cHinris of the tiird's ei/e."

By Prol'. J. BoKKE. (With 12 figures).

(Communicated in tlie meeting of April 23, 1915).

Ill a former coniiniiiiication ') I described the innervation, the

rehitioiis between the inuscie-oells and the nerve-endings, of (lie ciliary

muscle of the human eye, as a type of plain muscular tissue. A

subsequent examination of frontal sections through the iris-muscles

taught me, that, as far as my preparations showed me, the relations

between the efferent nerve-endings and the muscle-cells of the sphincter

pupiliae in the iris of tlie Imman eye are essentially the same as

in the ciliary muscle. In connection with these observations it seemed

to be of interest to study somewhat more closely the structure and

the innervation of the intrinsic eye-ball-muscles (sphincter and dila-

tator pupiliae, ciliary muscles) of the bird's eye.

For indeed, both from the physiological and the morphological

point of view, this comparison of the iris- and ciliary muscles of

mammals and birds seems to lie of interest. The swift and complex

accomodation (lens and cornea), tlie swift and varying play of the

muscles of the iris and their role in accomodation, the peculiar diffe-

rences in the function of the eyes in birds of diHeieiit kinds and

habits (birds of prey, fasttlying birds, day and night-birds, diving

birds etc.) make such a comparison of the details of the nerve-supply

tempting. And beside these physiological differences the ciliary and

iris-muscies of birds present such striking morphological characteristics,

that these alone would make a comparison of the avian and mam-
malian eye-muscles valuable.

The intrinsic muscles of the avian eye, both the muscles of the

iris (with the exception of the dilatator pupiliae) and the ciliary

muscle, are distinguished from the homologous muscles of mammals

by their being composed of striated muscle-fibres, as was known
since the classical researches of Brücke and Mcller.

In the vertebrate series this cross-striation of the inner muscles of

the eye-ball is only found in reptiles and birds. As was mentioned

above, it is met with both in the muscles of the iris and of the

corpus ciliare. Only the so-called dilatator pu|)illae of the membrane
of Bkuch, as it was shown by the interesting and thorough re.searches

of Grynfei.lt, Andreae, Zietzschmann, von Szily and others, does not

show any vestige of cross-striation.

M Proceedings of the meeting of Jan. 30, 1915. Royal Academy of science,

Amsterdam, p. 982—98'J.



By tliis cross-striatioii the niiiscle-(ibres of the iris and the corpus

ciliare ma}' be compared with the group of voluntary mnscle-fibres,

but when we study somewiial more closely their form and structure,

there appear quite a numl)er of minor differences, which bring them

into a closer vicinity to the heart-muscle fibres.

In the first place tlie muscle-flbres of the iris and the corpus

ciliare. as was shown as far back as 18H3 by Gkberg, do not possess

the tough, thickened cellmembrane commonly known as sarcolemma.

Here the plasma and the myolibrilla contained in the sarcoplasma

are surrounded by an exti'emely thin and delicate membrane, rein-

forced by the closely applied bodies of connective-tissue cells, and

often it is practically impossible to demonstrate the membranous

covering of the fibres, which might be called a sarcolemma apart

from this connccti\e tissue.

In the secojid place these niuscle-librcs contain a very considerable

amount of sarcoplasm and only a comparatively small number of

contractile striated flbrillae. The.se librillae are usually gathered toge-

ther into a number of columnlike or platelike bundles, which we
may call with Sciiafkr among others the sarcostyles.

Ill tliiii iiniscle-libres these fibrillMindles are distributed rather regu-

larly lliroiighoul the whole muscle-fibre, and, when cut in transverse

sections, present liie picture of fig. 1 and fig. 'A.

In the larger muscle-fibres lhe.se librilbundle.s or sarcostyles are

arranged in a curious manner, in flattened bundles, folded or curved

romiil, and lying in a large amount of sarco|)lasm ; the structure

Fig. 1. Fig. 2.

Fig. 3. Fig. 4. Fig. 5.

Fig. 1—5 cross sections of muscle-fibres of liie muse, sphincter

pupillae of a full-grown fowl. Magn. 1G00.

1*



anti carrangeineiit of' tlie contractile elements of tliese large fibres is

better elucidated by regarding the cross-sections figured in fig. 2, 4,

and 5 than by a long-winded description. Es])ecially in the transverse

sections of the larger muscle-fibres of the sphincter pupiilae of full-

grown fowls this arrangement of the sarcostyles in liattened and

curved bundles is clearly shown.

The sarcoplasm between the folded and curved sarcostyles is in

most cases of a very loose reticular slightly granular appearance.

Outside the column of fibrilbundles and platelike bands the sarco-

plasm is generally of a more coarsely granular structure and sur-

rounds the contractile elements on all sides, often in a thick layer.

.Sometimes this granular appearance is seen throughout the whole

of the transverse section of a mnscle-fiber. At intervals this layer of

sarcoplasm lying outside the column of sarcostyles is so thick, that

it not only surrounds the bundle of sarcostyles at all sides, but is

seen projecting beyond the line of the surface of the fibre, forming

a sort of protuberance on the side of the tibre (fig. 2, fig. 6) ; this

accumulation of sarcoplasm always contains several nuclei ; which

however, are found also here and there in the loosely reticulated

sarcoplasm between the sarcostyles (fig. 5). These sarcoplasmatic

protuberances may be compared with the granular expansions first

is..

Fig. 0. Fig. 7.

Fig. 6 and 7 Longituiiinal sections of striated muscle-fibres of the iris of

the fowl's eye



noticed by Doyère in iiisecls, and with the "soles" of the nuiscle-

tibres of the vertebrates. Only here they are found in a large num-

ber on the same muscle-fibre, and only one or two of them serve

as a "bed" or "sole" for tiie efferent nerve-endings (fig. 1, fig. 5, fig. 8).

Through this abundance of sarcoplasm, the curious arrangement

of the sarcostyles and the local protuberances of sarcoplasm on the

side of it, the muscle-fibre ah-eady acquires a very curious appearance.

This is still accentuated by the third fact to be mentioned here,

viz. that the muscle-fibres are not the independent, threadlike, straight

elements, running from one end of the muscle to the other, as is

the case in most of the sceletal muscles, but that in the iris of the

birds the muscle-fibres are branched, interwoven, and not only that

they divide, but the fibres anastomose through these side-branches

(cf. Geberg), so that there is established a continuity of the fibres

throughout the whole ring of the iris instead of a tissue containing

only distinct separate fibres. This syncytium of sarcoplasmatic elements

with bundles of fibrillae running through it in complete continuity

over a great distance gives the muscles of the avian iris a striking,

resemblance to the cardiac muscle-fibres of the mammalian or avian

heart, with the only restriction that in the sphincter iridis the con-

nections between the different musclefibres do not come so much to tlie

foreground as in the heart muscle, and that the individuality of the

musclefibres is better preserved than it is the case in the myo-cardium.

In connection with this branching, dividing and anastomosing o.t

the different muscle fibres of the iris muscle a curious phenomenon

may be mentioned here, of which an e,\ample is drawn in fig. 6.

When we study tangential (frontal) sections of the iris, in which the

whole system of the tibrcs of the sphincter pupillae is shown parallel

to the surface, we meet in these sections both the circular fibres

running around the pupil (the sphincter pupillae) and the radiating

fibres, cut in longitudinal direction. We can state in these sections

throughout the whole depth of the sphincter muscle, but especially

in the dorsal part of the stroma iridis, the presence of a number

of radiating fibres running between the i)undles of the circular fibres,

at right angles to the direction of the circular fibres, but lying in

the same plain. These radiating mu.scle fibres are apparently independent

of the circular fibres, and this is what we should expect, in corre-

spondence with the antagonistic function, which we should be inclined

to ascribe to the two sorts of fibres. But then this independency is

often only apparent, and one often finds a connection between the

two sets of fibres, even in the way figured in fig. 0, where a

muscle-fibre belonging to the circular system of the sphincter pupillae
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divides into two bninclies running at right angles to tlie motlier-

tibre, and thus Corming a radiating (ibre of the second system. The

curving round of the sarcostyles, the phice of these libril-lnindles in

tlie sarcoplasm, the whole aspect of the T-siiaped niuscle-iibre, drawn

in the tigure as accurately as possible, leave as it seems no doubt

as to the accuracy of tlie observation. And indeed, even CtKBkkg

as long ago as 1883, seems to have seen something like it, where

he says: "wo wir es, wie es so oft an unsereii Object der Fall ist,

uiit vielfach und mitunder senkrecht gegcn einauder sich verzweigenden

Miiskelfasern zu thnn liaben", . . . (I.e. p. 14j.

Thus we must regard the muscular system of the iris in a certain

sense as a syncytium, composed of elements, connected with each

other, and in which the fibres of the circular system are in an

organic connection with the radiating fibres of tlie iris musculature.

Entirely independent of this system remains the so-called memiu-ane

of Bruch, composed of fibres (or elongateil cells) runuing only in a

radiary direction and remaining through life in clo.se conneclion with

the epithelium of the iris, which do not show any vestige of cross-

striation, and to which must be ascribed exclusively, according to

ZiKTZscHMANN. the function of a real dilatator pupillae.

In the muscular sheet of the iris of the human eye, being composed

of plain muscle-cells, this organic connection between the sphincter

muscle and the diiatatory fibres converging towards the pupil, is of

course not easily to be stated with accuracy. But the study of thin

tangential (frontal) sections through the iris gives one the impression,

that even here similar relations exist.

In my former communication I described the interesting relations

existing between the efferent nerve-endings and the muscle-cells of

the musculus ciliaris of the human eye. The small dimen.sions of

the muscular elements of the human corpus ciliare and the closely

interwoven nerve plexus make it very difficult to get a clear picture

of the numerical, relations between the nerve-endings and the muscle-

cells. The terminations of the efferent nerves seemed to be present

in two distinct types (compare ilie figures of the coininunication

mentioned above), as small rings or loops and as small networks,

but I could not get a distinct answer to the question whether these

two types of intraplasmatic nerve-endings belong to two different

kinds of efferent nerves or to nerve-fibres of the same kind and

the same source.

Easier to determine are the relations between the efferent nerves

and the muscular elements in the bird's eye.



According to the current opinion, in man and manijnals, in wjiicli

the relations between the nerves and 'th'e raiiscle-ceiis of the. iris are

studied profoundly, the sphincter pupiHae is innervated by means of

the ganglion ciiiare and the third nerve, the dilatator pupillae how-

ever gets its nervous supply from the sympathetic nerve, by means

of the superiorcervical ganglion, the ganglion ciiiare and the nervi

ciliares longi. Stimulation of the nervus oculomotorius causes the

pupil to contract, stimulation of the cervical sympathetic causes the

pupil to enlarge. The real innervation of the membrane of Bkich

is not known. Only Retzils (1893) asserts to have seen in albinotic

rabbits very delicate non-medullaled nerve-fibres running towards

the fibres or cells of this membrane and ending in very small knobs

lying against the surface of the membrane. In birds, where the

structure of the iris-muscles and the function of the sphincter and

dilalata pupillae have been studied very profoundly of late years,

there is no unanimity of opinion about the relations between efferent

nerves and the different muscular systems. Geberg and Melkicü

are of opinion that both the circular and the radiating muscle-

fibres of the iris are iiinervateil by medullated ner\e-fibres coming

from the same source. About the innervation of the membrane of

Bruch in the bird's eye we know nothing extxctly.

Cross sections and especially longitudinal (frontal) sections through

well-impregnated preparations of the iris of fowls and pigeons stained

after the method of Bielschowsky and treated afterwards with

chloride of gold, haematoxylin and eosin showed the following facts.

In the iris-stroma we find the bundles and plexus of nerve-fibres,

containing medullated and non-meduUated fibers, as they were described

by Geberg and others.

The thick medullated nerve-fibres running between the muscular

elements of the sphincter pupillae supply them with terminations,

which may be compared with the motor nerve-endings (end-plates

of Kuenen) of the voluntary muscle-fibres.

On the muscle-fibres both of the musculus ciliaris and of the

sphincter pupillae these efferent nerve-terminations are loose, provided

with only a few branches and small endrings or delicate endnets.

The motor nerve-fibre usually enters the muscle-fibre at one of the

sarcoplasmatic protuberances described above (fig. 9 and 10) and in

transverse sections through the muscle-fibres the hyfiolemmal position

of these nerve-endings is clearly to be seen (fig. 1 and 5). Undei' a

very high power even in these muscles tiie existence of a periter-

minal network in the sarcoplasm and the intimate connections

between this periterrainal network and the nerve-termination on one
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Fig. 8. Muscle-fibre I'loin (lie musculus ciliaris ol' a full-grown fowl

with double innervatiun. uf— accessory nerve-termiiiation. Hi = common
motor nerve-endiug.

Fig. 9 and 10. Muscle-fibres of the sphincter pupillae of the eye of a full-grown

fowl, showing double innervation.
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liaiid and tlie contraclile iihrils. the sarcostyles on the other hand,

cüukl he stated with accuracy. I often j^ot tlio impression that tlie

delicate nerve-tibrils of tiie motor nerve-ending, after entering the

mnscle-tibre, run round tiie sarcoplasmatic prominence, encircHng it,

and then follow the direction of the sarcostyles for some distance

before breaking up in endrings or endnets. These motor nei've-endrings

1 found both in the circular tibres of the sphincter pupillae and in

the radiating fibres. The innervation of the membrane of Brich I

could not make out.

Beside these motor nerve-endings at the end of medullated nerve-fibres

tliere exist in the sphincter pupilke and in the musculus ciliaris of

the bird's eye just as in the voluntary sceletal muscles the very

delicate, non-medullated nerve-fibres with their small, loosely arranged,

delicate endings, entering the muscle-fibers independently of the

motor nerve-terminations mentioned above, which I described in the

voluntary muscles of the body as "accessory nerve-terminations",

and which could be traced to the nervus sympathicus. In fig. 8, 9,

and JO are given some examples of these accessory nerve endings

on muscle-fibres of the sphincter pupillae and the musculus ciliaris.

As far as I could gather from my preparations, the delicate non-

medullated nerve-fibres ending in the small "accessory" terminations

on the muscle-fibres, remained independent of the medullated nerves.

Whether we are entitled to ascribe to these accessory nerve-fibres

even here an influence on the tonus of the iris- and ciliary muscles,

and what are the relations of these nerve-fibers to the sympathetic

nerve, are cpiesfions not to be debated here. There is here a wide

field lying open for experimental study.

In conclusion some words may be added about the question,

whether ganglioiicells are [)resciit in the corpus ciliare or in the

stroma of the iris or not. Several authors (e.g. Retzius) denied the

existence of these ganglioncells, others, as C. Krause, H. Muller, and

in later years especially .Geberg, described small groups of ganglion-

cells and separate cells appearing alongside the nerve-fibre bundles,

others, as Agababow, found ganglioncells only in the course of the

vasomotor nerves. Finally Inglis Pollock found in J9J2 that after

the exstirpation of the ganglion ciliare or of the superior cervical

sympathetic ganglion the nerves of the corpus ciliare and iris did

not degenerate. This fact woidd point to the conclusion, that in the

corpus ciliare and the iris the ganglioncells are as al)undanf as they

are in the terminal sympathetic ganglia in the intestinal wall in the

nerve plexus of Auerbach and Mkissnek.

In my preparations of the corpus ciliare and iris, stained after
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the inediüd of BiKi.wciiowskY, gaiiyliuncL'lls were scairc, and in I'act

1 often looked in \ain for them. It was only in the 'lerve plexus

tig. 11, 1'' and IB. Ganglioncells from the plexus ciiiaris

of the human eye.

of the corpus eiiiaie that ganglioncells were to he found, of the

type tigured in tig. JJ, 12 and J 8. It therefore seems improbable

that they should exist in the numbers required for the theory of

Inglis Pollock. So from this point of view too renewed research is

necessary and especially it will be necessary to \erify the interesting

results of the last-named author.

Leiden, April 1915.

Geology. — "How rolcanism inüjht be explained." By Dr. C. G. S.

Sandberg. (Communicated by Prof. Dr. C. E. A. VVichmann).

(Gommuntcaled in the meeling of April 23, 1915).

To explain the phenomenon of volcanic eruptions and the mode

of their origin, it has long been considered necessary to assume that

large cpiantities of sea-water were suddenly brought in contact with

incandescent and liquid magma, by means of deep-reaching fissures

or crevasses in the crust of the earth.

The fact that the gaseous volcanic emanations showed some similarity

with the constituent elements of sea water and the proximity of

the seat of volcanic activity to marine areas, led to our looking

for a causal connection between these phenomena.
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Tlie theory built ui) oii it is uow aL'knowiedged uuteuable,

both as some volcanic areas proved to be situated at considerable

distance from the sea and because it was admitted impossible for

sea water to penetrate to the magma along a üssnre, only to be

violently expelled again along another, a more difficult passage.

A. Daubreio (1) experimentally tried to establish the possibility of

the necessary explosive energy, being furnished by the contact of

water, reaching magma by capillary attraction, through the sediment-

ary strata; this assumption equally proved untenable however.

In short we may say that since, the solution of the problem has

been sought in connection with the action of radioactive elements

of the interior of the earth, with cosmic intluences (solar and lunar

attraction, maxima and minima of sun spots, etc.) or else in connec-

tion with mountainfolding. At the same time it was considered

admissable to accept that both, the eruptive |)ower and the presence

of vapours and gases, are primordial elements of the magma (2).

Lately A. Brun (3) denied the existence of water-vapour in large

quantities in volcanic emanations, an assertion which has been

refuted by the results of L. Day and E. S. Shepukrd's researches (4).

When now we examine the way in which volcanic regions are

distributed over the earth, we notice that their situation coincides

in general with the steep Hanks of the G. A. ') which are, according

to the doctrine of isostatic movements of the earth's crust, //<(;/rtH//é?(/

and fissured m/iaits of uiir (jlobe.

In the author's opinion it would not seem improbable, that a

causal connection exists between the faulted condition of these regions

and the occurrence of volcanism at those very places.

The products of erosion of the G. A. transported to the G. S. are

deposited in sea-iruter.

Those sediments consequently consist of solid elements mixed with

sea- water.

In the G.S. the hquid constituents of the upper layers surpass

the solid material (Deep-sea ooze).

As sedimentation progi'esses, the pro[)orlioii of solid material in the

mixture increases, through entasseiuent.

Ultimately the water contents of the sedimentary deposit will not

exceed the capacity of the total of capillary- (pore-)spaces, left between

the adjacent particles of solid material, of which the sediment is

built up. ')

') In what follows the initials G. A. and G. S. will be used respectively for the

words Geo-anticlinal and Geo-synclinal.

"} The question whellier larger 'cavities must be considered existable at very
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To arrive at an appreciation of the quantity of sea water, which

thus could possibly be contained in sedimentary strata, we have

first to examine what tiie pore space in sedimentary strata can

amount to.

If the constituting elements were perfectly spherical, the amount

of pore space would depend only on the way of their being piled

up, and would vary between the values of 25,95 to 47,64 volume

percentage (5) (6) (7).

As the constituting elements are not perfectly spherical however,

the pore space of sediments has to be determined empirically; it

was found to vary between the values of 16 to 70 volume per-

centages'). And it is a remarkable fact that pore space-capacity of

sedimentary strata increases with the diminution of their constituting

elements.

The above holds for deposits situated relatively near to the surface;

the question is now whether we may accept a similar conclusion

for deposits situated at very great depllis beneath the surface?

The overwhelming amounts of oil, water and gas met with in

sedimentary strata at depths of 1000 meters and more, already seem

to point towards such conclusion not being unlikely.

But we have more direct indications to go by in the ascertained

pore space of Dakota sandstone (Cenomanian) and the Potsdam

sandstone (Paleozoic).

The researches of F. H. King showed that, under their hydro-

static levels, the Dakota sandstone 15 to 38 and the considerably

older Potsdam-sandstone contains 10 to 38 volume percentages of

water =) (5).

The first mentioned deposit extends over an area of over 900,000

km'., the latter over an area of more than 350,000 km^. both

with an average thickness of about 300 meters.

The former is covered in the Denver District by more recent

deposits having a total thickness of 2000 m., the latter by a series

great depths, is left undiscussed here; should we accept llie possibility of it, tiic

proportion of occluded water might be greater still.

1) loc. cit. (7) p. 127 and (5).

") it is true that Newell found that a marble only contained 0,62''/u of water.

But as a marble is not a sedimentary deposit but a modification of it, this per-

centage (as little as that of eruptive rocks) may not be taken as a basis tor an

appreciation of the amount of water which can be stored up in the pore-space of

sedimentary strata, laid down in the G.S. The only conclusion we might perhaps

be allowed to draw from it is, that as the percentage is yet considerable relatively,

in spite of the intense metamorphism the deposit underwent since its deposition

the original contents must have been much greater.
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of more receni deposits, llie total tliickness of wiiicli aiiioniits, for

the paleozoic only, to over 12.000 iii. in the Apallaehiaii.

Here then we have an instance of well developed, siniilarl)- coii-

stitnted sediments, deposited over vast areas, diftering considerably

in age and covered nnder layers of sediments, whoso thickness

amounts to 2000 m. and 12.000 ni. and more.

Yet their pore-space was and is, very nearly identic, ami ntorc-

ovc-i' coincides icitli that of similiir si'iHineiits ir/iic// hotlt nrc n'cciit

oikJ situated close to the surface. (5).

On the gronnd of these facts, the conclusion does not seem un-

warranted, that the pore space now proved to exist in these sand-

stones, was also present in them when they were still lying in the

G.S. covered up by a powerfnl mass of more than 2000 m. ami

12000 m. thickness.

It would not be diflicnlt to ijicrease tiie instances given above.

If it seems legitimate, on the gronnd of the above detailed facts

to conclude that pore space in sedimentary rocks is existable at

depths of more than 12.000 ni., the recently published results of

F. D. Adams's researches and L. F. King's calculations proved that

we may yet expect them to exist at far greater depths, even when

those pore spaces mere not filled up bij some liquid or (/as iuiprisoned

in- thru).

Were these pore spaces filled with a liqnid or gas, we might

expect them to be still extant at depths where the temperature is

so high, that nnder its influence the sediments wonld liquefy.

The question is now whether we may take it as probable, that

the water originally occluded in these sedimentary deposits, will

not have been expelled from there (by the tension of the vapour-

converted water of underlying strata), long before those sediments

could have reached the zone of liqnefaction.

B'or should the water (vaponr) still fUl the pore-spaces, a snfticiently

sound basis for explaining the origin and mechanism of volcanism

were to be found, in the quantity of occluded water (vaponr) and

the high tensions acquired by it, nnder the intlnence of excessive

high temperatnres reigning in the magmatic zone.

The sedimentary rock would gradnally pass into a plastic and

liquid condition, during its downward course in the G. >S.

And as the steep Hank of the (1. A. adjacent to the G. S. constitnte

a faulted and fissured region, the possibility might not be considered

excluded that part of those vapour-tensions will discharge themselves

iiUo those fissures, thus creating the volcanic phenomenon at the

snrface of the earth.
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Anollier possibility wliich we miglit conceive, would be tliat

under tlie influence of these tensions the covering sedimentary masses

in the G. S. were upheaved.

That might ultimately lead to the formation of overthnisl [)lanes

(nappes de charriages), through a lateral bulging out of the I'aised

up masses.

At last a local rupture through the enveloping strata might give

birth to volcanic eruptions, which then might be sub-nuu'ine.

We might conceive the mechanism of volcanism in ihis way.

When by the action due to isostatic influences, a fissure or faull

be engendered in the region of the steep flank of the (t. A., or when

in the raised up part of the (t. S. a ruptui'e should result from the

high tensions prevailing there, the vajiour tensions existing in the

vicinity of such faults or fissures would discharge themselves entirely

or partly in such fissure or fault.

Part of the plastic (or liquid) rock would be carried along, as

water overcharged with carbon-dioxide is carried along by sudden

and sufficient relief of pressure.

The subsidence of sedimentary deposits ever continuing, through

accumulation of the products of erosion in the G. S., water (vapour-)

charged sediments would e\er and anon be conducted into the

regions of excessive high temperatures; this might account for the

periodicity of volcanism ').

Thus the appearance of volcanism might be expected in those

regions of the earth, situated outside the G.S., which by some cause

or other, are moving in centripetal direction or have lately done so.

Should on this basis a solution be offered for a certain amount

of questions regarding the mechanism and origin of volcanism, the

question still remains whether it may be considered plausible that

the sea wafer imprisoned in the pore spaces of sedimentary strata,

may be there still when these sediments have reached depths where

liquefying temperatures are reigning.

The vapour tensions, it might be argued, there prevailing, must

have exjielled all the water once occluded in the pore space of these

sediments, long i)efbre such deposits could have reached the \icinify

of the regions of those high temperatures.

It is known however that the frietional resistance of liquids in

capillary channels is considerable, being for a given flow, per unit

1) I might be allowed to draw the attention to the fact that the absence of

water in liquid slate on the moon, and the absence of erosion, sedimentation and

isostatic movements as a consequence of it, may perhaps stand in causal relation

to tlie absence of periodicity of lunar volcanism, in contrast witli lerrestrial volcanism.
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of time, in direct ratio to the length and in inverse ratio to the

fourth power of the radius of the channel.

How considerable this resistance is in relatively porous rock, as

e.g. the gres bigarré, is shown by A. Davukkk, in a note on his

experiments about capillary attraction.

Daubreï^ draws attention to the fact that a thin disc of sandstone

2cm. thick, whicli completely shuts off a basin partly tilled with

water, is able to prevent water-vapour to escape (through the body

of the rock) even lohen the vapour has acquired a tension of several

afinosj^heres.

When now we take into consideration that the ratio of the dia-

meters of capillary channels in sands and those in clays may be

as from lODO to 1, we shall be able to form an idea of the excessive

resistances prevailiing in finegrained sediments. (In inverse ratio to

the fourth power of the radius).

Where moreover, the researches in folded areas have shown that

the magnitudes of such fine-grained sedimentary (argiliceous-, imper-

meable-) strata may amount to hundreds and even thousands of meters

in thickness, covering the Iota! extent of the G.S., it does not seem

unwarranted to pose the possil>i!ity of such impermeable strata

preventing the water (vapour) occupying the capillary channels of the

sedimentary deposits, from being expelled therefrom by the intluence

of the high temperatures and tensions engendered in those strata,

on their way down to the zone of liquefaction.

This contribution purposes to point out a direction in which it

might be considered possible to look for a satisfactory solution of

the problem of the origin and the mechanism of volcanism.

(In the paper now in course of preparation, in collaboration with

others, and which we hope to be able to publish in the Journal of

Geology (Chicago, U.S.A.) before long, we intend to calculate the

values of vapour-tensions at temperatures of 1000^—1200° C. in

connection with the quantity of water supposed to be occluded in

the sedimentary strata and their respective volumes ; further to

approximate the frictional resistance in sedimentary strata built u|t

tVom clay and (or) sand, in order to ap[)roximate how thick a body

of clay or sand should be, so that the frictional resistance (in its

capillary channels) be sufficient to prevent the water occluded in

the underlying sedimentary nuisses, to be expelled therefrom).
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Astronomy. — "Ohxerratlon of the moon during the EcHpni' of the

sun on Aug. 21 1914 and of the Transit of Mercury on

Nov. 7 1914, made in the Leiden Observatory. By J. Woi.tjkr

Jr. (Cominiinioated by Prol'. E. F. van de Sandk Bakhi yzen).

(Communicated in the meeting of April 23, 1915).

I. .Solar-eclipse of August 21, 1914.

Daring the eclipse of Aug. 21 1914, sun and moon passed over

the meridian. At the suggestion of Professor E. F. van de Sande

Bakhuyzen I have observed the declination of the south-limb of tlie

moon with the transit-circle. The results of this observation including

details concerning the method of reduction will be given here.

In order to obtain as large a number of pointings as possible

Professor Bakhuyzen kindly undertook the reading of the microscopes

(including those for the observation of the nadir).

The observed declination depends on the observation of the nadir.

As two of the pointings had naturally to be made far outside the

meridian, it was necessary to give special attention to the inclination

and curvature of the horizontal wires. In 1911 an investigation on

these points had been made; for this purpose a collimator provided

with a level had been mounted on the soutii-pier; by means of

one of the foot-screws the middle of the two horizontal wires of

the collimator was pointed on various points of the horizontal wires

of the meridian-telescope; by reading the level each time the incli-

nation of the oi)tical axis of the collimator liecomes known and

thus that of the line from the middle of the objective to the special

point of the horizontal wire on which has been pointed.

The pointings were made on five difterent points of each wire,
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viz. ü)i the centre and on two points on either side, one abont half-

way iietween the middle and tlie extreme vertical wire, and another

just l)eyond the latter. In this manner the following corrections were

deduced, to be appUed to the declinations deduced from pointings at

these points

:

Clamp West wire a : — 0".12 -f 0".15 0".00 — 0".ll — 0".33

wire b: — 0".67 0".00 0".00 + 0".04 — 0".08

The [)oinls are given in order, starting from the side of the clamp.

The first and third pointing on the south-limb of the moon were

made on wire a, the second on wire b. The following corrections

to be applied to tiie zenith-distance were computed: -j-f*."17 —0".02

+ 0"41.

On the ground of a number of nadir-delerminations 6".43 was

found as representing half the distance of the two horizontal wires.

The refraction was calculated from tables in manuscript which are

used in the observatory ; these are l)ased on Besskl's constant and

Radau's theory. From observations made at tlie observatory it appears

that this refraction has to be diminished iiy 0.2 "'„, and this correction

has therefore been applied.

Foi' the mean latitude of Leiden I have taken as (he most probable

value 52°9'iy".80. The correction for the motion of (he pole was

deduced from the papei' i>y Ai.brkcht (A. N. 4749) for a moment

1.2 of a year prior to the eclipse; in tiiis manner account was

taken of the J4-monthly motion, but an error is introduced

in the annual term. This error, however, seemed unimportant and

in tills way I found Ay r= -|- 0".09
') and therefore for the iustaii-

tanious latitude 52°9'19".89; this value') was used in the reductions.

In order to pass from the observed declination of the limb to

Ihnt of the ceiide of the moon 1 have taken into account the irre-

gularities of the liml), which were very distinctly visible as the dark

disc of the moon was jirojected on the bright disc of the sun. Using

the profile given by Hay.n (A. N. 4724) I have made a drawing of

the part of the limb which was visible in (he telescope and by (he

aid of notes, taken down during the observation, about the manner

in which the pointings had been made, the corrections were estimated

which had to l)e applied to the declinations as reduced \\ i(h a mean

radius of the moon ; these corrections came to — 0".7(), — 1".9(),

1) Dr. ZwiERs from a pi-eliminary discussion of tlie latest results for the uiotioii

of the polo, in continuation of his paper in these Proceedings for 1911, finds

;i»=-t-0". 14 (however not including the z-term).

-) Fioin the preliminary results of Albrecht (A. N. 4802) for the variation of

latitude in the year 1914 I find a¥' = +0".20 (added June 1915).

2

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIII.
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— I". Ito. \'\)v Ihc niciiu nidiiis llic \iiliic h' =: U'A'2" J)>^ \N'as lakcK,

which is Ihe value adojilcd \)\ NKWcdMit in his hisl '^i'oai work

OM the motion ol' the mooii, as it seemed lo me tiiat ilio. radius lo

lie used in oci'idlatioiis mnst he the same as the mean radins of

the \-er\' sharp prolile ol' the moon whieh pi'ojects its(>||' on the

hrif^lit disc of' tiie snii.

1

In the compnlalion ol the parallax I have assumed tor tiie

-JDS. -J

elli|itieity of the earth, hoth for the calenlation of the reduction to

geocentrie latilnde and of the radius-vector of the earth at the place

of obser\atioii, and for dc<luciii;j, tiie constant of the sine-parallax.

1 therefore assumed for the constant .3422".47 (Nkwcomb, Astr. Pap.

IX J p. 44) and a eoi'rection of -j- ()".40 was applied to the N. A.

value. The observations were made in the position of the instrument

:

('lamp-West and Circle A. was read; for the reduction of the declination

so found to the mean of the two circles and the four positions of

the inslrnment (objective anil ocular-end can be interchanged and tiie

instrument can be reversed) accortliuu to llu' investigations made in

the observatory a correction of -\- ()":H mnst be applied to the

decliiuition. Moreover for the reduction lo Aiwkks's system a correc-

liou of — ()".!() has to Ik^ applied, for that to Nkwcomu's system

one of - ()".04.

The observations and their reduction are !;iven in the following

table : the first column indicates whether oi' not a reversing prism

was used ; the second column (dutains the hour-angle, at which the

observatiiui was made ;
the third the mean of the foin- microscopes

for the moon; Ihe fourth the same for the nadir; Ihe liftli the sum

of the corrections for division-errors, run, reiiuction to the meridian,

llexure of the inslrunieut. irregularities of the limb, distance, incli-

nation and cnrvalurc of Ihe vvires. the si.xth the correction for refrac-

tion ; ihe seventh ihe /.erjilh-dislance obtained in that manner and

the eighth the geocentric declination of the centie of the moon.

Jinb Nadir Corr. Refr.
Zenith-dist.

limb
Declination

centre

witlioiit pr.

with pr.

without pr.

-74s! 140° 17'5T"28 0^7'41"55i — S"()2 47"15 39°50'39"45

+14

491

17' 21 "48

17' 14"5n

-f4"42 47" 16

—9"80 47"17

51 2"82

51 24"n3

-|-13°12'35"52

12' 12"45

11'51"51

r>v reducing the first and Ihe third declination to tlie moment of

th<' second one we linallv obtain: ,1 = -\- i:]° IT IT'M
12.45

Ji.öO
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The last pointing was made verj near llie end of the field and

has therefore a smaller weight than the others. Taking the mean

of the three with weights J, 1, i we find: 0^= + 13° 12' 12"30

;

reducing to the mean of the two circles and the fonr positions of

the instrument we get: d= -|- 13° 12' 12"41 ; finally we find for

the declination

on r> ,-M'c^r. i Timc of oliscrv

.

reduced to Auwkrss system : d= + 13 12 12 25 f 001,1 r„,o«

„ Newcomb's „ :rf=:-|-13° 12' 12 37 ,, .,, ,,
' ' M. i . drcenw.

A comparison with the Nautical Almanac gives:

Observ.— Calcul. : Auwers's system : — 3".58

Nkm'comu's ,, :
— 3".4G.

II. Transit of Merci'iiy on Novkmukk 7 1914.

Using the great refractor of the observatory (aperture 266 mm.)

I tried to observe the moments of inner and outer contact. At the

first two coiilacls the sky was clouded over, so that only the last

two could 1)0 oliservod. I'he |)Owor used was 170. As Ihc moment

of inner contact I took the breaking of the thread of ligiil.

The times observed are

last inner contact: 2'' 6"i 24^8 M.T. (ireeuwich

„ outer „ : 2 8 43

A comparison with the Nautical Almanac gives as Ihe diircrciu-e

calculation minus observation :

last inner contact -)- ]6\7

,, outer ,, -J- ll^*.

Leiden, April 1915.

Anatomy. — '^Oii /he s/niclure of /he iiniseu/id- tilidtntiiiiKl ma!

I

of' Priinn/cs." I'.y W. .\. Mi.isiU'.RCi (Commiuiicaled by Prof.

\h\ L Boi.K).

((Inmmunicati'il in tlii' meeling ot' April !23, lülü).

In the publications relaliiig to the myology of Primates, ihc

muscles of llii' abdomen ai'c usually discussed very superficially, and

where that discussion is a more elaborate one, that gi'ealer elaboration

is as a I'ule restricted to an excessively accurate description of the

origins of these muscles. Less attention however is paid to the way

in which these muscles contribute to the formation of the sheath

of the M. rectus; no publication is even known to me, in which
2*
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soiiielliiiiii!; i.s coinmiiiiiciiled aliout llic coiniiaialuc aiialonn ot' llio

reotal slifalli of Priinalofs. 'J'iiis snlijecl Imwovt-r (Icsorves «rreafer

attenfioii, as tVoiii a few stray ('oiuiniiiiications il a|t|)eai's, tliat (lie

sd'uodire ot' tlie slieatli of the dilfereiit s[)e('ies of Primates can show

ratlier consideralilo differences.

I shall conimunicatc here shortly the resiills of an investigation

into the comparative anatomy of the sheath of the rectus muscle

made by mc in tlie Anatomical Laboratory of Amsterdam. In this

conimnnication I shall leave Prosimiae entirely out of consideration,

and conse(|uently restrict myself to Sindae fPlatyri'hini and Katai'rhini)

and llominiilae.

( >n lilt' Mciii/ii'iuiii a/i(l<niiinis inti'vmediit.

As the first result of my investigation I can communicate, tiiat

with all monkeys examined by me, both Katarrhini and Platyrrliini,

a fourth element participates in the formation of the sheath of the

M. rectus, besides the three Hat muscles of the abdomen. Between

the M. obliquus externus abdominis and the M. obliquus internus

abdominis a fascial uieiubraiie is namely found. This membrane

is solid, admits of a good free pre|)aration, consequently it distin-

guishes itself obviously from the tlimsy connective tissue, which is

found in man between the Hat muscles of tjie abdomen. In the lite-

rature this membrane is not mentioned ; I shall designate it as

Mi'iiihrana /ihdontini.i iiiteiinedin. The anatomical lines of demarca-

tion of this membrane can dislinctiy be indicated. In the caudal

part tiie origin is immediately connected with that of the M. obliq.

int. : the membrana interm. is attached to the fascia lumbodorsalis,

crista iliaca. s|)ina iliaca anterior and follows also in a caudal

direction the origo of the M. obli(|. int.. so that — with a powerful

development of the membrane - its last fibres aie attached to tiie

ramus snpti'ior ossis pubis. Sometinu's however it cannot be followed

as far as the origins indicated here : in these cases it is closely con-

nected with the M. obliq. int., because it origiiuxtes in the perimysium

e.xternnm of the latter at some distance from the origo of that muscle.

In the cranial part the origin of the membrane cannot be indicated

so exactly : it is namely continued between the M. obliq. ext. and

the thoracal wall, and looses itself in the flimsy connective tissue

that is found here. An origin from ribs can consequently not be

ascei-laiiied.

In a me<lian direction the mend^rane passes into the sheath of the

M. rectus in the forming of which ii takes part with the three flat

mus(des of llic abilomen.
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What it. now tlie isigiiitioalioii llial imisl be altributed to tlii.s lucin-

braiie occiiiTing so constantly in monkeys?

One might be inclined to regard the membiane as a condensation

of the intermuscniar connective tissue; for likewise in man one often

sees tliat from tiie tlimsj connective tissue between tiie abdo-

minal muscles fascial membranes can develop to incretise the solidity

of the abdominal wall. There are however objections that tell against

this view : in the first place it cannot be explained in this way.

why in many Simiae such a membrane does exist between the

M. obliq. ext. and the M. obliq. int.. but no vestige of fascial tissue

between M. obli(|. int. and M. transv. is to be found ; secondly it

cannot be comprehended in this way, why the membrane possesses

such distinct anatomical lines of demarcation ; thirdly the great

independence that this membrane possesses tells against this view.

With most Platyrrhini e. g. the membrane runs in the cranial part

behind the M. rectus, in the caudal [)art in front of it; it changes

consequently its course with regard to this muscle and moreover

independently of the abdominal muscles iietween which it is situated.

From these objections appears distinctly, that the membrane may

by no means be regarded as a simple local condensation of inter-

muscular connective tissue. Most admissible it is to consider it as a

rudiment of a muscle that has existed on this spot with lower

vertebrates. With this hypothesis all the properties of the membrane
— as its sharp anatomical lines of demarcation, its independence — can

easily be explained. The correctness of this view is moreover

proved by a discovery with Siamang. With a Siamanga syndactylns

I found namely muscular fibres running in the membrane ; these

muscular fibres form a bundle of '^ mm. wide and 4.5 cm. long,

which bundle is situated between the point of the last rib and (he

crista iliaca. The fibres do however not originate in (he rib, but

about 74 *^'"- feudally from the point of the last rib the muscular

fibres appeal' in the membrane. The libres run almost vertically down-

ward, their direction corresponds with that of the fibres of the

M. obliq. ext. The libres are inserted into the crista iliaca, a little

behind the spina iliaca anterior. The muscle possesses moreover still

a smaller head, arising from the fascia luinbodorsalis.

As now, in the direction of the ventral medianline, the membr.

interm. is directly connected with this muscle, and as moreover the

origin of the muscidar libi'cs is not situated at the last rib, iiut the

fibres ajipear in the membiane at a little distance caudally from

the rib, it is clear lh;it this nuiscle with Siamang is the last remain-

ing part of a muscle which, with ph\ loiiciielically older forms, was
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Kitiialed uil tlic spol of tlie iHeiiibnuie. Indeed wc know, tliat willi

Urodele Amplnhia and witli Reptilia the abdominal wall is composed

of more muscles than witli Primates. The ontogeny and phylogeny

of the abdominal muscles of lower Vertebrates (Pisces, Amphibia,

Reptilia) has been accurately explained to us by the investigations

of Mai'kkk '). It is especially the structure of the muscular abdo-

minal wail of the urodele Amphibia that is of great interest for us

;

the abdominal muscles of Pisces still show very simple conditions,

whilst the conditions of the abdominal muscles of Anure Amphibia

and Reptilia can very well be deduced from those of Urodeles.

Urodele Amphibia possess four collateral abdominal muscles. Most,

superficially are situated two muscles, the fibres of which have

an obliquely descending direction : a M. obliq. ext. superticialis'and

a M. obliq. ext. profundus. The direction of the fibres of these

muscles differs little ; that of the deep muscle is somewhat less oblique.

Under the Musculi obliq. ext. one finds a M. obliq. int. with an

obliquely ascending direction of tlie fibres, and abdominally from it

lies the M. transversus, the fibres of wliicli run in a transversal

direction. Maurer distinguishes these muscles in primary and second-

ary ones. The primary muscles: M. obliq: int., M. obliq. ext. prof,

and M. rectus profundus occur with the larva; the secondary ones:

M. obliq. ext. superfic, M. transv. and M. rectus superficialis come

into existence at the end of the larva-life by delamination of the

younger cells at the surface of the primary muscles. From the

development it is obvious, that the M. obliq. int. and the M. obliq.

ext. prof, are dorsaliy connected with each other in the myotome

and can never extend beyond the line of demarcation between the

ventral and the dorsal musculature, the lateral line; veii-

trally iioth muscles are connected in the M. rectus profundus. The

direction of their fibres changes here gradually from an oblique one

into the longitudinal one of the M. rectus prof. The M. obliq. ext.

superf. and the M. transv. however can extend dorsaliy from the

lateral line, and from the beginning tliey possess an aponeurosis

which runs before, resp. behind, the system of the Musculi recti to

the linea alba.

') F. Mauher, ÜC'i- Aufbiia unci tlie EnUvicklung der voulralen Riirapfinuskulalur

bei den urodelen Amphibien und deren Bezichung zii den gleiclien Muskeln der

Selachiei- und Teleosticr. Morph. Jalirb. 18 Bd. 1892.

F. Maurer. Die ventrale Bumiifmuskulatur der aiuuen Ampliibien. Morph.

Jabrb. 22 Bd. 1804.

F. Maurer. Die ventrale Rumpfmuskulalur einigcr Replilien, eine verglcicliend-

anatomische Untcrsiicliung. Festschrift ziim 70 Geburtstagc von Carl Gegenbaur,

189G.



Wliicli iire now llie lioiuuIoj;icn l)et\veeii the iihtlumiiuil luu^icles

of Primales and tliose of lower Vcrlehmtes? Tliat tlie M. transv.

and the M. ohliq. int. of man are liomoloi;oii,s willi tlie honioiiyiiioiis

niiiseles of Urodela is obvious, on aoconnt of llie corresponding-

direction of tiie iibres and tlie corresponding direction of the inter-

costal nerve between liie two ninscles. Tiiere are iiowever different

views concerning the M. obliq. ext. Gegenbauk reckons this nmscle

together with the Muscnli intercostales exrerni to the layer of the

M. obliq. ext. prof, of Urodeles; in this case the M. obliq. ext. snperf.

of Urode'es conid be found back in the iMnsculi .seriati postici of

man. According to Eisi.kk ') the M. ol>li(|. exi. and iiic Musculi

serrati postici lielong to the la\ er of the M. obli(|. cxI. superliciaiis

;

the M. ol>li(i. ext. prof, of urodeles is to be fonnd back in tlie

Musculi intercostales extcrni and the "tiefe Zacken des lAl. obli(|.

ext. abdominis". By these Eisi.kk understands small itnndles of

nuiscles, which, as he conununicales, occur frefpiently under the

cranial origins of the M. obiicp ext. of man. They originate likewise

from the ribs, are separated liy some connective tissue from the

JM. oi)lii|. ext. lying superficially from (hem, lia\e an almost iians-

versal direction and lose themselves al last in the anterior lamella

of the sheath of the M. rectus.

Tiie anatomy of the ventral Ininkmusciilulure of man Iiowever

cannot give us certainty with regard to the origin of the M. obliq.

ext. As. however, with other Primates between this muscle and the

M. obliij. int. a membrane occurs that can be conceived as the

remaining part of an abdominal muscle, the siimuion becomes

clearer. Superlicially from the M. obliq. int. we liiid lirst u muscle

reduced to a membrane and then a well (lcvelope<l muscle entirely

independent of each other ; it is thus without more obvious, that

the more superlicial one of these two layers must be homologous

with llie M. obli(|. ext. siiperlic, the deeper one with the M. obliip

ext. prof, ot Urodeles. Consecpieiitly the M. obliq. ext. of I'rimales

is homologous with the M. obli(|. exI. siq)erlic., whilst the Alemlirana

abdominis intermedia is the lioinologoii of (he Miisciilus obli(|. ext.

profundus of I'rodeles.

The direction of the fibres of the AI. oblii|. ext. prof, of I'rodeles

differs little from that of the M. obli(|. ext. siiperlic. The abdominal

muscle, which with ancestral forms of Primates was found in the

jtlace of the Membrana intermedia, will also in all probability, with,

regard to the direction of its fibres, have corres|)onded with the

M. obli(|, exI. (siipeificialis ') of Primates.

i| \'. Im.slkr. bit.' iNiiiskflii (les .'^liuiunes. .Iciia i'.Uli.
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111 aocoidiince with lliis is llie fact, that the lilues of the "M. obliq.

ext. prof." — for this name should be applied to the muscle —
found by me with Siamang show a direction tliat is almost parallel

with that of the fibres of the M. tM\([. ext.

Further 1 will still remark in Ihis connection, that according to

Tkstut ') and liK Dorm, e 'j several investigators have described by

different names, and especially by that of "M rectus lateralis" as

variations muscles of man, situated between the Musculi obliq.

exteriius and internus and corresponding in the direction of their

fibres with the M. obliq. ext. In the most typical cases Ihis "M.

rectus lateralis" originates from the 9''' to the 11''' rib, runs then

almost vertically downwards and is inserted into the crista iliaca.

It is obvious that we have to do here with the remaining part of

the M. obliq. ext. prof., occurring as atavism, which muscle normal-

ly has been entirely reduced in man, whilst not even a membrane

has remained. The variation has been described by the name of M.

rectus lateralis. This name, though with regard to the direction of

the fibres very correct, is however not preferable, as it could give

rise to the entirely wrong notion, that this muscle is connected in

some way or other with the M. rectus abdominis. In fact the two

have nothing to do with each other. Consequently we had better

call this variation M. obliq. ext. profundus, a name to which, as

comparative anatomy teaches us, it has an indisputable right.

In conclusion be remarked tliat, in accordance with Eisi>kr, I

think it likely, that the deep origins of the M. obliq. ext. (vide

before) described by him, can also be considered as remaining parts

of the M. obliq. ext. prof.

It still remains to trace the relation the Membr. abdominis inter-

media bears to the M. rectus : the membrane namely, as I commu-

nicated already takes part in the formation of the sheath of the M.

rectus. With the description of the structure of the sheath of the

different monkeys the relation of the membrane to the M. rectus

will consequently likewise be discussed.

On the structure of the shentli of the M. rectus of Primates.

The relations the four elements, that compose the rectal sheath,

bear to the M. rectus with the different monkevs will be brieflv

') L. Testut. Les anomalies musculaiies cliez Thomme, expliquées par ranalomie

comparee, leur impoi'tance en antliropologie. Paris. 1804.

2) A. F. Le Double. Traite des variations du système miisculaii- de riionime el

^ leur signification au point de vue de Tanthi-opologie zoologique. Paris. 1897.
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described with tiie help of lext-figures, represeiUiiig diagrainuiatic

transversal sections throiigli the sheath. In all sections tlie M. obliq.

ext. is represented by a dotted line, the Membrana abdominis inter-

media by a point-dash-line, the M. obliq. int. by an iiniiderriiiited

line, and the M. transversns by a dash-line.

The stnictnre of the rectal sheath of Primates shows considerable

differences. It is however possible to nnite all those cases nnder

one point of view; it will appear that in this way a more primitive

condition and relations that have removed from the original condition,

can be distinguished. The succession in which the rectal sheath of

the different Primates will be described is such, that I shall begin

with a condition of which afterwards it will appear, that it is the

most original one. and conclude with the description of the structure

of the sheath of such monkeys, which have farthest removed from

the primitive condition.

Fig. la re[)resents a transversal section through the sheath of the

M. rectus of Ateles paniscus, close under the caudal edge of the

/

d.

Fig. 1. Ateles paniscus.

L. a. = Linea alba.

R. = Muse, rectus abdominis.

1. = M. transversus abdominis.

2. = M. obliquus internus abdom.
3. = Mcnibiaiia abdominis intermedia.

4. ^= M. obliquus externus abdom.

Fig. 2. Ateles hypoxanthus.
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/
Fig. 3. Cebus capiiciniis.

(Scheme of Platyrrhiiii).

Fig. 4. Homo.

^1 I'

a.

e.

Fig. 5. Cercopithecus cynosurus. Fig. 6. Semnopithecus entellus.

(Scheme of Katarrhini).
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sternum. Tlie M. obliq. ext. (4j |)asses in front of tlie M. rectus, the

Meinhr. iiiterni. (3), tlie M. obliq. int. (2) and the M. transv. (1)

form the [)Osterior lamella of the slienth. These relations exist howevei

onl}' in the cranial '/„ part of the sheath ; in the caudal iiart the

M. obliq. ext. remains before the M. reetn.s, the M. oblicj. int. and

the M. transv. behind it, but the Membr. interm. passes at the lateral

edge of the M, rectus into the perimysium externum of this muscle,

(tig. 1/'). These relations continue to exist till the synq)hysis. (Com-

pare the sagittal section, (ig. Jr).

With an Ateles hi/po.midhus examined In mc the relation of the

M. obi. iiil. and Membr. intermedia to the M. rectus was dilferent

from that wiih Ateles paiiisciis. The M. obli(|. ext. passes entirely

before, the M. transv. entirely behind the M. rectus; the relations

the Membr. interm. and the M. obliq. int. bear to the M. rectus are

however not the same in all the parts of their course; in the cranial

part both run behind the M. rectus (tig. 2a). About 6 cm. caudally

from the inferior edge of the sternum (the total distance sternum-

symphysis amounts to 12 cm.) the membrane splits into two layers

one of which is passing before, the other behind ihe M. rectus.

The M. oblic|. int. continues to send its aponeurosis into the posterior

lamella of the sheath (fig. 1h). 2'/, em. cranially from the synq)hysis

the two layers of the membrane terminate almost simultaneously ; at

the same time the M. obliq. int. changes its relation to the M. rectus:

from here its aponeurosis divides itself into two layers, which include

the M. rectus (vide fig. 2c). Fig. '2(1 gixes an illuslralion (if these

different anatomical relations.

The third tig. relates to the rectal sheath of Cclnis Cuiuiciniis.

The M. obliq. ext. passes entirely before, the M. transv. entirely

behind the M. rectus. The Membr. interm. passes in the cranial

part, just like the M. obliq. int, behind the M. rectus (fig. 3rt) ; in a

caudal direction it splits into two layers, enclosing the M. rectus,

the M. obliq. int. does provisionally not change its relation to the

M. rectus (fig. 3A). Then the dorsal layer of the membrane disaiipears

and tliereupon the membrane passes entirely into Ihe anterior lamella

of the sheath (fig. 3c'). A little farther caudally the aponeurosis of

the M. obliq. int. splits into two layers (fig. 3(/) ; then the deep layer

disappears, so that in the caudal part the posterior lamella of the

rectal sheath consists only of the aponeurosis of the 'M. transversus,

whilst the other three elements pass in front of the M. rectus

(fig. 3(' and 3/').

With the condition of the rectal sheath found willi (>/;».<

caitiiriiui.s. coi'res[)onds the structure of Ihe shealli of all other
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PldlijrrJiuii (iMycetes iii^er, Cliry.sutlii'ix sciiirca iuid Iliipalfj.

lu iig'. 4 are re|ireseiite(l sections tlu-ongli (lie slieatli ol'tlie M. rectus

ot' Mdii. Tlie Al. ol)li(|. ext. passes entirely iii tVoiit of tiie M. rectus,

the Meiiilir. iiitenii. fails. Crauiallj from tlio linea Dougiasii llie

M. obliq. int. possesses two layers, and the AI. Iransv, extends behind

tlie M. rectus (fig. 4a), caudallj from the linea semicircularis tlie

aponeuroses of the three Hat muscles of the abdomen are situated

on the anterior surface of the M. rectus (fig. 4/> and 4r-).

The 5''' figure relates to llie sheath of a Cercopithecu-s cynt>sHra.i.

As appears from the sections, the M. obliq. ext. and the membr.

intcrm. pass entirelv in front of the M. rectus, the M. obli([. int.

which runs also before the AI. rectus, possesses moreover in its

most cranial part for a short distance a layer which passes behind

the Al. rectus (tig. öa); soon however this layer ceases (fig. bh).

The AI. transversus, which in the cranial part extends behind the

Al. rectus, sends in the caudal third part ils aponeurosis likewise

before the Al. rectus (fig. 5c and 5(/).

Figure 6 relates to the vagina AI. recti of Si'innnp'itliern.s cnti'llu.s.

The M. obliq. ext., the Alembr. iiiterm. and the AI. oblitp int. pass

entirely in front of the Al. rectus. The Al. transv. however runs in

the cranial '/, j)art of the sheath behind the AI. rectus (fig. (ia), in

the caudal 4''' ^)art its a|)oneurosis takes part in the forming of the

anterior lamella of the sheath (fig. 6/j and tjr). A condition of the

vagina Al. recti as represented in fig. (5, can be admitted as normal

for Katarrhini ; 1 found it with Cercopithecus jiatas, Alacacus cyno-

molgus, Colobus gueresa. Semnopithecus entellus, Cynocephalns

hamadryas, Siamanga syndactylus, Orang utan.

From this short description it appears that monkeys show great

differences with regard to the composition of their rectal siieath,

differences of such importance, that it seems in the beginning

difilicult to see a connection between all the conditions that present

themselves. It will consequently be our task to try and find such a

connection founded on the evidences given above. With this purpose

we shall trace of each of the four elements that take part in the

forming of the sheath separately how the relation is it bears to

the M. rectus with the different Primates.

With Flatyrrliini the M. tramTersus passes entirely into the j)OSt-

erior wall of the sheath, with Katarrhini and with man this con-

dition exists only in the cranial part; in the caudal third or fourth

parts the AI. Iiansv. lakes part in the foi'miiig (if the anterior wall

of (he slicalli; Willi a .Macaciis rhesus I dissected, the aiioneiirosis
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|)usw('sscil ;it this passiigc for a sliorl dislaiice Iwu kiyci.s, willi tlie

otlu'i' Katanliiiii and willi man tlie M. Irausv. suddenly, with an

acnto line, niodities its fonrse behind (he M. reetiis into a eonrse

in front of the hxtter.

The condition of liie M. transversns, as it shows itself willi Kata-

rrliini and with man, is eeitainly not a primary one. Tiie anatomy

(if the slieatli of the M. rectus of Amiiiiii)ia and Reptilia teaches us

thai tiiere llie M. transv. rnns entirely behind the M. rectus, and

tiie ontogeny of the abdominal niusoidature of Urodeles" shows us

that this condition is the primary one. As now moreover with all

I'latyrrhini the .M. ti-ansv. [lasses iiehind the M. rectus, there can no

longer exist any doubt; decidedly the relation which with Katarrhini

and with man the M. transversns bears to the M. rectus is a second-

ary one. With ancestral forms of monkeys of tiie old world and

of man the M. transversus ran behind the M. rectus, as it does

still with IMatyrrliini. In the phylogenetical development of these

groups of Primates an inlluencc has been at work^ in consequence

of which the M. rectus |pieicos in the caudal part the M. transv.,

so that the latter nuiscle in the caudal |)art is found on the anterior

sni'face of the M. rectus.

With most J<atarrhini the M. Iransv. luodilies its relation to the

.M. reclus siuldcnly, in an acute line; with Maeacus rhesus the

aponeurosis of the .M. transv. possessed at the modification of its

direction for a short distance two layers, i.e. the M. rectus does

not ]>iercc the .M. transversns here ahruptly, at I'ight angles, but

gradually, so that the ÏM. rectus is situated for a short distance in

the mass of (he ^I. Irans\ersns.

The relation of the .1/. oh/iq/ius iiili', iiiis to the M. rectus shows

with (he diirercnl monkeys also great dillerences. With Katarrhini

the M. obli(|. inl. runs entirely before the M. I'cclus; with Ateles

paniscns on tlic contrary entirely behind that muscle. With all

I'latyrrhini, with the exception of .Ateles paniscns, with man and

also with a ( 'ercopilhecus cynosurus I examined, we lind conditions

in which the lelation of the inlernus aponeurosis to the ^I. rectus

is ((uili' dillereut in the cranial part IVcun that in the camlal one. With

tli(> majority <ü' Platyrrhini we find that the internus apeuniu'osis

runs in the cranial part iiehiiul the M. rectus, and in the cauilal

part before the AI. rectus; conseipienlly the M. reclus pierces the

M. obliii. int. ;, usually the piercing takes [ilace gradually at an

acute angle, so that the internus aponeurosis jiossesses for a short

distance two layers. With Ateles hypoxaiithus the aponeurosis vuw^

in the cranial [larl Iiehind the AI. rectus and includes in the caudal
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\K\v\ (lus iiniscio Willi l\v(i liivfi's; willi mail and willi ( 'i'rc()|iitlicciis

cyiiosiinis on llie conlraiy tlie iM. ol)li(|. inl. shows in iIk^ cranial

|)art two layers, and |tasses candally eniirely into the anterior wall

of the Vagina M. recti.

In the relation tiie M. ()iili(|. inl. hears to the M. rectus conse-

(incntiy tliree ty|)es can l»e dislingnishcd : the M. oi)ii(|. int. runs

either entirely l»ehind the M. rectus, or pas.scs eniirely into the

anterior lamella of the sheath, or heha\es differently, with regard to

the M. rectns, in the cranial part than in the candal part; now the

([iiestion rises which of these conditions is the original one. It is

self-evident, that the condition of the M. ohliq. inl. in which the

relation to the M. rectns in the cranial part is so qnite ditferent

from that in the caudal part will not have existed with (lie ancestral

forms of Primates. With these doubtless the relation of the M. obliq.

int. to the M. rectns will have answered to one of the two other

types; conse(|nently the M.. oblicp int. has originally taken part either

in the forming of the anterior or in that of the posterior lamella

of the sheath of the M. rectns.

As we are compelled to admit witii regard to the M. transversus,

Ihat this muscle was pierced in the course of the j)liylogeny by the

M. rectus, it is a priori veiT likely that the piercing of die M. obliq.

int. will depend upon the same cause that also brings about the

moditication in the course of the M. transv. From this simple con-

sideration results the conclusion that originally the M. obliq. int.

pas.scd presumably behind the M. rectus.

Comparative anatomy can likewise support our \iew, that orij^inally

with Primates the M. obliq. int. is situated behind the M. rectus. If

namely we consider the relation of this muscle to the M. rectus

with diU'erent Vertebrates (Maurer) we tind that with Urodeles the

,M. (ilili(|. inl. [lapses continuously into the M. rectus, with Anures

this muscle exists only in the larva, with Reptiles, however, we tind,

thai, where a M. obliq. int. exists as such, it has disengaged itself

frnm liio system of the Musculi recti and possesses an aponeurosis,

that runs behind the M. rectus abdominis.

The }{('inl>rana aMoDiini.t intermedia with ail Katarrhini takes

part ill the foiauing of the anterior lamella of the sheath ; this cannot

be otherwise, as both the M. obliq. ext. and the M. obliq. int. iia.s9

in front of the M. rectus. In case, however, as with Platyrrhiui, the

M. oliliij. int. in the cranial part lies behind the M. rectus, the

membrane also lies in the cranial part behind it. In the caudal

part we lind nowhere the membrane behind the AI. rectus : with

Ateles paniscus it is connected at the lateral edge with the peri-
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invsnnii cxlcriiinii dl' lliis iiiiiscK', willi llic iillier l'lal vrrliiiii il riii\s

ill tlie ciiiidai part iii IVoiil ol' llic M. i'ectiis.

Again IIk' (|iiestiüii rises \vlia( the original relation of f lie nieiiibrane

lo llie ,M. rectus was. As in secondarj' sitnatioiis ot' tiie Miiscuii

oiilicj. int and transversiis tlie menihrane is found in front of the

i\I'. rectus, and in liio priiiiaiT condition on tlic contrary, the niem-

lirane, — in the cranial jiart at least — passes i)eliind the M. rectus,

we may suppose, that, most likely, the Membr. abdominis inter-

media was originally siliiated behind the M. rectus. This view is

strengthened by considerations of the same nature as those, which

we communicated regarding the M. ol»lii|. int.; only the comparatixe

anatomical argument cannot be applied here.

With all examined Primates the ^^. of>!i</i//ts iwtt'nius passes in

front of the M. rectus.

Tlie four elements thai compose tiie sheath of the M. rectus will

iiave laUen part in the forming of the sheath, as ancestral forms of the

now living Simiae and of man possessed, in such a way tiiat the

M. (ibli(|. cxt. passed in front of the M. rectus, whilst the three

other elements formed ilie jiosterior lamella of the sliealh.

In the pliylogenelical developmcut. however, an iiilluence appeared,

which brought alioul a \ariatiou in this structure», in conseipience of

which the M. rectus began to show an incliualioii to pierce the three

elements lying behind it. This piercing begins in the caudal part.

The lirsl modification thai occurs, consists in the fact, that the Membr.

intermedia changes the relation it bears to the M. rectus and is

found to be situated in the caudal part in front of the M. rectus.

Whilst ilie pierciug-|)rocess iji ilie membrane is continuing, the M.

ol)ii(|. iul. in (he c;iudal jiarl begins to modify its ilirection with

regard to llie M. rectus.

When llieii liie caudal part of llie M. rectus has taken its |)lace

between iIk» .\lnsciili obb<|. and I rausv., llie piercing-process call begin

to e.xteud itself also over the M. trausversus. The inoditication of

direction of the latter is always restricted lo the caudal part, the

piercing of the Membr. interm. and of the iM. oiiliq. int. by the

M. rectus can howexer become a com|»lcle (Uie, i. e. the piercing

can go so far. that in the end both (demenls are siiualeil entirely

ill tVoiil of the M. rectus.

In Ihe |)liylogeiielical development which has taken place in the

dilli'ienl genera of Primates, the factor, that modilied the topography

of the Hat abdominal miLScles with regard to the M. rectus, made

itself felt ill varying degrees, so that the Primates that live at the

[ireseiit moment, tliid themselves in all sorts of phases of transformation.
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The origiiiiil ronditiuii oi' Meiiilir. iii(crii)., M. olilicj. iiil. and M.

Iraiisv. has least changed with Ateles paiiisciis. Witli tliis nioiikej

the M. transv. and the M. ohliq. int. still show their oi'iginal rela-

tion to the ]\I. iT'ctus; the Meinhr. iiilerni. lies in the cranial part

also lichind the i\I. rectus, [tasses then, however, into the perimysium

externum ol' tiiat muscle. This relation must be regarded as a con-

dition, in which tlie M. rectus is situated in the mass of the mem-
i)rane, in other words: there exists here a beginning piercing of the

membrane by the M. rectus. Willi the other Platyrrhini the piercing

process has gone further than with Ateles paniscus, and the mem-
brane lies then in the caudal part befoi'e the M. rectus. At the same

tinu' the piercing-process has with them extended over the M. obliq.

int.; the M. transversus, however, passes still entirely behind the

M. rectus.

The monkeys of the old world have removed farthest from the

original con<lition of the structure of their sheath : with them the

piercing of the Menibr. inform, and of the M. obliq. int. is complete,

whilst the M. transv. in the caudal part also modifies its direction

with regard to the M. rectus. The structure of the sheath of the

.M. rectus of man forms the coimecting link between those of Platy-

rrhini and Katarrhini. This vagina is less original than that of Platy-

rrhini, as in man the piercing-process extends also over the M. trans-

versus, but because the piercing of the M. obliq. int. by the M. rectus

is not yet complete, the sheath of man is at the same time more

original than that of Katarrhini.

The linea somicircularis Douglasii is the line along which the

transversiis aponeurosis modities its direction with regard to the

M. rectus ; it is formed by the last fibres of the M. transversus,

which proceed behind the M. rectus towards the linea alba (with

man the last libres of the posterior layer of the aponeurosis of the

M. ()lili(|. int. take moreover part in the formation of the linea).

The possession of a linea Douglasii does conse()uently mean, that

the |)icrciiig-process that takes place in the sheath of the M. rectus,

has adxanccd so much, that also the M. transversus is pierced in

the caudal part by the M. rectus. By this explanation a new light

is thrown on the dark question about tlie signitication of the linea,

a question, that, notwithstanding the ditferent hy[)0lhescs that have

been suggested, in order to explain this phenomenon in the posterior

lamella of the rectal sheath, has not yet found a satisfactory solution.

We need by no means be astonished at this fact, as, indeed, all

investigators, who have hitherto occupied themselves with this quest-
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ion, have regarded the formation of the linea Douglasii as an

independent process, because they were not acquainted with the

considerations communicated above, from which appears tiiat the

formation of the linea is but part of a more comprehensive process,

whicii takes ])lace in the rectal sheath.

Among the diffei'ent tiieories tliat have been suggested about the

signification of the linea Douglasii. that of Gkgknbaur has become

most generally known. His hypothesis, in which the views of RtTZius

and Hrnle are united, makes the Vesica urinaria and the Vasa

epigastrica inferiora responsible for the occurrence of the linea

Douglasii.

Objections have been made against this theory and against tliose

of Doi'fiT,AS and of .Soi.<;kh. from which oiijections we must conclude

that these hypotheses nvc incorrect. Only the theory of Eislkk '),

which is supported l)y the results of ontogeny and comparative

anatomy, stands unaltarked al the present moment. Eislkr seeks the

cause of the formation of the linea in (he protuberation of the anterior

abdominal wall, indicated as processus vaginalis, because this processus

compels the libres of the Mnsculi obliq. int. and fransversus, which

run cranially from the proce.ssns behind the M. rectus to give way
ventralwards tiiere. wiiore tlio processus is, and to remove before

the M. rectus.

It is obvious that the hypothesis of Eislkr cannot be correct, for

it tries likewise only to tiud a cau.se for the piercing of the M.

transversus liy the M. rectus; like all other theories previously

suggested, it regai-ds the formation of the linea Douglasii as an inde-

[)endeiit process, whilst it must only be regarded as the last phase

of the piercing process that takes |)lace in the rectal siieafh.

It is conse()ueutly completely irrational to indicate for the formation

of the linea Douglasii a cause that does not explain at the same

time the other modifications occuriing in the construction of the

sheath. The (|iiestion about the cause of the linea semicircularis

must be replaced by the question about the inclination of the M.

rectus to pierce the three elements, that originally formed the posterior

lamella of the sheath of the M. rectus. Further investigations will

perhaps give an answer to this question; for the present moment
only the fact of the piercing can be ascertained.

1) In P. EisLER. "Ueber die nachste Ursache dei- Ijiiiea semicircularis Douglasii

Yerhandl. der Anat. Gesellscliaft f898"' one finds described all the theories about

the cause of the linea, indicated here.

3
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIU.
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Physiology. — "On thi' limrt-rlujllnu." III. Bj- Dr. S. de Boer..

(Comimmioated by Prof. J. K. A. Wertheim Saeomonson).

(Gommunicateil in the meeting of April 23, 1915.)

<)n till' riiiiijionents of the n-v-intcrval.

In tlie estiinatioii of tlie disturbances of tlie I'liytlimic fiiiietioiis of

the heart the a-w-interval plays a comparatively important part. It

is consequently of great interest to know exactly by what factors

the duration of this interval is determined. Wiien determining this

interval, we measure the time that elapses between the beginning

of the auricle-systole and the beginning of the ne.\t following systole

of the ventricle. What we determine in this way is consequently

not only the time of transmission of the stimulus from the place of

entrance into the auricle till the time of entrance into the ventricle;

for it is obvious that, in our determination, we have not left out of

account the time that tlie stimulus has required to e.xert influence

upon the ventricle, i.e. the time of the latent stimulation. If now we
make our estimation by means of mechanical curves, then the latter

amount is rather imjiortant, but with electrograms this latent time

exists likewise.

It is now my intention to represent this with some curves.

In Fig. I we see two rows of curves of a suspended frog's heart;

the rhytiim of auricle and ventricle is halved. A stimulator is applied

to the basis ventriculi by which we administer at the end of the

diastole an extra-stimulus (tlie closing strokes at which the signal

goes down are prevented, the opening strokes — motion of the signal

upwards — reach the ventricle'. The first stimulus of the upper row

of curves falls in the refractory period. The second opening stroke,

which takes place later in the heart-period occasions an extra-systole

with a rather long latent period. After this extra-systole follows the

auricle-systole of the normal rhythm, the «-y-interval between this

auricle-systole, and tiie then following systole of the ventricle is almost

twice as long as the ^?-r-interval of the normal rhythm. It is obvious,

that the cause thereof is to be found in the decreased irritability of

the ventricle-musculature by the shortening of the preceding pause, the

stimulus coming from the auricle requires more time to exert influence

upon the ventricle.

In the second row of this figure we see a repetition of this

phenomenon with the same result for a stimulus occurring a little

earlier. We see here, at the same time, that the latent time after

an extra-stimulus is the longer in proportion as the stimulus takes

place earlier in the heart-period. This figure illustrates likewise
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distinctly' how the extent of the systole depends npon the metabolic

5
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metabolic condilioii of (he venlricle-imiscle (\im depend upon the

eoiidilion of the Iraiiyniission-sysleins from (he point of beginning in

the auricle to that of tiie vend-icle. If namely (ir.s( (lie venrricle-

rh3(inn has been halved and afterwards the rhythm ot the auricle, then

I saw after the latter halving the a-?>-interval considerably reduced.

Fig. -2.

Halving of the ventrirle-rliyllim diu-ing llie first 3 systoles, whilst tlie

rliytlim of the auricle is still normal. Thereupon the rhythm of the auricle

halves likewise. The «-r-interv.il is then considerably shortened.

As an example we cite as follows: In Fig. 2 we see a row of

curves of a sus|)ended frog's heart, represented 40 min. after tiie

injection of JO drops of acetas veratrini into the abdominal cavity.

During the first three systoles the rhythm of the ventricle is halved,

whilst the auricle-rhythm is still undisturbed. After this the following

auricle-systole falls out, so that on each then succeeding ventricle-

systole an auricle-systole appears. It is remarkable how considerably

the a-w-interval is now shortened. Apart from the influence of the

hiatus, that during some succeeding .systoles can improve the meta-

bolic condition of the heart-muscle, the condition of the ventricle-

Fig. 3,

The lower row of curves was represented 5 minutes after the row

of curves of fig. '2 with greater rapidity of the drum. The a-v-

interval is still considerably shortened. The upper row of curves

was represented 10 min. before that of fig. 2. Time 1 sec.

musculature remains unaltered, for the ventricle continues to pulsate

in the same rhythm. The condition however of the track of the

transmission of stimula from the point of beginning in the auricle

to that in (he ven(ricle has changed.



Formerl}' (lie sliiiiiilus was twice liaiisuülied d mini!,- one ventricle-

systole along this track, now only once; formerly on each ventricle-

systole two anricle-systoies occurred, now only one. ')

That the hiatns, cansed by the falling ont of one auricle-systole

is indeed not the cause of the shortening of the a-w-interval is

proved by the further progress of the curves. Thus we see in the

lower row of curves of Fig. 3, which is rej)resented 5 minutes after

that of the former figure, the i:<-(;-iiiterval still constantly shortened.

The upper-row of curves of Fig. 3 was registered 10 min. before

that of Fig. 2. We must pay attention to the fact that, when noting

down the curves of Fig. 3, llie rotations of tiie drum were quicker,

and for the lower row again quicker than for the upper row
;

consequently tiie curves are drawn out more in width.

I'^ig. 4.

Dmiiig the tiist 4 systoles halving of the ventricle-rhythm.

Thereupon the rhythm uf the auricle halves likewise. The
llrst aiiricle-systule that falls out ought to have stood on the 5'''

ventricle systole. This is the cause that there occurs no

hiatus. The (M'-interval after it is shortened. The curves show
the falling out of every 2ih1 auricle-systole as the tops of the

ventricle-curves become rounder.

We see in Fig. 4 another example. Half an hour after the in-

jection of 8 drops of 1 7o acetas veratrini the ventricle-rhythm of

this frog's heart wa.s halved, half an hour later when a few times

variations of the ventricle-rhythm had taken place, the rhythm of

the auricle halves. The first auricle-systole falls out on the top of

the fifth ventricle-systole of the figure. The acute ventricle-top

becomes by the falling out of the auricle-systole, that stood on its

top, obtuse and rounded off (by looking at the heart I have also

observed that afterwards on each auricle- one ventricle-systole

occurred). Because the first auricle-systole, which falls out, ought

to have come on the top of the ventricle-curve no hiatus occurs now.

The shortening of the r/-<;-interval is also here obvious. By exact

measurement we see, that after the halving of the auricle-rhythm

') The stage of the latent irritation of the auricle will certainly be shortened,

but we may safely admit, that this has no intluence on the a-yinterval, only the

si-«-interval is shortened by it.
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the a-i^-iiitei'val is not siulileiily reduced to the delinilive extent, bnt

becomes smaller from systole lo svstole; lliiis before lliis halving

the a-^'-interval amounls lo i'/, see., for the first systole after the

halving- of the auriele-rhythni i '/«. 'o'' '''C seeond J'/io t'" '"'' '''^

fifth, sixth and seventh this amount is 1 see.; l'/.^ nun. later (vide

Fig. 5 lower row) this amount is likewise still 1 see. The upper-

row of curves of Fig. 5 has been represented 15 min. before the

lowei'. Here we see a variation of rhythm of the ventricle.

Fig. 5.

The lower row of curves lias been represented IV3 minutes

after the curves of fig. 4. The a-r-interval is still shortened. The

upper row has been represented 15 minutes before the lower.

We see hereupon a variation of rhythm of the ventricle.

When estimating the variations of the r/r-iuterxal we must con-

sequently always ask, which amount of it must be attributed to the

transmission of stimuli, and which amount is caused by the possibility

of exerting influence upon the ventricle-musculature. So the shortening

of the a-r-interval after the halving of the ventricle-rhythm must

be attributed to the improved possibility of exerting infhience npon

the ventricle-musculature. If the rhylhm of the auricle halves at the

same time as that of the ventricle, then both factors contribute to

the shortening of the a-w-interval.

For the extra-sy.stole after irritation of the auricle both factors

contribute to lengthen the a-r-interval, for the then succeeding post-

compensatory systole to shorten the a-r-biterval. For the post-com-

pensatory systole after extra-irritation of the ventricle the a-r-interval

is again shortened liy the possibility of exerting influence more

rapidly upon the venti-icle-musculature.

We shall however continue to speak of the power of transmis-

sion of the connecting-systems, and estimate this in accordance with

the a-r or P-/?-interval, bnt the above evidence must guide us when

drawing our conclusions.

Along a (piite difiterent way I showed that the ventricle-systoles

have a latent stage for the irritation coming from the auricle, of a
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duration that cliaages in accordance witli tlie metabolic situation of

the ventricle-nuisculatnre. I found in fact that the duration of the

7?-F-interval (this name T gave to the interval between the beginning

of the /^-oscillation of the venlricieelectograra and the beginning of

the venlriele-suspensioncurve belonging to it) increases considerably

after poisoning witii veratrine ; vvlien tlien the ventricie-rliythm halves

this R- F-interval decreases again, and increases afterwards again

when the poisoning-process continues. ')

Mathematics. — ".4 pariiculur bilinear congruence of rational

hoisted quintics". By Prof. .1. de A'ries.

(Communicated in the meeting of April 23, 1915).

1. In a communication in these Proceedings of March 27''' last,

(volume XVII, p. 1250) I considered a congruence of rational twisted

quintics, q\ which is determined by a net of cubic surfaces the base

of whicli consists of a twisted cubic, a straight line and three fun-

damental points. We arrive at a [^*] differing from this by starting

from a net of cubic ruled surfaces /?' having a straight line q as

nodal line. Two arbitrary surfaces of that net have anotiier q^ in

common, which is rational, because it has q as a quadri.secant. An
arbitrarily chosen tliird surface intersects (,>' eight times on ![, con-

sequently seven times outside q ; hence all base-curves q' of the

pencils (/i') comprised in the net have seven fundamental points

Fk in common.

The congruence [(>*] consists therefore of the curves q\ which

intersect the straight line q four times and pass through seven points F.

2. The hyperboloid /i!^^ containing the straight line q and the

six points Fk{lc=z2 to 7), has with an W of the net another

rational curve (>/ in common of whicli q is a trisecant. This (>/ is

a component part of a degenerate curve of the congruence; the

second component part is the straight line /•,, which coiniects F^

with the point R^, where p/ moreover intersects the plane [F^q).

To each ray of the plane pencil (r,) belongs on the otiier hand a

1) Erelong an elaborate communication about tliis subject will appear in "The

Journal of Pliysiology." (.lompare tig. '2, 3, 4 and 5 of communication I: 'On tlic

heart rhythm" by Dr. S. de Boer. Koninisl. Akademie van Wetenschappen at

Amsterdam. Verslag van de gewone vergadering der Wis- en Naluurk. Afdeehng

van 30 Januari l'J15. Deel XXII, p. 102G and 1027. Proceedings of the meeting

of Saturday February 27 1915. Vol XVII p. 1075.
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rational o/, with wiiicli it is coimected into a degenerate y\ For

tlirough any point of a straiglit line i\ pass oo' rnled snrt'aces R',

wliicii iiave /, in common; so they pass all moreover throngh a

rational q\ of which </ is a trisecant. All pencils {li") which arise

when
j'l

is made to revolve round F^ have in common the degene-

rate rnled surface composed of the plane (F^q) and Ki\ These two

figures have in common, besides q, a straight line />,, which is

apparently the locus of the point ZA^'O'i-p/)-

Tlirongh the live points Fk{i:='i to 7) a twisted cubic p-^.^ may

l)e laid intersecting q twice. If R^ and R^ are its points of inter-

section with the planes {F^q) and {F,q), the straight lines ;•, ;s i*^,/?,

dud i\^^F,R.^ form with o^
^ a degenerate q\ Apparently q'-^ forms

with q the intersection of the hyperboloids R,^ and R^'.

The conynhence therefore contains seven si/steins of degenerate

curves {Qt,rk) and 21 degenerate f(fures {q^^, rk. ri j.

3. Any curve ^)' intersecting the sinqular quadrisecant 5' in a

point S belongs to the base of a pencil of which all the surfaces

touch each other in ,S. In order to determine the locus of those

curves, I consider two arbitrary pencils of the net [/?*]. If to each

ruled surface of the lirst pencil the two ruled surfaces of the second

pencil are associated, which touch the first ruled surface in S, the

pencils are in a correspondence (2,2). To the figure of order 12,

which they produce, the common ruled surface lielongs twice. The

curves <>' passing through S form therefore a surface .2"". This sur-

face must be a monoid as an arbitrary straight line drawn tin-ough

5 is chord of one curve (>', consequently intersects ^' outside S
in one point only. From the consideration of a plane section it

ensues as a matter of course tliat 7 is a i/uadruple straight line of

the monoid.

Tlirough the quintuple point S pass the seren straight lines FkS.

y\n arbitrary ()'' of the congruence intersects 2' only on q and in

the points F; from this it ensues at once that tiie monoid has

seven nodes Fk.

If 2" is projected from S on a plane 7 , the system oc ' of the

curves in which tiie monoid is intersected by a pencil of planes

finds its representation in a pencil of curves q'. passing through

the images F'k of the points Fk- One of these curves has apparently

a node in Fk' ; the remaining curves will therefore have in Fk' the

tangent in common. 2'' has in that case the same tangent plane in

all the points of SFk- 'he monoid has seven iorsal straight lines SF^.
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The curves (;>' lying on 2" are represented \)y a pencil of rational

curves y" passing through the seven points F'k and thrice through

the intersection Q of q. To that pencil belong seven surfaces each

consisting of a straight line QF'k and a nodal ff' passing through

the remaining points F'. Such a figure is the image of a degenerate

q\ of which the q* passes througli S; while the straight line r is

produced by the intersection of the plane {Fkq)-

4. The surface A formed by the curves o\ which intersect a

straight line /, has q as a se.vtnple straight line ; for in its intersections

with a monoid 2' the line / meets six curves q'' passing through

the vertex »S' of the monoid.

The section of A with the plane {F^ q) consists of tiie sextuple

straight line q and three straight lines i\; of these, one is intersected

by /, the other two are indicated by the two curves q^\ which

rest on / (^2). Tlie surface A is therefore of order nine; it has

seven triple points Fk, and contains 21 straight lines r.

The order of A may also be determined as follows. As in § 3

I consider two pencils (/?'). If each two ruled surfaces intersecting

on / are associated to each other, a correspondence (3,3) arises. The

figure produced by it is of order 18 and consists of three times

the ruled surface wiiich tiie pencils have in common and the sur-

face A; this surface is consequently of order nine.

A plane P. passing through / intersects J' along a curve A\ The

curve i>\ which has I as a chord (hence is nodal curve of .1') passes

through two of the intersections of / and A*; in each of the remain-

ing six intersections ^ is touclied by a o\ The locus of the points

in which a plane q is touched by curves <>'' is therefore a curve

of order sir, q', with quinttiple point S^^^ {q,q).

With an arbitrary surface A" this curve has, outside *S„, 6 X 9 —
5 X 6 = 24 points in common. The curves touching a plane f/ form

therefore a surface of order 24, *".

A monoid ^' has with (f'\ outside -S,, moreover 6x6 — 5X4
= 16 points in common; on 7" lie therefore the points of contact

of 16 curves 9* passing through the vertex of il*, in other words

'f has q as sixteen/old straight line.

An arbitrary <>* therefore intersects 'P''^ 64 times on q ; as the

remaining 56 intersections are united in tiie points F, *" has seven

octuple points F.

The hyperboloid R'^ has, outside *S'„, seven points in common with

qp' ; in those 'points <i is louclied by as many rational curves q'.

The corresponding straight lines r^ lie on 0". The section of this
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surface with {Fi<j) consists of q and 8 straight lines r,. The eightli

of those straight lines belongs to a degenerate q\ which touches ff.

improperly.

The plane <i has in common with *'\ besides two times the curve

of contact f/', another curve '/'". which has a sextuple point in /S'„.

Outside »S'„ the curves '/" and ^ '" have moreover 6x12 — 5 X 6^ 42

points in common; from this it ensues (hat eadi plane is osculated

by 21 curves (>\

The curve ip" along which the plane »|' is touched by '/'", has

in common with 0'', outside the intei'section of ^, moreover

6X24 — 5X^6 = 64 points. Ttvo arbitrari/ planes are there/ore

touched by 64 curves q\

5. Any straight line f, containing three points of a (/', is a sin^

giilar trisecant. For through t passes one R'; the remaining ruled

surfaces of the net intersect it therefore in the triplets of an invo-

lution so that it is trisecant for oo' curves </. From this it ensues

that the singular trisecants form a congruence. As each 9* is inter-

sected in each of its points by three trisecants, the congruence \t\

is of order three.

The fundamental points F are singidar points of \t] ; for each of

those points bears x' singular trisecants. The cone Ï. which Xhey

form, has in common with the cone §.^, which projects an arbitrary

p' out of F, three straight lines t, which are nodal edges of.5i', and

further the straight lines to the remaining six points F. From this

it ensues that J is a cubic cone. The points F are consequently

singular points of the third order for the congruence of rays \f\.

The trisecants of o' form a ruled surface i^v', on which q^ is

a triple curve ').

The axial ruled surface ~?i formed by the straight lines t. resting

on a straight line a has therefore with a o* in common the 24

points, in whicli (/ is intersected by the eight trisecants resting on

a. Outside these points they have only in common the seven points

F, which, however, are threefold on -1. We conclude from this that

31 must be a ruled surface of order nine. As n is a triple straight

line on it, a jiiane passing through a possesses moreover six straight

lines t. The congruence of rays
[f]

is therefore of class sir.

In connection with this the plane F^F^F^ contains, besides the

') The points of support of the trisecants form the pairs of an involulorial

correspondence (6). The involiiliou I^, which the planes passing through a straight

line I produce on q^, has apparently 24 pairs in common with (6) ; consequently

eight trisecants rest on ?.
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three straight lines F^F^, F,F,, F,Fi, three trisecants, consecutively

passing through F^, F^, F,.

The three straight lines t, meeting in an arbitrary point P, are

nodal lines on the surface /7", containing the points of support of

the chords drawn through F of the curves of the [?']. With the

cone which projects ihe q" |)assing through P, n' has, besides

this Q>S only straight lines passing through P in common ; they

are the three trisecants out of P, which are nodal lines for botli

surfaces, and the seven singular bisecants PFjc- From the con-

sideration of the points which /Z' has in common with an

arbitrary 9* follows that this surface has nodes in the seven funda-

mental points.

For a point S of the singular quadrisecant 11' passes into the

monoid 2'.

Mathematics. — "Bilinear congruences of elliptic and hyperelliptic

tioisted quintics." By Prof. Jan de Vkies.

(Communicated in the meeting of April 23, 1915).

1. We consider a net of cubic surfaces «ï»' of which all figures

have a rational quartic, 0', in common. Two arbitrary «/'' have

moreover an elliptic quintic q^ in common, resting on öSn <e?i points.

A third surface of the net therefore intersects 9', outside o\ in Jive

points Fk ; they form with 0' the base of the net. As a *' passing

through 13 points of 0" wholly contains this curve, only four of the

points Fk may be taken arbitrarily for the determination of the net.

The base-curves q' of the pencils of the net form a. bilinear con(/rue}ice,

with singular curve 0* and jive fundamental points Fk.

The singular curve a* may be replaced by tlie figure composed of

a 0" with one of its secants, or by the figure composed of two conies,

which have one point in common, oi' by the figure consisting of a

conic and two straight lines intersecting it.

2. The curves q\ which intersect 0' in the simjular points S,

form a cubic surface 2£', with node <S, which belongs to the net
;

.S' is therefoie a singular point of order three. The monoids 2*

belonging to two points S have 0* and a curve p' in common ;

through two points of 0* passes therefore in general one curve (/'.

The groups of 10 points which n* has in common with the curves

of the congruence form therefore an involution of the second rank.
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On ö' lie consequeDtly .36 pair's of poinls, eacli Ijearing 'x' ciirveb

Q^
; in other words, the net contains 3(5 dimonoids, of whicli the

two nodes are lying on a\ The coiignience further contains 24

curves q\ which osculate the singular curve a*.

The curves ^' lying on the monoid -S', are, by central projection

out of <S, represented by a pencil of plane curves </''', with two double

base-points and eight single base-points ; to it belong the images of

the live fundamental points. The remaining three are the intersectiojis

of three singular hisecants h ; through each point of such a straight

lin« passes a p' of ^'. The two nodes are the intersections of two

dmfiihv trlsecaali t ; eacii straight line t is moreover intersected

in two points by each q^ of the monoid ; for two 9* the line t is

a tangent. The three straight lines 1), and the two straight lines t

lie of course on i" ; the sixth straight line passing through ,S' is a

trisecant d of n\ It is component part of a degenerate q^ ; for all

«P" passing througii an arbitrary point of (/ contain this straight line

and have moreo\er another elliptic curve 9^ in common.

3. The locus of the straight lines (/ is the hi/perholoid L'', which

may be laid through <5\ The latter has with a monoid -S" the

singular curve 0'^ and two trisecanfs d in common. Consequently ü"

contains a straight line (7 not passing throngh 5; thacurve ()^ coupled

to this straight line must contain the point S. It is represented by

a curve f/", containing the intersections of the straight lines ^, 6 and

the images of the points F, while the line connecting the intersections

of the two singular trisecants is the image of the straight line d
belonging to this q\

The locus of the curves q* has in common with S^ the curves

a* and two curves p"
; so it is a surface of order four, L\ With

A^ the surface A^ has in common the curve o* ; the remaining

section is a rational curve d^ being the locus of the point Z) ;£^ (rf, 9^).

As the trisecants of 6^ form the second system of straight lines of A',

Ó* and (3^ have ten points in common. This is confirmed by the

observation that the pairs d, q* determine on 0^ a correspondence

(7, 3), which has the said ten points as coincidences.

4. The locus of the pairs of points which the curves q^ have

in common with their chords drawn through a point P is a surface

/7', with a quadruple point P. The tangents in Pform the cone if-,

which projects the curve q^ laid through P. the two trisecants < of

this curve are nodal edges of that cone and at the same time nodal

lines of W. The cone, which projects 0* out of P has in common
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with Si* the 10 edges oonliiiiiing llie points of intersection of a^ and

Q^
; the remaining (5 common edges (/ are singidar bisecants. For q.

is chord of the cm've </ passing tliroiigh P, and moreover of a q'

intersecting it on <'>\ l)iit in that case it mnst l)e ciioid of oc'

cnrves <j^ 'I'he surface f/''\ which may be laid tlu'ongh (/, o^ and (j^

does lielong to tiie net ; (lie oilier surfaces of this net consequently

intersect this net in the pairs of a (piadralic in\ulution ; in oilier

words, q is a singidar bisecant.

The six straight lines q lie apparently on //* ; this surface also

contains the five straight Vmes f\=: PF/c, which, as the above men-

tioned straight lines />, are ixirticular ^parabolic) sim/ular bisecants
;

through each point /' passes a ()^ which has its second point of

support in F, so that the involution of the points of support is

parabolic. The section of //" and S.* apparently consists of a^',

two straight lines t (which are nodal lines for both surfaces) five

straight lines ƒ and six straight lines y.
'

. .

For a point .S of the singular curve «Mhe surface /7' consists of two

parts : the inoiioid ^' and a ruf>ic cone formed by the singular bisecants

(/, which intersect o' in N. As a plane contains four points jS,

consequently 4x3 straight lines q, the singular bisecants form a

congruence of rays (fi, 12), belonging to the complex of secants

of ö^ which congruence of rays possesses in a* a singular curve of

order three.

5. The singular trisecants / form, as has been próveóy a congru-

ence of rays of onlfi' tim. The latter has the five fundamental

points F as siiii/itinr jioiiils, tor e.ich of those points beai'S oc'

straight lines /, w Inch forui a cone -i. Willi the cone 5\ which

projects an arbiirary o' oul of /', .i has ihe four sti'aigiit lines to'

tlie remaining points in common and further the two straight lines'

t, passing through /•'. As these straight lines are nodal edges of 5%
Ï must be a quadric cone. The congruence [/] has therefore //t-ö

singular ijuiiits of ordei' tiini.

The trisecants t of an elliptic jj" form '; a ruled surface ^v', with

nodal curve 9". The axial ruled surface 31 formed by the straig-ht

lines t which intersect a given straight line a, has in common
with an arbitrary p' in the tirst place 5x3 points, in which ^' is

intersected by the fi\e straight lines t resting on a. Moreovei' tliey

have in common the five points F, which, however, are nodes of 31.

Consequently 31 is a ruled surface of order five. As a is nodal line

1) Vid. e.g. my paper in volume 11 (p. 374) of these Proceedings.
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of '31', a plane passing tliiough a contains three straight lines nnore

hence the singular trisecants form a coiignience (2, 3).

6. A straight line / intersects three curves q'' of a monoid 2'
;

consequently a* is a tripk curve on the surface A foi'med by the

y', intersecting /. As two surfaces A^, outside a*, have but x cur-

ves p' in common, we have x'' = 5x i- 36, hence x := 9. An arbi-

trary curve (»' intersects A' on ö"" in 10 X 3 points, consequently

fifteen times in Fk; so A^ has five triple paints Fk. On A' lie (^ 3)

siv straight lines and six elliptic curves 9"; the (>', for which / is a

chord, is a nodal curve.

In a plane K passing through /, the congruence [y'] determines

a quintuple-involution possessing four singular points 5 of order three.

It transforms a straight line / into a curve // with four triple

points, and has a curve of coincidence of order six, y', with four

nodes S. With an arbitrary surface A^ the curve y', has outside

&, 9 X 6 — 4 X 3 X 2 = 30 points in common. The curves y\
touching a plane '/, consequently form a surface </>'"

; on it o* is a

decu2>le curve {2' intersects y', outside Sh, in 3 X 6 — 4x2 points)

while Fk are decuple pjinis (an arbitrary ^z' intersects *^°, out-

side a*, in 5 X 30 — 10 < 10 points).

<P'° has in common with </ another curve f/,'", possessing four

sextuple points S ; it touches y" in 30 points; '/ is therefore

osculated by tliirl-f/ curves y\

Two surfaces */»'" ha\e, outside c/, 100 curves y' in common
,

two planes are therefore touched by 100 curves (>'.

7. When all the surfaces <I>' of a net have an elliptic twisted

curve Ü* in common, the variable base-curves q' of the pencils

comprised in the net form a bilinear congruence of hyperelUptic

curves. Each q^ rests iu eiyht points on 0' and has with an arbitrary

surface */>' moreover seven fundamental points Fk in common. As

the net is completely determined by 0^ and five points F, the points

F cannot be taken arbitrarily.

The singular curve a^ may be replaced by the figuie composed

of a curve 0' and one of its chords, or by two conies having two

points in common. ')

8. The monoid 2', which has the singular point S as node

1) In both cases a *', containing 12 points of the base-figure, will contain it

entirely. This eluciilates the fact that *' needs only to be laid through 12 points

of the elliptic s* in order to contain it entirely.
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and belongs to tlie net ['/''], again contains all the (/' intersecting

the singular curve o' in ,S'. In representing 2" on a plane </ the

system of those curves passes into a pencil of hyperelliptic onrves

(f'\ with a double base-point and 12 sim|)le base-points. The first is

the intersection of a singular trisecant /, consequently' of a straight

line |)assing thi'ough S, which is moreover twice intersected by all

the ^' lying on 2'.

To the simple base-poinfs belong the central projections of the 7

fundamental points. The remaining five are itingular bisecants h,

consequently slniight lines, which have a second point in common
with any (^>^ passing through S. With tiie trisecant already men-

tioned they form the six straight lines of —
" passing through ,S'. The

straight lines fi, are, as well as the straight lines ƒ passing through

the fundamental points, pai'aholic biseatnts.

9. In the same way as above (§ 4j it is jiroved that an arbitrary

point bears eight singular bisceniits q. i.e. straight lines, which are

intersected by [</>"] in the pairs of an involution; they belong to

the complex of secants of o\ The straight lines q passing through

a point S of o^ again form a cubic cone, so that [c/] is a congruence

of rays (8, 12).

The singular trisecants t form a congruence of order one, which

has the points F as singular points. The singidar cone Ï belonging to

i' is a quadric cone as it has in common with the cone o% which projects

an arbitrary o* out of F, six siraight lines FF' and a trisecant t,

which is nodal edge of T\ As (he tri.secants of rj' form a ruled

surface .'t\ tiie axial ruled suifucc ?l, belonging lo a siraight line

a, has in common wiih a {>^ the six points of support of two

ti-isecants and the seven nodes /'', consequently is of order four.

But in that case [/] is of cltas three, consequently the congruence

of the bisecants of a cubic t\ passing through the sexen points F.

As in § 6 we find that two arbitrary straight lines are intersected

by nine curves <j'', that two arbitrary planes are touched by r/ /u<«(//'f(/

curves, that there are tldrtii curves osculating a given plane.

Here too, the fundamental points are triple on yi', decuple on 0".
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Mathematics. — "Remark on inner limiting sets". By Prof. L. E. J.

Bhouwer.

(Goinmunicated in the meeting of April 23, 1915).

The notion of inner limiting set i. e. the set of all the points

common to a series of sets of regions, was prepared by Borel '),

and fully developed by Young'). The two principal theorems about

this class of sets are the following :

1. An inner limiting set containing a coinijonent dense in itsel/,

has the continuous potency.

2. .1 coimtable set containing no component dense in itself, is an

inner limiting set.

The former theorem has been proved by Young, first for the

linear domain, then for the space of 7i dimensions '). The latter

theorem has been proved for (he first time by Hobson"*). It is true

that this theorem can be considered as a corollary of the following

theorem enunciated somewhat before by Young'):

3. //' Q be an arbitrary set of j>oinis, an inner limiting set exists

containing besides Q only limiting points of the ultimate coherence ')

of Q;
but this theorem was deduced by Young *) from the property :

"Each of the successive adherences ') of a set of points consists

entirely of points lohich are limiting points of every p7-eceding

adherence', and the proof given by Young for this property is

erroneous*), so that undoubtedly the priority for the proof of tlieorem

2 belongs to Hobson.

We can, however, arrive at theorem 2 in a much simpler wa^>

1) LeQons sur la theorie des fonetions, p. 44.

2) Leipziger Ber. 1903, p. 288; Proc. London M. S. (2) 3, p. 372.

3} Leipziger Ber. 1903, p. 289—292; Proc. London M. S. (2) 3, p. 372—374.

These proofs are referred to not quite exactly by Schoenflies, Bericht fiber die

Mengenlehre II, p. 81 and Entwickelung der Mengenlehre I, p. 356.

+) Proc. London M. S. (2) 2, p. 316-323.

6) Proc. London M. S. (2) 1, p. 262—266.

8) Young, Quarterly Journ of Math., vol. 35, p. 113.

") Cantor, Acta Mathematica 7, p. 110.

**) Quarterly Journ. of Math., vol. 35, p. 115. The error is contained in the

sentence (line 8—6 from the bottom): "Thus P, being a limiting point of every

one of the derived coherences, is a limiting point of f ". A correct proof of

the property in question was communicated to me about two years ago by

G. Ghisholm Young.
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than HoBSDN and Young did, by means of the following M proof of

theorem 3. which is valid for (he space of n dimensions:

For each positive integer r we describe round each point q of Q
as centre with a radius smaller than f., (//;« 6, = 0) a sphere which,

if ^ is a point of the adherence Qci^a, excludes all points of the

derived set of Qc'\ In this way for each positive integer r a set of

regions ./, containing Q is determined.

The inner limiting set J) (J.,) then possesses the properly required.

For, if j) be a limiting point of Q not belonging to Q and not being

a limiting point of the ultimate coherence of ^^, a traiisfinile number r^,

exists with the property that/» is nol a limiting point of ^2'' ''• ''nt l'»'

any « <^ t^, is a limiting point of Qc. Then on one hand p is

excluded by every sphere described round a point of .5" Qca, on

the other hand a positive integer o^, exists so that /> is excluded by

every sphere described for a i' ^ (j^, lound a point of Qc'i'. Hence

p lies outside every ./., for which r > <t^,. so that // cannot belong-

to 2) (J;). Thus the theorem has been established.

Chemistry. — •'furcitii/d/ions on Pastk.uk'.v Principle of the Rela-

tion /letireeit Moleciilir uiul Plnjsical Dlssi/Dinietn/." II. By

Prof. Dr. F. M. JAK/iKu. (Communicated by Prof. H. Hag.\).

(Communicated in tlie meeting of April 23, 1915).

§ 1. In the following are reviewed the results of the crystallo-

graphical investigations upon which the conclusions explained in the

previous paper") are founded.

I. Racemlc Luteo- Triethi/lenedinmlne-Cobnltihromlde.

Formula: \Co (Aein),\ Bt\ + 3 ///>.

This compound was prepared by two methods: 1. Starting from

praseo-ilietkyli'iiediamine-dichloro-cohnltichlorlde: \Co [Aeln)„ Cl^\ CI, by

heating with ethylenediamine and precipitating with a concentrated

solution of sodiumbromide ; 2. By heating purpureo-pentamlne-

1) This proof was communicated aliout two years ago to Schoenflies, who

on p. 856 of his Enlwickelung der Mengenlehre I, applies it to prove the follow-

ing special case of llieorem 2 : 'Ereri/ component of a couutabte closed set is

an inner limiting set". Comp. Hobson, i.e. p. 320: "Every reducible set is an

inner limiting set".

-) Vid Tiiese Proceedings, Maicli 1915.

4
Proceedings Royal Acad. Arasterdanir Vol. XVIII.
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chlorocobalticldoride : \ Co
Cl

Cl,, witli three molecules of tri-

ethylenediamine for a considerable time, and precipitating the compound

with sodiumbromide.

A. The salt prepared by the metiiod indicated sub 'J is deposited

from the yellow-brown solutions as hexagonal plates of red-brown

or orange colour, or in the shape of hexagonal, short prisms, (fig Aa

and lb).

Pscudo-dltrigonnl-scalenoëdrical, but |)i'obably really monoclinic

a:c = l: 0.6794.

The compound is alinost perfectly isomorphous with the corre-

S|)onding chloride; however the cleavage differs in the two salts.

Ohsei'ved Forms: r=i;{0001j, most prominent and giving good

images; ?/( ^ jlOlOi, often very well developed, shows however in

most cases broken faces, giving multiple reflections; r = jl011!,

sometimes small, but occasionally rather large; r' = |1011}, often

absent, several times very narrow, and in rare cases as well developed

as r \ perhaps .s- = |426;^i, occasionally visible as an extremely

nari'ow blunting.

Anyvlar Vallies : Measured: Calculated :

r : « = (10Tl):(0001) =*38°7' —
r : m = (lOTl) : (lOÜ») = 5 1 t,0 51o53'

;// : m = (lOTO) : (OUO) = (SO 1^ (JO U

< : ,<;
-- (0001) : (42ÏÏ3) — ca. r)4o 54 9

,• : r = (10Tl);(ll01)= — '34 38

Fig. 1.

Racemic Trielhylenediamine-Gobaltibromide.

A perfect cleavage occurs parallel to {0001 j. Plates perpendicular

to the c-axis are however completely dark in no situation between

crossed nicols, if the light is polarized parallel. Occasionally they

appear to be composed of lamellae parallel to |0001j, like the well-

known mica-piles of Reusch and Mai.la-kd, as might also be proved

perhaps by the often observed anomalies of the angular values.

The crystals are optically-uniaxial ; the birefringence is of a negative

character. They do not show a rotatory polarisation ; their dichroisra



is clearly visible : on JlOlOj lor vibrations parallel to the c-axis

orange-red, for those perpendicular to the former orange-yellow. The

specific weight of the crystals was determined at 25° C. pycno-

metrically : d^^ =1.845; the molecnlar volume') is thus: 577.8,

and the topical axes x :<« = 10,9400 : 7,4328.

B. The substance pi-epared from piirpureo-dichloro-üüXi crystallised

from its aqueous solution in tiie shape of hexagonal plates, which

will commonly show not only r and iti, but also r and r'. The

optical behaviour and the angular values agree completely with

those of the previously described salt. Further, we obtained the same

moditications in separating the bromo-tartrate into its optically active

forms as in the first case; also tiie (/-bromo-tartrate was here identical

with that obtained from the first salt. There cannot be any doubt,

but tliat the two bromides aie (|iiilo identical; the specific gravity of

the last crystals also, being found at : 1.142 at 25° C, is in agreement

with tiiis supposition.

With the kind assistance of my colleague Hau.-v a beautiful R(»nt(;kn-

ogram of these hexagonal plates was made. The stereographic

projection of it is reproduced on Plate I, in .4. It appears now, that

there is no ditrigonal symmetry at all: the photo reveals only a

single plane of symmelry, as if a mere monoclinic-doraatic symmetry

were present. For the present no other explanation can be given

here, than the supposition of the crystral being oidy a pseudotrigonal

complex of perhaps monoclinic lamellae; in every case the \ery

perfect approximation of that complex to a real ditrigonal crystal is

a (|uite remarkable fact ; if remains yet very strange however, why
only a single plane of synnnetry will appear in this image.

II. DeMrogyratorij lAiU'o-Tr'trthtjIencuUaiinni'-Cohalübromith'.

Formula: [Co [Aeiii),\ Br, + 2 HJK

The compound was obtained by the transformation of the racemic

salt in aqueous solution into the corresponding d-hroino-d-tartrdtj'

by means of silver-(/-tartrale and afterwards fractionated crystallisation.

The d-J)romo-d-tarti'nti' which is deposited first and whose beautiful

crystals are also desci'ibed in tiie following, is then treated with HBr
to convert it into the dextrogyratury bromide; the same happened

with the /-hroiiio-d-tartrate, which can be obtained only in the form

of a colloidal mass. The rotation of the two salts in aqueous solutions

appeared to be really equal but of opposite diiection.

') In the following calculations we adopted 2M instead of M as the molecuhu-

weigfil of the racemic compounds. Tliis latter one is undoubtedly also present still

in the aqueous solutions of the salts.
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Big crystals, occasionally a cc.m. in volume; tliev are hrowniish

red, in most cases thick |)risms witli beautifully develo|)ed, lustrous

faces. Commonly they are tlattenetl parallel to two o|)posite faces of

m ;
also the dodecahedrical crystals were observed, which are described

in the case of the laevogyratory antipode.

DitetragoiKil-hipyrmnidal.

a : r> = 1 : 0.8399.

(Jliserved Forms: in =z \l[{)\, in most cases predominant, sometimes

giving multiple images; o = {101 j, with great, lustrous faces, allowing

very accurate measurements; (oz=\20i\, well developed, but often

absent, (fig. 2a and 2/*).

o XT'

Angular Values : Measured: Calculated:

„:'o =z=(101):(0n) = *54° 8.^ —
m:o =(101): (110)= G2 56

j/t:7/* = (110):(lT0)= 90 1

,- : to=: (101): (201)= 18 59

to : »n = (201) : (110)= 52 36

Dpxtrogyratory Triethylenediamine-

Gobaltibromide.

A distinct cleavage could not be stated.

On {llOj the extinction is normal; the crystals are not appreciably

dichroilic. They are uniaxial, with negative birefringence. They

show a strong rotatory polarisation: a j)late perpendicular to the

optical axis appeared to be strongly dextrogyratory : about 25° or 30"

for the transmitted orange-red light, and a thickne.ss of 1 m.m. If

a similarly directed plate of the laevogyratory salt is combined with

it, one sees the spirals of Airy very distinctly like four dark beams,

radiating from the centrum of the image into direction of motion of

the hands of a clock, if the dextrogyratory plate is the upper-one

of the two.

The specific weight of the cryslrals was at 25° C. : f/4° ^ 1.97J ;

the molecular volume is thus : 26J .29, and the topical parameters are:,

X .-

tl' ; <o — 6,7759 : 6,7759 : 5,6910.

By means of a diluted solution of potassiumchlorate, finally corro-



sioii figures on jllOj could be obtained, liaviug tiie sliape of l<ites or

long hexagons; they appeared symmetrical with respect to a horizontal

and to a vertical plane. From this and the holohedrical development

of the crystals, it must be concluded that they can not be considered

to have tetragonal-trapezoliedrical symmetry, but that they must be

described as of ditetragonal-bipyramidal symmetry.

On the rotation in solution and its dispersion, the data of tlie

previous paper can be consulted.

The RöNTGENOgram obtained of a plate perpendicular to the c-axis

was too imperfect, to make a good reproduction possible. Thus on

Plate 7 in ü we have given its stereographical projection ; it appears

to possess all the symmetry-elements of a ditetragonal-bipyramidal

crystal, and inter alia the four vertical symmetry-planes and the

quaternary axis can be easily ilistinguished. In reality the photo for

the laevogyratory salt, notwithstanding its imperfection, appeared to

be identical with that of the dextrogyratory salt. In all cases studied

up till now, loe have found the RimTGV.NO(/ram.s- of the dextro- and

laevoi^yvatory crystals always identical, just as the theory of the

phenomenon postulates : so in the cases of quartz, cinnabar, etc.

However we found in these investigations some quite remarkable

facts, which are already partially described in tliese Proceedings

(March 1915), and which can lead to a perhaps justifiable doubt about the

correctness of the suppositions accepted hitherto about the explanation

of the symmetry-properties of the RöNTGENOgrams, notwilhslauding

the above-mentioned agreement of facts and theory in the case of

the optically active crystals.

In any case it appeared not to be possible to prove in this way

the presence of enantiomorphous forms.

All experiments made with the purpose of obtaining limiting

crystalfaces, which could demonstrate the hemiliedrical character of

the crystals, either by crystallisation from neutral or alkaline or

acid solutions, either by addition of other salts to the aqueous

solutions, — were without any otiier result, than that of always

giving holohedrical crystal-forms. In connection with the above-

mentioned experience, we have no reason to suppose the occurrence

of hemiliedrical crystals in this case.

The optical rotation of the crystals must thus be ascribed wholly

to the optically active molecules themselves, which here build up

the iiolohedrical molecular configuration of the crystals. In the same

way, as e.g. sodiumchlorate is a salt, whose //«active molecules are

arranged in a hemiliedrical space-lattice, which causes the rotatory

power of the crystals, — in the same way we must suppose the
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reverse case to l)c present here, wliere a liülohedrical molecular

structure will tluis be built ii|) by üptically active molecules.

///. In conucclion with the foregoing description of the dextro-

gyratory antipode, the crystal forms of the corresponding hromo-

aud chloi'otartrati'ü, from which the active compound could be

prepared, may here be described in detail also.

Tiie d(l'-hUeo-triethylenedi(i)iüne-cobalticldorotavtrate, as well as

the corresponding (Id'-luteo-triethylenedlnmlne-cohnltihromotartrate,

crystallise from the solutions of the raceniic chloride, resp. bromide,

after being mi.xed with silver-f/-tartrate-solutious, in the siiape of

hard, very beautiful, trauslucid and commonly big crystals. If elimi-

nated from the original solution, this last will solidify, after having

been again concentrated and some more of the above-mentioned

crystals having been separated, into a brownish-red jelly, which for

the greater part represents the dl' -hromotartrate, and which after

treatment with HBr, will give the laevogyratory antipode, besides

some of the racemic compound. After a considerable time the jelly

of the (//'-bromotartrate often gradually transforms into a crypto-

crystalline mass.

n. dd'-Luteo-Triethi//enediai)iini'-Cofjahich/orotartrate.

Formula; \Co {Ai^in),] ./-. /i ir

.

Big lustrous, brownish-yellow crystals (fig. 3), which commonly

have the aspect of oblique parallelopipeda.

I'riclmic-pedial.

a:h:c = 0.6211 : 1 : 0.6521

a = 102° 20'

ii=101°16'

r= 95° 167,'

a = llOOj and a' = jlOOj,

large and lustrous ; h= \0W\, b' = jOTOj, c= jOOl
j

and c' = jOOlj, equally large and well reflect-

ing ; r^=\lO[\, well developed; (y=:j011|. about

as large as /•; in= \230\, only very narrow, and

often totally absent. The angular values oscillate,

as in the case of the bromotartrate, not unappre-

.1 = 103° 42',

B = 102° 46'

C= 98° 17/

Observed Fonns :

Fig. 3.

Clobaltichlorotartrate.

i-ial»ly : tleviations of 0°30' to 1° are not seldom ild'-Tiielhylenediamine-

found with different individuals. A distinct

cleavage was not found.



Observed

:



Angular Values : Afeasured : Calculated :

«: i = (100):(010) = *82° 5 —
(:>:c- = (010): (U01) = *75 52

(e:c = (100) : (00l)z==*77 53 —
o: 6 =z(Tl3):(010) = *66 5Ü —
c -.r =(001):(101) = *39 37 —
a: r =(100): (101) = 38 23 38°1()'

:c =(Tl3) :(001) = 21 39 21 7

:a =(Tl3) : (100) == 84 4(3 84 42

c' :;9 = (OOT) : (032) = 50 38 50 49i

No distinct cleavage could be stated.

On all faces the extinction-angles are otiier than rectangles ; the

crystals have a sherry-like colour, and are not distinctly dichroitic.

IV. Laerogjiintovij Ltiteo- Trlethi/leniidiainine-CobaUihroiiwIi'.

Formula: \Co [Aeia)^\ Br, -\-2H,0.

Big, brownish-red, commonly rhombic dodecahedrically shaped,

very lustrous crystals, which make very accurate measurements

possible.

Ditetragonal-hipyramidnl

.

n:c = \: 0.8399.

Observed Forms: ;/(=r:jllÜj, usually as largely developed as o,

giving the crystals thereby the aspect of rhouihicdodecahedrons

(fig. 5) ; sometimes however in is strongly predominaut cither with

ail its faces or with two parallel ones only, in sucii a way that the

crystals get a column-shaped or tabular aspect. Further: o = \iO\\,

big and lustrous; rarely: w=:|2ÜJj, small but very easily measu-

rable. The faces of jllOj sometimes give multiple images.

Angular Valufx : Ohai'rved: Calculated:

-.0 = (101) : (Oil) =*54° 6' —
o :m = (101):(110)= 02 55 (52°57'

o :o --(101): (101)= 80 7 80* 3^

(o:o =(201):(101) = 19 8 19 12-1- ¥i^. 'o.

CO : m = (201) : (1 1 0) = 52 30 52 35
Laevogyratory Luteo-

baltibromide.

No distinct cleavage was found.



Prof. Dr. F. M. JAEGER, „Investigations on Pasteur's Principle of the

Relation between Molecular and Physical Dissymmetry." II.

A. Stereographical Projection of the Röntgenogram of the pseudo-ditrigonal

racemic [Co (Aein)j] Br^ + 3 HjO; plate perpendicular to the c-axis.

B. Stereographical Projection of the Röntgenogram of dextrogyratory- and laevo-

gyratory [Co Aein)3] +2H0; plate perpendicular to the f-axis.
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With respect to the syniiuetrj of the ci^stals the same can be

said as in tiie case of the dextrogyratory compound. Corrosion-expe-

riments on the faces jlOlj and |110{ by means of water, mixtures

of water and alcohol, etc. in most case gave irregularly detined

corrosion-ligures, which had the character of elevations.

The crystals are uniaxial with negative birefringence ; like those

of the dextrogyratory component they show a strong circular pola-

risation in the direction of the optical axis, which for a plate of

about 1 mm. thickness appeared to be c(pial and directed oppositely

to that of the dextrogyratory crystals.

On superposition of a dextro- and laevogyratory crystal, the latter

being the upper, the Airy -spirals are nicely seen, with their direction

of rotation Just opposite to that mentioned in the description of the

dextrogy ratory crystals.

The specific gravity of the crystals was pycnometrically deter-

,25°
mined and found to be o—— = 1.972; the molecular volume thus

4°

is: 261.19, and the topical parameters are : / : if) ; cu =
= 6.7589 : 5.6767.

V. Racemic L uteo- 'rriethi/Icnediamine-Cobaltinitrate.

Formula : jCo (Aein),! (NO,),

This compound was prepared by treatment of the racemic bromide

in aqueous solution with a warm solution of the quantity of silver-

nitrate calculated. The solution separated from the precipitated

silver-liromide was sufiliciently concentrated on the waterbath ; at

roomtemperature dark red or brownish red, big, hemimorphic

crystals will be separated.

In general tiie parameiers and angular values appear to be the

same as previously published (Z. f. Kryst. 39. 548. (1904). The

figure reproduced there however must now be changed, because the

hemimorphy is now clearly demonstrated ; further a wrong value

of the angle o : q was introduced in the description, evidently by an

accidental interchange of the symbols j021j and il20j.') For the

purpose of comparison of the calculated parameters with those of

the optically active forms, we have, contrary to the common usage

the polar binary axis as the a-axis.

') These inconect data are also reproduced in Ctroth's Cliemisclie Krystallographie,

11. 140. (1908) ; they must be corrected there by the numbers given here.
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Rhombic-pyramidal.

r/ :/>: c = 0.8079 : 1 : 1,1279.

Observed forms -. o =: {112!, large and lustrous; a = |1()0{. smaller,

hut also giving beautiful images; //;:=|120!, almost equally well

developed as o, sometimes even with yet larger faces
; p = !120j,

appreciably smaller than ?//, but very lustrous; i =r j010| narrow;

c^jOOlj commonly absent, but if present well developed and giving good

images; to:=jll2j, with very small but lustrous faces; a' = jlOOj

almost in every case absent, but sometimes present as a very narrow

blunting of the intersection (120): (120). The crystals possess com-

monly a very peculiar irregularly-tetraliedrical habit, with prominent

faces of and in.

Fig. 6.

Racemic Triethylenediamine-Gobaltinitrate.

Angular Values : Observed :

a:o =(100):(112)=z *58° 42'

o:o =(112):(lT2)=:*49 38

o:o =(112): (112)= 96

o:m = (ir2):("20)= 85

o:p =(112): (120)= 50

i:OT= (010):(r20)= 81

«:/> =(100): (120)= 58

p:p =(120) :(l"o)= 116

m: 1,1 — {\20) : {v'O) =116
o: u> = (00l).(ll2) = 41

w: w = (Tr2) : ("12) = 49

Calculated :

11
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A distinct cleavage was not found.

On {100} and {001 1 diagonal extinction.

The apecific gravity of the crystals was determined at 25° C. pjcnome-
25°

trically to be: fl~=:l. 709; the molecular volume is thus 497.64.

Topical parameters •. / : tji ; w = 6,6037 : 8,1740 : 9.2194.

The compound does not change the direction of the plane of

polarisation of the incident light.

VI. Laevoyyratorij LiUeo-Triethylenedlamine-CobaltMiitrate.

Formula : \Co [Aein)^\ (NO,),.

The compound was prepared from the bromide by means of

silvernitrate in small excess and at lower temperature; after sepa-

rating from the silverbromide, the solution obtained was concentrated

on the waterbatli. From this solution, which thus contained a slight

excess of silvernitrate, big, dark-red crystals were obtained, which

gave splendid images, and made very accurate measurements possible.

The crystals, which have the habit of thick, trapezohedrically or

pentagonally bounded plates, are usually developed parallel to oppo-

site faces of the prism. They are extraordinarily rich in faces, and

geometrically very well built; commonly the faces of the forms

Oilj, {021i, I211J and {OlOj, are only partially present, a fact, which

in connection with the peculiar distortion of the crystals, often

impedes appreciably the exact crystallogi-aphical analyses of them.

Rhonibic-bkpJienoidic.

a:b: r = 0.8647 : 1 : 0,5983.

Observed Forms: a := [100], well developed and giving beautiful

images; m = {ilOj; larger than a, giving good reflections; )'^|101},

somewhat smaller than m, but in most cases equally well developed

;

0= {lllj, giving good images and relatively large ; s = {211 j
narrower,

but retlecting well; (j = \0H\ and /j:={021j, usually with only

half the number of their faces present, but developed rather largely

;

/; = {010}, narrower than a and retlecting well.
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VTT. Df:vtrO(^yratory Lu.fi'o-TrielJnjIeni'diaminr-Cohaltinltrate,

Formula: \Co {Aeiv),\{N< >,),.

This ('ümpouiid was prepared iii perfectly analogous way to the

left-handed isonieride. From its acpieous solutions it crystallises as

dark red, very large crystals with rectangular outlines. They are

also very beautifully developed and give sharp images; the habit

as well as the limiting planes are quite analogous to those of the

laevogyratory component, but the crystals were in general not so

strangely distorted, and they had somewhat smaller dimensions. They

are the complete mirror-images of the crystals previously described.

Rhoinbic-bisphenoidic.

n:b:c = 0.8652 : 1 : 0.6009.

Observed Forms: a= {100\ and 7?i=:|lJ0{, both reflecting very well;

in is somewhat more largely developed than a, and the crystals

usually appear flattened parallel to two opposite faces of {110}.

Further-on: ?' = |101j, well developed, and like t> =: |lllj, giving very

sharp images; .s'^{211j, small and showing in most cases only two

faces; q=:\011\, very small; p = \V20\ and 6 = |010!, extremely

narrow and reflecting badly, often absent (fig. 8).

Angular Valueg; Observed: Calculated:

a :mr:=(100):(llÜ)=r*40° 52' —
o :?«r=(lTl):(lT0) = *47 26 —
« :,. =(100):(lTl)=n 59 18 59° 14'

r : w ==(101):(1]0) = 64 ;n 64 26^

rt :r — (100) :(101) = 55 14 55 13

„ : J' =(ni):(10l)= 26 32 26 25

w:?« = (110) :(lTO)= 98 14 98 12

)• -.r =(101) :(T01)= 69 31 69 34

/, :s =(010): (211)= 70 37 70 39^

o -.0 =(lTl) :(Tllj = 85 8 85 5

»/,:,; =(llo):((»T I) = 70 10 70 13^

» :*; =(1(T) :(0ir)= 45 20 45 7

/H:p =(110):(r20) = 18 55 19 Oi

h :p ={in0):(l20)= 30 30 1^

i :m ^ (010) :(110)= 49 4 49 8

?) :o =(0T0):(lTl)= 63 40 63 44
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Topical paratneters: y/. \\i : vi ^=: H,7467 : 7,: 797P : 4,6856.

A distinct cleavage was not observed.

On JlOOi, jllOj and |101j the extinction is

normal ; the crystals are not distinctly dichro-

itic The plane of the optica! axes is jOOlj;

pi'ohablj the />-axis is first bisectrix. The

apparent axial angle is great, the dispei'sion

has no exceptional valne ; round the rr-axis

it is p ^ I', with a negative character of the

birefringence.

The specific weight of the crystals at 25° C.

25°
was determined at d .„ = 1,725; the mole-

4°

cular volume consequently is 246,51.

Fig. 8.

Dextrogyralory Trielhy-

lenediamineGohallinitrate

VJIL Ritcemtc TjUteo-TrietkyleniHtiamine-Cobalti-iodidi'.

Formula: {6b {Aem),\ J\ -\- 1 ///>

The compound was prepared from the corre-

sponding bromide by double decomposition with

a solution of potassium-iodide; the precipitate

was washed and recrystallised from warm water.

On slow evaporation of the saturated solution, the

small crystals can grow to fairly big individuals.

Splendid, dark-red to red-brown, very lustrous

and clear crystals of octahedrical habit. The

angular values of the difterent individuals may
ditfer about 20'

; every crystal as a whole how-

ever is geometrically very well built.

Fig. 9.

Racemic

Trietliylenediamine-

Cobalti-iodide.

lihom bicdiipyram idn I.

a:h:c = 0,8700 : I : 1.7399.

The crystals may be considered as pseudo-tetragonal, if the />-axis

is chosen as the pseudo-quaternary axis.

Observed Forms: o = ill2|. and (7r=[021|, about equally well

developed; the faces of q are sometimes a little smaller than those

of 0, but both give very sharp images. Furthermore ('=:{00ij, much
smaller but giving good retlections; »"= {111}, very narrow and

somewhat dull, but quite measurable; b^[010\, extremely narrow

and reflecting badly; ,i' = {101j, rare and almost imperceptible.
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giving very sharp reflections and easily measurable; ; / = }104j and

o=:{lO]|, small but distinctly reflecting; in = \()71\, very small

and dull.

The habit of the crystals is elongated parallel to the r-axis.

A distinct cleavage was not observed.

On all faces óf the vertical zone a normal e.xtinctioii is found

;

no appreciable dichroism. The plane of the optical axes is jOOl},

with the A-axis as first bisectrix. The apparent axial angle is very

small; the dispersion is strong: ? -^ '"• The birefringence is [)Ositive.

The specific gravity of the crystals at 25° C. was : (J40 = 2.289
;

the molecular-volume is thus: 278,72.

Topical pammetevs : x :
»f'

: "> = «,3699 : 7,6968 : 5,6849.

Angular Foi'tns : Ohserwd : Calculated :

a :r =:z (100) : (102) = *65° 57' —
(Oil) z=*59 26 —p :<? = (120)

r -.q — (T02)

r -.p = (T02)

a -.m^ (100)

m:p = (340)

p :* = (120)

(Oil) =
(T2O) =:

(340) =
(120) =

(3.16.0) =
s :b =(3.1(1.0): (010)

r = (102)

q = (340)

q = (Oil)

:q = (010)

:t
- (101)

.t = (104)

a = (102)

:a = (101)

:w =r: (010)

(102) =
(Oil) =
(OFI) =r

(Oil) =
(r04) =
(r04) =
(101) =
(100) =
(071) =

42

77

47

U
18

12

48

63

72

53

11

25

17

48

10

41

50

4

20

46

12

40

52

34

38

15

48

25

59

42° 44'

77 50

47
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X Laevogyratory LutM-Tripthylenedinmine-CobaJti-iodiile.

Formula: \Co{Aein\\J, + 1 H/).

Tliis antipode was prepared in a (piite analogous way to that indi-

cated in the case of the dexlrogyratory component, and recrystallised

from warm water. The crystals also contain, according to analysis,

1 molecule of water of crystallisation. They may grow to considerable

size: one individual had a volume of more than 0.5 ccm.

Flat, dark-red to blood-red crystals, with lustrous faces, which

give multiple retlections howc\or, especially in the prism-zone.

Observed Forms: y>=:{J2()!. lai-gc, but giving multi|)le images;

f/ = j011}, also lar'geiy de\ol()ped, and better letlecting tlian ji;

^ = {O'lOj, very lustrous and well rollecting ; r ^ jl()2i. small, but

very lustrous and well measurable; /;/ =r }340|, very narrow;

<T=z:{101}, very small, and often absent ; ^? =r jlOOj, extremely narrow.

The habit is somewhat elongated with respect to the c-axis.

(fig. 11).

Rhomhic-hipyramidn/.

a: i :c =z 0.8256 : 1 : 0.7395.

Angular Values: Ob'^erved: Caleidatcd:

6:p=:(010):(120)= *31° 12' —
</:g=(011):(0Tl) = *72 58 —
6:^ =(010) -.(011) =
a:p =(100): (120) =
»•:» =(102):("02) =
r:<7 = (102):(101) =
p: 5 =(120): (011)-

in\p — (340) : (120) =

53
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Topical parameter : •/ : i{) ; w := Ü.3580 : 7,7010 : 5.6950.

Willi oold water we obtained on |01(){ elongated, ooniinnnly

irregularly .slia|iO<l coiTosioii-ligiires. Tliey seem to he syniuictrical

with I'ospect to JIOOj, hut ijcrt'cct certainty could not lie |)i'()cui'ed,

notwitlislandiiig many altenipis made tnr this |(ui'|tose.

XI. Ritceinir Ijnleo-TrietlnilenedKr))i'me.-Cohaltl-i-ho(laiiulf.

Foi'inula : jCo ^Aeiii),! ((!NS)j.

The compound was jii-eparcd by double composition of the raceniic

bromide with a concentrated solution of pi;tassiinnrlio(laniile, washing

the yellow precipitate, and rccfystallising from hot water. The crys-

tals grow to rather large individuals in the solution, saturated at

room-temperatnre and have a Hat, spindle-like shape. Accordi !g to

analysis, they are (nihi/droas.

Red-yellow or yellow-brown, Hat. spindle-shaped, acute, often

distorted crystals, which are easily measurable.

]\homhic-hipiira)nidal.

a : A:r=r 0.8405: J : 0.8130.

Observed Forms s r^r {201j, prominent and reflecting well, but

sometimes giving multiple images; i =: {OlOj and j) ^ {1'20\, giving

extremely sharp reflections, and thus e.xactly measurable ; m := (110',

lustrous, somewhat smaller than /> \ o^j211j and ,?: = |321j, as

narrow hluntings. The crystals are elongated parallel to the />axis,

in several cases also parallel the r/-.\is ; in the last mentioned case

the habit of the small crystals is the acute, spindle-like one already

described, (fig. 12 a, Ji and c).
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5 = |201j and / = j012j, well developed; there are commonly only

two faces of the form t present.

Further: o = |121i, siiowing among all pyramids present (he lar-

gest faces; w = jlll|, somewhat smaller than o; // = {122!, very

small, bnt giving distinct images; w = \\\()\ and /> = |12()i, very

small and suitsidiary, bnt measurable.

Fig. 13.
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A distinct cleavage was not observed.

On jOOlj, JOIII and {lOJJ every where normal extinction. Tiie

crystals are not appreciably diciiroitic. The optical axial plane is

S100| ; the apparent a\ial angle is small, and the r-axis is first

bisectrix.

The specific weight of the snl)stance at 25° C was found to he :

25"
d „ =1.502; the molecular volume is: 275.26.
4

Topical pammeters: x :
'I'

w = 6.1893 : 7.2867 : 6.1034.

With tepid water on jOO I j
beautiful corrosion-figures were obtained

after short treatment. They represented rectangular, pyramidal eleva-

tions, which were distinctly sijinmetrical with respect to the planes

|100| and \0\Q\. Consequently the crystals must be considered as

having hipyrainidal symmetry ; with mixtures of alcohol and water

rectangular, bilateral-symmetrical corrosion-figures w^ere also obtained,

which are in agreement with the holohedrical symmetry of the

rhombic system.

XIII. Laevogyratory Luteo-Triethylenediamine-Cobalti-rhodanide.

Formula : iCo(Aein),|(CNS),.

Thick, short-prismatic, orange- or blood-red needles, which are

very well built, and which give excellent images. Although the

habit is difTerent from that of the dextrogyratory compound, the

crystaiform is evidently quite the same.

Rhombic-bipyramidal.

a:b:c = 0.8494 : 1 : 0.8375.

Observed Forms: b = jOlOj, predominant and, like a = {lOOJ,

which is also well developed, giving excellent images; c = [001},

small but very lustrous; .y ^ {201j and r^\i01\. rather large;

q:=[Oli\, somewhat larger yet, and like both foregoing forms,

reflecting excellently; in^\MO], about as broad as r, and reflecting

well; p = [VIO], narrow and a little duller; ö = jl21!, well deve-

loped; <u ^ |ril}, with small faces between o and r. The habit is

short-prismatic with respect to tiie c-axis, with predominance of

OlOj and {lOOJ. (Fig. 14).
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Amildar VkIih-.i;

c:q =(001): (011) =
r:q = (101) : (01

1
) =

,j:b =(011): (01(1) =
a:s =: (100): (201) =
s:r =(201): (101) =
r: c — (101):(0()1) =
a: 7» =(100): (110) =
m:p =(110): (120) =
p:h = (120): (OKI) =
h:o — (010) :(121) =
o:v =(121): (101) =
;':oj = (101):(lll) =

co:.. =(111):(121) =

i >b»n-i
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R/iomhic-fii.pi/rainid/ii.

a : /; :
, 1= ().85(i9 : 1 : 2.7751,

Racemic Triethylenediamine-

Cobaltiperchlorate.

Observed Forms-, e ^ \00l\. large and lustroiiy, in most cases

striated parallel to tlie intersection: c : </ ; r = jl02j, o^\li.l\ and

q=\01i\, about eqnallj largely developed; commonly q gives the

better, r tlie feebler images. Finally again: .s^jlOlj. narrow, but

easily measurable. The habit is tabular parallel to jOOlj, with a

slight elongation parallel to the 6-axis.

Anijular Values : Observ
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liislrous crvslixls. wliicli show rallier .strong oscillation!? of their

aiigiilai' values, es|)eL'ially in the \erlica! zone. fFig. 16).

They are rhombic hisp/ieiwidic

a:/j:r= 1.0572 : 1 : 0.6801.

0/>se;i've(l Forms: A^zjOlOj. strongly |iretlouiinant ami rather

sharply reflecting; (/ = !100|, very narrow or wholly absent, but

with some crystals prominent; //; = jriOi, well developed, giving

however multiple images; /•=r}l()l; and r/r=}011j, giving very

sharp retleetions; {( = |lllj, in most cases broader ami larger than

lo^jllij; this last form reflects very well.

Angnhir Vcdnts: Observed:
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, X TV. Liirroi/i/riiforj/ Ti'ii'tluih'ih'dutrnini'-Cohalti-perchlorate.

Formula ; \Co {Aein)^\ (CIO,),

.

This salt was prepared from the corresponding /-bromide by means

of silver-perchlorate, and the concentrated solution afterwards slowly

evaporated at 15° C.

From an aqueous solution, still containing a trace of the silver-

salt in excess, the salt crystallized in the form of beaulifnl, spheno-

idic crystals (fig. 17a), which immedialely showed the presence of

hemihedrical symmetry. From the pure solutions in most cases the

flat, rectangular crystals, reproduced in fig. 176 were obtained; they

had a brownish-red or brownish-yellow colour, and show more

constant angular values than the sphenoidic crystals, whose angles

oscillate and which possess considerable geometrical anomalies.

Evidently these kinds of crystals are however quite identical.

RJwmblc-hisphenoidic

.

a: 6;(.-= 1.0580:1:0,6806.

Observed Forms-. 6 = {OlOJ, highly predominant, and reflecting

well ; the faces are however often spoiled, and then give multiple

reflections. Further m = jllOj, giving good images and about as

a Fig. 17. h

Laevogyralory Triethylenediarniue-Cobaitiperchlorate.

large as c = jOllj, which form shows very lustrous faces ;;•= {101 j,

giving sharp images, and \ery well developed, about as large as

o = |lll!; <u = |llli on the contrary small, and rather dull, although

giving well defined images; a =\\Q0\, very narrow and dull. In
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tlie cryKlals diawii iii tig'. \7(i, (lic form Gi=|rilj is preduiiiinant
;

a}=:|lllj siniiU and narrow, ö = \0W\. narrow but reflecting well,

like a = S100|, wliicli fortn is developed about equally to it ; c =: jOOJj

iji most eases absent, but rari'l}- present with oidy one single curved

and rudimentary face.

(inliir Valni'x



The (M-ystals are uniavial and negative.

Tlie optically active components are so lii2,lily soluble that it was

impossible up to now, to obtain crystals snitable for measnrements.

Abont the general conclusions, relating to the facts here described,

vid. Publication 1 (iMarch lïUo) on this same subject.

Lnhoratonj for Inoiyanic and Physical

Chemistry of the University.

Groningen, March 1915.

Chemistry. — " fnvestiyations on the Teinperature-Coeffi.cients of

tlie free Molecular Surface-Eneryy of Liquids at Tempera-

tures from — 80° to l<i50° 6V' IX. Tlie Surface- Enercfy of

homologous Aliphatic Amines. By Prof. F. M. Jakger and

Dr. Jut,. Kahn. (Communicated by Prof. P. van Romburgh).

(Communicated in the meeting of April !23, 1915).

§ 1. During the continuation of our studies regarding the intluence

of special substitutions in the molecules on the specific and mole-

cular surface-energy of homologous compounds, our attention was

drawn to the fact, that the free surface-energy and its temperature-

coefficient in the case óf organic derivatives of thetrivalent nitrogen often

show remarkably low values. We therefore determined to study

systematically a greater tiumber of the homologous series of the

aliphatic amines in the way jireviously described. The results of these

investigations are communicated in the following pages.

A single determination of the value of the free surface-energy of

carefully purified and dried anhydrous ammonia : NH, taught us

that with this mother-substance itself, even at lower temperatures,

the value of •/ is a relatively small one.

We found at — 73° C. for the specific surface-tension of liquid

ammonia : about 37 Erg pro cm^ '1, a value considerably ditferent

from the sparsely published data in literature regarding the surface-

energy of this liquid. As we had at the moment no means of

maintaining constant lower temperatures for a longer time, we could

not for the present continue these experiments further ; however we
hope to be able to return to these researches later on.

1) The radius of the capillar tube was : 0.04595 cm., the depth of immersion :

U.l mui. Tiie maximum pressure observed was: l.'ilO mm. of mercury of 0° G.
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The 23 coiDpouiids of lliis homologous series studied here are:

Methyl-, Diinethi/l-, and Trbiiethylaniine ; Ethyl-, Diethyl-, and

Triethylamine ; norm, Propyl-, Dipjvpyl-, and Tripropylninine ; Ino-

propylnmlne ; AUyhimine; norm. Butyhuiiine; Isohntyl-, Dlisohutyl-,

and Triisobutylamine ; tertiary Rutylamine, norm. Amylamine; Isoantyl-,

and Diisoamyhimine \ tertiary Amylamine; norm. Hexyl-, &nd l.sohexyl-

amine; norm. Heptylamine; while for the purpose of comparison

the measurements of Formamide are reproduced here also.

The pure amines were first dried by means of metallic sodium or

potassiumhydroxide, then fractionated in vacuo over KOH ; because

of the inevitable bumping of the liquid, the thermometer-readings

oscillated within limits of about 2".

The specific gravity must be determinated with most of these

substances by means of a volumeter, because of their volatility and

their tendency to attract carbondioxide and water-vapour from the

atmosphere. Especially in the case of the lower-boiling amines these

experiments appeared to be highly cumbersome and demanded much
time ; however we think the obtained results to be exact within

about 0.1 7o, which must be quite sufficient for the use here made

of them.

Molecular Surface-Energy

fji in Erg pro cm-.

9fO

950

920

890

mo
830
800

770

7W
710

650

6:10

690

560

530

500

U70

IW
i/0

380

350

320

290

260
'SO'M'W'5(rw'-30'-20'/0' o' Ml':v\w' itrvi/^'/k^'7)rdv»r/(in'//nwm/it^VM/6e'r;<^^ Temperature

Fig. 1. Primary Amines.
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Monomethylamine : CH., . NU.,.



III.

Trimethylamine: ((7^3)3^.

Maximum Pressure H

in mm. mpr-
cuty of

O'-'C.

ill Dynes

Surface-

tension / in

Erg. pro cm^.

Molecular

Specific Surface-

gravity d.Q energy // in

Erg. i)ro cm2.

—73
-52
-32
—19
— 4

0.827
0.737
0.678
0.627
0.583

1102.5
983.7
897.8
834.8
777.2

24.8
22.2
20.0
18.6

17.3

0.748
0.725
0.704
Ü.691
0.675

456.6
417.4
383.5
361.0
341.1

Molecular weight: 5910. Radius of the Capillary tuhe : 0.04595 cm.
Depth: 1 mm.

The liquid bulls at about -3° C; even at —76° C. it was ttill as thin

as water and no trace of crvstallisation cnuld be observed. The fp'cific

gravity at 0° C. was: 0.6709; «t -79° C. : 0.7537; at i° C. is (/^o =^ 0.6709—

—0 001048 t. The t. mperature-coefficieut of ." decreases slowly with rising

temperature: between —73° and -52° C. it id: 1.89; between —52° C. and
— 19° C, : 1.71; and between - 19° ar.d —4° C. : 1.33 E-g. per degree.

IV.

Ethylamine: (Caffs) • ^^^2-
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V.

Diethylamine: {€0^)2 NH.
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VII.

normal Propylamine : C^H^NH.2.



ïjt.

Tripropylamine : (03^7)3^^.
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XI.

Allylamine: CsH^.NHc,.



XTfl.

Isobutylam



Triisobutylamine : {C\Hg)3N. 1



XVII.

normal Amylamine: C5HHNH2.



XIX.

Diisoamylamine : [(rr^g). CH . CH2 . CHo]. NH.



XXI.

normal Hexylamine: CgHia-^fTz.



XX. II.

normal Hepiylamine : C^Hl^NH2.
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§ 3. The results obtained are reviewed in tlie Tables I--XXIV

above, while the relations of the corresponding ft-^curves can be

seen from the fig. 1—3.

Molecular Surface-Energy

H in Erg pro cm''.

ffSO

020

g90

S60

S30

SCO

rw
7'tO

710

6S0

650

6W
590

560

530

600

4!0

iiO

'llO

3S0

360

320

Z90

260
80'TO'-eo'SO'-iO'sa-ze"lO" o' /o'xr30'4a'jo-éo'xr M'9o-//>a-//o-/x-/j(r/f{r/st>-/fi(r Temperature

Fig. 2. Secondary Amines.

From these experiments it a[)pears in the first instance, that the

substitution of iZ-atoms in the ammonia-molecule by hydrocarbon-

radicals, makes the surface-energy of the liquid compounds at the

same temperatures increase regularly ; and that, — pecularities left

out of question, — that increase goes in general parallel to the

augmentation of the number of C- and //-atoms. That however,

even with tiie same number of 6- and //-atoms, the special con-

figuration of the molecule plays an important role in this, can soon

be seen: e.g. the (^-^curves for {C^HS)NH^ are not only situated

above those for {(JB^^N, etc., but it is also quite clear from fig. 1—

3

that genevalhj in the case of correspondingli/ built-up isomer amines,

those luith normal hydrocarbon-chains generally possess at any tem-

perature a greater surface-tension than those with ramified hydrocarbon-

chains; and that generally the surface-tension of such isomerides under

the same conditions appears to be the loioer, the more ramified the

hydrocarbon-chains are (e.g. butyl-, isobutyl-, and 3"'"^ butyl-amines;

in the same way the corresp. amylvniius between 10° and 70°; etc.)
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Molecular Surface-Energy

fj. in Erg pro cm'.

60'sr<i0'-30'2O'J0' 0' W2o-j(r ws(re<n(rsirsc'io(rmn{rx3tr/«i-/.'i(r/irw Temperature

Fig. 3. Tertiary Amines.

On a comparison of the primary, secondary and tertiary amines

of the same alkyl-radical, it appears that the temperature-coefficients

of n are often analogous for 1""J and 3"''.v amines, but smaller than

those for the 2"'.'/ amines.

However it becomes also clear, that a direct comparison of the

ft-<-curves with the aim of studying the influence of the substitution

by hydrocarbon-radicals in homologous compounds, may properly

be made only in the case of amines of the same fundamental con-

figuration ; as e.g. by comparison of all primary, or all secondary,

resp. tertiary amines, with each other, (fig. 1, 2 and 3). Really then

the regular increase of the values of ft in these cases, if substitution

occurs by more complicated hydrocarbon-radicals, comes to the fore

in a most striking way.

With respect to the temperature-coefficients of f<
it may be remarked

that these generally appear rather small; the smallest values being

present in the case of primary amines (1.2—1.8), while in the case

of secondary amines these values are often somewhat greater (1.7— 2.3),

and just as with the tertiary amines, approach gi-adually to the

\'alues observed with other organic compounds. However, these rules

are no! without exceptions: e.g. in the case of (/miethylamine the
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value of -- appears beyond doubt to be smaller than with mono-
01

methylamine.

Finally the increase of the surfaoe-energy by substitution of H-
atoms also appears here, as formerly stated, to be appreciably greater

if substitution occurs by unsaturated, than by saturated hydrocarbon-

radicals : a comparison of the data for allylamine on the one side,

and of propyl-, and isopropylamine on the other side, soon convinces

of the truth of this.

Lastly we may draw attention here to the data regarding the

formamide, which are also reproduced among those of the derivatives

of trivalent nitrogen. Although this compound does not possess more

than a single C-atom, the value of ft nevertheless appears here to

be much greater than e.g. for {CH,)N^H^, demonstrating the special

influence of the strongly electronegative oxygen-atom, and more

especially of the unsaturated carbonyl-radical, in a perfectly clear way.

Moreover this liquid, which in several respects shows some ana-

logy with the strongly dissociating solvents, appears to possess a

d,u

very small temperature-coefficient — : on an average about 0.89 Erg.

per degree. It would be of interest to study the behaviour of inorganic

salts if dissolved in this liquid, with respect to the electric current.

In analogy to the case of water, one would be inclined to conclude

dfi
in this case from the exceptionally small value of —

-, that the liquid
at

formamide might be highly associated.

Laboratory for Inorganic and

Groningen, April 1915. Physical Chemistry of the University.

Chemistry. — "The Allofropy of Sodium." I. By Prof. Ekn.st

CoHKN and Dr. S. Wolff.

(Communicated in the meeting of Api'il 23, 1915).

1. Some time ago Ernst Cohkn and G. dk Bruin') relying on

the determinations by Ezer Griffiths ') of the true specific lieat of

sodium, proved that this metal shows ailotropy and that the sub-

stance known hitherto as "sodium" is a metastable system in con-

sequence of the simultaneous presence of «- and ^i-sodium.

1) These Proc. 23, 896 (1915).

-) Proc. Roy. Soc. London 89, (A) 501 (1914),
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Some preliminary determinations carried out by Griffiths proved

that tlie densities of the two modifications are different (at the same

temperature) and that this difference is of the order of 1 : 7000.

The modification formed by quenching cet. par. has the greater

specilic vohime.

The investigations to be described below were carried out in order

to fix the limits of stability of both modifications, viz. to investigate

whether sodium is enantiotropic ') or monotropic.

2. Although the change of volume which accompanies the trans-

formation of o-sodium into /^-sodium is small according to Griffiths'

measurements, yet the use of the dilatometer is suitable, if certain

precautions are taken, which enable us to carry out exact measure-

ments with this instrument.

These precautions are

:

a. A large dilatometer must be used ; we employed an instrument

of about 380 cc.

h. The bore of the capillary tube must be small (Bore of our

tube 1.2 mm.).

c. The quantity of liquid put in, (rock oil) must be as small as

possible.

(/. The temperature at which the readings are taken must be

constant witiiin some thousandths of a degree.

3. Special care has to be taken in tilling the dilatometer. This

operation was carried out in the following manner : The metal

(sodium in rods from KAHLBAUM-Berlin, comp. § 6 and 8) was melted

under petroleum in a Jena-glass flask. The rock oil had been

prepared in the way to be described in ^ 4, while the metal had

been treated in a special manner (comp. § 5). The flask (Fig. 1) is put

into an oil bath RR, heated to J 30°. Pieces of sodium are added

until there are about 400 cc. of molten metal in 0.^)

The dilatometer after being filled with rock oil, is placed in the

same bath. and G are connected by means of a glass tube PLH
the end of which (in G) is drawn out.

The neck of the dilatometer is connected with a tube L by

means of rubber tubing K.

1) In tlie paper mentioned above [These Proc. 23, 896 (1915)] the opinion was

expressed that there exists a transition point between 0^ and 90°.

-) Generally there are formed spheres of metal which do not coalesce unless

the molten metal is cooled below the melting point and gently stirred at the

same time.
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W represents a water itmnp, wliile J3 and C are filter flasks.

F represents a clip, S a rubber stopper through which the tube

PLH passes.

is left open at M. A manganin wire iVjiVj serves as a Iieaier ;

5 or 6 storage cells are used as a source of current, whilst a

regulating resistance and an ammeter are put in the circuit.

The purpose of the wire xViiV, is to heat that part of PLH
which is not heated by the oil bath, above the melting temperature

of sodium in order to prevent the solidification of the molten metal

when flowing from lo G. The wire is separated from the wall

of the tube by means of asbestos paper. In order to prevent loss of

heat the wire is also covered with asbestos paper. Tlie oil bath is

heated to 130" and when the metal has entirely melted the stop-

cock E is shut, the heating current started, and the pump W put

in action As soon as the tube M is sufficiently heated the clip F
is cautiously opened. The molten metal flows into the dilatometer

and displaces the rock oil present which flows into the flask 6'.

As soon as the sodium reaches F (the dilatometer being then full

of the metal) it solidifies, as the side tube is at room temperature.

In this way suction stops automatically '). The stopper S is now

removed while the tube J'LH is taken out of the dilatometer. The

level of the metal falls and the rock oil present protects the sodium

from oxidation.

After the solidification of the metal which is accompanied by a

') If any molten metal slioukl still pass over, it enters the flask C containing

some rorlc oil which covers llie metal.
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decrease of volume of about 2.5 percent, the capillary tube is sealed

at the bulb. After having been filled up with rock oil (by means

of an air pump) the instrument is ready for use. It may be pointed

out that only a few cc. of rock oil were used (comp. § 2. c).

4. The petroleum used was prepared as follows: After having

been heated for 24 hours at 100° in contact with sodium, it was

distilled off from the metal. The part distilling below 175° was

not used; the remaining liquid was kept in contact with sodium

and used for the experiments.

5. In order to get the metal free from oxide the method described

by v. Rossen Hoogendijk v. Bi.eiswijk ') may be followed. Small

pieces of the metal are put into benzene to which small portions

of amylalcohol are cautiously added. When the metal has become

bright it is put into the rock oil prepared as described above.

6. We were not able to detect any impurity in 10 grams of the

metal.

7. We used the (electric) thermostat described by Ernst Cohen

and Helderman in their investigations on cadmium'), which enabled

us to keep the temperature constant within some thousandths of a

degree. The thermometers used were compared with two instruments

checked by the Pliys. Techn. Reichsanstalt at Charlottenburg-Berlin.

8. Before describing the measurements some remarks may be

made concerning the melting point of the metal experimented with.

As is generally known, metals show, even if they are pure, a range

of fusion. This can be determined here very exactly by dilatometric

measurements as the process of melting is accompanied by a marked

change of volume (about 2.5 per cent).

While the level of the meniscus remained constant at 97°.12

during 17 hours, there occurred a strong dilatation at 97°. 22.

The beginning of solidification of the molten metal was determined

in the following way : We put 25 cc. of sodium into a wide glass

tube which contained some rock oil in order to prevent the metal

from oxidation. A Beckmann thermometer (graduated to hundredths

of a degree) and a glass stirrer pass through a cork in the neck of

the tube. The whole was placed into an oil thermostat the temperature

1) Zeitsclir. f. anorg. Chemie 74, 152 (1912).

2) Zeitschr. f. physik. Chemie 87, 409 (1914).
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of which was kept constant within some thousandths of a degree.

Its temperature was 97°. 10.

The tube and its contents is heated to 99° and put into the

tliermostat. When the temperature of the metal iiad become 97°.10

the stirrer was put in motion. The temperature rose to 97°.51 and

remained constant for some time. The experiment was repeated,

tlie molten metal being cooled 0°.7 lower than before. Aflei' slirring

the temperature rose again to 97°. 51.

The beginning of solidification consequently occurs at 97°. 51,

while the range of melting covers 0°.3 C.

9. As the changes of volume which play a role in these inves-

tigations are only small, and as the glass of the dilatometer was

exposed in our experiments to sudden and strong changes of temper-

ature (about 100°) we thought it important to prove that the glass

used did not show thermal hysteresis. For tliis purpose we filled

our dilatometer with rock oil and heated it for some hours in a

thermostat at 95°.00. After having noted the place of the meniscus

(358.0) we dipped the instrument into petroleum which had been

cooled (by means of solid carbon dioxyde) to — 20° C. After half

an hour we put it again into the thermostat at 95°.00. After two

hours the level of oil was again 358.0. Twenty-four hours later it

had not changed : consequently thermal hysteresld had not occurred.

10. The dilatometer was now filled in the way described above

(comp. § 3) with molten sodium and some cc. of petroleum. After

this it was cooled very slowly in the thermostat to 15° C, so that

the metal might be (ransformed into the «-modification.

The following results were obtained (Comp. Table I).

TABLE I.

Temperature

50°

68.5

90.0

96.0

Duration of the obser-
vations (hours)
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11. In order to melt the metal entirely, the dilatometer was

heated to 100° C. ; the change of volume having ceased, the metal

was chilled at 0° C.

The observations carried out with the chilled metal are given in

Table II.

TABLE II.

Temperature
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At 94°.4 3

95° .4 4

97°.l 2.

A niaxiiiiiim was tliiis found at 95°. 4, viz. two decrees below

tlie melting point.

15. The facts stated in § 14 exclude the existence of pseudo-

raonotropy, but we are able lo go a step farther and, from what

has already been stated as well as from the phenomena immediately

to be described, can conclude liiat sodium is monotropic.

16. These phenomena are: The metal was cooled very slowly

in order to transform it into tiie «-modification. After this the dilato-

meter was kept at 97°. 22, a teni|)erature a( which melting began.

(At 97°.12 melting does not take place). Table III gives the results:

TABLE III.

Temp. 97^.22 (= 5=.998 on Beckmann's thermometer).

Temp, on Beckmann's
thermometer
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17. From these tables it is evident that the velocity of melting

at tiie same temperature is oet. par. greater with /?-soditnn than

with «-sodium. Consequently the quantity of heat wanted to transform

1 gram of solid /^-sodium into the molten state is less than that

which must he added for that purpose to the same quantity of

«-sodium. From this we may conclude that the transformation

/J-sodium —^ «-sodinm is accompanied by an evolution of heat. The

fact that this heat of transformation is positive, proves that ?ƒ there

exists a transition point it is to be looked for in the direction of

higher temperatures '). The facts described in ^ 14, prove that such a

transition point does not exist and consequently sodium is monotropic.

18. Finally it may be pointed out that Hagen'), who determined

the coefficient of dilation of sodium (between 0° C. and its melting

point) by dilatometric measurements, was not able to observe these

phenomena as the quantity of metal used by him (40 grams) has

been too small.

The value of this physical constant determined by this author is

consequently fortuitovx and must be redetermined with the pure

a- and /^-modifications.

We express our best thanks to Dr. H. R. Kruyt to whom we

are indebted for many \akiable remarks.

Utrecht, April 1915. van 't HoFF-Laboratory.

Chemistry. — "Action of met/uj/et/n/Ikefone on 2. 3. 4. G. tetranitro-

/j/ieni/Imethi/Initirimine". By Prof. P. van Romburgh.

(Communicated in the meeting of April 23, 1915).

As stated by me previously'), this nitramine reacts readily with

alcohols and amines. Water also acts on it with formation of nitrous

acid and of 2. 4. 6. trinitromethylnitraminophenol. Whereas at the

ordinary temperature this action proceeds very slowly it takes place

fairly rapidly at boiling temperature.

In order to get to know more accurately the progressi\e change

of the reaction some previous investigations were made a few

years ago by me conjointly with Dr. Sinnige, which gave the result

') Bakhuis Roozeboom, Die lieterogenen Gleichgewicljte vom Standpunkte der

Phasenlelire. 1, 178; Braunscliweig 1901.

2) Wied. Ann. 19, 43R (1883).

*j r.ec. 8, i2T5 (1889).
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tliat tlie nitramine. when dissolved in acetone, reacts veiy rapidly

with water even at the ordinary temperature, so that t lie preparation

of the phenol in this manner is a very simple one.

Now it did not seem devoid of importance to know something

more as to the role played here by the acetone and, therefore, 1

liave studied this reaction more closely. It appeared, iiowe\er. that

great difficulties are expeiienced in the separation and identification

of the products generated in addition to hydrocyanic acid, which

forms abundantly, so that 1 thought it desirable to try whether

satisfactory results can be obtained more readily by using anotlier

ketone, which then perhaps may serve to also elucidate the reaction

with acetone.

It now appeared that methylethylketone lends itself very well for

that purpose.

If, at the ordinary temperature, we dissolve the nitramine in .so

much moist ketone that a concentrated solution is obtained, we notice

that the original pale yellow colour of the solution rapidly begins

to darken and soon after, a yellow product crystallizes, which proved

to be the 2.4.6. triiiitromelhylnitroaminophenol. In my experiments

I generally used 11 grams of nitramine, which I dissolved in Itic.c.

of ketone to wliich 0.8 c.c. of water was added. At first, I took

more nitramine (33 grams ^'/lu g'am mol.) but then towards the

end of the operations explosions frecjuently took place.

If we decant tlie ketone solution from tiie crystals and subject

the same to a distillation (in the water-bath) an intensively yellow

coloured lifpiid with a peculiar odour passes over. It contains

hydrogen cyanide which was ideulilied by the Prussian blue test.

The yellow colour, also the odour |)ointed to the presence of diacetyl.

If to the liquid we add a solution of silver nitrate to precipitate

the hydrogen cyanide and subse(piently to the filtrate an excess of

ammonia a white voluminous precipitate is obtained which according

to F'lTTiG, D.MMi.KR, and Kki.i.er') is characteristic of diacetyl. The

detection of the diacetyl by means of iiydroxylamine presented,

owing to the excess of methyleth^ Ikelone, a little difficulty.

Still, by using a liberal (puxntity of Iiydroxylamine I succeeded

in obtaining crystals of diinethyglyoxime, which gave with a nickel

salt and ammonia the characteristic red nickel compound.

In order to detect any volatile products eventually formed, the

tiask which had been heated in the waterbatli at 100° was evacuated

and |)laced in an oilbath heated at 120°. A substance began to

') Ann. 249, 205 (1888).

7*
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distill which deposited in a crystalline loriii in the exit tuiie, wlien

tiie flask exploded with a loud report.

In subsequent experiments the heating was therefore solely con-

ducted in vacuo at 100° in a waterhath and in this way I also

succeeded in obtaining small cpiantities of crystals, which after being

pressed between paper melted at 76° and gave no depression of the

melting point with «-wo-nitrosomethylethylketone. In addition there

distilled a little of a liquid acid, which, after neutralisation with sodiimi

carbonate solution gave with silver nitrate a white precipitate, which

on heating with water turned black.

If the nitramine is heated with moist methyletliylketone a rather

violent action sets in, but otherwise the I'eaction proceeds as described

ai)Ove. If we take ketone that has been dried over calcium chloride

we also get a yellow, diacetyl containing distillate.

If, however, we take nitramine that has been standing for some

days in a desiccator over sulphuric acid and ketone that has been

dried with phosphoric aidiydride, no reaction takes place at the

ordinary temperature even after two days. On heating in the

waterbatli the ketone passes over entirely colourless. If the distillation

is interrupted, the nitramine in the flask crystallizes unchanged. On

long continued heating in the waterbath the distillate first shows

traces of hydrogen cyanide and gnxdually also a faint yellow

coloration, which need cause no surprise because, on heating at 100°,

the nitramine itself yields traces of nitrous vapours. So much,

however, is pretty certain that in the experiment with moist ketone

the formation of the i'eaction products found will have to be attributed

largely to the action on the ketone of the nitrous acid generated by

the water, when the strongly acid phenol will also have exerted its

influence.

The fact that the reaction takes place so rapidly in the ketone

solution even at the ordinary temperature may be caused by the

great concentration, but there also exists the possibility that the

presence of the acetone accelerat s the reaction. Expei'iments to make

sure about this and also to study the influence of the watei' on the

nitramine in other indifferent solvents are in progress. In water-

saturated ether a conversion of nitramine into phenol also takes

|)lacc fairly rapidly.

Utrecht. (>iy. Cliem. Lah. lJ?i/rersili/.



Physics. — "The inaynetlc rotation of the polarisation plane in

titanium tetrachloride." I. By Prof. L. H. Siertsema. (Com-

municated by Prof. H. A. Lorentz).

(Communicated in tlie meeting of March 27, 1915).

Among the substances of which the magnetic rotation of the plane

of polarisation has been observed, titanium tetrachloride occupies a

particular place, first of all because it is the only diamagnetic sub-

Stance known that presents negative magnetic rotation, and then

because it is unique in being a liquid, for which the negative

magnetic rotation can be observed without the interfering influence

of a solvent, and which is tree from absorption bands almost over

the entire visible spectrum. Only in the extreme violet, according to

my observation at A = 0.420 f*, an absorption limit is found.

The diamagnetic charactei' has been ascertained by Verdet ') and

by H. Becquerel ')
; observations on magnetic rotation have been

made by Verdet "), who only shows tliat the I'otation is negative,

and about of the same amount as the positive rotation of water,

and by H. Becquerel *), who determines the magnetic rotation for

six Fraunhoeer lines. It appears from these measurements that the

rotations are in inverse ratio to the fourth power of the wavelength,

hence they follow an entii-ely different law from that found for the

positive rotation.

An attempt to ascertain whether the later dispersion formulae

derived from the theory of electrons can be applied to this substance

made me realize the desirability of extending the material of obser-

vation by the carrying out of new measurements.

The measurements have been carried out by a penumbra method

and spectral analysis.

The liquid was in a glass tube of a length of 265 mm. and a

diameter of 25 mm., closed by plane-parallel glass plates 1 mm.

thick. This tube was placed in a coil of wire 182 mm. long, so

that the closing plates were a few centimetres outside the coil.

It appeared from a measurement with an empty test tube that

the magnetic rotation in the glass plates was imperceptible. The

coil contained 3186 windings; between the windings and the coil

1) E. Verdet, Ann. de Gh. et de Ph. (3) 52 p. 156 (1858).

2) H. Becouerel, Ann. de Ch. el de Ph. (5) 12 p. 63 (1877).

S) E. Verdet, loc.cit.

) H. Becquerel, Ann. de Ch. el de Ph. (5) 12 p. 35 (1877); G.R. 85 p. 1229

'1877).
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there was a watejjacket, tlirougli which a nlreaiii of water could

be led. The projecting eiids of Ihe test lube are enclosed in cotton

wool to ensure a unitbrui teni|)erature. The strength of current

amounted to about 2 ampères, and was read down to 0,002 ampère

on a carefully ganged ampère metre. Of the optical arrangement we

should mention the source of light (quartz amalgam lamp of Hkrakus,

or arclamp), from which the beam of light passed through a penumbra

prism according to Jellet, with a penumbra angle of 2°, a colli-

mator, the slit of which was immediately behind the penumbra

nieol, the test tube, a nicol with 12 x 13 mm. aperture as analyzer,

the rotation of which could be read in minutes on a graduated

circle, and the prism with eye-piece of a Hilgkr spectroscope with

constant deviation.

The line of demarcation of the penumbra nicol is placed hori-

zontally, so that when the arclamp is used we observe a spectrum

in the eye-glass consisting of two parts lying above each other and

divided by a sharp line. Through rotation of the prism different

parts of the spectrum can successively be brought in the middle of

the tield of vision. If the current in the coil is closed, a black band

is observed in both parts of the spectrum. These two bands, how-

ever, are slightly displaced with res[»ect to each other. Halfway

between them a place can always i>e indicated where the intensity

of the light is the same in the two parts. At this place the adjust-

ment was brought about by means of rotation of the analyzer causing

a displacement of both bands. For this purpose the eye-piece was

provided with a wide ocular slit. After reversal of the current this

adjustment was repeated; the angle over which the analyzer has

been turned, is double the angle over which the plane of polarisation

in the titanium chloride has been turned. In observations with the

(]uartz amalgam-lamp tije collimator slit was taken pretty wide, which

caused a great many slit images to be seen in the reading glass, each

divided into two parts by a horizontal line. .Just as above the adjust-

ment can then be made at equal luminous intensity of the two parts.

From readings of thermometers in the supply and the leading

off of the water in the jacket the temperature of the test tube can

be derived.

The first series of measurements have been carried out with the

quartz amalgam lamp. The slit images used for this are those cor-

responding to the lines :

Hg 5780, the two mercury lines lying close together. The images

of the two lines overlap for the greater part; the readings are

reckoned to correspond to the mean of the two wavelengths.
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Hg 5461, tlie most intense mercury line.

Cd 5086, intense cadmium line.

ZnCd 4805, a l»lue zine and a cadmium line, almost coinciding.

Zn 4722, blue zine line.

Hg 4358, ,, mercury line.

For every slit image there have been made four readings, two

for every direction of current, the strength of the current having

been read every time. Then the angle between the two positions

of the analyzers has been derived from the means of the corre-

sponding readings, and the angle of rotation for 1 ampère found

through division by the sum of tiie two strengths of current that

differ iuit little.

The results of some six series of oltservations are recorded in

the subjoined table. •

Magnetic rotation in minutes, for 1 amp.

6 Mean

/gauss.cm.

0.5780

0.5461

0.5086

0.4805

0.4722

59.8 I
60.1

74.9 75.2

101.6 101.0

128.1 128.4

140.5 139.6

0.4358 208.7 209.6

I i

60.1
j

60.2 1 60.0

75.3 74.9 75.1

100.1
]

100.4 98.9
!

129.4 1 129.3
j

129.2

140.1
I

141.9 ,
138.8

208.8 , 209.5 209.2

60.0

75.0

100.2

127.8

141.1

208.3

60.0

75.1

100.4

128.7

140.3

209.0

0.01618

0.02023

0.02705

Ü. 03468

0.03782

0.05633

Then observations have been made with arc light for a number
of different wavelengths. The wavelength was found by illuminating

the collimator slit by means of a mirror with a quartz amalgam

lamp, and adjustment to the slit images lying nearest to the place

in the spectrum where observations were to be'madc. From this

the wavelength at the place of observation was derived by means

of a dispersion curve of the prism. These adjustments always took

place immediately before or after those of the position of the

analyzer.

To be able to calculate the rotation constant q per gauss cm.,

the test tube is then tilled with distilled water, and tiie magnetic

rotation is measured for two diflerent wavelengths. By the aid of

the constant of rotation for water and the magnetic rotation dispersion
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as tliey were before determined b_v tlie au(lior') these measurements

gave two values lor tlie reduclion factor, wliicli agreed down to

0.1 7„. Besides, some measurements with carbon disulphide liave

been made, wliich sufficiently harmonized with those of water.

Carbon disulphide is less satisfactory for a measurement of the

n)agnetic field tiian water. The angles of rotation are then, indeed,

larger, but the greater temperature coefficient renders a greater

accuracy in the temperature determinations necessary, in consequence

of which an accurate result is after all more difficult to reach.

Further a numlier of measurements have l)een made with the

titanium chloride at different temperatures l)y cooling the water at

its entrance into the jacket by means of ice, or by raising the tem-

perature. The temperature coefficient of the constant of rotation

appeared, however, to be so small, that it could not be determined

with certainty from the observations. The thought of applying a

temperature correction has, therefore, been aimiidoned. In the mea-

surements with the quartz amalgam lamp the temperature was on

an average 17.9^, in those with the arclamp 13.4°.

The results of the measurements with the quartz lamp are recorded

in the last column of the above table; those with the arc lamp

referring to observations on six different days, follow below.

The more recent theories of the magneto-optical phenomena which

are founded on the theory of electrons, show that there is a connec-

tion between the magnetic rotation of the plane of polarisation and

tlie Zeeman effect, which the lines of the substance's free vibrations

present. By starting from simplifying suppositions, and assuming one

free period, the magnetic rotation as far as the sign and the order

of magnitude is concerned, can in many cases be explained by the

assumption of a magnetic resolution of spectrum lines as it is given

by the elementary theory '). For a more complete explanation it is,

however, necessary to take more free vibrations into consideration.

It has appeared from investigations l)y Drude and others that

the ordinary dispersion of transparent substances can generally be

represented l>y an expression with a small number of free vibrations,

among which ultrared ones, corresponding to vibrations of positively

charged particles, and one or min-e ultraviolet free vibrations of

negative particles. The ultraviolet frequencies cause the greater

part of the dispersion.

') Versl. Kon. Ak. van Wet. 1896/97 p. 131. tJomm. Leiden Suppl. 1. p. 76

Aicli. Néei-l. (2) 2 p. 366 (1899); (2) 6 p. 825 (1901).

•) These Proe, Vol. 5, p. 413, Gomm- Leiden ;»J"- 82.
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For a .satisfactory explaiialioii of the magnetic rotation the same

frequencies will have to be taken into consideration ; it should only

-,o '"'"•/gauss, cm.
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lution ligiiies, and also resolutions of tlie abnormal sign, can appear,

and that negative rotation might arise in consequence.

The thought suggests itself to try whether the observed rotation

constants can be explained in this way. For this purpose it is neces-

sary to represent these constants by a formula as required by

theory, with one or more ultraviolet frequencies. It will have to

appear at the same time that the index of refraction can be repre-

sented by a formula of the form required by theory, with the same

frequencies, besides ultrared ones.

It will be communicated in a following paper what a treatment

of the results of our observations in this sense will have vielded.

Chemistry. — -'Oti Tension Lines of tite System PhosphorKs." IV.

By Prof. A. Smits and S. C. Bokhorst. ^Communicated by

Prof. J. D. VAN DER Waals.)

(Gommuuicated in the meeting of April 23, 1915.)

1. y^ein determinations of the vipour jjressure of liquid irhite

p/iosplwriis.

In the first communication under this title ') among others the vapour

pressure line of the liquid white [)hosphorus was discussed. This

line, which had been determined by us according to the statical

and dynamical method up to 336°, had such a course, that it could

not be considered as the metastable prolongation of the \apour pres-

sure line of the liquid violet pliosphoms.

Now it appeared that this result was to be ascribed to this that

the vapour pressure above 325° increased with the temperature to

an abnormal degree.

This circumstance added to the fact that the temperature was

always increased as quickly as possible in the vapour tension deter-

mination to prevent all the white phosphorus from being converted before

the detei'mination could be made, led us to suppose that the results

might be faulty at these high temperatures in consequence of spon-

taneous heating of the mass brought about by the conversion

:

white F-* violet P + « Cal.

1) These Proc. Vol. XVI, p. 1174.
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As this conversion is accompanied h^- a pretty

great generation of heat (4.4 Cal. at the ordinary

^--*-.—
jiJi temp.), and the velocity of this reaction is already

pretty great above 325°, it would be possible that

the temperature of the phosphorus had been higher

than that of the surrounding bath, whereas it had

been assumed that inside and outside the apparatus

there always prevailed the same temperature.

To avoid this possible error, not the temperature

of the hath, but that of the phosphorus had to be

measured.

For this purpose with application of the dynamic

method according to Smith') the tube of the thermo-

element was fused into the vapour pressure apparatus,

so that always the temperature of the phosphorus

was determined.

Afterwards when it had appeared that through
"^' *

the contact with stearine the boiling point of the

phosphorus was absolutely not influenced, the apparatus was used

represented in tig. 1. Into the inner tube n which has a constriction

at c a resistance thermometer has been fused, which reaches to the

lowest widening. This inner tube is filled up to above the constric-

tion with pure white phosphorus, which is then shut off by a layer

of stearine. All this takes place in vacuum. In the outer jacket e

also stearine is brought, which is heated under different pressures.

Just as for the other apparatus also now the temperature is

determined at which the phosphorus under a definite pressure begins

to boil. This method has this advantage that without any difficulty

the experiment can be made with larger quantities, and the tempe-

rature can be indicated \ery quickly and very accurately.

By these two improved methods the following results were now
found

:

Temp.
Pressure
in atm.

331.8°

332.9°

342.0

355.7

2.47

2.61

2.95

3.88

1) Americ. Chem. Soc. 32, 897 (1910).
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2. The mponr pressure funieith. for the liqidd pkosphorus.

When we supplement our former measurements up to 300° by
the above mentioned results, we get what follows:

p
in attn.
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whicli tlie (|iiaiiüty Tlnp is plotted as funotioii of 7^ (tlie line nli).

We see froin this that the different points jfield an almost straiglit

line, whose shape is exceedingly little conoave with respect to the

temperature axis. This had accordingly proved that the preceding

determinations had been vitiated by the spontaneous heating of the

white phosphorus in conversion.

If in the same diagram we now give Tlnp as function of 7' also

for the liquid violet phosphorus, we get the already discussed straight

line rd.

The consideration of tiiese two lines ali and cd brings us at once

to the conviction that tiiey belong together, i.e. that they are two

parts of one and the same curve, the intermediate part of which

cannot be realized here.

It follows then from this that the second part cd cannot be

perfectly straight in reality, no more than the first part ah, and

that there must be a rational formula to be found, which represents

both portions with sufficient accuracy.

To find this formula the following course is taken.

The line ah which represents Tlnp as function of 7' for the liquid

white phosphorus, is only very slightly curved. If we now assume

for a moment that this line is straight, then as was already shown

before, the constant C' can be found by the aid of two points,

on the application of the relations:

'J\lnp,^-\^CT, (1)

and

TM\ = -\^r01\ (2)

If this value of C is substituted in one of the above equations,

then follows from this the value for Q, which indicates the molecular

heat of evaporation.

If this is done, we find (^=: 12.17 kg. cal., 9.96 kg. cal. being

found for the moi. heat of evaporation of the liquid \iolet phosphorus.

The latter result was obtained in the same way as hei-e the Q for

the liquid white phosphorus was calculated viz. on the assumption

that Q is no temperature function.

Now this is, evidently, indeed not the case, for Tlnp plotted as

function of T is no perfectly straight line.

We can now accept by appioximation that 12.17 kg. cal. is the

mean value of the heat of evaporation of the liquid white phosphorus

in the temperature interv.^l from 160° to 360", and that this heat
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of evaporation will therefore about agree with the mean temperature

of 260\ Thus we can also consider the value of 9.96 kg. cal. as

the mean lieat of evaporation of the liquid violet phosphorus over the

temperature range from 512° to 630, so that this heat of evaporation

will aliout hold for the mean temperature of 571°. Thus we arrive

at the result that the heat of evaporation from 260° to 571° decreases

by 2210 gr. cal., so that we have at a rough approximation

dQ
J:^ — — 7,106 (4)
dT ^

'

If we now start from the equation

:

^=JL (5)
dT RT' ^

'

and write

:

Qr= Qo+aT (6)

we tind by integration:

••"'=-Tt + ''r'"''+''
'"

and as according to (6)

d T
~"

we can substitute the value given by (4) for a. Then equation (7)

becomes

Inp = _ ^ _ 3.59 InT + C ') (8)^ RT '

To see whether this formula satisfied, the following graphical

method was applied : Let us write equation (8) as follows :

rinp -\-Z.h^Th,T=-^ + CT (9)R

we see at once that when this relation satisties, (T/«/; + 3,59 Tin T)

plotted as function of T, will have to yield a straight line.

As appears from fig. 2, the thus obtained points lie really on a

straight line ef. so that it has thus been proved that the relation

(6) represents the change of the heat of evaporation with the tem-

perature with sufficient accuracy.

In case of an exceptionally rapid heating, when the result was of

course less accurate, a pressure of 7,36 atm. was observed at 409°,3,

from which the value 1362 follows ïor TInp. In comparison with the

1) We may just state here that instead of 3.59 we might as well have taken

3 or 4, for the course by which we have come to this value, is a rough approxi-

mation.
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line discussed just now this valne is slightly too low ; this proves

that the vapour was no longer perfectly saturate with respect to the

white liquid phosphorus, which we think by no means astonishhig.

By means of the linear relation (9) the constant 6' may now again

be easily found in the following way from the value which tiie first

member possesses at two different temperatures.

2\ Inp^ + 3.59 7', In 7', = - ^ + C' T, . . . . (lU)

Qo
1\ Inp, + 3.59 U\ In 7\ = - -^ + C 7\ . . . . (11)

from which follows that :

(7>y, + 3.59r>r,)-(T>p, + 3.59r,z»r.)C=
T —T ~ ""• ^ ^

In this way we find C = 37.62.

If we substitute this value in (9), we get :

Tlnp + 3.59 T In 7' = — —° + 37.62 T . . . . (13)

3. Cnlculnt/'oii of Q^ mid of tlw. vapour tension.

By means of this relation we can now calculate the value of —
R

from the different observations.

The result of this calculation is recorded in the following table,

(see p. 112).

In the fifth column the found values for — are given, which give
R

as mean the value 8257, from which follows that Q„ = 16,35 kgs. cal.

The sixth column gives the discrepancies which the different results

present from the mean, and it appears from this that they are com-

paratively small, and now exhibit the positive sign, now the nega-

tive sign.

Qo
If this value for —- is substituted in equation (13), we get:

R
Tlnp 4- 3.59 77/, 7' = 37.62 T — 8257 .... (14)

by the aid of which we can now calculate the pressures for the

different observation temperatures.

We find the result of this calculalion in column 7.

These calculated pressures harmonize on the whole as well with

the observed ones, as can be desired under the given circnmstances.

This is shown most convincingly by the last column, which gives

the difTerence between the calculated and the observed pressure. It

is evident that this difference should not be considered in itself, but
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in connection with the absolute value found in tlie first or in tliê

sixth column.

Besides tlie vapour pressure line of violet phosphorus, also that for

liquid phosphorus is indicated in fig. 4, from which it is seen how
the observed vapour pressures lie on the line drawn acoordin"- to

formula (li).
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place tlie peculiar way in which, as Stock and GomolKa ') were the

first to fiJid, red phosphorus can snddenlj deposit from snpercooled

molten violet phosphorus and its vapour, seemed to point to a cri-

tical phenomenon.

In virtue of tliese three circumstances which seem to he in agree-

ment with each other, we concluded phosphorus and cyanogen to be

systems of the same type, and devised a diagram for the i)seudo

system of phosphorus, which was in close connection of I hat of

cyanogen.

Now for the first time the question raised by Bakhuis Roozeboom,

has been answered, and it has now appeared that the three above

mentioned circumstances misled us at first. Phosphorus does not

belong to the same type as cyanogen and the liquid white phosphorus

must be really taken as supercooled liquid violet pjhosphorus.

The first determinations of the vapour tension were faulty at the

highest temperature. Aston and Ramsay's determinations of the surface

tension of liquid white pho.sphorus (which were only two, indeed)

appear not to justify a calculation of the critical temperature, and

the just mentioned phenomenon, which was observed by Stock and

GoMOLKA, must l)e ascribed to this that the number of nuclei posses-

ses a strongly pronounced maximum at a definite degree of super-

cooling, so that a spontaneous crystallisation, which proceeds with

\ery great velocity, suddenly occurs there.

We see with great satisfaction that the system phosphorus can

be represented in a simpler way than we thought at first in con-

sequence of the non-existence of the supposed complication.

The P, T'-projection of the system phosphorus for so far as it is

known now, is schematically represented in the subjoined fig. 6.

p
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Witli regard to the 7\Y-lig. we must point out, that as was

already remarked by us before'), the pseudo-system of the phospho-

rus is most probably ternar)-, and that the third kind of molecules

whicli has been left unconsidered up to now, plays probably a

principal part in the change of the point of solidification of the

white phosphorus. To simplify the representation we can disregard

tliis third kind of molecules and take tlie pseudo system as binary,

at least when our point of consideration is the connection between

the white and the violet phosphorus.

Now the difference in properties between the white and the \ iolet

phos|)horus, just as the dilference in volatility and melting point

suggest with great probability lliat we have to do here with a

system of molecule-kinds, whicii dilfer in ^icc. Hence we have

probably to do here with tlie case of a.'t.iocia/iini. and the violet

Fie. 5. Fig. 6.

1) Z. .f. phys. Ghem. 88, 621 (1914).

8*
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phosphorus will differ from the wliite fliiefly in this that it contains

a niiicii larger proportion of associated molecules.

In lliis case tlie psendo system, as was already explained several

times, will possess no euteclic point, and llien tliis pseudo system

with the unaiy system lying in it, can bo given schematically by

fig. 5. If the pseudo-component /i was isomer of (t, also a figure

like fig. 6 would be possible.

Note. When according to form. 14 we calculate the pressure corresponding

with the temperatine of 695°, which is the critical temperature of the licjuid phos-

phorus according to \V. A. Wahl's measurements, we find 82,2 atni. This is

tjjerefore the critical pressure, for wliich we found 83.56 in our preceding com-

municalion by means of the assumed linear relation.

When we calculate the ^-value from the critical pressure 82,2 atm. and the

absolute critical temperature of 69(3" + 273^ = 968°, and from this the size of the

phosphorus molecule, we find 4.33; we found 4.26 before, which makes no

difference of any importance.

According to the formula:

/ = 0,4343^ ^r^^;^ '«
/u-

J

the following values are found for the value of f at dillerent temperatures:

from 200° to 300° /^S,!!

,
300^

,
400° f = 2,84

,
400=^

,
500° f = 2,60

,
500°

, G00° f = 2,40

Amsterdnin, April 19, 1915. Anory. Chemie. Laboratory

of the University.

Chemistry. — "In-, mono- and dirariani eqniUJiriit" I. By Prof.

F. A. H. SCHKKINKMAKERS.

1. Introduction.

When n -\- 2 phases occur in an etpiilibrium, which is conijiosed

of n substances, then it is invaiiant; the composition of the phases,

the pressure and the temperature are perfectly defined then. In a

7^7'-diagram this equilibrium is represented by a point; we shall

call this pressure and this temperature ƒ*„ and 1\.

As this equilibrium is completely determined in every respect

neither the composition of the phases, nor the pressure or the

temperature can change on addition or withdrawal of heat or on

') In the preceding communication the term ^np^. had been erroneously omitted.



a c'liange of volume. Then, however, a reaction occiu'S. at which

the quantities of some phases increase, those of other phases decrease,

and onl_y after disappearance of one of the phases, pressure, tempe-

rature and composition of the phases can change.

May the composition of a piiase F^ be given by the quantities

('«i)i (*',)i ('•j), • • {>-„-i)i and 1 or 1 — (.«,), — {.v,), . . . {j'„-\),

that of a phase 7*"", by

:

(.I',), (.«J, {.V,), . . . (.i'„- i), and 1 or 1 — (,«,), — G^'J^ • • (.''„--O^

of the n components. We express in the same way the compositions

of the phases F„ F„ . . . Fi,j^i. Let occur between these ?«+ 2 phases

the reaction :

.'/,^, + .'/.^; + y,^', + . • + y»+2^'„+2 = Ü . . . (1)

t/iF^ means
//,

quantities of the phase F,, each of which has the

composition given above ; i/^F, etc. have tiie same meaning. It is

evident that these reaction-coeflicients v/, . . . i/,.^2 cannot have all tlie

same sign, in order to know reaction (1) it is not necessary to know
tiie n-\-2 reactioncoefticients //j . . . ii/,._|.o tliemselves, tlie reaction is

viz. determined by their ii -\- 1 relations.

From the condition, that at tiie reaction the tola! quantity of

each of the n components rests unchanged, the n relations follow :

.'/l + 2/2 + .'/» + •• + J/"+2 =

.'71 ('^1)1 + .'/» ('-l). + .'/, ('l), 4 • • + .'/n+2 i'",)n+-i =
,'/, (•«,), 4- .'/, {r:X + .'/, (<^.), 4- • • 4 y>,+2 (.'•,)„+2 =

I

. . (2)

.'/, (.»,,-l), 4- .'/. ('•«-1). + ,'/3 (•'•«-!)« • • ^ ,'/«+2 (.r„_l),,-|-2 = '

As we have only 11 conditions for the determination of the«-|-l

ratios, (2) and therefore also (1) may be satisfied in infinitely many

ways, or in other words: the reaction between the n -{- 2 phases

of an invariant equilibrium can take place in intinitely many ways.

Now we put the condition that the totalvolume remains the

same at the reaction ; the reaction is then : "isovolumetiical". When
we represent the voluraina of the above-mentioned quantities of the

phases F^ , F, etc. by t\ , v^ etc. then it follows:

Hx^i 4- 'J^v^ -f y^v^ 4- • • 4- 2/«+2U„+2 = . . . . (3)

Now we have n -\- J equations [viz. the 11 equations (2) and

equation (3)J ; the n-\-l ratios of the reaction-coefficients are conse-

quently determined and therefore also the proceeding of the reaction

(J). Consequently we find that an isovolumetrical reaction between the

a -\-2 phases of an invariant equilibrium is completelj- determined.
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We Kiigiit jubt as well have posed instead of (3) tlie condition

that the reaction takes place withont addition or withdrawal of heat.

As the entropy remains the same then, we call snch a reaction an

"isentropical reaction". When we represent the entropies by tj,, tjj etc.,

tlien the condition is:

.'/,'j, 4- n.n^ + i/s'is + • • • + .'/„+2^i»+2 = ... (4)

Then we have again n -\- 1 eqnations, so that also an isentropical

reaction between the n -\~ 2 phases of an invariant eqnilibrium is

completely defined.

It is evident that the coetlicients //;, ?/, etc. in the isovoliimetrical

reaction (1) are others than in the isentropical reaction (1). Further

it is also evident that, dependent on the direction of the reaction,

we must add or withdraw heat with an isovoiu metrical reaction

and that we must change the volume with an isentropical reaction.

Now we imagine at 1\ and under /*„ that the n -\- '2 phases

lu • Fn+-> are together; we let the isovolumetrical or isentropical

reaction take place and we let this proceed nnlil one of the phases

disappears. Then an equilibrium of n components in // -\- 1 phases

arises, which is consequently monovariant. In this way n -\- 2 mono-

variant equilibria may occur. As in each of these equilibria one of

the phases of the in\ariant point fails, we represent, for the sake

ot abbreviation, a monovariant equilibrium by pulling between

parentheses the missing phase. Consequently we shall represent the

equilii)rium F^ -\- J'\ -{- . . . F„-i^-2 by (F^), the equilibrium F^ -^ F, -f-

F^ -\- . . . F,i-\-2 by {F^), etc. From the invariant equilibrium, there-

fore, the II -\- 2 monovariant equilibria {F^), {F^), {F^) . . . {Fu-^2)

may occur.

Each mouovariant equilibrium exists at a whole series of tem-

peratures and corresponding pressures; consequently it is represented

in the ƒ", 7'-diagram by a curve, which goes through the invariant

point P„T„. Therefore in this point n -\- 2 curves intersect one

another. Each of these curves is divided by the invariant point into

two parts; the one represents stable conditions the other metastable

conditions. We shall always dot the metastable part. (See e. g. the

tig. 1, in which these curves are indicated in the same way as the

equilibria, which they represent).

When we consider onl}' stable conditions, we may say : n -\- 2

mono variant curves proceed from an invariant point of a system

of n components.
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In order to define the direction of tliese curves in tlie /*, 7-diagram,

we may use the following thesis ') : the systems which are formed

on addition of heat at an isovolumetrical reaction exist at higher

— those which are formed on withdrawal of heat exist at lower

temperatures. The systems which are formed on decrease of volume

at an isentropical reaction exist under higher — those which are

formed on increase of volume exist under lower pressures.

Let us considei' now tlie equilibrium (F^) := F.^ -\- F,-^ . . . Fn-\-2,

which is represented in tig. 1 by curve {F^) at a temperature 7^

and under a |n'essure P„, which are i-epresented t)y the point (/.

On addition of heat under a constant pressure oi' on change of

volume at a constant temperature a reaction, which is completely

defined, occurs between these n-\^i phases. Let us write this reaction:

y. f. + !U /'; + ...//„ + 2 i^\, +2 = (5)

The n relations between the n. -\- 1 reaction-coefticients are fixed

then by the n equations (2) in which, however, we must omit all

terms which refer to the phase F^, [consequently y^, (,/,',),, (,/,"), etc.].

Now we let reaction (5) occur until one of Ihe phases of the

equilibrium {F,) disappears; then an eqiiilil)riiiin of n phases

arises, which is consequently bivariant. In all // -|- 1 bivariant

equilibria can arise from the equilibrium (F^). As in each of these

equilibria two of the phases of the invariant point are wanting, we
represent a bivariant equilibrium by putting between parentheses

the failing phases. (F^F,) represents consequently the equililirium

F, -\~ F, -{... F„-^-2. B'rom the equilibrium ( F^). therefore, the

bivariant equilibria {F^F^), {F^F,) . . . {F,F„^2) may arise in the

manner, which is treated above.

In a bivariant equilibrium P and 7' can be considered as inde-

pendent variables; each bivariant equilibrium can, therefore, be

represented in the 7^, 7'-diagram by the points of the plane of this

diagram, consequently by a region.

C'Onsequenlly n -{- 1 bivariant regions, which may arise from the

equilibrium (7*\), go through each monovariant curve (T*',). Each of

these regions is divided into two parts b}' the curve (7*^,) ; the one

part represents stable conditions, the other metastable conditions.

When we limit ourselves to the stable parts of these regions, we
may say : in a system of n components n -{- 1 bivariant regions

start from each monovariant curve.

1) F. A. H. ScHREiNEMAKERS. Heterog. Gleichgewichte von H. \V. Baichuis

RoozEBOOM. HI': vvc find liercin the proofs for lürnary systems on p. 12:20—221

aud 298— 301. These, however, arc also true tor systems of n components.
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The n -\- \ regiDiis starting in tig. 1 IVoni cnive (F,), arc situated

partly at tiie one and partly at the other wide of this curve; also

it is evident liiat the regions, which are situated on the same side

of the curve, cover one another. Hence it follows immediately that

several bivariant equilibria can occur under a given P and at a

given 7\

In order to determine on which side of the curve (F,) the stable

part e.g. {FiF^) of a bivariant region is situated, we let the reaction

(5) take i)lacc in such a way, that the phase F., disappears from

the equilibrium [F^). This may always take place, when the quantity

of F., in the equilibrium [F^) has been taken small enough. If we

let this reaction proceed under a constant pressure, we have to state

whether heat must be added or supplied, when we let it take place

at a constant tempei'ature, we must determine whether the volume

increases or decreases. We may then apply the following rules :

at the right of the curve we find the bivariant equilibria, which

arise on addition of heat ; at the left of the curve those which arise

on withdrawal of heat. Above the curve we tind the bivariant equi-

libi'ia, which arise on decrease of volume ; beneath the curve those,

which arise on increase of volume.

Foi' the meaning of "at the right", "at the left", "beneath" and

"above" is assumed that the P- and 7-axes are situated as in fig. 1.

When we apply the considerations, mentioned above, to each of

IliP If _|_ 2 curves (F^) . . . (F.+j) then we obtain the division of

the ii (n-\-2) {n-\-l) di variant regions between the different curves and

around the point (}.

The following is apparent from the previous considerations. When
we know the compositions of the phases, which occur in an inva-

riant point and the changes in entropy and volume which take place

at the reactions, then we are able to determine in the P, 7-diagram

the curves starting from this point and the division of the bivariant

regions.

2. Soj)ie (general properties.

Now we will put the question whether anything may be deduced

concerning the position of the curves and the regions with respect

to one another, when we know the compositions of the phases only

and not the changes of entropy and volume which the reactions involve.

This question is already dissolved for binary ^) and ternary ')

1) F. A. H. ScHREiNEMAKERS, Z. 1'. Pliys. Chemie 82 59 (1913) and F. E. C.

ScHEFFER, those Coiiimunicalions October 1912.

-) F. A. H. SoHREiNEMAKERS, Die heterogenen Gleicligewichte von Bakhuis

ROOZEBOOM 111' 218.
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systems, the way vvliicli we heave followed then [viz. with the aid

of the graphical representation of the i\-- and the ^-function] is not

appropriate however to be applied to systems with more components.

The following method is much simpler and leads to the result

desired for any system.

We consider an invariant point with the phases F^, F„ . . . Fn+i

and two of the curves starting from this point, viz. (i^,) = F, -\-

+ /; + ... F„+2 and {F,) = F, -\- F, . . . Fn+2. (see fig. 1). Between

the stable parts of these curves the region {F^F^) ^ F^ -\- F^ -\- . .. F„^2

is situated. When we consider stable conditions only, this region

terminates at the one side in cur\'e [F^), at the other side in curve

(F,). Now it is the quesliou in which of the two angles (F,) (F^)

the region (i'\i<\) is situated, viz. in the angle which is smaller or

in the angle which is larger than 180°.

The first case has been drawn in fig. 1

in the latter case the region (F^F^)

should extend itself over the metastable

parts of the curve (F^) and {F.^). We
call the angle of the region (F^F^) in

the point o the region-angle of (i^,/*^,) ;

we can prove now : "a region-angle is

Fig- 1- always smaller than 180°."

In order to prove this we imagine in fig. 1 the region {F^F^) in

the angle {F,) o {F^), which is larger than 180\ The stable part

of this region then extends itself on both sides of the metastable

part of curve {F,) and also of (F,). This now is in contradiction

with the property that the stable part of each region, which may
arise from a curve, is situated only at one side of this curve. Hence

it follows, therefore, tliat the region-angle must be smaller than 180°.

Therefore, when we will draw in ng. 1 the region (F^F,), this

must be situated in the angle {F^) (F^), which is smaller than

180°. As in fig. 1 {F,) and {F^) are drawn on difi"erent sides of

(i^i); the regions {F^F^) and (F^F^) fall outside one another; when
we had taken (F,) and (F,) on the same side of (F,), the two

regions should partly cover one another.

Another property is the following: every region, which extends

itself over the metastable or stable part of a curve (F^) contains the

phase Fp, or in other words: each region which is intersected b}'

the stable or the metastable part of a curve (F^) contains the phase

Fp. In an invariant point the n-\-2 phases F, F, . . . F,-j-2 occur;

consequently arround this point | (« -\- 2) {n -}- 1) bivariant regions

extend themselves. In n-f-l of these regions the phase Fj is wanting,

p
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viz. ill {I'\F,), (F^F,). . .{FJ\+2); in iil' "le otiier [viz. in ^ /i(vt-|-l)

regions] it is present however. The same applies to every other phase.

Now we imagine in tig 1 the curves {F^), (F,) . . . (i^„+2) to be

draw». The n -f- -I regions in wliicli the phase F^ does not occur,

all start from the stable part of the curve [F^); none of those

regions can tlierefore, extend itself over the stable part of curve

(i^i). When, therefore a region extends itself over the stable part

of the curve (F^), then it must consequently contain the phase F^.

As every region-angle is however smaller than 180°, none of the

71 -{- 1 regions, in which the phase F^ does not occur, can extend

itself over the metastable part of the curve (F^); the regions, which

extend themselves over this part, consequently contain all the phase F^.

Consequently we find : each region, wliieii extends itself over the

metastable or stable part of a curve {F/,), contains the phase F/j.

We must keep in mind with this that the metastable part of a

curve is always coxered by one or more regions, but this is not

always the case with the stable part. Further it is also apparent

that the reverse of the previous thesis viz. "all regions which contain

themselves the phase F,, extend themselves over the metastable or

stable part of the curve (i'),)" need not be true; this is only always

the case in unary systems. Later we shall still refer to these and

other properties.

Now we shall deduce a thesis, which is of great importance for

the determination of the position of the curves with respect to one

another. For fixing tiie ideas we take an invariant point with the

phases F^, F.„ F,, F, and F^ and we consider the curve (i^J =..F,

+

_(- i^j -|- Ft + F^ starting from tliis point. Between the four phases

of this equilibrium on addition or withdrawal of heat a reaction

occurs, which is, as we have seen above, completely defined by the

compositions of the phases. Let this reaction be for instance:

/; + i^,^ /% + i-; ....... (Ö)

Consequently four bivariant regions start from the curve (i^,)

viz. F,F,F„'fJ\F„ F,F,F, and F,F,F,. It follows from (6)

that the regions F, F^ F, and F^ F, F, are situated at the one side

and the regions F, F, F, and F, F, F, at the other side of curve

[F,). We write this:

F, + F, :;± F, + F,

F,F,F.
I

F„FJ'\] (7)

F,F,P, I F,F,F

When we should know the changes in entropy and volume.
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occnrring witli reaction (6), I lieu we could, as we have seen above,

indicate at whicli side (viz. at the right, at the left, above or

beneath) of curve (i^,) each of these regions is situated. As this is

not the case, we only know that tiie regions, wiiich are written

in (7) at tlie right of the vertical line, are situated at the one side

and those, which are written at the left of this line, are situated at

the other side of (/^,). Each of the four regions is limited, besides

by curve (i^,) also still by another curve, viz. the region F^ t\ F^

by (/;), F,F,F, by {F}), F,F,F, by {F,) and F,F,F, by (F,).

When we keep in mind now that every region-angle is smaller than

J80°, then it is evident that the curves [F^) and {F,) are situated

at the one side and the curves {P\) and (F^j at the other side of

curve (i'\). We shall represent this in future in the following way :

F, + f\:^F, + F\ (8)

This means: when reaction 8 occurs between the phases of curve

(i^i), then the curves {F^) and (F^) are situated at the one side and

the curves (F,) and {F^) are situated at the other side of curve (i^J.

As the previous considerations are completely valid in general, we
find the following. When we know of a system of >j-components

the compositions of the n -\- 1 phases of a curve {F^), then also the

reaction is known between these n -\- 1 phases F^, F, . . . F„-^.2.

Willi the aid of this reaction we can divide the curves (i^,), (F,) ... {F„-^^)

into two groups in such a way, that the one grou(> is situated at

the one side and the other group at the other side of curve {F^).

As we may act in the same way with each of the other curves,

we find :

When we know the compositions of the?* -|- 2 phases F,, F^, . . . F„+2,

which occur in an invai-iant point, we can with respect to each of

the curves {F,), {I',) . . . (l^n-\-2) divide the n -{- 1 remaining curves

into two groups in such a way that the one group is situated at

the one side and the other group is situated at the other side of the

curve under consideration.

Now we shall apply the rule which is treated above, to some

cases in order to deduce the position of the different curves with

respect to one another. In order to simplify the discussions, we shall

distinguish instead of "at the one" and "at the other side" of a

curve "at the right" and "at the left". For this we imagine that we
find ourselves on tliis curve facing the stable part and turning our

back towards the stable part. Consequently in fig. J (Fj is situated

at the right and {F,) at the left of (F,); (F,) is situated at the right
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and (F,) at tlie left of (FJ; {F,} is ailualed at tlie riglit and (/',)

at tlie left of {F,).

3. Unary systems.

\n an invariant point of a unary system three phases F^, F, and

F.J occur; consequently the point is a triplepoint. Three curves

(F,), (Fj) and (F„) start from this point, further the three regions

of Fi, F., and F, occur. From our previous considerations the

well-known property immediately follows: the region of F^ covers

the metastable pait of curve {F^) = F^ -\- F^, the region of F.^

covei'S the metastable part of curve (F,) ^ F^ -\- F.^ and the I'egion

of F^ covers the metastable part of curve {F^) ^ F^ -\- F._.

4. Binnry systems ^).

In an invariant point of a binary system four phases occur;

consequently this point is a quadruple point. When we omit, as we
shall do in the following, the letter F in the notation and when

we keep the index only, then we may call these phases ], 2, 3

and 4. The four curves (1), (2), (3) and (4) are starting from this

quadruple point, further we tind h{n-\-2)[n-\-l) -= 6 regions viz.

12, 13, 14, 23, 24 and 34.

We call the two components of which the system is composed,

A and B; the four phases may be represented then by four points

of a line AB. In tig. 2 we have assumed that each phase contains

tiie two components; it is evident however, that i^, can also represent

the substance A and F^ the substance B.

Now we shall deduce with the aid of tlie former rules the situa-

tion of the four curves with respect to one another. As i^, is

situated between F^ and F^ (fig. 2) we find

:

2 ;;f 1 + 4 (10)

(2)i(3)j(l)(4) (11)

As F^ is situated l)etween F, and F^ it follows:

3^2 + 4 (12)

(3)!(1)|(2).4) (13)

Now we draw in a 7', T'-diagram (fig. 2) quite arbitrarily the two

curves (1) and (3); for fixing the ideas we draw (3) at the left of (1).

1) For another ileduction see also F. A. Schreinemakers (I.e.) and V. E. C.

SCHEFFER (i.e.).
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Kow we shall seek the position of the 6 bivariant regions, ti'rolil

curve (l)=i:2 + 3 + 4 tiie regions 23, 24 and 34 are starling. The

region 23 extends itself between the curves (1) and (4); it is indicated

in fig. 2 by 23. The region 24 is situated between the curves ^1)

and (3); the region 34 is situated between the curves (1) and (2)

and therefore, extends itself over curve (2) [tig. 2J. [We keep in

mind with this that each region-angle is smaller than 180°.]

When we act in the same way with the regions which start from

the curves (2), (3) and (4) we find a partition of the regions as in

fig- 2.

Previously we have deduced : each region, which extends itself over

the stable or nietastable part of curve (i*],) contains the phase Fp.

We see the confirmation of this rule in fig. 2. The nietastable part of

curve (1) intersects the region 14, the stable part of this curve the

region 12; both the regions contain the phase 1. The metastable part

of curve (2) intersects the regions 12 and 24, which contain both

the phase 2 ; the metastable i)art of curve (3) intersects the regions

13 and 34 which contain both the phase 3. The metastable part of

curve (4) intersects the region 14, the stable part of this curve is

covered by the region 34 ; both the regions contain the phase 4.

The following is apparent from the preceding considerations. In

all binary systems the partition and the position of the curves and

the regions will respect to one another starting from a quadruple-

point, is always the same; it can be represented by fig. 2.

{To he continued).

Chemistry. ^ "Compounds of the Arsenions Oxide." II. By Prof.

F. A. H. ScHREiNEMAKEKS and Miss W. C. de B.^at.

a. Introduction.

By Rüdorff') and others compounds are prepared of the As^O^

with halogenides of potassium, sodium and ammonium.

These compounds were obtained by treating solutions of arsenites

(viz. solutions of AsJ)^ in a base) with the corresponding halogenides.

RüDORFF describes the compound As,0, . J^HfCl, which we have

found also; he also describes the compound {As^O,)^. KCl. which

we have not found.

In order to obtain these compounds, we have, however, worked

in quite another manner; for this we have brought together water,

1) Fr. Rüdokff. Ber. 19 26Ü8 (1886), 21 3051
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As, Os and the halogenide, oonseqnently without tlrst dissolving

As^Os ill a base. Therefore, we had to deal with equilibria in the

ternary systems : water-.-lx.^ ^>,-halogeiiide.

Of course we have to bear in mind in judging the results,

that the possibility is never excluded that besides the compounds

which have shown themselves, others might exist, that even the

compounds foimd might be metastable.

/>. The system : HJ) — Asjj, — KCl at 30°.

In this system at 30° the two components AsJ), and K(Jl occur

as solid phases and further a compound, which we shall call D.

The composition of this compound is defined with the aid of the

rest-method, but is not known exactly. It is sure, however, that it

has not the composition; {As„LK}i i'^Cl; it is about [As^O,)^{KCl)r^

or {As,0^)i,{KCl)^; we shall refer to this further.

In fig. 1 in which the point Z indicates the component KC/ the

isotherm of 30° is represented schematically, this isotherm consists

of three branches;

ah represents the solutions, saturated with As,0,

be „ „ „ „ „ D
cd „ „ „ „ „ KCl.

The composition of the solution l>, which is saturated with As^O, -\- D,

has not been defined. It is apparent from table 1 that its percentage

of KCl will be between 10,37 and 11.22 7o ^^^^ ^hat its percentage

of As^O^ will be somewhat higher than 2.46 7o- Further it is

apparent from table 1 that the solubility of AsJ)^ with increasing

percentage of KCl of the solution increases a little, viz. from 2.26°/„

to a little over 2.46 7n ; consequently the point b is situated somewhat

further from the side IF^Z than the point
if•^^ ^ a. Further it is apparent from table 1

that the solubility of the compound D
decreases at increasing percentage of

KCl of the solutions, viz. of over

2.467„ to about 0.787„ (in table 1 the

average of N". 12 and 13); curve Ac ap-

proaches, the side WZm fig. 1 therefore

from b. Consequently we see that the

Pig y. solubility of As^O^ increases at first a

little by adding KCl, until the compound Z) is separated, after which

the solubility decreases, [from 2.267» in pure water (point r?) towards

0.78 7o if' a solution saturated with KCl (point c)j.
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Ko otiier points besides botli the terminating points c and d have

been defined of curve cd, whit-li re|)resents the solutions saturated

with A'CV.

We tind united in table 1 the results of tlie ditfereiit analyses
;

all the small bottles have been shaken in a thermostat during from

three to live weeks. Although the .l.s„'^>3 and the compound Z) formed

both an extremely fine powder, the eye could easily distinguish them

by their difïerent behaviour on sinking.

TABLE 1.

Composition in percentages by weight at 30°

of tfie solution
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weiglied acciii-atel^y ; this complex imist tlieii be siliialed on a straight

line with the solution and tlie rest formed from this. This was

always the case in this examination.

When in tig. 1 we draw the conjngalionlines, which nnite the

solntions of l)rauch he with the corresponding rests, those donotgo,

as is drawn in tig. 1. through liic same point D. When we call

the percentages of A.^^J), antl water of a solution Yi and !(',, those

of the corresponding rest Y, and IF,., and when we call Yf tlie

percentage of As.^0, of the point D (the point of intersection of the

line liqnid-rest with the side As^JJ^— IF) then we find:

y,— Yi
Yf = Yr A X W,:

When we calculate with the aid of this formula }7 for the deter-

minations 4— 11 of table 1, we find

76.29; 76.35; 75.52; 75.45; 75.04; 77.86; 75.65; 76.30.

As the compound A.i.,<>^. K('l contains 72.6% AsJJ^ and the com-

pound {AsJJ^)^ KCl contains 84.1 7» AsJ),, the point D, therefore

cannot represent this compound, it is more probably (J.v,^),)^ (/vt'/)^.

which contains 76.1"/,, AxJJ^ or {A.'i.,Ot)i,[KCt), which contains

76.97u As^O^. When we taUe the average of the eight determina-

tions, then we find IQ.QS" j^ As.,(J,, which is in accordance with the

composition of (As,(\),^ [KCl)^.

When we draw in tig. 1 the line WD, we see that this does not

intersect the saturationcurve of I), but that of the AsJ}^. Conse-

quently the compound is not soluble in water without decomposition,

but is decomposed with separation of As^O^.

c. The system: HJ)—As,Ü,-NH,Cl at 30^

In this system both tiie components ^4»'.j03 and A'^Z/^CY and further

a compound D occur at 'MY. We found for the composition of

this componnd, which is determined with the aid of the rest-method,

As,0,.NH,Cl
We may represent the isotherm of 30° in this system again

schematically by fig. 1; the anglepoint Z represents then the A'//., (7/

and the point D the compound AsJ)^ . NH^CI. Consequently the

isotherm consists again of three branches, viz.

:

ah, tlie saturationcurve of As,()^

be, „ „ „ Afi,C\. NH,Cl= D
c'l, „ „ „ NH.Cl.

9

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIll.



It is appareiil IVoiu lable 2 lliul llir soliiliility of the J.v./>, remains

iii\aii;ii)k' williiii tl]e cmtois of aiialvsis on increasing percentage of

MilJ 'I of llic solnlions. 'I'lic ,-oiiition (point /^) which conlains 7.087o

SHJ'I, contains 2.28"
'„ J.s'./>, , wliile tiie aqueous saturated solution

(point (i) contains 2.267„ AsJJ^. Further it appears from tal)ie 2

tliat tiie solubility of the compound decreases on increasing percentage

of NHJJl of the solutions; in point li (N". 3 in taiile 2) the solution

contains still 2.28°
„ .l.s-./>,, in liie solution, saturated with NH,Cl-{- D

fpoint ' : K". it in talilc 2) the [)ercentago of As.J)^ is however

lowered to 0.2i:IJ7,i- ('onscqnrntiv the AsJ>^ is less soluble in a

solution, saturaleil with JS'HJ'l than in a saturated solution of /f67.

Only the terminatingpoints r and <l of curve al, which represents

the solutions saturated with NHJJ, have been determined.

In table 2 the results of the determinations are united; all the

small bottles have been shaken during 3 to 5 weeks in a thermostat.

Also here, although the AsJ)^ and the coin|tound are both an

e.\tremely line powder, the eye could oa.sily distinguish them by

their different behaviour on sinking.

TABLE 2.

Composition in percentages by weight at 30°

of the solution
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mimbei'S placed between parentheses do not indicate tlie composition

of the rest but that of the complex.

When we draw in fig. 1 tiie line 117^, then we see that it does

intersect curve ab, but not be. The compound AsJ), . JSlH,Cl h,

consequently decomposed by water with separation o\' As^O,.

d. The system H,0~-As,0,-~NaCl.

In this system at 30° only the two components As^O^ and ^'aCI

occur as solid phases, we have not found a compound.

We may represent the isotherm schematically by fig. 2; then the

anglepoint Z represents the j\aCl. Consequently the isotherm consists

of two branches, viz.

:

ab the saturationcurve of As^O,

be „ „ „ iVaCl.

It is apparent from table 3 that the solu-

bility of As^O^ decreases with increasing

percentage of NaCl of the solutions. The

saturated aqueous solution of ^.y^Oj contains

viz. 2.26"/o AsJJ^, the solution saturated

with NaCI -\- As^O, contains only 1.58%
.l.y/>j. As a saturated solution of KCl con-

tains 0.78% As,0, and a solution saturated
'''^- '-•

with NH.Cl 0.2917„ As,0,, it is apparent

that /Ls-jO, is expelled least by NaCl and the most by NH^Cl ïvom

its solution.

TABLE 3.

Composition in percentages by weigtit at 30°

of the solution
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111 lable .'J tlu' results of llie (lelerniiiiatioiis are iiniled, all llie

small bottles have been shaken durinc; three to live weeks in a

thermostat.

The solubility of the NaCl in pure water (N°. 7 of table 3) is

taken from the tables of L\ndoi,t-Böknstkin ; the numbers placed

between j)arentheses indicate again the compositions of the complexes
(consequently not of rests).

[To be continued).

(July 13, 1915).
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Physics. — "The in/dtJi of spectral Unes." By Prof. H. A. Lorentz.

(Communicated in tlie meeting of June 27, 1914).

§ 1. In order to account for the absorption of light we maj'

suppose the molecules to contain electrons which are set vibrating

by the incident rays and experience a resistance to their motion.

If we suppose that an electron is drawn towards its position of

equilibrium by a quasi-elastic force and that the resistance is pro-

portional to the velocity, the vibrations are determined by the

equation

i>'r = —/r— gr + eE (1)

where the vector r means the displacement from the position of

equilibrium and E the electric force in the incident light. The mass

and the charge are represented by m and e, whereas /' and
ƒ/

are the constants for the quasi-elastic force and the resistance.

The theory takes its simplest form for a gaseous body of not too

great a densitj'; to this case I shall here confine myself. If there

are several groups of electrons, those which belong to the same

group being equal and equally displaced, we may write for the

electric moment per unit of volume

P = V A^ e r , (2)

where the sign 2! refers to the different groups and N means the

number of electrons per unit of volume for each group. The di-

electric displacement is given by

D = E+ P

and in addition to these formulae we have the general equations
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rot H = - b ,

rot E = H .

c

(H magnetic force, c velocity of iiglit in tlie aether).

We sliall, in the usual way, represent tlie vibrations of the system

by means of complex expressions, so that, if n is the frequency,

all variable quantities contain the factor

Introducing

». =!/'-•
y^ m

the frequency of the free vibrations, we tind from (1) and (2)

P=S r- E .

»«(n„"—n') -j- hig

A beam of light travelling in the direction of the axis of ,v, may

be represented by expressions for E, DandH, containing the factor

where (ft) may be called the "complex index of refraction." Fortius

quantity we find from the above equations

^ 2. !f novv we put

ich

(m) = M (4)
n

(I will be the real index of refraction and h the index of absorption.

The meaning of the latter is, that the intensity of a beam of light

travelling over a distance ö, is diminished in the ratio of 1 to

t'-2W (5)

By means of (3) jt and h may be determined for each frequency

of the light.

If the values of ?2„ for the diiferent groups of electrons are suffi-

ciently different from each other, there will be a certain number of

separate maxima of absorption. In this case we may treat the phenomena

belonging to each of these maxima with sufïicient approximation by

supposing only one group of corpuscles to be present.

Thus (3) becomes

10*
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w(n„ —n ) + tng

and if we put

— = « (7;

we ünd the following values for the case n = «„, i.e. for tlie maxi-

mum of absoi-|)tion

{^i„yz= l—ia,

2fi/ = Vl + a'+l,

2—f =1/1 +«'-1.
"o

The last equation shows that the smaller the coefficient of resist-

ance g, the greater will be the value of /(„ ; small resistances give

rise to a strong maximum of absorption. We can in this respect

distinguish two extreme cases; viz. that « is much greater and that

it is considerably smaller than unity. In the first case we have

approximately

ch„ —— = |/i«

and in the second case

(3)

If we write J„ for the wave-length in the aether, corresponding

to »o, we have

cK _ KK
7i„

~
2;t

Now, according to (5) the decrease in intensity over a wave-length's

distance is given by

e--^''o'i> (9)

and we see therefore that this decrease will be considerable if « ^-^ 1

and very small if « <^<[ 1.

^ 3. The width of the bands of absorption may likewise be

deduced from equation (6). Indeed, if n is made to differ from ?i, in

one direction or the other, the term m{n„'—n') gains in importance

in comparison with i n c/ ; when it has reached a value equal to a

few times ng, the index of absorption lias become considerably

smaller than A„. As the ratio of m(?io'—?i') to ng is of the same

order of magnitude as that of 2?»»„(??— ?i„) to?i(,^, we may say that for
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?i-H„=±«.— , (10)

wliere 5 is a moderate number, tlie absorption is much smaller than

for 11—?ï„. Hence, the absolute value of (10) will give us some idea

of half the v^^idth of the absorption band. The smaller the coefficient

of resistance, the narrower the band is seen to be. A strong maxi-

mum of absorption and a small width will be found together, whereas

in the case of a feeble maximum we shall find a broad band.

For values of n, differing so much from n„ that ing may be

treated as a small quantity compared with m{n„^— n^), we may
replace (6j by

((xY = 1 H i—.
m(n^'—n^) ni''(n„^—n^Y

.Supposing further that the real part on the right hand side is

positive and much greater than the imaginary one, we find approxi-

mately

Ne'
1 +

«(«„'— w')

'

_ NeV
~

2nctn'{n„'—nY
^'

The last formula shows that the absorption at a rathei" large

distance from the maximum increases with tlie coefficient of resist-

ance, just the reverse of what we found for the maximum itself.

For values of </, so great that «<^<^1, the equations become less

complicated. Indeed, for this case (6) may be written

1 Ne'
(fi) = 1 + - .

2 /«(?(/—«') +tn£)i

and this, combined with (4), leads to the values

1 Ne'm{n,^—n')
fi=l +

2 -„jv-vr + wy'

_ 1 Ne^ii^g

This last equation shows that for n = n„

_Ne'

agreeing with (8), and that at the distance from the maximum deter-

mined by (10), the index of absorption has become s'' -\- 1 times

smaller than /*„.
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^ 4. The above lias boen known for a long time and has been

repeated here as an introdnction only to some fnrlher considerations.

These will be limited to lines in the visible and the ultraviolet

spectrum, i.e. to lines which in all probability are due to vibrations

of negative electrons.

We shall also conline ourselves to such problems as may be treated

without going deeply into the mechanism of the absorption. There are

good grounds for this resti'iction, for it must be owned that in many

cases we are very uncertain about the true nature of the phenomenon.

In the case of a vibrating electron there is always a resistance of

one kind, viz. the force that is represented by

6;rc'

if V is the velocity. For harmonic vibrations we may write for it

so that it proves to be proportional to the velocity and opposite to

it. If this "radiation resistance", as it may appropriately be called,

because it is intimately connected with the radiation issuing from

the particle, is the only one, we must substitute in the above for-

mulae for the coefticient g the value

Replacing here n by ?;„ we deduce from form. (7)

ÖJtA^c» 3
« = —— = 7-Ï ^^^« •

Now i\^?./, the number of vibrating electrons in a "cubic wave-

length" will have in many cases a high value. Hence, on our

present assumption, a would be very great and for rays of frequency

n„ the weakening would be considerable even over a distance of

one wave-length only. Indeed, one tinds for the exponent in (9)

- 2h,l, --= - ^/6^' (12)

It must be remarked here that in the case now under consider-

ation, we cannot speak of true "absorption", i.e. of transformation

of the vibrations into irregular heat motion, but only of a "scattering"

of the light by the vibrating electrons, so that h may properly be

called the "index of extinction".

Formula (11) leads to a very small value for the width of the

dark line. Indeed, using (lOj and replacing n by n^ in (11), we
easily liiid for the width measured by the difference of wave-length
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between the borders

e'M„^„
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formulae of §§ 1 and 2 maj- still be used, provided we substitute for

the coefficient g the value

2w
f/, = — (14)

T

Here r denotes the average time between two succeeding collisions

of one and the same electron. The formula is based on the assump-

tion that each collision wholly destroys the original vibration. If

some part of it remained after an impact, we should have to take

for T a larger or smaller multiple of the time between two collisions.

We may also remark that the expression (14) has a more general

meaning. We may understand by t the time during which a vibration

can go on without being much disturbed or considerably damped,

and use the formula, whatever be the cause of the disturbance or

tiie damping. If there were e.g. a true frictional resistance the equation

for the free vibrations would be

mr =—fr — gr ,

and we should have

a< cos
\ / t.V in 4m'

The time during which the amplitude decreases in the ratio e : i

would therefore be

2m
T = ,

which agrees with (14). Thus, the formula also applies to cases in

which there is a radiation resistance only; for g we have then to

substitute the value (11).

Returning to the question of impacts, we may remark ihat in the

case of a gaseous medium, it would be natural to take for t in (14)

the mean time between two collisions of a molecule. There are,

however, cases where we find in this way a value much too high

for g,

.

Let us consider e.g. the propagation of yellow light (^/:= 6000 A. Ü.)

through air of 0° and under a pressure of 76 cm, and compare the

values of _(/, and g^. In calculating this latter coefficient we shall

use the values liühluig foi' nitrogen. If u denoies the mean velocity

of I lie molecules, / the mean length of path beiweeii two collisions,

I

we fiud, putting t = -, trom (14) and (11)
n

g^ 271" c
' Rl'
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With ;. 3=6.10-5 cm, /— 9,4.10-6 ^m, ?i = 4,93.10* cm/sec, and

the above value of E, the ratio becomes

^=172.

Now, we found in § 3 tliat, at a rather large distance from 7i„

,

the index of absorption is proportional toy. Our calculation therefore

shows that the collisions would cause an extinction 172 times stronger

than that to which the radiation resistance gives rise. As the latter

leads to Rayleigh's formula which has been confirmed by the obser-

vations, we must conclude that the effect of the collisions is much
less than we supposed it to be. Thus, when light is propagated in

air the electric moment which is excited in a molecule must remain

nearly unclianged in direction and magnitude during an impact.

Of course, notwitlistanding this, it may very well be that in the

neighbourhood of n„ and under special circumstances the collisions

disturb the vibrations. Recently Stark has given good reasons for

supposing that the electric field round a charged particle changes

the vibrations of a neighbouring molecule in such a way that a

broadening of the spectral line is brought about.

§ 6. It has often been remarked that, according to Doppler's

principle, the molecular motion must give rise to a broadening of the

spectral lines. We shall tirst consider this effect for the case of an

emission line, on the assumption that there are no other causes for a

broadening.

Let «(,, the frequency of the vibrations within the molecules, be

the same for all the particles and let S. denote the component of the

velocity of a molecule along a line directed towards the observer,

I being positive when the molecule approaches the observer, and

negative in the opposite case. Then the observed frequency is given by

n = n„(l+i).

The change in frequency expressed in terms of »„, i.e. the fraction

which also represents the ratio of the change of wave-length to

^0, is therefore given by

a>— -
(15)

c

Let us further write iV for the number of molecules per unit of

volume and u^ for the mean square of their velocity. Then we find
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for (lie number of particles for which tlie vefocity § lies between g

and § -|- (l§, and the change of frequency between the corresponding

values to and w -\- day,

1/

1/

'3

2^
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^ 7. We shall now pass on to consider the iiithieiice of mole-

cular motion on an absorption line. We shall suppose that there is

a radiation resistance only, or at any rate that there are only

u
resistances whose coefficients g are much smaller than mn„ - so

that, acting by themselves, they would produce a much smaller

width than the one we calculated in § 6. Cases of somewhat

greater density are hereby excluded.

The problem is easily solved if, after having grouped the mole-

cules according to their velocity of translation, we substitute for

each group a proper value of n„ in the expression for the electric

moment and then take the sum over all the groups in the way

shown in equation (3).

Let § be the velocity of translation of a molecule in the direction

of the beam of light and let one of the groups contain particles with

velocities between § and § -|- '^s- 1» (3) we must then replace N
by (16) or (17). Further it is clear that the particles in question will

resonate with ligiit of the frecjueacy /«(, I 1 H—
J

= «„ (1 + '") '" "'^

same way as they would with light of the frequency ;/, if they

had no velocity of translation. We therefore write ?*„ (J -|- w) instead

of ?*,,. We shall also put

« = «„(1 +r) (19)

so that 1' determines the ditference between the frequency of the inci-

dent light and n„, and we shall coJitlne ourselves to small values

of V, as we may do in the case of narrow lines. Then, for small

values of to, the only ones for which (J 7) has an appreciable mag-

nitude, we may write

K(l+ a>)]=— «' = 2«„>-r).

Moreover, since n will differ very little from n„ we may in the

term ing I'eplace n by ?i„ and consider ^ as a constant, though in

reality this coefticient may depend on ?i (as ^i does according to (11)).

Putting further

9

we find

= k (20)

+ «=....

dm1( ys Nee'
i
—

-

2k 2,3t mun^'J — v-\-ik

or, if we introduce
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as a new variable and put

(21)

1 ( / 3 Nc e'
üiy = i + -\Xr- -AP-^Q)^ (22)

IV In muii'

where

n

-fi

and
+ 00

Q= k f e-f('"+')' dw.

— 00

We observe that these fornudae determine the indices of refraction

and of absorption for light whose frequency is given by (19).

^ 8. We may now avail ourselves of the circumstance that,

according to (20), (21) and the inequality (18), which we suppose

to hold for I/,

/''7«1 (23)

In the first place we luid by a simple transformation

r' w

showing that i^=0 for r = — oc, 1^ = and i- 1= + oc, that the

sign of P is always opposite to that of r, and that P{—r) = — P(+v)-

We have therefore only to consider positive values of r. For tiiese

the absolute value of F lies beneath

ƒ? = 1^ je-ï'^C"'-')- — e-<)\"'+-'y\ dw
,

or

GO

J «'

Developing

in a series according to the ascending powers of 2q''Yio and inte-

grating each term separately we find



where

The expression /? has a maximum for x = 0.83.

Tliis greatest value is 1.92, so that in ail cases

|i'|<],92.

The integral Q can be evaluated by remarking that the fraction

is a maximum for iv = and becomes very much smaller

than this maximum when the absolute value of lo exceeds a certain

limit tv,, which is a moderate multiple of X-. The interval (— ?fi, +;f\)

therefore contributes by far the greater part to the value of Q. Now,

in this interval, as is sliown by the inequality (23), the function

e~iK"'+-')*

differs very little from the \alue

e-v"-'",

corresponding to to =^ 0. We may therefore write

^ ,
/* diu

J w^+P

It is remarkable that l\ and thei-efore the coefficient </ ha\e dis-

appeared from the result.

We see by these considerations that P is snuxller tlian the highest

value of Q. Thus, if even for that highest value of Q the factor

of / in (22) is small compared with unity, this will also be true of

1~ Nee-

'V\«1/ .

^;
2 V 2jt m u 91^'

we may then deduce from (22)

1
I
y's' Nee'

Combining this with (4), we find, first the value of the real index

of refraction, which we shall not now consider, and secondly that

of the index of absorption Ji, viz. (if in (4) loo we replace n by ??„)

h=: - \/ - JT é!-9'»',

4 K 2 m ui\

or

/<=/.„r^^"' (2^)
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,.=^l/!;zii „5)
4 K 2 mun^

This is the maximum value of the index of absorption which is

found at tiie middle of the line (n = 0).

Whether the supposition that the eoefticient of i in (22) is much

smaller than unily be right, may be decided by calculating /<„. For

it is evident that this supposition is equivalent to the inequality

KK« 1

;

it requires therefore that the absorption over a distance of one

wave-length is small.

If this is not the case we may not use (24). However, by combining

(22) and (4), we then find

h=z- e 2"-
,

H
where ft may differ considerably from 1, and h^ still has the value

determined by (25). (This will however no longer be the index of

absorption for v = 0.)

Formula (25) may be so transformed that it becomes fit for

numerical calculation. If we express u in the absolute temperature

T and the molecular weight M of the gas, N in Tand the pressure

p (in mm. of mercury), »„ in the wave-length ).„ (in A.U.), substituting

also the values for e and in, we find

/<„ = 5,7.10^pA„[/^ (26)

We shall now make some applications of these )'esults.

§ 9. Wood's remarkable experiments ') on the scattering of the

rays of the ulti-aviolet mercury line ^2536 by mercury vapour have

shown that e\'en at ordinary temperatures this scattering is very

considerable. The intensity of the beam decreases to half its original

value over a distance of 5 mm.
The vapour pressure at this temperature is about p =: 0,001 and

putting il/=i:200 and 7"= 290 I find from (26) a value a little

above 400 for /<„. This is much too high compared with Wood's

result. It must however be borne in mind that the beam for which

he measured the extinction contained a small interval of frequencies,

so that we are concerned, not only with the value of /t„, but also

with those of h which correspond to small positive and negative

values of v and may be considerably smaller than h^. However,

1) R. W. Wood, Selective reflexion, scattering aud absorption by resonating gas-

molecules, Phil. Mag. (6) 23 a912), p. 689.
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since Wood has found the scattered rays to be unpolarized, 1 am
i-ather doubtful as to tlie propriety of applying the above theory to

his experiments. For tliis reason, I shall no longer dwell on this

question. ') I shall only add that the value //„ which we found, leads

to a value of /i„i„ considerably below 1.

§ 10. The fornuilae (24) and (25) may also be used for calcula-

ting the total absorption, integrated over the whole width of the

line, for a certain thickness of a given gas. On the other hand this

absorption can be measured by a simple photometric experiment.

Dr. G. J. Elias was so kind as to do this for iodine vapour.

A beam of yellow light was passed through an evacuated lube

containing some small iodine crystals and heated to 89° C. The
beam was obtained by isolating from the spectrum of an arc lamp

a portion corresponding to the distance between the D lines. In a

layer of 2 cm. the absorption amounted to 15 7o-

In discussing this result, I shall remark in the first place that the

distribution of light in an absorption band will depend on different

circumstances, e.g. on the tliickness of the gas traversed. It may be

that at the middle of the line and within a certain distance from

it practically all light is absorbed, the absorption diminishing gradu-

ally on both sides. However this may be, one can always define

a certain width A ;« such that the amount of light absorbed by the

gas is equal to the quantity of light that is found in the incident

rays within the interval AP.e. The magnitude of AP.^,, which we may
call the "effective" width of the line, can be immediately deduced

from a photometric measurement.

The absorption spectrum of iodine vapour has a very complicated

structure, containing somewhat over 100 lines between the D lines.

Dr. EuAs's observation shows that the effective widths of all these

lines taken together amount to 15"/„ of the distance between the D
lines, i.e. to 0,9 A.U. We shall therefore not be far from the mark

if for one line we put on an average

A}.e = O.QQS A.U.

If J (Ü is the intensity of the incident light within the interval

(Ü-, we have for the absorption over the whole width of a line by

a layer of thickness (f

7 r{\~e--i!>^) dX.

1) According to more recent measurements by A. v, Malinowsky (Resonanz-

strahlung des Qiiecksilberdampfcs, Ann. d. f^iiysik 44 (1914), p. 935) /(q = 1,55.
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Ëence

ƒ•
by whicli we can calculate tlie maximum absorption index /*„

.

For this purpose we develop e~-''^ in a series and integrate

between the limits v = — oo and r = -|- go, after having substituted

tor ]i the value (24) and replaced cU by ).„ dr. Putting

we find

V 2n u

Widi the values « = 1,88.10^ cm/sec and ;i„ = 5893 A. U. the

quantity on the right hand side of this equation becomes 1,50 and

we tind

.r = 2/*„(f=4,l

approximately, showing that the absorption at tlie middle of the line

must have been niore than 98°/„. As rf=2 cm., the index of

absorption itself is found to be about

;i„= l,02Ve™.

^ 11. Now this value is widely diiferent from the one that follows

from (26). At 89° C. the pres.sure of iodine vapour is about 24 mm.

Using this value and |.ut1ing ;„ = 5893 A.U., 7*= 362, J/= 254,

we get from (26)

h, = 1,9 .
10- 7,n,.

Tlie great difference between tliis number and the former one

may be accounted for by supposing that a very small part (about

one twenty millionth) only of the molecules are active in producing

the absorption, so far as one line is concerned, a conclusion agreeing

with that to which one has been led by other lines of research.

It must however be remarked that perhaps the fundamental sup-

position expressed in equation (1) does not correspond to reality and

must be replaced by a more general one. Instead of thinking of a

vibrating negative electron we may simply suppose that imder the

influence of the incident light an alternating electric moment p is

induced in a particle. Equation (1) then takes the form

p + «p 4- /Jp = yE

in which «, /?, and y are certain constants, the first of which deter-

mines the resistance, while /? has the value ?i/. We ore again led

to equation (24), but instead of (25) we get an expression which
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contains y. Of this coefficient we can say nothing withont making

special hypotheses.

§ 12. Finally vve shall shortly discuss the question whether the

width of Fraunhofrk's lines in the speclrum of the snn can teach

us something about the quantity of the absorbing vapour which

produces them. Let tis consider an arbitrarily chosen rather fine line,

the calcium line A 5868. Its width is certainly smaller than 0,1 A.U.,

by whicli I mean that, 0,05 A.U. from the middle, the intensity of

the light amounts to more than the part - of that which is seen at
e

a small distance from the line and which would exist in the place

of the line itself if no calcium vapour were present.

If (f is the thickness of the traversed layer of calcium vapour we
may write, giving to i' the value that corresponds to the above

mentioned distance of 0,05 A.U.

2M< 1 ,

so that

'±\^

>>,^< ke'"' .

We can calculate the right hand side of this inequality if we
make an assumption concerning the temperature J" of the ab.sorbing

layer. For 7'=(ï000° we find in this way ho<f<i7,0 and for

T=:3000° /t„d<98.

Now, if it were allowed to use the formula (26), this upper limit

for /i/t would lead to a similar one for pd. We should have for

r=6000°, pd< 0,0015 and for 7'= 3000°, ^^d< 0,0074. As />

represents the pressure expressed in mm. of mercury, whereas ö is

expressed in cm., we might infer from these numbers that the quantity

of calcium vapour which produces the line in question is very small.

Some reserve however must be made here. It may very well be

that a small part only of the calcium atoms take part in the absorp-

tion. Then the above inequalities will still hold, provided we
understand by /> the pressure of the "active" vapour. If we mean
by p the total pressure of the calcium vapour present we should

have to multiply the given numbers by 10', if one ten millionth

part of the atoms were active (coinp. ^11). For the first temperature

this Avould give />fi< 15000 and for the second p(f< 74000. The
last of these numbers corresponds e. g. to a thickness of 0.75 km.
if the pressure is 1 mm. of mercury.

If we wish to abstain from all siqipositions on the nature of the

11

Proceedings Royal Acad. Ainslerdam. Vol. XVIII.
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vibrating particles (comp. the end of tlie preceding §) we can say

nothing about jjö and must confine ourselves to a conclusion con-

cerning h„(f. However this may be, it seems rather probable that

the finest lines in the spectrum of the sun are caused by relatively

small quantities of the absorbing gases.

It ought also to lie remarked that the problem is, strictly speaking,

less simple than we have put it here. We have reasoned as if a small

quantity of an absorbing vapour were present in front of a radiating

body giving rise to a continuous spectrum. In this spectrum there will

then be a tine absorption line. In reality, however, if there is very

rare calcium vapour in a certain layer, there will be vapour of

somewhat greater density at a greater depth in the sun's atmosphere.

For a satisfactory theory of the phenomena it would be necessary

to explain why this latter vapour does not give rise to a broader

absorption line, but must rather be considered as belonging to the

mass to which the continuous spectrum is due.

Chemistry. — "Egui/ihria in (he si/steii) Cu— »S'

—

O; the roasting

reaction process loith copper." By Prof. W. Rkinders and

F. GouDRTAAN. (Communicated by Prof. Hoogewerff).

(Communicated in the meeting of May 29, 1915.)

1. In the metalluigy of copper the I'eactions, which may occur

between the roasting products of the partly burnt copper ore, play

an important role; in special conditions they can lead in a direct

manner to the separation of metal. Usually it is assumed that these

reactions take place according to the subjoined equations ')

:

Cu,S + 2 CuO = 4 Cu + SO,

Cu,S + 2 Cu,0 = 6 Cu + SO,

Cu,S + 3 CuO = 3 Cu -f Cu,0 + SO,

Cu,S + 6 CuO = 4 Cu,0 + SO,

Cu,S + CuSO, = 3 Cu + 2 SO,

Cu,S + 4 CuSO, = 6 CuO + 5 SO,

.

Systematic researches as to this process, which seems very com-

plicated owing to the large number of possible phases, are exceedingly

scarce. The only observations worth mentioning are those of R.

ScHENCK and W. Hempelmann") ; they determined ^/Alines for mixtures

of CuoS— Cu,0, CujS—CuSO, and Cu— CuSO,. As these observations

are incomplete and their conclusions in many points unsatisfactory,

1) ScHNABEL, Handb. der Metallhüttenkunde I 176 (1901).

2) Metal! und Erz, 1, 283 (1913). Z. f. angew. Chemie 26, 646 (1913).
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a new investigation as to the equilibria in this system appeared to

us as being very desirable. Tiie residts obtained thus far, which

differ in some respects from llie dnt'i alieady known, will be stated

here in brief.

2. The theoretical points of view which guided us here are the

same as those described in the system Pb—S— ').

In order to find out whether cuprous oxide forms with cuprous

sulphide a stable phase-pair and also lo measure the SO,-pressures,

a very intimate mixture of these suh.stances was heated in a porcelain

tube connected witli an open manometer and a mercury air-pump.

The heating took place in a Heraeus oven; the measuring of the

temperature was carried out with a Pt-PtRli-lhermocell which had

been carefully set on the meliing points of tin, lead, zinc, antiraon}'

and silver and which was checked a few times during the experiments.

The CujO was obtained by lednctioii of an alkaline (JuSO^ solution

with glucose, it was dried in a vacuum at 300'— 400° and contained

88.64% of Cu. The Cu^S was a preparation of Kahlbaum which,

mixed with a small quantity of sulphur, was heated for some time

in a current of hydrogen at 500°— 600° and so got the theoretical

composition.

The equilibria pressui'es could be attained very readily' from both

sides; the values obtained from SOj-evolution and SOj-adsorption

only differed 2—3 mm. Also, afier evacuation the same jiressures

were always again obtained ; they are united in table I, where the

pressure is expressed in mm. mercury at 0°.

T A B L E 1. 2CU2O+ CU2S It 6Cu + SO2 (fig. 3 line III).

T
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The reaction product was obtained by evacuating a few times

more : it was a cindeiy, copper-coloured mass in whicli metallic

particles were easily discernible; sulphate could not be detected.

CuJJ-\-Cu^S tlius form a stable phase-pair and as the diagonal

CujO—Cu,S cuts the diagonal Cu—CuSO, (see fig. 1), it follows

that Cv-\-CuSO, must he metastable in presence of each other.

3. By now combining the other phases that are stable between

± 300° and 900° two and two with each other and heating in

evacuated, sealed tubes we were able to record which of these

phase-pairs can be considered as the stable ones. First of all were

chosen the combinations Cu^S -('uO and Cu^O—CuSO,.

A mixture of equal mols. of the last named substances when

heated during 6—7 hours at 450°—480° remained completely un-

changed, not a trace of sulphide could be detected. On the other

hand, mixtures of Cu^S and CuO appeared to undergo a very strong

change at this temperature; the colour changed from black to

brownish-red and on extraction with cold, recently boiled water a

blue-coloured filtrate was obtained which gave a strong sulphate

reaction. The sulphate soluble in water was determined.quantitatively

as BaS04. From 1.1182 grams of a mixture containing 2 mols. CuO
on 1 mol. CujS was thus obtained 0.1729 gram of BaSO^ corre-

sponding with 0.118 gram of CuS04 ; the mixture, after heating,

therefore contained 10.6 7o of CuSO^. This quite agrees with the

amount of CuSO^ calculated on the supposition that the conversion

of the mixture takes place according to the equation :

Cu,S -f 9 CuO = 5Cu,0 + CuSO,

namely 10.58% of CuSO,.

Hence, we come to tlie conclusion that Cu-^O -\- CuSO, forms

the stable and Cu^S-\-CuO tiie metastahle phase-pair.

4. In a similar manner we investigated the combinations CiiS—
Ch,0 and CuSO,— CujS. It was a priori improbable that the first-

named pair should be stable as according to the observations of

Prkuner and Brockmöllp^r M, the dissociation of CuS into Cu^S -f- S

becomes already measurable at 450^. In fact, it appeared that the

colour of the CuS—Cn,0 mixtures had been changed from dark

brown to grey after 5 hours' heating at 300°—320°; a considerable

quantity of sulphate had been formed. This, after extraction with

cold, recently boiled water, was determined as BaSO,. From 0.8722

1) Zeitschr. phys. Chem. 81, 129, (1912).
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gram of a mixture containing 9 mols CiiS to 4 mols Ca,0 0.1274

gram of BaSO^ was olitained in this manner so that the mass, after

heating, contains 10.07„ of CnSO^. If the mass had been converted

entirely according to

9 CuS + 4 Cu,0 = 8 Cu,S + CuSO,

the CuSO^ content ought to bell.l57„. Hence, it had been converted

to a very considerable extent.

In good agreement herewitli was the fact that a mixture of Cn.jS

and CuSO, did not at all change at this temperature; it retained

its colour and remained powdery '").

Hence, Cu,S—CuSO^ forms the stable, CuS— Cu,0 the metastable

phase-pair.

5. On the strength of the above orientating experiments it seemed

probable tiiat we must imagine the stable equilibria in the system

CajO

Fig. 1.

Cu—S— to be as follows. Fig. 1 represents a horizontal projection

on the ground plane of a figure in space which holds for a constant

temperature and where the vapour pressure p is plotted on the

vertical axis.

Mixtures of CuS and CuSO, will at a given temperature give the

highest SOj-pressure, namely the one related to the monovariant

equilibrium

:

3 CuS + CnSO, :;! 2Cu,S + 2S0, (I)

1) This is in contradiction with tlie observations of Schenck and Hempelmann,

who record a mell between GuSOi and Gu^S, akeady at 300°.
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If, by removing eacli tiirie the SO, formed, we allow this reaction

to lake place eoiiiiilelel} , either a mixture of CiiS and Cn,S or one

of Cu,S and CiiSO^ will remain.

On increasing the temperature the first will be converted

completely into Cu„S with eliuiination of sulphur according to

2CuS^CUjS 4" S- Tl'is reaction has been completely confirmed by

the experiments of Preuner and Brockmöller.

The mixture of Cu^S and CuSO^ will form Cu,0 with evolution

of SOj and yield pressures appertaining to the monovariant equilibrium :

Cu^S + 2 CuSO, :^ 2 Cu,0 + 3SÜ, .... (II)

Of this process the reaction product must be a mixture of CujO

and CiijS or of Cu^O and CUSO4 according to whetlier it contained

originally an excess of Cu^S or of CuSO^.

In the first case will take place the reaction

2Cu,0 + Cu,S:;t6Cu + SO, (Ill)

which leads to the equilibria pressures mentioned in table I.

Mixtures of Cu,0 and CuSO^ will, at a continued increase of

temperature, form as a third phase either CuO, or an intermediate

basic copper sulphate between CuO and CuSO^. In connexion with

the experiments of Wöhi.er and his coadjutors') it was probable

that a role is played here by the basic sulphate CuO . CuSO^ so

that we shall obtain first of all the monovariant equilibrium :

4CuS0, + Cu,0 :^ 3CuO CuSO, -f SO, ... (IV)

and then

CuOCuSO, + Cu,0 ;f: 4CuO + SO, . . . . (V)

Finally, we will, therefore, have left a mixture of CuO and CujO

or of CuO and CuO . CuSO^. The latter will then dissociate according

to : CuO . CuSO^ 7t 2CuO -|- SO3, whereas at a still higher temperature

occurs the dissociation of CuO into Cu,0 -{- ').

6. The above considerations have been completely confirmed by

our pressure measurements.

Pressures appertaining to the monovariant equilibrium: 3CuS-|-.

CuSO, ^ 2Cu.,S 4" 20O, were obtained by starting from an intimate

mixture of CuS and CuSO^.

The CuS04 was obtained by dehydrating pure crystallised CuSO^ .

511,1) an I heating ai 300°—400 in order to eliminate any free

s I. Ill i.' Mcid i-\i'iiiually preseai. CuS was prepared by precipitating

a f' ill; arnl -oiit.iu if CuSO, wiili H,S at the ordinary teuipe-

') Blt der deiilschen ciiem. Uesellscliatt 41, 7w3 (1908).

2) L. WöHLER. Zeilschr. f. Eleklroch. 12, 784 (1906).
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rature and heating the precipitate so obtained, after drying at 200°

—

250°, in a current of H^S. In order to remove occluded gases it was

then again heated in a vacuum at 300°—350°. It contained 66.2%
of Cu (theory 66.46%).

The SO, evolution is already perceptible at ± 150°, hut the

reaction velocity at this temperature is so trifling, that it is

practically impossible to attain -the equilibrium by heating at a con-

stant temperature. Hence, the mass was first heated at a higher

temperature (usually 220°— 240°) until a considerable quantity of

SO2 had evolved and then cooled very gradually until a temperature

was reached where adsorption of S0„ occurred. Now, this tempera-

ture was kept constant for a considerable time, small quantities of

SOj were frequently withdrawn and it was I'ecorded whether an}-

further absolution took place or not. In this manner it was possible to

restrict the equilibrium })ressure within 20—30 ni.m. ; closer limits

could not be obtained in this very slowly progressing reaction.

Table II represents the results.

TABLE II. 3CuS + CuSOj^ 2CU2S + 2S0. (fig. 2 line I).

95
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from tliose of Schenck and Hempei.mann, we repeated the pressure

measuremenis vvitli mixtures of dilferent composition. From table III

wherein the resuhs are indicated, it appears, however, tiiat this

exerts no influence on the equilibrium pressure, so that the existence

of solid solutions is excluded.

TABLE III. CujS + 2CUSO4 ~t 2Cu.;0 + 3SO2 (fig. 2 line II).

2 CuSO. on 1 CuoS.

T

1 CUSO4 on 1 CU2S.

300

310

350

360

377.5

390

400

135

148

210

245

285

443

517

327

351

375

175

228

350

We have not been able to contirm the phenomenon observed by

the said investigators that, above 300^, the equilibrium pressure first

attains a maximum value and then fails to a constant terminal value.

Although we kept the mixture, after the setting in of the equilibrium,

for fully 5 X 24 hours at ± 320°, no adsorption was noticed.Jin the

case of other mixtures where tiie measurements were executed as

rapidly as possible, we also could not notice anything of the pheno-

menon.

Notwithstanding the heating at 420°—425° the reaction product,

afier the end of the ojierations, was a strongly caked but >ion fused

mass in which red CiioO particles were distinctly discernible. The

above pressures therefore relate undiiubtedly to the equilibrium

t)et\ve'ii the solid phases Cu^O, Cii^S, and C'lSO^.

Wi- mii-l, ihi'i' ('nrt'. iinerl\ n'joi-i iln' ciiiclu- mi (if Schenck and

,ii< .iI'.vl.M v\.\ a- 1.1 I I .1,1 M-a ail (• of a i| 1 ll|ie am 111 1 hi- .-_\ sIlmu

waicn waulil lie siii.iiel .1 3.10 mil -^ 'il.'iai S( ).^-| ifesMire aiid

waer Cii./), CnS and iJu.SO^ sUdUi.I ctex.M .1 p s.-nre ut a liquid

phase and a gaseous phase. Even at 430° we could /it*/ yet observe

the appearance of a liquid phase.
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8. This contradiction induced us to try and find the initial

melting points of mixtures of CujS and CuSO^ by the thermic

process. For this purpose they were heated in a glass tube placed

in an electric oven whilst the heating curve could be recorded with

a silver-constantane thermo-cell. The tube was furnished with an

exit tube; the gas developed during the measurement was thus

carried off, adsorbed in alkali and finally determined. The rise in

temperature amounted to 3° per minute; the starting of the fusion

was characterized by a very pronounced inflexion in the heating-

line. For instance, with a mixture of 25 grams of CuSO, and 25

grams of Cu,S (about 1 mol. CuSO^ to 1 mol. Cu,S) the constancy

of the temperature amounted to ± 5 minutes, after which a regular

rise of 2—3° per 1' again set in. With mixtures of different com-

position were obtained initial melting points which differed only 1— 2°.

The mean value amounts to 484°. During the observation thei-e

was evolved, when using 25 grams of mixture, on an average 160

mg. of SO,, from which we deduced that the mixture can have been

converted at most to the extent of 27„. The value found can, there-

fore, be but a very little too low.

p

T. 3 CuS t CuSO^ ^ 2 Cu,S + Z SOj.

I. Cu,S + I CuSO^Ji 2Ci4^0 + 3 SO,.

Fig. 2.

As the fused mass evolves SO, very powerfully, jjeating in a

sealed apparatus was not possible.

By exactly' the same method the initial melting points of ternary

mixtures of CiiSO^, Cu,S, and Cu^O were recorded. Also here, the

results obtained with mixtures of different composition only differed
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1—2° and the thermic effect was vei-y considerable. On an average

was found : 457°. The SO^ evolved amounted to a\erafi;e 40 mg.

per 25 grams of mixture.

The ternary eutecticum is, therefore, situated but a little lower

than the binary one of mixtures of Cu^S and CuSO, ; the liquidum

region in the triangle CujS—CuO—('uSO^ will exhibit a strongly

one-sided situation towards the Cn^S—(!uSO^ side. As the liijuid is

very viscous and the evolution of gas a violent one, we have not,

up to the present, succeeded in determining the composition of the

eutectica. Hence, we can only say this that they will only be

permanent under a high SO^-pressure and will, at the ordinary

pressure, decompose rapidly witii formation of Cu^O. From our

dissociation experiments with mixtures of Cn^S—CuSO, we calculate

for the SO,-tension at the initial melting point ± 1.5 atmospheres.

A quintuple point between the solid phases Cu^O, CuS, CuSO,, the

liquid and the gaseous phase will, therefore, appear at about the

above pressure.

9. Mixtures of CuSO^ and Cii.O will react with formation of

the basic sulphate CuO . CuSOj

.

In order to study this reaction more closely, pressure measurements

were executed with these mixtures also. In contrast with the former

equilibi'ia the pressure rapidly sets in; usually the equdibrium state

is attained after 15—20 minutes; the adsorption also proceeds

rapidly. The values attained from both sides only differed 2—3 mm.;

hence, the dissociation line is sharply determinable. The SO,-evolution

became discernible at ± 480^ ; after evacuation the same pressures

were again obtained. The results are given in table IV.

TABLE IV. 4 CUSO4 + Cup^ 3 CuO . CuSOj + SO2 (fig. 3 line IV).

t
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After only a litlle SO, had been willidravvn the reaclion prodnct

consisted of a powdery, bnt sliglilly caked brownisli-red mass.

JO. At 570", SCj was now constantly being withdrawn from

the mixture and each time the ecpiilibrium pressure was measured.

This remained the same until suddenly a strong depression was

observed. A series of points of this newly attained equilibrium was

determined; it is about equally sharply noticeable as the former.

The values return, after evacuation, again \ery exactly. The results

obtained are those of table V 1^^ series.

In order to ascertain whether this last equilibrium really relates

to the basic sulphate Cut) . OiiSO.,. aiul hence may be re[)resented by -.

CuO.CuSO, + Cu/) ;± 3 CuO + SO,

it was endeavoured to obtain this sul[)liate in a pure condition.

WoHLER ') and others recommend heating CuSO^ at ± 800' in a

current of SO, ; it is then, however, mixed with a small quantity

of CujO. We have repeated this process, l)ut it appeared that in

this manner are obtained strongly caked, red masses very rich in

Cu,0. Consequently \Ve have abandoned this method and endeavoured

to obtain the compound in a pure condition by lieating CuSO^ in a

current of air at T'iO"^— 740°. This gave better results; the product

was coloured a pure yellow and yielded on analysis 6(5. 217» CuSO,

(theory for CuO.CuSO,, G(3.t)27„).

TABLE V. CuO CUSO4 + Cu,0 "^ 4 CuO+ SO. (fig. 3 line V).

1st series.
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A mixdire of equal mols. of lliis basic sulphate and Cu^O yielded

the |)ressui-es of table V 2"'' series. As both series of observations

entirely agree, we may be sure that they relate to a same mono-

variant equilibrium, namely between CuO . CuSOj, Cu,0, CuO and

the gaseous phase. As the equilibrium pressure does not alter after

withdrawal of SO,, tliat is after variation in the relation of CujO

and CuO, the miscibility of these phases, noticed by Wohlkk') at

higher temperatures, will be slight in this temperature-range, so that

they will both continue to exist.

Finally, the SO, was withdrawn com])letely, so that only CuO

could remain, as we had started from equimolecular quantities of

basic sulphate and Cu^O. We have been able to demonstrate that

this was really the case by measuring the dissociation hereof in

Cu,0 and 0,. Here we found at 944° ... 36 m.m. and at 958° . . .

49 m.m., observations which entirely agree with those of Wöhler

for pure CuO.

11. With the above mentioned equilibria in the ternary system

Cu-S-0 are connected the dissociation equilibria of pure CuSO^ and

CuO . CuSO,.

These have been determined by Wöhler and his co-workers.

On a closer scrutiny of. the values given by them it appeared

that the p-T-lines that can be construed thereof intersect each other,

which would lead to the improbable conclusion that the basic sulphate

is only stable above ± 625° and must dissociate below this tem-

perature into CuO and CuSO^. Hence, we were obliged to doubt

the correctness of their determinations.

As, however, the accurate knowledge of the dissociation line of

the basic salt was of importance to us because — as will be seen

in § 14 — the equilibrium pressure of reaction V can be calculated

therefrom, we have once more determined the dissociation lines of

the normal and of the basic sulphate. The results differ considerably

from those of Wohleh.

Both equilibria can be attained very readily and the pressures

obtained by evolution and absorption do not differ more than 2—3 m.m.

;

after evacuation they accurately resume the same value. By way

of a check a series of observations were executed in the dissociation

of the normal sulphate where platinum gauze was tied round the

porcelain tube with the substance. ^ />;7c»/7 it was probable, however,

that even without addition of this catalyst the equilibi'iuni in the

1) L. VVOHLER, C.S., loC.cit.



gaseous phase would bo attained because the copper compounds

themselves have a catalytic action at the temperatures liere employed').

Table VI where the P' series has been executed without, and the

2nd ,vith addition of platinum confirms this entirely.

12. The gas mi.\ture was withdrawn a few times by suction until

a fall took place in the equilibrium pressure; the reaction product

was then analysed and gave the proportion 2CuO : SO, = J : 0.98.

This product gave afteiwards tiie pressures of table VII, these

always returned after continued evacuation, until finally the pressure

fell to that of the equilibrium 4CuO ;± 2Cu,0 + 0,. Further basic

sulphates are, therefore, not capable of existence at these temperatures.

T A B L E VI. 2 CUSO4 7^ CuOCuSOj + SO3 [SO. + 1/2 O.,] (fig. 3, line VI).

1st series
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13. Tlie bad agreement existing between the übservations ofWoHLKR

and liis co-workers and onr own, made us doubt for a moment

whether our a|>paratns arrangement might be the cause of the diffe-

rences. For a small quantity of SO, was deposited in the capillary

which connected the reaction tube with the manometer. Theoreti-

cally, it is very improbable that this phenomenon can have any

inllnence on the equilibrium pressure, for as soon as SO, disappears

from the gas mixture which is in contact with the solid substance

in the reaction tube, dissociation will again set in, until the original

SOj-pressure has again been attained. Only in those parts of the

apparatus where there is no longer any contact between gas and

solid substance and where moreover the teiuperature is low enough,

in other words in the capillary, a permanent decrease of the SO,-

tension can take place. Here, then forms a gas mixture of SO, and

, which plays the same role as the interlinked air cushion in the

measurements of Wöhler and co-workers. Our gas mixture, however,

is not inditferent but can on cooling, be reabsorbed coiuplelely by

the solid substance. Tt was, in fact, always observed that after heating

at a higher temperature follovv'ed by cooling, the equilibrium pressure

12;. ^, CuSO^ tCu^O ^ SCuOCvtSO^ + SO^

2:. CuOCuSO^ + Cu^O ^ 3C<xO + SO^

SL. ZCuSO^^ CuOCuSO^ + SO3 .

VTT- atOCuSO^ ^ ZCuO + SO3 .
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set In \cl'y exactly on tlie lower value appertaining to this lowel'

temperature.

A. few check experiments with ferric sulphate, executed in the

same apparatus yielded equilibria pressures agreeing entirely with

the values indicated by Bodenstkin ').

The results are given below. The deviations answer to a ditlerence

in tem[)eralure of 1— 2°.

t
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CiiO at V (iemand that tlie SO, -pressure of V is equal to that ot VII

so that jPso, = ,Psoz-

These relations substituted in [n) give :

rP-SO, • 7/'0.> =-Ps''-- 6P5«, (f>)

In this j/^502 '^'id .po» '"^.V t»e calculated from the ol)servations

of the total pressure P, if tlie dissociation degree « of the SO, is

known. Then we have :

and hence, substituted

2 -|- a K 2,-\-a

or :

PJI, 2« ./—
\

'^^""^ P^k (2+«)'
• ••(«)

and (

•f6 = ^8 + 6P50, + 7P50, )

In this last equation ^pso^i will be very great in proportion to the

two other terms ; at the first approximation the total pressure of

reaction V might be put equal to ^pso^i-

15. From the foregoing it appears that it is possible to calculate

the equilibrium pressure of V if we know :

a. the dissociation pressure at the equilibrium VII
;

h. the dissociation degree of the SOj at the pressures of VII
;

c. the dissociation pressure of CuO.

The first quantity is known from our determinations given in table

VII. The second can be calculated accurately from the careful

investigations of Bodenstein and Pohl '). We have done this for

various temperatures and pressures which are interpolated graphi-

cally from our measurements of VII (see column 5 of table VIII).

The dissociation pressure of CuO into Cu,0 and 0, is extrapolated

from the observations of Wohler ') with the aid of the formula

1/1000
/o.aP,= 13,077 -—

,

which agrees excellently with his observations.

With the aid of formula (c) the equilibria pressures P^ have been

1) Zeitschr. f. Elektroch. 11, 373 (1905).

"-) Zeitschr. f. Elektroch. 12, 704 ii906).



calculated for a series of temperatai'es and compared with the values

found experimentally. They are collected in table VIII.

TABLE VIII.

t
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To my knowledge Zernov was the fii-st to place the measuring

mirror in a space entirely free from resonance. To increase tlie

sensitiveness I took some years later, tbi- application to medical

problems, an airerent tube of the dimensions of the auditory canal

and the auricle. This enables us to perform an accurate measurement

even of whispered speechsounds. However, occasional currents of air

must be arrested by putting a very small plug of cotton-wool in

the artificial auditory canal. The mirror is placed at an angle of

45° close in front of the aperture of the tube, so that the sound-

wave, issuing from the auditory canal is di'iven against it as fully

as possible. The mirror is consequently tilted with maximum power

to a more transversal position.

If weak sounds in the speechzone a, to e^ are to be measured,

it will be well to use large receiving funnels. Phonograph horns in

their various shapes ^viil be found to work very well. Small am-

plitudes are recorded more accurately, when the scale is placed at

a great distance. Then, however, a constant position of rest is ex-

pedient, which is hardly practicable, unless the streams of air in

funnel and auditory canal are removed through the insertion of an

india-rubber diaphragm of the size of a phonograph membrane.

Cover-glass or thin mica will do as well. Thus I was in a position

to establish the ratio of the average intensities of whispered and

spoken sounds. The experiment was made (together with Dr. Reutkr)

with 20 monosyllabic, aequisonorous and aequidistant words. The ratio

appeared to be 1 : 1 70. (The intensity is in the ratio of 1 : 170, the distance

at which sounds are heard of 1 : 13)"'). The modifying influence of

funnel and membrane may be controlled by going through the gamut

first with a simple physiological conducting tube and afterwards with

the same tube associated with a funnel and phonograph membrane.

In the following pages I shall briefly state the rules which have

proved generally reliable in measuring sound.

§ 1. Physiological measurement of sound.

When the measurement of sounds witii regard to their audibility

is the subject under consideration, it is permissible to use an arti-

ficial auricle and an artificial auditory canal to direct the sound-

wave on to the measuring mirror. Provided the resonance of the

artificial conduit be e(|ual to that of the natural canal, nothing

foreign is added to the sound, for when perceived by the human
ear, it is transmitted througii a similar tube. The artificial canal

') Proceedings of llie I4lfi Dutcli Gongiess foi- Phys. and Med. at Delft.
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used by me, has with a small plug of cotton-wool a tone of reson-

ance equivalent to /,, without a phig to e,. The funnel in front of

it was different in either experiment. When it was simply a flat

wooden platter, a peculiar resonance was not noticeable.

The degree of sensitiveness is inversely proportional to the size

of the mirror. A mirror of 2 mm. in diameter and 60 (i thickness,

hung up by a Woliaston tibre of 2 fx have thus far proved to be

the smallest dimensions for easy handling. In the same proportion

the auditory canal should also be made narrower. Since we

generally experiment on continuous waves (only e^ yields a sta-

tionary wave), the distance at which the mirror is placed is of little

consequence, provided it be axial. The sensitiveness is about inversely

proportional to the distance from the aperture. It is remarkable that

acoustic attraction will often concur in the case of powerful sounds.

It should be precluded by all means. ') Electric attraction is obviated

by connecting the auditory canal with the point, from which the

mirror is suspended, by a small metallic chain. Should rather high

tensions occur in the neigbourhood, also a conductive connection to

the earth should be constituted.

In physiological experiments the walls of the space in which the

mirror is suspended, are generally lined with gauze, which method

was also followed by Zeknov. To this there can be liardly any

objection, when experimenting with receiving funnels, the progres-

sive sound being in large part transmitted to the mirror along the

artificial canal. What is conducted from other quarters may be

disregarded altogether.

The atferent tube is fitted to a copper plate. A more accurate

axial position must be eflfected by means of three adjusting screws

at the foot of the apparatus. The distance from the mirror to the

aperture of the tube is determined by a horizontal measuring

microscope mounted on a heavy vertical LEiTZ-stand.

§ 2. Physical measurement.

If instead of experimenting on the intensity of audible sounds

we wish to determine the objective intensity of a pure sound-

motion, auricle and auditory canal are of course disturbances. For

this purpose a conduit of a more physical nature is desirable.

The simplest is either a tube or a cone. A tube, if short, is liable

to become a resonator with a very sharp and narrow resonance.

1) Attraction seemingly acoustic, but in reality involved by eddies, will occur

with any fine puncture in llie canal or in the membrane.

12*



Mr. Ws. VAN DER Elst, assistaiit in oiir laboratory, established the

resonance curves of such small resonators b^y shutting off one end

of tlie ti\be with wax and placing a suitable mirror before the open

end. In very long tubes the tone of resonance is so low, that it

need not be tai<^en into account. Earlier experiments on the propa-

gation of sound in air showed that there is a marked decrease in

the velocity of |)ropagation, when the tubes are narrower than

4 mm. This at least is the case, when they are made of india-rubber.

It must be deemed advisable, therefore, to take glass or metallic pipes of

no less than ± 4 mm. in diameter. A mirror of, say 3 mm. diame-

ter, placed just in front of a straight-cut aperture, will be found very

suitable in most cases. Still, for very high tones even this pipe is

too narrow, as was demonstrated by researches years ago ')• The

tones of Galton's whistle (six-legerlined octave) change, when passing

through a canal of frotn 3—5 mm. bore, which after the foregoing

need not cause surprise, the tones lying near the upper limit of

musical sounds. We found it suitable to provide tiie afferent tubes

with leaden taps'). The sound conducted to the measuring apparatus,

may be generated at a considerable distance.

Another simple conduit is the cone. The funnel may be given an

angle of 40° and a mouth of 50 cm'. Some American hearing

apparatus (operaphone) are provided with a similar funnel. Hklmholtz

discusses its resonance in his "Tonempfindungen". The one

I used, resounds to d^. This is easy to determine when an opening

is left in the apex of 2 mm., before which the Rayleigh mirror is

placed. The latter will deflect considerably, when the tone- of

resonance is given. With all other tones the waves will be progres-

sive, the cone being merely an indifferent receiving funnel. Again

a small plug of cotton wool had to be used to arrest disturbing

streams of air.

§ 3. Point-shaped soundsources.

Outlets in the shape of a mere puncture are obtainable through

a fine orifice, say of 1 mm. 1. in a little leaden disc that serves

for a septum in a speaking tube; 2. in the covering disc of the

air-chamber of a thermoteleplione. In either case the mirror is placed

right opposite to the fine opening, through which the sound is con-

1) H. T. MiNKEMA, On the sensitiveness of the liuman ear to the various tones

of the gamut. Dissertation Utrecht 1905.

3) H. DE Groot, Zschr. f. Sinnesphysiologie Bd. 44 S. 18 (experiments by

Dr. VAN Mens) and these Proceedings Vol. 14 p. 75S (experiments by Dr. P.

NiKIFOROWSKY).
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ducted. Either method allows of altering the sound at will, the

number of sounds and intensities, transmissible through a long, wide

pipe to the diaphragm, being indefinite. The tones embraced by the

thermotelephone are also a great manj', from the low% non-coalescent

tone of an interruptor to the high hissing-sound '). Likewise the

intensity of the thermotelephone-sound can be varied through artificial

appliances within far-extended limits. Selection occurs with the latter

appliance only as far as the peculiar tone of the air-chamber is con-

cerned, but when the air-cliamber is small — as is deemed advisable —
it is so high, that it may be left out of calculation.

Both methods yield progressive soundwaves, whose energy is

constantly procured by the generator, and emerges through the point-

shaped orifice of 1 mm. If the latter is in circuit with an air-chamber,

through which the sound is conveyed to the measuring mirror, the

results vary roughly according to the size of the chamber. The

differences are markedly perceptible with an outlet of '/j vam. in

diameter. As original sound-generator may be used a telephone,

actuated by' an electrically driven tuning fork or a large powerful

organ pipe.

^ 4. Investlgntlon of resonators.

The mode of arrangement can also be easily applied to test reso-

nators. When a puncture (2 mm.) is made in the wall of the reso-

nator, right opposite to the mouth, the sound passing through it

may readily be directed on to Rayleigh's mii-ror via a canal of the

same bore '). It will be expedient, however, to arrest by means of

a very small plug of cottonwool or a piece of lint, the streams of

air escaping, like the sound, through the fine opening of the resonator.

Without this precaution the mirror will never be steady, not even

in a perfectly quiet environment.

The sound thus emitted through the puncture, is made up of

progressive waves. By means of a long tube it can also be sent to

a comparatively long distance, provided that fresh acoustic energy

be constantly supplied through the orifice. The energy collected and

adjusted in the resonator, emerges via the line opening, as well as

through the wide orifice. A mirror, subjected to these progressive

waves, deflects, when the amplitudes are small, proportionally to the

amount of acoustic energy produced. Spherical resonators yield fairly

') According to the assistant W. v. d. Elst the pitch agrees with the tone of

resonance of a Cg resonator (SOOO v. d.).

") H. Zwaardemaker. Multiple resonantie. Ned. Tijdsch. v. Gen. 1913. II. p. 640.
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sjrnmetnciil resonance curves (see I.e. p. 642) ; tliose generated by

paralioloid-shaped resonators or sncli as are more complicated, like

some hearing apparatns, are surprisingly variable ').

A very curious siiape of resonators is offered by the familial shells,

found on the beach after stormy weather, and in which the mur-

muring of tlie rolling waves is heard. Here numerous tones coalesce

into a murmur. Testing them involves peculiar difficulties for the

very reason, that narrow conduits are not appropriated to the exa-

mination of high tones. Nonetheless the difficulty can be overcome

by exposing the measuring mirror directly to the point-shaped outlets,

afforded by tlie tine openings in the wall of the shell.

Chemistry. — "The viscositi/ of colloidal solutions." By Dr. E. H.

BiJCHNER. (Communicated by Prof. A. F. Holt.eman.)

According to Einstein, the viscosity of a liquid, in which a great

number of particles are floating, is connected with the relative total

volume of the particles. If the viscosif}' of the pure liquid is repre-

sented by :, thai of the suspension by ;', and its volume by v, if

further v' is the total volume of the suspended particles, then

z'— 2 v'

. . = 2,5-
Z V

This formula has been applied to gamboge suspensions by Bakcelin,

who obtained fairly satisfactory results; the factor had to be taken,

however, 2,9 instead of 2,5. Admitting the formula to be correct,

we may, conversely, calculate the volume of the floating particles

from measuremenis of the viscosity. If, then, we determine the

iiuml)er of ihe particles \e. g. uluamicrDscopically), ilie volume of

one separate panicle may even be deduced.

The application of this formula to colloidal solutions will greatly

deepen our insight in the luiiure of these systems. We might feel

some doubt, whether Ihe suppositions, made bj' Einstein, when
deducing the formula, hold good in the case of colloidal solutions,

the particles of which are so much smaller. But Einstein himself

has applied it to sugar solutions, and has calculated from the result,

in connection with determinations of the diffusion constant, Avogadro's

number. The fact, that he found in this way 6,6.10", shows, that

his assumptions are not far from being correct. For the rest, 1 have

found, that even several observations on the viscosity of ordinary

1) H. Zwaardemaker. These Proceedings, Vol. 16, p. 496.
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solutions may be represented by the same formula, as I hope to

show in a more detailed paper. There is, therefore, no objection to

the application of the formula to colloidal solutions, which, according

to modern theory, stand between the ordinary solutions and the

suspensions or emulsions, and differ from these only with regard to

the size of the "dissolved" particles. For the present, it is not of

much importance, that the value of the factor is not yet absolutely

settled. In this communication, I only wish to show at least quali-

tatively, that the colloid particles are combined with a quantity

of the solvent. For instance, the ultramicroscopically visible particles

of a ferric hydroxide solution consist of a number of molecules

ferric hydroxide and a number of molecules water ; these are moving

as an aggregate in the surrounding liquid. A great viscosity is

(0 be ascribed to a great volume of the colloid particles, either

they are very great themselves, or they take up much water. It

must be pointed out, that, when comparing different solutions,

one ought to express the concentralion in volume percentage, because

according to the point of view here adopted, the viscosity depends

only on the volume of the dissolved particles.

The idea may also be applied to ordinary molecular solutions.

The fact, that tiie viscosity of solutions of electrolytes is often

relatively large, may be brought in connection with the property of

the ions, to combine with or to envelop themselves by water, a

faculty of which numerous investigators have furnished proof on

the most different grounds. In accordance with this conception, the

salt solutions, the ions of which show the smallest tendency to

hydration, exhibit the smallest viscosity. But, for the present, I

will not enter further into this question.

I have only to communicate measurements of two substances,

molybdenum blue (MOsO,?) and iron liydroxide. I have determined

at 30^ and 40° the viscosity and specific gravity of some solutions

of varying concentrations. The values for the two temperatures diffe-

ring only slightly, the communication of the results at 30° will be

sufticient. In the subjoined table z' represents the \ iscosity of the

solution, that of water being taken = 1, ?'' the volume of the particles,

v'

deduced from z' according to z'
—

'1 = 2,5 — ; v is put equal to 1 cc.

The concentration of the solutions c is expressed in g per cc. ; d'

is the density thereof. As dissolved substance I I'egard the molyb-

denum blue, dried at 100°, respectively the ferric hydroxide : Fe(OH),.

The concentration of the solutions of the former is known, for they

are made by weighing ; the content of the latter is detei'mined iodo-
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ineli'ically, the liyflroxide having been first converted into chloride.
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2,5
Dr= -jl~{d'— d) -I- d.

As the specific gravity of the sohition must be determined for the

viscosity measurements, it is easy to deduce the specific gravity of

the particles. We find for molybdenum blue 1,83 to 1,93 ; for iron

hydroxide 1,66 to 1,8. In this manner too, it becomes clear, that the

particles suspended in the liquid cannot consist only of dissolved

substance, the density of which is 3 or 4, but must also contain

water. As has already been pointed out, the qualitative value of

these conclusions is not attacked, if it .sliould appear, that instead of

v' V

2,5-, for instance, 3- must be written. Neither would this be the
V V

case, when we introduce into Einstein's formula the second power of

v'

-, as is necessary for the more concentrated solutions.
I'

I liope to discuss later from the Hlaiid|iuint taken in this paper,

the viscosity measurements previously published by other observers.

A preliminary investigation already led to remaikable results, but

a great part of what is known, cannot serve my purpose ; I propose

to fill up this lacuna by new determinations, and to discuss then at

length the many questions, wliicii arise in this field.

Inory. Chem. Lab.

Lfniversiti/ of Amsterdam.

Physics. — "So7n(' RcnKirks o» //x' ('a/)il/<irüj/ Theonj of the Cnj-stal-

Uae Form". By Prof. V. Ehrenkkst. (Communicated i>y Prof.

H. A. LORENTZ).

(Communicated in the meeting of May 29, 191.5).

^ 1. As is known, W. Giubs') and P. Curie") have set forth the

following view, and given further thermodynamic grounds for it.

A crystal in a solution is in thermodynamic equilibrium only when
it has that shape in which its surface energy has a smaller value

than for any other shape with the same content. That this equilii)iium

1) W. GiBB.?: Theimodyn. Studiën p. 320.

2) P. Curie: Bull, de la See. Min. de France 8 (1885) p. 145 of Oeuvres p. 153.

Gf. for the relations between tlie theories of Gibbs and Curie :

J. J. P. Valeton: Kristalvorm en oplosbaarheld. Proefschr. Amsterdam 1915.

Ber. d. Sachs. Ges. d. Wiss. 67, (.1915).
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sliape is not tlie sphere (i.e. tiie form with the smallest surface) but

a polyhedron, is according to Gibbs and Curie owing to the following

circumstance. The surface energy of a surface element depends in

a cr3stalline substance on the orientation of tlie surface element

with respect to the crystalline substance, i.e. on the indices of the

surface elements, and this in ditferent ways for diffei'eut substances.

If l\, k\, /l\, . . . are the capillarity constants of the differently

orientated bounding planes; S^, S,, /S,, . . . the corresjjonding areas of

the surfaces, V the volume of the crystal, then the equilibrium

form is characterised by the condition :

2£ki,S/,=:i niin. for K= const (1)

G. Wui.FF ') has derived a remarkably elegant geometrical property

of the equilibrium diagrams from (1), which greatly facilitates the

following expositions: In a figure characterised by the minimum
condition (1) there always exists a point IF (we will call this Wui.ff's

point) lying so that the distances «i, n,, . . . . of the different surfaces

5,, «^2 . • • fi'om W are directly proportional to the constants k^, k„ . . .

"i •"^•.7i,:... — k,:k,:k,: (2)

This theorem of Wulff's immediately furnishes a construction of

the equilibrium figure, if for every direction of the normal the

corresponding value of k has been given. Draw from an arbitrary

point IF of the space in all directions lines whose lengths are propor-

tional to the corresponding k's and apply planes normal to them

through their endpoints : then there remains a space in the neigh-

bourhood of IF, where none of these planes enters — this space is

the required crystalline form. It is seen here at once that surfaces

with a couqiaratively large value of k lie so far from IF, that they

cannot constitute a part of the boundaries of the crystal ').

We derive the "law of the (small) rational indices" therefore

in this theory in consequence of this that the surfaces with small

index values in geuei'al must also possess [)articularly small capilla-

rity constants k.

1) G. Wolff: Zschr. f. Kryslallogr. 34 (l'.)Ol) p. 449. The proof, which VVulff

had given in an imperfect form, has been impioved by Hilton afterwards :

H. Hilton Gentralbl. f. Muier. 1901 p. 753 = Malhem. Grystallogi. (Oxford 1903)

p. 106. Cf. H. LiEBMANN. z. f. Kryst. 53 (1914) p. 17]-.

') Let in the regular system e.g. the fc's of cube planes be fej, those of the

octahedron planes k^. It is required for the octahedron planes to occur by the

side of those of the cube that

:

1 k,< ~ < 1/3.

See: Curie loc. cit. and VVulff loc. cit.
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As is known, this theorj of Gibbs and Curie's plays a very im-

portant part in the crystallograpliical literature. Frequent crystallo-

graphical applications have been made of it'); it has been now and

then extended by the introduction of "side energies" and "angular

point energies" by the side of "surface energies" k^, /f, . . ., and by

making the former have a share in the determination of the equilibrium

figure '')
; of late years criticism has not been wanting either, which

now and then even comes to a full rejection of Gibes and Curie's view.')

On the other hand it seems that except Sohnke's indications *),

which concur with Bravais' views, no attempts have been made as

yet to interpret the energetic theory of Gibbs and Curie in a viole-

cular scheme. Such an attempt would be the more desirable as there

is in this region a whole series of dark or paradoxical points to be

analysed.

In view of the great difficulties which are to be overcome here,

I should like to confine myself to a single of these points, and

demonstrate how this can entirely be elucidated by the aid of an

extreme simplified molecular scheme. It is seen the more clearly

on this occaeion how much there remains to be done to elucidate

other points.

^ 2. Does the capillarity constant of a crystal plane depend con-

tinuously or discontinuously on its orientation ? The problem of the

vicinal planes.

The polyhedrical shape of the crystals and the law of the small

rational indices easily gives rise to the sup\>os\{\on oi & discontinuous

dependence ; accordingly it seems to have been made, at least impli-

citly by most cryslallographers, as soon as they made use of Gibbs

and Curie's theory. Explicitly it is found expressed in two often

') Chiefly to be able to draw some conclusions ou the structure from the

crystal form see: I-'eodorow, Z. f. Kryst. Vol. 34— 53, compare also the appli-

cation to twin formations H. Hilton. The energy of twin crystals. Mineraiog.

Magazine 15 (1909) p. 245.

2) Brillouin. Ann. Ghim. Phys [7] 6 (1895) p. 540; Vernadsky. Bull, de la

Soc. Imp. de Naturalisles de Moscou 1902 p. 495; P. Pawlow. Zschr. f. Kryst.

40 (1905) 189; 42 (1906) 120; Zschr. I', phys. Ch. 72 (1910) p. 385.

') A. Berthüud. Journ. de Ghim. phys. 10 (1912) p. 624 ; G. Friedel. Journ.

de chim. phys. 11 (1913) p. 478. — Of. also J. J. P. Valeton. Thesis for the

doctorate, loc. cit.

*) F. SoHNKE. Ueber Spallungsflachen und natiirliche Krystallfl. Z. f. Kryst. 13

(1888) p. 214.
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cited papers by F. Sohnke and G. Wulff '). Botli these authors

namely assume that the capi/larit;/ constant of a crystal plane (apart

from a factor which continuously changes with the orientation) is

in inrcrsc ratio to the net den.siti/ of the plane in question ').

This net density, however, is, as is known, a very discontinuous

function of the orientation : thus for irrationally orientated planes,

which have been rotated however little with respect to the plane

(1,1,1), the net density would still be infinitely small in proportion

to that of the plane (1,1,1). Here the exceptional function of the

planes with the smallest indices is at once seen.

In spite of this appeal to the relation with the net density the

supposition that the capillarity constant depends discontinuously on

the orientation, will yet be thought very uncommon, if not quite

paradoxical ! Besides it involves a great difficulty for the frequent

occurrence of the so-called "vicinal planes". ')

For according to Sohnke and Wulff these planes with particularly

large indices (which are practically irrationally orientated) would

possess extraordinarily large surface energy. Of course we are willing

to admit deviations from the theoretical equilibrium figure, taking

into consideration the small disturbances which are never entiiely

to be excluded (fluctuations of temperature, disturbances in the con-

centration etc.) But yet totally unexplained and even paradoxical it

remains when these slight disturbances give rise exactly to those planes

with extremely large surface energy, and particularly those which lie

very near to the planes with particularly small surface-energy *).

') P. Sohnke. Zeitsclir. f. Krystallogr. 13 (1888) p. 221 ; G. Wulff. Zeitsclir. f.

Krystallogi'. 4 (1901) p. 526. Gibbs and Gurie do not give any further indication

on the continuous or discontinuous character of the dependence.

2) Wulff gives this formula and characterises the gist of Sohnke's conception,

partly in Sohnke's own words in the following way : 'Nach Sohnke muss ein

Zusammenhang zwischen der Oberfliichenergie einer Kristallflache und ilirer Flachen-

dichliglieit bestehen. iN'amlich fur eine Fliiche von dichtester Besetzung können die

Molekularkriifte keine Arbeit mehr leisten, weil die Theilchen einander nicht welter

genahert werden können: die potentielle Energie einer solchen Fldche muss also

ein Minimum sein. In dem Masse, als die Flachendichtigkeiten der verschiedenen

Krystallllachen geringere sind, mussen die Oberftachenergieen (Gapillarconstanlen)

grosser sein ....

^) By "vicinal planes" we understand planes which differ exceedingly little in

situation from the planes with small indices.

1) H. Miers, Rep. of the Brit. Assoc. 1894 p. 654; Z. f. Kr. 9 (l'J04) p. 220

has demonstrated experimentally through accurate goniometric measurements during

the growth of alumn crystals, that the planes with small indices in this case (1, 1, 1),

practically never occur, but nearly always vicinal planes. Gf. also G. Viola, Z. f.

Kr. 35 p. 332.
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^ 3. Geometrical-physical interpretation of the capillary-constantfot*

a special molecular scheme ; the surface energy appears then as continuous

function of the orientation, and yet produces a polyhedron as equili-

brium jiijure. The function of the "vicinal planes"

.

To throw tliis point into strong relief, the point which is our only

purpose here, we make use of an exceedingly simplified molecular

scheme

:

1. a two-dimensional scheme instead of a three dimensional one
;

2. we leave the thermal motion 'out Of account and accordingly

we simply seek the molecular groupings with the smallest potential

energy

;

3. the molecules may be scpiares, which tend to adjust their sides

close against each other. (We might as well use circular molecules

with four points of valency).

Let an enormously large number of such square molecules be

given. We seek that grouping at which the maximum "saturation"

of the molecules has set \n. Complete saturation, at which all the

molecule sides are occupied, is of course impossible — at least the

Fig. 1.

extreme edge of the "crystal" consists of unsaturate molecule sides.

Let in tig. 1 the line ABODE .. . be a porlioii of the "real" edge,

the line ACE... a portion of the "apparent" edge. Let us [)ut

:

ABC= L<J and AC — Ls

then :

Art = {cos n -\- sin (f) Lis.

The maximum saturation has evidently been reached for that

grouping of the molecules, for which the length of the real edge, i.e.:

VA<j = :EkLs (2)
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happens to be as small as possible. Hence the quantity

:

k =^ cos (f -{- sin ff' (3)

plays the part of the capillarity factor in our scheme.

It is seen that

:

A. the capillarity factor k is here a continuous function of the

orientation of the element of the apparent edge, which is the subject

in view here. (To get a graphical repi'esentation, k should be con-

sidered as function of the direction of tiie normals to the edge

element, and distances should be projected from a point W in all

directions, which are proportional with the values of k for this

direction of the normals. We obtain the curve dotted in figure (2),

which is composed of 4 arcs of a circle.

Fig. 2.

B. Yet the "equilibrium form" corresponding to it is a square.

This is immediately to be seen by the aid of the construction men-

tioned in § 1. See fig. 2: W is Wulff's point: WN is proportional

to k for this direction of the normal. If the straight line AE is

constructed for all directions WN, they envelop conjointly the

square drawn in fig. 2.
')

C. The occurrence of "vicinal -planes" involves in our scheme no

deviation morth mentioning from the minimum of energy. For our

k depends continuously on the orientation, and the vicinal planes

are only exceedingly little rotated with respect to the planes of the

form of equilibrium. Here the contrast with Sohnke and Wulff's

supposition stands out very clearly.

D. Strictly speaking the form of equilibrium can do loithout vicinal

1) liy slight changes in the definition of the scheme another dependence of k

on the orientation can be obtained, hence other equilibrium polygons.



planes only in particular cases. Indeed: if the number of molecules

happens to be the square of a whole number, then the form of

equilibrium is exactly a square. When however successively more

molecules are added, they must adjust themselves somewhere against

the square to get maximum saturation, which leads to vicinal planes.

(In the formulae of § 1 this circumstance remains concealed,

because there it is considered that the minimum must be determined

with respect to infinitesimal changes of form. Here we realize,

however, that it is a question of addition or displacement of a •

vihole number of molecules).

§ 4. Observations. A. If a certain number of molecules is originally

grouped in the form of two squares of different sizes, potential

energy may be still diminished by the removal of a row of molecules

from the small square, which are then laid against the large square.

Decrease of energy also takes place when a rectangular grouping

is changed into a square one. Until we take the temperature motion

into consideration and consider the process of solution and sublima-

tion, we can of course not ascertain whether in our molecular

scheme these transitions will take place spontaneously. A somewhat

trustworthy treatment of this question seems difficult to me, because

for this the unevennesses of the edge are to be considered, i.e. those

molecules which at a given moment are only bound singly or doubly,

and not threefold.

B. It has been experimentally proved that for crystal powder e.g.

of gypsum with a radius of about one micron the saturation concen-

tration of the solution around it still appreciably depends on the

radius. But for a radius of some microns this dependence already

loses its significance with respect to disturbances of various nature.

In virtue of this doubts will rise as to whetlier the changes discussed

under A will appear spontaneously, and whether the actually occurring

crystalline forms really agree with a minimum of surface energy ').

Shortly ago Vai.eton") defined this view in the following way:

"For microscopic and submicroscopic crystals the surfa?e energy

has a measurable influence on the solubility. Such crystals can be

in equilibrium with a solution only when their form corresponds

with the minimum of surface energy. Kor macroscopic crystals this

1) A. Berthoud, Journ. de Chim. Phys. 10 (1012) p. 62-i. — G. Friedel, Journ.

de Chim. Phys. 11 (1913) p. 478.

2) I.e. p. 42. Compare there the fuller lepoit of Hulett's experiments. Z. f. pliys

Cl'em 37 (1901) 385 with crystal powder of gypsym and barium sulphate.
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influence is praetieall}' not existing. Witli regard to the crystalline

form the equilibrium of these orvstals is indifferent.

C. For our special model the whole still unused store of energy

may be comprised in the one expression

EkLs

with which the surface energy of the crystal corresponds in the three

dimensional case; by the side of this there is left nothing that could

answer to an energy of angular points or sides in the three-

dimensional case, with which Bkilloi'in, Veknadsky and Pawlow')

work. Now however the model can be made more general by

making e. g. moreover those isotropic attractive forces act between

the molecules, with which Laplace, Gauss, and van der Waals work

with action spheres, which still contain many molecules' ). It remains

noteworthy that then actually special side and angular point energies

ap|)car, whose numerical value remains undetermined for the present ').

D. We have for the pi'esent not entered any further into the

molecular interpretation of the cleavage directions. More recent views

on this head are found in a study of P. P. Ewald") on the structure

of diamond. It would be interesting to ascertain whether one has

also as a rule to do with vicinal planes of the ideal cleavage planes

in the cleavage process. For the rest it would not be sufficient for

a complete analysis of the cleavage process to ascertain what cleavage

planes break a minimum of bindings; also the elastic deformation

preceding the cleaving is in principle a factor to determine the orien-

tation of the cleavage planes.

') See tlie citations § 1.

-) In this connection it may be mentioned that Einstein Ann. d. Phys. 34 (1911)

p. 165, comes to llie conclusion from the law of Eötvüs that also in liquids an

attraction may be assumed only between those neighbouring molecules that are

in immediate contact.

') In the current derivation of the fundamental equations of the capillarity the

terms in question vanish, because in a certain point of the derivation the assump-

tion is made use of that the curvature rays of the surface remain everywhere

above a definite finite value. Gf. among others H. Minkowski, Art. Kapillaritat,

Math. Encykl. V. 9, § 14, transition between equation (24) and (26). First of all

this supposition does not hold for crystal sides and angles, but moreover also

e.g. at the side in which three liquids are in contact with each other. Brillouin,

Ann Ghim. et Phys. [7] 6 (1895) p. 540 has demonstrated that the structure of

the groove which is formed when glass and other substances are scratched is

chiefly determined by the side and angular point energy.

*) Ann. d. Phys. 44 (1914) p. 281.
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ühemistry. — "Action of sun-light on the cinnamic acids". By
Dr. A. W. K. DE Jong.

The conliimed investigation has sliown that the peculiar behavionr

of cinnamic acid in the solid condition nnder the influence of sun-

light must be attributed to the ease with which it passes into the

metastable form. This metastable condition has been described first

by 0. Lehmann ') in 1885. Erlenmeyer Jr. has communicated a very

lengthy investigation as to the existence of different forms of cinnamic

acid in the Ber. D. Ch. G. and further in the Biochem. Zeitschr.

He comes to the conclusion tluxt of the normal cinnamic acid

there exist four different modifications, namely a- and (J-Storax cinnamic

acid and a- and /?-Hetero ciuiuxmic acid. Cinnamic acid derived from

plants consists of Storax cinnamic acid with but 0,57o of the Hetero-

acid whilst synthetic cinnamic acid is a mixture of about equal parts

of those acids. On heating their aqueous or dilute-alcoholic solutions

the «-acids are converted into the /J-acids. In Ber. 39 p. 158J, Ber.

42 p. 509 and Biochem. Zeitschr. 34 p. 355 some further convei'sions

of the a- into the (?-acids, and the reverse phenomenon, are commu-
nicated. The cinnamic acid used in my experiments was Storax

cinnamic acid (probably derived from hydrolysed coca-acids ; see

previous communication) as it was deposited from alcohol in the

well-formed, thick prismatic cryslals of Storax cinnamic acid (in

Ber. 42, p. 504 are found the photographs of the various forms).

On repeatedly recrystallising from warm 95"/^ alcohol which took

place in the said experiments the n-Storax cimiamic acid is converted

more or less into the /?-acid. This mixture "when illuminated always

yielded u- and /i-truxiilic acid. The transformation into /i-acid was

much promoted, because after dissolving the cinnamic acid in alcohol

the solution was made to evaporate rapidly by the shaking of the

dish. For it was noticed tiiat when an alcoholic solution of «-Storax

cinnamic acid is poured on to a glass plate and the alcohol allowed

to evaporate rapidly by blowing, only crystals of ("^-Storax cinnamic

acid are formed. These cryslals when illuminated gave only ^-truxillic

acid whereas the prismatic crystals of the «-Storax cinnamic acid

gave only «-truxillic acid. The crushing of the crystals caused no

change in the action of the light.

From the research is thus shown that «-Storax cinnamic acid gives

«-truxillic acid when illuminated in the solid condition, whilst under

the same circumstances, ^-truxillic acid is formed from the /?-Storax acid.

n Ber. 43, 4fil (1910); Graham Otto's Lehrbuch der Chemie Bd. I, 3e

Ablh., p. 57.

13
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As to the connexion existing l)etwcen «- and /?-Storax finnamie

acid, notliing is as yet iinown witli certainty.

Tiie occurrence of dilferently crystallised forms of a substance

may he generally attributed to polymerism, isomerism or polymorphism.

In the first case the one form is a polymeride of the other and

thus possesses a double or multiple molecular weight, in the second

case the molecular weight is the same but the structure of the

molecule is different, whereas in the latter case where the difference

exists only in the solid condition and disappears both in the liquid

and the gas the arrangement of the molecules in the "Raumgillcr"

is accepted by some as the cause of the difference whilst otiiers

think that in this case also, a ciicmical difference between the solid

forms is very probable ').

There has been no lack of efforts to determine the connexion

between the different forms of the cinnamic acids.

According to Erlenmeyeu Jr.') there exist eight forms of cinnamic

acid, namely four of the normal and four having as type ^//ocinnamic

acid. The first four appertain to each othei' two and two and

according to Eri.enmeyi':!}, these pairs should exhibit differences in

the benzene nucleus.

Among the four rr//(*acids we find mentioned, in addition to the

three known acids, also a triclinic cinnamic acid, which he noticed

a few times during his research, but of which the mode of formation

is as yet quite obscure. ERLENMEirR sees in the different crystallised

forms different chemical substances and endea\ours to explain this

case of isomerism.

I cannot find his eiïort, which he iiim.seif wishes to be looked

upon as a sl-etcli, a very happy one.

He reverts to the antiquated idea where the properties of a double

bond are explained by the presence of a single bond and free affini-

ties or as some express it, unoccupied affinity positions. Then, he

assumes that on turning one of the two carbon tetrahedrons, between

which the double bond exists, three different metastable forms can

occur dependent on the different position of the groups on the one

carl)on tetrahedron in regard to that of the other one. In this manner

he arrives at six different forms all capable of occurring in left- and

riglit-handed modifications. Three thereof belong to the type of the

normal cinnamic acid and three to that of the <7//oacid.

1) 0. Lehman writes in "Die neue Welt der fliissigen Krislalle" 1911 p. SI:

"daraus folgt aber lediglich, dass diese chemischen Methoden nicht ausreiihend

sind, jede Verschiedenheit der Moiekiile zu entdecken und dass man polymorplie

Modifikationen nicht oline weiteres als chemisch idenlisch betrachten darf."

-) liiochem. Z.eitschrifl 35, 149 (1911) and following.
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Opposed to this stands tlie view of Hiilmann ') that the differences

of the (illoacids must l)e attribuled to triniorphism whereas Rhber

and GoLDsciiMiDT ^) consider the occurrence of' <;- and (J-Storax cinna-

mic acid as a typical case of dimor|)hisni.

The changes which (c- and |?-Storax cinnaniic acid suffer in sun-

light afford us a view on tiie difference existing between those acids

in the solid condition. The polvnierisatiun jiroducts of these acids

are, as we noticed, ti- and i:f-lruxillic acid to wiiich are attributed

the following formulae as being the most likely :

«-truxillic acid i^-truxillic acid

C„H, — CH -- CH - COOH C,,1I, — UH — CH — COUH

HOOC ~ CH — CH — C„H, ( '„H, — CH — CH — COOH

As to the i)osition of the gi'oiips with regard to the |)lane of the

4-ring not much is known ; in the case of ,:?-truxillic acid the proba-

bility is that the COOH groups are found at the same side.

From these structural formnlae it is plainly perceptible that one

molecule of these truxillic acids is generated from two molecules of

cinnaniic acid anti liial tlie dilferent manner in which the comliination

takes place gi\cs rise to the occurrence of two truxillic acids.

Hence it must be assume<l thai there exists between <;- and ,-?-

truxillic acid such a dilfeienre dial the first, by the action of

light, renders possible only a bond sucli as occurs in «-truxillic acid,

whereas the /?-Storax cinnaniic acid must be such that only the

binding as present in iJ-truxillic acid can take place exclusively.

A dilferenl placing of the groups in the molecule in regard to

each other, which Eui.KNMi'iYiat suggests lo explain the difference

between a- and ii- cinnaniic acid carmot avail us tis even then for

each formula the linking of two molecules can always take place

in such a manner that both a- and ,?-truxillic acid can form.

If, however, we assume that the position of the molecules in the

crystals is different for the two acids, a different bond due to the

action of light might be coupled with this. The different behaviour

of the acids might then be looked for in a different arrangement

of the molecules in the "Kaumgitler".

The following hypothesis may also be proposed. As is well known '),

most probably all organic acids dissolved in hydroxyl-free solvents

possess double molecules. Hence there is a great probability that in

1) I'er. 42, 184 (1909). Ber. 43, 5Ü9 (1910).

2) tier. 43. 461 (1910).

') Van 't Hoff. Vorlesuiigcn iiber theoretische unci physikalische Chcuiie, zweites

Heft, pg. 52.

13*
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the solid condition at least double molecules occur. The difference

between «- and ^-cinnamic acid might then have its origin in the

manner in which the single molecules arc placed in the doul>Ie

molecule.

The difference between these two assumptions consists in this that

the first admits of a difference in the solid condition onl}', whereas

the second renders possible a difference for the solution also.

A further investigation will have to decide which representation

is in harmony with the facts. I hope to revert to this in detail,

shortly.

Physics. — "Soiiw Remarks on the Osmotic Pressure". By Dr.

J. J. VAN Laar. (Communicated by Prof. H. A. Lorentz).

(Communicated in the meeting of May 29, 1915).

With much interest I read Prof. Ehrenfkst's paper [in the

Proceedings of this Academy (April 1915)] on the kinetic inter-

pretation of the osmotic pressure.

However, I can concur neither with the deeper ground of iiis

interesting considerations, nor with the "Remarks" that are added

to them, which in some respect may be considered as resulting from

the foregoing considerations.

Prof. Ehrenfkst knows that I feel a special interest in the osmotic

pressure and its correct interpretation, so that he will no doubt

excuse me if I once more return to it.

I will therefore briefly summarize my objections, already set

forth in different papers'), in a number of Theses.

Thesis I. The results of a kinetic theory must necessarily be in

accordance with the established results of Thermodynamics.

If the results of the kinetic theory differ from those of Thermo-

dynamics, the kinetic theory in question is not valid.

Thesis II. Through the equating of the molecular thermodynamic

potentials of the water in the solution and of the pure water outside

it [there exists namely only thermodynamic equilibrium between

the "mater" on either side of the membrane, as this is supposed to

be permeable only to water] the thermodynamic theory leads to')

1) See particularly: Seciis Vorti-age (1906;, p. 17—36, and These Proc. of

June 1C06, p. 53 et seq. Also Zeitschr. f. pliysik. Ch. 64, p. 629 el seq. (190S).

-) I gave this simple derivation already in 1894 (Zeitschr. f. physik. Ch. 15,

p, 463 ct seq ).
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tl (.f, p) = Il (O, ƒ>„),

when fi(,i', p) is the molecular potential of the water in the solution

(in which .v is the molecular concentration of the dissolved substance,

p the pressure of equilibrium), and fi(0, p„) that of (he pure water

(in which the concentration of the dissolved substance is 0, the

pressure of equilibrium p„).

Now

:

f*(-«. P) = /(2') + pv^ + "'"' + ^ï'% (1 -•''•)

and hence — as in dilute solutions Vj- (the molecular volume of the

water in the solution) can be equated to v„ ') (the molecular volume

of the pure water)

:

(p
—p„)vi> = — ^^ W (1— *') + «•'''^

or

RT
n=p-p, = [— %(l—.«) + «.»'), . . . . (1)

when jr represents the "osmotic" pressure. In this « is tiie so-called

"influencing" coefficient in consequence of the interaction of the

molecules of the solvent and those of the dissolved substance. It is

known tliat « is represented by the expression )

:

" = by
'

in which the numerator passes into (6,l/a,— h^V^a,y, when Hi^ =:^^rt^a,

can be put.

Thesis III. All kinetic theories, therefore, which for non-diluted

solutions lead to expressions which remind directly of the equation

of state of gases and liquids (e.g. with v—b etc., and loit/iout /o(/(i-

rithmic member) must be rejected. (Therefore tiie theories of Wind,

Stern and others).

Thesis IV. For very diluted solutions (I) passes into

RT
JX :=: a;

,

Van 't Hoff's well-known equation. Yet it is easy to see that the

deviations for non-diluted solutions are much slighter than those for

1) v^ and v^ only dilfering in a (|uantity ol' the order x-, the difference can

always be thought included in the term ux-.

2) See among others Z f. ph. Gh. 63 (1908;, p. 227—;2"28 (Die Schraelz- und

Erstarrungskurven etc.).
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the corresponding non-ideal gas state. (Cf. Seclis Vortrage p. 29^30,
and tlie cited paper in Tiiese Proc, p. 57 et seq ).

Already from this we are led to surmise that the so-called osmotic

pressure has an entirely different ground from what the analogy of

the behaviour of the dissolved sid)stanoe to that of tiie same sub-

stance in the corresponding gas state would lead us to suspect, and

that there is iiere no close relation, only analog;/. Particularly tiie

occurrence of the term — log (1 — x) (which only i)asses into .v at

X = 0) in the expression (1) for the osmotic pressure should have

admonished to caution. This term continues to exist in the most

dilute solutions.

Thesis V. If actually the osmotic pressure was caused by the

pressure of the dissolced substance fihe old theory revived !), as

Ehrenfest also assumes again, the pressure of the "sugar" molecules

against the semi-permeable membrane would cause the reverse of wliat

is actually observed. Then there would namelj' no water pass from

the side of the pure solvent through the membrane into the solution,

and give rise to the hydrostatic counterpressure = .t in the

ascension tube of the osmometer — but this water would on the

contrary be checked, since the pressure in the so/utioii would be

greater from the outset than in the pure water !

Thesis VI. In reality the osmotic pressure is caused by the water,

penetrating through the semi-permeable membrane into the sugar

solution, which gives rise to a hydrostatic pressure, which prevents

the further intrusion of the water. 'This excess of pressure -t =: /^ — p,

is the so-called "osmotic pressure" of the solution.

Thesis VII. Every theory, whicli would try to interpret the occur-

rence of the osmotic pressure kineticalli/, should be based on the

diffusion of the water molecules on both sides of the membrane.

Quite generally one- can assume then two solutions of different con-

centration A'l and ./, on both sides of the membrane. If one confines

oneself to a soluiion of the conceuti-ation .c and pure water, one

has what follows : In the unity of time there diffuse a certain

numl»er of water molecules of the |)ure water towards the solution,

and another number from the solution towards the water. But on

account of the solution containing less water than the pure water,

there will go — parallel with the prevailing diffusion pressure —
more panicles of the waier to the solution than the reverse.

In ordinary circiimstaiices the dissolved substance (sugar) would
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also diffuse, but this diffusion is now arrested by the semi-permeable

memltrane, so that the diffusion is only brought about by the water.

Thesis VIII. Apart from what actually takes place on or in the

semi-permeable membrane — hence when simply an imaginary mem-

brane is taken, which does allow one sort of molecules to pass

through, but not the other kind — it is easy to determine ,the just

mentioned nuuibers of diffusing molecules according to Boi.tzmann's

method (in agreement with the kinetic interpietation of the thermo-

dynamic potential). (See among others .Sechs Voi'trage p. 20—21).

Then the required lot/arif/unic ineiuber arises of its own accord.

Thesis IX. If there is interddion between the two kinds of

molecules, another term r,;;' simply arises hi/ the side oï— /o</(l

—

x).

If however a = 0, as is (lie case for so-called ideal solutions (this

is also the "imaginary" case to which E. alludes in his Remarks)

all the above remarks conti)iue to be valid unimpaired — which is in

contradiction with E.'s view in his Remarks. The diffusion, the

intrusion of the water till the required excess of pressure has been

reached — everything remains the same.

E.'s opinion that the rise of the water in the osmometer can only

lake place through the three factors named by him, of which the

interaction of the two kinds of molecules is one, must therefore be

rejected with the greatest decision.

To what absurdities this conception would lead appears from this

that when as dissolved substance a substance is taken with a very

high critical temperature, and wlien this substance yet forms an

"ideal" solution with water, loitlwut interaction (« = 0), as is the

case with many organic substances (also sugar), the partial vapour

pressui'e of that dissolved substance (e. g. sugar) is vanishingly small

with respect to that of watei'. So there does not take place any

"evaporation" at all. According to E. the vapour pressure of the

sugar would become equal to tiie osmotic pressure — which for a

normal solution amounts to no less than 24 atmospheres! In reality

the partial pressure of the dissolved sugar will perhaps amount to

a billionth m.m. in the imaginary case mentioned by E. (sugar is

about in that case).

Thesis X. It appears in my 0|)inion sufficiently from the above

that the kinetic interpretation of the osmotic pressure — which is

always reappearing tigain in new forms — is moving and has moved
in a wrong direction, and should again be founded on the simple
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d'ifusion phenomenon, as was indicated by ine already more than

20 years ago, and was further worked out by me ten years ago

(Seclis Vortrage I. c.)-

OBSERVATIONS. Thongli I wish a long otium cum dignitate to

all incorrect kinetic theories, I would by no means be considered a

personal foe to the osmotic pressure — the significance of which for

the theory of the dilute solutions was set forth by van 't Hoff in

the" ingenious way characteristic of him.

My earlier and later opposition was only directed against two

later introduced abuses (with which Prof. Ehrenfest of course entirely

agrees), nainely

:

1. Against the extension of the idea {thouyht as realiti/) to isolated

homogeneous solutions (i. e. wlieu no semipermeable membrane is

thought to exist), in which of course no real pressure of 24 atms.

for every dissolved gr. mol. occurs.

2. Against the practical application of the idea to non-diluted

solutions, which application I thought undesirable in view of the

inaccuracies which then occur and which are not to be ascertained

— which can give rise to very erroneous conclusions (and have

indeed done so !). Then the general theory of tlie thermodynamic

potential (or free energy) is the obvious and sure way.

The existence of the osmotic pressure has never been called in

question by me. One does not give calculations and interpretations

of something that does not exist! But it exists only in a solution

that is separated by a semi pervieahle membrane ïvom{\\Q\mve?,o\\ent

(or from a solution of slighter concentration) — and manifests itself

then through a diffusion pressure from, the pure solvent toioards

the solution (so just the reverse of what the kinetic interpreters

imagine).

That the above described osmotic diffusion pressure for exceed-

ingly diluted solutions has a value as if the sugar molecules in the

sugar solution in the corresponding ideal gas state exert this pres-

sure, is a mere coincidence, only owing to the term — log (1

—

x)

of the so-called Gibbs' paradox ; which term, as we know, is kine-

lically in connection with the diifusion tendency of the components

of the mixture.

Only a kinetic theory of the osmotic pressure which starts from

the diifusion phenomenon, arrives at the term in question (Sechs

Vortrage, S. 20— 21); all other theories, which imagine the pressure

in ihe stigai' soluiion, only come to non-logaritkmical expressions

\v ;i - ' ilv (' (i«^|>- c, '/. 7— /• etc.), which owing to their deri-
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vation of course remind of the ordinary gas pressure, (law of Boyle,

or for non-diluled solutions the formula of van der Waals), but which

are to be called inaccurate in the most absolute sense.

Fontnnivent suv Clarens, April, 1915.

AppendLc durimj the correction.

In a correspondence on tins subject with Prof. Ehrenfest (Prof.

LoRENTZ was namely so kind as to send him my article) it iuis

become still clearer to me to what E.'s result, whicii in my opinion

is erroneous, is to be ascrilied.

In his considerations he namely assumes (this had not api)earcd

to me from his paper) that the molecules of tlie substances do not

exert any action on each other, i.e. that all the forces and actions,

also those in the collisions, are neglected, (that the attractive forces

are neglected, does not affect the correctness or incorrectness of the

calculations). Prof. E. e.^presses this by saying: The water is quite

unaffected by the sugar present, and vice versa.

This is the very core of the problem. When the water is not

affected by the sugar present, then i>iv) = fi(0), and no longer

f*(,r) --:= fi(0) -|- RT log (1— .r). In other words: E. works with substances

for which Gibbs's paradox lias disappeared, and which have therefore

become entirely free from Iherniodynamics. Hence he could not

possibly find the expression — log [\
—

.r) corresponding to it.

Such extra-stellary, thermodynamic-free substances have of course

lost all diffusion tendency - which just causes the phenomenon of

the osmotic pressure. For if the water is quite unaffected by the

sugar present, there exists no impetus any longer for the water to

be displaced, so that the disturbed equilibrium (between concentrations

X and 0, or ,i\ and ,*'j) is reestablished.

As so many before him. Prof. E. has in my opinion allowed

himself be carried away (see e.g. p. 1241 of his paper) by the striking

analogij, which was already mentioned in Thesis IV above. That

we can only speak of analogy here, is no doubt clear after all that

was remarked above. The aiuilogy pressure of E. and others acts

namely precisely in the opposite sense from the real osmotic pressure.

In the limiting case it is not ,c that is found instead of —/('</ (1—,r),

but — ,('. This mistaken opposite |)ressnre is of course the conse-

quence of the perfect freedom of the sugar molecules assumed by

E. and others, which molecules now begin to exert a pressure of

24 atms. per gr. mol. on the semi-permeable wall — a pressure

which of course is not e.xerted for ordinary solutions as we know
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them on eartli. And where E. spenks in his paper of the kinetic

interpretation of the osmotic pressure, it seems to rae that he too

sliould worlv with snbstances as they exist on earth, and not with

such where Thermodynamics is ehminated.

For throngh the elimination of the actions between the molecules

just the "according-to-probability unordered kinetic" element (the

kinetic equivalent of Thermodynamics), wliicli is brought about by

the mutual collisions has been done away wit!:, and oidy the

"roughly kinelic" element remains, which then, moreover, leads to

to the opposite result.

In conclusion I can adduce no better evidence of tlie validity of

my considerations than tlie following.

For a gas mi.vture (even if necessai-y of ideal gases) of e.g. 0, in

Nj — separated frou) pure N^ l\y a semi-permeable membrane, whicli

does not let through O^ — the osmotic pressure would just as for

li(piid mixtures, be represented by tlie above equation (1). Here

too tiie yas mixture would rise in an ascension tube (in consequence

of the diffusion tendency of the pure nitrogen) till the necessary

counler iin's-suri' iiad been reaclieil, which then prevented the further

.intrusion of llie nitrogen. Hut here too "liie osmotic pressure" starts

from the pure niliogen outside the iTiixiiire, and not from the 0, m
the mixture. Tliat ihere is here no question of a separate excess of

pressure of (lie ()„, appears from this that at the beginning of the

experiment the gas [)ressnres on tlie two sides of the membrane are

perfectly tlie same, (both = 1 atm.), the sum of the partial pressures

of the O2 -j- that of the N^ of course being precisely equal to the

pressure of the N, on tiie otiier side of the membrane. The excess

of pressure does not make its appearance until ri/Vrr the appearance

of the (lifftisioii — and arises, as lias been said, from the piu'e

nitrwjen.

Tiiese observations, whicii in my opinion are conclusive for this

problem, have already been made and elaborated in my Lehrbnch

der Matiiematischen Chemie (1901), p. 30-31.

4 May. 1915.
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Anatomy. — "On th.i> ^iwtKincroIocilcdl .•iujnification of the cninio-

rertebral Interval." B_y Dr. J. A. J. Barge. (Communicated

by Prof. L. Bolk).

(Communicated in the meeting of May 29, 1915).

In the so exceedingly extensive literature concerning the history

of the development of vertebral column and cranium two problems

chielly draw conliiinally the attention : the so-called resegmenlation

of the vertebral column (Nengliederung dcr Wirbelsiiule) and the

metamery of the craiiiuui.

Both problems have been studied circumstantially, and the biblio-

graphy of both can boast of classical essays from the best days of

mor|)hoIogy. The more remarkable it must be called, that the two

fundamental views, that served as a guide to the numerous investi-

gators in this departmeni, and. which, ul pn^sent at least, in ]n'inciple,

are pretty well generally aduiilli'd, liaxe couslantly been studied

separately, and never \l'\ in their mulual relation.

It is especially to Ibis fact that I wish (o lix the attention in this

communicalion, in order lo s1k)w in this wa\' at the same time, how

for this reason the signitication of iuiporlant carefully slated facts

has remained unobserved.

Since Goethk and Oken expressed in the "Vertebral theory of the

cranium" for the first lime the idea, that llie bones of the cranium,

at least those of mammals, could be grouped into a uiimber of

segments, which show some similarity with vertebrae, the doctrine

concerning the metamery of the cranium has passed through a long

period of development. It is superlliious to describe here this histo-

rical development already lur this reason that most of the manuals

give a summary of this idea more detailed than seems desirable in

the short compass of this commnnication.

It may suffice to point out, that the question that was put wiien

this problem was investigated, has constantly \ aried, and that the phases

of developuient of this idea can probai)ly be best characterized by

the following formulations of the problem.

J. Are there evidences that prove, that the cranium has been con-

structed of a number of segments corresponding to vertebrae?

2. Is tlie cranium, or at least part of it, formed in its embryonal

develojnnent in a sinnlar way and of equivalent material as the

vertebral column ?*

3. Arc there indications, that make it probable, that at least part
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of the cranium was segmented in a previous period of the phylo-

genelical development ?

In this last foi'm the problem is at the present moment still benig

discussed, though the arguments that are now brought forward to

enable us to come to an affirmative answer of this question, are of a

character quite different from those which Gegknbaur, who was the first

to formulate it in this way, developed for it. At present the state of

the problem is indeed so, that a positive answer of the (|uestion is

no longer contested by any of the investigators, and they only do

not agree in stating how great tiie part of the cranium is, over

which the mentioned segmentation extends.

In connection with the much earlier ontogenetical investigations

of Rathke, Gegenbaur distinguished in the cranium 2 parts, a frontal

not segmented part and a posterior segmented part. The two parts

are designated as the vertebral part and the praexertebral one.

According to Gegenbaur, who formed his theory from the pheno-

mena of the Selachier-ci'anium, the vertebral part would form by

far the greater part of the cranium ; oidy the region in which the

N. opticus and the N. olfactorius pierce through the skull, would

belong to the praevertebral region. The vertebral part constructed

by fusion of about 9 cranial vertebrae would be primary, and it

is only after concrescence of these elements, that the praevertebral

jiart would have been developed by excrescence in a frontal direction

of liie cai-tiiageous part formed in the above mentioned manner,

under adaptation to the olfactory groove and the optical organ.

We do not find with Gegenbaur a primitive part of the cranium,

—

principally to be distinguished from the other segmented part of the

cranium — , which ought to be maintained as real primordial cranium

contrary to the vertebral column. The body of vertebrates consisted

of a number of equivalent segments. The frontal part of these has

fused for the formation of the cranium, the posterior part forms the

vertebral column. Secondarily, by excrescence, an unsegmented part

has still been added to the segmented part of the cranium.

Stöhr added to this the opinion that the number of segments

used for the construction of the cranium is not constant, and con-

tinually increases in the series of vertebrates. The craniovertebral

interval shifts consequently more and more in a caudal direction.

Other investigators could confirm the correctness of this view.

Sagemehl succeeded in showing, that the cranium of higher developed

pisces and of amnioles has incieased in a caudal direction with 3

vertel)rae. This cranium would consequently be the Selachiercranium
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augmented witli 3 vertebrae. With I'sgard to the formation of thé

Selaohiercranium Sa(;kmkhi. is of the same opinion as Gegenbauek. It

wonld namely have taken existence from metameres. It is howevei

of great importance to remark iiere, that, according to Sagemfjil,

tliese metameres liad not yet the character of vertebrae, and that

conseqnentiy the fusion-progress of these metameres in order to form

the Seiachier-cranium is not equivalent to tlie addition of the H

vertebrae to the Seiachier-cranium, which we observe with higher

pisces and amniotes.

Sagemehl calls the Selachier cranium protometamere, tlje cranium

enlarged by the addition of 3 vertebrae auximetamere.

Van Wijhe showed that with Selachiers 9 segments (primordial

vertebrae, somites) can be distinguished at the dorsal head mesoderm,

wh'ch cori'espond entirely with and are equivalent to (hose of the

trunkregion. Gegenbauer's vievs', that the head would be nothing

else but a transformed part of the trunk, was certainly supported

by this discovery. Va.n' Wijhe's discoveries were however not of

such great signiiicalion for the skeleton, as he could show, it is

true, that sclerotomes originated from the primordial vertebrae, but

it appeared likewise from his investigations, tiiat this segmentation

of the primitive formation of the skeleton was immediately again

suppressed.

The investigations of Frouiep are of great importance for the

problem of the cranium metamery.

Froriep likewise distinguishes 2 [larts of the cranium, one formerly

segmented part and one unsegmented part. In this respect he con-

sequently agrees with Gegenbaur. Not so however with regard to

the place of the boundary-line between the two regions. According

to Gegenbaur this boundaiy-line would be situated far frontally, and

the unsegmented |)art would be restricted to the part of the cranium,

formed secondaiily in the neighbourhood of the olfactory groove

and the optical oi'gan. Froriep however admits as boundary-line

between the two regions the S[)0t, where the N. Vagus pierces through

the base of the skull. The earlier segmented part is thus, according

to Froriep, but very small and confines itself only to the occipital

region. Froriep showed now that with cow and hen this occipital

part behaves ontogenetically as the frontal part of the vertebral

column, and consequently shows likewise the design of primordial

vertrebrae, vertebral arches and nerves, whilst in the region lying

before the vagus nothing is |)erceptible that could be compared to

the segmentation in the spinal trunk-region. In accordance iierewith

Froriep distinguishes in the ci-anium a s|)inal and a |)iaespinal part.
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Wliai Fkouikp onnld sliow witli regard to tlic N. liypoglossiis i8

likewise of iiiiporlaiice. He foniid nairielv in llie course of' lliis

cerebral nerve, always conceived as purely motorical, spinalganglions,

and so it was obvious that tins nerve wonld be nothing else than

the complex of the nerves belonging to the spinal cranium-region.

This view of Froriep's concerning the spinal character of the

occipital regiou of liie cianiiini liuds in reality no longer con-

tradiction. From all sides conllrmatioiis of his discoveries have come

also with other species of animals. Everywhere it has been possible

to indicate that embryonally the occipital part of the cranium shows

great similaiity with the vertebral column. The part of the problem

regarding the melamery of the craniuui has ceased to be a problem.

At best there is only i(ucstion of the number of metameres, that

can be distinguished in the spinal part. The question after the origin

and the eventual segmentation of the part in front of the N. vagus

still remains. On this point the views are still divided. For us it

has for this moment no interest.

What is interesting for us, is the fact, that the most candal part

of the cranium, i. e. the occipiial [lart, shows distiuct proofs of a

previous segmentation wliich corresponds entirely with that of the

region of tlie vertebral cohunu. It is of importance to emphasize

here already that the above mentioned segmentation is a segmenta-

tion of metauieres or primordial vertebrae with myotome and sclero-

tome, not a segmentation in vertebrae.

The second problem nieutioned in the beginning is the so-called

re-segmentation of the vertebral column (Neugliederung der Wirbel-

siinle). The quintessence of this problem is the question, whether the

intervertebral joints with a full-grown individual are the same as

the- intervals found embryonally between the primordial vertebrae.

In other terms, whether the intersegmental and the intervertebral

intervals are the same, aud the cartilageous and the osseous verte-

brate origiiuite from the sclerotome of one primordial vertebra

(metamere.)

Remak already answered this in the negative. Van Baer admitted

still that the embryonal primordial vertebiae correspond with the

permanent later vertebrae. Remak showed that in the ])rimordial

vertebrae the intervertebral musculature originated, and at the same

time the blastema, from which the permanent vertebrae take their

origin. According to him the permanent vertebra is formed in this way :

The primitive vertebral bodies (sclerotomes they are called at present)

originating in the primordial vertebrae (metameres) fuse together, and,

at the same time, new intervals come into e.xistence for the secondary
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(permanent) vertebrae in the middle between the original intervals.

A secondary (permanent) vertebra consists consequently ot' the candal

arid cranial halves of two adjoining primitive vertebrae t'nsed together.

Accoi'ding to Remak there was in the development of the vertebral

column one moment, in which tlie blastema, from which tlie vertebrae

will originate, is entirelj' unsegmented. For a considerable time

Rkmak's theory about the "re-segmentation of the vertebral column"

has not been recognised by many anatomists. Recent investigations

however have done justice to him. Especially the investigations of

V. Ebner have turned the scale here, and in the first place the

discovery of the so-called intervertebral-fissure.

On the frontal section through an embryo (cf. fig. J) one sees

on either side of tiie chorda the bodies of the primordial vertebrae.

Fig. 1.

Frontal section tliiougli an cmljiyo of Tropidonotus na!i-ix (after v. IlIuner).

cit = chorda dorsalis ; I.s. = intervertebral fissure ;

(/.is. = arleria interprotovertebi-alis ; m.c. = myocoel.

At a certain stage of the de\eioj)ment one sees occur in it the

differentiation that causes the formation of the [)rodncts that are

derived from it.

The primordial vertebra, in which the [)rimordial vcrtebralcavity

is situated, shows a medial and a lateral lamella. The lateral lamella

is the cutislamella, from which the derm with adnexa takes its

origin; the medial one is the muscle-lamella from which the muscu-

lature develops itself. Moreover originates from this medial lamella

of the primordial segment the blastema (mesenchym) from which
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the skeleton will form itself, and willi Amniotes a rather considerable

part of it is used. This mesenehym accumulates between tlie chorda

and the medial lamella of (he pi-imordial vertebra, so that the

primordial vertebrae are pushed in a lateral direction from the

chorda. The intervals between the different primordial segments are

distinctly indicated I)}' the transversal course of the inlersegmental-

or interprotovertebral vessels.

What is now v. Ebnkk's discovery?

This that from the lumen of the primordial vertebra a narrow

fissure runs in a medial direction to quite near the chorda. This

fissure, called by v. Ebnkr intervei'tehral-fissnre divides each segment

into a cleai'ly defined anterior and a posterior (cranial and caudal)

half. With Tropidonotns natrix (npou which v. Ebner made his first

investigations) this fissure is most distinct in the neighbourhood of

the spinalganglions. More dorsally it disappears; ventrally it can

easily be followed as far as the region of the chorda. As was said

this fissure was first observed by v. Ebnek in Tropidonotns natrix

and afterwards it was shown by the same investigator in hens,

mice and hats. This discoveiT was soon confirmed by other investi-

gators with other animals and also with man. The existence of the

fissure is no longer contested. Van Ebnek could also already show

that the intervertebral fissures agreed completely with the joints of

the later permanent vertebrae. According to him they disappear in

the end in the dense mass of tissue, in which afterwards the articular

cavities between the vertebrae occur.

The permanent vertebrae come now into existence each in the

region that is limited between 2 intervertebral-fissures. Consequently

each vertebra belongs to two segments and is constructed of the

caudal half of a discretional segment and the cranial half of the

next following one. This agrees consequently entirely with Remak's

assertion cited above, with this difference however, that the inter-

vertebral-fissures that indicate the intervals between the permanent

vertebrae, can already be observed when the intervals between the

segments have not yet disappeared, so that (he unsegmented blastema,

which, according to Remak, should exist for some time, does in reality

not occur.

After this explanation it is obvious what must be understood by

re-segnieulation of the vertebral column. The segmentation that is

expressed by the permanent vertebrae, is different from that which

is given by the primordial vertebrae; a new and another segmen-

tation has taken place.

How do now the fused caudal and cranial segments behave in
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the forming of the vertebra? This depends npon the species of

animal in question. Willi some animals we see that the originally

caudal half and the originalij cranial half have an equal part in

the forming of the vertebra. With most higher Amniotes and like-

wise with man we see however that, at least as regards the ver-

tebral arch, the caudal segmenthalf becomes predominant, whilst the

cranial one, partly because the spinal-nerve and the spinalganglion

belonging to it always lie in it, gets more into the background. It

is not my intention to enter into further parliculais about the share

that the two segmenthalves have in the forming of the vertebra. The
statements of the divers investigators diverge, which must be partly

attributed to the certaiidy very great dilïiculties of the investigation,

partly to the fact mentioned already above, that the relations with

the different species of animals are not the same in this respect.

I will only emphatically point out, that in what way the segment-

halves may behave in definite cases in the forming of the vertebra,

they naturally possess a complete potency, in such a measure that

from each of the two halves under special circumstances a complete

vertebi-a can be formed. A proof of this are the so called em-

bolomere or )-hachitome vertebrae, which occur frequently with

Anamnia, but are likewise found with Amniotes, which was first

shown by Goethe with Lacerta viridis, afterwards by Manner with

Angius and by Schauinsland with Sphenodon, Castor fiber and

Cetaceae.

After this very short explanation of what is essential in the meta-

mery of the cranium and the re-segmentation of the vertebral column

we shall examine, to what consecjuence these two dogmas lead in

the ontogeny of the craiiio-vertebral region.

If the doctrine of the metamery of the cranium according to

Froriep and the later investigators is correct, and for the present

there is no reason to doubt of it, then we must represent to ourselves

the region of the spinal part of the cranium (the praespinal part

can, as falling beyond the cranio-vertebral region, remain out of

consideration) and of the vertebral column in a very young stage

of embryonal development, as an uninterrupted row of anatomically

(not morphologically) equivalent scleromeres, as is represented schema-

tically in Fig. 2.

Axially the chorda(f/i.) extends, through these scleromeres, the

cranial and caudal boundaries of which are indicated by the arteriiae

intersegmentales {a.i.s. interprotovertebrales). Laterally from the scle-

romeres one sees the myotome belonging to the connected segment

14
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with in it tlie myocoel (/H.r.) whicli is continued in a nnedial direction

in tiie intervortebral fissure {f.i.r.) of von Ebnkk to ([uite near the

vi.c

Fig. 2.

th. = chorda dorsalis
; n.s. ~ nei-vus spinalis ; a.i.s. = arteria interprotovertebralis

;

m.c. = myocoel
; f.i.v. = intervertebral fissure.

chorda. The scleromere is divided, as was described above, by

this intervertebral fissure into two halves, a cranial half and a

caudal half. In the cranial half we see the N. spinalis (n.s.), the

caudal iialf is represented striped in conformity with the fact that

it is as a rule considerably stronger tinged. Somewhere in this row
of sclcromeres, which encloses consequently the spinal part of the

skull and the immediately adjoining part of the vertebral column

at some period or other of the development the cranio-vertebral

interval will manifest itself.

What is interesting for us at the occurrence of this interval is

not the question, where it will present itself, in this sen.se, as if it

were of importance for us, how many scleromeres will join the

cranium This problem remains here entirely out of consideration.

What we want to know of the interval is, whether it coincides



with the interval between the scleromeres or with the intervertebral

fissure of von Ebner. Thoiigli, as far as I know, the question as

such has never been put, it can however be answered with certainty

from the literature. It has indeed always been found ') (c.f. the well

known investigations of Froriep, Weiss, Gaupp, Bakdeen andolhers)

and my own investigations on shcep-enibryones confiim this in every

resi)ect, that the cranioverlebral interval coincides with a segment

or scleromere interval, and that the most caudal part of the cranium

is always formed by a caudal segment-half. This can be most easily

ascertained by paying attention to the nerves. The nerve running

in the cranial half of the scleromere, the caudal half of which forms

the most caudal part of tiie cranium, forms with the two nerves

of the two scleromeres lying in a cranial direction from it, the I'oots

of the N. hypoglossus; the nerve in the cranial half of tlie next

following segment in caudal direction, is the free I'*' cervical-nerve

running outside the cranium {c.f. Fig. 3). The caudal half of the

last segment belonging to the craiunm is always strongly developed

and by its intensive colour disliiicliy to be distinguished from the

weakly tinged cranial half of tiie in caudal direction next following

segment belonging to the region of the vertebral column, in which

cranial half always the first cervical-nerve is found.

If now we pay careful attention to the fact ascertained by obser-

vation, that the cranio-vertebral interval is an intersegmental one,

it appears immediately that necessarily, in consequence of the pi-ocess

of the resegmentation of the vertebral column, one segment-half

remains between the first cervii'al vertebra and the occipital bone.

An illustration of this otfers fig. 3.

We see in it as in Fig. 2 a^ representation of a row of segments,

in vvhich axially the chorda extends itself, and which in a lateral

direction are linuted by the myotomes somewhat further differentiated

in comparison with Fig. 2, from which the myocoel has disappeared.

Here the caudal half is likewise striped ; in the cranial segment-half

the spinal-nerve (?i..y.) is indicated whilst the intersegmental vessels

{a.i.s.) limit the segments. The line A.B. represents the cranioverte-

bral interval situated intersegmentally.

In the process of the resegmentation described above, the vertebrae

are formed from the segments in such a way that the caudal half

of each segment fuses with the cranial half of tlie next following

segment in a caudal direction. So e.g. the caudal half of the fourth

segment {S. IV) will fuse with the cranial half of the fifth segment

') These statements only regard A'liniotes.

14*
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(,§. V), the caudal half of S. Til with the cranial half of 5. IV,

the caudal half of S. 11 with the cranial lialf of S. J If, and tlie

caudal iialf of iS'. / with the cranial lialf of S. II, and in this way

n.c I

n c n

Fig 3.

ch. — chorda dorsalis ; m. = myotome
; f.i.v = intervertebral fissure ; a.i.s. = arteria

interprotovertebralis ; A.B. = cranio-vertebral interval ; n.c. I = 1st cervical nerve
;

n.c. II = 2nd cervical nerve.

resp. the 4th, 3rd, 2nd and 1st cervical vertebrae will be formed.

If we call the cranial lialf a, the caudal one h, we can say in

general that the /?"' \ ertebra is formed by the fusion of Sn . h

with Si^a -\- 1) II \ the «''' vertebra i)as consequently for metamere

formula Sn b ^ S{ii -\- 1) a. From the first segment remains now
(he cranial half S . Lt, for it remains separated from the caudal

lialf of the segment lying cranially from it by the cranio-vertebral

interval.

The conclusion from this demonstration tliat has issued from no

other premises tlian from the law of the resegmentation of the

vertebral column and from tlie fact, that the cranio-vertebral interval

is an intersegmenlai one, must consequently be, that between the
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cranium and the vertebral oohunn a free «egnientlialf is found, that

has certainly an osteogenetical, perhaps even a hemispondylogene-

tical potency.

It is now the question whether this potency is activated, and if

so, what phenomena are the results of this activication. Though it

is not the intention of this communication to give a categorical

answer to the question submitted here, I will however indicate

already the direction in which, according to my opinion, the answer

must be looked for, and fix the attention to the fact that in the

cranio-vertebral region a great many phenomena present themselves,

the morpiiological signification of which has as yet not by far been

defined in the same way by all investigators. I have here especially

an eye to the variations of the atlas in the region of the sulcus

arteriae vertebralis, to the different phenomena on which in fact

tiie Fro-atlashypothesis of Aijjrecht is founded, to the concrescentia

atlanto-occipitalis and the manifestation of the occipital vertebra.

I think, that all these phenomena can be brought under one

point of view, namely the existence of the above mentioned segment-

half la.

A further investigation into this question will form the subject

of a following communication.

Anatomy. — "27tó (/enetical signification of some atlas-variations '

.

By Dr. J. A. J. B.\rge. (Comnuinicated hy Prof. L. Bolk).

In the previous communication, "On the metamerological signification

of the cranio-vertebral interval" I iiave fixed the attention to the

fact, verified also by investigation, that between the atlas and the

caudal boundary of the cranium, in consequence of the intersegmental

position of the craniovertebral interval and of the process of the

re-segmentation of the vertebral column, necessarily a free half-

segment must exist, indicated for the sake of brevity as the semi-

segment \a.

At the end of this communication the question was raised, to what

phenomena the activation of the osteogenetic potency, doubtlessly

existing In this semi-segment, would give rise, and the provisional

answer to this question was, that, in my opinion, it would prol)ably

be possible to trace a relation between the established existence of

the semi-segment and a series of phenomena in the cranio-vertebral
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region, namely tlie atlas-vai-iations, the Pro-atlas uf Albrecht, the

concresceiitia atlaiito-ocri|iitalis and the manifestation of the occipital

vertebra.

In this second communication I intend to trace the signification

of the existence of the semi-segment for the morphological explanation

of the atlas-variations.

The fact that I wish to discuss in the first place these atlas-

variations finds its foundation among otiiers in the circumstance that

it is just the study of these variations that has been the nearest induce-

ment to state the existence of the semi-segment la described in the

pi'evious communication.

In the description of the human atlas it is always indicated, that

the most lateral part of the arcus posterior, namely that part that

borders immediately on the massa lateralis is characterized by a

notch. This notch, called sulcus arteriae vertebralis, is caused by

the arteiia vertebralis, which after having passed through the foramen

transversarium atlantis bends behind the massae laterales and crosses

the arcus posterior together with the first cervical-nerve, before it

pierces the membrana atlanto-occipitalis. The degree of development

of this notch shows a great deal of variability. Now it is flat and

shallow, now one sees that it has been transformed into a channel

shut off from all sides, because an osseous bridge extends itself

from the posterior rim of the massae laterale to the upper-rim of

the arcus posterior, so that one must then speak of a canalis or

foramen arteriae vertebralis. This latter condition occurs frequently,

witness the fact, that nearly all text-books call the attention to it

in their descriptions of the atlas.

The nomenclature, however', of this variation, both of the osseous

bridge, mentioned above, and of the channel or foramen the cranial

border of which is formed by the bridge, varies so very much, tiiat

it is almost as arbitrary to find out oneself a name for it, as to

make a choice from the numerous existing names. In ray opinion

foramen atlantoideum posterius (Boi.k) and foramen arcuale (Gaupp)

are the simplest among the denominations of the above-mentioned

foramen. 1 shall call the osseous bridge over this foramen ponticulus

posterior.

Beside this variation of the human atlas a second is known,

wliicD Dccurs less frequently, li consists herein, that from the lateral

side I f ilie up|)er-rini oF the massa lateralis an osseous bridge

x eii'ls lo the most lateral |)art of the upfier-rim of the processus

ii y us atlant -. Here is consequently the arteria vertebralis

d i)) .1 bone, now uigether with the ramus anterior of the
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first cervical nerve, and in this way a .short channel or ring-sha|)ed

opening is formed. To indicate this opening Bolk uses the name of

foramen atlantoideiim laterale, whilst Gaupp proposes to borrow the

denomination that the veterinary surgeons (Ellknberger and Baum)

give to its homologon, constantly occurring with many animals, the

foramen alare. The osseous bridge that shuts off this foramen at

the top I call ponticulus lateralis.

As I remarked already previously both variations are known in

literature. Le Double ') indicates the frequency of the foramen

allant. posterior and the ponticidus lateralis as 11.7% that of the

foramen atlantoideum and the ponticulus lateralis as 1.87o-

In the collection of atlases of the Anatomical Laboratory in

Amsterdam, I found among 3360 atlases 77 or 2.3% with foramen

atlantoideum laterale and 355 or 10.67„ with foramen atlantoideum

|)os(ei'ius. The numbers resulting from the examination of this material,

which is at least twice as huge as the complete collective tables from

which Le Double calculated his percentage do consequently not

considerably deviate from the latter.

The simultaneous occurrence of these two variations at the same

atlas has a.o. been described by Bolk '), who found a combination of

a foramen atlantoideum laterale and a bilateral foramen atlantoideum

posterius on the right side.

Le Double (l.c.s.) mentions likewise a case in which on the right

side the two foramina with the ponticuli belonging to them were

simultaneously present.

From the material that was at my disposal, I could select a

series, in which all imaginable coincidences occur, as appears from

the following summary :

1. For. atl. lat. bilateral For. all. y.

2. „ „ „ „ „ „

3. „ „ „

4. „ „ „ to the left „ „

5. „ „ „ „ „ „ „

6. „ „ „ „ „ „ „ „

7. „ „ „ „ „ right „

8. „ „ „ „ „ ,, ,. „

9. „ „ „ „ ., ,. „ „

10. ,, ,, ,, missuig ,, ,,

11. „ ., „ „ ,. „

12. „ „ „ „ ., „

bilateral with 2 specimens
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The two most remarkable cases of this series are doubtless tiic

two specirriiiia mentioned first, as to my knowledge they have not

yet been described. One of them is represented in F'ig. J.

Fig. 1.

Alius with bilateral ponticulus lateralis and bilateral

ponliculus posterior.

Rises the question about the morphological signification of these

variations.

Among the investigators that have tried to give an answer to this

question, there are especially three, who claim the attention here,

viz. Lk Double, Bolk and dk Buklet.

Le Double explains the occurrence of the above-described ponticuli

posteriores simply mechanically and regards it as ossification of a

ligament, which in most cases is found between the upper-posterior-rim

of the massae laterales and the upper- rim of the most latei-al part

of the arcus posterior atlantis. This ossification would take place

under the influence of the pulsations of the arteria vertebralis.

In consequence of the curving of this artery at this place the

convexity of which is directed backwards, every pulse-gulf would

push the above-described ligament backward ; thereby a traction

would be occasioned on the periost of the atlas on the spot where

the ligament is fastened and under the influence of the stimulus the

osteogenetic potency of the periost would be increased. Le Double

cites, as an explanation of the occurrence of the ponticuli laterales,

an ossification of a ligament occasioned by the same causes.

It seems to me very improbable that the cause of the formation

of the mentioned variations is to be found in the pulsations of the

A. vertebralis. In the first place it is very improbable that a so

typical variation should exclusively be dependent upon outward

circumstances, the more so, as these circumstances are pretty well

constantly' existing, and the frequency of the variation, though not

unimportant, is after all not so great as might be expected in

kolom bij den menscli en hunne beteekenis. Nederl. Tijdsclir. v. Geneesk. 1899

Dl. 1, 11, 190.). Dl. 1.

L. Bulk. Zur Frage der Assimilation des Atlas am Schadel beim Menschen.

Anal. Anzeiger Bd. XXVlll.
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accordance with the pretty- well constant occurrence of the above-

mentioned ligaments and the not less constant pulsation of the A
vertebralis. Tiiere are however still other considerations that, in our

opinion, make Le Double's explanation appear less acceptable.

Suppose even that the stimulus of the periost caused by the pulsation

of the A. vertebralis should in reality be the cause of the occurrence

of the ponticuli posteriores and laterales, then it would at all events

be at least astonishing that tlie results of this process, naturally some-

what slow, could already be observed at a youthful age, and yet this

is the case, as I have been able to ascertain with several atlases of

the collection 1 have examined. The extraordinarily powerful way,

in which in many cases both the ponticuli posteriores and the

ponticuli laterales can be developed make us likewise doubt the

correctness of Le Double's explanation of the discussed variations,

the more so, as it is generally known, that osseous tissue reacts

on the pulsations of the vesselwall rather with atrophy than with

hypertrophy.

This doubt becomes still greater if we also consider the results

of comparative anatomical investigation which were also known
to Le Double. For then it appears that with many groups of mam-
mals, and among these also primates, the ponticuli and foramini,

occurring with man only as variations, are constant and normal

parts of the atlas.

BoLK has laid, as far as it regards Primates, a stress upon this

fact, which was already known to Merkel. He demonstrates that

namely the normal human atlas has been developed by reduction

from the more complete form, as it is met with among Primates

a.o. with Cynocephalides. This reduction regards in the first place

the topmost limitation of the canalis arteriae vertebralis, with

Cynocephalides still completely extant, of which first the most lateral

part (the [lonliculus lateralis) afterwards also the medial part (the

ponticuius posterior) disappears, by which process the channel is

changed into a notch.

The repeated occurrence of these ponticuli must consequently most

probably be regarded as a common atavism; ponticuius posterior

and ponticuius lateralis are with the human atlas regressive variations.

According to this notion the signification of this variation is in

compai'ison with Le Double's view a quite difierent one. The prin-

cipal cause of its occurrence is now not to be found in outward

circumstances, however favourable their influence may for the rest

be upon the process, but in a generally occurring inclination of

reproducing phylogenelically older forms.
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If we desist from Ifjiiig to give an aiiswei* to tiie qnestioii aficr the

influences that have brougiit al)oiit the reduction of the human atlas

ill the above-mentioned part's, tiie inlerprotation of the reoccurrence of

the ponticnii laterales and posteriores as regressive variation gives

certainly a satisfactory ex|)Uiiialion of this piienonienon, as entering

upon fnrtiier delails of tiic problem would iminediatei3- lead ns lo

the department of general biology and specially to that of ihc piieno-

mena of lieredily.

The way in whicii dk Burlkt '), the third of the above-mentioned

in\esiigators, lias treated the problem differs principally from that

of tiie former. In (he views hitherto reproduced tiiere was only an

attempt to answer the question after the signification and the origin

of the ponticuli posteriores and laterales with the human atlas.

Dk Bukj.et puts the question in a different way by taking likewise

into account with this question the homologa of these elements, as

they constantly occur— as has already been mentioned — with many

mammals. By doing so the problem assumes a more general nature,

and may be formulated as follows:

"What is the signification of the foramen arcuale and alareofthe

mammal atlas and of the parts lying ci'anially from it?"

When answering this question de Burlet points out the possibility

that the arcns posterior atlanlis should not be equivalent to the

arcus posterior of the other \ertebrae, in this sense namely, that

foreign elements lying originally cranially from it should have

assimilated with the arcns posterior atlanlis, and as original source

of these elements he indicates the so-called proatlas.

1 cannot treat de Burlet's view completely within the compass

of this communication. The notion proatlas has in the course of

time gradually been modified and is even now by no means accu-

rately defined, so that an effectual discussion of de Burlet's view

that the ponticulus posterior and lateral might be homologised with

the proatlas requires necessarily an accurate definition of the proatlas.

I hope to do so in a subsequent communication, whicli will be entirely

devoted to the Proatlas-problem ; now I can, whilst explaining my
own view, only enter upon de Burlet's opinion in so far as he

admits the possibility that elements having originally extended cra-

nially* from the arcus posterior atlantis should have assimilated with

it, and the posterior arch of the atlas should consequently not be

homologous with the posterior arch of the other vertebrae.

1) De Burlet. H. M. — Ueber einen ludimonlaren Wubelkörper an dei- Spitze

des Dens Epistrophei bei einem Embryo von Bradypus cuculli. Morpliol. Jabrb.

Bd. XLV. H 3.
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In order to examine in how far the possibilitj' expressed here is

likewise a reality, we ought in the first place to remember what has

been said in the previous communication on the metamerological

signification of the cranio-vertebral iiiterval about the metamere

relation of the vertebrae.

From the generally admitted and in fact ascertained law of the

re-segmentation of the vertebral column we have then deduced that

in general the n"' vertebra has been constructed from ihe caudal

half of the ?*'•' scleromere and the cranial half of the C»-)-!)'''

scleromere, so that the metamere formula of the vertebrae is

Vl^ertebra) n = Snb + S (/«+ J ) U.

If now we admit that the atlas, with regard to its metamere

relations, is entirely equivalent to Ihe other vertebrae and that

consequently the above-mentioned formula likewise holds good

for the atlas, then follows from it necessarily (supposing n=z\),

that the atlas would be constructed from the caudal iialf of Ihe

first segment and the cranial half of the second one.

Lei us now regard in this connection the position of the ponticuli

posteriores and laterales.

civ

V.c.m

Fig. 2.

Gh — chorda m = myotome; AB = cranio-vertebral interval;

S I = 1st Segment; S It = 2d Segment, etc. a = cranial

serai-segment; b = caudal semi-segment; n. c. 1 = le cer-

vicalnerve; v. c. 11 = axis.

To the nature of the ponticuli belongs that they form Ihe cranial

extremity resp. of Ihe foramen arcuale and of the foramen alare,

through which foramina the tiret cervical nerve passes. Both the

ponticuli are consequently always situated cranially from this first

cervical-nerve. Fig. 2 however teaches us, according to the law,
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tliat the spinal-nerve is always sitiialeti in tlie cranial half of ihe

solei'Otome to wliicli it belongs, that tlie first cervical-nerve does not

belong to the semi-segments from which the atlas is constrncted, at

least not, it' we maintain that the atlas is eqnivalent to the other

vertebrae and that its formula is SI^ -\- SUa. If now the 1'" spinal-

nerve is situated in the cranial semi-segment hi, as is in every

respect confirmed by investigation, then a fortiori the ponticulus

lying cranially from this nerve must be reckoned to the same semi-

segment, at all events most certainly not to the caudal semi-segment

lb. If consecpiently a ponticulus is present, then it follows necessarily

from the fact, tiiat the ponticulus has been formed in the cranial

semi-sclerotome la (it remains separated from Ihe caudal half of the

last sclerotome of the cranium by the cranio-vertebral interval

situated intersegmentally) that indeed Ihe atlas is no longer equivalent

to the other vertebrae, but is constructed instead of 3 semi-sclerotomes

and not of 2 and consequently the formula must run : SIa-|-SI6-|- SIK/.

Hereby an answer is given both to the question put by de Burlkt

after the signification and the origin of the ponticuli posteriores and

laterales, occurring with man as a variation and with many mammals

constantly, and in the first instance to the question formulated in

the beginning of this communication, if activation can occur of the

osteogenetic potency of the "free" semi-segment h/. and if so, to what

phenomena this activation will give rise.

The answer to Ihe first question must be that, on account of the

existence of the Ponticuli posteriores and laterales, the atlas may

most decidedly not be called equivalent to the other vertebrae, but

that, in comparison with the other vertebrae, it has enlarged itself,

as was likewise supposed by de Burlet by assimilation of a cranially

lying element originating in the semi-segment \a.

The answer to the second question must be, that activation

of the osteogenetic potency of the semi-segment la is doubtlessly

possible, and that one of the phenomena, by which this activation is

characterized, consists in the occurrence of the ponticuli posteriores

and laterales, which limit cranially the foramina arcualia and

alaria. We can imagine this process thus, that in that region of

the semi-segment la, that corresponds with the arcus posterior

vertebrae (the region of the body of the vertebra remains for the

present out of discussion) on account of the influence of the ossi-

ficating potency existing in it, an osseous arch is formed, be it

usually only weak, which assimilates with the arcus posterior atlantis

and leaves, when doing so, a necessary opening for the passage of

the n. cervicalis I and the a. vertebralis, the foramen arcuale. The
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same holds for tlie region of the processus (ransversus. There is

likewise formed in tiie semi-segment ]ii an osseous piece connected

witli the osseous arch in the region of tlic arcus posterior, whicli,

whilst leaving the required room for the passage of a. vertebralis

and ramus anterior n. cervicalis, (foramen alare) assimilates with

the processus Iransversus.

If this representation is correct, it is self-evident to admit, that

besides the above-mentioned ponticuli other elements can be indicated

in the dorsal region of tiie atlas, which must be reduced to the semi-

sclerotome la. Hereby 1 have especially in view the cranial half of

the massae laterales and the central part of the arcus posterior,

situated between the place of insertion of the ponticuli posteriores

into the posterior arch. With regard to the massae laterales we
need only pay attention to the fact, that both the ponticuli originate

at its upper-resp. posterior and lateral rim, and that this place of

origin resp. the part of the massa lateralis projecting most posteriously

and laterally is likewise always situated cranially from the 1^^ spinal-

nerve; for on this s[)ot we see, with somewhat strong development,

the two ponticuli assimilate into each other. Consequently we are

compelled to admit that here also is a part lying in the most

cranial region of the massae laterales, which just like both the ponticuli

has originated from the semi-segment la. A difficulty however

presents itself here for tixing the boundary-line between the regions

of the semi-segments la and lb. Tiiere was no difficulty in this

respect for the ponticuli, as all that lies cranially from the first

spinal-nerve i.e. over the foramen arcuale or alare does certainly

not belong to lb. and there is not a single inducement to admit

that anything of the region lying caudally with regard to that nerve,

should belong to the semi-segment la. Here however it is different,

the massae laterales show neither with the full-grown atlas nor

with the young one a I'elief of any morphological signification, as

the for. arcuale or the for. alare doubtlessly is, and that would

allow to indicate the boundary-line between the semi-segment la and lb.

We can consequently say indeed, that in all probability part of (he

massae laterales still belongs to the semi-segment la, for the present

it is however impossible to say which part belongs to it.

For the above-mentioned central part of the arcus posterior it is

easier. Also in this region it is, as we saw, a priori probable, that

the activation of the osteogenetic potency of the semi-segment la

does not remain restricted to the ponticuli posteriores and laterales,

but extends itself between the points of insertion of the ponticuli

into the arcus posterior, and consc(picntly forms an in the median
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line uninterrupted osseous arch. As a rule the boundary-line between

the regions belonging to Sla and Sib cannot be observed here,

no more as with the massae laterales, for the simple reason that no

passage required for nerve or bloodvessel keeps the regions separated.

It seems to me to be here the place to fix the attention to

peculiarities occurring rather frequently at the ossification of the

posterior arch of the atlas. In some cases namely one sees either

in the median line, or immediately on either side of if, openings in

the arcus posterior. The occurrence of these foramina is not entirely

unknown. Lk Double mentions them in his repeatedly cited work,

when he says on p. 88 that sometimes the tnberculum posterior

atlantis is replaced "par une depression plus ou moius profonde,

dans laquelle on trouve par exception un foramen minuscule, qui

est I'origine d'une canalicide, qui s'ouvre en avant dans la cavité

rachidienne". The author does however not attach any signification

to it, nor does he try to give an explanation of it.

The mentioned opening, which might be distinguished as foramen

arcuale medianum or mediale, occurs rather frequently in those

atlases, where the process of ossification is not yet completed, but

it is not entirely wanting in the normal, well developed atlas, as

I could ascertain in the material examined by me. Usually, as

likewise Lk Double indicates, the variation remains restricted to a

depression lying in the region of the tubei'culum posterius, now of

a fantastical shape, now, and this rather frequently, in the form of

a rather deep notch running transversally, the two extremities of

which are still a little deeper. In fig. 3, 4, and 5 I have represented

some forms of this variation, as I foiind them in full-grown atlases

Fig. 3.

Alias with foramen arcuale medianum.

among the material examined by me. Fig. 3 represents an atlas, in

which the for the rest strongly developed arcus posterior shows in

the mediau-line a round opening (foramen arcuale medianum) lying

in a little cavity. In fig. 4 we find the representation of an atlas,

tlie posterior part of which is characterized by a transversal notch

extending over a rather large distance. In the bottom of this notch

we find on either side of the median-line an opening (foramen
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fii'eiiale) wliioh is considerably larger on the left side than on the

Fig. 4.

Atlas with foramina arfUF.iia metlialia.

right one, and at last Fig. 5 gives iis the representation of an atlas,

wliicli is already remarkable on account of the existence of a stronglj'

developeii bi-iateral ponticulus posterior, but winch shows moreo\er

an extraordinary deep de|)ression (impressio niediana areas posterioris)

lying in the centre of the areas posterior, a piercing oftlie posterior

arch as in the specimens represented in fig. 3 and 4 is however not

found here.

Fig. 5.

Atlas with impressio mediana arcus posterioris.

In the occurrence of these variations, to which till now but little

attention lias been paid, I suppose, I nuiy see a proof for the view

described above and a priori probable, that also the central part of

the arcus posterior atlantis contains elements that must be reduced

to the above-mentioned semi-segment la. In that case the notch

running transvcrsally, and the foramina arcualia medialia or mediana,

eventually occurring in it, would indicate the bonndary-line lietween

semi-segment la and senn-segment V>.

If this sup[)Osition agrees with the actual fact, it follows from

what has l)een said, that also in case the ponticuli posteriores and

laterales have not develo|)ed, as is most frequently the case with

man, the atlas cannot be called equivalent to the other vertebrae,

but that also in normal circumstances it has l»een built of elements

belonging to 3 semi-segmenls.

I have projected Fig. 6 (p. 212) in oi-der to give a concise survey

of the manner in which 1 conceive the part that the semi-segment

hi has in the construction of the atlas with the variations described
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above, in proportion to the degree of tlie activation of the osteo*

genetic potency contained in it.

Tiie figure represents 4 human atlasforms A, B, C, and D. The

parts that have originated with certainty from the semi-sclerotome

hi are represented black; those of which this is very probable and

for which in many cases the region of extension can be limited

are hatched.

A gives the scheme of the normal atlas without any variation.

We find in it, as belonging with great probability to the semi-segment

\a, the most cranial part of the central part of ihe posterior arch.

Fig. 6.

In B we find the ponticuli posteriores occurring bi-laterally re-

presented black; the part of the arcus postei-ior lying between the

two places of insertion of the ponticuli into the posterior arch is

hatched as in A. The part of the atlas belonging to semi-segment

\a represents now an arch lying between the posterior rim of the

massae laterales and assimilated with it and with the central part

of the arcus posterior.

C differs from the preceding form only by the occurrence of the

ponticuli laterales, likewise represented black, by which the osseous
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arch originating from semi-segment la has been enlarged in a lateral

direction ; whilst in D the foramen arcuale medianum is indicated

as the very probable natural limitation of semi-segment \a opposite

to semi-segment \b.

A indicates consequently the minimal degree, D the maximal

degree of activation of the osteogenetie potency in the semi-segment la.

On purpose I have not represented in these schemes the share

that semi-segment la would have in the structure of the massae

laterales. As long as this part of the atlas does not show a relief,

by which we could indicate Ihe boundary-line between the semi-

segments la and \b, I do not think myself justified to insert it

in a scheme, however prob.able llie view may be theoretically.

Briefly expressed the following lias been demonstrated in this

communication :

1^'
. As was ascertained by Bolk, we have to see in the occurrence

of ponticuli posleriores and laterales in the human atlas nothing

else than an atavistic variation, as the form of the atlas occurring

normally with man has originated by reduction from the mammal-
atlas, in which the mentioned ponticuli usually occur constantly.

2. The ponticuli posteriores and laterales, whether they occur as

a variation, as with man, or are constant, as with most of the

mammals, belong to the semi-segment la

In all cases in which the mentioned ponticuli are extant, the atlas

is certainly not equivalent to Ihe other vertebrae, as the formula

for Ihe atlas must then be Sla -\- SlA -\- Slla. Consequently de Buklkt's

supposition that elements that originally were situated cranially, have

assimilated with the atlas, is correct.

3. The variations of the atlas designated as foramina arcualia

medialia or niediana are most likely the proof, that also Ihe part

of the arcus posterior, in so far as it is situated cranially from the

mentioned foramina, extending between the two places of insertion

of the ponticuli posteriores must be reduced to the semi-segment la.

4. The fact that the two mentioned ponticuli belong to the semi-

segment la is the proof, that activation of the osteogenetie potency

existing in this semi-segment is possible.

15
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XV lU.
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Mineralogy. — "On p/iosp/ioi'ite of tlie isle of Ajmr/'". By Prof.

A. WiCHMANN.

(Communicated in the meeting of May 29, 1915).

The isle of Ajawi or Mies Kain'i, situated at 0°lG7j' S. Lat. and

J35°5' E. Long, northwest of the Schouten Islands was discovered

on Febr. the 15''' 1700 by Wit.liam Uampier. When he intended

to sail between this island and the neighbouring isle of Aifondi he

scarcely escaped being shipwrecked. This fortunate escape indu-

ced him to call this group the Providence Islands '). Though it

was afterwards often enough seen, Ajawi was never visited by

Europeans. When the New Uuinea Expedition of 1903 was on their

way to the Mapia Islands, they were of opinion that they should

not let the opportunity pass by to take likewise a view of this

isolated i.sland.

After Aifondi was left in the morning of the 19"' of July by

the government steamer "Zeemeeuw", Ajawi was reached after

3'/s hours' ste£iming. Already from a distance it appeared that the

island, covered with forests, was low, but that the eastern part was

formed by rocks of a] phautastic shape. At about 2 km. distance

from the south-coast the ship cast anchor in 13 fathoms, whereupon

the yawl took all tlie participants to the south-west-corner. This part,

rising hardly 3 m. above the level of the sea, consists of coral sand

with blocks of coral besides boulders of a white rather gross-grained

and hard but porous limestone which contains, according to L. Rutten,

numerous specimens of Rotalia. They call the attention to the fact

that the rock must be considered as subrecent'). The ground is

covered by a thin forest, consisting of specimens of Pandanus, about

16 m. high, in which enormous flocks of the beautiful NiCobara

pigeons {CaJoenas nicoharica) nestle"). There were no human inhabi-

tants and from the absence of coconut-palms the conclusion may
be drawn, that permanent settlements have never existed.

In the eastern and north-eastern part of the island compact lime-

stones occur, which however differ from the above-mentioned ones.

') A Voyage to New Holland, etc. in the year 1699. A Collection of Voyages

'M ed. 3. London 172't, p. 195. On the map Ajawi was indicated as Little Provi-

dence and Aifondi as Great Providence.

*) Foraminiferen-fiihrende Gesteine von Niederlandisch Neu-Guinea. Nova Guinea

6. 2. Leiden 1914, p. 30.

^) Maatschappij ter bevordering van hel Natuurkundig Onderzoek der Neder-

landsche Koloniën. Bulletin No. 46. 1903, p.p. 35—36. — H. A. Lorentz, Eenige

maanden onder de Papoea's. Leiden 1905, pp. 201—202.
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They are dense, of a whitish grey colour, and contain specimens of

Globigerina, so that they are perhaps of equal age as similar rocks

that are found likewise in islands to the North of New Guinea, and

according to Rutten are not younger than old-miocene ').

The most important rock of the island is however formed b}' the

above-mentioned ±16 m. high phantastic rocks, some of whicii are

likewise found isolated in the neighbourhood of the eastern shore.

This rock, hitherto unknown in the Dutch East Indies, is a phosphorite

which shows great resemblance to the phosphates of other islands

of the Pacific. It is of a yellow lo reddish-brown colour and some-

times of a pitchlike appearance. Angular, yellowish-white parts give

to the rock a brecciated character. The specific weight amounts to

2.78 and the hardness is ;= 6.

In thin sections the rock lias under the microscope the appearance

of a light-yellowish, structureless mass, intersected with fine and

irregular fissures. Some parts of the thin sections are rather opaque,

but everywhere dispersed ai'e dark dots which are apparently of

an organic origin. Though amorphous the phosphorite shows a slight

double-refraction, in which the interference-colours do not surpass

the iron-grey of tlie first order. In some parts one discovers through

the phosphate cavities filled up in zones that remind entirely of

the formation of agates (fig. 1), u |)henomenon that is quite common

in phosphates from the Pacific').

Fig. ].

1) 1. c. p. 29—31.

2) Carl Elschnee. Gorallogene Phosphat-Inseln Austral-Oceaniens und ihre

Produkle. Liibeck 1^*13, p. 5.^, pi. I fa. Such like phosphale-agates are found in

the Isle of Nauru itself in rather large pieces (1. c. p). Vlllb).

15*
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All incomplete analysis made by Dr. Max Buchner at Heidelberg

gave the following result;

P^O^ 31.53

CO' 7.31

Fe=0» 2.83

CaO 37.38

MgO 2.17

H'O to 110° C. ... 1.48

H'O from 110—1250° C. 3.86

insoluble residue . . 0.19

86.75

Qualitatively still a considerably large tjuantity of organic matter

and moreover thioiine and traces of chlorine was shown. The com-

position points to the fact, that 68.90''/„ tiicalcium-phosphale ought

to be present in the rock, which is less than witli most of the

phosphates from the Pacitic, whose typical representatives contain

38 to 407„ P'0\

Whereas 31.537„ P^'O* recjuire for the formation of the calcium-

tripliosphate 37.3770 t!aO, for the likewise occurring 7.317„ CO'

however no less than y.30°/„ CaO is required for CaCO^ there is a

residue of phosphoric acid extant that can only be bound to the

magnesium and the iron. Further it appeared that not the entire

CaCO' is mechanically mixed with the other substances. When it was

namely removed by means of acetic acid, the treatment with hydro-

chloric acid showed a very perceptible development of carbondioxyde,

so that we have decidedly to do with a carbonophosphate, which are

likewise the minerals Dahllite, Podolite and Francolite. The Nauruite,

moreover always contains fluorine, as likewise the phosphorite of Ajawi.

P. Hambruch gives as formula for this mineral

3 (Ca'P'^0^) . CaCO' . CaF^ ')

C. Elschner on the contrary

/CaO 1

xCa^P'0"+ Ca(OH)' , in which x = 3 to 5")

ICaF' !

It is however clear, that witii the impurities, that are found in

all phosphates from the Pacitic, it is for the present decidedly

impossible to find a satisfactory formula.

1) I. c. p. 680.

-) Entstehung, Bildung und Lagening des Phosphats auf Nauru. Zeitschr. Gesellsch.

f. Erdkunde. Berlin 19112, p. 59.
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Witli regard to the origin of (he phosphorite of Ajtiwi there can

exist no doubt, but it was formed in the same way as the other

phosphates from the Pacific. From the investigations made in this

respect appeared that those ishmds were in former times atolls or

at least contained lagoons, into whicii the excrements of the birds

producing guano were washed by the atmospheric waters. The

phosphoric acid that had become free by the dissolution was the

cause that the coral-limestone surrounding the lagoons was changed

into phosphorite. The coral fragments that had come down to the

bottom of the lagoons, the boulders of limestone etc. were likewise

submitted to a similar metamorphosis, and were afler\vards cemented

into a compact rock ').

Wherever such like phosphorites of coral islands make them-

selves apparent, it can only be the consequence of negative level-

changes. For this reason the rocks of Ajawi are to be considered

as the ruins of an original atoll, which has obtained its present shape

after subsequent upheaval t)y the waves of the sea.

Now the question still needs to be answered, in what way the

absence of phosphorite in the islands of the Indian Archipelago can

be explained. For Ajawi belongs already to the territory of the

Pacific Ocean, and Christmas Island, 10°25', S. Lat. 105°42' E.

Long. '), rich in phosphorite is, it is true, situated in the Indian Ocean,

but its distance from the west-point of Java amounts to 420 km..

so that it does not form any longer part of the Archipelago.

As we have seen the conditions for the formation of phosphorite

in the Pacific were: the existence of coral islands with lagoons and

further deposits of guano. There is no doubt but there existed also

during the tertiary period a great number of coral islands. Neither

is it hazardous to suppose that in some of them settlements of guano-

producing birds were found. Consequently it seems to me that the

third condition — the existence of lagoons — was not complied

with, from which would follow that no more at that time than at

the present moment there were atolls in existence. At any case,

^) 0. Stutzer. Ueber Phosphallagerstalten. Zeitschrift fur praiitische Geologie

19. Beilin 1911, pp. 81—82. — 0. Stutzer. Die wichtigsteu Lageistatten der

Nichlerze 1. Berlin 1911, pp. 488—440. — Paul Hambeuch. Entstehung, Bildiing

iind Lagerung des Phosphats auf Nauru. Zeilsclir. Gesellsch. f. Erdkunde. Berlin

1912, p. 679. — Already as early as 1896 Ad. Carnot (^Siir la mode de formation

des gites sédimentaires de phosphate de chaux. Compt. rend. Acad, des Sc. 123.

Paris, pp. 724—7:29) proved, that in general phosphorite and phosphate-chalk are

to be considered as shore- and lagoon-formations.

") Charles W. Andrews. A Monograph of ChrisUnas Island (Indian Ocean).

London 1900, pp. 5289—291.
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they cannot have played a significant part. All this is of greater

significance, if we cast a look at the condition of the few guano-

deposits that are found in tlie Indian Archipelago.

For a long time it has been known that guano occurs in the

Baars Island, or Kabia ') the west-point of which is situated at

6°50'55" S.Lat. and 122°I2'2Ü" E.Long. "). In 1877 an application

for preliminar}' exploration was made but "it was found inap-

propriate for being granted" '). A|)parently tliat refusal was the

consequence of an investigaiion made by J. Bknsbach and G. A. L.

W. Sol in the beginning of Dec. 1877 the result of which was not

favourable "). Notwithstanding this we read in a report over 1879,

that a concession was granted for the time of 10 years against

payment of / 1 per bouw (70967, ™') ^o J. H. de Siso and Th.

C. Drysdale at Kupang *). According to C. C. Thomp a certain

quantity of that guano had already been shipped to England, but

the exploration had afterwards to be stopped on account of the

depressed market ").

When Carl Ribbe had however paid a visit to the island in 1882

he wrote, that "ein durch die tropischen Regengiisse selir ausgelaugter

und deshalb minderwerliger Guano ausgeführt wird." ") At last

Max Weber described Kabia as an upheaved coral reef, the rocks

and trees of which were covered by a white bed of excrements

originating from Siila pisatrLv, Siila fusca and Tackypetes ariël^).

The second tinding-place of guano has become known by F. H.

GuiLLEMARD, who found it on the clitfs of Batu Kapal situated near

the north-point of the isle of Lembé (eastward of the N.E. point

of the isle of Celebes, but it was taken for chalk "). As appeared

^) Accurding to H. D. E. Enöelhard the real name is Kawi Eawijang. (Het

eiland Saleyer. Bijdr. tot de T. L en Vk. (4) 8. 's Gravenhage 1884, p. 264).

2) J. A. G. OuDEMANS. Verslag van de bepaling der geographische ligging van

punten in Straat Makassar etc. Natuurk. Tijdschr. Ned. Indie. 31. Batavia 1871,

p. 146 (table).

^) Jaarboek van bet Mijnwezen in Ned. Indie. 1S7S. 2. p. 233.

'I J. E. Teysmann. Bekort verslag eener Botanische dienstreis naar bet Gouver-

nement Celebes etc. .Natuurk. Tijdsclir. v. Ned. Ind. 30. Batavia 1878, p. 119.

5) Jaarboek van het Mijnwezen. Amslerdam 1879. 2, p. :201.

* Tijdschr. voor Nijverheid en Landbouw Ned. Ind 25. Batavia 1880, p. 554.

^ ÜuAK ScHNEiDE ( (Jakl Ribbe's Reisen in der Südsee. Deutsche geograph.

.. iii II o. IJ. fiuel) I 3.'.) p 41 1

"j iVlaal>c-ha|i|ii| Ier hevnnleiiiij? van hel Natuurk. Onderzoek der Nederl. Koloniën

11.. lelii! iN . iS. IviUO, p 7. — Max VVeuek, Uitioduction et descriptiim de l'expé-

diliuM. Siboga Expeditie 1. Leiden l.'Ui, p. 9i

'•*) The Gruise of the Murchesu to Kaïnschatka and New Guinea. 2. 2!d ed.

London 18S9, p 333.
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however from the investigations of Sidnky J. Hickson, the cliffs

consisting of limestone were covered by a thin bed of guano, which

seen from a distance looked like chalk ').

The third and last tinding-place was traced by J. J. Pannkkoek

VAN Rheden in Pulu Bafii, a little island near Pnlii Seraya ketjil,

westward of Flores'). The guano forms there only a thin bed spread

ovei" the surface of a few ares, the quantity was valued at only

about one hundred cubic meters').

From the description, at all events of that of the two tirst-

mentioned places, it appears that the gnano was leached, i.e. a not

unimportant part of the [thosphoric acic had found its way to the

sea, by which the formation of phosphorite, as under equal circum-

stances in every monsoon-territory, was prevented.

The guano-beds in limestone-grottoes originating chiefly from bats

will be preserved from such a fate. The quantity of these formations

is however usually very slight, as will appear from the following

summary.

In the S. and E. department of Borneo the grottoes of Mount

Hapu are especially known, in these grottoes the existing guano-

bed attains a thickness of at least 2 m. The quantity of guano that

is found in the grottoes of Mount Lampinet was even valued at

'JÜOOO tons'). It is however far surpassed by that of the grottoes

of Gomanton on the river Kinabatangan in British North Borneo

where it is said that the thickness of tlie guano-beds amounts to

50 feet^).

The bottom of the numerous liinestijne-grottoes in Sarawak is

likewise usually covered with a bed of bat- and liird-guano some-

times mixed with river-mud. It is however of no significance ^).

') Omzwervingen in Noord Celcfjes. Tijdsclir. Ned. Aard. Genootsch. (2) 4. M.

U. A. f887, p. f35. - A Naturalist in Celebes. London 1889, p. 33.

2) Ovcrziclit van de geograpliisclie en geologisclie gegevens verkregen bij du

Mijnbüuvvkundig-geoiogisctie verkenning van liet Eiland Flores in 1910 en 1911.

Jaarboek van het Mijnwezen 40, 1911. 13atavia 1913, p. 2;2tj.

*) F. J. Maier, Sclieikundig onderzoek van Vogelmesl, afkomstig uit de grotten

van den Goenoeng Hapoe in de afdeeling Riara Kanan en Kiwa (Zuid- en Ooster-

alUeeling vau Borneo). Natuurk. Tijdschr. Ned. Ind. 29, Batavia 1867, p. 114—129.

+) Die Vogelnestgrotten von Gomanton auf Nord Borneo. Globus 46. 1884,

p. 31, according to tlie North Borneo Herald of 1st March 1884. — H. Pryer. An

Account of a Visit to the Bird's nest Caves of Britisli North Borneo. Proceed.

Zoolog. Soc. London 1884, p. 532—538. — D. D. Daly, On the Caves containing

Edible bird's nests in Britisch North Borneo, ibid. 1888, p. 108—116.

») A. Hart Everett. Report on the Exploration of tlie Caves of Borneo. Proc.

Roy. Soc. 30. Loudon 1880, biz. 310—313. — Th. Posewitz. Höhlenforscliungen

in Borneo. Das Ausland 61. Stuttgart Miinchen 1880, pp. 612—613.
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Tn Sumatra the L\ang-na-Mii\vap in the department of Padang

Lawas, residency of Tapanuli, is especially known, the bottom of

which is covered by a bed of guano of a thickness of 2 feet '). The

grotto in the isle of Kluwang (5°8' S. Lat., 95"17' E. Long.), near

the west coast of Atjeh, contains likewise rather much guano ').

Numerous are the cavities in limestone in Java, that contain

guano. Similar deposits are nowhere missing where swallows or

bats are nestling. Some of them were carefully examined, but not

a single one is of any significance ').

Nothing has ever become known of an investigation whether in

any of the above-mentioned grottoes phosphatisation has taken place

i. e. whether tlie existing guano has caused a metamorphosis of the

limestone into phosphorite.

Botany. — "'On the germination of the seeds of some Javanese

Loranthaceae." By Dr. W. and Mrs. J. Doctkrs van Leeuwen-

Reijnvaan. (Communicated by Prof. F. A. F. C. Went).

tCommunicated in the meeting of April 23, 1915).

1 . Introduction.

Only a few investigations have been published on the Javanese

Loranthaceae. The last caVried out by Koernicke ') appeared in

the Aiinales du Jardin botanique de Buitenzorg some years ago. It

deals chietly with the adidt life of these plants. Already long before

this ariicle appeared we hid occasionally been occupied with experi-

iKMii^ Oil ihe geiHU uaiiHii of various ^^L'v\ea oï Lumnthns. Mr. KoER-

NicKK wroie lo u^ (lu 1911) that he had also taken with him material

1) R. C. VAN DER BoR He Lijang na Moevvap en de legende daarf^an verbon-

den. Tijdschr. voor Ind. Taal-, Land- en Volkenk. 37, l^atavia 1894, p. 201.

-I L. H. VVallon, Klouwang et ses Groltes. Cotes ouest d'Atchin. Ann. de

l'Extrême i >rienl 2. Paris 1S79—80, p. 41. — X. Brau de SauntPul-Lias. La

Cote de Foivre. Voyage a Sumatra. Paris 1891, p. 224. — Zeeraansgids voor

den Oost-lndischen Archipel 1, 2e druk. 's Gravenhage 1904, p. 450.

S) D. VV. RosT VAN ToNNiNGEN. Schcikuudig onderzoek van eene meststof (guano)

afkomstia; uil de afdeeling Grissee. Natuurk. Tijdsch. Ned. Indie 9. Batavia 1855,

pp. I Ö7 168. — P. F. H. Fromberg. Verslag over den aard en de bruikbaarheid

dt-r diHilijke meststof aanwezig in de grot Poeljakwang te Grissee. Ibid. pp. 169—
19' I. J. C. Bernelot Moens. Guano van Telok Djambi, residentie Kraw.ing.

Ibid. :i5. 1863, p. 827—328.

+1 M. KiiERNicKi;, Biologische Studiën an Loranthaceae. Ann. d. Jard. Bot. de

Buitenzorg, 3e Supplément, p. 665. 1910.
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from Java for the stud^' of the germination and would shortly

publish a paper on the subject. We thereupon abandoned the inves-

tigation, but having heard nothing further from Koernickk, we took

it up again and were thus able to collect a fairly large quantity

of material.

Some time ago, however, we learned that Koernicke had read a

paper on this subject at Vienna, but we did not receive a copy of

this, so that we are still in ignorance as to what was dealt with in

this paper. For the present we do not intend therefore to give a

complete survey of our work. Our results concerning germination

form, however, a complete whole and this instalment can probably

confirm or extend Kokrnic:kk's jiaper. Later we may have an oppor-

tunity of considering some points further.

A few notes on the germination of these species are given in

Goebel's work ') and Wiesnkr ^) also discusses certain points.

As is known, the fruits or rather pseudocarps of Loranthus are

one-seeded. The pericarp is succulent and contains a large amount

of sugar. The testa is very thin and is surrounded by a layer of

mucilage varying in thickness, which is very sticky in some species,

e.g. in Loranthus pentandrus. Within the testa lies the endosperm

and in the longitudinal axis of the latter the green embryo is found

consisting of a hypocotyl and two small, thin cotyledons.

We had at our disposal material from Viscum articulatwn L. and

V. oriëntale BI., also the following species of Lo;'<7??Mm.9 whose names

were determined by the kindness of Dr. J. J. Smith : tirst a species

indicated as N°. 5, which is probably identical with L. subumbeUatus Bl.,

further Loranthus chrt/santhu.s Bl., L. fascicuhitus BL, L. pentandrus L.,

L. ferrugineus Bl., a species indicated as N°. 6 which resembles

L. Schultesii Don. as well as L. ativpitrpitreus Bl., but whose flowers

are larger and leaves less hirsute, also N°. 8 which is probably

identical with L. fuscus Bl. and finally L. praelongus Bl.

It is not always easy to collect a suflicient supply- of ripe fruits.

Various birds are very fond of them and look for them especially

in the early morning. Moreover they eat the seeds before they are

quite ripe. We succeeded in getting together a sufficient quantity of

fruits either by enclosing the plants or by collecting the fruits of those

plants which had been strongly occupied by the great red, vicious

1) K. GoEBEL, Pflanzenbiologisclie Schildfiiingon. Tell I, 1889, p. 156.

2) J. WiESNER, Vergleich. physio!. Slutlien iiber die Keimung europaischer und

Iropischer Arten von Viscum und Lorantlius, Sitz. Ber. d. Kais Ak. d. Wissensch.

Wien, Bd. 103. Abt. I. 1894, p. 403.
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tree ants, Oecophila sinnra(/(lina Em., which are evidently avoided

by birds.

At first it appeared to us that the germination varies greatly among
(litTerent sj)e('ies of Lorantiiaceae, but on closer investigalion we found

that a number of types of germination can be distinguished which

are readily deducible from one another.

2. Viscum avticulatum L.

So far as is known, these plants are ahfiost exclusively found

parasitic on Lorantlais pentandnis. Cases have, however, been recorded

in which this plant occurred on other hosts. We only succeeded in

finding one such case. The Fwc?///?-plants were growing onaj'oung

tree of a Symplocos species in the Tolomaja mountains in such

numbers on the branches and s(em and had such a peculiar habit,

that we did not at first recognise thein.

Sometimes it seems as if a plant of V. articuhitum is growing

on a host other than Loranthus but on closer examination this is

found not to be the case. The leaves of the Loranthus are sometimes

entirely eaten awa^' by caterpillars [Deluts species). Microscopic exa-

mination of the branch on which the Viscum grows alone can

give certainty in this case.

At various times we sowed seeds of (his species of Viscum on

many kinds of plants, but none germinated. If the seeds are sown

on Loranthus pentandrus, tiien de\'elopment takes place with great

certainty. We do not know the reason for this.

Tiie fruits are almost spherical and in colour white. The seeds

are juicy and flat, 3 by 2| m.m. and about ^ m.m. thick. They

easily adhere and germination takes place fairly quickly. The first

day after the seeds have been set, no great change is observable.

On the second day a small green point appears from the edge of

the seed. This gradually develops into a thin green filament of about

i m.m. in length. The apex of this bends towards the branch of

the host in consequence of negative heliotropism, as can easily be

demonstrated and as has long been known in the case of European

Viscum. The green filament is none other than the hypocotyl of the

seedling grown out. Its apex attaches itself to the bark of the host

and then begins to swell up a little to a small discoid sucker.

The seed sometimes renuiins for several weeks in this stage of

development. It swells up so as to become rounder. After about

four weeks (in the rainy season somewhat earlier, in the dry some-

what later) the seed becomes loosened tVom the substratum, where-
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upon the hypocotyl extends. The seed then stands on a straight

green stalk. The cotyledons now draw nourishment from the endo-

sperm, the testa shrivels and falls ofT and the cotyledons bend away
from each other. In the meantime the liaustorium has also penetrated

into the hark of the host and the plant begins its proper mode of

life. In comparison with European species of Viscum, germination

proceeds quickly and the further development in particular takes

place more quickly, but in the species of Loranthus which we have

investigated the development of the seeds proceeds even much more

rapidly.

3. Viscum oriëntale Bl.

In our neighbourhood this plant is not so common as the previous

species. We had therefore not much material at our disposal. The

fruits and seeds closely resemble those of Viscum nrticuldtum, but

are somewhat smaller. Germination proceeds exactly in the same

way, although somewhat more slowly. Seeds, which were set on

November 26'^'', showed four days later commencement of growtii

of the hypocotyl. On December 6''' the apex of the hypocotyl had

become applied to the substratum. There was no trace of any thicken-

ing of the extremity. At the end of January the hypocotyl was

again straightened out and only after a few weeks the cotyledons

made their appearance from the seed.

4. Species of Loranthus.

Among the species of Loranthns which we investigated three

types of germination can be distinguished. The simplest case is that

in which germination takes place in much the same manner as in

Viscum

.

We have not been able to find from the literature at our disposal

in what manner gerrainalion takes place in the European species

of Loranthus. H. York') describes the development of an American

Loranthacea: Phoradendron jiavescens Nutt., where germination,

as we shall later show in greater detail, corresponds in many respects

with that of the species of Loranthus which we have investigated.

5. Loranthus .vd>umbeUatus Bl. (?)

This species is very common, both in the plains and on the

1) H. YoKK. The anatomy and some of llie biological aspects of the "American"

Mistletoe. Bull, of the University of Texas. No. 20. 1909.
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mountains. Tl)e plants grow on all kinds of hosts, and, in contrast

with most other members of this genus, are also often found on

species of Ficns. They are rather conspicuons by reason of their

bright green foliage and the bright yellow colour of their ripe fruits.

These fruits are spindle-shaped and pointed at both ends. The green

seeds are also spindle shaped and are enclosed in a thick layer of

juicy fruit-flesh. The layer of mucilage is not so strongly developed

as in other species of Loranthus and is really found only at one

end of the seed.

This is the part of the seed which in the fruit is turned towards

the fruit-stalk. The seeds are not attached by their lateral edge,

but at the extremity, and the connection with the substratum is not

so firm as in other species. After a good shower of rain the seeds

may be seen hanging by a thread of mucilage, loosened from the

substratum. On drying they usually attach themselves again to

the stem. In the course of a da^' the mucilage becomes, however, so

hard tliat the seed remains fixed in its place. There appear on the

side of the seed opposite the substratum five small, soft, white pro-

tuberances, which are placed in a ring round the apex. If these

portions are removed, the extremity of the endosperm and the apex

of the hypocotyl become visible.

The embryo consists of a well-developed hypocotyl, whose extremity

is already enlarged in the seed to a discoid sucker with glutinous

apex, and of two cotyledons. The latter are bright green like the

rest of the embryo and about 1 m.ni. long. The germination of these

seeds is attached to a branch, the apex of the hypocotyl begins to

emerge from between the soft bosses. After 24 hours the hypocotyl

already projects one or two m.m. from the seed. The hypocotyl

continues to develop unlil it is a green filaments— 7 m.m. in length.

The apex becomes broader and broader and continually more sticky,

After 36 hours a curvature of the filanicnt becomes visible and

usually the substratum is already reached after two days. The disc

is then attached to the surface of the host and becomes very much

broader.

After a few days the mucilage layer by means of which the seed

was fastened to the substratum becomes loose and the hypocotyl

now begins to straighten itself again. The seed is thus drawn away
from the branch and then stands up erect on a green stalk 7— 9 m.m.

in length. The endosperm is now used up and the testa falls off

after a few days and then the two cotyledons spread themselves out flat.

This brings germination proper to an end. In the meantime the

haustorium has made itself a way into the host.



As can be seen from the abo\e description, this species oï Loran-

thus develops in much the same way as ViscuDi.

A clear figure of the germination of this LoraM/ZiM.y is given in the

well-known work of Goebei. '), already quoted. The name of the

Lotrinthus described is however not given there.

6 and 7. Lornnihus spec. 6 and L. chn/sanf/ms Bl.

The first species of Lorantlms is very common in several places

in the neighbourhood of .Semarang, especially on neglected coffee-

plants of the natives. We found the second species in large numbers

on tlie slopes of Merbabu and Telamaja at a height of 1000— 2000

meti'es. Tlie fruits of the two species, closely resemble each other,

as do the plants themselves. Those of L. spec. 6 are somewhat

smaller and less thickly covered with brown scale.s. The fruits are

pear-sliaped with a fairly long stalk which becomes much curved

on ripening. The ripe berries are orange-brown in coloui'. They are

greedily eaten by birds, which swallow the entire fruit. The seeds are

dropped with the faeces and sometimes attach themselves in masses

to the branches.

The shape of the seed differs from that of the previously described

species of Lorantlms. The latter was round in transverse section,

whilst a section of the seed of L. sjiec tJ is square. At one end it

is broad and (here occur in a line with the four edges four small,

succulent, white protuberances. At Iheir oilier end the seeds become

gradually narrower and terMiiiiate in a long, thin white stalk. This

stalk is the central |)ortiou of the fruit stalk. Although this white

stalk easily breaks ofï', it is almost always seen in seeds when ger-

minating in the open. These seeds have traversed the intestinal canal.

Round the seed itself and the stalk there is a thin, but very gluti-

nous, partly green layer of mucilage, by means of which the seeds

of this species of Loranthus are very firmly fastened to their substratum.

The greater part of the seed consists of a white endosperm in

which the small green embryo is imbedded. This embryo is com-

posed of a short, thin cylindrical hypocotyl ending in a point, and

of two very small cotyledons. They are rather difficult to distinguish,

since they form a prolongation, as it were, of the cylindrical hypo-

cotyl. The latter, whose ape.x, in contradistinction to that of the

previous species of Loranthus, is not at all broadened, lies entirely

within the testa. The testa is however perforated in the middle,

exactly at the spot where the hypocotyl is applied to the testa. The

') R. GoEBEL loc. cit p. 156. Figuru (j4 A.
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hole is small and quite difficult to see, but yet large enough to

form an outlet for the thin hypocotyl.

Germination takes place fairly rapidly. Its commencement is diffi-

cult to distinguish through the tough green layer of mucilage. This

must be removed by means of a needle, which is hardly possible

until the seeds have been soaked for .some time in water to soften

them. A few hours after the seed has become fixed, the apex of the

hypocotyl begins to emerge and the next day there can be clearly

seen a fine green point protruding from the hole in the testa.

As soon as this protrudes half a millimetre out of the seed, the

growing stem begins to turn towards the substratum, keeping close

to the testa, so that it cannot be traced through the layer of mucilage.

Later it often bends still further and grows for a short distance

between the testa and the substratum. The apex of the hypocotyl

is not broadened and does not apply itself with its extreme point

to the substratum, but sideways. Gradually there is a broadening of

that part of the hypocotyl, which lies against the branch. The hypo-

cotyl is now as it were drawn out of the testa and the basal por-

tions of the cotyledons also appear outside the seed. For the most

part, however, the cotyledons remain hidden within the seed. The

upper side of the hypocotyl and tlie bases of the cotyledons also

soon appear outside the layer of mucilage and are very obvious by

reason of their bright green colour. The seed reaches this stage

after two or three days according to circumstances. Still a day later

a small green point appears on the upper side of the hypocotyl,

and later yet another. After a short time these are seen to be the

first green leaves of the plant. At first we took this to be the

development of adventitious buds, but the process is, however, much

simpler. The two cotyledons separate a little at their base, so that

a narrow slit is visible, from which the growing point of the embryo

grows out. Generally the embryo turns itself in coming out, in such

a way that the slit between the two colyledons faces upwards.

Occasionally this opening lies more to the side and then the leaves

of course also appear laterally.

The two leaves grow very slowly and the hypocotyl broadens

itself at tiie same time. After a few weeks the haustorium penetrates

into the bark of the host.

8. Loranthus fuscus Bl. (?)

We found this species in large quantities as a parasite on plants

of Lespedeza cytisoides, which were very common on the slopes of
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I he Merbabu Mountain at a height of 2000—2500 Metres. With

regard to its manner of growth tiiis species of Lorant/ms resembles

the two previous ones, but the leaves are not covered «ith scales,

and the flowers and fruits are much smaller. The seeds are also

quadrangular and quite of the .same structure as those oï Lorantlms

spec. 6. Tiie niucilngo layer was also the same, as were the tirst

stages of germination as far as we saw I hem — we remained for

two days on the top of Merbabu.

9. Loranthiis fiisciciilatiis Bl.

We found a species of l^orantkus which was noticeable because

of its small leaves and the flowers coloured dark-red at their base

on a gigantic tree of F/i-tis n'tiisa in liie neighbourhood of Getasan,

a village at an alliludc of al)out 1100 Metres at the foot of Merbabu.

The fruits resemble in shape those of L. .-mhimtbellntns, but were

somewhat smaller and of a beautiful red colour like currants. The

tlesh_y part of the fiuit was especially well developed, so that the

seeds were very small, hardly 2 millimetres in length. Moreover

the mucilage layer was not so strongly developed. The seeds of this

species also were quadrangular, the edges more or less rounded off.

We were only able to observe the germination for a few days.

The tirst stages completely agreed with those of the three foregoing

species of Lordiit/iii.w

10. Lorant/iii^- /loitdudriis L.

This species is, in Semaraiig at any rate, the commonest Lornn-

thus. It is a vigorous plant which grows very quickly and of which

the stems, a metre in length, for the most part hang down from

the branches of the host. The f'ruils ure fairly large, about 10

millimeters long and 4—-5 mm. thick. They have the sliape of a

truncated cone and are orange-red in colour. Mature fruits are

seldom found on the plants, because when still green and almost

ripe, they are eaten by birds. The germination of these nearly ripe

fruits, however, takes place just as well as that of the completely

ripe ones. Naturally the latter germinate more rapidly, but

germination takes place so quickly in this species, that one sees

little difference.

In contradistinction to the fruits of the foregoing species of Loran-

th'j.H which are usually swallowed entire by birds, so that the seeds

arrive on the branches of the host with the ejecta, the fruits of
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the birds, usually species of thrushes rub off the very sticky seeds

from their beaks on to the branches. It is obvious tiiat by such

a method, the chance of a seed arriving at a place suitable for its

development is much greater than was the case in the previously

mentioned species.

Naturally they are often found on branches of Lovantlius pen-

tandrus itself and young seedlings can always be found on it in

great numbers. This fact was also observed by Koernicke '). But

this does not imply, that we can now speak of Loranthus as a

parasite on Loranthus itself. All the cases figured by Koernickk

refer only to seedlings. We have never yet met with adult plants

of Loranthus growing on another species of Loranthus. Seedlings

are often also found on dead branches, which, because they are

leafless, offer a favourite support to birds. But this does not permit

us to say that species of Loranthus can be parasitic on dead wood.

In comparison with the size of the fruit (he seeds are relatively

small, about 4—5 mm. The testa is, as in the other species, very

thin and encloses a great quantity of endosperm. At the extremity

which is in the fruit turned towards the apex, there are 5 muci-

laginous, filamentous protuberances, about 3 mm. long, which cover

the apex of the seed and make it appear to be therefore about

7 mm. long.

Their removal from the seed is not prejudicial to germination and

is indeed often brought about by the agency of birds. The green

apex of the hypocotyl is then seen which hence protrudes slightly

from the seed. The apex is already markedly swollen, when the

fruit is still not quite ripe. In proportion to the quantity of endosperm

the embryo is rather small. It consists of a short hypocotyl, which,

as has already been said, is swollen at its free extremity into a

knob and of a pair of very short, flat cotyledons, which reach to

about the centre of the endosperm.

If the seeds are stuck on a branch, then, at least if it does not

rain, a few hours afterwards the mucilaginous protuberances of the

seed are seen to begin to dry up and the green knob of the hypo-

cotyl becomes visible.

At the same time this knob swells up and grows with one lateral

edge towards the branch, so that a large swelling arises at the

extremity of the seed. Its lower side lies against the branch and

adheres to it. This occurs in the course of one to three days.

Gradually also that part of the hypocotyl which was concealed in

1) M. KoKENicKE. loc. cit. p. 690.
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the seed, is drawn out in consequence of the growth of its anterioi'

part, but siiico this concealed portion is very sliort, very little of

this can ite seen in tlie lie^iiniinji'. The liases of tlie cotyledons also

just become visible and the lerniinal bud, which is concealed between

the two cotyledons grows out. First a small leaf appears, then

another. I!id this growlh is much slower than at the commencement

of germination. After a few weeks they arc usually one centimetre

in length. It is only when the stem begins to lengthen, sometimes

not until after a few months, that development proceeds again at a

greater rate. Long before this the while haustorium has already

penetrated into the host.

Ji. Lurniithns jirtH'/dni/iis Bi,.

This is the largest species of LoraDtluis which we found in Java.

It can grow on a variety of trees, but Uw the most part we found

them on Ficus species, imduding /•'/r/is I'lustica. Specimens with

pendulous branches 4—5 meters in length, are not uncommon. The

inflorescence is a thick crowded raceme. The flowers are very long

and orange-yellow in colour. The fruits are sessile, as broad as

those of the former species, but somewhat shorter. Moreover the

seeds are somewhat more crowded. The structure is identical with

that of Loirtuthiis jn'iitaiidnis and germination takes place in the

same way.

12. Conclusion.

The first impression gained with regard to the germination of

species of Ijorantlms is that it proceeds very differently in various

species. Hut investigation has shown that this difference is only

apparent.

The germination, as described above for species of Visciiin and

agreeing completely with that of Viscum '</6?<//;, might be considered

the simplest stage. This germination-process may be compared with

that of epiphyte seeds, as Goebel ') has already noticed. In species

of Aescliynnntltus'^) and Disc/üdin') the hypocotyl also appeal's first

from the seed. It bends towards the bark of the host and attaches

1) K. GOEBKL. loc. cit. p. 156.

-) Idem p. 155. Figure 63.

^) W. and J. DocïERs van Leeuwen—Rkijnvaan. Beiti-iige zur Kenninis der

Lebensweise uiniger Dischidia-Ai'ten. Ann. d. .turd. hot. de Bniteuzürg. XXVI I.

1913. p. 68.

16
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVlll.
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itself to it by means of a ring of fine hairs. Not until later do the

cotyledons appear.

The germination of Lornnthuti sulnmibeJIntus (?) quite agrees with

this. In this species also the cotyledons become the first leaves of

the young plant. In the other species of Lornntlius which we inves-

tigated this is no longer the case. In tliese tiie cotyledons (except

their liases) remain completely concealed in (he endosperm, and

serve to carry the food hence to the hypocotyl and do not later

function as leaves of the plant.

In Loranthus spec. iV°. 6, clirysanthus, fuscus(^) and fnsciculntnn

the hypocotyl is still placed completely within the testa. On germin-

ation it becomes visible and grows along the testa towards the

bark of the host. The embryo now pushes itself so far out of the

seed that the bases of the cotyledons appear and the terminal bud

is able to grow out.

In Lorantlius pentaiidriDi and jtraelongiis the ape.\ of the hypocotyl

is in the first place already outside the testa and in the second

place the apex is swollen into a knob. Here there is no question

of a curvature of the hypocotyl, as in all the other species. The

knob grows, at the side which is turned to the host, towards the

latter's bark. The hypocotyl in the seed is further so short that

the bases of the cotyledons almost at once come to lie outside the

seed. So far as germination is concerned this species of Loranthus

may be considered the most specialised. The germination is here the

most rapid and the seedlings are the earliest to reach their host.

The germination of an American Loranthacea i. e. Phoradendron

jiavescens Nutt. has been investigated by York '), who fonnd that

in this species germination takes place in the same way as in

Lorantlius spec. 6 investigated by us. But the cotyledons remain

functional much longer. First tiie embryonic root is formed; the

endosperm often remains united to the cotyledons for more than a

year. Generally these shrivel up and disappear. Rarely the stem

develops from the terminal bud between the cotyledons. Usually the

shoots arise from adventitious buds, which develop on the terminal

disc of the hypocotyl by means of which the latter is united to

the host.

Semarang, Java.

1) loc. cit. p. 8.
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Physiology. — "On the hfurl-rlnjihin. -t''' CoiiinimiiL-atioii. Rearl-

nJternntion.'" Hj Dr. S. »e Bokk. (Coiniiiunicatecl by Prof.

J. K. A. Wkrtheim S.\lomonson.)

(Communicated in the meeting of May 25, 1915).

Physiologists ami cliiiical men ha\c repeatedly discovered an

alternating activity of tiie central organ of the circulation of

the blood. By ex[ierinients this phenomenon was likewise brought

about in different ways. So could Hofi-'mann (i) cause his stopping

frog's heart preparations to make for some time alternatingly stronger

and weaker pulsations by passing from a slow stimulation-frequency

to a quicker. Rümkk (2) made frog's hearts alternate by poisoning

them with antiarine. Mu.skkns (3) obtained heart-allernation by

poisoning frog's hearts witii digitalisdyalysate. Also by other poi-

sons as aconitine and glyo.xyle-acid an alternating activity of the

heart is obtained. Gaskell (4) could make the heart-alternation in

frog's hearts disappear by Vagus-stimulation, whilst FhéüI'^ricq (5) could

produce heart-alternation in narcotized dogs by stimulation of the

accelerantes. There exists very little certainty about the explanation

of this phenomenon. Muskens. TKENDEi,ENBURfi (6) and Hering (7) on

one side attriliute the alternating weak pulsations of the heart to

asystoly of part of the ventricle-musculature. Wenckebach (8) con-

tradicts this view, he admits likewise this cause for the alternating

activity of the heart, but distinguishes moreover another reason for

the phenomenon. Clinical experience taught him that p. alternans,

apart from its occurrence in paroxysmal tachycardies, is almost

exclusively discovered, when the arterial pressure of the blood has

increased (chron. nephritis) and the elasticity of the arterial wall has

decreased. He considers in this respect alternation more as a pulse-

phenomenon than as a heart-piienomenon. Under the influence of

little irregularities the filling of the ventricle and the arterial resistance

vary alternatingly, so that with constant contractility of the heart-

muscle the result of the systoles varied alternatingly.

My experiments') treat of extirpated frog's hearts: for the alter-

nating activity of these this peripheric cause is consequently excluded.

If a frog's heart is extirpated and suspended, sometimes alternatingly

high and low curves are obtained. I give an exam|)le of this in (ig. 1.

(next page).

') The experiments were made on liibeinated specimens of rana escnlcnla in

tlie months of February and Maicli 191."). Pielhninaiy communication pLÜjlislied in

the Zontrallblatt tiir Pliysiologie (9).

IG»
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During the large systoles I saw in this experiment the whole

ventricle contract, whilst clnring the little systoles the point remained

Fig. 1.

in rest. After this suspended lieart iiad written for some time alter-

nation-curves, these curves suddenly changed into curves of equal

height. This transition can be seen in the figure. For a very short

time these curves continued to be of equal height, to change again into

alternation. The second row of curves of the figure was written

down 5 minutes after the first. Tlie transition of the alternation into

the curves of equal height is brought about, because the little curves

increase in height, whilst the height of the large curves gradually

decreases. The height of the normal curves is in the end between

that of the large ones and the little ones of the alternation. I

found this confirmed in a great number of experiments. This

can be beautifully seen in fig. 1. I have not observed here the

transition of these normal curves into the alternation. After I

had replaced the drum to begin the second row, the alternation

existed already again. The distances between the initial points of

the ventricle-systoles of the alternation-row are equal, but because

the large systoles are wider, the ventricle-pauses are of unequal

duration. The little systoles follow after a shorter pause than the

large ones. And it is the preceding pause that is of consequence.

The dimension of the systole is in general dependent upon the

duration of the pi'eceding pause and of the dimension of the systole

that has preceded this pause. If a systole after a short pause succeeds
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a large systole then it is little, and on the other hand a systole is

large, when the preceding systole is little and the preceding pause long.

Repeatedly I saw the altei-nation change into halving of rhythm.

Fig. 2, lower row of curves, shows an instance of it. After' I had

suspended this hearl, the systoles were all equally high; after a

short time this row of curves clianged into alternation. When this

B5 ^H^R
j

mi ^^^^B I

m ^^^ •

E 9^^ !
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liad cxistcnl for altoul one miiinlo, liaUiiig oF i'liytlnn ücoiin-ed. In

this lialved rlivthin llie lieai'l coiitiiiiied tu pulsate tbr more tlian

2'/, niiimtes, after wliieli tlie usual rli^tliin returned, in the i»egiiining

with systoles of equal height. After this slov/ rhythm the height of

the systoles gradually decreases. The preceding slow rhythm had

contributed to make the first systoles higher. Tlie first systole of

Fig. 2 is liie 15«'' after the halved stage. The systoles continue here

to decrease in height. From the G'*" systole in this figure the alter-

nation is distinctly extant. We see now the little systole constantly

diminish in height, till the rhythm halves again. I hope to give an

explanation of this fact at the end. Conducted by this observation

which I made several times myself, from which appeared, that

alternation occurs as a transition from the normal rhythm into the

halved one, and conducted by the well known clinical observation

that p. alternation occurs especially with paroxysmal tachyeardies,

1 have tried to produce heart-alternation in my frogs in a simple

way. The result answered entirely to my expectations. I suspended

in the usual way an extirpated frog's heart, and raised then the

temperature of the sinus veiiosus by making a hot RingersoUition

trickle on it.

My intention was to make the impulsions proceed from the sinus

venosus to the ventricle in a quicker tempo, whilst the temperature

of the ventricle remained the .same. As I expected the ventricle

began indeed to ]ndsate in alternation. Fig. 3 (at V. sinus venosus

ealefied). In this way 1 could cause nearly every extirpated frog's

heart to pulsate alternatingly. Thus 1 suspended e.g. 28 March

10 frog's hearts and found with 9 of these alternation after calefaction

of the sinus venosus, with the 10''' polygeminy occurred. (Every 4

to 8 systoles 1 ventricle-systole fell out here). Refrigeration of the

sinus venosus was then again sufficient to change the alternation

again into the normal rhythm. (Fig. 4 at A sin. venosus refrigerated).

Alternation as transition between the normal and the halved rhythm

occurred hereby likewise frequentl3^

So we see in Fig. 5 upper row at V, on account of calefaction

of the sinus venosus, alternation appear which disappears again at

A in consequence of i-efrigeration. In the lower row occur a few

curves of another heart in the halved rhythm between the alternation-

pulsations (at V the sin. venosus is here likewise calefied, at A
refrigerated).

Sometimes 1 obtained in this experiment for a short time heart-

alternation, but often also the heart continued to pulsate for a long

time in alternation. It makes the impression that the average normal
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height of the S3'stole lies between the two of tlie alternation, whilst

during the alternation there exists an oscillation round this average.

This is in accordance with the conception that the height of the

systole is direct proportional to the dnration of the preceding panses.

The duration of the pause in the normal rhythm is also the average
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nf llic 1(111^- iiii<l llio sliorl |);uisos during the alteriiaüoii. When once

pnlsaling in alternation the liearl eontinues of itself to oscillate round

tliis avei-age. Every large sy.slole is followed by a shorter pause, so

that there are two reasons, why every following systole will be

little, namely :

1. the short [)receding pause.

2. the fael that the preceding systoles are large.

And so, conversely, every little systole will be followed by a

large one. This will be so, because the preceding systole is little,

and the preceding pause long. P'or this reason a once existing

alleniation easily continues.

Now I thought it desirable to study this heart-phenonienon likewise

with the string-galvanometer. Tiie communications on this subject

are so contradictory that I felt the desire to study the action-currents

of the sinijile frog's heart possessing but one ventricle during the

allernation. My experiment facilitated my investigations considerably
;

1 could now at any lime by any method make hearts pulsate alter-

natingiv; I iledncted the action-currents in the usual way from the

point and the basis or auricle. I represent here in Fig. H the sus-

pension-curve and the electrogram of a frog's heart that by itself

was pulsating allernatingly. (Fig. (3. Time in '/. sec.) After the sixth

systole I refrigerated the sinus venosus by pouring a little cliloric

etiiyl on it.

We see in the row of curves the /I'-oscillations remain ecjually

large. The slow 7-oscillations are for the little systoles considerably

larger than for the large ones. The consequence of this is, that the

electric curves alternate over against the mechanical ones in an

opposite sense.

And this can easily be exi)lained. The negativities of the basis

and of the point are transmitted from the ventricle to the measuring-

apparatus. These negativities demonstrate themselves there in opposite

signs. In so far as consequently the basis- and the point-negativities

coincide, they are subtracted from each other. Li the mechanical

curves homever the point and the basisalterations sum up. The greater

the mechanical curve is, i.e. the more the point takes part in it,

the smaller the electric curve becomes. With the low curves conse-

quently is in the electrogram the incision from the top into the

electrograms smaller than with the large curves (indicated by two

arrows in Fig. 6). The depth of the incision is indicated by the

measure in which the point interferes with the basis.

That indeed during the little curves the point is in rest can espe-

cially distinctly be seen, when the diffei'ence in dimension of the
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two systoles is stron^lj' pronounced. The little curves of the alter-

nation-pairs express themselves in the electrograms more as mono-

phasic curves, whilst the large ones represent more diphasic curves.

The part of the point consequently participates, also in an electric
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sense litlle, lor llif littU- curves. According to tins notion it is

also obvions, thai tlie /i-oscillations of all curves are of equal height.

The height of these oscillations is determined bv the transmission
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of stimula tlirougli tlie basis-part, till tlie stimulus has proceeded so

far, that the negativit}' begins to show itself also at the point-pole.

As long as the basis-region continues to pulsate in its full extent,

the R will consequently remain equally high. (If at least the
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traiisiiiissioii-\el()('il_v ol' tlie uliimiliis is not foiisiderably disturbed;

tbr if till" stiiniiliis transmits itself slower, the point will interfere

later with the basis, and thereby the height will be able to increase

already). The influence of the refrigeration of the sinus venosus on

the electrograms and the mechanical curves is here entirely a con-

sequence of variation of frequency. The duration of tiie /^-oscillation

becomes shorter on account of the improved transmission of excitation

after the longer pauses, but the duration and height of the 7-oscil-

lation likewise increase consideraliiy. Tiie meciianogram likewise

increases in height and duration.

A well-defined example of transition of alternation into the normal

rhythm represents Fig. 7. The height of the mechanograms of the

normal rhythm stands between the heights of the alternation-systoles.

In the electrograms the .same proportion is found back for the

heights of tiie ^'-oscillations, and likewise for llie de|)ilis of the

incisions, caused in the electrograms by the interference of the apex

negativity with the negativity of the b.asis.

In Fig. 8 (page 238i we see an alleniatioii thai 1 luul canscii

bv calefaction of the sinus venosus, change again inio the normal

one Im rel'ri,i;cranon of the sinus (the niomeiil of refrigeration is

iiulicated by llie signal) (_>ccasionally llie alternation was (inly to

lij asccit.iiiuMi by a difference in height of the 7-oscillatioiis. Tli^i

highest 7"s lielonged then lo the lowest systoles. This can only be

explained by an inferior interference of the ape.x-part with the l)asis.

Not always, however, does (he point parlicijiale less during the

lilllc s\ stoles; in some cases the elertograin can only be understood,

if allerni\tiniily we admit a diminished parlici|)ation of the basis, or

also, if alternalingly now the basis, now the point pulsated.

So Fig. 9 (|)age 239) allows us to doubt, whether here the little

systoles are occasioned by exclusively basis-systoles.

I have another representation in which during the little systoles

for the greater part the point pulsates, and during the large systoles

the basis does so. These however are exceptions. As a rule I observed

that during the little systoles the point does not participate. In

nearly all representations the large systole begins later after the

expiration of the preceding systole than the little one. This can

distinctly be observed from the electrograms. Con.seqnently besides the

systoles the pauses alternate also, whilst an alternation in the duration

of the heartperiods does not occur. After it has appeared from the

electrograms, that the heart-alternation of the extirpated frog's heart

is caused by i)artial asystole of part of the ventricle-musculature

(mostly of the [)oint). Fig. 2 suddenly becomes also more intelligible.
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We see here alternation gradually elianp:e into halving of the rhythm,

most probably of the ventriole only. I often observed this halving

of the rhythm after alternation. The alternation is here consequently

a form of transition between the nornml rhythm and the halved

one. as I found in my frog's hearts |)oisoiied with verairine repeatedly

bi- and liigeniinus as traiisilion bclween these two rhythms. The

transition is here giadual; llie more we appniaeli llie hal\cd i li\ llim,

the lower the lilde alienialiou-syslolc beei uies. During the lillle

systole a con^lanlly urealcr part of the licartpoirt lenuiins in rest.

Ju Kig. 10 1 ha\e iudi>-ated i)y

lilies (Irawii Iransv ersally oxer the

venlricde the frontier l)ctween the

pai'l of ihc \entiicie that pulsates

(luring- the lillle sy.slule, and the

pari thai remains in rest. The |iarl

under llie line pulsates eonsccpienlly

duiing one alternalionpair onee, ami

ihis part becomes constantly larger,

the line rises gradually. So we come

to the conclusion that as soon as

the alternation occurs, halvinti' of

rhythm of ])art of the xenti'icle-

mnsculatnre takes place. The part of which the rhylhm halves

becomes constantly larger and laigei-, till at last the rhythm of the

whole ventricle halves. 'J'lie liiu's in Ihe fig. indicate thus, how

far the contraction continnes allernalingly in the ventiicle.

By this investigation into the |)0lential diiferences which exist in

the ventricle during Ihe alternation-curves it is at the same time

clearly indicated that we must conceive the ventricle-electrogram as a

product of interference of Ihe negativities al the basis ami the point.

Fie. 10
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Physiology. — •'Upon the .simultaneous re(/i,stratio?i of electric

phenotnena liy means of tmo or more galvanometers, and

upon its application to electro-cardiography." By W. Eint-

HOVEN, F. L. Bekgansius, and J. Bijtel.

(Communicated in the meeting of May 29, 1915).

For a long time the need lias been felt of a siniultaneons regis-

tration of electric phenomena bv means of two, or three galvanometers.

This is evident from the experiments made by Hull. Garten, Hoff-

man, Lewis, Wilijams, and others.

Speaking generally, three metiiods may be distinguished:

^1. That in which two galvanometers are placed side by side.

Each of the instruments is iUnminated by a separate lamp, while

the rays which proceed from the projection-oculars form two fields

of illumination one beside the other on the horizontal slit, behind

which the photographic plate is moved in a vertical direction.

The time-registration can be obtained by a single spoke-disc, the

number of spokes of which may be 10, or a multiple of ten. The

disc must be placed in such a position that its centre falls in the

line, which, running about parallel with the slit, connects the optical

axes of the two galvanometers. This can easily be done with great

accuracy, so that no greater error need occur than say 0,01 part

of the distance which divides one spoke from another. Care must

also be taken that by a suitable placing of the lenses the images

of the spokes on the slit are sliarply defined.

B. Another method consists in stretching two strings across the

same magnetic field. The Cambridge Scientific Instrument Comp.

provides a double string-holder on their model of galvanometer, in

which two strings are held at a distance of 0.5 mm. from each other.
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If a strong magnitioaliou were used with this urrangemeiit witlioiü

any further arrangements the images in the field of projection would

fall so far apart that tiie apparatus would he useless in practice.

With a magnitication of 600, the images of the strings would lie

30 cm. apart. To avoid liiis difficulty, the rays which arc dii'ected

upon tiie slit by the projectiou-ocuhvr. are changed in direction by

a pair of achromatic prisms in sucli a manner, that the images of

the strings come to be at a convenient distance from one another

upon the slit. A rectangular screen, placed at some distance in front

of the slit, divides the two fields formed by the prisms, and forms

a fine line of shadow upon the sensitive plate.

C. The third method of combination of galvanometers may
perhaps be called the most elegant, but it demands a \ery careful

adjustment. The principle of this method is that the two galvano-

meters are placed one behind tiie other, with the optical axes falling

in the .same line.

Midway between the projection-objective of the fir.st galvanometer

and the illumination-objective of the secoud a combination of lenses

is introduced which may be compared to a double ocular, and

which the firm of Cakt, Zkiss have been kind enough to construct

at our recpiest. This system is placed at such a distance from the

two above mentioned objectives, that tlie spherical and chromatic

aberrations of the image are eom|)eusated as well as possible.

The string which is nearest to the lamp is first projected inthe

new ZEiss-system, a second liuie in llio oplical field of" the second

string; a third time in the |)rojection-()culai', and finally a fourth

time upon the sensitive plate.

Although great demands are made upon the optical apparatus in

order to insure shai'pucss in this fourth image, yet the curves show

that the method leads to very satisfactory results. The images are

so sharp and full of contrast, that it is sometimes almost impossible

to distinguish between the image of the first and that of the second

string. This may be seen for instance in the curves in the thesis

of Dr. Battaerd, in which heart sounds and E.K.G. were simulta-

neously registered by the method in (|uestion.

In applying the method of simultaneous registration to electro-

cardiography special precautions must be taken. In this paper we
discuss the use of three galvanometers at once.

If an E.K.G. is made with only one derivation, regulating the

sensitivity of the galvanometer in the usual way, each centimetre

of an ordinate of the curve represents a potential difference of 1
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millivolt, and tliis potential difference would actually exist between

the places of derivation, if tliese were not connected to the <ialvano-

meter.

If the body is connected to a second galvanometer, the detlections

of tiie first will lie diminished, and this will be increasingly the case

in projiorlion us the second galvanometer possesses less resistance.

By a third connoction the results aie again reduced, and I he (piestion

therefore arises : How is the seusili\iiy of the three galvanometers

to be rcgidalcd, so thai liiey will siniullaneousiy inscril)e curves

whicii will fullil llie c(Uidilions re(|uired : The centimetres of the

ordinales luusi always represent the milli\olts of the potential oscil-

lations which occur between two points t)f derivation of a body,

when the body itself is still free from ail connections.

As long as only one galvanometer is connected to the body, at

the siulden application of c millivolts in the circint the image of the

string must be deflected by , ems. If thei-e are three galvanometers

coiuiected to the body at the same time, l)y the application of e

millivolts the deflection must be more than e cms. In a particular

ease with the simultaneous derivations I. II, and III, we will call

the deflections required E^, E^, and E,. These detlections can be

calculated by means of the laws of distribution of currents from

the potential difference e applied each time, the resistances of the

body /j, /, and /,, and the galvanometer resistances v,, r/,, and (/,.

The I'esult may be obtained in the simplest and at the same time

most practical wa}', by using the method of the equilateral triangle. ')

In this model of the human body the resistances of the body in

the three derivations are equal. If l^, 4, and /, really differ from

one another, they can be made e(pial by means of rheostats, or in

the adjustments a mean resistance / ^= ^ may be used.

In almost all cases this last method which is simpler in practice, is

amply accurate enough.

The gahanometer-resisfances must be actually made equal to each

other, by the addition of rheostat resistances to the two smallest

ones. We then write ij^ =i (j^ ^ (/, = (j.

I

If := a. the deflection required is for each of the three string

images E =^ e {1 -\- a) centimetres.

We may remark in passing that at the application of e millivolts

1) Gomp. 'Ueber die Richtung und die manifeste Grosse der Poteiitialschwan-

liungen im menschlichen Herzen", u. s. w. Pflüger's Archiv fiir die ges. Physio-

logie. Bd. 150. p. •iTo, 1913.
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in one of tlie galvanometer oiirnits all three of the string images

show a deflection. If the sensitivity of the strings is properly regu-

lated the string image into the circuit of which the potential

diiference is introduced will he detlected by i;' cms and each of the

other string images by 1^— a cms.

The following case may serve as an example. In the experinieiilai

subject Hu the resistances of the body are

/, = 1200 Ohms

/, = 1000 „

/, = 800 „

from which it follows that the mean resistance is / = 1000 Ohms.

Two galvanometer resistances of 4400 and 4000 Ohms are raised

by means of rheostats to 15200 Oiims and thus made e(iuai to the

third galvanometer resistance. We then get

q — 6200, a = .V- = 0,08, and E = ö (1 + ^0 = 1,08 cm.
2(/

The sensitivity of eacii galvanometer must therefore be regulated

in such a way that when in one of the circuits one millivolt is

introduced, the string image that belongs to that circuit will show

a deflection of 10.8 mms. The other string images will be deflected

by 0.8 mms.

The curves obtained in this way show a complete agreement

within the limits of observation with ihe formula quote<l. In the

measurement of a curve of complicated shape with a strongly negative

peak Rin no deviation was found to be larger than 0.1 mm.
The simultaneous registration of the E. K. G. by three derivations

has provided a new and not unwelcome proof of the accuracy with

which the string galvanometer is capable of reproducing the potential

oscillations of the human heart. Kor the direct practical proof that the

formula for the three derivations is right, can only be given, when

each of the three curves is accurate in itself.

It is worth mentioning, that the object can be obtained with the

ordinary commercial string galvanometers. Our curves are obtained

partly with the original model, partly with the double string-holder

of the Cambi'idge model.

The method here described further opens the possibility of deter-

mining the manifest value and the direction of the potential difference

in the heart itself, in an easy and certain way. If, in Ihe measure-

ments, one is obliged to use curves which have been registered one

after the other, one often meets with difficulties. If the curves have

a complicated form it is nnl always easy to ascertain the corresponding

J7
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phases of a heart period that has bee» registered by derixation 1.

for instance, and of another period by derivation II or III.

Moreover, one heart contraction is not exactly lil<e another. At a

superficial glance the E.K.G. of the same series, appear so similar

to one another, that one would take one period for the reproduction

ot another, but, when measured, numerous small differences appear

whicli impede the accurate calculation of the direction and the

manifest value of the potential difference. All these difficulties disappear

when the E.K.G. is registered bj' the three derivations simultaneously.

The method is of service not only physiologically, but also clinically.

For the object of practical cardiography is not to ascertain the

[)0tential difference that exists between one hand and another, or a

hand and a foot, but to obtain an insight into the working of the

heart itself).

Physics. — "ÏVic indgnetic suscepti/>i/ifi/ antl the nuinher of HKtif-

netons of nickel in solutions of nickelsaJts." By P. Weiss

and Miss E. D. Bruins. (Communicated by Prof. H. A.

LÖRENTZ.)

§ 1. The purpose of this research was to investigate, how in

connection with the magnetontheory the magnetic susceptibility of

nickel in solutions of nickelsalts depends on the concent lation of

nickel in the solution. The i-esearch was made after Quincke's method

improved by Picc.\rd'j.

Before and after every series of measurements water was measured

of which the specific susceptibility or coefficient of magnetisation

has of late years been determined with great accuracy after different

methods.

For this coefficient Séve gives :
— 0.725.10-6 at 22° C. ')

Picc.ARD :
— 0.7193.10-'> „ 20° C. ')

DE Haas and Drapier : —0.721.10-6 __ 21° C.

In the following calculations has been used the value given by

PiCCARD -/iu-aler 20» C. = 0.7193.10—6.

The coefficient of magnetisation X/^ of the solution is calculated

with the formula:

1) Tlie complete account of liie above investigation wifl appear elsewliere.

-; Die Magnetisieiungskoeffizienten des Wassers und des Sauerstoiïs. Promotions-

arbeit von A. Piccahd. Arch, de Geneve 1913.

') SÈVE. Paris ]9f2. Tlièse. Ann. Cliim. pliys. (8) 27 p. 189-244. 1912.

^) Dr Haas und Drapier. Annalen der Physik. Band 42. p. 673-684. 1C13.
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^/^=v;+A-^~-j ^'^

where : h.^ = the measured ascension of the solution.

X;, = the susee|)tibility of tiie air which is above the meniscus

of the solution. At 20° C. and a pressure of 760 mm.
^' = 0.0294.10-0.

Therefore k, = 0.0294.1 0-6 p-(~
'

760 V T
where p^ indicates the atmospheric pressure decreased

with the moisture of the air.

y, ^ the density of tlie solution.

h =r the measured ascension of the water.

k = the susceptibility of tiie air which is above the meniscus

of the water.

7 = tlie density of the water.

If the solution contains ,r7u of the nickelsalt, we have according

to Wiedemann's law

:

(100 —ic) y.u>ater + xXyisah
, ^,,

^L- 100 •
• • •

^''^

This Y-^isait multiplied by tlie molecular weight of the nickelsalt

in question gives the molecular coefficient of magnetisation •/'"•

From X'" the coefficient of magnet isation •/" of the nickelatom has

been deduced by making a correction for the diamagneiism of the

anion.

These were taken

:

Y'« = — 0.40 .
10-6

5fso.
=- "•37. 10-6

^(N0.). = -'-=''^-''~'

which values have been deduced from those given by Pascal by

making a correction for the value of Xwaicr, which Pascal has taken

— 0.75. 10-6.

The formula a„ =^y^{y"y, . '3RT) gives ö„ the magnetic moment of

the nickel pro gramatom at the absolute zero of temperature.

n = "— tinallv gives the number of magnetons of the nickelatom.
1123,.5

' ^ °

§ 2. In the first place the aqueous solutions of NiSO,, NiCL and

Ni(NO,)j were investigated.

They ha\e been prepared from distilled water and cobaltfree

nickelsalts from Kahlbaum.

17*
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The concentration has been determined by analyzing the most

concentrated sobition after the electrolytic method ') with a platinum

net for cathode and a platinum spiral for anode. The rest of the solu-

tions were obtained from the analyzed by dilution. In order to

insure accuracy some have been analyzed. For example the i-esults

of two analyses of a sobition, which ought to contain 3,641 "/„ NiCl,

according to the way it was prepared, were found to be 3,6437,, ^n<i

3,640 7„ NiCl,.

The following table gives the I'esults obtained ; in the fifth column

are mentioned the values of X"v, reduced to 20° C. according to

Curie's law (comp. § 5).

Aqueous solutions of NiSO^.
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Aqueous solutions of NiiNOj)^.
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If ammonia is added to an aqueous solution of a nickelsalt, we get

the blue coloured solution of the complex nickel-auinionia compound.

As with these solutions the strong evaporation of the ammonia

makes it impossible to determine with sufficient accuracy the correction

for the magnetic susceptibility of the air, these measurements were

carried out under an atmosphere of hydrogen and ammonia, which

was obtained by leading the hydrogen through an aqueous NH,-solution

of about the same NH, -concentration as the solution to ite investigated.

The magnetic susceptibility of this atmosphere is so small, that it

may be taken equal to zero, thus formula (I) becomes, as with these

measurements the water measurements also were made under a

hydrogenatmosphere

;

'f'L^ -rf-water (I)
h

The calculation of Xxi salt fiom Xl with the ammoniacal solutions

is performed analogous to the calculation of Xni shU from Xl with

the aqueous solutions. However not only the susceptibility of the

water but also that of the ammonia must be taken into account.

The measurements of aqueous ammonia solutions gave for Xfjtf, :

— 0,947.10-G

— 0,950.10-6

— 0,942.10-6

— 0,954.10-6

Average : — 0,948.10-6

while Pascai, gives: Xnhj = — 0,881.10-6.

Instead of formula (II) we get:

(100— .B— y) Xwatei- + y XnH, + X Xni salt ,^,,,Xl= ^^ . . . (//)

where x. indicates the percentage of nickelsalt, y that of ammonia.

As from some experiments in the beginning it was evident, that

with a ci'rtiiln concentration of the nickelsalt within the limits of

expenmenial accuracy a fixed value was found for X^; s,^it calculated

wiih formula (11) for «////'(j/wi^ NHj-concenlrations, the conclusion may
l)e drawn that Xnh, has the same value no matter in what degree

llie aiiimoiiia is bound to the nickelsalt or finds itself free in

I e sniiiiioii. fiie .su.sceptibility therefore maj' be assumed as an

additive |)roperiy and the correction for the ammonia may be

deduced from the whole ammonia quantity.

The following table gives the results obtained with the ammonical

solutions

:
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Ammoniacal solutions of NiSOj. ')

lo/oNiS04
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From llie remiltis (ililiiiiu'd tlic oüiiclii.sion may be drawn, that for

the aiiiiiioiiitical solutions
"z'^- .,„0 .

'i''^' 'I'so the imnihers of uiagnetons

luv somewhat smaller than the corresponding (jnantities for the

a(|ueoas solutions. For the three salts investigated this difference is

the same within the limits of experimental accuracy, for instance

this difference is for the number of magnetons 0.47 0.48 and 0.49

respectively for the NiSO^, NiCij and Ni(N0s)5 solution.

§ 4. Addition of H^SO, to a aqueous solution of NiSO^ and of

(NHJjSO, to an ammonical solution of NiSO^ evidently was without

influence on the number of magnetons:

VoNiSO, VoH.ÖÜ, n

3.619 16.01

3.241 9.493 16.02

"/„NiSO, 7„NH, 7„(NH,),S0, n

3.659 8.308 15.46

3.187 7.238 12.884 15.48

§ 5. Finally it has been investigated how /"• depends on the

temperature, by measurements of a aipieous NiCl,-solution at 6°.0,

16°.7 and 89°.7 C. and of an ammoniacal NiCl.-solution at 6°.7,

18°.8, 20°.2 and 56 \2 C.

As only that part of the tube which was in the magnetic field

had the temperature T, while the rest of the tube and the basin in

which the end of the tube had been immersed were at the tempe-

rature PL', of the room, a correction must be made for the inhomo-

geneity of the liquid in the tube and the basin ; therefore formula (I')

becomes

:

_ Tt

where y^' indicates the density of the solution at the temperature T,

and Yi t'le density óf the solution at the temperature t.

The coefficients of dilatation necessary for the calculation of yr
have been determined :

Coefficient of dilatation of an aqueous NiCl,-solution containing

4.t514 7„ NiCl, between 5°.0 C. and 18^8 C. : 0.00021

between 5°.9 C. and 22°.0 C, : 0.00017

Average: 0.00019
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between 18°.8 C. and 89°.5 C. : 0.00042

between 22°.0 C. and 90^3 C : 0.00044

Average: 0.00043

Coefficient of dilatation of the solution containing 4.61J "/„ NiCl, and

6.782 7„ NH, between 4''.H C. and 19°.l C. : 0.00023

between 3°.7 C. and 19°.8 C . : 0.00018

Average: 0.00020

between 19M C. and 59°.0 C. : 0.00037

between 19'.8 Ü. and 6Ü°.8 C . : 0.00039

Average: 0.00038

These measurements were also executed under a hydrogen atmos-

phere and gave the following results:

»/oNiCl2 T
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Physics. — "^fa(J1ieto-chl'nücal researches ou/errous salts in sulntioii"

.

By P. Wmss and Miss C. A. Frank amp. fConiimuiicated by

I'rof. H. A. LoRENTZ).

The investigation included ferrous sulfate 7 aq. and the animoiiiacal

double-salt thereof, fen-ous-aminoniiini sulfate 6 aq.

According to the method of Quinckr, as it has been (inally iinproved

by PiccARD '), the ascension is measured of the solution, placed

between the pole-pieces of a WEiss-magnet. Standard-liquid is distilled

water, which is also used in preparing the solutions.

According to the equation

:

/l-„, /( / . k,

Psui, «V Q

we are able to deduce the coefficient of magnetisation from the

ascension; x being this coefficient, -/' the one, belonging to water,

ko^ and ko^ the susceptibilities of air at the average temperatures of

the experiment, finally /« and h.' the ascensions of the solution and

of water respectively.

The meaning of the ^'s is evident.

By means of the theorem of Wiedemann

""^ ^
V^

""
ÏÖÖJ ^ ^ Too

^'''

X being the percentage in weight of the salt without aq, •/« has been

calculated, which, multiplied by the molecular weight of the salt,

gives the molecular coefficient of magnetisation.

After correction as to the diamagnetism of the other elements,

the atomic coefficient of magnetisation of iron -/„ i*? obtained, from

which, by means of the well-known formulae:

and

''"
1123.5

the number of magnetons may be derived; r,,„^ being liie maximum

value of the molecular magnetisation at the absolute zero, whereas

1 J 23.5 indicates the average value of the so-called grammagnefon ^).

Since ferrous-sails, and ferrous sulfate in jiarlicular, are easily

oxydated wlicn exposed to the air and even in solutions, we soon

carried out our measurements in a magnetical-indifrerent atmosphere

1) A. PicüAKu. Diss. 1913 Zurich.

2j P. Weiss. I'liysik. Zeilschrift IflU S- 935.
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of hydrogen, which at tlie same time simplified oiu- calculations

considerably.

Henceforth tlie sohitions were prepared with boiled water.

They were analj'zed as well by precipitating with ammonia as by

reducing with potassinmpernianganate ') ; in the first case we oxy dated

with nitric acid till the entire tiansformation into ferric-salt had

taken place-, whereas in the second case the permanganate was

tested with oxalate; the second method proved sodium the most

reliable (accuracy 4 7oo)-

Save the ferrous sulfate of Mkrck, all the material was provided

by Kahi.baum.

The ferrous ammoniumsulfate was the so-called "Manganfreie

Morsche Salz". On account of the ferric-salts, examined till then '),

we could expect a dependence of the number of magnetons on the

concentration with ferrous-salts as well.

However, our experiments showed an absolute constancy of this

number as may be seen from the following tables:

TABLE I. Ferrous sulfate.

X. 106 solution
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TABLE II. Ferrous-ammoniumsulfate.

/ . 106 solution
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again the independence of such influences — and as moreover it

was evident from these experiments that solutions, thus prepared,

were more constant and therefore more fit for experiment, we finally

carried out OHr measurements of the lower concentrations on acid

solutions only.

So here too the constancy of n showed itself.

To be able to calculate the results, special measurements were

required on sulphuric acid and out of the following dates the

average value for lower concentrations
'i AO^ =z — 0.358 is used.

The dates, marked * are taken from Cabrkra ').

TABLE III. Sulphuric acid.

/m- 10^
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It', oil the otliei' hand, we could fnrtlier the hydrolysis, and thus

accelerate the "transformation in time" which showed itself in many
cases, a positive proof would be given.

Since, however, traces of NaOH already form a tine granular

precipitate, such an expei-iment seems to be excluded from measurement.

The chemical complications, which in particular for iron-salts are

so numerous, constantly impede tiie investigation of these salts.

Zurich Juli 1914. Phi/sikgebaiide des Eklyenüssisclien

PolytechniLums.

Microbiology. — "A microsaccliarimeter" . By Miss. H. J. van

LuTsiiNBURG Maas aiid Prof. G. van Itkkson Jk. (Communicated

by Prof. M. W. Beuerinck.)

In the conscientious and extensive work of A. J. Kluyvkr: "Bio-

chemisclie suikerbepalingen"') (Biochemical Sugaranalysis) a fermen-

tation-sacchari meter is described, which enables us to quantitative

fermentations under perfect sterile circumstances. The quantities of

the different fermentable sugars, possibly at the same time present,

are to be calculated from the quantities carbonic acid, produced in

such an apparatus from a fixed volume liquid by different ferments.

The rich material, which Ki.uyvf.r published, shows in a convincing

way, how this apparatus gives a most satisfactory and at the

same time simple solution for the problem of quantitative sugar-

determinations by means of the fermentation-method. Such a solu-

tion has in spite of the researches of many predecessors never been

found.

The application of this method in studying biological questions,

from which Kluyver gives already some interesting examples, promises

most important results.

By no means the fermentation-saccharimeter, whose description

will follow, will be able to supersede tlie apparatus, used by Ki.uyvkr.

The latter will always be preferred when accuracy is required

and a sufHicient quantity of the sugars is to be had. The reason

why, will be explained later, we only mention it here, because the

applicability of the here described method is justified by the results,

found with the apparatus of which Ki-uyvkr gives the description.

In the first place some remarks may follow on this last appara-

tus and the limits of what can be attained will be indicated.

1) Published by E. .1. Brill at Leiden, 1914.
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In the current form the apparatus wants about 1 oc. liquid to

ferment. B^y taking a smaller size this volume can be reduced to

0.5 cc, but the accuracy of the reading diminishes (intltience of

the convex mercury meniscus). For constructive and practical reasons

it seems impossible to reduce the size more.

The quantity of fermentable sugar, used in the apparatus of

ordinary size is about 40 mgr. (corresponding with 10 cc. C<J.j)

and should not be less than 4 mgr. The last limit is determined by

the circumstance, that almost an equal volume of the carbonic acid

as is produced from this quantity of sugar by the fermentation is

soluble in 1 cc. of the sufficiently fermented liquid under average

barometric pressure and at the temperature of the room. By applying

a manipulation, viz. the addition of a known, small quantity ferment-

able sugar, it" is possible to determine smaller quantities of sugar

with this apparatus, but the analysis is not very accurate in that

ease. With the developing of small quantities of carbonic acid the

influence of the factor, which is to be charged for the gas, dissolved

in the fermented liquid, is comparatively very large, and just this

factor is by the changing composition of that liquid always some-

what uncertain.

The inoculation-material for this apparatus is a small quantity of

yeast, which is taken from a tube-culture with the aid of a thick

platinum needle. That yeast quantity is so chosen by Kluyver, in

connection with a research of Joulbauhr, that the proportion yeast

to sugar is about 1 : 2. The inllueiu-e of the autofermentation is can-

celled. With this yeast-concentralion the fermentable sugars have

usually completely disappeared after about 40 hours (when raftinose

is present the time, necessary for the fermentation is much longer).

This long fermentation makes it necessary to sterilize carefully the ap-

paratus, the fermenting mixture and the mercury, shutting off the liquid.

For many biological researches a method for quantitative sugar-

analysis would be desirable for quantities smaller than 1 cc. and

often it will be necessary to estimate smaller poi'tions than 4 mgr.

with greater accuracy than is possible with the aid of the mani-

pulation in the ap|>aratus refei'red to. Therefore now an apparatus

will be described with which this [jurpose can be reached. The
quantities of sugar, which can be fermented are between 3.5 mgr.

and 0.1 mgr. and a drop of 0.010 cc. will be sufficient to perform

the analysis, though it is preferable to take a larger quantity of

the liquid. Moreover it will be evident that with this new method

the fermentation will be much sooner finished than with the old

one, so that no sterile circumstances are necessary.
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^ J. Description of tJw inirromcchrtrimrter.

Tlie principal part of the miorosaccliarimeter (see the Plate , tig- 1)

is made of a capillary tube of thick glass, with an inner diameter

of about 2.8 mm. At a short distance from one of the ends this

lube has been blown to a cylindric reservoir, the content of which

is about Ice. and with a short neck. The other end of the tube has

been enlarged to a funnel, of a content of about 1.5 cc. The lengthof

the glass apparatus, measured from the point on the utmost right to

the utmost left is about 35 cm. (in connect with the usual dimensions

of the thermostats). The capillary tube has such a curve under the

reservoir that the longest, straight part (see fig. 1) mounts to about

half way the reservoir. This long straight part has been calibrated

;

the scale-division is in parts, each from 0.01 cc. The zero-point

is as near as possible to the downward directed curve and the

division continues till the upward bent. With the here mentioned

dimensions this division will go to about 0.9 cc. and it is desii-able,

that it should not be much shorter. The dimensions are for the rest

so chosen, that the content of the reservoir is a bit smaller than

that of the bent and straight part of the capillary tube and the

funnel together, a circumstance, which is to be observed by the

constructor of the apparatus. The fiuishing of the neck of the small

reservoir is to be done carefully. The opening of that neck is

upward somewhat enlarged in a conical form, while also from the

very short, narrow part of this opening downward a very regular

conical transition must be (see tig. 3).

The glass apparatus is placed on a small stand (see fig. 2), made

from a wooden platter (5.5 x 38 cm'.), on which a wooden block

has been fastened, that bears a cork clamp. This clamp is made

from a conical cork of good quality (largest diameter 4 cm., high

3.5 cm.). This cork has on the short side a groove, which continues

to some distance from the large side. The curved part of the

capillary tube tits in this groove. The cork is further on at two

sides tiled parabolical (see fig. 2).

The glass apparatus is to be fixed in every desired stand by a

brass pin with winged nut, fitting in the cork just above the curve

of the capillary tube. By remoxing the brass pin the glass apparatus

can be taken from the stand, which is necessary to clean it. To

sterilize the apparatus is superfluous, but it should be dried carefully.

The two mercury levels, being after the fermentation in the reser-

voir and in the divided part of the capillary tube, can be placed

on the same iieiglit by different simple ways. A rather good method
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is by using an apparatus as shown in figure 4. This apparatus bears

a pin, which can be moved over a vertical stand. The pin reaches

before the microsaccharimeler, when the stand is placed behind it.

To compare tlie mercury levels all is placed on an exactly horizontal

table and by removing the apparatus over this table and changmg

the angle between the capillary tube and the platter, the two levels

can be brought on exactly the same height.

For using this microsaccharimeter we want (besides diflferent

ferment-cultures) : dried and cleaned mercury, paraffin with a melting-

point of about 55° C, red sealing-wax of superior quality, some

metal spatulas, a platinum spatula in a needle-holder, a number of

dropping syringes, some capillary tubes (diameter 1 mm.), some

small sterile glass tubes with cotton-wool stops and sterile main-water.')

^ 2. Preparation of the yeasts.

For a quantitative analysis with the microsaccharimeter the yeast

is to be submitted to a very simple preparation. The yeast quantity,

used in this apparatus is in proportion to the quantity of sugar

rather large. So the volume of the carbonic acid, developed out of

the glycogen present in the yeast can often be very important com-

pared to the gas, produced by the fermentation of the sugar. This

difficulty is to be prevented ; before bringing the yeast in the appa-

ratus, it is made free from glycogen by auto-fermentation.

The ditferent ferments are the best cultivated in the ordinary

culture-tubes on the surface of malt-gelatine. When tubes of a large

size are used, one contains enough yeast to do at least six quanti-

tative determinations with the microsaccharimeter. With the aid of

a sterile platinum spatula the yeast is to be carefully taken from the

gelatine-surface and divided in some cc. sterile main water in a glass

tube stopped with cotton wool. Then the tubes with the different

yeasts are placed in a thermostat at 30° C With the aid of the

iodine reaction it can be settled that under these circumstances all

the glycogen has disappeared by auto-fermentation after four hours.

After this preparation the yeast has sunk to the bottom of the

tube and the water, standing above, can easily be taken away

with a dropping syringe. For this no sterile syringe is wanted,

but for each other kind of yeast a new or cleaned one is to be

used.

1) The microsaccharimeter is to I»; had at J. C Th. Marius, Lim., Utrecht

the ferment cultures at llie 'Genlralsh'lli' fiii- I'il/.kulturen" at Amsterdam.
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in the watei' above the yeast but little carbon dioxide is dissolved

In the following caloulation the water has been supposed to contain

no carbonic acid, so a small, practically to be neglected, mistake is made.

This mistake is completely to be avoided by refreshing the water above

the sunken yeast, which too sliould be taken away with a dropping

syringe. The sunken yeast is divided in the remaining water and

brought into the saccharimeter with a capillary tube.

§ 3. Method of using.

In the tirst place the microsaccharimeter is to be tilled with a

certain quantity of dried, cleaned mercury.

The nut-wing is unscrewed and the glass appai-atus placed as

tig. 2 shows. The tilling is done by the funnel, with a dropping

syringe. When the funnel is full, it is carefully raised ; the mercury

streams to the reservoir A and remains partly in the capillary tube.

The next lowei'ing of the funnel makes the mercui'y stream partly-

back. By addition or i-emoval of mercury the quantity' can be

taken so, that the reservoir with its neck and the capillary tube is

filled as far as or just past the zero-point. To control this, the funnel is

raised till the mercury reaches the border of the opening of the

neck ; tlie mercury will then be adjusted at zero, or between the

tirst marks. After the apparatus has been tilled with mercury, it

is placed in the original position and with the aid of a metal spatula

a bit of paraffin, melted on that si)atula, is spread on the polished

surface of the neck.

Only a thin cover is wanted, but it should reach the border of

the opening; it is even to be preferred to cover the inner-wall of this

neck over a short distance, but it is not necessary.

Now the nut-wing is fastened, but so, that the glass apparatus

can still be moved in the cork and remains in every required posi-

tion, when released. Then the apparatus is placed so that the

tangentplane lo the mercury level in the neck coincides with the

paraffin cover. Therefore the eye is kept in the tangent-plane to

this surface and the funnel is to be raised till the mercury meniscus

can just be seen. In this phase the fii\it rending of the mercury

in the calibrated tube is made.

By the action of the capillarity in that calibrated tube a strongly

convex meniscus is formed and (he position of the utmost tangent-

plane is to be read without difficulty with the naked eye up to in

tenth parts of the calibration.

Next a drop of the fernienting licpiid is brought on Ihe mercury
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and on the surface of the neck with the aid of a dropping syringe.

The size of this drop is to be regulated by the quantity of sugar to be

fermented. This quantity ouglit not to surpass 3.5 mgr. and practi-

cally not to sink under 0,1 mgr. The concentration of the solution

should be more than 0,47o. Good results are to be had with a

37o sugar solution, from which it is best to take drops of 0,06

—

0,08 cc.

After this the funnel is carefully lowered ; thereby the drop of

liquid is drawn into the apparatus. This can be performed without

any loss of liquid, if only the paraffin cover have been laid down in

the right way on the neck of llie reservoir. Should however any

liquid be left behind, then this has to be removed with a small

piece of filter-paper.

The meniscus of the solution in the upper part of the neck will

be convex, especially when some paraffine iiad been brought along the

inner side of the neck. This siiape of ihe meniscus can be obtained

in the best way by making the solution rise from a lower part of

the neck up to the top, taUing care however, not to have it lowered

under ihe narrow part. In this way it is possible to bring the

tangent-plane at the meniscus on the level of the upper surface of

the neck. After fixing the apparatus in this position, the 2'"^ readiny

of the meniscus of the mercury in the straight capillary glass tube

is made.

The difference between the two first readings gives: the volume

of the sugar solution to an accuracy of 0,001 cc.

Now again the liquid is a bit lowered, but not so far as to reach

the narrow part. Then, with a thiii capillary glass tube, we add a drop

of yeast-suspension, which has been prepared previously as already

indicated. The drop is carefully thrown into the apparatus, until the

meniscus, whicli again will be convex, reaches the same level as

mentioned before. Now the 3"h-t'(uli.ng is taken.

The dilference between the 3rd. and the 2nd. reading gives: the

volume of the added yeast-suspension. Cai-e must be taken that to

1 part of sugar about from 5 to 8 parts of yeast be added (weighed in

living stale) ^). With sugar concentrations of about 3 per cent and with

suspensions of yeast, prepared in the described way, this can be

done by taking the volume of the suspension nearly the same as that

of the sugar solution.

After this 3rd. reading the licjuid is allowed to go down to the

narrow part of the neck; tiiere the meniscus will be decidedly con-

1) Just by the choice of these large quantities of yeast, the ferraenl:ition-time

is much reduced. coinp;ireil wilh tlic (hiralion of the analysis, made by Kluyvur.

18*
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cave. Then one melts some paraffine on a small metallic spatula and

lets it flow along tlie inner side of the neck nn the surface of tiie

liquid. In this way it is possible to fill up the wiiole upper part of

the neck with paraffin, witliout any difficulty and with a startling

result. No air bubble ought to be present between the liquid and

the paraffin, but no difficulties will arise, should a bubble be present,

provided its volume is small compared with that of the carbon dioxide,

evolved by the fermentation. Once the paraffin solidified, the

4''' reading is made.

After this the apparatus can be sealed definitively, for which sealing-

wax was used, as paraffine shrinks, when it solidifies and easily gets

loose from the glass. The application of the sealing-wax is as

follow. At the outer side of the round upper part of the neck,

a ring of paraffin is taken away with a small knife. Care should

be taken, not to damage the stop of paraffin, which seals off the liquid

in the neck. Now on a small metallic spatula some sealing-wax is

liquefied by heating and the melted wax is put on the part of the

neck, from which the paraffin had been taken away. Not before the

wax is well fixed on the glass, a drop of liquefied wax is put on

the paraffin stop. Now the whole closure can be perfected by adding

more sealing-wax.
^

This done, one puts the apparatus in the thermostat of 30° C,

fixing it in the position of figure 2. The fermentation will be com-

pletely finished within 6 hours'). This time past, the apparatus is

taken from the thermostat and fastened in such a position, that the

mercury in the capillary tube and in the reservoir are on about

tlie same level. Two hours are quite sufficient to have the apparatus

cooled to the temperature of the air. The 5''' reading is then made,

but not before the mercury in the tube and in the reservoir is

carefully placed on the same level. This can be done, as already

indicated, by means of the small auxiliary apparatus, described in

§ 1. As the same time the temperature of the air and the barometer

are read. Now all data, necessary for the calculation of the analysis

are known.

In the experiments, dealcd with in § 5 of this communication,

the preparation of the yeast took place in the morning; the micro-

saccharimeters were put into the thermostat at about 3 o'clock in the

afternoon and were taken out of the thermostat in the evening of

the same day. The last reading was made next morning.

1) Till now, we did not yet study the fermenlalion of raffinose with this appa-

ratus, il seems possible, that this sugar will ask a longer time to ferment couipletely.
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^ 4. Hovj to calculate the results.

The difference between tlie 5''' and the 4"' reading gives : the

volume of the gaseous carbon dioxide, present in the apparatus at

the end of the fermentation. Another portion of carbonic acid

however is retained by the liquid and this portion too has to be

taken into account. Now Kluyver observed, that when sugar is

fermented in yeast-extract at '15° C. and 760 mm. , in 1 cc. of

the liquid a quantity of carbonic acid is left behind which has a

volume of 1.2 cc. at 0° C. and 760 mm. (provided that super-

saturation of the liquid is avoided). By Bohr and Bock however

it was pointed out that at 15° C. and 760 mm. pure water retains

a volume of carbonic acid, which after reduction to 0° C. and 760 mm.
amounts to 1.019 cc. Tiie fact that Kluyver found more, can be

explained by the special nature of his liquid.

Though in our experiments the carbon dioxide was not dissolved

in pure water, as every fermented liquid retains alcohol, yet our

licjuid approaches more to pure water tlian yeast-extract. It is very

probable, that under these circumsrances the foresaid number falls

between the two numbers, mentioned above. Moreover our readings

were made at temperatures between 17° and 20° C. Now the

solubility of carbon dioxide diminishes rather rapidly, when the

temperature rises. After Bohr and Bock the foresaid volume becomes

0.878 cc. at 20° C.

For these reasons we assume the forementioned volume, under

the' conditions of our experiments, to be 1 cc. This simplifies the

calculation.

The total volume of carbon dioxide of 0° C. and 760 mm. now
can be found by reducing at first the gaseous carbon dioxide to

that temperature and pressure, which may be done quite efficientiv

by means of a table, published by Kluyver'). This done, the volume

of all the liquid is to be added (vi/,. the difference between the 3rd.

and the 1th. reading).

Kluyver made a large number of determinations of the volume

of carbon dioxide (reduced to 0° C. and 760 mm.), obtainable

with 6 different species of yeasts from 40 mgr. of 8 different

sugars in the apparatus, used by him (see table XXVIll of his

publication). Then also the number of milligrammes of sugar, equi-

valent to 1 cc. of CO, at that tenqierature and under normal

pressure were known. We have limited our experiments for the

I)
1. c. p. 61.
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yeasts to Snccharonu/ces cerevisiae (press-yeast), Torula datlila and

Torula monosa, and for the sugars to glucose, fructose, saccharose

and maltose. Especially the quantitative determination of these

sugars, separately or as mixtures will be required in biological research

work. Now tliese determinations are possible with tlie 3 yeasts

mentioned, with this exception alone, that glucose and fructose

are always found togetiier. The first of the 3 yeasts is capable to

ferment the 4 sugars, the second the monoses and saccharose and

the last ferments only monoses. "^

Now Kluyver established, that out of the 4 mentioned sugars in

his apparatus nearly the theoretical quantity of carbon dioxide is

produced. Certaiidy in our microsaccharimeter we may expect no

smaller quantity of this gas, as reproduction of yeast is practically

impossible witliin the 6 hours of our experiments, whilst under the

circumstances of Ki.uyvek some reproduction may be expected.

Therefore we took the theoretical value to make our calculations.

This means, that we supposed a yield of 1 cc. of carbon dioxide

(of 0° 0. and 760 m.m.) to be equivalent to 4.05 mgr. of absolutely

dried liexose (respectively to 4,45 mgr. liexose-hydrate, containing

1 HjO) and to 3,85 mgr. of absolutely dried bihexose (respectively

to 4,05 mgr. of bihexose-hydrate, containing i H,0).

^ 5. Numerical illustration.

Here follow some examples of determinations, which we performed

with the microsaccharimeter. We give only a small number of

applications of this apparatus on the analysis of natural products,

as we intend to publish a more detailed communication on this

subject later on. Here we principally mention the results of fermentations

with sugar solutions; we took the most pure sugars to be got. Thus,

with the numbers published here, we intend to demonstrate the

ai)plicability of the method.

1. A 3 per cent, solution of glucosehydrate was fermented by

Torula nioiiosii. The readings were successively: 0,012: 0,070;

0,128; 0,133 and 0,436 cc. The last reading was made at 19° C.

and under a pressure 'of 767 m.m.

The gaseous carbon dioxide, present in the apparatus after the

fennention, was 0,303 cc. After reduction to 0° C. and 760 mm.
this [)ecornes 0,286 cc. The volume of the liquid in the apparatus

is found to he 0,116 cc. Thus, the whole volume of carbon dioxide

(il 0° and 7tJ0 mm., obtained by the fermentation, may be supposed

to he 0,402 cc.



Found:
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9. Saccliarode, fermented with T. dattila gave

:

Taken: 1.65 1.80 1.68 2.49 2.19 2.31 2.25 0.78 2.13 1.31 1.59 mgr.

Found: 1.66 1.76 1.76 2.47 2.27 2.20 2.17 0.82 2.13 1.38 1.67 mgr.

Taken :1.86 1.71 1.62 1.592.31 1.74 1.31 1.65 1.77 1.77 2.10 1.83 mgr.

Fonnd: 1.971.73 1.68 1.58 2.21 1.80 1.38 1.64 1.81 1.83 2.17 1.95 mgr.

10. Solutions of saccharose with S. cerevisiae gave the following

numbei'S

:

Taken: 1.41 J.53 2.19 2.25 2.70 J. 23 2.13 1.50 J.59 1.59 mgr.

Found: 1.72 1.62 2.25 2.35 2.53 1.34 2.16 1.70 1.62 1.75 mgr.

Taken: 1.65 1.80 1.47 mgr.

Found: 1.93 1.90 1.59 mgr.

11. Solutions of maltose, fermented with S. cererisiae:

Taken: 1.26 1.80 2.46 2.31 1.83 1.65 2.52 1.86 1.68 1.35 1.38 mgr.

Found: 1.38 1.72 2.32 2.32 1.72 1.52 2.42 1.66 1.55 1.30 1.51 mgr.

12. With a solution, containing 3 per cent, glucosehydrate, 3 per

cent, saccharose ai'd 3 per cent, maltoseliydrate, we undertook three

feiineutations, viz. with T. mono.sa, T. ddtlilu and S. cerevmae. With

7\ munosa tiie carbonic acid obtained from 0,045 cc. of the solution

was 0,326 cc, witii T. dattila 0,633 cc. from 0,045 cc. and with

S- cerevisiae 0,932 cc. from 0,043 cc. ; all gasvolumes being reduced

to 0° C, and 760 mm. From these numbers we calculate that of

1 cc. of the solution 7,1 ; 14,1 and 21,7 cc. of carbon dioxide will

be obtained by each of the 3 yeasts. Consequently there were

obtained 7,1 cc. from monoses (here from glucose-hydrate), 7,0 cc.

from saccharose and 7,6 cc. from raaltosehydrate. This means a

composition of the solution of 3,1 per cent, of glucosehydrate, 2,7

per cent, of saccharose and 3,1 per cent, of maltosehydrate.

13. Other determinations with solutions of the same composition

gave the following results:

2,85 7o glucosehydraat ; 3,2 "/„ saccharose; 2,7 "/o nialtosehydrate.

2,98% „ 3,19% „ 2,84%
The three last numbers were calculated from the results of ana-

lysis, made in triplo.

14. Juice, pressed from a slice of orange, was diluted with water

to the threefold of the original volume and the diluted juice was

fermeiitfd with tiie three iliiferent yeasts. One cc. of this liquid

practically gave the same amount of carbon dioxide, when fermented

Willi 7'. diltilii and with ^b'. cereoisia.e, so that maltose was absent.

Till- com|>usiiiun of ihe uiidiiuied sap was calculated as to be: 2,6

per cent of monoses and 3,1 per cent, of saccharose.
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15. Nectar from Nlcotiana afjinis, after dilution to about the

threefold of the original volume, was fermented with S. cerevisine.

Two drops from the same flower were brought into two small platinum

scales and herein the water was added. (The weighings were made
with a torsion-balance, accurate (o 0,1 mgr.). The two analyses,

made separately gave as results: 33,9 and 34,4 per cent, of sugar

in the undiluted nectar; the sugar being calculated as hexose.

In studying the numbers published here, one will see, that on the

whole the results obtained with the microsaccharimeter, were quite

satisfactory. Add to this, that sugar determinations by chemical

analysis too are of no great accuracy, whilst here we took only a

few milligrammes of sugar. For the study of a large number of

biological problems the accuracy that was reached here, certainly

will be quite sufficient.

Laboratory for Microscupical Anatomy of the

Tpchnical Academy.

Delft, July 1915.

EXPLICATION OF' PLATE.

Figure 1. Longitudinal section of the glass apparatus of the microsaccharimeter.

Figure 2. General view of the microsaccharimeter (the glass apparatus fixed

in the cork clamp).

Figure 3. Longitudinal section of the neck (enlarged) of the microsaccharimeter,

filled with mercury, as for the 1th. reading.

Figure 4. Auxiliary apparatus, which may be used to place the mercury in the

tube and the reservoir on the same level.

Chemistry. — "Inveatigations on the Temperature-Coefficients of the

Free Molecular Surface-Energy of Liquids between —80°

and 1650° C." X. Measurements Relating to a Series of Ali-

phatic Coinpounxls. By Prof. F. M. Jaeger and Dr. Jul. Kahn.

§ 1. For the purpose of comparison of the variations, which

occur in the values of the molecular surface-energy of several deri-

vatives of the aliphatic series, when simple substitutions ha\e been

made in them, it appeared necessary also to investigate in detail the

surface-tension and its temperature-coefticient of the following com-

pounds : Ethyl-iodide, Etiiylene-chloride, Ethylidene-chloride, Acetylene-

tetrachloride, Acetylene-tetrabromide, Epichlorohydrine,Carl)onbisulphide,

Methylalcohol, Formic Acid, Mono-, Di- and Trichloroacetic Acid,

Levulinic Acid, Nitromethane, Bromonitromethane, Capronitrile, Di-

methy Isuccinate, Diethylbromoisosuccinate, and Acetylacetone.
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In the following we publish the results of the measurements with

these derivatives.

The determination of the specilic gravity was made either by means

of the pycnometer, or bj means of volumeters especially constructed

for that purpose, and which were previously accurately calibrated.

If both these methods could not be applied, the determinations were

made by the aid of a hydrostatic method, which some lime ago

was developed by the first-named of us originally for the purpose

of measuring the densities of molten salts and liquid niagmata at

very high temperatures, and which will be described in detail on

a future suitable occasion. By preliminary experiments and by com-

jKirison of the results thus obtained with those collected by other

methods, the applicability and reliability of the method were proved

and the degree of accuracy eslablislied ; the last appeared to be no

less than that reached by the usual way of measuring.

§ 2.

Ethyl-Iodide: C2//5J.
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II.

Ethylene-chlorlde : CiHiClz.
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IV.

Acetylene-tetrachlorlde : C2H2CU.
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Molecular Surface-Energy

f in Erg. pro cm-.

-&0° f.O" -i,0- -20" 0" 20° AO' 60°

Fig. 1.

80-' IOC" 120° 140" 160°
Temperature



Acetylene-tetrabromide: QH^Br^.
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O) O

VII.

Carbonbisulphide : CS>

Maximum Pressure H

:n mm. mer-
cury of
0° C.

in Dynes.

Surface-

tension x in

Erg pro cm^.

Specific

gravity rf^^

Molecular

Surface-

energy ," in

Erg pro cm^.

-72
-21

21.5
40.9

1.931

1.602
1.483
1.354
1.245

2574.4
2146.0
1977.1
1805.1

1659.8

44.3
36.8
33.9
30.9
28.3

1.398
1.323
1.292
1.262
1.232

636.5
548.6
513.4
475.3
442.3

Molecular weight: 76.14. Radius of the Capillary tube: 0.03489 cm.
Depth: 0.1 mm.

The liquid was distilled several times, then shai<en with mercury and
again subjected to fractional distillation in an atmosphere of nitrogen after

being completely dried. It boils at 46 .8 C. constantly; it solidifies (Timmer-
mans) at — 111°.6 C. At the boiling-point y. has the value: 27 3 Erg. The
specific gravity at C. was: 1.2921 ; at 20

' C. : 1.261; at 46^ C. : 1226. In

general at f C. : d4o = 1.2921 -0.00147/.

The temperature-coefficient of y is constant; its value is 1.75 Erg per degree.
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IX.

Formic Add : HCO . OH.
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Molecular Surface-Energy

" in Erg pro cm^.

580

5^0 .

SOO

460

420

380

340

300

260

220 Temperature

60' -40' -20- 0° 20° 40° 60°

Fig. 2.

Molecular Surface-Energy
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Dlchloroacetlc Acid: CHCU.COOH.
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xin.
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XV.

Bromonitromethane CHiiNO'^Br.

Maximum Pressure H

m mm. mer-
cury of
0° C.

in Dynes

Surface-

tension /. in

Erg pro cm^.

-18.5
O

25.7
40.5
55.5
80 .

92.2
116

•135.8

1.512
1.431

1.337
1.280
1.227
1.139
1.105
1.002
0.919

2015.9
1907.2
1782.1

1707.0
1636.1
1519.2
1473.2
1335.6
1224.8

48.3
45.7
42.7
40.9
39.2
36.4
35.3
32.0
28.6

Molecular weight: 139.99. Radius of the Capillary
tube: 0.04792 cm.; with the
observations indicated by *,

the radius was: /?=0.04670cm.
Depth: 0.1 mm.

Under a pressure of 765 mm. the liquid boils at
152°.5 C; in a bath of solid carbondioxide and
alcohol it soon solidifies into a hard mass of
crystals, melting at - 28° C.

XVI.

Capronltrile : C^HnCN.
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I' in Erg pro cm^.

Temperature
0° 20° 40° 60° 60= 100° 120° I'^O" 160° 180° 200'

Fig. 4.

xvn.

Dimethyl-Succinate : C//3O . CO . CH^ . CH2 . CO . OCH3.
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Diethyl-Bromoisosuccinate : CH3 . CBr {CO . 0CiHi)2.
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// in Erg pro cm^.
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-^O'-ZO" 20° 40° 60
Temp.

100° 120° 140° 160° '60° 200° 220°

Fig. 5.

^ 3. Tlie results reviewed in Tables 1— 19 and graphically repro-

duced in Fig. 1—5, give rise to the following general remarks.

In general the shape of the (i-/-curves, as determined by the values

of the temperatiire-coefiicients of it. appears to be quite analogous

in the case of derivatives of similar constitution : it is so in tlie

case of all halogen-derivatives of the hydrocarbons (Fig. 1), in the

case of the alcohols and water (Fig. 2), and in that of the neutral

elliers of two-basic acids (Fig. 5).

In the case of ethylene-, and of ellnjUdene-chlorkle (Fig. 1), the

ditferent situation of the two ciilorine-atoms in their molecules,

ajipears in these cases to cause an appreciable diflerence of the \'alues

of [i at corresponding temperatures : thus such isomerides evidently

do not possess the same surface-energy, as has been occasionally

susjjected by previous authors (Feustei.). With the increase of the

atomic weight of the halogen (cf. ncetylenc-letrahroinide and -tetra-
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cliloridi') the surface-energy n also increases. Substitution of hydrogen-

atoms by the negative oxygen-atom has in the same way a magni-

fying influence on the original values of ft.

In the case of the alcohols (fig. 2) the values of ;,», and also those

of the tempei'aiure-coefficient of f«, increase regularly with the

increase of the aikyl-radical ; mater however has evidently a special place.

In the case of Acetic and Monochloro-, and Trichloroacetic Acids,

dn
ft increases regularly with the content of halogen, while ^- in these

at

cases is quite analogous. Dich/oroacetic Acid however shows a much
larger temperature-coefficient, as a consequence of which the values

of ft below 126° C. appear to be i/reater, above 126° however to

be smaller than in the case of monochloroacetic acid. It must be

mentioned also as a remarkable fact that the f^-^cnrve for Formic

Acid is entirely situated above that for Acetic Acid, while at the

dfi
same time the value of -— for the formic acid appears to be

ot

uniisiuilly small. The special and diverging character of the formic

acid shows itself in a most striking way in this fact too.

Diethylmalonate and Diinethylsuccinate (fig. 5) show within a

rather consideral)le temperature-range, almost the same values of ft;

furthermore a comparison of the ft-^curves of dimethylsiiccinate

and dimethyltartraie clearly demonstrates the strongly magnifying

power of the substitution of two hydrogen-atoms by the typically

negative hydroxyl-groups. This increase of the molecular surface-

energy by the substitution of negative elements of radicals into the

original molecules, according to these data and those formerly published

seems to be a quite general phenomenon.

dft
^ I r"-;pei't to the temperature-coefficients — themselves, it may

ot

be ici.irkcd iliai in the case of the halogen-derivatives of the

li_\diu-carl)ons ihey seem to be not unappreciably variable with the

temperaiuie in the case of ethgliodide and etlu/lidentchloride, and

also in the case of f.pichlorohi/drine from (1,43 to 1,88 Erg.). In the

case of the syinmetric'illg constituted compounds: ethylenechloride,

and tt'tnichloro-, resp. tetrahromo- acetylene, they may be considered

to be constant, while they furthermore appear to increase regularly

with the augmenting content of the halogen:

For CH^Cl.,: 2,16 Erg per degree.

For CM.Cl,: 2,36 Erg per degree.

For C,H,Br,: 2,51 Erg per degree.
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dn
In the case of the alcohols and umter, the values of — are

at

remarkably small; also in the case of the nlcohoh a regular increase

with growing molecular weight is observable -.

Öfi

While in the case of mater the value of — is J ,0 Erg per degree,
01

it is for CH,OH: 0,67 Erg per degree,

for C,H,OH: 0,94 Erg per degree,

and for C„H^OH: 1,10 Erg per degree.

On later occasions other regularities of this kind will be pointed out.

Groningen, Holliad, June 1915.

Lnhoratory for Physical and Inonjanic

Chemistry of the University.

Chemistry. — "Investigations on the Teuiperature-Coefficients of

the free Molecular Surface-Energy of Liquids hetioeen — 80°

aiid 1650° C." XI. The Surface- Tension of homologous

Triglycerides of the fatty Acids. By Prof. F. M. Jaeger and

Dr. Jul. Kahn.

^ 1. In the following we give the measurements made with

the neutral ethers of glycerol and the fatty acids. The information

about the surface-energy of the simple fats and its tem|ieraturc-

coefficient must be considered of high importance for practical reasons,

because it allows conclusions to be made about the corresponding

values for I he natural fats, tlio^e being mixtures of the simple fats.

The temperature-coenicient of ft appears furthermore to have very

exceptional values for some of these derivatives which may be con-

sidered as a fact in many respects also of interest from a theoretical

point of view.

Finally we give here again some measurements of the specidc

surface-energy x and its temperature-coefficient, for natural butter

and for margarine, which measurements were made with the

purpose of finding out, if a reliable criterion could perhaps be

obtained for the discrimination of pure natural butter from that

which had been adulterated by vegetable fats. Although the temperature-

coefficient of / in the case of margarine evidently differs from that

for natural butter, we think these differences too slight to fomul
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a reliable iiietliod upon tliese for the decision of the said questions.

^ 2. Tlie eleven compounds investigated are:

Glycerol, Glyceryltriformiate, Glyceryltriacetate, GlyceryUrlhulyrate,

Glyceryltricaproate, Glyceryllricn/n-ylate, Glyceryltricaprinate, Glyceryl-

trilaurinnte, Glyceryltripaltnitate, Glycevyltristenrnte and Glyceryl-

trioleate.

The butter and margarine used were both of the best kind ; when
molten, a heavier white precipitate is formed, consisting of salts and

other components, mixed with water. Of course the measurements

relating to such liquids can only have a relative value; but in any

case they do not indicate any clearly evident difference between the

two kinds of fats.

Glycerol : CH20a . CHOH . CHfiH.
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Glyceryltriformiate : C^HrjiO . COH^.
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111.

Glyceryltrlacetate : CsH^iO . CO . CZ/jJa.



IV.

Glyceryltributyrate : C^H^iO . CO . CzHt)^.
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Glyceryltricapronate : CzH^iO . CO . QHuh
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VI.



VII.

Glyceryltricaprinate : CsHsiO.CO.CgHigh-



IX.

Glyceryltrlpalmitate : Ca/Zj (O.CO, CisHads-



m
XI.

Glyceryltrioleate: CsH^iO . CO . C^H^)^.





Triforminte : 2,20—3,6

Triacetate

:

1,05—1 ,26—2,20—2,89—3,0

Tributijrate -. 1,70—2,42—2,60

Tricapronate : 2,49

Tricaprylate -. 2,12—2,65—2,90

Tricaprinate 3,09

TrUaiirate : 3,33

Tripahiutate 5,55—5,1—3,41

Tristearnte -. 6,75

Trioleate -. 8,4—4,7—3,25

It will be remarked, that the (i-t-cuvve for trioleate is wholly

situated aboue that foi- tristmrate, which clearly demonstrates that

in the case of the same number of carbon-atoms, the values of fi

for the derivative of the jmsaturated acid will be greater than those

for the derivative of the saturated acid with the same number of

carbon-atoms.

Furthermore attention must be drawn to the fact tliat for the

öjn

tirst fi\e members of the series — inci-easew with rise of tempera-
dt

ture; for tricaprinate, trilaurate and tristearate however it remains

rather constant, while for tripalmitate, trioleate just as for glycerol ')

itself, it decreases with rising temperature.

Most of the changes mentioned thus appear to occur in quite a regular

way. It is at the moment hardly possible to give any probable expla-

nation of the enormously great values of the temperature-coefficient

of (I in the case of the higher members of this series.

Witii respect to the investigation of butter and margarine, we found

H
for the butter studied here a value ot — of about: 0,055 Erg, and

ot

for the margarine of about: 0.087 Erg pro degree. The absolute

values of / however deviate only slightly for the two complex fats;

at 50" (J. both liquids must have about the same specific surface-

energy of 29,8 Erg.

Lahoratonj for Physical and Inorganic

Chemistry of the University.

Groningen, June 1915.

1) For glycervl -^ varies between 1,8 and 1,5 Erg pro cm^.
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Chemistry. — '' Invusthjations on t/w Taiiipeniture-Coefjicients of

the free Molecular Surface-Energy of Liquids between —80°

and 1650° C." XII. The SurJ-ace-Eneryy of the Isotropous

and Anisotropoua Liquid Phases of some Aromatic Azo:i'ii-

Compounds and of Anisaldazine. By Prof. F. M, Jaeger and

Dr. Jul. Kahn.

^ 1. With the purpose of elucidating better the significance of

the temperature-coefficients of the free molecular surf'ace-energ}' ft

of liquids as a criterion for the degree to which these liquids are

associated, we have now extended our measurements to some of

these compounds which show more than one liquid phase and of

which all, with the exception of (he last, are optically anisotropous.

There can hardly be a doubt any longer that these anisotropous

liquids should be considered really as (juite homogeneous liquid

phases of very peculiar molecular structure, while the mutual

relations of these anisotropous phases to the isotropous phase on the

one side and to the solid phase on the other, are quite analogous

to those commonly observed in the cases of polymorphism.

The successive anisotropous liquids, which reveal themselves in

the case of some of these substances and which in the case of

enantiotropic transformations can exist within a proper, sharply

limited temperature-range, may be distinguished according to the

explanation givQ^n by the most probable hypothesis yet suggested,

by a motion of the molecules in "swarms", which decrease in com-

plexity after each higher transformation-temperature has been passed;

these molecules themselves probably have moreover an atomistic

structure, causing a general shape which is in one direction of space

considerably more elongated than in the two directions perpendicular

to the first.

By this hypothesis it thus becomes highly probable, that the

isotropous liquid, which always appears at the highest transition-

point, will possess a much less complex structure than the foregoing

anisotropous liquids, — a supposition which will be found to agree

entirely with our usual ideas about the progress of a dissociation

occurring with increase of temperature.

If the hypothesis accepted till now was right, that a smaller value

of ^ than the normal of 2,2 erg stated by Eötvös, indicates an
at

association, but that a larger value than 2,2 Erg pro degree points

to a dissociation of the liquid, — we may expect here that the
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mean value of the coefficient ^— at temperatures ot^/o»' the transition-
dt

point of the anisotropous liquid will appear to be smaller than that

of the isotropous liquid above the transformationpoint. The following

measurements were made to verify this conclusion by means of

experiments.

§ 2. The substances investigated here are in the first place the

following compounds often studied already, which have been purified

iiere wiili the utmost care :

Ijara-Azoxy-Anisol : CH, 0. C,H,.:N, 0. C\ H,.OCH,

;

t, = lire, and t, = 138° C.

para-Azoxy-Phenetoh C,R, 0. C\ H,.N, 0. C\H,.OC,H, ;

^ = 138°Cand<, = J68°C.

and

para-Anlsaldazme : CH,O.C,H,.CH:X.N:CH.L\HJ)CH, ;

^=169°Cand<, = 180°C.

The last meulioned substance was prepared from p-anisaldehyde

and hydrazine-sulphate; it was purified by repeated crystallisation

from boiling benzene.

Furthermore we choose: Ethyl-para-Azoxyhenzoate : C^HJJ.CO.C^

HyN^O.C^H^.CO.OC^H^, which was purified by recrystallisation

fi'om a mixture of chloroform and benzene. The beautifully crys-

tallized compound shows the transition-temperatures: <; ^ 114° C.

and /, =:12l°C. Finally we prepared, for other purposes also, a

quantity of Ethyl-para-Etho.cyheiizalamino-a-Metliylcinnamylate : C^H^

O.C,h].CH:N.C\H,.CH:C(CH,).CO.OC,H, for the transitiontempe-

ratures we found: i, = 95° C. and ;, r=r li7°,8 C, which numbers

do not agree with those given in the literature on this compound.

The purity of the three first-named substances is above all doubt

;

as for the two last mentioned compounds the certainty is somewhat

less, but it is very probable that the impurities possibly intermingled

with them, are not of any considerable importance. Since the beha-

viour of the three first substances differs appreciably from that of

the last two, the resp. l<-^curves are placed in two different diagrams.
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para-Azoxy-Anisol : C3HO . CgH^ . N1O . CgH:; . OCH3.





Molecular Surface-Energy

F- in Erg pro cm'.

1380

1350

1320

1290

1260

1230

1200

1170

I KG

1110

1080

^'^^^y^^^AL^^UiahxJr'^

\'

'jJleJM^^'^i'^^^^'x/e..

c^//"^^'
.len^z(tée:

80° 90° 100° 110° 120° 130° H0° 150° leo" 170° 180° 190° 200° 210° 220° 230°

Fig. 2.

III.

Anisaldazlne : CH^ . C^H^CH -.N.N-.CH. QH^ . OCH3.

H

171

173.5

174.5

176.5

178

179

180.5

185
195
204.5

219
230.5

Maximum Pressure H

m mm. mer-
cury of
0^ C.

in Dynes

0.932

0.911

0.902

0.886

865
0.845

0.908

0.886

0.851

0.822

0.800

0.789

1242.5

1214.0

1203.5

1181.2

1154.8

1128.4

1210.5

1181.2

1134.5

1096.4

1067.1

1044.7

Surface-

tension X in

Erg pro cm2.

32.1

31.4

31.1

:^0.5

29.9

29.4

31.2

30.4

29.2

28.3

27.4

26.8

Specific

gravity d^o

1.051

1.049

1.048

1.046

1.044

1.043

1.035

1.031

1.023

1.015

1.002

0.993

Molecular

Surface-

energy ," in

Erg pro cm2.

1291.2

1264.7

1253.4

1230.8

1208.0

1188.7

1267.9

1238.6

1195.9

1165.1

1137.8

1119.6

Molecular weight: 268.14. Radius of the Capillary tube: 0.05301 cm.
Depth: 0.1 mm.

The compound was prepared from anisaldehyde and hydrazinesulphate in

cold aqueous solution, and repeatedly crystallized from boiling benzene.
The beautiful yellow crystals are at 169 'C. transformed into an isotropous
liquid, which at 180' C. gets clear and isotropous. The density of the isotro
pous liquid was: 1.0313 at 185' C; at 205^ C : 1.0150; at 225' G.: 0.9977.

At P C. in general: rf^o = 1.0355—0.0007775 (r— 180 j—0.00000125 (?— 180°)2.

For the anisotropous liquid the density at 173' C. was: 1.0486; at 180° C:
1.0416; at / C : rf^, =: 1.0516-0.001 (t 170 ). In this case also the tempera-

ture coefficient of ." is for the anisotropous liquid exceptionally great : between
17P and 176° about: 11.0 Erg, afterwards 15.2 and even 19.3 Erg per degree.
For the isotropous liquid it rapidly decreases with rise of temperature : At the
transitionpoint : 6.5 Erg, then 4.27 ; 3.25 ; and finally 1.88 and 1.53 Erg per degree.
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IV.

Ethyl-para-Azoxybenzoate : C2Hr,O.CO.QH^M,O.CaH^.CO.OC2Hi.
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phase, and in all cases loilhout exception the first branch falls

luith increase of temperature more rapidly than the second. The

result is thus just opposite (o what we should expect if we founded

our opinion on the mentioned hypotheses about the molecular state

of the two liquid phases; and with regard to the great probal)ilit_v of

the correctness of these views, the fact observed may be considered

as a rather strong argument against the opinion, tliat it is right

oft
to consider the smaller or greater values of — as a somewhat sure

ot

criterion for the judgment of the degree of an occurring dissociation

in tiie liquids.

It will be remarked further that tlic mutual position of the two

brandies of the curve always indicates a sadden increase of the

value of n at the transformation from the anisotropous-liquiil into

the isotropous-liquid condition. This discontinuity does not set in

precisely at tiie transition-temperature: from the observations it

seems rather probable, that it occurs in a continuous way, and

already starts at temperatures below the transition-temperature.

In that case the two branches could perhaps be linked together in

the way indicated in the diagrams by dotted lines (tig. 1).

Now although in the cases of both ethers t/uo branches were also

present in the ^i-t-curves (tig. 2j, and here too ii seems to increase

suddenly at the transformation into the isotropous-liquid state, another

remarkable peculiarity reveals itself here in so far, as the values of

fi for the isotropous-liquid phase fall in the beginning with increase

of temperature and then increase again to a flatter or steeper maxi-

mum in tlie curve. It can hardly be doubted that these phenomena
are real ones; in these isotropons liquids we were therefore forced

to see the first instances of liquids, whose free surface-energy

increases with a rise of temperature. The explanation of such an

abnormal phenomenon must be found in the algebraic sign of the

lieat-efTect which accompanies the eventually isothermical enlarge-

ment of the surface-layer of the liquid. What peculiarities of the

molecular structure of these isotropous liquids could be the cause

of such abnormal heat-effect, is for the moment incomprehensible

and very difficult to imagine. In any case the said phenomena
indicate the presence of molecular conditions in these liquids,

differing of course very much from those, which are intrinsic for

most of the common isotropous liquids.

Laboratory for Inoryanic and Physical

dheniistry of the University.

Groninyen, June 1915.



Botany. — "Cri/staII!sr<J Stardi". By Prof. Dr. M. W. BeijeriKck.

The fact tliat starch crystallises easily is not generally known. It

is true that Arthur Meykr supported the view that the starch grain

is a sphero-crystal, ') but convincing tignres he does not give; his

considerations are hypothetical and not decisive as he did not make
any microscopical examination on soluble starch. Moreover, - the

highest temperature used by him was but 145° C, and he conti-

nued the heating iiol long enough.

Most species of starch, such as that of potato, wheat, barley, rye,

rice, maize, behave as follows.

When a lO"/» solution, after previous boiling and gelatinising in

distilled water, is heated during tifteen minutes or half an hour at

150° to 160" C the grains dissolve to a perfectly clear, transparent

liquid, in which, at slow cooling, a crystalline deposit sets off,

consisting of very fine needles, which are either isolated or united

in groups of various shapes, not seldom resembling natural starch,

and which must undoubtedly be considered as crystallised starch

on account of their behaviour towards diastase and chemical reagents.

The free needles, measuring but few microns or parts of microns,

make the impression of an amorphous sediment. The groups, formed

by longer needles have the shape of corn-sheaves or bundles of

ai'rows (bolidesms) ; or of discs (bolidiscs), reminding in size and

form of the red blood-cells; or they are more or less regular globules

(spherites or sphero-crystals), from whose surface, however, here

and there project the crystal needles.

Potato starch is very well apt to produce bolidesms and sphero-

crystals ; it is suftic'ent to iieat to 150° C, during a quarter

of an hour, a 107o solution in distilled water, previously boiled

and gelatinised. After being kept 24 hoius in a cold room
loose needles, bolidesms or sphero-crystals are precipitated, and

their crystalline nature is easily observable. What circumstances

determine the union of the needles to bundles is not yet well

known, but certainly slowness of crystallisation favours it, and the

concentration has also some influence. Not seldom the whole deposit

consists of a magnificent mass of sphero-crystals (Fig. 1). The discs,

to which I shall return presently, are formed from potato starch

at a somewhat lower temperature than the needles mentioned here.

') Untersuchungen iiber Staikeköiner, Jena, i895 Beitrage zur Kenntnis der

Starkegallerlcn, Kolloidcliemisclie Beihefte Bd. 5, Pag. 1. 1913. The observations

and opinions of Bütschli, Untersiiclinngon iiber Slrukturen, Pag 283, Leipzig l.s&S,

are obscure.
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The two constituents of the starcli grain, which I described earlier, ^)

namely the amylopectose, non-soluble at boiling, which forms the

wall of the starch grain, and the graiuilose (aniylose), which does

dissolve at boiling and forms the inner part, change both at 150°

C. into erjstallisable starch.

It is not diflicult to convert 407„ of the original starch into

needles or sphero-crystals. With a lower temperature or a shorter

time of heating the quantity of starch, which crystallises increases,

but at the same time the needles become shorter and less distinct.

When heated at 110° to 120° C. the solution, at first perfectly

clear, quite coagulates at cooling and becomes white as porcelain.

This coagulated substance or gel, must also be considered as con-

sisting of crystals, but the needles are nearly, or in fact ultra-

microscopic. Tliey do not show any orientation.

As the temperature is taken higher, the quantity of dextrine, which

does not crystallise, increases. The iodine reaction shows that this

dextrine contains much erythrodextrine at lower temperatures, and

at higher consists only of leukodextrine, colouring light brown. At

temperatui-es of from 160° to 170° C. the 10 7o potato starch quite

changes into dexti'ine in from half an hour to three quarters of an

hour; besides, the presence of sugar, susceptible to alcoholic fer-

mentation, may then already be observed.

The sphero-crystals and needles of the starch dissolve, when

heated in water, more slowly than soluble starch, which 1 ascribe

to the greater size of the artificial needles, compared with that of

the needles composing the natural and soluble starch. These needles

consist in my opinion of a substance (granulose) impermeable to

water, so that tiie dissolving must begin at the outside and will be

the slower as the needles are thicker.

At 70° C. the solubility becomes very great, without any sign

of production of paste or of gelatinising. With iodine the colour

of the solution is pure blue. The effect of diastase on the granulose

needles is as usual: erythrodiastase extracted from crude barley-

flower, forms erythrodextrine and maltose, whilst leukodiastase pre-

pared from malt, produces leukodextrine and maltose.

Of crystallisable dextrine and amylodextrine, so much discussed

in literature, !• perceived nothing in my experiments; the latter

substance is evidently crystallised starch, with so much erythro- or

leukodextrine between the needles, that the pure blue iodine colour

of the granulose is modified to violet or reddish brown. When the

') Proceedings of tlie Academy of Sciences. Amsterdam, 11 April, 1912.
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fl-ystalline mass, which in fact sometimes colours red with iodine,

is washed out with much water, the dextrine, and with it the

"anijiodextrine reaction " quite disappears, lo make place for

pure blue.

The crystals may also be obtained from solulile |)Otato starch.

Such starch is prepared by keeping raw starch during 10 days under

10 7o-ic cold h3'drochloric acid.

Crystal discs (bolidiscs) result very easily from wheat starch.

The heating must be somewhat longer and the temperature higher

than for potato starch. Besides, it is more difficult to obtain a per-

fectly clear solution from wheat paste.

Fig. 3 shows, 230 times magnified, the discs formed in a beaker-

glass of 100 cm', in which wheat starch, previously boiled in distilled

water, is heated to 160° C. The discs are thinnest in the middle

and from this centre tlie needles radiate. The discs resemble natural

wheat starch as well in shape as in size. With polarised light I could

not, however, perceive anything of the axial cross, which is so very

obvious in natural starch. 1 suppose that it does exist, but is too

feeble to be ül)served. It is, namely, a fact that the structure of

the spherites and discs is much looser than that of natural starch,

so that in a volume unit of the latter many more needles occur

tiian in the discs and spherites. If now the double refraction of the

separate needles be not great, their united power in the discs need

not necessarily show the same as is seen in the natural grains.

That the double refraction of the common starch grains reposes

on their crystalline nature and not on tangential and radial tensions,

may be concluded from the fact, that the axial cross is in the usual

way perceptible in soluble starch. As this substance is prepared with

strong hydi-ochloric acid, whereby from 10 to IB 7o of the dry

substance is extracted, it must be conchided that all tensions, originally

present in the grain, disappear.

That the discs may also be obtained from potato starch is demon-

strated in Fig. 3, where lO'/o potato starch, after boiling and gela-

tinising in distilled water, in a 100 cm' beakerglass, heated to 125° C
during S'/, hour, and after 24 hours of crystallisation in a room of

about 16° C, is figured 600 times magnified.

Bv moving the coverglass on the slide, many discs ma}* be

observed laterally, as is clearly seen in the photo. In the preparation

of wheat starch used for fig. 3, all the grains are lying on their

broad side.

The crystal discs of the starch are now and then referred to in

literature as "Jacquelain discs", but without any allusion to their
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crystalline structure. Jacquelain liiuiself, who first mentioned tiiesé

grains, called tliem "granules de tecule". ')

After having become acquainted with the described facts and

found them confirmed for other species of starch, I convinced myself

that the natural starch grain also is built up of crystal needles

radiating from the dot or hilum. This may best be seen in soluble

potato starch, very cautiously heated in the microscopic preparation

on the slide under the coverglass, when all the stages of the dissolving

in hot water can be followed. The tiny radiating crystal needles

then become visible in a ring-shaped arrangement, such as might

be expected from the structure of the starch grain itself. It seems

that the length of the needles corresponds with the thickness of the

rings.

From the preceding I conclude, that the formation of tiie starch

grain takes place in the following way. The amyloplast produces

granulose, which in the interior crystallises to small spherites, just

as in a solution. But this granulose production occurs periodically,

and so the process of crystallisation gives rise to the formation of

the layers of the grain.

To explain the great difference existing between starch gelatinised

at 100° C. and that heated to 150' and 160' C. it must be accepted

that in the starch grain, beside the granulose, an incrustating

substance exists, functioning as a "protecting colloid", whose presence

makes the needles remain short, the shorter the more of the colloid

is present. It remains active unto about 100° C, but above

this temperature it slowly decomposes, quite to vanish at about

1 50° C.

The hypothesis that this protecting colloid might be a phosphoric

ester of granulose,- is contrary to the properties of soluble starch,

for this behaves at crystallisation of the solutions, prepared between

100° and 150° C, precisely in the same manner as natural starch

so that the protecting colloid is still present in this substance, whereas

it might be expected that an ester would be decomposed by the

strong, 107o-ic hydrochloric acid used for its preparation.

Perhaps the colloid is the amyloplast itself, which, at the formation

of the starch grain, remains partly enclosed between the fine granulose

needles. Its greatest accumulation would then occur in the amylo-

pectose wall of the grain, which does not yet dissolve at boiling.

M J A. Jacquelain, Mémoire sur la fécule. Annates de Chimie et de Physique.

T. ü3, I'ag. 173, Paris 1.S40. Much in lliis treatise is incorrecl and obscure, else

the (iisfs would certainly already earlier have drawn general attention.
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Fig. 1 (600).
Fig. 3 (230).
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Fig. 2 (600).

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVlll.
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Tliat no difference conlrl be found in the rate of nitrogen betweert

the granulose and the anijlopectose of the starcli grain, to which

circumstance I dii'ected attenlion in uiv comuiunication of Jl April

1912, I ascribe to the extreineiy small absolute rate of nitrogen in

both constituents ; but I think that the relative ditference is con-

siderable.

I will not omit to draw attention to the existence of starch species,

which after heating, do not crystallise in the usual way. To these

belongs arrowroot. If a 10 "/o pasle of arrowroot is precisely treated

as above described, it becomes after cooling, as usually, turbid and

precipitates; but instead of a crystalline deposit we find in the

microscopic preparation drops of various sizes, and homogeneous struc-

ture (Fig. 4), which later, however, become turbid and granulous.

With iodine these drops turn deep blue and evidently consist of

granulose like the crystal needles of the oUier starch species. The

liquid between the drops is also a granulose solution, but less con-

centrated. The drops remind of a heavy oil, but they differ from it

by such a small surface tension that notwithstanding their liquid

state many may be pear- or egg shaped, and even pointed. Double

refraction I could not perceive, but, nevertheless, I think it probable

that they must be reckoned to the liquid crystals. That after some

time the drops become (urbid can be explained by the growing in

length and thickness of the ultra-microscopic needles, which constitute

the liquid crystal drops, hence, by the same process of crystallisation

by which the needles originate.

The facts here briefly described deserve further attention from a

physico-chemical view.

EXPLANATION OF THtl FIGURES.

Fig. 1 (600). Spliero-crystals of 10% potato starch, hall' an houi- at 150° C.

Fig. 2 (600). Bolidiscs or Jacquelain discs of potato starch, half an hour at

125° G.

Fig. 3 (230). Bolidiscs or Jacquelain discs of wheat starch, three quarters of

an hour at 160° G.

Fig. 4 (200). Drops or liquid crystals of IO'/q arrowroot, three quarters of an

hour at 140° G., coloured with iodine.

21
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Meteorology. — "On the irJatlou hetuKen mefeorolot/ical coiulitlons

ill till' Ni'tlii'rhiiids iiiiil some circwnjacevt places. Atinospheric

Pressure." By Dr. J. P. van der Stok.

(Communicated in the meeting of May 29, 1915).

J. K'or the knowledge of tlie climate of a country as also for

the forecasting of the weather, it is of importance to investigate in

how far a relation exists between the meteorological conditions

within a limited region and in circumjacent places, chosen for this

purpose, and to what degree local influences are felt.

Statistical methods, leading to empirical, numerical relations,

involve the objection that many peculiarities, especially secondar}'

phenomena, disappear by the collective treatment, but by their means

existing relations may become more prominent, which necessarily

remain unobserved by those who, for many years, have made a

special study of the individual phenomena and, if no new relations

are brought to light, quantitative rules are substituted for qualitative

knowledge. As the most simple and prijicipal problem, the question

will be examined, what relation exists between the oscillations of the

atmospheric pressure at de Bilt and the oscillations at a few surround-

ing places.

The isobars for different months and the corresponding average

values of the wind show that this relation can hardly be the same

in different seasons. We come to the same conclusion by investigating

the relation existing between barometric oscillations within the region

of high pressure near the Azores and of low pressure near Iceland,

by which the climate of Western Europe is considerably affected.

Each factor indicates that the observations made during the months

of January, February, and December are the fittest material for this

inquiry which, therefore, is restiicted to the wintermonths.

2. The method followed is simple, but necessarily laborious.

If the deviations from the average barometric height at a central

point and the circumjacent stations be denoted by c,, .r^ ...,*:„, then,

the quantities under consideration being small, a linear relation may

be assumed to exist

.y, = ^,,.«3 + ój,.r, /)i,,).'„ = F, , . . . . (1)

and the coefficients h can be calculated by means of the metiiod of

least squares from the n—1 equations formed by multiplying the

equations (1) successively by d\,x^...,r,n and addition of the total

numbei' of equations.
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Putting'

S.— "' '/"/
— (2)

n nöj.Og

wliere ii. denotes the number of equations, o the standard deviation

and /),f, tiie eorrelation-coetïicient (cc.) between .Hj, and j'^, the ii—

1

equations deduced from (1) can be substituted bv the equivalent set

of equations :

»•,, — rt,r,3 + (Ï, + ,«^rj, + . . . a„?'.i„ I

By the quantities d thus calculated, the quantities /; l)econic

0, 0, a,i

Obviousl}- the equation (J) holds good only to a limited degree

because the data are necessarily incomplete; a measure of the com-

pleteness is obtained by putting

from which

or, by substitution of tiie values f2) :

K,' = a/ -f a,' -f n,^ . .
«„»

+ 2a„a,r,, -(- 2<i,a^r.^, . . . 2a^a„rj„

+-2",rt,7',4 + ^atd^r,^ . . . 2<(30„»'3„

-|- 2a,i_ia,ir„_i . „

The quantity A* represents the general c.c. of e(|uati()ns (I i and

the i)robable error of one determination of ,c, becomes

w= ««1 \/l-R' a = 0.67449

The partial c.c, defined as the c.c between ,(), and .c, when all

other values .*; are zero, is calculated by solving also the equations

and is given by the expression

9/'7 = ^^1"! ^'11'

the sign of o being that of the quantities fi.

2V
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/

For the probable error of the c.c, Pearson gives the formula

1— r"

\/ri

It holds good for the case of normal distribution of deviations

and the c.c. is considered to be reliable when /' is considerably

smaller than the c.c. itself; in the following tables

'/ = '/ƒ•

3. The monthly mean values of barometric height in Iceland and

the region of the Azores are compiled from Danish and Portuguese

annals for the 36 years 1875— 1910.

The Iceland values are obtained by taking the average of three

stations namely : Berufjord, Grimsey and Stykkisholm.

From the Portuguese observations average values were calculated

for two stations: Punta Delgada (Azores) and Funchal (Madeira);

for the A ears 1906—1910 Horta was .substituted for F'unchal.

The monthly means thus obtained and considered as normal

values, are shown in Table 1 ; they are uncorrected for height above

sealevel, this correction being unnecessary for the calculation of

deviations, and given only to show the correspondence existing

between the annual variation of the ditferences of pressure and the

c.c. of table II.

TABLE I.

Monthly means of atmospheric pressure 1875—1910, lOO mm. +
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TABLE II.

Standard deviations and correlation coefficients Iceland = 1, Azores = 2.
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bv tlie "Deutsche Seewarie" conlaiii.s valuable data: commencing

in 1900, tills |)ul)licati()ii gives ten-day means of baiometric heights,

in sucli a \va_v llial three average valnes are always formed for

each month. A I (lie same lime normal values are given so that

deviations from the normals can he formed at once for tlie purpose

of further treatment. In accordance with the results of Table II,

the inquiry is restricted to the winter months from December 1900

to February 1914 as being the most disturbed; the number of

observations therefore amounts to 126.

From the stations in this publication the following places were

chosen, in the equations represented by their rank-number; the

values Ö are the standard deviations.

J . Helder öj = 6.96 mm,
2. Valencia (W. coast Ireland) <7, = 8.70 „

3. Clermont (S. France) a, = 5.98 ,,

4. Milan (N. Italy) a, = 5.82 „

5. Neu fall

r

wasser (Baltic Sea coast, Pruvssia) o^ = 6.30 ,,

6. Christiansund (W. coast Norway) ö, = 8.45 ,,

TABLE III.

Correlation-coefficients r, factors of precision q and distances D-

Helder— Valencia . . .

Helder— Clermont . . .

Helder—Milan ....
Helder—Neufahrwasser .

Helder— Christiansund .

Valencia—Clermont . .

Valencia—Milan . . .

Valencia—Neufahrwasser

Valencia— Christiansund

.

Clermont Milan . . .

Clermont —Neufahrwasser

Clermont - Christiansund

Milan—Neufahrwasser .

Milan—Christiansund

Neufahrw.—Christiansund

r,. = 0.770
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In Table III (p. 314) tlic different correlation coefficients are

given and the distances between the stations expressed in degrees

of the great circle corresponding to about 111 k.m.

For ascertaining meteorological conditions, the regression-equations

(preferably called meteorological condition equations) are of greater

importance than these general, interdependent correlation coefficients.

X, = 0.238 a;,+ 0.520A',+ 0. Oil a-,-|-0.201 .«, + 0.292 a-,

.^, = 0.928 .B, + 0.416 .(,,— O.O90 .b,—0.485 .»,—0.112 x,

X, = 680 .Bj + 0.109 .», + 0.242 .r,—0.020 x, -0.336 x,

X, = 0.088 .Bj— 0.076 .B,+ 594 .c,+ 0.353 .b,—0.150 x,

X, = 0.457 ,B^-0.259 ,b^- 0.054 .«,+ 0.250 .r,+ 0.396 x„

X, = 0.929 .B,+ 0.063 .B, -0.822 .»,— 0.150 .«,+ 0.573 .b,

R
0.943

0.830

0.903

0.672

0.843

0.873

(1)

The partial c.c. calculated from the coefficients of these equations

are given in Table IV, arranged according to their magnitude.

TABLE IV, Partial correlation-coefficients.

i

Helder- Clermont . . . .
|

0.594

Helder— Christiansund . . 0.521

Neufahrvv. -Christiansund . 0.476

Helder—Valencia .... 0.470

Milan—Clermont . . . .
j

0.379

Helder—Neufahrwasser . .
i

0.303

Milan Neufahrwasser . . 0.297

Valencia-Clermont . . . 0.213

Valencia—Christiansund. .
!

0.084

Helder—Milan
|

0.020

Clermont -Neufahrwasser . -0.037

Valencia—Milan .... I —0.085

Milan—Christansund . . —0.150

Valencia -Neufahrwasser .
i

- 0.355
I

Clermont—Christiansund . I
—0.526

From these results it appears that the ciioice of the stations was

good, except Milan which, although at about the same distance from

Helder as Clermont, still exercises a much smaller influence.

Clermont and Milan being at a mutual distance of onlj- 4". 2. it

is possible that this result is due to purely arithmetical reasons

:

the method followed involves that two stations near to each other

must be considered as one, because it depends on incalculable factors

how the common effect is distributed over either point, this being

of no importance for the result.

If this were the case, however, the |)artial c.c. between Clermont

and Milan ought to be nearly equal to unity, which is contradicted

by the c.c. : 0.379.
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It appears, llipretbri', that Milan is situated out ol' tiie circle of

iiilliieiice, wliicli from a meteorological point of view is perfectly dear

because here the iiitkience of the Alpine montain chains and the

Mediterranean prevails, the equations (4) are, therefore, actually based

upon only four points, situated round Helder and the first equation

proves that these are sufficient to account for the harometric oscil-

lations in the central point to an extent of 94 "/o-

As it may be assumed that this percentage would increase by

augmenting the number of stations, it appears from this equation

that local disturbances have only a subordinate intlnence. Whether

tliis statement is also applicable to the summer months can only be

proved by experiment.

Another result is that the meteorological field cannot be considered

as uniform in different directions, the influence of (Jlermont being

twice as great as that of A^alencia at a slightly greater distance

from Helder.

It may be, further, remarked that the central point, without

e.\ception, plays a more important part in the equations for the

sui'rounding stations than, inversely, the latter for Helder; which is

easily uiiderstood because the central point represents the meteoro-

logical conditions common to tlie whole field of disturbance. In the

partial c.c. this asymmetry disappears and for these quantities the

question arises whether and to what degree the relations are dependent

on the distance.

Assuming that this relation can be taken as linear so that

Q=l — kJJ

where D denotes tlie distance, expressed in degrees and / a constant,

we find for Valencia, Clermont and Christiansund for X,- respectively

:

0.0576 0.0560 0.0465

for Neufahrwasser the somewhat different value: 0.0834.

According to this relation the partial c.c. at equal distances of 5°

would be

(>i,
= 0.711 (1,3 = 0.720 (1,, = 0.583 9,, = 0.767.

Finally the remarkable fact may be noticed that the same negative

correlation, observed between the region of the Azores and Iceland

at a distance of about 35°, appears to exist, and with the same

magnitude, between the stations Clermont and Christiansund at about

half the distance.

5. In order to come to a conclusion concerning the results obtained,
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it seemed desirable to institute a similar inquiry based upon other

data and partly other stations.

For this purpose daily observations made at 7 a.m. as published

in diflferent weather bulletins and inscribed in registers at de Bilt,

were chosen.

A first group of stations is: 1. de Bilt, 2. He d'Aix (W. coast

France), 3. Dresden, 4. Lerwick (Shetland Isles). The distances between

de Bilt and the surrounding stations are:

7°.38 5°.42 ,
8°.80

,

the azimuths:

iV217°ir7!-' , iV97°44'JE' , iV338°5y'.£;
,

the mutual angular distance, therefore, about 120°.

The data are observations made during the winter months of January,

February, December 1912, January, P'ebruary, December 1913 and

January, February 1914, in total 240 observations.

Tiie standard deviations are

:

Ö, = 8.25 , Ö, = 7.79 , <7, = 7.96 , a, = 10.72 mm.

The correlation coefficients:

j-j,=z 0.709 , r,,=: 0.868 , r,, = 0.579

r„=: 0.532 , r.,, = 0.1475, »,, = 0.402

The criterion (j^''/f for the reliability of the c.c. calculated,

mentioned above, cannot be applied in this case (as it was for ten day

and monthly means) because daily observations are by no means

to be considered as independent data.

The condition-equations calculated from these values areas follows:

.V, — 0.395 .c, + 0.568 .i-, + 0.234 x, it", = 957 j

.ir, = 1.370 a-. — 0.525 .r,— 0.346.», 7^, =0.821 / ..(5)
X. — 1,207 .r, — 0.321 .1;, — 205 * R„ = 0.905 '

x^ = 2.042 A-j — 0.873 x^ — 0.842 .r, R^ = 0.751

The partial c.c, the mutual distances, the variation /(; of the partial

c.c. per degree of distance and the partial c.c. for equal distances

of 5° from the centre are

:
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6. A second set of four slalions is:

1. De Bilt, 2. Valencia, 3. Mülhansen i. E. and 4. Sjlt (W. coast

Schleswig Holstein).

The distances from de Hilt lo tlie siin-oiindlMg stations are respect-

ively :

9°.48, 4°.57. S-^.Sg

the azimuths :

N 32° 40' E. N 11)1° 32' E, N 275° 13' E.

For these places the angular distance is likewise about 120°, and

they differ 60° with (he stations mentioned sub 5.

The standard deviations are

Ö, = 8.25, «J, = 10.82, <J, = 7.30, <7, =: 8.9Ü mm.

Tiie correlation coefficients:

»•,, = 0.63-5 , r,3=: 0.818 , ?•,,=: 0.864

»•,, = 0.480 , r,,=: 0.433 , »-,, = 0.528

from which the following condition-equations derive :

.r; — 0.140 X, i- 0.494 .«, + 0.510 ,«, R, = 0.970 i

.ï, = 2.41 7.Ï, — 0.852 .r, — 1. '134. B, i?, — 0.722 / ,q.

.«3 = 1.457 A', — 0.146 .r, — 0.653,y, R, = 0.905 i

.(,-, = 1 .595 .1-, — 0.188 X, — 0.693 x, R^ =z 0.934 ^

For the partial c.c, the distances not ^yet mentioned, the variation

/• for one degree distance and the c.c. for equal distances of 5°,

we find

:
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leave a pretty large margin of uncertainty. According to the formula

given in § 2 the probable errors of a determination from (5) and

(6) for de Bilt with /^ — 0.957 and 0.97(i resp. are 1.62 and

1.21 m.m.; they prove however, as well as equ. (4) that local

intiuences play an unimportant part.

In the same manner as from (4), it appears from (5) and (B) tiiat

the influence of the eastern stations Mülhausen, Dresden and Sylt

is considerably greater than that of the western stations: Valencia,

He d'Aix and Lerwick.

For the partial c.c. between Helder and Valencia we have found

0.470 (Table IV) whereas for that between de Bilt and Valencia, as

deduced from (6), we find 0.583, an agreement which can be

considered faii'ly satisfactoi'y if we take into account that the data

used in computing these values are totally different.

As mentioned in § 3, for the first series general normal values

have been used, given in the "Berichte" so that it is possible tiiat

in this case the sum of (he deviations for each station is not exactly

equal to zero which, of course, would influence the value of the c.c.

H is, however, more probable that the cause of this disagreement

must be ascribed to an insnflficiency of the number of observations

used in ^ 5 and § 6, because the values of k found in the first

investigation (§ 4) are all greater than those derived from the groups

treated in § 5 and § 0, from which a generally smaller value of

the c.c. would follow. Owing to the mutual dependence a number

of 240 daily observations cannot be considered as equivalent to 126

tenday means and it is a general law in statistical investigations

that the computed relations show a tendency to give smaller limiting

values as the data increase in number.

7. Finally the question may be put, what will the condition

equation become when the two groups of three suriounding stations

are taken together so that the deviation of atmospheric pressure in

the central point is determined by 6 circumjacent stations within

angular distance of about 60°.

The numeration of the stations then becomes :

1.
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for tliis purpose so that the labour ciilailed for tliis calciilatioii was

relatively small.

The values not yet given are :

r„ zn 0.G70 r„ = 0.359 »-,, = 0.744

/•„ = 0.360 r„ = 0.781

r,, = 0.543 r,, = 0.134

r,,=r 0.888 >•,„ = 0.848

And the condition equation becomes :

X, = 0.140 a-,-0.069 a-, -f 0.624 .r,-0.101 .v, -\-

+ 0.538 .r„ + 0.015 .e^ (7)

It appears from (7) that the methods of computation followed in

this inquiry fails in this case in so far that, owing to the insufficient

distances between successive stations, negative coefficients now appear

in the equations. Obviously they are due to a mutual distribution

of common influence which must be considered as unreal and as a

mere arithmetical result.

Equation (7), therefore, shows a great resemblance to the first of

he equations (6); the coefficients are alternatively small or even

negative and if we reduce the equation to one with three terms by

an equal distribution of the odd over the even coefficients so that

for example

:

0.069 4 101
coëff. .v., = 0.624 = 0.539,

we find the following equation little different from (6)

.V, =0.113 .V, + 0.539 A-, + 0.495 x^

In eipiation (7) the prevailing influence of the stations Miilhausen

and Sylt is still more conspicuous than in the results of other groups.

A calculation of the remaining equation and of partial c.c. would

in this case have no meaning.

Taken as a whole equation (7) is to be considered as an im-

provement because the general correlation-coefficient is very large

namely

7^ = 0.9953

from which follows, for the calculation of one value, the probable

error

:

M'^ 0.539 mm.



Meteorology. — "On the relation between meteoroh(jlc(il conditions

in the Netherlands and some circumjacent places. Difference

of atmospheric pressure and vund." By Dr. J. P. van der Stok.

1. In previous conjiminications it was proved tliat the relation

between direction and magnitude of tlie gradient of atmosplierie

pressure on the one hand, and force and angle of deviation (between

wind and gradient) of the wind on the other hand is not a constant

quantity, but varies with the azimuth of the gradient ') and with

increase and decrease of pressure difference ').

If we select from the gi'adients, as calculated for the Netherlands

and publisiied in the weather charts, those pointing to eight points

of the compass, then, for the period 1904—1910, the wind at De

Bilt and the whole year, Ave find the following results:

TABLE I. Average values of angle of deviation a and force of the wind

(Beaufort scale) for different directions of unity gradient.
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because these are usually associated with feeble wind forces, so

that the direction becomes uncertain.

It appears however from the large frequencies for o = 45° and

N and NW directions of the gradient (208 and 180), greater than

any other, that the omission of smaller values of a in these cases

certainly gives too great a value for the average angle of deviation,

whereas for E and SE directions of the gradient the influence of

smaller values than 45° are compensated by tiiose greater than 90°.

The results of this inquiry are therefore to be considered as doubtful,

not only in an absolute but also in a relative sense.

A more serious objection against this method is that it appears

from table I that tlie meteorological field is by no means to be

taken as uniform : easterly and south-easterly gradients are generally

associated with wind forces and angles of deviation considerably

greater than northerly and north-westerly directed gradients. The

frequencies indicate that a gradient of a given magnitude and direction

may be accompanied by different forces and angles of deviation so

that the gradient, calculated as a iv>u/taii( difference of pi'essure in

a central point and four circumjacent stations cannot be considered

as a reliable measure of the wind. A positive difference in a given

direction does not exercise the same influence as a negative difference

in the opposite direction. If, therefore, we wish to investigate this

relation, the computation of a resultant must be avoided and each

direction is to be taken into account with its proper coefficient of

influence.

2. To this purpose dijferences of atmospheric pressure between

Flushing on the one hand and Valencia, Biarritz, Munich, Neufahr-

wasser and Lerwick in tiie other hand are associated with the wind

at the first named station, as published in the annals of the K. N.

M. Institute for each day of the eight months; January, February,

December 1912 and 1913, and January, February 1914. The average

differences for the whole period are

:

1. Flushing—Valencia +5.8 mm.

2. „ —Biarritz —1.9
3. „ —Munich —4.3
4. ,, —Neufahrwasser -J"

'^'^

5. „ —Lerwick -f 7.9.

The average wind at Flushing during the same period is:

3.70 m.p.s. S 25°36' W
Wn = — 3.34 N component

We := — 1.60 E component.
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Tlie lengtli D and the azimntli A of the arcs joiiiiiiK Flushing

and the other stations are :

1.
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of Valencia produces a SE wind, in the direction of Biarritz an Ë,

of Munich a NE, of Neufahrwasser a NW, and of Lerwick a SW
wind and furtiier, that, although the distance from Flushing is

about the same, Biarritz exercises a much stronger inthience than

Valencia. These results are in accordance with the experience afforded

by the study of the weather charts, but they give quantitative

relations by means of which a calculation of the resulting wind

becomes possible.

With the help of equ. (1) it is possible to demonstrate in a more

conspicuous manner the intluence of the gradient direction on the

velocity of the wind and the angle of deviation by putting the

question: which wind will be caused by or, rather, will be associated

with a fictitious distribution where the pressure difference in the

whole field is uniform and represented by isobars, successively di-awn

in the directions of eight principal points of the compass, and at

distances from each other equal to unity (J mm. per degree of

latitude;.

Denoting the distance of a station from Flushing by D, the

azimuth of the joining arc by ^1, the azimuth of the gradient

by « and the average difference of pressure by ;?, then

,?- :=: D COS {Ai o) ^i

where / is to be given successively the values 1 to 5.

The components of the wind then follow from the values com-

puted from (1):

Wn = iv„-\-^i\ We = >o -\-r,.

The results of this calculation are given in table II.

TABLE II.

{

Wind
i

i

Direction j
velocity for ! Direction of Angle of

gradient I grad. = 1
j

wind : deviation

I
m. p. s.

N

NE

E

SE

S

SW

W
NW

5,43

5.29

5.53

T.21

8.35

7.55

5.56

4.90

N 248° E

294

349

35

67

97

139

198

68°

69

79

80

67

52

49

63



According to the expectation formulated in § 1, by this improved

method a smaller minimum value is found for the angle of deviation

than in table 1; at the same time the positions of the maxima and

minima are somewhat shifted.

It may he noticed that for the coirelation lietween Municii and

JiCrwick for pressure dif/'crcnrcs sx negative value, r,,^^— 0.491

has been found of the same order of magnitude as the /wWwi/ corre-

lation of deviations from pressure between Clermont and Christiansund

viz. — 0.536, and between the I'egion of the Azores and Iceland.

The laborious calculations of partial corr. coetF. may, therefore,

.iften be avoided by forming (lili'i'ri'iicea, by which process large

common influences are eliminated.

3. For a third investigation the average wind for the Nether-

lands has been calcidaled (for the same period as mentioned in § 2

and 7 a.m.) from the stations De Bilt, Flushing, Helder, and Groningen

and this average wind has been associated with pressure differences

between De Hilt on the one hand and Sylt, Dresden, Miilhausen,

lie d'Aix, Valencia, and Lerwick on the other hand; the azimuths

of these stations differ about (ïO° V.

The ranknumbers, average values and standard deviations now

become

;
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(2)

r,, = — 0.168 r„ = + 0.782 r,, = + 0.300

,•,,=: — 0.820 )•„ = + 0.014 r„ = — 0.398

r„ = - 0.508 r,[ = + 0.323

r^^ = _^ 0.354 r,, = + 0.624 r,, = — 0.635

/•„ = ~ 0.061 /„ =: + 0.687 >\[ = — 0.535

The condition ecjualions reduced from these values are:

.)•.=—0.085,r,4-0.396.r,+0.255.c,—0.038.i-,—0.060>c,—0.103a-,

.f,=:-0.239,/.',—0.346.);,4-0.454,t,+0.068,v,+0.083.r,—0.129a',

with the p;eneral correhxtion-eoefticieiits :

R^ = 0.856 , n, = 0.938

Witli respect to a first expectation with the average uncertainty

a, and a^ the expectation has been, tlierefore, improved respectively

48 and 65 per cent, and the computation with the help of 6 stations

affords an improvement with respect to the use of 5 stations with

only 5°/,, for the north-component, but with 157o for the east-com-

ponent. The probable uncertainty becomes ± 1.24 and ± 1.05 m. p. s.

TABLE III.

Direction
gradient

N

NNE

NE

ENE

E

ESE

SE

SSE

S

ssw

sw

wsw
w
WNW
NW

NNW

Direction
wind

N 231° E

258

285

309

338

3

25

45

62

80

96

114

133

154

178

204

Wind-
velocity

Angle of

deviation

3.43 m.p.s.

3.39

3.35

3.56

3.76

4.11

4.44

4.96

5.28

5.46

5.39

5.14

4.73

4.27

3.86

3.58

51°

56

60

62

68

70

70

67

62

57

51

47

43

42

43

47
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Table III (p. 326) shows the values of the wind velocity, the

direction of the wind and tlie angle of deviation as calculated from

equation (2) for 16 different directions of the gradient and a uniform

field of 1 mm. difference of pressure per degree of latitude.

A comparison of these results with those of table II .shows that

the use of an average wind for the whole country has induced a

more regular course in the numbers, but also that considerable

differences are due to this method. The wind \elocity and the angles

of deviation have become smaller as also the azimuths and wind

directions. From this result we may conclude that the northerly

stations behave differently in many respects from Flushing and that

a combination as made in (his in(piiry is not dcsiiable.

Physics. — "On a (jeiu-rnl Electromagnetic Thesis and its Application

to the Maf/iietic State of a. Ttristed Iron Bar". By Dr. It. J.

Elus. (Communicated by Prof. H. A. IjOrrntz).

(Gommunicatod in the meeting of May 29, 1915).

WiKDEM.'VNN has already observed that in a longitudinally resp.

circularly magnetized iron bar a circular resp. longitudinal magneti-

sation arises in consequence of torsion. Moreover he discovered that

a bar which is at the same time longitudinally and circularly

magnetized, is twisted. These observations formed the starting point

of the following considerations.

In a magnetic field, in which the magnetic induction can be an

arbitrary vector function of the magnetic force variable from point

to point, whereas (he media in the field can be anisotropic also \vith

respect to the conductivity, but in which no phenomena of hysteresis

occur, the equation

T = - C^L U/M') (I)

holds for the liiagnetic field energy.

In this / means the current in a circuit M, the induction fluX

passing through this circuit, c representing the ratio of the electro-

magnetic to the electrosfalic unity of electricity. The summation

extends over all (he circuits, the integration covering a range from

M for /= to the final value which J/ assumes.

') in lliiis and folldwing t'orinulae LorenTz's system of unities is iise<l.

22*



1. Let MS now consider two linear condnetors (circuits), in which

currents ?', and 4 run. Let M^ be the induction flux passing through

the first, M^ that through the second wire. If M^ and A/j change

infinitely little, then follows from (1)

dT =:- (i^clM^ + i, dM^),
c

for which we may put

:

1 1 1

dT = -d (i, 31, -f J, M,) M, di, J/, di,.

c c c

The first member of tiiis equation is a total difterential, as T is

perfectly determined by /, and i.„ hence

J/, di, + 31, di,

must also be a total differential, from which follows:

di¥, d3LV = ^') (-)
0», Olj

i.e. the increase of the induction flux passing through the first

circuit, caused by an infinitely small current variation in the second,

is equal to the increase of induction fiux passing through the second

circuit, caused by an equal ciiange of current in the first.

An increase of the induction fiux dM will give rise to an electrical

impulse, in which through every section of the circuit the quantity

of electricity

_ 1 dM
c w

passes, if w represents the resistance of the circuit. The negati\e

sign means that the direction of the current, is in lefthand cyclical

order with the increase of the induction fiux.

If now the current z, increases by the infinitely small amount of

(//,, tlie induction fiux through the second circuit will increase by:

I,

Hence for a short time an induction current will pass through tiie

second conductor. If aftev the lapse of this time the current in this

conductor has again the same value as before, then the "integral

current", i.e. the total cpiantity of electricity set in motion by the

induction current amounts to:

1) For so far as 1 liave been able to ascertain, lliis relation, as well as lliose

following later (3), (8), (15) and (17) is new.
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_ 1 <L1/, __ 1 oil/

In the same way for an infuiitesinial eliange of 4 the integral

current in the first conductor will amount to

_ 1 ^M,

c . i«j di.

If (U^ = (li^, it follows from this by the aid of (2)

«ijtfej :z= iv,de.^ (3')

de. de„

If by ^-- resp. r— we denote the quotient ot tlie integral current

in tiie first resp. second conductor and the change of current in

the second resp. first conductor, we may also write:

de, d,',

'"'
.V"

=^ "'' A^ ^^^

In case the permeability is independent of the intensity of the

field, so that S in general is a linear vector function of .p, both

.ip and 5B are linear functions of i, and /,, hence M, and M, too.

Then we may write:

From (2) then follows the known thesis:

A, = ^.. (5)

i.e. with equal currents in the two circuits tiie first sends as many
induction lines through the second as the second through the first.

For this case the magnetic field energy becomes according to (J):

r=^A,',^ + -A,v, + ^^.'7 .... ((5)
2c c 2c

If the current in the first circuit increases by (//j, then the integral

current in the second amounts to:

c . w, c . w„

On increase of the current in the second conductor by <//, the

integral current:

de — — hii^ii
C .

?(.'i

flows through the first.

Both expressions can be integrated. If e, resp. <?, represent the

integral currents, which pass through the first resp. second circuit
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oil increase of' llie ciineiil in llie f^econd res[i. first circuit lo tiie same

amount /, the relation

«i»'i =*'2"'s (^)

exists l>et\veen tliese quantities.

2. We shall now consider tiie case that the function wliich

represents the relation between '2i and -Ó is variable in some parts

of the field. This variability is meant in very general sense : we may

e. g. imagine it as a dependence of volume, pressure, temperature

etc. or as variations in consequence of elastic deformations, while also

motions of the particles of the medium may be understood by it.

We except, however, such changes which are attended with motions

of the current conductors or parts of them. Let the variability be

expressed by means of liie general coordinate «. Then the induction

flux through the circuits will in general depend on <t. With a varia-

tion of <( the relation (2) holds l)oth before and after the change,

so that we get:

d bM, _ d dM^

drt d?', d« dij

for which we may write, seeing that

1 1— dM, z=. — n\de, — dM, = — u\de.

öaV'^dTj^VaV'^dTj (')

when we attach analogous signification to tlie partial differential

quotients and ^- as above tor (3). It the resistances are not
0/„ Of,

dependent on «, we get:

01, 0(( Of, Oa

We may express this relation in the following words: Successively

we measure four quantities of electricity : i. the integral current

(r/f, );,,,-, in the first conductor, which is the result of the change fZtf,

whilst the currents i^ and /, run tiirough the two conductors;

2. tlie integral cuirent {de,);^j„, which flows in the second conductor

under the same circumstances; 3. the integral current ((/(?i)/,_,\j^rf/ in

the first conductor, which is the result of the same ciiange as under

J, wiiii this difference however, that the current in the second

conductor is /j-|-'//; 4. tiie integral current ((/Cj);^ -|- ,/,•,,„ in tiie second

conductor, which is the consequence of the same change as under
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2, with this difference, iiowever, that the current in the first con-

ductor is ii -\- di.

Now according to (8') the difference of [de.,)i^j^ and {de^\^i^j^di,

mnhiplied by the resistance of tiie first conductor must be equal to

the difference of (f/e,),, ,,-, and (c/cj),-, +(/,•,,„, multiplied by tlie resistance

of the second conductor.

If the relation between $ and .p is linear, then on change of «

the relation (7) will hold, both before and after the change, so that

we have qtiife generally

d Ö

^ ('".«.) =
g^ 0", O (ï^)

If the resistances are not dependent on « we have

i.e. when in the first circuit there runs a current t, the second being

without current, and the change dn is accompanied with an integral

current de^ in the second conductor, then flie product of de^ with

the resistance of the second circuit will be equal to the product of

the resistance of the first circuit with the integral current (/c,, which

flows through the first circuit in consequence of the change da,

when the current i now exists in the second conductor, the first

being currentless.

3. Up to now we only considered linear conductors. In order

to be able to apply the above derived relations to three-dimensional

conductors, we shall first prove a general thesis.

We imagine an arbitrary conductor in which certain electrical

forces are active. Let the conductor be an anisotropic body, of

such a symmetry, however, that there are three main directions

which are vertical with respect to each other, in which the current

coincides with the electrical force. In this case:

3:, = <Tn ^1- + <T„ C",/ + O,, ^, \

3y = <T„ €•,: + «T„ ^f-y + ff„ IE-

J

(10)

in which

Now let a system of electrical forces S(i) give rise to a current

j>'), the system ^>-' giving rise to a current j'"^*- Then the follow-

ing equation will hold for every volume element, as is easy to

see by the aid of (10)

:
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IntegTated witli i esperf to aii arbili'uiy volume of tlie concliictor

tliis yields:

/'m-(o . ^c-')) . ds =z [(^(.-i)
. yx)) . ds (11)

Tills we apply to a (.'ondiiotoi' consistiiifj;- of two parts, one of

wliioli, A, is a tliree-dimeiisional body, whereas tlie other, B, which

is to be considered as linear, is in contact with the three-dimensional

|)art in its initial point /-* and its tinal point Q. Let us suppose

in the linear part a galvanometer (r, which we use to measure the

cnrrent / in the linear part. The case that arbitrary electrical forces

are active in this system, e.g. originating from indnction actions

which can vary tVoni moment to moment, we shall denote by (1).

In case (2) on the other hand we imagine a constant electromotive

force to act in the linear part. Then there will exist a potential

difference tfQ—ffp between the points Q and P.

In both cases we divide the three-dimensional part A into the

circnits that comjtose the cnrrent. Let us call the current in each

circuit i and let us denote an element of the circuit by (h, then

the relation (11) gives:

2 /g f
'^

. iCi) dsCi)

=

^ [a ^f,\
. i (1)

. rfsc ).

In this the integration takes place along the circuits, the summa-

tion extending over all the circuits. In the lefthand member we
1

may write /'-')=:-(</ y

—

(f p), when //'"--' denotes the resistance of

a circuit in case (2). For every circuit this current is multiplied by

the linear integral of the electrical force in case (1) along the circuit.

In the righthand member we shall have to distingnish between

circuits which are closed in themselves inside the part A, and

circuits which start in 0. and terminate in P. For the tirst kind:

' (2)

seeing that

^j;
0-iJ = — V '/

For the second kind

:

J

ƒ
(2)

further holding for this:
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when 1 is the current measured by the aid of the galvanometei

G. If we divide both parts by yy—Tf. "e get finally:

or expressed in words: the total current flowing through Ihe linear

part B is obtained by division of the part .1 into those circuits which

are the consequence of the presence of a constant electromotive force

in the linear part B, by integration of the electric force £ along

every circuit, by division every time of these line integrals by the

resistance of the circuit, and by taking finally the sum of all these

quotients.

If we now call an element of a circuit in case (2) brietly ds, we

can, with the omission of the indices, also write:

-41 (£ ils.

Hence we may assign an imaginary current to every circuit

p

p

i . «' =
I
l?s ds.

from which follows;

On the other hand

p

holds according to the law of Oim for the linear part, when W„

represents the resistance of this.

By adding the two last relations we get

:

iw ^ 1 W„= i<is ds,

in which the integration is extended all along the circuit. If we put:

I
(JTs dn z= E,

we get

:

ƒ
E 1 W„

i= ', (13)
w w

and further by summation over all the circuits and introduction of:
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w W,

if H', is the resistance of tlie part A,

U' E \\\ E
i =r '— :s ^ = —^ ^' -

,

W^ -f W^ w W w

if W is the resistance of tiie whole system.

11 now by in we represent a resistance which is ^ limes as
]\\

great as that of the circuit between Q and P, we get

:

E1=2- (14)
w

The resistance to introduced here is practically the resistance of

a circuit closed in itself, to which the circuits of case (2) discussed

above can be supplemented by contin nation into the linear part of

the conductor. The summation is extended here over all the circuits

of the case indicated above by (2).

5. We shall now consider the case of two current conductors of

the kind considered just now, so each consisting of a three-dimensional

and a linear part. When currents pass throngh these conductors,

either in one of them or in both, and we want to examine the

induction action which is the conseqnence of a change, either of

the current in these condnetors or of the properties of the surrounding

tield, then we may, therefore, according to what was derived just

now, divide these conductors into the circuits which are the conse-

quence of the presence of a constant electromotive force in the

linear part of these conductors, examine the induction action in each

of these circuits and take the sum of these.

Let the resistances of the conductors bo IF, and IF,, the currents,

measured in the linear part, /j and 1.,. We shall examine the

influence of a change of these currents. We can now divide the

lirst conductor into in circuits, each with a current i'l, the second

into // circuits, each with a current i^, so that we shall have:

ƒ
J
= ;«/, ƒ 2 = ni.,.

The resistance of each circuit of the first conductor amounts to

m.W^, of the second conductor to u.W^, as the electromotive

force must be taken the same for all of them on division into circuits.

If we increase the current in every circuit of the second conductor

by tU^, then the total induction flux through the p"' circuit of the

first conductor will be increased by :
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As the resistance of every circuit amounts to »i.lF, we get for

the integral current, which tlows through the linear part of the

tirst conductor:

di. dM] „

c m. vv^ „, „ Oi2,^

For this may also be written :

dL dMi „

c.m.n. W^ „ „ Öi2,q

In the same way the integral current

'^'^'
—

nz ^ ^ ~^-—
c m.n. W„ „, „ oi\_p

flows through the linear |)art of the second conductor on a change

(//, of the current in the first conductor.

If

dl, = dl„

then follows, when (2) is used

:

W^ .de,= \V,.de, (15')

In general

:

de, d<;,

"'ör.= "-sr,
('^>

in which the meaning of the differential quotients is analagous to

that which was attached to them above in (3j.

This relation is analagous to (3). It holds quite generally, so long

as 5^ is a univalent function of C. which, however, can be quite

arbitrary for the rest.

If the permeability is independent of the strength of the field,

so that there exists a linear relation between "'S and .f>, we shall

be able to integrate equation (15). So we get:

ir. .., =z W^.e, (16)

analogous to relation (7). Here just as there t?, resp. c, will mean

the integral currents which flow through the linear part of the first

resp. second conductor, when the current in the second resp. first

conductor increases from zero to the same value I, the other con-

ductor being without current.

5. Just as we did before in the case of two circuits we can also
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which indicates the relation between 33 and C*, in some parts of the

held, as result of an infinitely small change of a general coordinate o.

In general (15) will be valid both before and after the change

of a, so that analogous to (8) we get from tfiis:

If the resistances remain unchanged we get analogous to (8'):

d de, d de„

which relation is also open to analogous interpretation.

In the special case of a linear relation between S3 and 'p we
shall get in the same way analogous to (9)

:

^(W>,) = ^("^«.)' (18)
o« Oct

which becomes for invariable resistances:

^'^^=^^^^ ^^^ >
oa o«

Here t'j and e^ have the same signification as above in (16).

6. We now inquire into the work of the ponderomotive forces,

being accompanied with a modification in the magnetic field, which

is the consequence of the infinitely small change da. We assume

that at the change da the external electromotive forces remain un-

changed, and likewise the coefficients o, which in the most general

case determine the relation between the electrical force and the

current.

If I»; represents the electric force, and i^ the external electromotive

force, then the quantity of energy

K® + €0 • 3! • dS .
dt.

will be consumed as Joule heat in the volume element dS in the

time dt.

On the other hand the energy supplied by the current generators

in the time dt is

:

(^^.^:s).dS.dt.

The difference of these two expressions:

— {'i.^).dS.dt

passes into other modes of energy. Integrated with respect to all

the conductors this becomes

:
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. :o . ds . dt.

If we introduce

3 = curl .P),

and if we make use of the known thesis of tlio vector calculus liiat

the following equation holds generally

:

dw [31 SB] = SS curl 9J -51 curl i5

then we get for the above expression

:

— c { {curl If-, .p) dS.dt + c ( dir [(£, .fp] dS . dt.

Introducing further ;

/cr.
1

'^^

c d«

and making use of Gauss's theorem, we get:

(
[
—

,
.fp \lS .dt~\--cl ['$, .P)]. da . dt.

The second term vanishes, as on the surfaces of the current con-

ductors the normal component of
'i^',

Sp'j is continuous, and the

integral amounts to zero over the plane in infinity. Accordingly the

first term only remains. This will have to be equal to the increase of

the energy of the magnetic tield ami the work of the ponderomotive

forces. Hence we get

:

dT 4- <U — /
[
-

,
.ip

j
dS . dt.

Per volume and time nnity :

dT + (fA =
i
— , .? I

dt.

For the energy of the magnetic field per volume unity the expression :

7' =ƒ (.0. d^)-

holds generally.

With tiie change da we shall get:

i^ + 'l-'Q ^
dr = I (.p, d'b') — .

I

(.ip, <i'S),

in which do represents the change of tiie final value of -C», and

'iV the value of '1^ corresponding to .(> in the changed state. Now
we get

:
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o u

trom which easily follows:

Integrated with respect to the wiiole Held tliis liecomes:

dA = — ids rb . (/ .!>. (/« (19)

We can always split up the vector -'J into two parts, .'V, for

which holds div ^' = 0, and -p', for which holds curl .D'n=.0').

Taking into consideration that generally

on integration over the whole space, when

div vl = 0, curl '^ =: 0,

we get

:

Ö

'^''=raM^-'-^'

Making use of the equation :

iB = .p + '53^,

we get

:

d4 = — CdS p;rf.p° + CdS Cmd.^' . da.

As in the first term we can .again split up -^ into -p" and .^', in

which -O" is independent of « — .p° being detern)ined by the current

J — and as tiie product •)'(/ p" integrated over the whole field

yields zero, this term will vanish, so that there remains;

dA = ids I -- rf.fp» .da (20)

In this denotes the change of the magnetisation in consequence
da

of a change da, in which tlie external electromotive forces and also

the coefilcients determining the conductivity, remain unchanged.

') hi general we shall understand by f;" tiie intensity of the field as it would

be witliout the presence of the irou, ii representing the real strength of the field.

The difference is ,'.
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7. We shall now consider a special case. Let us imagine a

s^'stem of two currents, one passing through a vertical cylindrical

iron bar, the other through a vertical solenoid which is concentric

with the iron bar. We suppose the iron bar, whose length is assu-

med to be large with respect to tlie diameter, to be in the middle

part of the solenoid, and that the latter on both sides projects far

beyond tiie bar. For the present we assume for simplicity's sake

that the permeability of the iron has a constant value.

The tirst current /, gives rise to a circular magnetisation in the

iron, the second I., to a longitudinal magnetisation. If ƒ, and ƒ,

are in I'ighthand cyclical order the corresponding strengths of the

field .^1° and •C'," are so too.

The resistances of the conductors are called ]\\ and IT,.

We can now twist the iron bar, l^ being =^ I and /^ = ; in

consequence of this three main directions will arise in the iron with

different permeability, which will also cause a longitudinal magneti-

sation in the bar, which is accompanied with an impulse of current

in the second conductor. Ijikewise we may twist the bar when

7j = and ƒ, =: I, which gives rise to a circular magnetisation of

the bar, and accompanying this an impulse of current in the first

conductor. We shall compute for both cases the quantities of elec-

tricity which pass through every section in consequence of the

impulses of current.

If the radius of the iron bar is /?, then

holds for the intensity of te field Jp°i inside the iron at the distance

r from the axis of the cylinder.

If the solenoid has m windings per unity of length, the intensity

of the field in the middle part in which the iron bar is found, is:

c

We shall as.snnie the bar, which has a length /, to be twisted

over an angle ((• = /.«, and this in sucii a way that while one

e.xtremity, where the current l^ enters, is held fast, the other extre-

mity is twisted over an angle ^ in the sense of the current ƒ,. In

consc(|uence of this an originally square surface element with sides

of a length one of a cylinder surface concentric with the axis of

the bar, with radius r, will assume a rhombic shape.

In this the angle which the sides of the rhomb, which were

originally parallel to the axis, form with the direction of the axis,
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a are neglected. The diagonals of the rhomb become resp.

:

j/2 (1 + 1 r «) and l/2 (1 — ^ r a),

hence the ratio between this and the original length resp.

1 + 4 >•

«

and 1 — h r a.

We call the direction of the strength of llie lield 'f?\ x, that of the

strength of the fielj .f)\ y.

In consequence of the twisting the considered surface element has

obtained two main directions, which coincide with the diagonals of

the rhomb'). We call the direction of the diagonal which fails between

the positive ^.-direction and the positive //-direction, (/, that of the

other diagonal v. In the direction ii the iron is elongated, in the

direction v compressed. The elongation resp. compression amounts

to ^rn per unity of length. Let /. P. be the increase of the permeability

in a certain direction, when the elongation per unity of length

amounts to ). in that direction, the compression per unity of length

normal to that direction being of the same value. Then

f(„ = ft + 2 ^ ' " M'- =^ f*
— \k r a.

We assume /• to be independent of the strength of the tield.

If we further assume the angles which the directions n and r

form with .r and ?/ to amount to 45°, which is permissible so long

as we confine ourselves to quantities of the first order in «, weget:

^-)„ = i 1/2 (^,. + S?,j)

S?, = { 1/2 (- ^, 4- ^,),

and further, as

:

®M = f«« • •% ^v = Ho • ^?l;

^„ =
I

»/2 (.fp. + .<>,;) + i /• r « 1/2 (.^... + .%)

^y>,. = 1 1/2 (- .!:>, + ..>,/) +ikra[/2{- .n, + ^^),

from which follows

:

J5ar =: ft -^x + ^Icra ^y
55,, =1.1-% + kkra.r:)x.

We see that here the relation f«i2=^F3i holding universally for

anisotropic media with three mutually normal main directions is

satisfied.

In the twisted bar JX has everywhere the same value at a certain

distance from the axis, when we move along a circle normal to

the axis, as there is radial symmetry with respect to this axis. The

1) The third radially directed main direction may be left out of consideration,

as no change takes place in lliat direction.
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line integral of f?j along this circle amounts therefore to inr . S?x',

this line integral also amounts to 2jtr . '>/, so that we get:

We shall further assume the length of the bar to be large with

respect to its diameter, in which case the intluence of the magnetisation

at the extremities in the determination of the field intensity inside

the bar in case of longitudinal ujaguetisation will be small, so that

we may assume

Inside the bar the following ei|iuititins hok!

25., = (1.0/ -f
i h-a ƒ;/

The change of the magnetic induction within the bar in conse(|ncnce

of the twisting auionnis to

ZiiV= i A-m.n./

AQ5„= I krit -C"»,"

In the same way we have for the magnetisation :

W, = x. .pi" -f ^ /;m.r-)/

m,^=zx . .5/ f h km .p,"

Also outside tiie nuignclic induclion changes in consec|neiU'e of

the twisting. (_)n account of ilie change of 'S,, the (|uantity of

magnetism will namely ciiange at the extiemities of the bai' which

will give rise to a change of strength of the field outside the bar.

If there was no ii'on inside the solenoid, and if this was infinitely

long, the change of the magnetism at the extremities would not

give rise to an induction current at all, because every quantity of

magnetism sends its induction lines tiirough the windings lying on

eitlier side, and the sense of rotation of the induced electric force

is directed for the windings on one side opposite to that on the other

side. We commit an error on account of the presence of the ii'on

inside the solenoid in as much as the magnetic induction inside

the iron does not change in the same way as that outside it. As

we have, howe\er, assumed that as far as the magnetic induction

inside the iron is concerned, we may disregard the magnetism at

the extremities, we may also leave this error out of account.

In order to calculate the induction impulse, we must therefore

integrate the just mentioned amounts u\' L '^ij and A 55^ inside the

bar over the surface which is surrounded by every circuit, and then

sum up over all the circuits.

We cx[)licitly exce[)ted (§ 2 above) movements of the current

23
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conductors. Here, however, siicli movements occur In consequence

of the twisting. Now in case of hmgitndinal magnetisation of the

bar tlie movement of matter, wliich is the consequence of the tor-

sion, will give rise to an induction impulse in radial direction, which

has no influence on the induction impulse in longitudinal direction.

In the case of circular magnetisation on the other hand no induction

lines will be cut by the matter on twisting, so that no induction

impulse takes place. The movement of the substance will, therefore,

have no inlluence in these cases on the induction impulses, which

are accordingly exclusively t!ie consequence of the cliange of tiie

properties of tiie substance.

A. If we now first suppu.se /j = /,/, = 0, hence the case of

circular magnetisation, then :

27tR'. c

klar'

iJT B'.c

Now AQ.\^ must be integrated over all the surface elements which

are normal to the direction y, so over all the windings of the sole-

noid. The increase of the flux of induction through one winding

amounts to

:

HaR'
LM,, — 2:x\ L 5?,, . rdr=

As there are ?«./. windings to the lengtli / of tiie bar, the total

increase of the induction tlu.\ will be /»./. A M,, and the electricity

set in motion ;

ml . klaR^

8ir, .c^

If we introduce the angle of twisting (f ^l.a, we get

:

nufklR''
__ (21)

8 W, .v'

With a positive value of k we come to the conclusion that for

the considered twisting the .sense in whicii the impulse takes place,

is in lefthaiid cyclical order with the current /.

In the other circuit the impulse is zero, as Aipi^ := 0.

B. Let us now suppose /, = 0, /, = f, lience the case of longi-

tudinal magnetisation; then:

ml
yp/ = o .%' =—

G



A^r — .y
mkral A'$,^ = 0.

In order to caloiilate tlie inipiiLse in tlie first circuit, we siiall

divide the first conductor info conducfiug tubes, whicli eacli of tiieni

again consists of circuits. Let tlie conducting tubes, wliic!! are con-

centric and cylindrical in the iron, have a radius r there and a

thickness dr. When we then give them dimensions proportional to

this in the other parts of the conductor, the resistance of sucli a

tube will be:

R'
w = . ir,

2r dr

The increase of the induction flux through the surface surrounded

by every circuil belonging to the conducting tube, amounts to:

Ji

1

A J/,. / ( dr . Ais. = mlU(( (B'~r').

The quantity of electricity set in motion in the conductoi', now
becomes, when we make use of the mode of calcnlalion explained

in ^ 3, which finds expression in (14)

:

M
_ AM,. mlkla r mlklaR^\Mr mlkla C= (A" - 7'^)

e.w 2R'Wc'J '

8T^,

With introduction of the angle of twisting '/ this becomes:

e,= '
(22)

Hence from (21) and (22) we find really

^ W^ ^r: fi W
in agreement witii (J 8').

If k is positive, then the sense in which the impulse takes place,

is in leflhand cyclical order with the current /.

As A^,, = {), the impulse in the second conductor is zero.

We may assume that the circuits run parallel to the axis over

the greater part of the length. The direction of the current can,

however, be diffeient for different circuits. In this case we shall be

allowed to use the formula (13) for the real current. It follows

from this that the circuits wlierc the motion of electricity is zero,

will lie on a cylinder surface, (he radius r of which is given by

the equation

:

c

23*
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in which lf'^„, is the resistance of the linear part of the circuit.

From this we get

:

ty2w,.-w.R\/ —^ '-^
(23)

When Tr„, is small compared with T'F,, r will differ little from

R. As a I'lile, however, the reverse will be the case, from which

ensues that r approaches the value ^R [/2. We can calculate the

current through the central part of the bar by means of the relation

(13). For this we get:

VKf /c i

.(')
: 1 -\- • (24)

32o'^( IV,

When W^— W„^ is small with respect to W^ this quantity of

electricity will become much larger than t^,; it can become arbitrarily

large with respect to i\ when IF,— Tr„, is made small enough

with respect to ]I\. On the other hand when W„^ was small with

respect to ir,, e^'^'''> would differ oidy little from e,.

Let us now suppose that a current I^ runs in the fust conductor, a

current 7, in the second. We assume that then the state of equilibrium

is characterized by this that the bar is twisted over an angle tt per unity

of length. The torsion couple amounting to /v/^\ «, the elastic energy

of the bar is ^KR'^ . a' . I in the twisted state. We make this state

undergo an infinitesimal change so that « increases by the amount

da. Then the elastic energy increases by the amount KR* a I dn,

the work of the ponderomotive forces being found from (20) for the

considered change, which formula, after introduction of '?3?a and W,,,

produces

dA = i
A' . ,l(t fr . .(>," .rp,"

. JS= — mlk 7, /^R^ . da.

J
'

Se-

in case of equilibrium this work must be equal to the increase

of the elastic energy, from which we find for the angle «

:

krul,!^

8c°-KR' ^ '

The whole torsion becomes

:

kmlJ , /,

'KR'
(25')

If / is positive, then with the given current directions of J, and

7j the bar will be twisted .so that when the extremit}- where 7,

enters, is kept in fixed position, the other extremity is rotated in

the sense of the current I^, hence counter clockwise, when we
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look towards this extremity'. Of course the sense of the rotation

changes on reversal of one of the currents.

Hence the bar assumes the shape of a rightliand screw, when the

CLu-renls /, and I^ are in righthand cyclical order. Farther the angle

over which tiie bar is twisted, is proportional to the total nnmber

of windings of tlie solenoid, which falls on tiie length of the bar,

to the intensities of the cui'rents, and in inverse raUo to the square

of the radius.

Above we found an expression for tlie work of the ponderoniotive

forces (lA on the increase of the torsion da. If the torsion amounts

to «, we can integrate this expression, through which we get:

1

We find tliis work back in the first place in the elastic energy

U of the bar. If into the expression for this ^ KR' oy, we introduce

the above found expression for «, we get for this

:

i-OC

Tiie rest, wiiich is of the same amount as U, is converted into

kinetic energy, or when we make the motion take place infinitely

slowly by means of external couples, into externa! work.

Let us now inquire into the increase of magnetic field energy.

For this purpose we make use of tiie expression :

T= i <IS i S?d 3>,

which can be easily derived from (1).

Here we introduce

:

rf, m

We get then :

A 7'

=J d S C{Sp, d A -Iv + i?,, d A 55,/) = ^, m ff k I, I, R'

Hence

1

^ + AT = iiufk IJJi'.
4ü^

On the other hand on account of the torsion the quantity of

electricity
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'''~
8 1-^,7'"

is fiiriilated in the first conductor. The electi-oniotive force in that

conductor amounts to Zi, = I^ . W,. In consequence of the circu-

lation of the quantity of electricity e,, the generator of the current

yields, besides the Joui^k heat, the quantity of energy — -fcV'n which

amounts to

:

tnffkf.I.R'— E.fi, = .

8c'

We lind in the same way that after subtraction of the Joui.K

heat, an equal amount of energy is yielded by the second generator

of current. Together the total quantity of energy yielded by the

generator of current, amounts therefore to:

1

which corresponds with the value A -\- LT, required for the work

of the ponderomotive forces and the increase of the magnetic energy.

Chemistry. — "Molecuhir-Allotrojn/ mul Fhii.si'-A//ofro/t;/ in Oiyanic

Chemistryy By Prof. A. Smits. (Comnuinicated by Prof. J.

D. VAN DEK W.\AIS).

1. Snrteij of orgn/iic pseiulo-si/.stems.

I have indicated the appearance of a substance in two or more

similar phases by the name pliase-allotropy, and the occurrence of

different kinds of molecules of the same substance by the name of

moh'cular-iiUoti-opji. It may be assumed as known that one of the

conclusions to which the theory of allotropy leads, is this that phase-

allotropy is based on molecular-allotropy.

The region in which the existence of molecular allotropy is easiest

to demonstrate is the region of organic chemistry, and I think that

I have to attribute this fact to this that the velocity of conversion

between the different kinds of molecules which present the pheno-

menon of isomery or polymery, is on the whole much smaller in

organic chemistry than in anorganic chemistry ; in organic substances

it seems even not perceptible in many cases. The substances, for

which this is, however, the case, and which were formerly called
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taiitomers, are comparatively few as jet, but uiidonbtedl^- their

number will increase as the experiment is made more refined.

It is obvious that a test of the just mentioned conclusion from

the theory of allotropy will be most easily carried out in the region

of organic chemistry, but on the other hand a test in the region of

anorganic chemistry will be, especially for elements, of greater scien-

tific interest.

Accordingly the research is continued both in anorganic and

organic domain, and the purpose of this communication is to draw

attention to the gigantic field of research which is opened up for

us in organic region for a study in this direction.

B.ANCROFT ') was the first to take into account tlie intluence of the

time in the study of systems of organic substances wiiieh can occur

in two different forms. In this consideration he came to three cases.

1. The time element vanishes in consequence of the practically

immediate setting in of the (internal) ecpiilibrium.

2. The setting in of the (internal) equilibrium takes place so

slowly that so-called "false equilibria" occur, for which case Bakhuis

RoozEBOOM ^) derived ditferent T, A'-figures.

3. The (internal) equilibrium sets in with such a velocity that

the system behaves as a binary one in case of rapid working, as a

unary one in case of slow working.

The substances belonging to the latter group, and their number

is undoubtedly enormously great especially in the domain of organic

chemistry, yield very satisfactory material of research.

Bancroft was the first who discovered a pseudo binary system in

(Uchlorostilbene examined by Zinckk 'j and explained its behaxiour.

Z^^'CKE had discovered that when the form with the highest melting

point was kept in molten condition for a long time (200°), there

took place a lowering of the point of solidification from 192° to

160°, which was to be attributed, as Banckoft stated, to this that

the substance had assumed (internal) equilibrium at 200°, in which

the molecules of one form had been partially converted to those of

the other form.

Among the organic substances which can occur in ditferent isomer

forms, variations of the melting point are met with in very many
cases accoi'ding to the literature, which variations must be attributed

to a conversion in the direction of the internal equilibrium or to a

retardation of the setting in of the internal equilibrium.

1) Journ phys. Ghem. 2. 143 (1898).

S) Z. f. phys. Ghem. 28. 389 (1899).

') Lieb. Ann. 198. 115 (1879).
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S|)ecially tlio group of tlie o.n'iiK's fiiruislies several examples. In

tliis respect we may meiilion in llio liist place aretaldo.riiii studied

bv Dlnstan and Dymonu'), and lalei' more closely examined by

Carvkth ').

Furtlier may be meutioned hciizdldo.cim. For wiiicli the first data

liave beeu giveu by Bkckmann "), tlie discoverer ol' tiie isomeric com-

versions oF these substances. This substance was more closely in-

vestigated by Cameron'), whose results were later tested and im-

proved by ScHOEVERs's study'). TIakveth') investigated also another

oxim, viz. miisoldorim, of which Beckmann') had also found two

isomers.

A very interesting substance is the henzUortlLOcarbonic acid, of

which Graebe and Jüillard ') found two distinctly different

crystallized products, one wliite. the other yellow.

While enautiotropy is a very frequently occurring phenomenon

in anorganic chemistry, we find this phenomenon only exceedingly

rarely mentioned in the organic literature. We should nndoubtedly be

mistaken if we snpposed that it must be inferred from this that

the phenomenon of enautiotropy in organic region is met with only

by great exception. In the first place this circumstance is much

sooner to be ascribed to this that on account of the slight velocity

of conversion between the tlifferent kinds of molecules of organic

substances, the phenomenon of enantioti'Opy manifests itself much
less easily, aiul in the second place to the absolute absence of an

accurate systematic investigation in this direction.

It is, however, known of beiLzilorthoatrhon'u- ac'ul that it is enantio-

tropic. Soch") has namely demonstrated this with certainty, and

considerably extended Graebe"s'°) investigation.

We have further a \ery important group of allotropic substances

\vilh distinct transformation in the keto- and end cornpounds.

WoLE ") devoted an investigation to fonni/fphenyl acetic eater, of

I) Journ. chem. Soc. 61, 470 (1892); 65, 206 (1894).

») .lourn. phys. chcm. 2, 159 (1898).

») Jiei-. 20, 2768 (1887); 37, 3042 (1902).

<} .lourn. phys. chem. 2, 409 (1898).

*) Dissertatie 48.

«) Jouin. phys. chem. 3, 4:37 (1899).

7) lier. 23, 2103 (1890).

«) Bar. 21. 2003 (1888).

») JourE. phys. cliem. 2, 364 (1898).

"•) Bar. 23, 1344 (1890).

II) Jouin. pliys. chem. 4, 123 (1900).
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whirli Wisi.icKNuy ') h.-id discovered two modifications a few years

before, viz. the solid hdo and the liquid i'uol compound.

Of late a number of investigations on other substances with inter-

molecular tran.sforination have been published by Dimkoth "). These

very interesting publications tieat molecular conversions in derivatives

of Iriazol, in different solvents.

One of the isomers is always an acid which can be determined

titrimelrically, which may be called a very favourable circumstance

for the study of the 'phenomena of conversion.

Another substance whose peculiar behaviour has already induced

many investigators to occupy themselves with it, is the /n/drazoii of
dcetaldehydi', of which Fischer') discovered two moditications.

Bamberger and Pemsel*) undertook a further investigation, a few

years later also Lockemann and Liesche*), and six years later Laws

and SiDCiWiOK"), but none of these investigators has succeeded in

unravelling the behaviour of this peculiar substance.

P. nitrobi'nzal-[jheayl-iin'tluil-hiidrazon,, investigated by Backer") is

another hydrazon which shows great resemblance with the former.

Also this substance possesses, two moditications, a red and a yellow

one, but it is not known as yet, in what relation the,se forms are

to each otiiei-.

The .system iireuiii-(t)intiouiuiiici/(inat(', further e.xamincd by Walker

and Hambi.y '), just as the system siiliiho-uri'um-aimiiovbi in.mlphocijniDttt'

studied by Voi.hakd') Waduei.i, '"), Reynolds and Wki{ner ''), Find-

lay'^), and tinally by Smits and Kettnek '•''). likewise belong to the

organic pseudo-systems, just as ci/aiiO(/c'ii-/>iiri(ci/im(i(j(m investigated

by Terwen '') and ci/auoijeiuchi/droi/eii.ic acid, cyaairic acid and

cyamelide investigated by Troost and Hautefeuille'^}.

1) Ber. 20, 2933 (18h'7); 28, 767 (1S95),

2) Ber. 35, 4041 (I'M"!); Lieb. Ann 335, 1 (l'JU4); 338, 143 (19U5), 364,183

(1909); 373, 336 (1910), 377, 127 (-1910).

8) Ber. 29, 795 (1896).

4) Ber. 36, ^5 (1903)

5) Lieb. Ann. 342, 14 (1905).

6) Journ. Ghem. Soc. 99, 208.j (1911).

") Dissertation, Leicleu 1911.

8) Journ. chem. Soc. 67, 740 (1895).

9) Ber. 7, 92 (1874).

W) Journ. phys. chem. 2, 525 (1898).

11) Journ. chem. Soc: 83, 1 (1903).

12) Journ. chem. Soc. 85, 403 (1904).

IS) These Proc. Vol. 15, p. 683 (1912).

1') Dissertation Amsterdam 1913.

1») Gompt. rend 66, 795; 67, 1345.
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Among Ihe- organic iiitro conipoiinds tliere are some that belong

lo tlie group of the pseudo aeids, as was found by Hantsch ') and

Holleman') in tiie investigation of broiiiincii/tenylnitroniefhane and of

pheiu/liiitroinefhane; tiiese substances too are to be counted among the

pseudo svslems.

The same thing may lie remarked about Ihe r//;H<'Mv///a"to/, examined

bj Pkchmann and Dahi. •''), tiie /)i'ii.:o/ii:oc!/(ino(/i'i/ acetic ester studied

by F. KrOckeberg '^), Kipping's Jn'rizylUlcm-luiilvuidon^), and tolane-

(Uhroiiiide ") of Limpricht and Schwankrt.

Also in tiie domain of structure isomery, tautomery or internal

transformation has been observed. Polak ") found a tine example

of this in tiie pa/n- and niildln'iizoldisiilphoinc acid and Smits and

VixsEBOXSK ') in iiii't/ii//rh(u/aiiid(' iiud iiiethi/Ziiiustard oil. In connection

with this Tkrwen ') advanced liie supposition that the structure

isomers should be tautomers tiiat very slowly pass into each other.

2. Discussion of the binari/ pseudoiernan/ systeins consisting

of an nllotropic sidtstance and a solvent.

The survey of organic substances given here, of winch it is

certain Ihat lliey are pseudo systems, can by no means lay claim

10 com|)ielene.ss, nor did we try to reach it. Our ])urposo was only

to denionslratc by a mere enumeration of some facts, how enormously

large is Ihe territory in organic region, on which the theory of

allotropy unght be tested.

Here and there an attempt has been made to find a connection

between the pseudo binary and the unary melting-point diagram,

but this study has np\er lieen exhaustive.

Hancuokt and his pupils have proceeded furthest in this direction,

but Ihe tiieory of aliolroity re(|uires more at present.

Nor has a systematical investigation of tautomeric substances with

a solvent, so that we get a pseudo ternary system to study, in

which the situation of the isotherm for the inlerual equilibrium in

1) Ber. 29, ü9<J, i2ï251 and 2^253 (1896).

•!) Kon. Akad. van Wetensch. Vol. XIV (1906).

8) Bcr. 23, 2421 (1890).

') J. f. piakt. Cihem. [2] 46, 579 (1892).

, 47. 591 (1893).

^) ._)ouni. cheui. Soc. 65, 499 (1894).

•) Lieb. Ann. 145, 348 (1868).

^) Thesis for the Doctorate, Amsterdam.

«) These Proc. Vol. 16, p. 33.

'>) Thesis for the Doctorate Amsterdam
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tlie liquid phase leads to tlie knowledge wliioi) solid phase at a

definite temperature is the stable one, which the metastable, been

sufficiently carried out as yet.

As we shall show presently, Dimroth has indeed, made very

important investigations in this directions, but an investigation carried

through systematically at different constant temperatures only can

bring us further here.

To show this it is necessary' to subject Dimroth's important work,

which is of great interest for us here, to a closer examination.

Dimroth') has made use liere of van 't Hoff's formula^) about

the ciiange of the ecjuilibrium through the solvent, but in a some-

wiiat modified convenient form. viz. in this shape:

Cb L]i

in which C'.i and Cn indicate the concentrations of the substances

A and B in the stale oï (internal) equilibrium at a definite tempe-

rature.

La t^nd Ln are the concentrations of saturation of A and B in

the pure solvent at the same temperature. G being a constant inde-

pendent of the solvent.

Dimroth, now, points out thai inq)ortant conclusions ran be drawn

from this relation, which are of great importance for tiie preparation

of isomers transforming Ihcmsehes into each oilier.

He says: sup|)Ose that for a certain temperature (t r= J, it follows

from this that when at this temperature we have .saturated an

arbitrary solvent with the two isomers .1 and B, and solid ^4 and

B lie on the bottom, the whole system remains unchanged in equi-

librium. It might iiave been stated here that the temperature at

which this takes place, would be the point of transition between

^-1 and B, the temperature, therefore, at which the two solid phases

A and B are in etpiilii>rium.

Ca Li
It G<^\. then ---<^—-. In this case the solution saturate with

Cb Lb
respect to two solid isomers .1 and B will contain more A than

corresponds to the state of eiiuilibrium. A consequence of this is

that Ji is converted to B in the licjuid, B crystallizing out, and

solid ^1 going into solution, till the solid .1 has entirely disappeared.

The reverse will take place when (t^\. In connection with these

considerations he says: "BringI man also zwei wech.selseitig mit

1) Lieb. Ann. 377, 133 (1910).

-) Vorlesungen iiber theor. u ptiys. Chemie, 219.
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aiisreiclieiider Gescliwiudigkeii iiiiivvaudelbare Isomere init einer ziir

Lösung iiiiziireiclieiiden Meiige eines Lösungsmittels ziisammen, so

muss, wenn der Satz von van 't Hoi't' zn Hecht besteht, die RicliUing

des sich abspielenden Isonierisalionsvorganges ausscldiesslicli von

der Konstanten G abiiangen, also ganzlicli unabhangig sein von

der Natiir des L(")snngsmittels".

Experience, says Dimrotii, is iiowever in conflict with this, for

it often occnrs that it is possible to con\ert isomers into each other

by treatment with different solvents.

He refers in particular to the investigation of E. Bambkrgkr ') on

the isomers of lutrofonimklehi/ilrazons, the «-form of which is

converted by water or alcohol into the /?-form, the ^J-modification

being reversely transformed into the «-modification by benzene,

chloroform, or ligroine.

In this connection he states explicitly: "Es kanii kein Zweifel

sein, dass diese mit Erfolg geiibte Laboratoriumspraxis mit dem

VAN 't HoFP'schen Satze in Widersprnch steht."

This statement may seem somewhat strange, as in a test by

means of the aininodenvatives of triazol carbonic ester, which show

the following conversion,

CeH,

I

H
N N

H,N—U N C„H,NH—C N
II II II II

KOOC—C N ROOC—C N
1 Phenyl-5-aminotriazol- 5 Anilinotriazol-

carbonic ester (neutral) carbonic ester (acid)

DiMROTH himself found a very tine confirmation, so that doubt of

the true interpretation of the said laboratory expei'ience was sooner

to be expected.

DiMROTH determined the concentration of the two isomers Ca and

Cb in different solvents, in whi(;h the isomers had assumed equili-

brium at ± 60° under influence of the catalytic action of a trace

of acid.

Further the solubility of each of the isomers, so La and Zg.

was determined at the same temperature in the same solvent, and

then the quantity G calculated by means of equation (1).

The in\estigation of the isomers of the ethyl resp. inethyJ ester

yielded the following interesting result:

1) Ber. 34. 2001 (1901).
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homogeneous pliase(.s) are in internal equilibrium, the system beliaves

as a unary substance, i.e. as a substance of" one component.

When we consider the behaviour of' the two modifications with

a solvent, we have a pseudo ternary system, which becomes binary

when the different kinds of molecules assume iulernal ccpiilil)iium

in the homogeneous phases.

To set fortli tiie cases discussed by Dimroth in the most easily

comprehensible way, I will follow the method whicli I discussed

ali'eady before in the publication: "Das Gesetz der Umwaudlungs-

stufen OsTWALüs im Lichte dei' Theorie der Allotropie" ').

Kig. 1.

At the angles of the equilateral triangle Fig. 1 the letters A, B,

and C' are placed, of which A and B represent the pseudo-compo-

nents, which are miscible in the solid state to a limited degree, C
denoting the solvent.

In this triangle have been given among others the solubility

isotherm of the mixed crystal series AA^ represented by the curve

I) Z. f. phys. Ghein. 84, 385 (1913).



nL, and (hat of the mixed crystal series BB^, represented by the

cnrve hL, for a deiinite temperature, so that the point of intersection

L indicates the saturate solution coexisting with the mixed crystal

phases A^ and i>,.

We imagine the solutions hei'e also in equilibrium with their

vapour, in consequence of which the pressure is therefore not constant.

The vapour isotherm belonging to the solubility isotherm aL is

the line u^G, that which belongs to the solubility isotherm liL is

denoted by h^G, so that G represents the vapour phase coexisting

with the saturate liquid L and the two solid phases A^ and _B, at

the four phase equilibrium.

If now CL^L^ represents the isotherm of the internal equilibrium

in the liquid phase, i. e. the line that indicates how the internal

equilibrium between A and B in the liquid phase shifts through

change of the concentration of the solvent 6', we see immediately

that as this line cuts the solubility isotherm of the mixed crystal

series AA^ (point L^), in case of internal equilibrium between A
and B of all the saturated solutions only the saturate solution Z„

is stable, which then of course will coexist with a mixed crystal

phase which is like\\ise in internal equilibrium, and is denoted here

by A,.

Besides these also the isotherm of the internal equilibrium in the

vapour CG„G^ is indicated. This line cuts the vapour isotherm

iiiG in Ga, so that it immediately follows from this that in case of

internal equilibrium of all the saturated vapours only the vapour

G^ is stable, so that the phases J„, L^, and (t^ coexist in the stable

three [)hase equdibrium solid-liquid-vapour.

It is known that the concentration of an arbitrary i)liase can

immediately be given. Thus the concentration of the liquid phase

L„ is found by a line being drawn in this point parallel to the side

CB, and another parallel to the side CA. as this has been done

in fig. 1. One line meets the side AB in h, and the other in k.

The number of gr. mol. A to 1 gr. mol. total or ,r is now given

by Bh, the number of gr. raol. J3 or y by Ak, and the number of

gr. mol. solvent C or 1— .r

—

i/ by A/..

I may further assume as known that if our end in view is oidy

the ratio of the concentrations ^1 and H, e.g. in the same point L,

this is also directly found when a straight line is drawn through

the points C and L. This line meets the side AB in the point (/.

The ratio of the concentrations of A and B is the same in every

point of the line Cd, hence it is in (/ also the same as in L. lu

(/ this ratio is

:
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Bd_Bh_a
Ad A/c y

Now it is perfectly clear that when the isotherm for the internal

liquid equilibrium passes exactly through the point L, or the point

of intersection of the two liquid isotherms, this implies that at the

considered temperature the solution saturate with respect to the

mixed crystal phases /I, and B^ is exactly in internal equilibrium.

Accordingly il follows immediately from tiiis, (hat also liie coexisting

solid phases will be in internal equilibrium in this case, and besides

that also the vapour coexisting with L will be in internal equili-

brium. The vapour (i lying in the point of intersection of tiie two

vapour isotherms will, therefore, in this case have to lie on the

equilibrium isotherm for the vapour.

In this case, which [)resents itself at the transition temperature of

the two modifications, we get a coincidence of the points />„ and L,

G^ and G, A^ and A^, B^ 3-nd B^. Then coincide also the points e

and (/, g and /, which indicate the concentrations, the liquid phases,

and the vapour phases as far as the substances A and B are con-

cerned.

To simplify the discussion we shall now denote the concentration

by small letters when the system is in internal equilibrium, capitals

being used wlien the system is not in internal equilibrium.

The ratio of the concentration between .! and B will tlierefore

be indicated bv - in the liquid L. and by — in the liquid £„.
yt ' [IL

In accordance with this the ratio between A and /:/ in the vapour

A X
G is then indicated by ^ , and that in the vapour G„ by — .

Thus the ratio of concentration of A and B is denoted by —-'

in the solid phase A., and that in the [ihase A, by = — , that in

B, being given by ^ , and that in B„ by -- .

For the temperature of the point of transition the following simple

equations hold :

. . (2) ^=^ ... (4)

. . (3) ^-1^ ... (5)

•VL
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to nn nrlntrnrij solution in mhich A (VhJ B arr in intcrnni cquili/rriiim,

fmt L'i'ry spi'ciallij to tli-c solution A„. IT*' therefore take a part of

the saturate soiutioii inith some <-i\i/sta/s of the tuio solid phases,

and hi the internal equilihrium set in. at the same temperature, at

wlucli one kind of crystals disappears (except at the point of

transition). We now determine the concentration of A and B in

Fig. 2.

this solution, and thus find -, in which it is perfectly indifferent
:'/

wliethcr these concentrations are great or small. If we now calcu-

late tiic quotient

:

icL

Xl

Yl

we know witii perfect certainty that widiout any e.rception A will

be stable when /\>1, and that B will be stable when /<C 1-

^^
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In tliis inetliod it is quite immaterial whether .1 and B are

isomers or polymers. Whatever molecular weights we may assume

for the oalculatiou of the concentration ratios between .4 and B,

whether these are correct or wrong, all this is of no importance

wiiatever, because the factor f\ is not atfected at all by this.

3. Dimroth's rc/at/on for isomers.

The relation of Dimroth.

^=|^'.« (1)

is not universally valid, and this is already seen l)y this that here

— is written instead of --, in which La indicates the solubility of
Lb A/.

La
A in the pure solvent. is therefore oof the ratio ot concentration

Lii

of A and B in the liquid L saturated with respect to .1 and B in

Fig 1, but:

Ca a
La = -r- and Lb — -— .

Aa Bb

This circumstance is to be explained by this that Dimroth's

formula only holds for the ideal case that even to the licpiid and

the vapour phases saturated with respect to the solid phases the laws

for the ideal solutions and gases may be api)lied, so that also a

mutual influencing between A and B is excluded.

Accordingly it need not astonish us that this relation of Dimroth

has a very limited validity, but on the other hand it can also give

us further information about these ideal cases.

I shall demonstrate this by the aid of fig. 2, which likewise holds

for an ideal ternary system. We see that this fig. differs from fig. 1

;

first in this that the solubility isotherms, at least for so far as they

represent stable states, are straight lines, which join the points a

resp. «1 with the angular point B, and the points h resp. h^ with

the angular point A, which expresses that the substances A and B
do not influence each other's solubility. Secondly it is noteworthy

that the isotherms for the internal liquid resp. vapour equilibrium

are also straight lines, because it is supposed here that A and B
are isomers. And in the third place it is assumed that A and B
do not form mixed crystals.

For the internal e(|uililtriuiu in o\o\\ li([iiiil phase, hence also in

L„, liolds

:

24*
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A7,==~ (10)
IJL

and l'or (liat in tlie foexistiiig vapour phase G„

K<,.= ~ (11)
Ih

If now, as was snpposed above, the laws for the ideal solutions

and gases may be applied, Hknry's law will also hold bolh with

regard to ^4 and to B for ail the coexisdng liquid and vapour

phases to be considered here, independent whether or no internal

equilibrium prevails in these phases.

If we now consider that in the application of Henry's law the

concentrations must be indicated per volume unity, we get what

follows

:

If the liquid possesses xl gi'. mol. A per 1 gr. mol. total, and if

this quantity of 1 gr. mol. occupies a volume of vL ccm., the con-

1000 xL
centration per liter of solution is = —

.

If further the concentration of A in the coexisting vapour is .r,

gr. mol. per gr. mol. total, and if the volume of this quantity of

1 gr. mol. gas at the considered temperature and the prevailing

vapour tension amounts to i'^ ccm., the concentration of A in the

1000 Av
vapour is per liter of gas mixture -.

If we now apply Henry's law, we may write:

1000.«/, 1000 X/,

and

VL _
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From equation (12) (13) now follows the relation

VL i-L

a,, X,
(14)

from which it appears that in the ideal case (he factors /\ and /,

of equations (6) and (7) become equal, so that the relative distance

in concentration, as far as A and B are concerned, has the same

value for the coexisting' liquid and vapour -phase L and G in the

four phase equilibrium oj the pseudo ternary system as the relative

distance betiveen the internal equilibria Lo and Go in the binary system.

Equatioi\ (14), therefore, says with reference to fig. 2 that:

Be Bd

Ae Ad

'^~w
Ag Af

If we now write equation (14) in the form

:

*Zi Xl Xg X,/

yL~ Yl ' y/ Y^

we may remark that according to Dimroth's terminology

:

— • — = G
y?

' Y,j

If we introduce also this substitution, we get:

^ =^.G (17)
yL Yl

whereas Dimroth wrote:

Ca Li—= —.(? (18)
Cb Lb

Now Xi and Yl indicate the concentrations of A and B in the

solution L (see fig. 2), which is saturate with respect to A and B,

Lj, and Lb representing the saturation concentrations of A resp. B
in the pure solvent.

As a rule these are of course not the same quantities, but when,

as in the ideal case, the substances A and B do not influence each

other's solubility, this is the case, as also appears from fig. 2, for

from this follows immediately

:

Ca Bd Xl
'' = Ai=Ai=rl <'»'

SO that Dimroth's formula is perfectly correct for the ideal case.
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Wc must I'tiKillii .sfi// jtiilat out hcfi' tlmt in coiUrddisluictioii inltli

'7.
. . r- '".I

I'l/iiii/xiii (()) ///,(' ijnolii'iit iH. t'li/Kition (17j (IimI
,

at equation

(18) Is till' ratio of coiici'iUration of A and B in (in drhitrnri/ .solu-

tion, in ivldvh. A and B an- in intenuil cqiiiHljriwn.

4. The ridation. for ihr casr of polymery.

Up to now Ave have sii[)posed that A and B are isomers, but

the same considerations are valid for the case of polymery.

Put the case that Jj is a polymer of A, and that the internal

equilibrium is represented by :

B:^2A
then the just given derivation may be applied also here. We must

oidy bear in mind that to get a relation that is analogous to equa-

tion (16) i. e. in which the expression for the equilibrium constant

in the liquid- and gasphase occurs, we must apply Henry's law to

those concentrations of A and B which occur in the equation for

the equilibrium constant. Hence we consider the concentration -x^ of

A, and y of B.

In this way we then get the I'elation

:

— = 17^- — •ir (^0)

This equation expresses, indeed, the same thing as equation (16),

which holds for isomers, I tut dilfers from it in shape. Of course

this equation, too, can only be applied to the ideal case, and only

then, vwritteii in the form:

it can be used to examine which modification is the stable one at

a certain temperature. This is however, only po.isihle ndie)i we knoy

the .size of tin' different l-inils of oiolecuks. Now the great advantage

of equation (J is evident, as this can be applied, without the size

of liie molecules of ..4 and B being known.

In this communication 1 have tried to treat the problem in the

simplest way possible; in the next the relations considered here will

be derived by a thermodynamic way, and there the significance of

the phenomena known in practice which seem in conflict with this

theory, will also be pointed out.

Am.sterdani, 23 .lune 1915. Anorg. Chem. Laboratory

of the University.
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Chemistry. — ''Tlie Apixiretit Contradiction hatioccn Thronj and

Practice in the Cryatallisation, of AUotropic Substances from

Different Solvents". By Prof. A. Smits. (Communicated by

Prof. J. D. VAN DER Waals).

1. Derivation of the eqiiation for the connection, hetn^'.en tin' satU'

ration concentrations and those of the internal equilihriunt.

In this communication I will give in the first place the thermo-

dynamic derivation of the equations derived in the first communi-

cation on this subject in simpler but less rigorous way.

We shall suppose for this purpose that in a homogeneous phase,

a gas phase or a solution, at a definite temperature and pressure

between two kinds of molecules of the same substance the following

equilibrium |)revails

:

v,A:^v,B (1)

We further suppose tluit in two separate spaces at the same
temperature the solid substances A and B are in equiiil)rinm witli

their saturate vapour resp. solution, hence:

As-^Ag (2)

Bs-^Bq (a)

Now we sliall assume that i\ mol. of solid A by the aid of the

homogeneous phase, which is a gas resp. a liquid phase, is converted

into 1', mol. of solid B
In the first process, which we shall consider now, the homogeneous

phase is thought to be a gas phase, in which internal equilil)rium

prevails, and in the second process the homogeneous phase is thought

to be a solution, in which the kinds of molecules A and B are

likewise in internal equilibrium. In these two cases the increase of

the molecular potential 2£v[i must, of course, be the same.

Before proceeding to the fii'st process, I will first observe, that

for the increase of the molecular potential or

:

2(vii), = i\^sj^ — v^li,^. (4)

may be written

:

^(j7i)s=:i',fis^,—r,f),^=pjt,^— r,ftG^-fv,fiG^— VifiG^+ v.fxc^— i»,fts^(5)

in which hq ^
and hq represent the molecular potentials of A and

B in the saturate vapour.

For the heterogeneous equilibrium between solid ^4 and its vapour

and solid B and its vapour hold the following relations

:
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and

f,,
I

= ,.(;, or V,M.s^=»',fiG^ (7)

By combination of (5) with (6) and (7) we then get:

If we now express tiie internal e(|uilil)i'inm potentials of gaseous

.1 and e by;

H'a^^ and ft'c^

then

for internal equilibrium, so that instead of (8) we may also write:

2i (r/Os = I'jMGg — i',f«'ö^ + "if'c ,
— ï'.f^G ,

... (9)

in which i'^Mö/.
^

'"sM'ü/j I'epresents the work done or gained when

we give the e((uilibriiim potential to r, mol. of gaseous B, which

possess the mol. potential of the saturate vapour, and thus

»', ft'e
1
— I'l 1^0

^

represents the work performed or gained when r, mol. of gaseous

A are brought from the equilibrium potential on the potential of the

saturate vapour.

These two values for the work are easy to compute.

We start from the equation

:

dn = — iidT -^ fdp (10)

hence

((/fi)y z= vdp (11)

or

((i)j,=
I
vdp = RTlnp -\- C

from which follows that:

li'G^ = RTlnp'A + C

and l^G^^ RTlnpA + C

or

(i'g. - MG . = RTln ^— = RTln _!£.... (12)^ ^ PA Ca^

hence

^\^^'G^—v,(iG^—v,RTln- (13)

^G
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In the same way we get for:

CBf.
v,(iG^ — v,(i'G^=v,KTln— (14)

SO that equation (9) now assumes the following form

:

2 {vii)s= 1', RTIn—^ + V, RThi —± . . . (15)

Now we can apply the same considerations for the case that the

homogeneous phase, in which there is internal equilibrium, is a

solution (second process); then we get instead of equation (15):

Cb. C'a.

S (r(4),s = Ï', RTln -^ + V, RTln . . . (16)

As ^ (ff)s has the same value in the two cases, the second

member of equation (15) will be equal to the second member of

equation (16).

Then follows from equation (15) and fl6), that:

^ = -^.—1:^ (17)

The concentrations provided with accents indicate the internal

equilibrium concentrations, and those without accents the saturation

concentrations.

Let us suppose that we have to do with isomers, then

:

r, =!>,=: 1,

hence

:

C'Ar Ca^ C'a Ca

C'b, Cb/ C'b ' Cb ^ '

L L (J ;;

This equation is the same as equation (16) in the lirst communi-
cation. ')

If we have the case of polymery, and if e.g.

fi = 2 and r, = 1

the general equation (17) passes into:"

CZir Ca, C'a Ca

C'b, Cb, C'b ' Cb '
' ' ^ '

') See preceding communication p. 361.



This equation is again tiie same as eqiiatiuii (20) in llie first

communication.

2. Appinu'iit co/ilfi((IirtioH hctwi'cn theoi'ij and practice.

DiMROTH '), who wrote equation (18) as follows

:

C'aj C

r,
=7^(^ (20)

has pointed out that, the direction of the isomeration l»eing exclusively

dependent on tlie factor G, this must lie independent of the nature

of tiie solvent.

Experience, says Djmkoth, is in contradiction with tiiis, for it is

known that isomers can be transformed into each other by treat-

ment with different solvents.

In this connection I must point out in the first place that there

can be question of a test of formula (20) only when we start from

a solulion saturate with respect to A and B in contact with the

two solid phases. Only in one case tiiere will then come no change

in this state, viz. when the temperature of the system is exactly

the transition temperature of the two solid phases. In all other cases

a transformation will take place independent of the solvent, in which

the metastable solid modification disappears, and the stable one

remains. For some systems this transformation will proceed slowly,

but then we must try to accelerate the i»rocess catalylically.

When, working in this n'liij, we find deviations, it will no doubt

have to be ascribed to this that equation (20) is applied to ?iy?z-/(:/fa/

cases, or to liie case of pohpnei-». That practice is really in agreement

with theory, can be demonstrated in such a case in a simple way

by application of the luiiversitUij liKldimj e(|uation (6) of the preceding

communication :

A'/,
. ^

.'1 V

in the way indicated there.

That isomers can be converted into each other by treatment with

different solvents is an entirely different phenomenon. By this we
undei'stand namely that when e.g. the <t-form is dissolved in a certain

solvent, and we then bring the solution to crystallisation in some

way or other, the /?-form appears.

ij Lieb. Ann. 877, 1^7 (TJIO).
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We should, however, bear in mind that the forinnlae discussed

hei'e refer to equilibria, whereas the last mentioned phenomenon is

a question of numher of nuclei and spontaneous crystallisdtion.

I discussed this question already fully on an earlier occasion '),

so that 1 will only say a few words about it here.

Suppose tUiit at a definite temperature and pressure, the situation

of the solubility isotherms uL and bL and that of the line for the

internal equilibrium in the liquid phase is as is indicated in tig. J
;

I'ig. 1.

then we see immediately that tVom an supersaturate solution, in wiiich

A and B are in internal equilibrium, the stable modification ..J„ or

the metastable moditicatioii B„ can deposit. The liquid />^ is namely

the stable saturate solution coexisting with A^, L\ indicating tlie

metastable saturate .solution, which is in equilibrium with _6„. If

the solutions Lj and L\ lie under tiie point L, i. e. if L' „ and A„

contain more of the pscudo-coniponont .1 than L, and if these points.

1) Zcitsclir. f. phys. Ciiem. 84 (l'J13j.
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as in fig. J, lie pretty mucli on tlie 7J-side, it may occur tiiat in

consequence of the greater concentration of B than of ^, the number

of nuclei for the metastable modification -B,, reaches that value first,

at which spontaneous crystallisation sets in. In this case, therefore,

the metastable modification deposits from the supersaturate solution,

and if under the given circunislanccs the velocity of Conversion is

small, Ihe metastable modification that has crystallized oid, con-

tinues to exist.

If, therefore, the situation is as Fig. 1 indicates, it is very well

possihli- tiiat when the stable modification A„ is dissolved in C' at

higher teuiperatiire, i.e. at such a temperature that the internal

equilibrium is entirely or almost entirely established, the metastable

form is deposited when the solution is cooled.

For one solvent the situation will be as is indicated in Fig. 1,

whereas this situation will be less one-sided when another solvent

is used, and in this probably lies the explanation of the fact tliat

by means of one solvent from the stable form the metastable form can be

Fis. 2.
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obtained, whereas another solvent always yields the stable modification.

If, tlierefore, the line for the internal equilibrium as Fig-. 2 shows,

lies above L, i.e. if at the considered temperature B„ is stable, and

7>(, and L\ lie greatly on the ^-side, then for the same reason the

possibility is to be expected that when B„ is dissolved in C, the

metastable modification A„ deposits from the supersaturate solntion

at lower temperature.

Where this phenomenon presents itself it will be an interesting

problem to determine the situation of the points L, />„, and L\ at

a definite temperature, to find out in this way in how far the given

explanation is the true one.

Amsterclinn, 24 June 1915. Anorij. Clwiii. Ltth. of ihe Universiti/.

Chemistry. —
• "Supersaturation and release of siipersaf/nnfioit."

By Dkvendra Nath Bhattacharyya and Nii,ratan Dhak.

(Communicated by Prof. Ernst Cohkn).

The older literature on snpersatiiration, chiefly works of Gay
Lussac '), ScHWEiGGER "), Ziz '), THOMSON "), Ogden^), and others,

abounds with evidences showing that the piienomenon is rather

common.

But after that, the general idea of the chemists was that only

few substances could form supersaturated solutions.

But now a days chemists have recognised again that the pheno-

menon is common. Thus Mendei.kbff [Principles of Chemistry, English

translation (1905), p. 93] states that salts which separate out with

water of crystallisation and form several crystalloliydrates yield

supersaturated solutions with the greatest ease, and the phenomenon

is much more common than was previously imagined. Ostwald

has studied this case very thoroughly and is of opinicm that this is

very common. Tutton also mentions in his book, "Crystals" (p. 238)

that supersaluiation is a phenomenon of frequent occurrence.

But the reminiscence of the old idea is still unconsciously present

in the popular mind. For demonstration exjierimenls, sodium acetate,

or sodium sulphate, or sodium lliiosulphate is invariably taken. Also

i) Ami. Gliim. 87, 225; Sthw. 9. 70; Ann. Cliim. Pliys. 11, 301.

-) Schw. 9, 79.

5) Schw. 15, 160.

1) Ann. Phil. 19, 169.

6) N. Ed. Phil. J. 13, 309
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the idea is predominant that only hjdrated salts can be easily snpei--

saturated. Sodium chlorate is cited as a solitary example of an

anhydrous salt capable of forming supersaturated solution. Again,

no .systematic work of a quantitative character is available in this

direction. These led (o the present investigation of showing the

general tendency of almost all substances of forming supersaturated

solutions.

At first qualitative experiments were done with varied substances.

These were all performed in well cleaned, steamed test tubes fitted

with similarly operated corks. The solution is boiled for a few

minutes till all the particles of the substance on the side of the test

tui)e have been dissolved away by the steam, the cork is immediately

put in, and the hot solution, tlien, is glided over the side of the

tnbe twice or thrice. The tube is then held under the tap and

cooled down to the room temperature. The corks were always

moist when they were inserted thus insuring against germ crystals

being carried in that way. In open tubes the sohition might evaporate

and deposit minute crystals on the sides, which would tiien at once

release the supersaturatiou.

But such things can hardly take place in this case, because the

solution is in a partial vacuum saturated with water vapour. With

ordinary amount of precaution many supersaturated solutions were

prepared in this way which would not deposit crystals even when

shaken vigorously.

Thus it has been found that tartaric acid, citric acid, magnesium

sulphate, lead acetate, cobalt chloride, microcosmic salt, sodium

formate, ammonium acetate, copper sulphate, borax form higldy

supersaturated solutions. In the case of tartaric and citric acids the

supersaturated solution is very much viscous, and even on the

addition of a small germ crystal of the acid, some time elapses

before crystallisation takes place, because the velocity of crystalli-

.sation depends on the fluidity of the solution.

In the case of lead nitrate, barium nitrate, ammonium chloride,

strontium chloride, barium chloride, manganese chloride, potassium

ferrocyanide, potassium sulphate, zinc sulphate, nickel sulphate, cobalt

sulphate, barium chlorate, sodium chlorate, sodium bromate, sodium

nitrate, ammonium nitrate, ammonium oxalate, oxalic acid, the

amount of supersaturatiou is not as extensive as in the case of the

|)revionsly mentioned group.

The sparingly soluble organic acids, namely, salicylic, benzoic,

hippuric, succinic, cinnamic, gallic, phthalic acids can be supersatu-

rated. Substances like potassium chlorate, cadmium iodide, boric
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acid also admit of snpersaturation. But in all these case;^, the amount
of substance held in excess though appreciable, is small.

Copper chloride "and nickel chloride which are highly soliii)le,

can form fairlj' supersaturated solutions, but the range of dilution

in which they can exist as such in good stability, is rather

limited.

Thus it is shown qualitatively that the phenomenon of super-

saturation is perfectly general, and all sorts of substances, hydratcd

or anhydrous, sparingly soluble or highly soluble, can form super-

saturated .solutions.

Now, experiments of a quantitative character were under-

I

I
taken with a series of substances. The experiments were

j
/ conducted in the following way : A bulb was lilown at

one end of a tube of about 10 mm. diameter, and a

portion towards the other end drawn out a little so as to

form a constriction there. The tube was then very care-

fully washed and steamed to dissolve away any nuclei,

carefully dried, and weighed. A weighed amount of the

pure dry substance was introduced into it, a little water

was added to it, and a supersaturated solution produced

by properly adjusting the amount of the solvent by boiling.

The solution was freely boiled so that every particle on

the side of the tube passed into solution. The (ulie was

then partially cooled under the tap, and carefidly sealed at the con-

striction by means of a blow-pipe. The solution was then rolled

over the stem of the bulb to mix with the condensed droplets of

water there, and thus a homogeneous solution was obtained. The

tube was then thoroughly cooled and placed in a quiet place with

a thermometer to indicate (he temperature. The drawn out portion

of the tube was dried, and this weighed with the sealed bulb, gave

the weight of water added.

To reach the maximum amount of supersatnration, which can

be maintained under ordinary circumstances for an hour or .so, the

method of trial was adopted. The solution was often boiled a little

and cooled down in tap water to see whether crystals ap|)ear

immediately. By a little practice no difficulty was felt to judge in

this way whether the solution would crystallise shortly or not. The

tube was sealed when this stage was reached.

The time for which the solution remained supersaturated, as well

as the temperature at which crystallisation set in were carefully

observed.

The following table .shows the cxperiuienlal data. The solubilit}'
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Substance



m
of tlie substance was obtained from Seidell's Solnbilities of Inor-

ganic and Organic snijstances. Tiic solnliiiilies were caicnlated as

grams of aidiydrons sniistances per i gram uf water. The sui)stances

appear in tlie list in the order of tlieir water of crystallisation, and

of their solnltilily. Tiie substances crystallised in all cases in J lo

5 hours after the sealing of the tubes.

Besides these, some 30 lubes wore sealed with sdlutioiis of less

supersatnration. They were watched for 'A months, in which time

vevy few crystallised.

From the above tables it will Ih^ seen that no perfectly general

deduction is obtainable; but the following fat-ts are oliser\ahle:

a. Hydrates easily form supersaturated solution.

b. Supersatnration is common in easily soluble substances.

c. Also tlie phenomenon is comnum in those STibstances, which

easily form big well-defined crystals.

Phygk'O-chi'iiilrd] Lahoynlnnj. Prettiilciicij CoUe(ii', Cqlcuttit.

Chemistry. ''/'I'lnpi'ni/un'-cocfjif-u'iit of coiicluctirif;/ in ulroholic

sii/ii/ioiis, iinil c.rtciis'hin of KoHLHAUSCH'.s' hjiitothi'.sls /n ti/cohd/ic.

solutions^ By Okvi-indra Nath Bhatta(;haryya and Nii.ratan

Dhar. (Commuincated by Frof. Krnst Cohen).

In a former |)aper'), the results of conductivity measurements

of ten sodium salts in alcoholic solutions were |)ublished. The mea-

surements were carried out at three teiuperatures, and in this paper

the values of the tem|)erature coefticiimt of conductivity are calculated

and some deductions made from the results.

If we sup|)0se that the conductivity increases jiroportionally with

the temperature, i. e. the conductivity is a linear function of the

temperature, we tind the following values for the tem|)erature cocfti-

cient of conductivity of the ten sodium salts in alcoholic solutions

investigated : (see table p. 374).

It is evident from the above table that in all cases the value of

the temperatui'e coefticient is about 0.024. Now, from the reseai'ches

of Bouty") it is seen that the temperature coefticient of fluidity of

alcohol is about 0.024 per degree centigrade. Thus for almost all

the salts studied, the temperature coefticient of conductivity in alco-

holic solutions is etpial to the temperature coefficient of fluidity

of the solutions; because the solutions being very dilute, their \iscosities

are practically identical to that of the pure solvent, namely alcohol.

1) Zeitschf. fiif uiiorg. Oliomiu 82, 857 (191 3).

"-) Jour, de Physique (2). 3, 351 (1884).

25
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdaia. Vol. XVllI.
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Salt

Temperature-
coefficient

Temperature-
coefficient

between 0° and
i

between 0'' and
Dilution

5^ C 30' C.

I.
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Chemistry. — " Vc/ocï/i/ of ians (tl O' CV' By Devendka Kat»

BHAïïACHAinYA uiitl NiLiiATAN DiiAU. (Coniuiuiiicated by

Prof. Ernst Cohen).

From time to time attempts liave heeu maile to determine atrii-

rately llie mobilities of ions at 0°. lint liiere is no systemalic work

in this line ; only isolated cases liave been investigated. Even the

velocity of hydrion at 0° is uncei'tain. An exact idea of onr very

much incomplete knowledge would be obtained from the following

summary of the work previously done.

Wood ') was the first investigator in this line. Het determined the

molecular conductivities of sodium chloride, potassium chloride,

dichloracetic acid, and trichloracetic acid at 0°, and at various

dilutions. But his measurements are inaccurate as will be shown

subsequently. Archibald 'j, Barnes ') and Kohi.rausch ') also studied

some electrolytes. Whetham *) accurately determined the conductivi-

ties of some electrolytes at 0°; but he did not attempt in deducing

the velocities of individual ions at 0° from his measurements.

Kahlenbkrg "), and .Jones and his pupils') also studied some cases,

but their measurements are not accurate. The measurements of

NoYiis and Coolidge ") agreed with those of Whetham. Evidently

no systematic work is done in this line.

The ionic mobilities of \ari()us ions are fairly accurately known
at 18" or at 25° (Noyes and Falk — .1. Amer. Chem. Soc. 33

(1911), 143B). But the value for hydrion (H°) is not exactly certain

even at 18° or 25°. Ostwai.d ") first used the value 342 at 25°, and

then raised it to ."MT in Lehibuch der Chemie 1893, 2, 675. Kohl-

rai'sch's'") provisional \alue was 318 at 18° or 352 at 25°. Until

recently, these values were accepted. Noyes''), and then Noyks and

S.\mmet'') obtained the unex|>ecledly high \alue of 365 at 25°. Rotii-

I) Phil. Mag. 1896 (5) XLI, 117.

-) Trans. Nov. Sco. Inst. Sci X, 33, 1898.

S) ibiil X, 139, 1899.

*) Ann. Phys. Ghem. 1898, 66, 785 -ö25
5) Phil. Trans. I'JUO.

Proc. Roy. Soc. 71, 3.>4 (1903).

«) Journal. Phys. Chem. 5, 339 (1901).

') Amer. Ghem. Journ. 25, 8i9 (1901); 26, 428 (1901); 34, 537 (1905).
S) Garuegie Institution Publications 63, 47 (1907).

») Zeit. Phys. Ghem. 1888, 2, 842.

1») Leitvermögen der Eleklrolyte pp. 107-110, 200.
II) Zeit. Phys. Chem. 1901, 36, 63-83.
12) Zeit. Phys. Chem. 1903, 43, 49.

25-



MüNb and Üruckrr ') suggested the value 338 at 25°; and tlieh

Druckkr ') used the value 312 at 18° aiul 345 at 25°. Again,

Drucker "), Goodwin and Haskkll "), and Whetham ''), hj combining

their niolectilar conductivity measurements with the transference

ratios oblained by Jahn and his pupils, and Towek deduced the

mean value for hydrion equal to 313 at 18" or 346 at 25°. Kohl-

rausch ") again, and Jahn and his pupils '), declared the most

probable value of hydrion to be 315 at 18" or 348 at 25°. Gorke *)

obtained the value 353 at 25' from measurements of picric acid.

NoYKs and Kato ') came to the value 315 at 18° or 348 at 25°

from migration ratios of nitric and hydrochloric acids. Druckeb and

K1SN.IAIR '") again gave the \;ihie 313 at 18° or 346 at 25°. It

would be quite evident from these that the value for hydrion is

far from being correctly known.

Now, by applying Kohi.rausch's formula for the temperature

coefficient of mobility we can get the values of ions at 0° from the

values given at 18 or 25°. But this empirical formula holds good

with rigidity in the neighbourhood of 18°; so results deduced at

are rather uncertain. Moreover Kohlrausch himself has changed

these values of temperature coefficients many times. For comparison,

are added below the tables (see p. 416) of temperature coefficients (n)

as published by Kohlrausch") in 1901, and 19(38.

Thus extrapolation to 0° is rather uncertain. With a view to deter-

mine exactly the ionic velocities at 0°, this investigation was under-

taken. NoYE,s and Falk ") have given very accurate tables collected

from the work of numerous investigators for the transference numbers

of various substances at almost infinite dilution and at 0°. From the

molecular conductivity determination at 0°, the sum of the ionic

velocities at is obtained (since (it 00 = u -{- v), and - is taken
V

from NoYEs and Falk's tables ; thus u and v are obtained.

1) Zeit. Phys! Ghem. 1903, 46, 827.

2) Zeit. Phys. Ghem. 1904, 49, 563.

8) Zeit. Eleklrocliem. 1907, 13. 81.

+) Proc. Amer. Acad. 1904, 40, 399.

5) Zeit. Phys. Ghem. 1906, 55, 200.

«) Zeit. Elelitrochem. 1907, 13, 333.

7) Zeit. Phys. Ghem. 1907, 58, 641.

») Zeit. Pliys. Gliem. 1908, 61, 495.

9) Zeit. Phys. Ghem. 1908, 62, 420.

1") Zeit. Phys. Ghem. 190S, 62, 731.

") Sitzungsbcr. d. Beil. Akad. 1901, 102G; 1902, 572; Proc. Roy. Soc. 71, 338

(1903). Zeit. Elektrochem. 14 (1908\ 129.

1-) loc. cit.
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water liydroelilorio acid gas evoU'ed out of tliL' ordiiiarv pure coii-

centrated hydrochloric acid.

Concentrations of sohitions were obtained in must cases i)y volu-

metric metliod, and the results were mostly checked by the con-

centrations obtained fVum tlic weights of the salts dissolved.

The following tables give the values of the molecular conductivities

obtained :

I. Hydrochloric acid. II Ammonium Chloride

Dilution
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V. Magnesium Chloride. VI. Ammonium Nitrate.

Equivalent
dilution
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IX. Ammonium Sulphate. X. Potassium Sulphate.

Equivalent
dilution
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XIII. Magnesium Bromide. XIV. Calcium Bromide.

Equivalent
dilution
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Substance
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Evidently then, the (emperature coeflicieiily of Kohlbaisch can

not be relied on to obtain accurate values at 0° C.

Wood') has given the ibllowing values for n^ at 0°: for KCl =
77.8, for NaCl = 65.0, for dichloracetic acid = 227.0, for trichlor-

acetic acid = 224.7. Thus from Ihe values obtained by me it is

seen tliat his values for KCl and NaCl are a little too low, whilst

his values for Ihe acids are very much too low, since the most

probal)le value of H° is 223.9.

Johnston's') rough estimation of Ihe value of H° at 0° =: 240 is

also far from being correct.

NoYES and Stewart'') ha\e deduced \aluos for H° in an indirect

way which can hardly be relied on. Whilst from data for HCl they

obtained the velocity for H° at 0° ^ 224, they, at the same lime

obtained, by considering H.^SO., in the same way the value 235 at 0°.

NoYEs and Coolidge *; give 81.4 as the value of n^ for KCl at

0°; but it is a little too low.

Jones and West'^) have given ft^ at 0° for NII,C1 ==: 74.84;

evidently it is too low.

Jones and Caldweu/) give the value for ammonium nitrate

= 78.0, which is a value a little too low.

Kahlenberg') obtains for strontium nitrate the value GG.i. Evidently

it is too low, since the correct value would be about 31.7 -|- 41.3 =
73 (loc. cil).

HiLi, and Sikcah') take a very high value for H° at 0°. They

wrile: Kor n^ in the case of hydrogen fluoride, we have taken

the number 3(54 at 18° and 325 at 0°. The first number is derived

from the ionic conductivities at 18° which are 318 for the hydrogen

ion and 46.6 for the fluorine ion. The .second number is derived

from the following data:

"Ostwald gives 325 as the ionic conductivity of the hydrogen

ion at 25°; at 18° the value is 318 (Kohlraisch and v. Steinwehr,

Sitz.-ber. Berlin. 4kad. 1902), being a fall of one unit per degree.

Hence at 0" the value would be approximately 300. Correcting

the ionic conductivity of fluorine for temperature, the temperature

coeftieient being 0.0238, we get the value at 0° = 26.6. The sum

1) Loc. cit.

-) J. Amer. Gliem. Soc. 31, 1015 (l'.)Oy).

^) J. Amei-. Gliem. Soc. 32, (1910), 114.l)-1141.

') Carnegie Institution Publications 63, 47 (1907).

6) Amer. Chem. Jour. 34, 557 (1905).

6) Amer. Chem. Jour. 25, 349 (1901).

') Jour. Phys. Chem. 5, 339 (1901).

8) Proc. Koy. Soc. Vol. 83 A, p. 130.
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of these ionic coiidiie'li\ities i« 326. This ntiinber may be derived

in another way. H. E. Jones gives 380 as the limiting value for

HF at 25°. The valne as calculated above for 18' is 364. The
ditference per degree is 2.3 units, hence the value at 0° is 324.

The approximate correctness of the number 325 is shown by the

fact that if we assume the amount of dissociation to be little affected

by temperature, at any rate in the more concentrated solutions, we
11° 18

get «= '-j^ = ^^ . Sul)Stituting 0.0576 for « and 18.30 for

fly which is the value for the acid of 29.83 %. we get fi^ = 318

(at 0").

"The temperature coefficient for H at 18° is about 0.0153. If this

is used to calculate the limiting value for the hydrogen ion at 0°,

the number for f*^° becomes very much lower than any of these

3 numbers given above, and as a coefficient is only correct in the

neiglibonrhood of 18° we discard this method of calculating."

It is e\i(leiil that Hill and Shjcak have calculated fi^ at 0' for

H V assuming a very higii value for H''. Their value for H° at 0°

is about 100 units higher than the value obtained in this investi-

gation in the direct way. Consequently all their calculations for

the degree of dissociation of H F with this value for H° are not

reliable.

Chemical Lahovatory,

Presidency College, Calcutta.

Chemistry. — ''Properties of elements and the periodic system" . By

NiLRATAN Da.-iR. (Comuiunicated by Prof. Ernst Cohen).

In a formei- paper (Dhar Zeit. Elektro-Chem. (1913) it has been

shown that the heats of ionisation of elements and the temperature

coefficient of mobility of ions are periodic functions of their atomic

weights. Ill lliis paper il will be shown that some other |iro])erties

are also [leriodic functions of their atomic weights.

Surface tension, capillary rise etc.

The surface tension of liquids being an important property has

been investigated by various workers. There are several methods

of determining the value of the surface tension of liquids, the most

imjtorlant ones are (1) the rise in a capillary tube, (2) measurements
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of bubbles and drops by Quinckk, Magie and Wit.beri'ouck, 3) detei'-

niinalioii by means of ripples (Lord Ravi.kioh Pliil. Mag-. XXX
p. 386), (4) Lknaku's (Wied. Ann. XXX p. 209) nielbod of determ-

ination by oscillations of a spherical drop of liqnid, (5) determination

by the size of drops (Rayleigh Phil. Mog. 48, p. 321) (6) Wilhelmy's

method of measuring the downward [)nll exerted by a liqnid on a

thin plate of glass or metal partly imuieised in the li(jni(l, (7) .lAE(iEK's

method of measuring the least |)ressure which will furce bubbles

of air from the narrow oritice of a capillary tube dipping into the

liquid, (8) by measuring the pull required to drag a plate of known
area away from the surface of a licpiid etc.

Besides (v/) the surface tension, another constant is sometimes

employed ; it is called specific cohesion, and is usually denoted by

a'. The relation i)etween a' and (y) is expressed as follows:

2t/

r/° ^ ^^ ^ specific cohesion, where ^/ =: density of the li(piid, wlieiice
d

since {y)^^l^rlid (where /'^i-adius of the capillary tube, /< =
= rise in the tube), it is seen that the specilic cohesion is measured

by the height to which a liipiid rises in a ca|)illary tniie of unit

radius.

Walden [Zeit. Phys. (Jhem. 65, 129, 257 (1«(J8)J has recently

found that specific cohesion may be applied in another way to esti-

mate the degree of association of both liquids and solids. A com-

parison of the expei-imenlal data showed the relationsiiip

2\
:= couslaut = 17.9

,2

where 7'c; is the latent heal of va|)Oiisation at a boiling point and

(7%, the specific cohesion at the same tenqierature. Combining this

expression with Tkouton's rnle, we see that ihe molecidar cohesion

of a liquid at its boiling point is proportional to the boiling temper-

ature expressed on the absolute scale. This relaiion holds only for

non-associated liquids.

Moreover Walden points out that if substances ai-e in corresponding-

states at their melting [)oints, there would be a similar relation

between the latent heat of fusion and the specific cohesion at the

melting point.

The specific cohesion of fused metals and salts has been investi-

gated by (Quincke in a very thorough manner. The measurements

were obtained from the weight of falling drops of a liquid, or from

the curvature of flat drops of the solidified material.

It was found (Pogg. Ann. 135, 643, IStïH) that all salts and

metals and .some organic substances near their melting points have



sjlecitic coliesions which are simple multiples of the constant iiiimhei'

4.3. For various reasons it seems clear that these relations are only

apparent. In the first place, tiie divergence from the constant is in

many cases considerable.

Moreover there are errors of experiment [cf. Meyer. Wied. Ann.

54, 415 (J895); Lohnstein. ibid. 54, 722 (1895) etc]. Under the

stress of criticism- (ibid, 53. 1070 (1894), 61, 2(57 (1897)), (^iincke

somewhat modified his views.

It has now been found out that the specific coiiesion of elements

is a periodic function of their atomic weights.

The following data are collected from the works (»f various investi-

Name of elements. Specific Cohesion.

Sb

Pb

Br

Cd

F

K

Cu

Na

Pd

P

Pt

Hg

S

Se

Ag

Bi

Zn

Sn

CI

O

N

7.635

8.339

3.895

16.84

25.81

85.74

14.44

52.97

25.26

4.475

17.88

8.234

4.28

3.42

15.94

8.019

24.05

16.75

4.176

3.018

2.541
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-^ Atomic weigths of t'leriients

gators using the previoiislv descrihcMl iiietlKxls. By ploltiiig tlic

following data, weil-detiiied jterindio cnrves are obtained.

From the curve it is seen tliat the alkali metals lie on tiie top

most points, whilst Zn.Cd and Hg lie on a straigiit line on the descending

|ioi'tion of the curve. l',As,81», ;vn<i Hi occupv similar positions in the

minima.

Teinix'rntitri' coefpcii'nt of I'lectric fumlHctlviiii of t'lt'inenf.^.

The recipi'ocal of the resistance of a conductor is called its con-

ductivity. Thus if S is the conductivity of a wire, Ohm's law is

expressed hv C'= SE. In tiie same way the specific conductivity

is tlie reciprocal of the specilic resistance and is connected with the

conductivity by tlie relation S ^ lus//, wiiero / is the length and .•>

the cross section; the conductivity is directly proportional to the

cross section and inversely proportional to the length.

In the case of pure metals tlie specitic conductivity always decreases

with increase of temperature. Dkw.^k and Fi.emincj have shown that

at absolute zero the resistance of all pure metals approximates to

zero. As a result it has been found that if Rt is the resistance of

a platinum wire at the temperature P C on the air thermometer

and R„ is the resistance at a temperatuie of (V C, then the connection

between these quantities can be expressed by an equation of the form

Rt/R^ = 1 + «< 4- ^t\

In the expression tt and (i are constants which vary \ery slightly

from one specimen of wire to another. The value of these constants
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Is cletermiiied by ineasiiriiig tlie resistance of the wire at three knowil

teiii|X'ratiire.s. Just ais Koiii.kai'scii Iüih hIiowii tliul the effect of teiii-

peniliire on the conductivity of a sohition is very nearly linear, so

over coni|iarati\el3' ymall ranges of temperature tlie increase of

resistance of pnre inetals is very nearly inoporlioiial In tiie increase

in teniperatnre. Hence if R„ is the resistance at a .siamlarci lein|)eratiire,

say 0^ ('. and /'( the resistance at a teuiperature /, then we may
express the relation between A'„ and A', by an expression of the

form lit^ R„{i-\-nt), where ((=:().()()3tï6. There are distinct variations

in the value of k. from one element to another.

It has now been observed that tiie tcmperatnre coëfficiënt of electric

condnclivity of elements is distinctly a periodic projjerty of the elements.

By plotting the valnes of the temperature coefticients given in

Landolt and H('»rnstkin's tables well marked periodic curves are

obtained.

~—^ Atomic weights of elements

Fig. 2.

Elements of the same group lie very nearly on a straight line

and occupy similar positions on the curve.

This curve resembles the one that is obtained by plotting the

temperature coeflicient of ionic mobility of elements (cf. Dhar loc. cit.).
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Tempernture coefficient of ronchiclivitij of heat.

The c'liaiige of" tliermai coiKliictioii willi lem])ei'a(iire was noticed

by FoRHKs [Fliil. Trans, Hoy. See. Ediii. Vol. 33 (18H2), p. 133].

Generally I here is a decrease of condnctivity with increase of teni-

peratnre and as a similar decrease takes place in the electric con-

dnctivity of metals, it was snpposed by Forbes that in general the

thermal condnctivities of metals like iheir electric, diminished with

rise of temperature.

Wiedemann and Fkanz [Pogg. Ann. 89, (1H53), 497j appeared to

show that there is some connection between conducting power for

heat and for electricity.

For the metals were found not only lo follow the same order for

the two conductivities, but in man\ cases the numbers bore nearly

the same ratio to each other.

More recent work has contirmed this supposition. I'he following-

are some of the values for metals of the ratio of the thermal con-

ductivity and (he electrical conductivity or k'c at 18^ V. as deter-

mined b^ Jaegek and Diesselhorst [Phys. Tech. Reichsanstall Wiss.

Abh. 3, (1900)], together with the themperature coefficient of the ratio.
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\Vè can have. It has ah-eady been found that the conductivity of heat

and electricity is a periodic function of the atomic weights of elements

and now it is seen that the leinpeiatiire coefficient of electric con-

ductivity of metals is also a periodic function of the atomic weights

and as the two properties, as has been already observed, are very

much related, it seems very probable that the temperature coefficient

of the conducti\^ity of heat of elements would also be a periodic

function of their atomic weights.

Torsional rujidiUj, Young's nuxlulun and their temperature coef-

ficients.

The following table is obtained from Lanuolt und Börnstkin's

Metals
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trom llie abovo talile il is seen tliat in these pro|)erties also tlierö

are distinct indications of iierioiiicity. Tiie transitional elements

Fe and Ni liave |)racticall_y eqnal values l'or these properties.

As the atomic weight of elements in the same periodic group

increases the valne for YouN(i's modulus and torsional rigidity decreases.

In the sni) group />' of the lirst grouj) of periodic classification (Cu,

Ag, An), gold having the highest atomic weight has the smallest

values for Yolng's modulus and torsional rigidity. Similar are the

behaviours of zinc, cadmium, tin and lead.

Sufiicient data are available in the case of the temperature coelïicient

of torsional rigidity and hence distinct periodic curves are obtained
;

the alkali metals, Li, K, Na, Rb and Cs lie on the topmost points

whilst copper, silver and gold lie on a straight line on the minima.

Fig. 3.

Specific heat. During recent years the determination of specific

heats of substances at low temperatures was attracting the attention

of numerous investigators.

Richards and Jackson (Zeit. Phys. Cliem, J 910. 70, 414) have

carefully determined the specific heats of various elements between

— 188° and -|- 2*^°- F'Oin Iheir experimental data, they come to

the conclusion that the atomic heats of various elements between

the above range of temperature conform approximately to Dui.ong

and Pktit's law, the value of the constant being 5.3. There are

26*
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certain deviations mid these show distinct periodicity, the general tendency

being toivards increasing atomic lieat mith increasing atomic iveight.

ScHiMPF (Zeit. Pliys. Clieiii. 1910. 71, 257) has determined the

specific heats of many elements at various temperatures (e.g. —150°,

—100°, —50° etc.).

From Ills work he conchides that f lie atomic heats diverge in a

marked way as the temperature falls, whilst conversely a rise of

temperature produces, as is well known, a marked convergence

towards a fixed value for all elements.

Evidently, it is seen from the ahove investigations, that there are

distinct indications showing the period nature of atomic heats at

low temperatures.

Very i-ecently a decided advance in this direction was made by

Dewar [Proc. Roy. Soc. A. Vol. 89 p. 158 (1913)]. He determined

the specific heats of 53 elements between the boiling points of liquid

nitrogen and hydrogen at about 50' absolute.

When the atomic heats are plotted in terms of their atomic

weights they reveal definitely a periodic variation resembling gener-

ally the well-known Ijothau iAIkykk atomic volume curve.

The author concludes that if experiments were similarly made

between the boiling points of hydrogen and helium then in all proba-

bility the atomic heats would be all very small and nearly constant.

However interesting these results may be there is a great difticulty

in these investigations. The temperature range is very high with

these workers. In the case of Richards of Jackson's experiments it

was about 200° and in (he case of Dewar's it was 57°. 5.

From these works only the mean specific heat between so large

a range of temperature is availal)le and not the specific beats at a

fixed temperature. Since there is a marked variation of specific

heats with temperature, the results obtained in experiments carried

on with large range of temperature lose much of their significance.

Nernst and his pupils have determined the specific heats at low

temperatures (Jour, de Phys. tome IX, 1910, p. 721); E. H. Grif-

fiths and E. Griffiths have also attacked the same problem (Phil.

Trans. 1913 A 213, 119.). These experiments are advantageous,

since the temperature range is very small. In Nernst's experiments

it is only 2°. 7 C. It is well known that the atomic heats of

elements can be calculated from Einstein's formula

~l\r)
C' = 3 R—^ h b ri

C-_0'
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where /? is a gas constant, equal to 1.98 gram calories, for Pb a = 58,

6 = 7.8 X 10-^

In the following tables (see p. 431) the values of atomic heats

of lead and silver at various temperatures are recorded.

Lead (atomic heat).

Absolute
temp.
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properties of llio cleiueiils, since almost all iinpoi'taiit plivsical pro-

perties are periodic functions of their atomic weights.

By plottino' Dhwars's vahies of specific heat at about 50° absolute,

we get a distinct periodic curve ; evidently at about 50° absolute,

V-'"

> Atomic weights of elements

Fig. 4.

hpccilic heat, like other pijysical properties of elements, is a periodic

function of the atomic weight of the elements. The alkali metals,

lilliinm, sodium, potassium, rubidium, caesium etc. lie on a straight

line at the top of the curve. The halogen elements lie on a straight

line on the ascending portion of the curve near the alkali metals,

on the descending portion nearing the alkali metals lie Mg, Ca, Sr

etc. S, Se and Te may be connected by a straight line. So also Zn,

Cd and Hg. The platinum metals, (Osmium, iridium, platinum,

ruthenium, rhodium, and ])alladium) lie on tiie minima of the curves.

Coefficient of Ilnenv expansion. The researches of Fize.4U show

that the volatile elements occurring in the ascending curve possess,

almost without exception, a larger coefficient of expansion by heat

Itetween 0° and 100° than the not easily fusible elements occupying

the Diinimum of Loth.vk Mkykk's curve.

Similar vague suggestions are collected in Lotiiar Mkyer's "Theories

of Chemistry" Eng. Trans, p. J 31 from the works of Carnelly

{.lourn. Chem. Soc. J879, 565); Wiebk (Ber. 1878, 2289; 1880,

1258); Raoul PicTKT (Compt. rend. 1879 r.XXXVIIl, 855) on the
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relations between melting point, expansion etc. But no definite

statement of the periodicity of coefficient of linear expansion of

elements witli their atomic weiglits is available.

Grüneisen [Ann. Phys. J 910 (IV), 33, 33—64] has found that the

observed expansion of metals by heat is, in general, in close agree-

ment with that required by Thieskn's (Ber. Deut. Phys. Ges. 1908,

6, 947) exponential formula 4—/,=.// (7','+'^— Tji+e) and this agree-

ment is particularly good at low temperatures. The experimental

given e is a periodic function of the atomic weight of the metal and

that its maximum values are reached when the atomic volumes are

at their respective minima. It has now been found out that the

coetBcient of linear expansion of elements is also a periodic property.

-^ Atomic weights of elements

Fig. 5.

By plotting the values given in L.vnuolt und Börnstein's Tabellen

well defined periodic curves are obtained. The alkali metals lie on

the topmost points, whilst S, Se and Te lie on a straight line on

the ascending portions of the curve.

Cu, Ag and Gold, as v\ell as As, Sb and Bi occur in similar

positions in the minima.

Molecular Magnetic Rotation.

If we imagine a layer of unit lengt li of any substance placed in

a magnetic field of unit intensity and traversed by a beam of homo-



aeneous plane |iulaii.sc(l liiilil in iIip directiDii of llie lines of force

of (lie fielil, ilien the rotaiioii which the plane of polarisation under-

goes at a known leniperatiue is the absolute magnetic rotation of

the substance.

Generally we do not require the absolute value and the relative

\alue with reference to a standard substance is sufficient.

Pekkin, the veteran worker in this line, chose water as the stan-

dard substance.

Hence tlenoling the s|iecillc rotation by r we have the expression,

r= , where a is the I'otation of the given substance .-. M (mole-
st

a (i III
.

cular magnetic rotation) = — , where /;/ and d are respectively
« d ft

the molecular weiglit and density of the substance and [i and rf the

corresponding values for the standard (since in Fkrkin's work, tubes

of equal length were always used).

The magnetic rotation of the plane of polarised light is measured

in the same way as the permanent rotation of a substance, but the

apparatus is more complex, since an arrangement for placing the

substance in a magnetic field is provided. The tube containing the

liquid is placed either between the poles or as in Perkin's latest

form of apparatus in the hollow cone of a powerful electromagnet.

The chief precaution to be observed in addition to those of an

ordinary polarimetric determination, is in preserving a constant strength

of the magnetic fiekl.

The rotations of the standard and of the substance are measured

in the same tube under identical conditions of temperature and

magnetic intensity [Pkrkin, Trans, chein. Soc. 421 (1884); 69 1025

(1896); 89, 605 "(1906)].

From an exhaustive study of organic compounds, Pekkin has shown

that the addition of CH^ causes an approximately constant increase

in molecular rotation and this increase is ver^- nearly the same in

diflferent classes of compounds. Perkin has calculated the average

value for (JH, from a wider range of material and he found that

CH, = 1.023.

'

If there are n ClI, groups in a compound whose molecular rota-

tion is }[, then the expression M—a (1.023) = »S' represents the

rotatory etfect of the remainder of the molecule. In a large number

of organic compounds it is seen that .S' is approximately constant

for all the higher members of a given series. Thus »S' is called the

series constant. The series constant 0.508 of the normal paraffins

('n //_>„ -1-2 is obtained by subtracting the value of n CH, from the
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rotation of any iiieniber of' tlie series. Tliis residue must represent

tiie value for 2 H, since Cu//n„_|_o— // CH.^ = 2 //. Hence we
may write 2//^ 0.508 or the value of liydrogen as 0.254. Then

again, it is Icnown that CZ/j = J .023, wiience by deducting tlie value

of 2// we may obtain tlie value for carbon = 0.5i 5. Again, when

hydi'Ogen is removed from a compound and replaced by chlorine,

there is an increase in rotatory power of 1.480; hence the value

for ciilorine may be assumed to be 1.480 f 0.254 = 1.734. Similarly,

bromine and iodine may i»e calculated to be equivalent to 3.562

and 7.757 respectively.

It has been found out that molecular magnetic rotation of elements

is also a periodic function of their atomic weights.

-^ Atomic weights of elements

l''ig. 6.

The curve is obtained from the following data (see table p. 436)

collected from the works of ditferent investigators.
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Magnetic rotatory power.

Na
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reading on the scale attached to thi^i screw gave tlie iiwaa wave-

length of the light used with an accnracj of a few ANGSTROM-units.

By repeating the calibration during the experiments it was proved,

that this mean wavelength could always be reproduced with the

above mentioned accuracy. This now is more than sufficient, as for

instance in the green part of the spectrum a change of I = 5400

into P. :^ 5500 and at the greatest possible velocity of the water

the shift of the interference fringes becomes O.GGO instead of 0.675

of the distance between two fringes. Even a change of 10 A.U.

in the wavelength of the ligiit used corresponds to 0,0015 only of

the distance between the interference fringes, while the probable

error of the tinal result is of the order of magnitude of 0.005.

In order to determine the place of the interference fringes 1 used

two or rather three ditferent methods and in a few experiments

onlj' eye observations were made. In one series of expei'iments a

wire-net. which could be turned and shifted was adjusted in the

focal plane *- (see Fig. 1) '). In the focal plane of the telescope/ we
took photos of the interference fringes, while care was taken that

one wire was parallel to the fringes and that the other passed

through the middle of the lield.

An advantage of this method is, that the interchanging of the

photographic plates in the focal plane of ƒ does not disturb the

relative position of the interference_ fringes and the wires. With

this method however it is rather difficult to adjust the wire-net

accurately as it is so far away from the observer. Moreover the

net must be very fine because of the strong magnifying power of

the telescope. On the proposal of Prof. Wood I used in a second

method Rowi,.\nd's artifice ') for the comparison of spectra. Rowlan»

puts in front of the photographic plate a brass plate with longi-

tudinal aperture of the same width as the thickness of the plate,

which could turn round a horizontal axis in front of the photo-

graphic plate. The rotation could easily be limited to an angle of

90°. By means of two fine quartz wires adjusted perpendicular to

the plane of the brass plate the position of the plate could be

measured accurately and corrected if necessary.

Two photos taken by this method are reproduced in the Plate

(Fig. 4 and 5). The outer system of interference fringes has been

obtained while the water was streaming in one direction ; the inner

system corresponds to a ciu'rent in the opposite direction.

Fig. 5 shows also the shadow of the fine quartz wires.

') See the first part.

2) Ames, Phil Mag. (5) 27, 369. 1889.
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Tliougli this melliud gives a clear sur\e3- of llie shut ul' tlie inter-

ference fringes and e. g. shows immediately, that the siiift for red

light (Fig. 4) differs from that for violet (Fig. 5), it is not very fit

to obtain quantitative results. By a detailed investigation I found,

that tliu uncertainty of the measurements was greater than I had

expected from eye observations. A disadvantage of (his melhod

is lirsl, tiiai for the measurement of the negative we must once

point on an interference fringe and tiien on the two pieces of a

broken fringe. For spectral lines this does not matter mucli, but the

difficulty becomes greater for the more hazy interference fringes. It

is however an essential disadvantage of this method that pointings

cannot be made on corresponding points of the interference fringes.

Quite satisfying results 1 got with the third method,

concerning which 1 shall give some details. In the

focal plane of the telescope a system of wires as

is shown in fig. 4 was adjusted. There are three

vertical wires (and one horizontal wire), so that

we can always choose the best one as a fixed mark
'''S- *• and read along the horizontal wire. It is very

improbable that the three wires are all badly situated with respect to

the interference fringes. Just behind the cross wires the photographic

plate is adjusted on a plate-liohler (ohich is mounted indepeiidenth/ of

the telescope with the cross luires. The photograpliic plate can be brought

in the right position and slidden to take successive photos without

touching the telescope. Examples of the obtained photos are repro-

duced on the Plate (Fig. la—5b), 4 or 5 times enlarged. The photos

la and Ih, In and 1h etc. belong together. Comparing two such

photos the shift of the interference fringes is evident. The dis-

placement is also given on the Plate in parts of the distance between

two fringes. As mentioned al)ove the measurement was made along

the horizontal wii'e.

The width of the interference tVinges can he chosen according

to the circumstances. [> gives the pressure of the water in kilograms

per cm", measured during the streaming of the water with a mano-

meter coupled to the main tube, just before it divides into two

less wide ones. The times of exposition for the making of the

negatives amounted between 3 and 5 minutes. It therefore sufficed

to read the jiressure of the water each 3() seconds. The mean of

these reailings was taken as the pressuie during the measurement.

The variations in the pressure most times amounted only to some

hundredth parts of a kilogram, if by accident (what happened very
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seldom) the variation in |)ressnre was greatei', the corresponding

mpasurement was not used.

If 2/ is tlie length of the whole water-coiiinin tlial is in motion,

the double shift to be expected is

{ 1 I du\

V fx' H dlj
:. Wniax (4)

c . K

expressed in parts of tiie distance between two fringes, vr'max is the

axial velocil_y, while («, ), and c are respectively the index of

refraction of the water, the wavelength of the light used, and c the

velocity of light in vacuo.

For / has been taken 302,0 cm ; that is the distance between corres-

ponding poijils of contact of the dotted lines with the axis in the head-

pieces at the ends of the tube (see fig. 3). If the current in the

tubes was governed by the laws of Poisiaii.i.K, for viscous fluids, the

maxifiium velocity would be ecpial to twice the mean velocity and

the distribution of the velocities over the li-uusverse section wotild

be represented by a parabola. In our experiments however the

velocity of the water was more uniform ; we are in the region of

the turbulent motion. From the axis of the tube towards the side

the velocity decreases much more slowly than in the case of a

parabolic distribution and liiially only decreases very rapidly. In the

neighbourhood of the a.Nis of the tube there is thus a considerable

region, where the velocity may be regarded as being constant, at

least more constant than in llie case of a distribution of the velocities

according to Poiski'ii.i.k. From numerous and very careful researches

of American engineers ') the ratio of the mean velocity to that

along the axis of the tube has been deduced. The result was always

found in the neighbourhood of (J,84, so that the mean velocity ii\

becomes »>„ = 0,84 '/'„kix-

The mean velocity for a definite pressure was determined by

measuring the (|uantity of the fluid that streamed out in a certain

time or rather the time (about half an hour) necessary to let stream

out 10 ni'. By the latter method the determination was independent

of the excentricity of the scale division, which gives the volume

of the water that has passed through the watermeter. For the

pressures used between 1.95 and 2.40 kg/cm' it was proved, that

1) Williams, Hubbel and Frenkell, Tians. Am. Sot", of Civ. Eng. Vol. 47. 190:2.

Lawrence and Braunworth ibid. Vol. 57. 1906.

CI', also R. BiEL. Heft 44 dor Mitleikingcn fiber Forschungsaibeitcn lieraus-

gegeben v. Ver. deutscl.. Ing. 11107.
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tW ooiineclioii between tlie mean Velocity (tlie volume) and the

pressure cüiikl lie represented t»y a paraltolic curve. So it was

possible to reduce observations at a pressure yHo a standard pressure

(for wliicli 2,14 k.g. cm" was cliosen) by multiplying the shift of

2.14
the interference fringe, measured a( the pressure u, bv I or

I'

graphically l)y means of the curve.

Before relating the obtained results I shall give in extension an

arbitrary example of one of the 32 determinations of the change

of phase. The four cocks in Fig. 2B (tirst communication) will be

called A, B, C, D respectively.

Photo n°. 154 wavelength 4580 A.U.

Photo (I. Photo h.

B, D open; A, C shut. A, C open ; B, D shut.

Pressure on manometer. Pressure on manometer.

2.12 2.15

2.14 2.14

2.14 2.15

2.17 2.18

2.18 2.17

2.18 2.16

2.16 2.18

Mean : 2.16 2.16

Mean pressure during the experiment 2.16 k.g./cm\

We have mentioned already that the given pressures refer to the

times Ü, 30", 60" etc.

Mcasiireinent of photo N°. 154 a. Readings with the Zeiss-compa-

rator in m.m.

on the interference fringes. on the fixed wire.

54.217 53.591 52.689

224 591 686

220 599 688

218 593 692

225 599 689

219 594 688

225 598 52iJ89

223 600

Mean • 5021 53.596 thus middle
:
53.908

52.689

Distance between
j _ n ,^05

Distance from
I ^ 219

the fringes j
'— "^

"

the fixed wire
\
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Mea.mremmt of photo N°. 154 Ji. Readings;

on the interference fringes. on the lixed wii-e.

53.675 53.037 52.2(34

675 041 263

680 046 266

681 045 262

683 051 52.264

680 046

686 046

683 044

Mean: 53.680 53.044 Thns middle: 53.359

52.264

Distance between | , _ .„„ Distance from
\

the fringes |
' the nxed wire

)

Mean distance of the fringes „' „„ 0.630
O.bo6i

Shift of Ihe fringes bj the motion 1.219 — 1.095 = 0.124 or

reckoned in the right direction 0.630 — 0.124=^0.506.

Thus shift in parts of the fringe distance

A =— =0.803 for /> = 2.16 ii.g./cm^
630

' "

'

thus Zi = 0.799 for p = 2.14 k.g./cm^

The obtained results mav be summarized in a table.

Shift of the mfi'rf'ri'iici' friiiip's hij /I'lvrsiih/ the direction of the

current.

p = 2.14
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For the I'eaiiiiig at X 6443 no probahle eiToi' is given as only one
reading was made for that coionr. The agreement of the experiments
with the formula of Lokkntz is evident.

In Fig. 5 I have represented graphically the residts obtained. For
A 4500 and ;. 4580 the theoretically and experimentally determined
points coincide. Perhaps it is interesting to give also the values of
Fresnkl's coefticient f :

4500 0.443 0.4(}4 0.465
4580 0.44'2 0.463 0.463
5461 0.439 0.454 0.451
6870 0.435 0.447 0.445

Here f/,, = I —
^^, f /^ = 1 — _ ^ '1'

and f,,,^, ,s found from

the numbers in the fourth column of the table concerning the shift of

the interference fringes (under A„^,) by multiplication by
^"^

.

A few words uiay be said conceriung the determination of the mean
velocity 'r„ = 465 cm/sec, /j = 214 k.g./cm^ which was important
for the interpretation of our observations. We have mentioned already
that there was a watermeter in the main tube. This meter (of the
WoLTMANN-type) ran very regularly, so that no vibrations were
transferred to the system of tubes. It was destined however for
large quantities. Its errors were knowji in rough approximation only.
If the meter was supposed to indicate accnrately, we found taking
into consideration the above mentioned precaution (see p. 401) concern-
ing the reading at a complete rotation of the nands of the counting-
piece. //'„ = 475 cm/sec, p = 2:\4. k.g./sec. With this value I found
a ditïerence of about 2.1 "/„ between the results of ray experiments
and the fornuda of Lorentz. In order to investigate, whether this
difiference might be ascribed to an error in the watermeter, I decided
to put a more accurate measuring apparatus at the end of the system
of tubes to control the first watermeter. With extreme kindness
Mr. Ing. Prnnink, Director of the Amsterdam waterworks put at
my disposal a calibrated so-called "Ster" meter, which begins to
indicate at a quantity of 10 L. per hour and which indicates accu-
rately for 30 L. and more per hour. If this "Ster" meter was con-
nected to the end of the system of tubes, while the principal cock
was (pnte open, the mechanical vibrations of the systems would



p. ZEEMAN: "ON FRESNEL'S COEFFICIENT FOR LIGHT OF DIFFERENT COLOURS" (2nd PART.)

la A = 6870 p ^ 2.13 2a A = 4580 p = 2.16 3a A = 4580 p = 2.26

lb ;i = 6870 p = 2.13

From a and b : 4 = 0.522

2b A = 4580 p = 2.16

Ó = 0.803

3b ;. = 4580 p = 2.26

A = 0.812

4 A = 6870 p = 2.21

.d = 0.53

5 A = 4500 p = 2.30

a = 0.86
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liave beêti propagated from tlie "Stermeter" and have badly influenced

the optical observations.

The only purpose however was to compare the indications of the

two meters. By two independent, quite corresponding measurements

on different days it was proved, that the large meter gave 10000 L.,

when the accurate "Ster" meter registrated 9810 L. only. This is

a difference of 1.97o- Now tiie error of the "Ster" meter itself

is about O.27o as iiad been determined liy direct measurement

of the volume transmitted to a large tank on the grounds of the

waterworks. Altogether, taking the error of 0.27» with the right

sign, the error in the indication of the large watermeter amounts

to 2.1 7u- We have seen already, that theory and experiment

agree extremely well, if we introduce this correction, which I'ednces

the values of ?«„ from 475 c.m./sec. to 465 c.ra./sec. for p = 2.14

k-g./cm'-*.

The value of w„ at p = 2.14 K.g./c.m." may thus be regarded as

well established and the same may be said of the value of /, at least

withiji the limits of the accuracy of the final result. About the

factor 0.84 however some doubt may exist. Therefore it seems to

us interesting to show, that even if the (z/Wu/t? value of the Lorentz

dispersion-term might have been determined less accurately than has

been the case, there might have been drawn a conclusion about (he

necessary existence of this term '). This conclusion is independent of

the values given to I and //'„,„.r.

.

For, writing down ecpiation (4) for two difïerent colours with the

wavelengths A, and X^ we see, that /, iVmax. and c fall out by the

division. The ratio of the shifts A^.^ and ZiA, becomes then according

to LORENTZ
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(6)

Taking A, = 4500, ;.,= 6870 we liud from (6) —'=i 1,572. from
A,.

A, " L,
(5) -—^==1,608, whereas the experiment (Table p. 403) gives—^=1,616.

For' ;ii = 4580, A, = 6820 the ratios become respectively 1,542,

1,575, 1,581.

So there is only a difference of 0,5 resp. 0,4 7,, between the

formnla of I^okkntz ami the experiments, but a difference of 2,2

resp. 2,0 "/„ between these and tiie formnla of Fkksnkl. ')

Even if wo had not sncceedcd in giving to /, 't'„,„, and the co-

efficient 0.84 very probable values, e\fn then the result of our ex-

periments had been very favourable to (-(luation (5).

Further we must mention, ilial the light beam was limited b}'

rings of tin-foil to a width of II ni.m.. whereas the glass plates allowed

a beam of IH m.m. diameter to pass along the axis, the horizontal

tubes through which the water flows being of an inner diameter of

40 m.m. By this precaution the optically efleclive change of the velo-

city over the section of the tube is diminished and this is also the

case with the broadening of the interference fringes caused by the

curving ot the wavefronts by inequality of the velocities in them.

Sometimes (not always) there is a snnill change in the distance

between the interference fringes after reversing the dii-ection of the

water current. It is easily proved, that, neglecting
?' quantities of the second order, wo get a right result

i
by dixiding the mean value of the distance between

I

^
J i I

<f

the interference fringes before and after change of

' the current in the shift of tiie fringes.

Let ff, and *', be the distances between the fringes

i
in the two cases and a^ and a, the shifts of them

j

from the original position 00'. PVom the measure-
O

. , ''l + «3
Fig. Ü ments we hnd or rather the double of this.

'^i + rf,

Wc want to know —= . The difference between the first and the

second expression gives the error we make. Let us put

') Our conclusion is confirmed by a recent, more accurate series of observiUions.

[Note tu the translation].
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fij = (f — .,;

i\.^ — ,\ \- X

wlierc ,1; i-cpreseiifs a small (|iiaiitil_v.

(', -|-"., ",We calculate liow much ' — diHersi from zero.

11 IS easilv IiiuihI that =^ ,
=— -. - . au

2ff if-.v 2fJ' a 2ö^

error of llie second order of magnitude.

In the example 011 11. 402 - is eciiial lo , so liiat the clianere

111 the distance between the fringes might he still 4 oi- 5 times

greater without making the error larger than 1 per tiiousand.

In the above cited paper ') Javmann derives on p. 4ti2 with his

"11"

—

"'

theory for the KKEsNKL-coefticient the formula h . where 11 is
«„''

the index of I'efraction for \erv long waves and n that for the

colour considered.

For water n/' = 80.0 and n\\„^= 1.78, so that Jacmann finds for

the FKESNEL-coeflicient of sodium light 0.488. This value does not

agree with the result of onr experiments and these are so accurate,

that- we may say with security, that the theory of Jaumann is in

conflict with lealiiy. There is still another point of disagreement

between experiment and this theory. The latter gives for decreasing

wavelength a i/ecri'cK^e' of the FRKSNEi.-coefficient, while the experi-

ments (see p. 404) jirove the contrary.

Resuming we may say, that we have repeated Fresnei/s experiment

will) different colonrs and have proved the exactness of the Fresnel

1 k du
coefficient! .

-- =r f / within the limits of the experimental
!'' M 'l^-

errors. Ii is pcrlia|is interesting to notice that the relative values of fl

for different colours lia\e also been confii-med by these experiments,

because these relative vivlues are independent of the effective

length of the moving watercolnmn and of the exact value of a

numerical coefficient that was put equal to 0,84. So the measurements

from which the absolute value of the FRESNEL-coefficienl has been

derived, might be considei'cd as an experimental determination of the

ratio ir,„.,,^ : ii\. The FizEAi-effect would from this point of view form

the fixed theoretical base, as it is an effect of the first order, quite

based on the ascertained fundamental equations of electrodynamics,

-) See the fust pail of this paper.
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Physics. — ^'hothenaab of diatomic substances and their hinanj

mixtures. XV. Vapour pressures of oxygen and critical point

of o,ri/(/('it. and nitrogen". Bj Prof. H. Kameri.ingh Onnes,

C!. Dorsman and G. Holst. iiV/'aia to Communication N°. 145/^

from the Pliysical I.al)Oiaton- at Leiden, Jan. 1914).

In tlie Proceedings of the Meeting of .human 30, 1915 p. 952

table I is to be read :

p. 953 in table II

TABLE II.

Critical point of oxygen.

,= -11 8°.82 C. T^=l 54°.27 K. /)^ ^ 49.7 1 3 atm.

(September 8, 1815).
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Physics. — "On the passage of Hijht tln'oiitjli tin' slit of a spec-

troscope." B_v Pi'of. P. Zkeman.

(Communicated in the meeting of June 26 1915).

Tlioiigli (lie full resolving- power of a ,sj)ectroscope can lie reached

witli an infinitely narrow slit only, we can get a near approach to

it with a very narrow slit already.

This is evident, when with Schustkr ') we introduce the so-called

"normal" widlli of the slit (/ defined by the relaiion f/ ^ ^^— , where

/ is the focal distance of the collimator objective with the diameter

D and -> the wavelength of the incident light. For an exceedingly

narrow slit the "purity" ') of the spectrum becomes equal to the

resolving power. For normal width the parity is only 1,4° , below

its maximum value. With a slit of twice the normal width we get

about the double quantity of light, while the purity deviates 5,7%
only from the maximum value. More than four times the normal

width of the slit must never be taken, for then the purity of the

spectrum decreases rapidly, while even for an infinitely wide slit the

intensity of the light never exceeds four times the value obtainable

with normal width.

Resuming, we may conclude that for sufficiently intense sources

A
of light a width of slit in the neighbourhood of ^^— is the best. A nar-

rower slit causes loss of light without gain in resolving power and a

wider one already soon decreases the resolving power considerably. As

example I choose a collimator with a lens, for which Z)=15cm.,

ƒ =325 cm., while ). may be 5 X lt)~* cm. Then we have

f/=— =0,0027 mm.
ill

Some time ago') I pointed out, that by very narrow slits the

oiiservalioii of the polnrized conqionents of magnetically resolved

Hues may be rendered very difficult. When graduall^y the slit was

made narrower, the ^electric) vibrations that are perpendicular to

the length of the slit, are hardly transmitted at last.

It seems inieresiino- to communicate some measurements concern-

') A. Schuster The optics of the spectroscope Astrophys. Journ 21, 197. 1905.

-I Schuster, f.c. See also eg Zeem.^.n. Researclies in magneto optics, p 7. London,

Mac-Miillan. 19i:^.

) "On the polarisation impressed upon light by traversing the slit of a spec-

troscope and some errors resulting liierefrom." These Proceedingsp. 599. October 1912.
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ing the width of slit necessary for tlie appearance of tiie mentioned

polarisation phenomena. Then we can get an idea in how far we
mnst expect disturbances caused by the narrowness of the slit.

With the arrangement shown in Fig. 1 the relative decrease in

intensity of the horizontal vibrations may easily be measured.

Monochromatic green light falls upon a slit S, behind which a

calcite rhomb K is placed at such a distance that two adjacent images

of the slit are formed, one contaitiing the vertical vibrations, the other

the horizontal ones. By means of a nicol j.V the intensity of the

two images may be made equal.

vly
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The value of the widlli of llie slit for tav.g. u^l is (hat for

which the first extinction of the horizonlal vibrations becomes per-

ceptible.

A second series of observations has been made with a slit 'also

of platinoid) belonging to tiie collimatoi' of an echelon spectroscope

and for two different colours.

red light

width
in m.m.
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nitehj thin perfectly conducting screen. We could scarcely be sure

beforehand that the conditions are sufficiently satisfied even by a

scratch upon a silver deposit. The case of an ordinary spectroscope

slit is quite ditferent. It seems that here the polarisation observed

with the finest practicable slits corresponds to that from the less

fine scratches on silver deposits".

With the last words Rayleigh refers to an observation by Fizeau,

who on scratching in a silver layer on glass perceived that the

transmitted light was polarized perpendicularly to the direction of

the scratch, if the width of the latter was töVö "i™- If t'l's width

however was estimated at rswo tn'ïi- t''e polarisation was in the

direction of the scratch, viz. the electric vibrations were chieflj'

perpendicular to it. With spectroscope slits the latter case does not

occur.

If will be rememJKM'cd that Dr Bois and Rlbhns') found with a

wire grating a |)oint of invelsion for ultra-red light, just as Fizk.\u

observed with scratches.

Geology. — "On the occurrence of nodides of mnmjanesi' in

mesozoic deep-sea deposits from Borneo, Timor, and Rotti,

their snjnificance und mode of formation" . By Prof. G. A.

F. MOLENGRAAI'T.

(^Communicated in the meeting of January 30, 1915).

The question whetiier deep-sea deposits, and more especially

oceanic abysmal deposits, of earlier geological ages, take part in

more or less appreciable degree in the formation of the existing

continental masses, may be considered of prime importance for the

solution of several geological problems. If answered in the affirma-

tive, Ihe conclusion al once follows that movements of the earth's

crust must have taken [)lace of an amplitude, sufficiently great, to

bring deposits formed at a depth of 5000 metres or more, above

the surface of the sea.

Some twenty years ago the opinion prevailed, that true abysmal

deposits of former geological ages, had nowhere been proved, with

certainty, to exist in the continental areas. It must be admitted that

at that time, descriptions of occurrences of such abysmal deposits

were scanty and far from convincing. This may have been partly

caused by the fact, tiiat fossil deep-sea deposits are not conspicuous

1) H. DU Bois and H. Rubens. Ber. Berl. Akadeniie 112'.). 1892,
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as such, and that the organisms they contain, being only clearly

visible with the aid of a strong pocket lens, or a microscope, are

easily overlooked.

At all events, Murray and Renakd, in their classical treatise on

recent deep-sea deposits, were very sceptical with regard to the

question whether these plaj a role of any importance in the

structure of the continents, as can clearly be proved by the following

quotations -. "With some doubtful exceptions it has been impossible

to recognise in the rocks of the continents formations identical with

these (i. e. the recent) pelagic deposits", ') and "It seems doubtful if

the deposits of the abysmal areas have in the past taken any part

in the formation of the existing continental masses". ')

Later, it must be admitted, strong proofs have been given ') of

the deep-sea character of certain red shales with radiolaria, and

certain cherts and hornstones with radiolaria, the former being the

fossil equivalents of the recent red clay, the latter, the typical

radiolarites, being the fossil equivalents of the recent radiolarian ooze.

And it also has been pointed out that their occurrences in the

continents, must be found strictly limited to folded mountain ranges of

recent and earlier ages i. e. to the movable or geosynclinal areas

of the earth's crust') and cannot be expected to occur in the original

stable or continental masses i. e. the "aires continentales" in the

sense'of Haug. Although it has thus been distinctly proved that the

occurrences of deep-sea deposits of earlier ages in the continental

masses cannot be regarded as "some doubtful exceptions" yet, 'as

is clearly reflected in the most modern handbooks of geology, the

doubt regarding their importance iias not yet been dispelled.

One of the most prominent American geologists recently in a

study on the testimony of the deep-sea deposits ') strongly supports

the view held by Murray and Renakd in J 891.

It is evident that in proportion to the strength of the arguments

1) Report on the scientific results of the voyage of H. M. S. Challenger. J.

Murray and A. F. Renard. Deep-sea deposits, p 189, London 1891.

-) Ibidem, Introduction p. XXIX.

') See i. a. G. A. F. Molengraaff. Geological explorations in Central Borneo

p. 91 and again pp. 439—442. Leiden 1900 and G. Stein.m.^nn. Geol. Beobachtungen

in den Alpen. 2. Die ScHARDi'sche Ueberfaltungstheorie nnd die geologische Bedeu-

tung der Tiefseeabsatze und der ophiolitischen Massengesteine. •Berichte d naturfor.

Ges. zu Freiburg XVI, p. 33, 1905.

*; G. A. F. Molengraaff. On oceanic deep-sea deposits of Central-Borneo. Proc.

of the Royal Academy of Sciences, Amsterdam XII, p. 141. Amsterdam. 1909.

6) T C. Ghamberlin. Diastrophism and the formative processes. V. The testimony

of the deep-sea deposits. Journal of Geology XXII p. 137, 1914.
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afforded for the identity between nil the characteristics of the rocks

which ai'B maintained lo be the fossil eqnivalents of the recent

dee|)-sea deposits ami of those latter deposits themselves the |)robabi-

lity must increase of tliis equivalency being generally accepted. Up
to the present it must be admitted, notwithstanding the almost

absolute similarity, which has been proved to exist between recent

radiolarian ooze, and triassic and Jurassic radiolarites from some

Alpine localities, from Borneo, and some other islands in the East

Indian archipelago, one biipiiiidnt and nniKirLubli' c/innictmstic of

recent abysmal deposits, i.e. t/ic concfntrntion af o.rides of mangnnese

in nodules has hitherto never been observed in fossil deep-sea

deposits forming part of conlinenlal areas ').

To what e.rtent, and in inhlch. waij mnminni'ne nodules are

characteristic of (dji/sinal deposits?

The accumulation of oxide of manganese or shortly of manganese

in recent deep-sea deposits is very striking; almost without exception

manganese ^) is found in all deep-sea deposits, ('oncretions of man-

ganese of various dimensions are especially abundant in true abysmal

deposits, i. e. the red clay and the radiolarian ooze.

MuüKAY ') in his latest book on deep-sea deposits remarks: "The

oxydes of iron and manganese... in certain abysmal regions of the

ocean . . . form concretions of larger or smaller size, which are

among the most strildng characteristics of the oceanic red clay."

The question arises, whether, and to what extent, nodules of

manganese must be considered characteristic e.rclusivel(/ of abysmal

deposits; do they occur in such deposits onli/ or also elsewhere?

In the report of the Challenger-expedition, and in the memoir of

Murray and Hjort ') quoted above it is reported that such nodules

of manganese have been dredged from shallow deptlis, and that they

have been found to occur there even in abundance, in some places.

^) Philippi says about this wliile treating the probability of the occurreoce of

deep-sea deposits in former geological formations : "Auch sind meinens Wissens

die fur recente Tiefseeablagerungen so charakteristisolien Manganknollen ....
bisher noch aus keiner [•'ormation bekannt geworden." E. Philippi. Ueber das

Problem der Scbicbtung und iiber Scliiohtbildung am Boden der lieuligen Meere.

Zeitschr. d. deutscben geol. Ges. LX, p. 356, 1908.

') T. Murray and A. F. Renard say: "Rarely can a large sample of any mud,

clay or ooze be examined with care without traces of the oxides of this metal

being discovered, either as coatings or minute grains."

') J. Murray and J. Hjobt. The depths of the ocean, p. 155, Londen 1912.

I) I.e. p. 157.
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where volcanic material Forms a large proportion of the constituents

of the deposit on the bottom of the sea.

In the Kara-sea, highly ferruginous nodules of manganese have

been brought to the surface from terrigenous muds, at a moderate

depth by the Netherlands Arctic expedition in the years 1882/83.

Daring the Siboga-expedition, Weber, in the deep-sea basins of

the Netherlands East-Indian archipelago, has found manganese

nodules on one spot only between the islands of Letti and Timor, at

a depth of 1224 metres, in mud containing a strong proportion of

terrigenous material, being in no way a true pelagic deposit; man-

ganese forming an incrustation on a fragment of dead coral, has

moreover been observed in a sample dredged from a depth of 1633

metres, between the islands of Misol and Ceram. ^)

As to tlie fossil occurrences, I have found in Upper-Triassic deposits,

on the eiland of Timor, roots of Crinoids which certainly did not

grow on the bottom of an ocean of abysmal depth, heavily incrus-

stated with a coating of concretionary manganese.

Nodules and concretions of manganese therefore are not charac-

teristic of abysmal deposits in this way, that from the occurrence

of such concretions in a certain deposit, one would be justified in

concluding that the deposit could be nothing else than an abysmal

deposit and could only have been formed on the bottom of a very

deep ocean. On the contrary, concretions of manganese have been

formed on the bottom of all oceans in varying depths when the

conditions for their formation were favourable.

Murray and Renard maintain — and I have no reason to diverge

from this opinion — that these favourable conditions are afforded

by the presence of basic volcanic material in an easily decomposable

form. As soon as this condition is fulfilled the possibility is realized

for the formation of concretions of manganese, but the chemical

process of their growth is a very slow one, as has been amply

proved by the researches of the Challenger-expedition. In shallow-

seas, especially at small distances from the mainland, sediments derived

from land or from a planctonic and neritic fauna accumulate rapidly, so

rapidly indeed, that thei'e is only a remote chance of finding by

dredging, concretions of manganese, which in the mud in odd places

grow very slowly. In abysmal seas far from land very different

conditions prevail, the rate of accumulation of sediment is an

extremely slow one there, the afflux of terrigenous material is

reduced almost to nil, whereas from the plankton only the siliceous

1) Siboga-Expeditie 1, M. Weber. Introduction el description de l'expédition,

p. 81 and p. 137. Leiden 1902.



Plate I.

A. F. MOLENGRAAFF. "On the occurrence of nodules of manganese in
mesozoic deep-sea deposits of Borneo, Timor and Rotti, their signifi-

cance and their mode of formation."

Fig. 1. Manganese nodule in Jurassic marl with chert-nodules and
radiolaria from Sua Lain, Island of Rotti. Original size.
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tests i. e. these of radiolaria and diatoms reach the bottom, the

calcareous test being dissolved by the cold water of the deep seas

witli its high ratio of oxvgeninm and carbonic acid held in solution,

before they reach (he bottom. Tiie growth of the concretions of

manganese, however, is not hampered in these depths; on the contrai'3"

it even appears as if in abysmal deptiis in water of a temperature

very near the freezing point and containing much oxygenium in

solution, the conditions for the formation of concretions ofoxydesof

manganese, are more favourable than in shallow seas, provided that

traces of vokianic material occur as a source of manganese from

whence the manganese could have been derived. Thns, concretions

of manganese, slow as ihey are in their process of formation, and

inconspicuous as they are in sediments in places where the i-ate of

accumulation is rapid, can become an important constituent where

the rate ot accumulation of a deposit is extremely slow, as is the

case in the abysmal areas.

Consequently concretions of manganese are in this manner charac-

teristic of abi/snm/ deposits that they may form an important per-

centarje in proportion to other constituents exclusively in such deposits.

And from this it is easy to conclude that concretions of manga-

nese are characteristic of abysmal deposits in the same manner as

the tests of radiolaria. The latter sink to the bottom of the ocean

from the plankton everywhere witiiin the limits of their geographical

distribution, just as well near the mainland as far from the shore.

Near the land the.se tests, owing to their miiuitcness, iiowever, dis-

appear being incorporated in enormous quantilies of otiier chiefly

tei-rigenous material which there comes to deposition ; far from land,

on the contrary, at the bottom of the very deep ocean-basins at

depths over 5000 metres, where calcareous tests sinking down are

dissolved before reaching tiie bottom of the ocean, these siliceous

tests, small as is their individual mass, may form a great, sometimes

a preponderating pcrrtion of whatsoever is deposited.

It is therefore quite Justifiable to maintain, that radiolaria and

concretions of manganese, form part of the most characteristic con-

stituents of abysmal oceanic deposits, and further that nodules of

manganese containing radiolaria almost with certainty must have

been forme<J in the deeper portions of the ocean basins.

Localities where concretions of manganese have been found
in deep-sea deposits of mesozoic aye.

Concretions of manganese have been discovered by the geological
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expedition to tiio islands of the Timor group in J910— 1912 in

triassic and Jurassic deep-sea deposits, on the Island of Timor, and

also well developed in similar Jurassic deposits on the Island of Rotti,

and pievioiisjj, (in J 894, and later) I had noticed them in abysmal

deposits of the precretaceous probably Jurassic Danaii formation,

occurring in West and East Borneo.

Rock specimens were collected by the undermentioned observers,

and their examination has aff'orded proof from which several deduc-

tions have been inchided in this paper.

a. In 1894 in Central Borneo by the autlior.

b. In 1898—1900 in the basin of the Maiiakkam River by Prof. A.

W, NiEUWENHUIS.

c. In 1902 in the Long Keloh, a small branch of the Long Kelai,

which is one of the great tributaries of the Berau-stream in East-

Borneo, by Mr. van Maarsevken,

d. in 1911, on the island of Timor by the Netherlands Timor-

expedition led by the author,

e. in 1911 and 1912, on the island of Rotti, by Dr. H. A. Brouwer,

one of the members of tlie same expedition.

All the specimens collected with tlie exception only of these of

Central-Borneo are stored in the geological museum of the Technical

Highschool at Delft.

On the mode of occurrence of the manganese in the rocks.

In the rocks just mentioned the manganese has been concentrated

in various ways :

1. As grains, i.e. minute concretions, frequently only recognisable

as such under the microscope, occurring throughout the rock. This

form of concentration is very common in red shales, which are the

equivalent of recent red clays. These shales vary in colour from

brick red to chocolate brown, they invariably include a noticeable

proportion of silica, (in places a little lime) and, in varying quantities,

tests of radiolaria. The characteristic red colouration is due to the

presence of oxide of iron, and this tint deepens into chocolate brown

in proportion to the increase in the percentage of manganese,

entering into the composition of the rock.

This mode of accumulation is of almost general occurrence in

all deep-sea deposits containing much clay '), but is of less import-

1) In modern deep-sea deposits the bulk of the manganese is just as well con-

centrated in small grains, causing the brownish red an! chocolate brown colour

of tlie deep sea silt, esjiecially of the redclay of the Pacific and the Indian Ocean.

Compare J. Murray and A. V. Rfnard 1. c. p. 191, p. 3il and PI. XXII fig. 1.
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anee, and may even be waTiting in siiiceons deposits, i.e. the cherts

and hornstones, which are predominantly composed of tests of

radiolavia.

I have observed manganese accunudated as grains in the folhiwing

deep-sea rocks

:

a. in red iimeless siliceous chiysliales with radioloria, probably

of Jurassic age, which are the prevailing rocks in the entire area of

the Danan-forraation of Central-Borneo, and in lesser quantities also

in the cherts, jaspers and hornstones, which occur interstratified

between the layers of the clayshales.

b. in red and brown, mostly Iimeless, siliceous clayshales of triassic

age in several localities spread over the island of Timor, and also

less abundant in the nodules and layers of cliert and hornslone

accompanying these shales.

c. in siliceous limestones, marls') and more or less siliceous and

calcareous clayshales with radiolaria, as well as in the nodules and

layers of hornstone contained in those rocks of Jurassic age which

occur very plentiful in a great portion of the island of Timor.

d. in Jurassic deep-sea deposits on the island of Rotli'), being

identical which those just mentioned from Timor.

Probably the precipitation and accumulation of manganese is

always initiated by the formation of such grains and a gradual

transition can be observed between this mode of concentration and

others by which the ore is more strongly localized.

2. an nodules. Nodules of manganese are accumulations or rather

concretions of larger size than grains, being either perfectly round,

or more irregular and nodular, but always well rounded'). They

1) The strong proportion of lime contained in these rocks gives rise to the

question, whether the Jurassic deep-sea deposits of Timor and Rottl, although

they are formed far from land and thus truly oceanic, might have been deposited

in water less deep than the sea, in which the entirely Iimeless precretaceous

deep-sea deposits of the Danauformation of Central-Borneo have been formed

The author intends to discuss elsewhere the far reaching problem, connected with

this question.

3) Possibly also triassic and cretaceous deposits are comprised within this series

of folded strata. Compare H. A. Brouwer. Voorloopig overzicht der geologie van

het eiland Rotti. Tijdschr Kon. Ned. Aardr. Genootsch 2, XXXI, p. 614, 1914.

3) As far as the shape is concerned, the nodules found in radiolarites of Jurassic

age on llie island of Rotti, are in every respect similar to those which have been

dredged at great depths from the bottom of the ocean Compare J. Murray and

.1. Hjort. The depths of the ocean p. 156: "The commonest form of the

manganese nodules is that of more or less rounded nodules . . . looking like

marbles at one place, like potatoes or like cricket balls at other places'".
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are found hotli in Hie red deep-sea sliale and in (he liornstone and

cliert witli radiolaria (radiolarite).

As to their occurrence the following information ma}' be given:

a. The author possesses from the iskiul of Borneo a single,

mediumsized nodule, ordy collected by van Maarsevken in cherl

from the Danau-formation in the bed of the Long Keloh river in

East-Borneo.

h. On the island of Timor nodules of manganese have been

observed in several places in deep-sea deposits; a very beautiful

specimen (PI. I, fig. 2) was collected in claysliale with radiolaria,

probably of triassic age near the hill Somoholle in the Beboki-district,

about 720 metres above sea-level.

c. On the island of Rotti nodules of manganese were found in

several localities in siliceous limestones, marls, siliceous and calca-

reous clayshales with nodules and flat concretions of chert all of

Jurassic age, which are full of tests of radiolaria. Exceedingly well

preserved are the nodules of manganese in rocks from fatu Sua liain')

on the north coast of Rotti and the author refers to this locality

where in the following pages he describes the composition and (he

mode of formation of these nodules. They are always macroscopic-

ally well demarcated from the enclosing rock and in consequence

of their greater resistance to weathering they gradually more and

more protude from the red shales, and white marls in which they

are found included, and thus often get detached from the rocks by

the process of weathering. Such detached nodules of manganese can be

collected in quantities on the beach near Sua Lain. Thus there is

evidently a great chance that these loose nodules may be incorporated

later on in younger deposits. Verbeek, on the island of Rotti near

Bebalain, has found nodules of manganese in marls of plistocene

age. I have e.xamined these nodules, and have found that they

contain radiolaria identical to those which occur in the nodules

found "in situ" in radiolarites. of Jurassic age at different localities

on the island of Rotti. These nodules of Bebalain evidently have

not originated in the marls of plistocene age, but have been in-

corporated as such in the rock.

3. as slabs or flat concretions. The concretions of mangenese often,

are flat, and in this case more or less restricted to definite layers

of great horizontal extent ; in this way true bedded manganese

deposits may originate.

1) Fatu = isolated rock or isolated group of rocks. R. D. M. Verbf.ek gives a

picture of tfie Fatu Sua Lain in his report on the geology of the Moluccas. Jaar-

boek van het Mijnwezen. 37. VVetenscli. ged. p. 317 Batavia 1908.
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Manganese accumulated in this manner lias been found by llie

author in more than one locality.

A good example of this mode of occurrence is given in a complex

c»f upper-triassic deep-sea deposits in the left slope of the valley of

the Noil Bisnain, near the track from Kapan to Fatu Naisusu

(comiiiordy called the rock of Kapan) in Middle Timor. The ore-

bearing portion of this complex of strata is 25 metres thick, and

about 10 beds of manganese are found in it closely connected with

variegated, siliceous clayshales and cherts with radiolaria, the entire

complex being intercalated in strata containing limestones with tests

of Radiolaria and shells of llalobia. The beds of manganese vary in

thickness between 2 and 30 centimeters. Microscopical examination

reveals traces of tests of radiolaria in the ore as well as in the rock.

4. in thin films on fragments of rock formed by the infiltration

of manganese in cracks of the rock from which these fragments

were derived.

In this way manganese is found iniiltrated in tlie cracks of all

the shales and in the majority of the cherts of the abysmal series

on the islands of Borneo, Timor, and Rotti.

Thi' chi'mical com/msltion of the nodules of manganese.

I am indebted to Prof. H. Ter Meulen in Delft for a chemical

analysis of a nodule of manganese taken from a marl bed witli

concretions of hornstonc, from Sua Lain mentioned previously.

The result of the analysis in as follows:

Nodule of manganese from Sua Lain

SiO, 2.9 ')

Fe,0, + Al,0, 2.3

MnO, 57.7

MnO 10.5

CoO 0.3

BaO 11.7

CaO 5.6

Na,0 1.1

CO, small quantity

The substance loses 1.05% of its weight at a temperature of

125° (.'.. and 15. S»/, on roasting.

A similar analysis has been made by Mr. G. Witteveen of the

1) hi tlie original Dutch edition of this paper erroneously the figure 2.09 has

been given for tlie percentage of SiO^.
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small nodules of manganese mentioned above, wliich have been

oollected bj Verbkek ') iji piistocene marl near Bebalaiii on the island

of Rotti. The result of tlieir analyses was as follows:

Nodnle of manganese from Bebalain

SiO,
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so to say the pi'ocess of tlie accinnulatioii of the iTianganese in fail

progress but fixed or petrified at a certain moment.

Rocks from certain localities on the island of Rotti, which proved

to be suitable for microscopical examination, have been studied bj'

the author, and therefore a few words on the mode of occurrence

of these rocks may serve as an introduction, before the results of

this study will be dealt with.

On the island of Rotti deep-sea deposits, both of triassic and of

Jurassic age occur, but concretions of manganese in their original

position, have as yet only been found in sediments the Jurassic age

of which has been determined in more than one locality. These

sedimentary rocks are characteristically exposed in the rocky

cliffs of Sua Lain near Termanoe situated on the north coast ') of

the island.

They are well stratified here, and the strata folded and tilled, but

not so disturbed, that the original secpieuce of the beds could not be

determined with cevtainty.

The bulk of this com|)lex of strata is composed of true abysmal

deposits in which exclusively tests of radiolaria occur, but in the

same complex also limestones are found which contain both I'adio-

laria and belemnites of Jurassic") age. The geological age of these

deep-sea deposits has thus been proved beyond doubt.

The deep-sea deposits are here represented by siliceous and slightly

calcareous red clay shales, which pass into reddish marls and lime-

stones in proportion as the content of lime in the rock increases,

the latter containing numerous coiu-entrations of silica in nodules

grouped together in more or less distinct layers. The shales, luarls,

limestones and cherts are completely studded with tests of radiolaria.

Manganese is concentrated irregularly in fairly equal proportions,

however, in the calcareous clay shale, in the siliceous limestone

1) H. A. Brouwer. 1. c p. 614.

-) WiCHMANN, wiio in Ills journey to the island of Rotti in the year 1889 visited

Sua Lain, reports as follows on the geological structure of tliis groups of rocks:

"Der Fels besteht aus einem wahrscheinlicli lertiaren Kaikstein, die sehr reich an

Foraniiniferen, namentlich Globigerinen ist und ausserdem von zahlreichen Kalk-

spalhlrümniern durchzogen wird." (A. Wichmann, Tijdschr. Kon. Ned. Aardr.

üenootsch. 2, IX, p. '231, 1892). This statement is erroneous. Verbeek has proved

that the rock is not filled by tests of Globigerina but of Radioloria and Hinde takes

them to be of triassic age. (compare: R. D. M. Verbeek I.e. p. 317 and G. J.

Hinde, ibid. p. 696) moreover, in the numerous samples, taken by Brouwer from

the strata of these rocks, no Globigerina, but exclusively Radiolaria are found, whereas

it follows from the Belemnites, occurring in the same complex of strata, that

these rocks cannot possibly be of tertiary age."
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and ill llie chert. Manganese is present in small grains and in

nodules, wliicli are either spheroidal (PI. I, fig. 1) or possess various

irregular, often flat cake-like shapes, but are always rounded.

Microscopical examination shows that (he ore is found as black

dust all through the rock, and that it is, moreover, concentrated on

numerous spots in larger grains, which tend to cluster together. In

some spots these grains are so congregated together that with the

naked eye the presence of a concretion of pure manganese is sur-

mised, but the microscope reveals that in such a case the grains,

though very closely packed together and thus i-esembling a cloud,

still remain isolated from each other.

In otiier s[)Ots tiie accumulation is still more compact and a true

concretion oi- nodule is thus formed, composed exclusively of man-

ganese and tests of radiolaria.

Surrounding such a nodule or concretion, there is generally a

concentration of the grains of ore, forming an opaque halo or border,

which however rapidly diminishes in density with increasing distance

from the nodule.

The larger and smaller nodules are more or less arranged and con-

nected together in layers, thus tending to form beds or Hat deposits

of manganese. In recent deep-sea deposits flat concretions forming

a kind of cake or slab of ore are similarly found. ^)

A great number of slides of nodules have been examined under

the microscope in order to determine whether, in the interior of

the nodulus, particles of minerals or remains of organisms were

present, that had acted as a centre or nucleus, around which the

ore had grown, thus giving rise to a concentrical structure of

the nodule around one or more nuclei. As a rule no nuclei and no

arrangement in concentric layers have been found VAathin the nodules.

Sometimes the manganese is first deposited within the tests of

radiolaria, and the author has found cherts in which the accumu-

lation of manganese has I'einained strictly limited to the interior of

the tests of radiolaria. In some cases the nodules may grow from

such filled tests as centres, and thus polynucleal concretions may

be formed. This is, however, rather of rare occurrence, and as a

rule no nucleus whatever, and no concentric arrangement could be

detected in the fossil nodules").

1) J. Murray and A. E. Renard. 1 c. PI. HI fig. 3.

-) In this respect there is a difference between the fossil nodules of manganese

and those of the existing deep-seas, (or the latter very often, although not always,

show a concentric arrangement around a nucleus as e.g. around a crystal of phil-

lipsite, a shark's tooth or an otolith of a cetacean. It is clear that otoliths could
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Polished slabs of nodules, examined in reflected light, in manj

cases proved to be better fitted for microscopic stud}' than slides,

the coherence in Ihe nodulus being often not sufficient for the

preparation of thin slides.

In cases where slides of sufficient thinness could be made, tiie

effect was striking, the perforated tests of the radiolaria, which are

composed of silica, and are distinctly pellucid, contrasting strongly

with the completely opaque manganese both without and within.

On the mode of accumulation of manganese in the deep-sea ooze.

From the mutual relations between grains and nodules of manganese

in mesozoic deep-sea deposits and the pecularities of the occurrence

of radiolaria therein, deductions may be made regarding the mode

of accumulation of ore in deep-sea ooze.

Manganese is precipitated on numerous spots as minute grains in

the deep-sea ooze, which is a siliceous and somewiiat argillaceous

colloid in which tests of radiolaria are found suspended. In some

places the precipitation is evidcnily more rapid than in others, and

thus grains of different size are formed, all of them floating in a

similar manner to the tests of radiolaria in tlie siliceous colloid. It

appears that by mutual attraction ') the grains pack together and

thus form stronger and stronger centra of attraction for other grains,

forming eventually clouds, which on closer packing together, are

gradually transformed into concretions or nodules, composed of pure ore.

During this process of gradual concentration of the ore into nodides,

the tests of radiolaria are surrounded by the ore, without being shifted

from their position, and finally are found in the nodules just at these

places where they had been floating, suspended in the ooze. As long

as the ooze remains viscous, a nodule once formed, continues to be

a centre of attraction and collecting more and more minute grains of

not be expected in Jurassic deposits, but sharks' teeth and remains of other animals

as e. g. belemnites could be expected to occur as nuclei in the Jurassic nodules of

manganese This difference, certainly, is remarkable, and as yet cannot be explained,

but not too much importance ought to be attached to it, according to the author's

opinion, firstly because many nodules from recent deep-sea deposits in a similar manner

do not show a concentrical structure, and secondly because the fossil nodules,

which hitherto have been examined microscopically, come from three localities

only, not far distant from each other, all from the island of Rotli.

1) The existence of this attraction is deduced by the author from the observed

facts, without giving an explanation of its cause ; a fair proportion of iron always

entering into the composition of the nodules of manganese it might be suggested

that magnetic forces could be the cause of tiie mutual attraction of the small grains,

28
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ore, beeoiTies surrounded by a kind of' lialo in wiiicli grains of

ore ti'avelling ylowly towards llie focus of atlraclion, hefoine more

numerous than at a certain distance from tlie growing nodule

beyond its sphere of infhience, wliere tiie grains are found equally

distributed in the ooze. The grains, it may be safely admitted,

travel very slowly towards the larger nodules, and evidently the

positiqn of the tests of radiohiria in the ooze is not altered by their

slow movement. The radiolaria are just as numerous and are spread

in the same irregular manner botii witiiout or within the nodules.

Althougli the mode of formation of the concretions by the close

packing together of grains of manganese fairly well e.xplains the

observed facts, it is, however, not quite clear how finally concretions

are formed, composed of manganese and tests of radiolaria exclusively

without traces of the ooze being enclosed.

It might be supposed tiiat in the ooze diffusion currents around the

growing nodules, carrying manganese in solution towards them are

stronger around grains which are larger, and that consequently the

latter grow faster, and by their growth may incorporate and absorb

the smaller ones, and finally by this process a concretion or nodule

may be formed. Also in this case the tests of radiolaria might be

surrounded and absorbed by the growing concretions without being

shifted from their original position, but it is not possible to explain

why in this case halos of higher concentration with minute grains

of manganese abundantly in suspension, should be fouiul around the

larger grains.

Probably these two processes collaborate in the mode of formation of

the nodules, firstly growth by precipitation of manganese from con-

vergent diffusion currents and secondly growth by accumulalion and

packing of preexisting minute grains ^).

The result is the formation of a concretion with fairly well demar-

cated outlines, surrounded by a cloud of smaller grains rapidly

diminishing in density. The concretion itself is composed almost

') in the discussion following on the reading of this paper Mr. Wichmann

remarked that according to his opinion, the nodules in deep-sea deposits are not

formed by anorganic processes, but by biochemical processes caused by bacteria

He drew the attention of the members to experiments made by Mr. Beijebinck,

who proved the existence of bacteria possessing the quality to precipitate manga-

nese as superoxyde from solutions of carbonate of manganese. The author admitted

the possibility of such biochemical processes as the cause of the accumulation of

manganese in deep-sea ooze, but lie pointed out that liitherto the existence of

bacterial life in abysmal depths had not been proved. Compare M. W. Beijerinck.

Oxidation of mangaiio carbinate by microbes. Proc. of the section of sciences

of the Kon. Akad. det- Wetensch. Amsterdam XVI f. p 397, 1914.
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exclusively of manganese but as a rule ^) contains numerous tests of

radioiaria, which in the nodules show a lack of any regular arrange-

ment jusi as is the case outside the nodules in the surrounding ooze.

Tlie mutiuil relation between the accumulation of mamjanese

and of silica.

The study of fossil deep-sea deposits reveals that, before these

deposits had been converted into rock, the silica in the ooze has

been concentrated in the same manner as the manganese, with this

difference only, that tlie concretions of silica, as chert, or hornstone

have much greater dimensions, and are far more numerous than

those of manganese.

Silica just as well as manganese is accumulated in fossil deep-sea

deposits in concretions or nodules of manifold shapes, originally having

been formed in an ooze or colloid, which itself by cementation (petri-

fication) has been converted later into siliceous clayshale, marl or lime-

stone.") The process of aggregation of the silica is, however, posterior

to tliat of the manganese. The silica, in concentrating, not only

envelops, and encloses, the tests of radioiaria which float suspended in

the ooze, but in the same way also the nodules of manganese. Both,

the tests of the radioiaria and the nodules of manganese, remain

in their places, and, being enveloped by the silica, are not shifted

from their original position.

The radioiarites (radiolarian rocks) from the island of Rotti thus

prove that in their origin and development the nodules of manganese

are absolutely independent of those formed of silica; they are just

as numerous within as without the nodules of hornstone, and frequently

one nodide of manganese is found enclosed partially by hornstone,

and partially by siliceous clayshale or marl. Radioiaria occur just

as plentiful and scattered in the same way in the nodules of man-

ganese, in the concretions of hornstone, and in the surrounding clay-

shale of marly clayshale.

It is further obvious that the two processes of the accumulation

of manganese and of silica are not only entirely independent of

each other, but are also not synchronous; in fact, the process, i.e.

1) On the island of Rotti the author has found several Jurassic nodules of man-

ganese containing hardly any test of radioiaria.

^) According to the results of an analysis, for which I am indebted to Mr. J. de

Vries, in a .siliceous limestone with nodules both of manganese and hornstone,

the proportion of silica of the rock outside of the nodules of hornstone amounted

to 4.947o, notwithstanding obviously the bulk of the silica in this rock had been

concentrated into the nodules of hornstone.

28*
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the aocniiuilalioii of tlie manganese, must have reached ils final

stage, (jefore llie second commenced. This is quite in iiarmony

with the testimony given by modern deep-sea deposits. Nodnles of

manganese are found in abundance in the deep-sea oozes, but concre-

tions of silica e. g. as nodules of hornstone, have not yet been met

with. Obviously, in the recent deep-sea oozes (especially in the red

clay and the radiolarian ooze), the process of accumulation of man-

ganese partly has been completed, partly is still in full progress,

but the process of concentration of silica into hornstone, chert, jasper

etc. has not yet commenced.

It might be cpiestioned, whether possibly the concentration of the

manganese and a fortiori of the silica, might have taken place after

the deep-sea deposits, by diastrophism, had been brought into the

position, where they take part now in the formation of mountain-

ranges. This question has to be answered in the negative : the con-

cretions of manganese and those of silica have been influenced by

the mountain-building processes precisely in the same way as the

rocks in which they are found enclosed, and it is easy to prove

that before the mountain-making processes came into operation they

had already been solidified, and had attained their full size.

It is only the last of the possible modes of accumulation mentioned

on p. 421— 423 i.e. the infiltration of manganese in the cracks of the

rocks, which according to the opinion of the author has taken place

entirely, or almost entirely after the deep-sea ooze had been solidified

into firm rock, and had been crushed more or less by pressure.

Iron and manganese are generally found together in cracks of

fossil deep-sea deposits, especially in cherts. In some places, as is

the case in West-Borneo, iron predominates, in other places, as in

East-Borneo, manganese prevails. In case of strong pressure the chert

is often converted into a crush breccia cemented by manganiferous

iron-ore. Frequently the chert is then found altered into white amorphous

silica, in which case beautiful rocks originate, being composed of a

mosaic of pure white angular fragments, cemented by chocolate-brown

films of iron-ore. ')

1) G. A. F. MoLENGRAAFF, Geoioglcal explorations in (Jentral-Borneo, p. 92, 1902.
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Mathematics. — "Bilinear congruences of twisted curves, which

are determined by nets of cid/ic surfaces^ By Pi'of. Jan de Vries.

(Communicated in the meeting of May 2it, 1915 )

1. The base-curves (/ of the pencils belonging to a general net

[0'] of cubic surfaces, form a bilinear congruence. For through an

arbitrary point passes 0)ie curve o', and .the involution of the second

rank, which the net determines on an arbitrary straight line, has

one neutral pair, so that there is one o' for which that straight line

is bisecant.

The 27 base-points of the net are fundamental points of the

congruence. Any straight line ƒ passing through one of those points

F is singular bisecant; for through any point of ƒ passes a <>', at

the same time containing F. As the points of support of the curves

resting on / form a parabolic involution, ƒ may be called a parabolic

bisecant.

Let t be a trisecant of a ^*" : through an arbitrary point of t

passes one 't*', and this surface contains all the points of t. By the

reiuaining surfaces of the net, t is intersected in the triplets of an

involution ; consequently ^ is a singular trisecant. The singular trise-

cants therefore form a congruence of rays; it is at the same time

the congruence of the straight lines lying on the surfaces of the net.

A curve q^ has 18 apparent nodes, is therefore of genus 10. The

cone of order eight 5*, projecting it out of one of the points F has

therefore 11 double edges t ').

Any point F is a singular point for tiie congruence [t], conse-

quently vertex of a cone .J formed by trisecants t. With A" this cone

has, besides the 26 straight lines FI^' to the remaining fundamental

points, the 11 double edges of Ts' in common. Consequently i is a

cone 'of order six ; the congruence \_t] has therefore 27 singular

points of order six.

The trisecants of a (?' form a ruled surface, on which p" is an

elevenfold curve. With an arbitrary surface 0' this ruled surface

has moreover the 27 straight lines of '/>' in common; the complete

section is consequently a figure of order 126, and the ruled surface

in question has the order 42.

Let us now consider the axial ruled surface -I, formed by the

rays of the congruence
\f\

resting on a straight line a. With an

arbitrary (>' it has first in common the 27 sextuple points F, the

1) A curve f" with /* apparent nodes is intersected in each of its points by

h — (n~% trisecants.
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remaining intersections lie three by three on the 42 trisecanfs of<>',

resting on a. From this it follows that 31 is a ruled surface of order

32. As an arbitrary point bears eleven straight lines /, a is elevenfold

straight line of 51", and a plane passing through a contains more-

over 21 straight lines /. The singular trlsecaids form therefore a

congruence (11, 21).

In order to investigate whether the congruence \_(/\ possesses

other singular bisecants besides, we consider the surface IJ, which

contains the points of support of the chords, which the curves p'

send through a given point P. A straight line r passing through P,

is, in general, chord of one q\ therefore contains two points of U
lying outside P. One of those points of support comes in P, as soon

as r becomes chord of the q\ passing through P. The cone .S' pro-

jecting this p' out of P, is therefore the cone of contact of the

octuple point P and 77 is of order 10. The 11 straight lines t

passing through P are nodal edges of .Si' and at the same time

nodal lines of 77'°. The complete section of these two surfaces

consists of the 11 double lines mentioned, the curve pt, and the 27

straight lines PP^. From this it ensues that the straight lines ƒ are

the only singular bisecants.

With an arbitrary <*' 77'° has the points of support of the 18

chords in common, which the curve sends through F; the remaining

54 intersections lie in the points F; consequently 77'° has nodes

in the 27 fundamental points.

2. If two surfaces *' touch each other, the point of contact D
is node of their section d' and at the same time node of a surface

belonging to the net. The locus of D is a curve d'^ In order to

find the locus of the nodal curves ö", we consider two pencils of

the net. Each surface of the first pencil has 72 points Z) in common

with ö-\ is therefore touched by 72 surfaces of the second pencil;

by this a correspondence (72,72) is determined between those pencils.

The intersections of homologous surfaces with a straight line / are

homologous points in a correspondence (216,216); and both pencils

produce therefore a figure of order 432. But the surface that the

pencils have in common has been assigned 72 times to itself; the

real product is therefoi'e of order 216 only. From this it appears

that the nodal curves d' form a surface of order 216, A"°.

An arbitrary y° can intersect this surface in the points F only

;

consequently A"'" has the fundamental points as 72-fold points.

3. The pencils mentioned above are brought in a correspondence
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(3,3), when eaoli two surfaces, intersecting on a straight line /, are

considered as homologous. It is found then that the locus of the

curves {>\ resting on /, is a surface / of order nine, which lias tiie

fundamental points as ti-iple points.')

Two straight lines are therefore intersected by nitw curves o'.

The curves q^, intersecting a straight line ƒ, form therefore a

surface of order six, with nodes F.

A plane passing Ihrongh /, intersects ^' moreover along a curve /.*,

the latter has in common with / the points of support of the curve (>',

which has / as chord {nodal curve of J"). In each of the ren)aining

points of intersection of / with /.** the plane is touched by curves o\

The points, in which a plane </ is touched by curves of the con-

gruence lie therefore in a curve 7^ The latter is the ciu-ve of coin-

cidence of the nontiple Involution which [n''~\ determines in </ -, this

involution possesses no exceptional points ; each point belongs to

one group.

As each point of intersection of '/' with a surface J' belonging

to an arbitrary straight line / indicates a cur\e 9', which touches '/

and rests on /, the curves y' touching (f form a surface *'\ This

surface has moreover in common with (f a curve (("
; as the latter

can only touch the curve <i\ theie are 126 curves (/ , osculatiiu/ a

given plane.

If the curve (/" is brought in connection with the surface •/"'',

belonging to a plane <I', then it appears that two arliitrary planen

are touched by 324 curves (>'.

X.'

4. If the surfaces of a net ['/'"] have the straight line q in

common, the base-curves {>" of the pencils form a bilinear congruence

with singular quadrisecant q. As a 1/ is cut by a surface 'l>, outside

q, in 20 points, the congruence has 20 fundamental points F.

Each point -S' of (/ is singular; the oc' curves 9** passing through

5 form a monoid -2'' belonging to the net, with nodal point in S.

In order to confirm this more specially we consider two pencils of

the net, and make them projective by associating any two surfaces,

which touch in S. The figure which they produce then consists of

the common figure of the pencils and the monoid .2'^

If ^''
is represented by central projection out of .S' on a plane

7-1, the images of the curves o" form a pencil of curves r/". The

image of the quadrisecant is triple base-point, the images of the five

trisecants t, which a (>* sends moreover through *S, are double base-

points. The remaining 20 base-points are the images of the points

') A p' which does not intersect / will cut ." only in the 27 points F.
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F. The five straight lines t lie, iilve q, entirely on JS'' ; thej art

apparently singular trisecant.'i. Each i^traiglit line t is intersected by

the curves (>' in S, and in a pair of an involution.

Two monoids have the straight line q and a y' in common. Conse-

quently in general a curve of the congruence is determined by two

of its intersections with q. The sets of four points of support form

therefore an involution of the second rank. So there are on q three

pairs of points, which each bear co' curves (>" ; in other words, the

net contains three hmoclal surfaces, of which the two nodes lie on

q. We may further observe that q is stationary tangent of six 9°

and bitangent of four q".

Each trisecant t of a <>"' is singular (§ 1); the straight lines t

form a congruence of order 8, with 20 singular points F. The

cone 5", with vertex F, which projects a q", has 8 double edges

and contains 19 straight lines FF' ; from this it ensues that the

straigiit lines passing through F form a cone -S so that F appears

to be a singular point of order fve.

In any plane passing through q lie 6 choi'ds of a (/, through any

point of q pass 8 chords. The straight lines resting on q and twice

on p% form therefore a ruled surface of order 14. As they belong

to the trisecants of the figvire {q, q"), the ti'isecants of q* must form

a ruled surface of order 28.

Let us now again consider the axial ruled surface ^i, formed by

the trisecants resting on the straight line a. With a definite q' 3i

lias the 20 quintuple points F and 28 triplets of points of support

in common; from this it ensues that 1\ is of order 23. The singular

trisecants consequenthj form a congruence (8,15).

5. The surface II is here of order 9; it contains q and has 20

nodes F (§ 1). Its section with the cone, it\ which projects the q^

laid through P, consists of that curve, 8 singular trisecants (which

are nodal lines for both surfaces) the 20 singular bisecants Pi^ (each

with a |»araboiic involution of points of support) and moreover three

straight linos h, which apparently must also be singular bisecants.

These straight lines we find moreover by paying attention to the

intersections of -S' with q\ to them belong the four points, which

q has in common with the <,>" projected by that cone. If S is one

of the remaining three intersections the straight line PS belongs to

a '/'' of the net, is consequently cut by that net in the pairs of an

involution and is therefore bisecant of oo^ curves o^

For a point .S' of q TI consists of the monoid ^^ and a cone of

order sit: For, a bisecant of a o" not laid through S is at the same
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time bisecant of a <,/" belonging to ^', consequently a singular

bisecant b. The locus of the straight lines b drawn through S
forms therefore with S' the surface 77. An arbitrary plane

consequently contains six straight lines b, and the singular bisecants

form a congruence (3,6). The three rays b out of a point P lie in

the plane {Pq); the six rays in a plane .-t meet in the point {tq).

The curves q^ meeting a straight line / form again a surface vi'.

On it q is triple straight line, for each monoid ^' contains three

curves resting on / and meeting in <S'. Two surfaces A have besides

q the 9 curves q^ in common, resting in the two straight lines /.

The points F appear this time again to be triple.

In a plane
<i

the congruence [(>*] determines an octuple involution,

which possesses a singular point of order three (intersection 6^ o{ q).

The curve of coincidence r/'" (^ 3) has now a node S.

As A^ and (/'' have now, outside S, 48 points in common, the

curves y", which touch the plane ff, form a surface </>". On it q
is a J 6-fold straight line; for the monoid that has an arbitrary point

of q as vertex, cuts ff', outside q, in 16 points. The plane rp cuts

«f>" moreover along a curve r/->" with 12-fold point S. The curves

<f" and '/" have 24 intersections in S; as their remaining common
points must coincide in pairs, there are 96 curves q" osculating </

.

The curve f/" has with the surface V" (belonging to a plane

If') 6 X -48 — 2 X 16 =: 256 points in common outside (/ ; there are

consequently 256 curves i>'',ujhich touch lino given planes.

6. If the surfaces '/'' of a net have two non-intersecting straight

lines q and <[' in common, they determine a bilinear congiiience of

twisted curves q\ of genus four, for whicii q and q' are singular

quadrisecants ; it has 13 fundamental points F. The curves o" have

11 apparent nodes.

If the monoid 2' containing the curves q'
, which intersect j in »S,

is represented in the usual way, the system of those curves passes

into a pencil of curves cf', which has a triple base-point on q and

double base-points in the intersections of three other straight lines t

of the monoid ; the remaining .base-points are the images of the

points P^, and the intersections of the two straight lines b*, which

may moreover be drawn on JS'' through S (and which apparently

rest on q'). The straight lines 6* are singular bisecants (parabolic

bisecants), the straight lines / are .lingular trisecants. The locus of

the singular bisecants b* is a ruled surface of order four with nodal

lines q and q'.

Through an arbitrary point P pass six singular trisecants; they
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are nodal lines of the surface /7" determined by /' and nodal edges

of the cone SV, which projects the curve p' laid through P. These

two surfaces have besides that q^ and the six straight lines t, nfiore-

over the 13 parabolic bisecants PF and four .s-iniju/ar binecants b

in common. The straight lines b are found back if
'&'

is brought to

intersection with q and q'
; on eacii of the singular quadrisecants

rest therefore two sti'aight lines h.

Each point of q or q' bears a cone of order 5 (completing ^'

into a surface /7") formed by singular bi.secants. The .iingulnr

bisecants consequent!}- forin tmo couqruences (2,5).

The locus of the trisecants of the figure [q, q'
, 9') consists of four

ruled surfaces, together foiming a figure of order 42. The straight

lines intersecting q, q' and p' apparently form a ruled surface .'v°.

The bisecants of q'' resting on q or on q' lie on a i" with quin-

tuple straight line. Consequently the trisecants t of q' will form a

.^v" (with sextuple curve o').

According to the method followed above (§§ 1, 4) we find now
that the singular trisecants t form a, congruence (6, 10), possessing

in the 13 fundamental points F singular points of order six.

On two arbitrary straight lines nine curves of the congruence rest

now too. The surface A^ has two triple straight lines, q and q' . In

a plane (( arises a septuple involution with a curve of coincidence

q' possessing Uoo nodes, where the involution hiii singular points of
order three. The curves y' touching (f , form a *" with 14-foId

straight lines q and q'

.

There are 70 curves q' osculating a plane 7, and 196 curves

touching tiuo given planes.

7. If the surfaces 'I'' of a net have a conic 0^ in common they

determine a bilineai- congi'uence of tuiLfted curves q''
, of genus five.

Every q^ rests in six points on the singular conic <?'. The congruence

possesses consequently 15 fundamental points F.

In representing the monoid ^', containing the curves n\ which

intersect 0' in a point S, the system of those curves passes into a

pencil of curves q'\ The}' have five nodes in the intersections of the

singular trisecants t, meeting in »S; the remaining base-points are

the images of the 15 points F, and the intersection of the straight

line b* of ^', which forms with the 5 straight lines t the set

of six straight lines passing through jS. Apparently b* is here also

a singular bisecant (parabolic bisecant).

The surface /7* belonging to a point P and the corresponding

cone .f have in common a o', five singular trisecants ( (nodal lines
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for both surfaces), the 15 parabolic bisecniits PF and nix suH/nlar

bisecants b.

For a point S of rr TI" consists of the monoid ^' and a cone

of order five formed by straight Hues b. Hence the siruiular binecnnts

b form a congruence (6, 10).

Let us now consider tiie straight lines which intersect the figure

(o', <>') tlirice, consequently form together a figure of order 42. Any

point of (f bears 10 chords of p' ; in the plane o of that conic

there ore 6 of them, viz. the straight lines connecting the 6 inter-

sections of 0^ and (>' with the point R, which 9' has moreover in

common with o. The chords of {t' meeting o^ consequently form a

i)i''. The chords of (f meeting 9', form the plane pencil {R, 0).

Consequently tlie trisecants of q^ form a v'\

In connection with this we easily find now that the .siui/ulur

triseca?it.s form a congruence (5,10) possessing 15 singular poirits F
of order four.

The surface -i' has now a triple conic, o\ and 15 triple points

F. In a plane '/ [^'J
determines again a septuple involution with

two singular points of order three. In connection with this we find

for this congruence [9'] the same characteristic number as for the

[9'J treated in § 6.

8. Passing on to congruences of twisted curves (>", we suppo,se

ill the first place, that the surfaces of [*'] have three non-inter-

secting straight lines q, q', q" in common. They are then singular

qunch'isecants of the congruence [y"]; consequently the curves </ (genus

one) pass through six fundamental points F.

The curves (, " intersecting q in S form again a monoid ^'. They

are represented by a pencil ('/'), having a triple base-point on q and

double base points in the intersections of two straight lines t. To

the base belong further the images of the points Fand the intersections

of two straight lines b* (singular bisecants).

The sixth straight line of ^\ passing through S, is component

part of a degenerate curve ^\ It is the transversal (/ of q' and q"

passing through ,S; for through an arbitrary point of that transversal

pass go' surfaces </ ' having d in common and therefore intersecting

moreover along a cn.rve d^ (of genus one), which has q, q', q" as

trisecants. The planes {dq') and {dq") each intersect 2^" along one

of the straight lines b*.

The ruled surface S>- with directrices q, q ,
q" contains all the

straight lines d forming the second system of straight lines. With a

monoid 2' J)" has three straight lines (/ in common of which one
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passes through 5. Consequent!}' there lie on ^' two curves ()',

which pass through S. The locus A of the curves d' has consequently

three nodal lines q,q',q"; its section with a 2' consists further of

three curves <P, is therefore of order 21. Hence Zi is a surface of

order seven.

The figures (</, f/') determine on q a correspondence (3,2) ; so there

lie on q five points D^{d,ö^). The locus of the points Z) is therefore

a tnnsted curve {D)\ intersecting each of the straight lines q, q, (f

five times.

Now 35' and A' have the three straigiit lines q and the curve

{DY in common, consequently another figure of order two. This

figure must consist of two straight lines (/, hence there is a figure

of [(./'] consisting of two straight lines (/ and a curve d*. This curve

has q, q', q" as bisecants and intersects D' moreover in two points D.

Through an arbitrary' point P pass five singular trisecants; they

are nodal lines of /7' and ^t^ These surfaces have moreover in

common the curve q^ laid through P, the six parabolic bisecants

P£ and three straight lines b. The straight lines b are determined

by the points which the straight lines q outside the curve ^^ have

in common with the cone ?iV ; hence they are simjular bisecants.

If P is supposed to be on q, If is replaced by the figure com-

posed of 2' and a cone (6)\ Tke shujular bisecants form consequently

three congruences (1, 4).

The locus of the straight lines which intersect a ïigwre {q\ q,q,q')

thrice, consists of the hyperboloid (</ (j' q"), three ruled surfaces :'i'

with nodal lines q, q' and the ruled surface of the trisecants of (>";

this is therefore of order 16.

From this it is now deduced, in the way followed before, that

the sinyuhir trisecants form a congruence (5, 6) possessing six singular

points F of order three.

Tlie surface A' has three triple straight lines q, q', q''. In a plane

(f the congruence [p'] determines a sextuple involution with three singular

•points of order three, which are at the same time nodes of the curve of

coincidence r/". The curves t', touching (p, form a </'" with 12-fold

straight lines y, </', (/". There are 48 curves p", osculating one plane,

and 144 curves touching two planes.

9. Let us now consider the case that all the surfaces of the net

[*"] have in common a conic a^ and a straight line q not inter-

secting it. Any two surfaces then determine a twisted curve q',

which rests in six points on -.', in four points on q. A third surface

intersects (,)" moreover in eight points. The congruence [9°] possesses
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therefore eiglU fundamental points F. Tlie curves q^ have eight

apparent nodes, they are consequently of genus tivo.

The monoid ^' belonging to a point S of the singular quadri-

secant q contains a singular trisecant passing through -S'. From the

image of -S'' it appears tliat the remaining four straight lines of ^'

passing through S are singular hisecants b*.

The curves 1/ intersecting the singular conic 0' in a point S*
also forui a monoid 2'. These curves are represented by a pencil

((ƒ*), wliich has double base-points in the intersections of the four
singular trisecnnts t meeting in S*. The simple base-points are the

images of the 8 points i*" and the intersection of a 5//?^?<^/r iwctvni^ 6*.

The sixth straight line passing through S* must be component

part of a compound {>". It must cut 0" and q, belongs thei-efore to

the plane pencil in the jilane of (f, which has the point Q of q
as vertex.

Any ray (/ of that plane pencil is component part of a degenerate

0', for an arbitrary point of (/ determines a pencil (*') of which

all figures pass through d, consequently have a curve (t^ in common
besides, which intersects 0' four limes, q three times, consequently

possesses four apparent nodes. To the surfaces *' passing through

the figure {<f,q,d,ö^) belongs the figure composed of the plane and

the hyperboloid 25' passing through q and the points F ; this dege-

nerate figure ap|)arently replaces the monoid belonging to Q. The

hyperboloid D' is the locus of the curves tl' ; its intersection (f on

a contains the points D^{d, ö^) ; all curves d' pass through the

four intersections of d^ with a'.

From the consideration of the surfaces 77" and S^'. which are

determined by a point P it follows readily that P bears five singular

bisecants b. Four of these straight lines rest on a', the fifth on q.

Any point of 0" or of q is the vertex of a cone of ordei' four, formed

by straight lines b. The singular hisecants consequently form two

congruences; a congruence (1,4) with directrix q, a congruence (4,8)

with singular curve 0".

The singular trisecants t form a congruence possessing eight sin-

gular points, F, of order three. The trisecants of a p" form a ruled

surface "^t". In connection with this we find that the straight lines

t determine a congruence (4,6).

As [(>"] again intersects a plane
(f>

along & sextujde involution wWh
three singular points of order three, we find for the characteristic

numbers connected with it the same values as in § 8.

10. A net
['/'"J,

of which the figures have a cubic 0' (or a
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degeneration of it) in coninion, determines a congruence of' twisted

curves o", of genus three, intersecting the singular curve o' eight

times '). The congruence possesses accordingly ten ftindamentnl

poinlx F.

As q' has seven apparent nodes, <?" is intersected in each of its

points -S' by three singidar trisecaiils t. Using the image of the

monoid 2£' belonging to S, we find that the remaining three straight

lines of -S' meeting in S are shujuhir hisccatits b*.

Through an arbitrary point P pass seven singular bisecants h.

Each point of a' is vertex of a cone of order four formed by

straight lines h. From this it ensues that the singular bisec/ints form

a congruence (7,12).

The singular trisecants form n congruence (3,6) with ten singular

points, F, of order three.

The characteristic numbers, connected with the surface A\ have

tlie same values as witli the congruence [. "] already dealt with.

11. The surfaces of a net [*"], which have a plane curve ö' in

common, determine a congruence of tujisted curves q° oï g&nws four

,

which possesses twelve fundamental points F.

As (i" has now six apparent nodes, each point S of the singular

curve ö' bears two singular trisecants.

To the surfaces '/'' passing through a figure (o', y") belongs a

figure consisting of the plane a of ö' and a hyperboloid
;
q" is there-

fore the complete section of a hyperboloid with a cubic surface.

In connection with this the curves (<" intersecting o' in a point S,

form a lu/})erholoid 2-, passing through the points F. The surfaces

2' form a pencil") with base-curve [V, which determines in a a

pencil of conies q\ Any point of the plane a bears therefore a

figure consisting of a q^ and the curve [i".

The section of o with the surface J belonging to the straight

line / consists of the nodal curve o» and the conies q' intersected

by / ; hence yJ is of order eight.

Two surfaces yf have the singular curve 0', the curve ,?', and

eight curves q^ in common.

1) If r'^ is replaced by a conic -2 and a siraight line s intersecting it, we under-

stand easily that any 'f has five points in common with a", and three points

with s.

2) The net ('I''''] may be represented by the equation

a,' + f. (a.' + V -^J ^ ftW + <-/ fj = 0.

Through a point of x^ = passes the pencil for which 1 + ^ + /.t = 0. It

consists therefore of the plane ^4 = 0, and the pencil xihj.- — o-) — c,- = 0,

with base-curve bi° = 0, Cx- 0.
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The sextuple involution, wiiicli [o"] deteroiines in a plane (p, has

llnwe slnijiiliir jioiiits S of order tiro Ijing in a straight line x and

(in the intersections of .i") four simjulnr points of order one, which

are completed into sets of six by the pairs of an involution lying on .?.

Any frisecant t of a q" is trisecant of oo' curves of the congruence

and in particular of a figure ((/, ;?"). The congruence of the singnJar

trisecants is therefore identical with Ihe congruence of the chords

of {V, is consequently a (2, 6).

The cone projecting a r»" out of one of its points has in common
with ö" the 6 intersections of the two curves; the remaining 9 points

determine each a singular bi.secant h.

The surface W belonging to a point ^S' of o' consists of 2^, the

plane a (of which any straight line is singular bisecant) and a cone

{by. Consecpiently the simjuhir hisecants b form a congnience (9, 12).

A plane if contains a curve 7' being the locus of the points of

contact of curves (>". As 7' has 34 points in common with ./*",

outside o', the curves tf touching 7 form a 't>'\ which is moreover

intersected by 7 in a curve '/'". As '/" is intersected by an arbitrary

2^ in 10 points, o' is decuple curve of *''
; so </" has three

octuple points *S'. From this it ensues further that </' and </'\ apart

from the points S, have 96 [joinls in common, so ihai </ is ogculaied

by 48 curves (j".

As (/* has outside (f 140 points in common with V'^ there are

140 curves ()" touching two planen.

The bilinear congruences of twisted curves (>^ and (^>\ which are

determined by nets of cubic surfaces 1 have considered in comnui-

nications published in volume XVII, p. 1250, in volume XVIII,

p. 43 and in vol. XVI, p. 733 ami 1186 of these Proceedings. The

congruence of twisted cubics determined by a ['!'"] was extensively

treated by Stuyvakut (Bull. Acad, de Belgique, 1907, p. 470— 514).

Mathematics. — "Associated points ivith respect to a complea; of

quadrics." By Chs. H. van Os. (Communicaied by Professor

Jan de Vries).

(Communicatud in the meeting of May 29, 1915).

Let a triply infinite linear system {comp/eu'^ be given of (piadrics

'ƒ>^ The surfaces passing through a point P form a net and have

moreover seven points Q in conunon. If we associate those points

to P we get a correspondence, which will be considered here.
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§ 1. We first prove the proposition : Any straight line / joining

two associated points P and Q contains an involution of pairs

of associated points. Any pencil of tiie complex has one *' in com-

mon with the net determined by 1' and Q, and intersects / there-

fore along an involution containing the pair of points P, Q. If two

pencils have 07ie «P' in common (if they "intersect" as we shall say

for the sake of brevity) the associated involutions have moreover

one pair of points in common and so coincide. If the two pencils

do not intersect a third may be introduced intersecting each of them

and it may be seen that the involutions coincide in that case too.

All pencils therefore intersect I along the same involution, any pair

of points of it consequently determines an infinite number of pencils,

sets apart a net out of the complex, by which Ihe proposition has

been proved.

§ 2. Let us determine the locus of the points P coinciding with

one of tlieir associated points. For this purpose we determine the

number of those points lying on the section q" of two *' of the

complex. The sets of eight associated points on q* are cut out

on Q* by the '/>" of a pencil (*') from the complex. Now a pencil

(«f»*) contains suteen (*^), touching a twisted quartic of the first

kind ; this is easily seen by making the curve to degenerate into a

quadrilateral, each of the sides of which touches then at two *',

while through each angle passes one <7*', which must be counted

twice.') The number of points lying on it* amounts therefore to 16,

their locus is therefore a surface of order four, h".

§ 3. What is the locus of the points Q, if P describes a straight

line /?.

Any <P^ of the complex intersects / in two points P, and so con-

tains also the 14 poijits Q associated to them ; the locus of these

points is therefore a curve of order seven, o'. It has in common

with / the four intersections of / and A\
A plane V passing through / intersects q' outside / moreover in

3 points Q, each associated to a point P of /. The 3 joining lines

PQ, which we shall indicate by r/,, (/^ and (/, contain each an

involution of associated points.

The locus of the points P of T", for which one of the associated

points Q lies in V consists of these straight lines and of the section

c" of V with A*. Now this locus is the section of F with the surface

') Vide Zbuthen, Lehrbuch der abzdhlenden Methoden der Geometrie,

Teubncr 1914.
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Seriesnumber
of the Class
of Symmetry:

Elements of Symmetry
in the

considered Crystals:

I. Tetragonal Systei

Symmetry of the

Runtgenpaltern
)r a plate parallel Ic

Tetragonal-bisphenoida I
j

A4 (also = AJ

'Tetragonal-pyramidal I A4

Tetragonalscalenohe- : A^ {also =: Aj}

drical

' Tetragonal -bipyramidal

DitetrHgonal-pyramidal

Ditetragonal-bipyra

2Sv-

A4; HS;

A, ; 2 Sv'

•Trigonal-pyramidal

j

Trigonal-rhombohe-

'•Tngonal-trapezohe-

Trigonal-bipyramidal

Ditrigonal-pyramidal

Ditrigonal-scalenohe-

Symmetr^' of the

Röntgenpattern
>r a plate parallel t

1100|:

Symmetry of '^^
Ranlgenpatlern

,

. Kepresetilalive
for a plale parallel to Cryslalspecies:

tllOj:
I

A single quaternary axis I A single horizontal plane
! of symmetry

"

A single quaternary axis I A single horizontal plane

j

of symmetry
A quaternary axis ; 2X 2 Two perpendic. planes of

planes of symmetry
|

symmetry ; the perpen-
dic. to the photograph.

I

plate is a binary axis

A quaternary axis ; 2 X 2
;
Two perpendic. planes of

planes of symmetry ; symmetry ; the perpen-
I die. to the photograph,

plate is a binary axis

A single quaternary axis A single horizontal plate

j

of symmetry
A quaternary axis;2X2 Two perpendic. planes of

planes of symmetry
j

symmetry; thepcrpen-

I

die. to the photograph.

I
plate is a binary axis

A quaternary axis; 2X21 Two perpendic. planes of

planes of symmetry
|

symmetry ; the perpen-
dic. to the photograph.

I plate is a binary axis

ot symmetry
A single horizontal plane
of symmetry

Two perpendic. planes of

symmetry; the perpen-
dic. to the photograph,
plate is a binary axis

Two perpendic. planes of
symmetry; the perpen-
dic. to the photograph,
plate is a binary axis

A single horizontal plane
of symmetry

Two perpendic. planes of
symmetry; the perpen-
dic. to the photograph,
plate is a binary axis

Two perpendic. planes of

symmetry; the perpen-
dic. to the photograph,
plate is a binary axis

Rutile; Cassiterile;

Potassiumferro-
cyanide (mimetic)

Elements of Symmetry

I

in the

considered Crystals

A3.

A3 (also = Ae) , C

A3; 3Ai

Aa; HS

As; 3Sv

A3 (aIso = Afl); 3A:;i

As; s'Aj) HS; 3Sv

Symmetry of the Symmetry of the

Röntgenpattern Röntgenpattern j^gp,
a plate parallel to I for a plate parallel to I Crystalspt

jioTo|:
i

}T2TÓ!:
I

No symmetry at all No symmetry at all
1
Sodiumper
(3H.0)

"

No symmetry at all No symmetry at all Phenakite;

A single vertical pla

of symmetry
A single horizontal pli

of symmetry
A single vertical pla

of symmetry
A single vertical pla

of symmetry
Two perpendic. ph
symmetry ; the perpen-
dic, to the photograph,

j

plate is B binary axis

The perpendic. to the platej Quara ; Cinnabar
\

is a single binary axis 1

A single horizontal plane |No mineral known I

of symmetry
1

|

The perpendic. to the plate! Turmaline
is a single binary axis

The perpendic. to the plate CalcHe
is a single binary axis

. of
I
Two perpendic. planes of |No n

symmetry; the perpen-
dic. to the photograph.

'

plate is a binary axis
j

III. Hexagonal Sys

'Hexagonal-pyramidal

Hexagonal-

1

Dihexagona

ipyramidal
,
Ag; HS; C

Dihexagonal-bipyram 3 A.; SAj'; HS;

i senary axis i A single horizontal plane
I of symmetry

y axis and 2 X 3
|
Two perpendic. planes of

i of symmetry symmetrj' ; the perpen-
I die. to the photograph,

plate is a binary axis

A single horizontal plane
of symmetry

Two perpendic. planes of

symmetry ; the perpen-
dic. to the photograph,
plate is a binary axis

Two perpendic. planes of

symmetry; the perpen-
dic. to the photograph,
plate is a binary axis

A single horizontal plane
of symmetry

Two perpendic. planes of

symmetry; the perpen-
dic. to the photograph,
plate is a binary axis

A single horizontal plane
of symmetry

Two perpendic, planes of

symmetry ; the perpen-
dic. to the photograph,
plate is a binary azis

Two perpendic. planes of

symmetry; the perpen-
dic to the photograph,
plate is a binary axis

Apatite

Zincite . Wu.

It may be generally remarked here, that planes of symmetry perpendicular to the photographic plate, will be manifested in the Röntgenpattern by their

resp. intersections with the plane ot the photographic plate; and that in the case, where the perpendicular to the plate corresponds to the direction of a binary
axis, this will appear in the pallern, as if a symmetry-centre in the photo were present. Binary axes in a plane parallel to that of the photographic plate are
of course not revealed in the diffraction-pattern.

N.B. The symmetry-elements of the Crystals are indicated as follows : An = symmetry-axis of the first order, with a period of ; An = symmetry-axis of the

second order (axis of composed symmetry) of the period -; HS^a horizontal plane of symmetry; 5v = vertical plane of symmetry; unequivalcnt axes

and planes are discerned by accents; f ' = centre of symmetry. The optical axis is always supposed to be vertical: the cristallographical principal axis of
the same direction is discerned as the r-axis. In the case of the trigonal crystals, the symbols of Bravais are used ; in the case of hexagonal and trigonal

crystals both, the direction of the face (1010) is supposed to be parallel to that of (100) in the tetragonal crystals, and just so that of (l2T0) parallel to

that of (010) in the case of tetragonal forms. In some trigonal crystals, the plates were cut parallel to (OlTO) and (fl 10), what does not involve any
appreciable difference for the considered problem, but makes it necessary to compaie more directly the corresponding patterns with those obtained from
tetragonal crystals cut parallel to (110) and 1 iTo). The symmetry-classes indicated by • are those, whose crystals can appear in enantiomorphous forms.
(Enantiomorphism).
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of the points Q, which are associated to the points P of ]'", this is

consequently a surface of order seven, 'P'

.

This order is also easily found from the number of intersections

with a q" of the complex ; the latter intersects V in 4 points P,

contains, therefore 28 points Q, associated to it.

The joining lines of associated points apparently form a con-

gruence (7,3).

§ 4. If tiie straight line / is one of the straight lines PQ, con-

sidered in ^ 1, a 0'^ of the complex will intersect the straight line

/ in two associated points, consequently contain six points only,

which are associated to points of /. The locus of those points is

therefore a twisted cubic (j'. The curve (j" has been replaced here

by the figure composed of / and the q' counted twice. The latter

intersects / in two of the four points which / has in common
with A' ; the two others are the double points of the involution

lying on PQ.
Let us bring through I'Q a plane T', in which J'Q stands there-

fore for the stiaight line ƒ/,. Tiiis plane intersects q' moreover in a

point R outside //, ; the joining lines of R with the two points

on ƒ/, associated to it, must be the straight lines y^ and ƒ/,. We
see therefore that the three intersections of </,, y^ and g, are

mutually associated and that each plane V contains one set of three

associated points.

A Q^ of the complex passing through two associated points lying

on (/j, intersects «Ï»" further in the 6 points associated to them and in

the 14 points associated to its two other intersections with V. As

the total number of intersections must be 28, the 6 points mentioned

first are nodes of «P'. The three q' belonging to g^, g^ and y, are

therefore nodal curves of *'.

A q" passing through the three intersections of (/,, </, and </, inter-

sects *' further in the 5 points associated to them and in the 7 points

associated to the fourth intersection of q^ and F. From this it easily

ensues that the five points mentioned are triple points of 'I>".

^5. UP lies on L* one of the associated points coincides with

P. If R is one of the others the locus of R may be inquired into.

A p^ of the complex intersects A^ in 16 points, contains therefore

the 16 6 = 96 points R associated to them; that loons is con-

sequently a surface of order 24, A'\

A^ and A" intersect in a curve of order 96; it will, however,

degenerate

:

29
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIII.
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• 1-. in het loons of the poiiils P, foineiding with tinu of tlio jioints

associated to them. L* and L'^^ tcuch eacli olhci' akiiig tliis curve.

2. ill tlie locus of the points P, coinciding with one of their

associated ones while two more of the other points associated to

them coincide as well.

§ (i. In order to find the first of these curves we investigate the

locus of the points R, associated to the points of the section c* of

V with AV
A <i>' of the complex intersects c'' in 8 points, contains therefore

8 X Ö =3 48 points R, so that the locus of /? is a curve of order

24, ()".

The curve (>" intersects V in 24 points, of which 2 lie on each

of the three straight lines ij, and these are associated to tiie inter-

sections oi g with the associated (>' ; there remain '18, which must

lie on c\ and in each of which the point P coinciding already

with Q coincides now moreover with R.

The locus wanted is therefore a curve of order eighteen, p'^

\ 7. The o" found just now intersects L"^ in 96 points; 36 of

them are Ijing in the just found intersections with c^ tiie 60 remain-

ing ones lie on A% coincide consequently with one of the associated

ones while two others coincide on c\ We see therefore that the

second of the curves mentioned in § 5 is really of order 60.

§ 8. Tiie <ï>' of the complex passing through a point P of L*,

have a common tangent t in P. As they form a net two more points

are necessary to determine one of them.

We now take these points infinitely near P, and in such a way,

that they do not lie with t in one plane. The surface <P^ thus

determined has two ditferent tangent planes in P. must therefore

be a cone which lias P as vertex. A^ is therefore nothing but the

locus of the vertices of the cones of the com/)led\

§ 9. The involution /' considered here is a particular case of

an /" investigated by Prof. Jan de Vries'). Three arbitrary pencils

[<!>'') had been given there. Through a jioint P passes out of each of

them one 'I>^ , these 3 '/»' will intersect moreover in 7 points outside

P. If we associate these to /" v.e get the /" meant.

The ƒ' considered above is acquired by taking the 3 pencils as

belonging to oiie and the same complex; in that case the three 'P'

'-) These Proceedings volume XXI, p. 43).
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passing through P determine a net and have the base-points of this

net in common.

P'oi- the more general /" the proposition of § 1 does not hold

good ; consequently the joining lines of associated points form a

complex of rays instead of a congruence of rays.

The locas of tiie coincidences is now a surface of order 8; the

curve associated lo a straight line / is of order 23, the surface

associated to a plane V is also of order 23. The question arises

how the results obtained above are connected with the properties

of tliose more general 1'.

§ 10. If the 3 pencils (</>^) lie in the same complex go' pencils

{A'^) may be introduced intersecting the three given pencils. If the *°

of the complex are represented by the points of a tridimensional space,

the {A'') are represented by the generatrices of the ruled surface

having tiie images of tiie given «f»" as directrices.

For a point P on the base-curve X'' of a (J^) the three <ï>- from

the given pencils passing through /* belong to (.P), consequently

they have /' in common. For siirh n point P the associated points

Q hi'coini' therefore indefinite, if we start for the definition of the [*

from the three pencils {<!>-) instead of directly from the complex.

In order to find the locus of P, we observe that the 'ƒ>" of the

three pencils (*'} belonging to one and the same pencil {A^) are

projectively associated to each other, as immediately follows from

the representation mentioned. The base-curves ).* are consequently

sections of corresponding surfaces <I>- out of two projectively

associated pencils; their locus is {hereïore & surface of order four, il*.

§ 11. If starting from the niore general /*, the given pencils <?'' are

allowed to change in such a way that they come to lie in the same com-

plex, the occui'rence of ii^ will a[)parenfly cause various degenerations.

As the points associated to a point /-* of i2^ are indefinite they

may also be considered as coinciding with P, and consequently the

surface A" of the coincidences of the general /" will degenerate into

A^ and ^i\

A straight line / intersects i2' in 4 points, intersects therefore

four /', the «j" associated in the general case to / degenerates

conse(piently into the y' found above and those four V.

A plane V passing through / intersects i/^ in general in 15 points

outside /, of these 12 lie now on il\ which are associated by 3's

to 4 points of /.

From the section of V with the associated surface 0" the section

29*
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with £1^ is therefore separated thrice, and as tiiis section must

be counted once more as part of the section with A', </»" has

degenerated into the snrface *' fonnd above and in I lie four times

counted surface ii\

§ 12. On each of the straiglit Hues P(2 considered in § 1 lies

an involution of associated points, of whicli the double points are

situated on L\ If these are associated to each other an involution

on h" is obtained. It has been deduced in a (bfterent waj bj Stukm

(Die Lehre von den geometrischen Verwandtscliaften, Vol. Ill, p. 409).

He proves among others that in this way to each plane section c*

of A* a twisted curve o' of order siv and rank sixteen is associated.

Chemistry. — "On the allolropt/ of the mnmoaium hdliden /."

By Dr. F. E. C. Scheffer. (Communicated bv Prof. A. F.

HOLLEMAN).

(Communicated in the meeting of .June 26, 1915).

1. Introdnclion. In tiie literature, in particular in the crystallogra-

phical literature, there are a number of papers to be found which lead

us to the conclusion that ammonium chloi-ide and ammonium bromide

can occur in two different crystalline forms. Thus St.\s ') found that

the transparent crystalline mass which deposits from the vapour of

subliming ammonium chloride, comes off from the wall when cooled,

and becomes opaque ; he also states that the specific weight of the

transparent and the opaque ammonium chloride are different. Though

Stas does not enter into further details about these phenomena, these

experiments would already be sufficient to suggest dimoi-|ihy here.

It is remarkable that Stas has evidently succeeded in cooling the

transparent ammonium chloride, which accoi'ding to the above is

metastable at the ordinary temperature, to room temperature without

the conversion taking place, the more so because in the papers that

have appeared later no indications are to be found for this possi-

bility. GossNER ''), who repeated Stas' sublimation experiment, says

that generally conversion sets in already during the sublimation, and

the clear crystals can only be |)reserved for a short time.

Lehmann ') was the first to conclude to dimorphy ; he tried

') Stas Untersuchungen fiber die Geselze der chemischen Proportionen u. s. w.

iibersetzt von Aronstein. S. 55 (1867 .

2) GossNER, Zeitschr. f. Kryst. 38 110 (1903).

3) Lehmann, Zeitschr. f. Kryst. 10 321 (1885).
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to prove tliis by crystallisation experiments of a mixtnre of amnio-

iiiinn fliloride, bromide, and iodide from aqiieons solution. Witii a

snilahle choice of the concentrations he succeeded on cooling in

obtaining a cubic kind of crystal, which is tiansformed on further

cooling to the well-known skeletons, which the chloride and bromide

of ammoninm exhibit at the ordinary temperature. It is evident that

only the appearance of a transfurinittinn can prove the dimorphy of

the halogen salts ; for ammonium chloride ajid bromide have the

skeleton form at the oidinary tenijjerature, whereas amnioniiim iodide

crystallizes into cubi. From a solution which contains a mixture of

the salts, both cubi and skeletons can deposit. According to Lehmann

the transformation must be explained in this way that mixed crystals

of the skeleton type are converted to cubic mixed crystals, in which

then at the same time interchange of substance with the solution

will take place. That in mixtures of the three salts two kinds of

mixed crystals occur, becomes also probable because of the very

close crystallographic re.semblance of NH^Cl and NH,Br, and from

the limited miscihility of NH^Cl and NH J, which Gossnek ') observed.

According to Krickmeykr ^) NH^Cl and KCl show limited misei-

bility. Groth ') expressed the supposition in virtue of this isodimorphy

that the crystalline form of the ammonium chloride, which can form

at higher tempeiature, would be isomorphous with KCl. Wallace")

points out in his treatise that if this supposition is correct, this would

lead to a very remarkable conclusion. As KCl belongs to the penta-

gonikositetrahedrical class of symmetry, this would also have to be

the case for the form of the ammonium chloride, which is meta-

stable at the ordinary temperature, and which I shall call the jJ-form

in what follows. As, however, «-ammonium chloride also belongs to

the same class of symmetry, we should have two modifications with

the same crystallographical symmetry. Then we should be obliged

in my opinion to seek the difference between the two modifications

in a different structure of the molecule. Ammonium chloride and bro-

mide would tlien be very suitable examples for a test of Prof. Smits'

theory of the allotropy ; according to this theory the phenomenon

of allotropy is namely generally explained by the assumption of

different kinds of molecules. If we consider that the above mentioned

experiments of Lehmann render it probable that NH^Cl and NH,Br
can dissolve in NH^I with formation of cubic mixed crystals, and

1) GossNER, Zeitschr. f. Kryst. 40. 70 (1905).

2) Krickmeyer, Zeitschr. f. physik. (Jliemie. 21. 72 (1896).

3) Groth, Ghcm. Kristall. 1. 167.

<) Wallace, Gentralblalt fur Mineralogie u. s. w. 1910 S. 33,
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that NH^I probably crystallizes pentagonikositelrahedricallj, we sliould

arrive by the same train of reasoning as above at the conclusion

that H- and /J-ainnionium cliloride ai'e both pentagonikositetrahedrical.

An entirely ditterent indication for the existence of two modifi-

cations has been fonnd by Prof. Zeeman and Hoogenuoom '). In the

research of the birefringency of the ammoninin chloride ciond in

the electric field it appeared that this can have a different sign and

that also the reversal of sign of tiie refraction can be demonstrated.

These phenomena are explained l»y the assnmption that the refraction

of positive and negative sign mnst be due resp. to the two ammo-
nium chloride modifications.

The above mentioned experiments prove that ammonium chloride

occurs in two modifications, but whether we have to do here with

enantiotropy or monotropy cannot be inferred from the above.

Wallace''), however, has shown of late that NH^Cl and NH,Br
are enanliotropic. From cooling curves he found the points of transi-

tion resp. at 159° and 109°. By the aid of Lehmann's Heating mi-

croscope he could directly observe the conversion; besides, dilato-

metric determinations furnished a confirmation of these results. For

NHJ no transition could be observed.

2. The question whether ammonium chloride shows allotropy

is of importance in connection with Johnson's well-known experiment"),

according to which drj' and somewhat moist ammonium chloride

have the same vapour pressure, though in the first case the partial

dissociation of the vapour in ammonia and hydrochloric acid does

not take place. Prof. Abegg, in whose laboratory these experiments

were carried out, considered this fact as in contradiction with our

views on chemical equilibrium phenomena''). In the discussion of

these experiments I proved before that Johnson's experiment leads

to the conclusion that the thermodynamic potentials of the solid

substance in dry and moist state are different^); I did not venture,

then, however, to give an explariation of this dilference in thermo-

dynamic potential; especially as the occurrence of allotropy for

NH^Cl was not known to me then, and even though NH,C1 were

allotropic, the connection with Johnson's experiment would require

a separate proof. Besides the possibility did not seem excluded

1) Zeeman and Hoor.ENBOOM, These Proc. XIV, p. .558 and 1^^ XV, p. 178.

^) Wallace 1. c.

'} Johnson, Zeilschr. f physik. Chemie 61. 457. (1908)

*) Abegg, Zeitschr f. physik. Chemie 61. 455 (1008).

6) ScHEFFER, Dissertatie Amsterdam 1909. Zeitschr. f physik. Chem. 72. 451. (1910).
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to me that the entropy would undergo a modificalion through the

presence of some water as catalyst'). Before the publication of my
thesis for the doctorate Prof. Wegscheider led by slightly different

considerations, iiad pointed out that the explanation of Johnson's

experiment might among others he found by the assumption of two

modifications of the ammonium chloride''). When now Wallace's

paper came under m} notice, and I learned from it that ammo-
nium chloride shows enantiotropy, I have come to the conclusion in

connection with the above that I could investigate the possibility of

the explanation which Prof. Wegscheidkk considered the most pro-

bable. First of all J have repeated Wallace's experiments for this

purpose; it appeared to me already at the first thermical determina-

tion that really NH^Cl is enantiolropic, but that the temperature of

transition had to tieviate appreciably from the value given by

Wallace. In what follows I will begin with a description of the

experiments which I have carried out to define the point of transi-

tion of ammonium chloride as accui'ately as possible.

3. Thermic detenninalioii of the point of iraiisition of nimno-

nium chloride.

A test tube with ammonium chloride crystals was heated in an

oil bath at about 200°, and then placed on cotton wool in a wider

tube. Observation of the temperature every half minute showed the

temperature to remain constant at about 174°. If 1 placed a tube at

room temj)erature in the oiltiath of 200°, again in an air jacket,

then the temperature-time-curve appeared lo exhibit a horizontal

part abont 187°. Repetition of these experiments at lower tempera-

ture of the oil bath and with use of a second oil balh for the cooling

curves produced but little change in the temporary constancy of the

temperature. We must therefore deduce from these observations that

ammonium chloride possesses a [)oint of transition between 174°

and 187°, which is found too low on cooling and too high on

heating, through the conversion of the modifications proceeding too

slowly at the point of transition to consume the supplied heat im-

mediately and to supply the removed heat immediately again. The

point of transition could not be defined more accurately in con-

sequence of this retardation of the conversion. These experiments,

however, lead u)e to the conclusion that the temperature of 159°,

which Wallace gives for the point of fransitioti, is indeed, con-

siderably too low.

1) KoHiNSTAMM ami ScHEFFER, Tliese Proc. XVII p. 789, (1!)10/11).

*; VVegsoheidek, Zeilschr. 1'. physik. Chemie. 65. 1*7 (1908).
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4. Vapour pressure measurements.

It follows from the observations of the vapour pressure of solid

ammonium chloride through extrapolation that the detection of the

transition temperature through observation of a discontinuity in the

vapour pressure line would require an exceedingly accurate pressure

measurement ; the pressure at 180° only amounts to a few milli-

meters of mercury.

I have, therefore, tried to find a discontinuity in the three-phase

line SLG of the system NH^CI— HjO. For if we measure the vapour

pressures of the saturate solutions, the transition temperature will

remain unchanged, at least if the solid substance does not absorb

water in appreciable quantities. The vapour pressure measurements,

performed by means of Cailletet tube and air manometer according

to the well-known method, yielded no break which could be demon-

strated with certainty when the accuracy was about Vso ^'m- As

I however want these vapour pressure measurements for the deter-

minations of § 5, I have inserted some of the found pressures in table 1.
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must, therefore, then think the vapour as removed. It is clear that

the weighed quantities must then be corrected for the quantity of

substance which is found in the vapour phase at the vanishing

point. For this, volume and pressure of the vapour must be known.

In the observation of the vanishing point the position of the meniscus

was for this purpose indicated on the tube by means of a writing-

diamond. The volume of the vapour, which practically consists

of water here, as the vapour pressure of NH^Cl is negligible at

all the observed temperatures, was then measured after the tube

had been cut open, with water from a burette. The pressure could

be read from table I and then the quantity of water in the vapour

could be calculated by the aid of the laws of Boyle and GayLüss.\c.

On account of the deviation from I he gas-laws this cahnilation is of

course not quite accurate, but the correction being small, this method

of determination is, after all, acciu'ate enough for this purpose. It

is, of course, necessary to lake the vapour space as small as possible.

First the tubes were filled with ammonium chloride and weighed

;

then from a burette, a definite quantity of distilled water was

added and brought into the tube through the capillary connecting

tube and stem by repeated heating and cooling. The tube (of com-

bustion glass) was then fused to in the lighting gas oxygen flame,

and weighed again. The determinations marked by crosses in table 2,

were carried out in tubes of from 25 to 30 grams; these were

weighed down to half milligrams. In later determinations the weight

of the tubes of about 15 grams was determined down to tenths of

milligrams. As the weighing of the tubes can easily give rise to

errors on account of the large surface, I think that less value is to

be attached to the determinations marked with crosses than to the

others. In the second and third columns of table 2 the weighed

quantity of substance is given; the fourth column gives the observed

vanishing points, which were determined in an oilbath, electrically

heated by 220 Volts of alternate current, which was regulated by the

insertion of incandescent lamps. Uniformity of temperature in the

oilbath was ensured by rapid stirring. The fifth column gives the

quantities of water in the vapour at the vanishing point calculated

according to the above given method ; the sixth column contains the

corrected quantity of water ; the seventh the quantity of grams of

NH^Cl to 100 grams of water in the liquid saturate with gas and

solid substance. Finally the eighth column gi\es the value for

—

log x,

in which x represents the number of molecules of NH^Cl present in

one mol. of the mixture. Hence x is given by :
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Mnh.ci

g 100 ^4-297.0'

ill wliioli (/ represents (lie values of tlie seventli ooliimn.

To sot forth the discontinuity in tiie soliii)ilit_v lino under vapour

TABLE 2.

Vanishing points of the solid substance in NH4CI H2O mixtures

MNH4Ci = 53.50
; Mh.O = 18.016.

NO.
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pressure as clearly as possible 1 liavo not considered the sokibililj

as function of the temperature, l)ut led by the theoretical expression

for the solubility curve in its simplest shape :

a

I have calculated the values of /c^ .;; and - (eiohth and ninth columns

of table 2), and drawn them as ordinate and abscissa in the graphical

representation (iig. I). The temperature range being small here I

l<^ig. 1.

expected the above expression to account satisfactorily for the ol)ser-

vations ; the observations below and those above the transition point

will present a straight line in this case. It appears from the graphi-

cal representation that really two straight lines can be drawn through

the observed points so that the deviations occur irregularly on cither

side of these lines; at the same time in the tracing of these lines

the probably smaller accni-acy of the tirst determinations has been

taken into account. I have calculated the values of n and b for

both lines from the graphical representation; the equations of the

lines drawn are

:
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loq
4G4.5

7

327.8

— 0.5400 (below the transition point) and

— loq a; = —;-^ 0.2412 (ubove tlie transition point).

To get an idea of tiie extent of tlie experimental errors I have

compared the valnes of (j calculated according to the above expres-

sions in table 3 with the values of the seventh column of table 2.

It will be clear from the last column of table 3 that the agreement

TABLE 3.

NO.
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is satisfactory; the maximum error in the value of *; amounts to

57oo ; for 14 of the 22 observations the deviation is even smaller

than 1V„„.

When we calculate the point of intersection of the two lines, we
find 184.5° for the transition temperature. In my opinion this value

can only depart a few tenths of degrees from the real point Oi

transition.

In these experiments the ti'ansition point could not diiectly be

determined optically ; I have thought only a few times that I could

detect a difference in tlie appearance of the crystals above and below

the transition point.

6. Tlin'mic determmation of the transition point of ammonium
chloride by means of catalysts.

After the determination of the transition point from the solubilities

in water I have resumed the original thermic determinations, and

I have tried to find catalysts which can annul the retardation in

the conversion at the point of transition. For this purpose I have

looked for substances which are liquid at the transition point, and

of which it could be expected that they react only little, if at all,

to ammonium chloride. The number of available substances is not

large; glycerine is very suitable for this purpose. A quantity of

ammonium chloride was uniformly moistened in a mortar with a

few dro])S of glycerine, and conveyed to a test tube. By placing

this in an oilbath above the point of transition and then in a bath

NH, Ct

JttwnrUU. list- lêQj

W-UAxrUilJi-ljr/ Tvmt in mlnuits.

Fig. 2.
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below this point 1 iiave deterniinecl a series of heating and cooling

curves, the best examples of which are represented in the gra|)hical

representation (fig. 2). Descending we found 183°. 7, rising 184.°7.

At the same time it will appear from the graphical representation

that the curves exhibit resp. a minimum and a maximum, which

points to this that, the conversion at first proceeds only slowly, but

soon becomes constant so that the supplied resp. discharged heat

and the thermal effect of (he conversion compensate each other.

A second couple of curves, for which mannite acts as catalyst,

presents only little more diverging values. Also the results of a few

more substances used are reported in table 4.

TABLE 4.

Catalyst
Descending djc.:.,^ i.^:„\

(max.)
I

'^•^'"g (""">•

Glycerine
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as the transition point lies too far cabove the boiling point, so that

th'e i?-crystals cannot be obtained inetastable fiom these solutions

eitiier. I have, therefore, tried to make the transition suitable

foi- demonstration by crystallisation from another solvent. The ex-

periments of § 6 led me to surmise that glycerine would be suitable

for this. If on an object glass we evaporise a solution saturated at

the ordiiiar} tempei'ature to initial crystallisation, and if then we
place the oltject glass under the microscope, we can clearly observe

the cubi deposited in the heat. After some lime a transformation

then takes place, which propagates through the solid mass, and at

the same time we see crystal siveletons of the known shape appear

from the cubi. 1 have been able to demonstrate this transition by

means of microscopic projection at the latest Physical and Medical

Congress. The demonstralioii is stdl easier to cany out with ammonium
bromide, as the point of ti'ansition lies at still lower temperature

here, which I shall show in a following paper. The phenomena

are entirely the same for animoniuni chloride and bromide.

9. Alloii'opii or isoinei-y. The phenomena which are explained by

the assumption of more kinds of molecules, are expresseil b}- a great

number of names in the literature. Among these phenomena the

occurrence of a substance in several solid phases will also oflen, if

nol always, have to be reckoned. In organic chemistry we have,

namely, many examples of substances which can occur in two or

more solid states, to which different molecular structure is assigned

(tautomery, desmotropy). In § 1 I discussed an indication for the

occurrence of two kinds of molecules also for ammonium chloride.

A rational collective name for the occurrence of more than one

kind of molecules and more than one solid phase has however not

yet been adopted, and yet this seems very desirable. The advantage

lies in this that general tliermodynamical relations (for homogeneous

and heterogeneous equilibria) hold for both phenomena, which equations

are therefore independent of the more subtle differences in structure

of the molecules. Thermodynamically desmotropy, tautomery, isomery,

raetaniery, allelotropy, pseudomery etc. etc. are namely perfectly equi-

valent, at least for so far as they refer resp. to homogeneous or

heterogeneous states. If we consider which of the available denomi-

nations is suitable as a collective name, oidy allotropy and isomery

present themselves for consideration in my opinion. The word isomery,

however, is pretty generally current for the occurrence of molecules

of equal molecular, weight, which differ only in way of binding.

There is no objection in my opinion to the use of allotropy as a
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colleotive name. This word is generally only nsed when elements

occur in moi'e than one solid slate; that this won! should also be

used fbi- coniponnds is oni_y an advantage, for tiiere is no reason

whatever to assume an essential ditrerence for the phenomenon for

elements and compounds. Besides we find allotropy used already

several times for compounds; moreover we find it already apjilied

to non-solid states; thus oxygen is often called allolropic, when the

occuri'enee of oxygen as ozone and ordinary oxygen is referred to.

Why then should not we generally indicate tlie occurrence of

different kinds of molecules by allotropy? In tins sense it was

already used by Prof. Smits in his theoretical considerations. Rationally

the occurrence of two or more solid states is then to be called jihase-

allotropi/, the occurrence of more kinds of molectdes ivolccuJar-dUotropy.

Phase allotropy will then in virtue of the above often, if not always,

find its gronnd in molecular allotropy 'j.

Nothing is known of structure and size of the molecules in solid

state for ammonium chloride. In connection with the above this

sufficiently justifies the choice of the title of this paper in ni}' opinion.

Anorganic Ckemical Laboratory of
the University of Amsterdam.

Physics. — "Isothermals of di-ntomic substances and their binary

mixtures. XVII. Preliminary vieasurements concerning the

isoiherma/ of hydrogen at 20° C. from 60 to 90 atmospheres"

.

By H. Kamerlingh OniNes, C. Dorsman and G. Holst. (Comm.

J 46a from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden).

(Communicated in the meeting of June 26, 1915)

1. Introduction. For a long time if has been the intention to

extend the determination of isothermals of gases at low temperatures

to pressures beyond the limit of 60 atmospheres, which had been

fixed in the first stage of the Leiden investigations. In Uommunication

106 (April 1908) mention was made of a first step taken towards

the realisation of that project.

On the basis of the data concerning the tensile strength of glass,

published on that occasion, (about) fifteen manometer-tnbes had been

constructed, by which the divided open manometer (Comm. 44)

could be extended in such a manner, that the entire height of

mercury would correspond to a pressure of 120 atmospheres. These

1) Smits Zeitschr. f. pbysik. Chemie. 89 257 (1915).
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h'gli-pressiire tubes with the boards to which they are attached were

fitted to a wall of the working room, which also contains the

standard-gauge of 60 atmospheres, in the same manner as tlie tubes

of the latter. Originally it was intended (comp. Comm. 106) to fit

np tiiis wall with similar auxiliary appa.ratus as belong (o the

manometer-tubes of the 60 atmospheres-gauge, such as: pressure-

connections to join the different manometer-tubes in series and to

bring np the pressure, measuring rods snspended in cardanic I'iiigs

beside the manometer-tubes used for measuring the height of the

mercury columns, etc. It was further the intenlion to set up telescopes

with which to take the readings on the new tubes in the same

manner as with the standard-gauge of 60 atmospheres and finally

to connect together all the tubes to one gauge of 120 atmospheres.

Want of room in the laboratory, however, jirevented the execution

of this plan ; it would have been necessary to reserve the working-

room completely for the gauges, which it was impossible to do.

For this reason it was resolved in (he measuiements above 60

atmospheres to proceed by an indirect method.

For measurements in the pressure-range in cpiestion a standard-

differential-manometer was constructed consisting of as many tubes

for pressures above 60 atmospheres as would be necessary to

supplement a pressure of about 60 atmospheres to the highest

pressure to be measured. To obtain this differential gauge use is

made of the same auxiliary apparatus, as serves for the measurements

below 60 atmospheres, pressure-connections, taps, measuring-rods,

telescopes, etc. but the tubes used for measuring pressures below

60 atmospheres are replaced by the desired number of high pressure

tubes, which are mounted in the place of the former. The high-

pressure tubes are joined to the system of pressure-connections and

connected up in series in the same manner as with the divided

open gauge and the pressures are regulated in such a manner, that

in the upper space of the first tube of the series the pressure is

about 60 atmospheres, and that the mercury-surface in the lower

space of the last tube is subjected to the pressure to be measured.

The pressure of about 60 atmospheres in the upper space of (he

first tube of the series is measured with a subsidiary manometer,

which only serves as a pressure-indicator, (he readings of which

give the pressure in absolute measure by a calibration with the

open standard gauge of 60 atmospheres.

If a pressure-indicator is available of sufficient accuracy for

pressures of about 60 atmospheres, this method has the advantage,

that the number of mercury-surfaces which have to be read becomes

30
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVlll.
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miicli smaller and that tliereby the time required for a complete

measuiemenl is considerably shortened, which will as a iiile

increase the accuracy of a measurement, specially in view of the

constancy of the room-temperature. Tlie indicator used by us was

the closed workinj^ manometer going from 20 to 60 atmospheres

which was referred to in Comm. 78 and did and which we shall

call J/jo- Its accui'acy at 60 atmospheres can be put at about ïöVö-

At the time when Comm. 106 was published some progress had

been made beyond the condition described in Comm. 100, not only

with the pressure-measurement, but also with the arrangement of

the further apparatus required for the higher pressures. This progress

especially concerns a new auxiliary manometer, a closed hydrogen-

manometer of very nearly the same model as Mf„, but arranged

for the pressure-range of 60— 120 atmospheres. This manometer

which we shall call il/u,, is represented diagram matically in Plate 1

of communication 146c. ^/„ will similarly be found represented as

C in PI. I of Comm. d7a fig. 1. Both are constructed according to

the system described in communication 50. M,,„ has a vessel twice

as large a iM„„.

When the pressure-cylinders in the apparatus of Comm. 50 were

made, the MANNESMANN-process was not yet available. It was utilized,

however, in the construction of Al^^^ and the pressure-cylinder can

thus stand a much higher pressure. There is moreover an improvement

in the mounting of the manometer, which consists principally in the

mercury entering the cylinder from below, as in the closed mano-

meters de.scribed in Comm. 50. The mounting is for the rest in

every respect similar to that of the pressure-cylinder, represented in

fig. 3 Plate I Comm. 97^?.

The measuring tube of the manometer had been calibrated with

great care by Dr. C. Braak. We completed the manometer and

filled it with distilled hydrogen (Comm. 94/, XIV). For its further

arrangement and the method of using it in the experiments we may
refer to previous communicatioos.

By means of the completed apparatus it was possible to carry

out the calibration of J/,„ with the slandardmanometer and obtain

data in connection with the question which interested us more

particularly as to whether Amagat's observaticms which only start

at 100 atmospheres would join on properly to accurate measurements

with the open gauge. Schalkwuk's measurements with the aid of

the same open gauge and the accurate piezometers of Comm. 50 had

given rise to some doubt on this point (comp. Comm. 70 cent,

towards the end). But as those measurements had not gone beyond
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60 atmospheres, it was quite possible, that the extrajwlatioii on

which tlie above ooiicliision was based woiiki turn out to be imper-

missible.

It had been our intention lo carry the calibration of a working-

manometer for pressures above 60 atmospheres and the determination

of the isothermals of lijdrogen at 20^ C. up to 100 atmospheres.

Hut when we had reached 90 atmospiieres the connections in the

pressure-system turned out less perfectly tight as was desirable. The

mercury-surfaces were not completely still and to attain this it

appeared necessary' to affect certain improvements. But it was not

till 1915 that these were carried out (comp. next Comm. lM)/>).

Soon after the measurements mentioned above which were made in

1911, our work was interrupted by the departure of one of us and

remained tiius confined to a few preliminary, determinations which

do not extend beyond 90 atmospheres.

2. Ari'dngement of th". divided open (jaufie for mea.sureiuenisfrom
60 to 100 atmospheres. The connections of the apparatus, already

roughly indicated in section 1, are shown in the Plate belonging to

Comm. 146c (these Proceedings below p. 472).

The figure differs from the earlier representation of the gauge by

the manner in which the tubes of the open gauge which had now
to serve for tlie measurement of 60 to 100 atmospheres are joined

up : the same arrangement has been used in the measurements of

the next communication. As will.be seen, the first five tubes iiave

been left intact, while the remaining lubes were replaced by tubes

of greater wall-strength, destined for pressures from 60 to 100

atmospheres and tested to a pressure double of what tiiey are

intended to be used at.

This arrangement has the advantage that the first five tubes

which go up to 20 atmospheres remain available as a separate open

gauge, and this is necessary, because they are not only used as a

standard-manometer, but also regularly as working-manometer for

the range below 20 atmospheres and in tins respect supplement the

manometer which we have described in previous communications,

going from 20 to 60 atmospiieres, which aboxe we called 3/^5„. In

the open gauge up to 20 atmospheres, J/„„ and il/,,„ we thus possess

a set of three manometers which embrace llie whole range of pres-

sure, through which the isothermals at low temperatures are measured

in the Leiden-Laboratory at the present time.

The steel capillary on the left of tube B^ which normally is

coupled to the T-piece 1\ is now connected to a tube which through

30*
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the stop-eock A'„ puts B^ into cominnnication witli tlie manometer

yl/jj. To begin witli, when (he pressure is first admitted, (lie stop-

cocks Kt K^„ /C^j, /T,,, 7^2 J, /v„, K,„ K^i— /^3, are all open and

the pressure is raised to about 60 atmospheres, when the mercury

in i1A,„ will rise ver^- nearly to Ihe top, whereas the mercurj' surfaces

in ihe open gauge will remain where they are. A55 is ihen closed

and tiie pressure is further raised, whereby the merciu'y in Ihe

manomeler-lubes goes up in tlie usual way and lliiis indicates the

excess of the pressure abnxe the pressure of aliout 60 atmospiieres,

which is read on i/,,,. In this manner the tubes B^ etc. are put in

series behind M ^^ fis indicated in section 1. Further details of the

arrangement will be sufticientiy clear from an inspection of the

Plate witliout any furtlier description.

If it is desiralile to be able to use the two parts of the open

gauge simultaneously, viz. the first five tubes as o])en gauge up to

20 almos|»heres and the ue.vt ten as differential manometer from

60 to 100, or also to connect them up into a single open gauge

from — (50 atmospheres, this is easily attained by means of a side

connection (0 the pressure-cylinder with T-piece and two stop-cocks

at the branching-point, as was actually the case in our experiments.

With the above arrangement of the manometer it was impossible

to go beyond 100 atmos|il)ei-es. In order to continue the measure-

ment in a similar way, the open gauge of 20 atmospheres remaining

available, it will be necessary to have a new index-manometer on

which 100 atmospheres may be read to replace M ^„, with Ihe

addition of five suitable tubes to be joined up as a difi'erential mano-

meter for the difference between 100 and 120 atmospheres.

3. The normal I'oluina. As mentioned above, the reading-tube

of the manometer had been carefully calibrated. The comparison

with the open standard-gauge could therefore serve at the same

time as a determination of the isothermal of hydrogen at 20° C.

It was even po.ssible to determine accurately the normal volume

before and after the compression, because the vessel of the mano-

meter (of the pattern of Comm. 50) is provided at its lower end

with a snuiU 6-tube, also calibrated and containing the mercury

which closes the tube, when it is not immersed in the mercury of

the pressure-cylinder.

At the same time in our experiments this was not done. In a

first determination of the isothermal of hydrogen from 60 to 100

atmospheres we thought ourselves justified in using an indirect

determination of the normal volume, obtained by calculation from
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a reading of ii,,, '^^ ^ pressure wliicli was also read on M,„ and

therefore accurately known tlirough the direct comparison with the

open slandard-gauge. For this calculation the formula is available

which represents Schalkwijk's observations within the limits of their

accuracy (,Coinm. 70).

Three nieasnieraeiils were made yielding the following data. The

deviations from the mean are not higher than tsVo- The result may

certainly be called satisfactory, considering that i/„ gives the pressure

TABLE 1.

Date 30

13 Febr. 1911 I 1.169C9 c.M3

21 „ „ ' 1.76633

22 „ „ I

1.76017

Normal vol.

62.504 aim. 99.568 c.M3

62.802 „ i 99.601 „

63.039 „
;

99.618 „

Mean 99.596 „

in this case with an accuracy of tAö- -"is was confirmed moreover

by a special comparison with the open gauge of Ü—60, and that

the reading of the volume in J/,,» was not more accnrate than

to about 1 part in 10000. The mean was therefore taken as the

normal volunie.

4. Results. Only one series of measurements was made. The

calculation for il/eo and for the open gauge were exactly as formerly.

The only point to be mentioned is, that the corrections for the

weight of the air-columns of the open gauge were calculated using

the densities as given in the tables which Brinkman deduced from

Amagat's observations. (Comp. also Comm. 146c). Table II (p. 468)

gives the results of the measurements.

The deviations from the values which would follow from Schai.k-

vvijk's formula are all with the exce[)lion of the first in the same

direction. Except in the doubtful observation corresponding to the

density 80, the devialion is only about I in 1500, the mean i)ositive

deviation (leaving out of account the observation at (/.i ;= 80) 0.0003

falls on the limit of what may be considered as established, con-

sidering the degree of accuracy of the observations. The fifth column

of Table 11 contains for the highest pressures the values according

to the formula which was calculated from the series in Comm. 70

derived from Amagat's observations and given by Schalkwijk at
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Physics. — " Fsothennnls of di-atomic substances ami their binary

mixtures. XVIII. The Isothermal of hydrogen at 20° C. from

60—100 atmospheres." By H. Kamerlingh Onnes, C. A.

Crommeijn and Miss E. I. Smid. (Communication 1466 from

the Physical Laboratory at Leiden).

(Communicated in the meeting of June 26, 1915).

1. Introduction. The measurements communicated in this paper

are a revision and extension of those of the preceding communication.

Tliey are to be looked upon as a first part of a more accurate

investigation to obtain a bridge between the accurate isothermal at

20^ C. and between 4 and 60 atmospheres, determined by Schalkwijk'),

and Amagat's isothermals '), wliich only begin at 100 atmospheres.

Previous determinations by Kamkrlingh Onnks and Hyndman ') were

made with the same ultimate aim in view. They were made with

the piezometers for low temperatures and gave the same values as

Schalkwijk's measurements witii the piezometers for ordinary tem-

perature. On this ground measurements at 0° C. with the same

piezometers for low temperatures could be undertaken with confi-

dence. In the paper by Kamkrlingh Onnes and Hynuman quoted above

a determination of the isotiiermal for 0° C was published which

was replaced by a more accurate one in a later communication *).

It will be necessary to repeat the latter investigation and extend it

to 100 atmospheres in order to obtain the desired connection with

Amagat's work. In addition it will be necessary to undertake a

determination with Schai.kwmk's piezometer IV, provided with a

vessel of twice the volume, and thus extending from 60 to 120

atmospheres ; as a continuation of work with a somewhat different

object, viz. the investigation of the isothermal of 20° C. arranged

to reach a higher accuracy. For it will now also be our object to

know this isothermal from 60 to 120 atmospheres with an accuracy

of 1 in tenthousand.

In the mean time, while this investigation of the highest accuracy

is still in abeyance, the necessary calibration of the working mano-

') .1. G. Schalkwijk, These Proceedhigs 4, p. 107, 1901, Comm. 70 (cont.),

Dissertation, Amsterdam, 1902.

2) E. H. Amagat. Ann. de chim. et de phys. (6). 29. p. 68, 505, 1893

^) H. Kamerlingh Onnes and H. H. V. Hyndman, These Proc 4. p. 761,

1902, Gomm. 78.

*) H. Kamerlingh Onnes and G. Braak, These Proc. 10, p 413, 1907, Gomm.

100a and lOüö. G. Braak, Dissertation, Leiden, 1907.
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meter M,,„ witli (lie open standanl-gauge (as carried out in the

preliminary measurements of the preceding communication) afibrded

an opportunity for measuring the isothermal of hydrogen at 2(f C.

up to 100 atmospheres, with an accuracy of 1 in 3000 or 4000,

as required in the investigations with piezometers for low tempera-

tures which will go up to 100 atmospheres and first of all in the

investigation of the isothermal of 0° C. to 100 atmospheres mentioned

above. The calibration of M,^^ also served as a link in the compa-

rison of a pressure-balance of Schakffer and Budf.nberg with the

open standard-gauge which will be dealt with in the next commu-

nication lifif.

2. As regards the experimental method we can be short, as it is

fully described in the preceding and in the next communication, the

latter of which also containing a plate. We only mention, that we

considered it advisable to compare once more the closed manometer

i¥j, at a few pressures with the open gauge, seeing that several

years had elapsed since the last comparison and that on one occasion

a small change of the normal volume had been noticed.

Table I contains the results of this comparison, 0. M. standing

for "open manometer".
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Measurement I: 102.875 cc.

Il: [J02.817] „

III: 102.874 „

Tn taUing the mean the second measuremejit was given lialf the

weight of the otiier two, on the ground tiiat i1 does not agree well

with the others and that an irregularity must have occurred in it,

as was also clearly shown by a discussion of the observed temperature,

pressure and barometer in connection with each other. The mean

was thus taken at 102.863 cc.

3. Results. These are collected in Table II. Tiie pressures are

given in international atmospheres (75.9488 cms. mercury at Leiden),

in the densities (r/.i) the normal density and in the volumes (w.i) t'le

normal volume is taken as unit.
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Table III contains tlie results of a comparison of our observations

with Schalkwijk's formula:

TABLE III.
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TABLE IV. Isothermal of hydrogen 20 C.

4-100 atm.
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"tXl/l ^ ^

< thus somewhat difTerent lo wlial would

tbilow from Table II of the jdevious paper.

Tlie deviations are gra|)l)icall_y represented

in fifj,'. 1. It is very strikinj-'. liow much the

accuracy of the measurements lias been

increased since previous delerniinalions. The

circumstances under which they were carried

! out (very constant room-tempeiature, entire

absence, of leakages, etc.) were extremely

favourable and, as great care was bestowed

, on the measurements, it appears that they

luue reached the full measure of accuracy

of which they are capable.

Tiie accuracy of 50V0 to ,0^00. which
' would follow from the excellent agreement

of our results with the formula can only

^ be a relative accuracy in view of the un-

;E cerlainty of the normal volume (see above).

It must therefore be ascribed to an accidental

concurrence of favourable circumstances, that

the agreement with Schat.kwijk's observa-

tions is so very close. As the matter stands,

the portion of the isothermal determined by

him is continued without an^y discontinuity

' by that of our experiments.

The figure also contains the value of

/»;,! for 20"^ C. and 100 atmospheres, which

J
would follow from Am.ag.^t's observations

according to the principles developed in

Comm. 71 and which has been calculated by

"°i a formula given by Schalkwijk. The devia-

~' tion of this value from that gi\en by our

+ - ° formula is only 1 in 1000. This accordance

with Amagat's observations may be called excellent, especially when

we consider, that the calculation is as a matter of fact of the nature

of an extrapolation, albeit one which exceeds the limits of the

observation by very little only, as in Amagat's work the isothermal

of 0° C. is the only one which goes down to 100 atmospheres. We
can therefore now set aside the supposition, made before, that

Amagat's value al 100 atmospheres might be too high by 1 in 500.

This supposition was based on Schalkwuk's determinations up to
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60 atmospheres and the measurements of the preceding paper going

up to 90 aliiiosplieres liad not been able to refute it, althougii they

tended to show, that the polynome of three terms by wliich

Schalkwuk's pi\\ liad been represented using least squares did not

hold accurately at the higher pressures. The agreement of J in 1000,

with Ama(;at now obtained justifies the expectation that a deter-

niinafioii of the isothermal of 0^ C. at 100 atmospheres made with

the degiee of accuracy which we have now reached, will completely

confirm Amagat's direct observation at this point. Our resulrs are

thus well qualified to confirm the high value of Amagat's excellent

work.

It appears that in the series

Ba Ca
^

Da
^A *vl ^A

Da
the term ^—

- may be neglected. The value of i>,i which follows

fioiii our results is in good agreement with the values calculated

by Kamküt.ingh On.nks and Braak and by Schalkwijk from their

determinations of isothermals. If the various Z?.-i-vaIiies are represented

as a function of' tiie fempeiature, they show only small deviations

from the curve which may be drawn through them. The 5.i-values

according to Amagat are very considerably higher.

Whereas ö.i thus agrees well with what was to be expected in

connection with previous observations, it is otherwise with Ca-

Judging by the C^-values of Kamekijngh Onnes and Braak at low

temperatures and those according to Amagat at ordinary and higher

temperatures, at 20° a value of ('a of about 0,6 >: 10-'' would be

expected, whereas we find a value of Ca which is more than twice

as high. It is less astonishing, that Schalkwijk's Ca viz. 0,993 ; 10—'' is

also considerably higher than what had to be expected, because at

the highest density reached by him the value of the term CacIa' is

no more than about 0,003, so that only a very small accuracy

could be expected here; in our observations on the other hand the

terra 6'.i(/.i^ rises at the highest density to nearly l°/„ of pvA, so

that the accuracy, although still only small, might be expected to

be many times higher.

We have in vain looked for errors in our observations, which

might account for this unexpectedly high value of 6.i. As mentioned

above the observations were somewhat imjierfect as regards the

normal volume, for the rest they left nothing to be desired. Neither

could the supposition of a small error having crept in the calibration
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of the top of tlie maiiometerdibe give an explanation, unless this

erior were supposed to have been of an amount entirely excluded

by the measurements themselves. Nalurall}' it migiit be questioned,

whether the term in i^—'^^ left out can represent the course of the

isothermais in tiiis region with an accuracy corres|)onding to the

accuracy of the observations. Tlie observations in this region are

much more accurate than for the lest of the isothermais, the study

of which as a wiiole led to the selection of the polynome in the

given form for the purpose of representing the complete net of

isothermais. The circumstance, that the deviations in the range below

60 atmospheres show a systematic change, may possibly be a sign,

that the development wiiicli was chosen is actually not quite sufficient

for the present purpose.

In a subsequent paper our observations will be discussed in con-

nection with the further, fairly numerous observational data concerning

the equation of stale for hydrogen.

Physics. — "Comparison of a pressure-halance of Schaffer and

BuDENBERG vuth tlu'. Open st(indavd-gauge of the Leiden Physical

Laboratorij heUoeen 20 and 100 atmospheres, as a contribution

to the tlicory of the pressure-balance." By Dr. C. A. CROiMMELiN

and Miss E. I. Smid. (Comm. N°. 146c from the Physical

Laboratory at Leiden).

(Communicated in the meeting of June 26, 1915).

1. Introduction. Object of the investigation. The measurements

undertaken to extend the determination of the isothermal of hydrogen

at ordinary temperature from 60 to 100 atmospheres, which are

described in the preceding communication, afforded a welcome

opportunity fur carrying out a comparison planned a long time ago

of the pressure-balance of SchXffek and Budenbekg with the open

manometer of tlie Physical Laboratory at Leiden.

In the isotlieruuildeterminations of gases under high pressure

undertaken at Amsterdam by Piof. Kohnstamm with the apparatus

belonging to the van uer WAAi,s-fund the pressure-measurements

are based on the indications of a pressure-balance by Schaffer

and Budenberg, and the unit in which the volume of the gas

in the observations under high pressures is expressed is also

dependent ui)0u the indications of a pressure-balance of that kind.
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In fact this "normal volume" is derived bj' Kohnstamm and Walstra ')

from the volume which corresponds to the pressui'e given by the

pressure-balance according to the isotiiermal of hydrogen as deter-

mined by ScHATKWijK ^) at Leiden by means of the open manometer

of Kamerijngh Onnks '). In order to reduce the observed pressures

and volumes in the investigations by Kohnstamm and Walstra to

real pressures and volumes, which are requii'ed for tiie deduction of

the equation of state, an investigation as to the real pressure,

corresponding to a definite indication of tiie pressure-balance, is thus

indispensable.

As the open manometer in question allows absolute pressure-

measurements up to 120 atmospheres of great accuracy, a calibration

of the small pressure-balance, used in the experiments of Kohnstamm

and Walstra, would at any rate yield the norma! volume belonging

to the measurements at lower pressures.

Independently of the absolute calibration itself of the pressure-

balance in tiie region explored, the comparison of this balance with

tiie open gauge was also of great value for forming an estimate of

the accuracy of the determination of the very high pressures. The

desirability of such comparison was insisted upon by Kohnstamm

and Walstra not long ago.

Of the tiieory of the pressure-balance only little is known and

even that has not been at all adequately tested by experiment.

Worst of ail the experiments made so far do not confirm the theory.

We are chiefly referring to E. Waoner's^) investigation, whose calcu-

lations about an AMAGAT-gauge are also mutatis mutandis applicable

to a pressure-balance. Waonkr calculates the force wliicii the cylinder

of an AMAGAT-gauge experiences owing to tlie viscosity of the oil

which flows through the narrow interspace between piston and

cylinder and finds liiat this force cannot always be neglected in the

practice of accurate measurements. In order to calculate the true

pressure from the indications of the gauge a correction has to be

applied to the latter, but since in the expression for the force,

besides constants of the instrument, only the pressure occurs as a

1) Ph. Kohnstamm and K. VV Walstra. These Proceedings 16. p. 754, 822.

1913 and 17 p. 203. 1914 and K. W. Walstra, Dissertation Amsterdam 1914,

where also a description of the pressure-balance will be found.

2) J. G. Schalkwijk. These Proceedings 3. p. 421, 481 1901. Comm. 67 and

Dissertation, Amsterdam, 1902.

S) H. Kamerlingh Onnes. These Proceedings 1. p. 213. I89S. Comm. 44.

^) E. Wagner, Dissertation. München, 1904 and Ann. d. Pliys. (4) 15 p. 9Ü6,

1901. Comp. also G. Klein, Disscitation Techn. Hochsch. Berlin, 1909.
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factor, the correction cati l)e made to the sectional area on wliich

the pressure acts; liie area thus coi-recled, the "functional" area, is

therefore according to Wagner's theoretical deductions a constant

for the instrument and naturally diffeis a little from the real area.

Wagnkr determined the functional area of his AMAGAT-gaiige b^'

means of experiments at low pressure, he also measured the real

area and found the two exaclh' ecpial ! This result is in contradiction

with tiie theory, and, assuming Wagnku's experinients to be trust-

worthy, this would indicale, thai (he theory is not so simple and

that there are possibly other factors which might inlluence the

functional area, in which case it might very well happen that the

functional area would turn out to be dependent on the pressure.

Before this matter can be cleared up, i.e. before a revised theory

of the pressure-balance can be tested by experiment, it will be

necessary to study the instrument as fully as po.ssible from an

experimental point of view, i.e. to compare its indications over as

wide a range of pressures as possible with those of a standard-

manometer and on the other hand to make very accurate measurements

of the dimensions of its various parts. On the basis of these data

it will then perhaps be possible to build up a more exact theory.

If it appeared that the functional area in accordance with Wagner's

theory were independent of the pressure over the whole range of

comparison, one would be justitied in extrapolating beyond the

region, where the comparison with the open gauge is possible (i.e.

above J 20 atmospheres), and thus in calculating the actual pressure

at 250 atmospheres from the indication of the balance with the

same functional area as was found say at 100 atmospheres; the

large pressure-balance of the van dkr WAALs-fund which has

a range from 250 to 5000 atmospheres could then be compared

with the small balance at 250 atmospheres and in this manner the

pressures on the isothermals of hydrogen measured by Kohnstamm

and Wai.stra with both instruments could be corrected using the

functional area thus determined.

So far we have not gone beyond 100 atmospheres with the

comparison, as it was made in connection with the determination

of the isothermal of 20° C. dealt with in the preceding communication.

The range from 60 to 100 atmospheres gave sufficient data for the

purposes of the investigation: they show the desirability of a further

systematic investigation of various questions in connection with the

theory of the pressure-balance; but this investigation can be carried

out, independently of the apparatus in the possession of the laboratory.

We resolved to defer the continuation of the measurements, which
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become more an more difficnlt as the pressure rises, until the

above investigation should liave been carried out.

2. Experimental method. A simultaneous reading of the open

gauge and the pressure-balance turned out to be practically impos-

sible. In fact in the pressure-balance the pressure in the oil-passages

IS only constant, while the piston with its weights is turning freely,

and this motion does not continue longer than a few minutes at

the utmost; when the rotation has come to a stop and the piston

is again set in motion by hand, Ihei'e are always, however carefully

the operation is conducted, small vertical forces exerted on the piston

which are propagated in the tubes as pressure-impulses and disturb

tlie pressure-equilibrium. On the other hand the various readings on

the open gauge require much more time than the two or three

minutes which the pressure-balance, while left to itself, allows; in

fact, when all the tubes are at the proper pressure, a coin|)lete

reading carried out by two coopei'ating observers requires al)out

three quarters of an hour.

A simultaneous reading of pressure-balance and open gauge being

therefore attented with practically unsiirmountable difticulties, we

resolved to carry out the comparison through the intermediary of

the two closed hydrogen-manometers of the Leiden- Laboratory

M„ and il/j^o, the former of which has a range from 20 to 60

atmospheres, the latter from 60 to J 20. We already will mention

here, that this procedure did not impair the accuracy aimed at in

any respect, as will moreover appear from the discussion in the

next section.

The accompanying plate shows the open manometer (^>. J/., the two

closed manometers M^„ and il/,„ and the pressure-balance D. B.

with its oil-forcing pump (>. P. besides the connections and stop-

cocks by which the various apparatus are joined up together. The

construction and method of working of the various gauges having

been repeatedly described and represented need not be gone into

on this occasion ').

A small complication arose in connection with the transmission

1) Open manometer: H. Kamerlingh Onnes. These Proceedings I. p. 213. 1898.

Comm. 44, and J. G Schalkwijk Dissertation, Amsterdam 190->. H. Kamerlingh

Onnes, C. Dorsman and G. Holst These Proc. Supra Comm. 146a. Manometer

ifj,: H. Kamerlingh Onnes and H. H. F. Hyndman, These Proceedings 4 p. 7f)l.

1902, Comm. 78. § IT, H. Khmerlingh Onnes and G. Bkaak. These Proceedings

9 p. 754. 1!'06. Gomm. 97a, § 3. Manometer ilfi-;,, : These Proceedings Supra.

Comm. l4Ga, 146b. Pressure-balance: Ph. Kohnstamm and K. VV. Walstra j.i. c.c.

31

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIII.
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of tlie pressure from the oil-passages of tlie presstire-halance to the

tubes of the Leideu-manometers, in which coiuiiressed air is always

used for transuiitting the pressure. This trausunssion was at first

carried out by means of the steel (ul)e Z), with its level-gauge P,.

The level of th? oil in it could be easily kept up at the desired

height by the aid of the oil-pump O. P. When this arrangement

had been in use for some time, it appeared that small changes of

pressure in the oil of the pressure-balance, |)ioduced by the addition

of small weights on Ihe piston, were but very slowly and gradually

transmitted to the manometers M^^ and M^^^ ; it was therefore

desirable to transmit the pressure in the oil of the pressure-balance

to the mercury of the closed gauges by means of lubes exclusively

filled with liquid, eliminating all air connections. This arrangement

couhl be easily a|)plied to .l/i^o by screwing a steel tube with a

level-gauge P^ to the tap A',, (the object proper of which is to till

the manometer with mercury, when being mounted). Beyond this

gauge Pj a second gauge P, was mounted and the latter was in

connection with the oil-passages. Between the mercury in the lower

half of P, and the oil in the upper half of P, the pressure was

transmitted by means of glycerine.

Our procedure was to bring up the pressure at first in the usual

manner with compressed air; if the stop-cock K^„ was then opened

and A'j. and A'^, closed, Ihe pressure-transmission exclusively by

means of liquids was realized. The pressure was further raised by

means of the oil-pump. This arrangement completely answered our

expectations : pressure-changes of ipooo i" ^'i6 oil of the pressure-

balance were now instantaneously indicated on il/i,„.

3. Accuracif. An opinion as to the accuracy which may be ex-

pected may be formed by giving some data respecting the absolute

and relative accuracy of Ihe indications of the various instruments.

The open manometer, when free of leakages and with a room-

temperature which is carefully kept constant, gives with certainly

an accuracy (absolute) of 0.01 7o-

The manometer M^^, if the reading is certain to 0.1 mm. — which

is undoubtedly to be attained — guarantees

at 20 atmospheres an accuracy of 0.008 "
„

„ t)0 „ „ „ " „ 0.020»,,

For the manometer M ^^^ the following figures hold:

at 65 atmospheres an accuracy of 0.007 °/„

„100 „ „ ,, „ 0.016 7„
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The accnrac}' given for the two closed manometers is not only a

relative one, but for a large number of points an absolute one as

well, seeing that both instruments have been directlj- compared with

the open manometer at those points. As to the pressure-balance,

neither with respect to the absolute nor to the relative accuracj-

was anything known with certainty at tiie beginning of onr invest-

igation. It had only been found, that the sensitivity of adjustment in

the neighbourhood of a definite pressure is very high and certainly

amounts to 0.02V„ or even 0.0i7„- As an instance, the pressuretrans-

mission through liquids being used, and the pressure-balance being

loaded with 65 kilogrammes, the addition of 10 grammes to that

load could be observed on i/,2„ with absolute certainty. The data

regarding the accuracy of the pressure-balance which we have now

obtained by our investigation will be given further down, when the

results are discussed.

4. The cakulations. The reduction of the indications of the open

manometer is very simple in priuci|)le: the various corrections,

however, require some care, if an accuracy of 0.01 "/o '^ to be

guaranteed. These corrections have all been fully discussed by

Schalkwijk in his Dissertation, so that we may confine ourselves to

a few remarks. The cori-ection for the weight of the columns of

compressed air, which transmit the |iressure from each tube to the

next, becomes considerable at the higher pressures. Instead of air

hydrogen might be used'), which would yield a double advantage:

in the first place the correction thereby becomes ten times smaller

and secondly the isothermal for hydrogen at 20° is at present very

accurately known up to 100 atmospheres'), so that the correction

can be calculated with great accuracy. It is true, that this method

requires very pure hydrogen being aA'ailable, in order to be certain

of the specific gravity, but at the present time hydrogen prepared

in the cryogenic laboratory by distillation is so absolutely pure, that

an influence on the specific gravity of traces of admixed air, which

is relatively large, need not l)e feared. We have ascertained, how-

ever, that for pressures up to 100 atmospheres it is not yet necessary

1) This method was recommended by H. Kamerlingh Onnes in 1898; comp.

These Proceedings 1, p. 213, 1898, Comm. N'. 44.

2) J. G. Schalkwijk, These Proceedings 3, p. 421, 481, 1901. Comm. N«. (57.

These Proceedings 4, p. 23, 29, 35 1901. Comm. N". 70, Dissertation. Amsterdam,

1902 II. Kamerlingh Onnes, G. A. Guommelin and Miss. E. I. Smid, These Proceed-

ings supra. Gomra. N". 1-I6b. For the temperature correction compare the

empirical equation of stale of H. Kamerlingh Onnes in the paper by J. P. Dalton.

These Proceedings 11, p. 863, 1909. Comm. N". 109a.

31*
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to introduce tliis complicalioii and we have therefore preferred to

cali'ulate the corrections for air.

For this purpose Amagat's') isotherinals are available which have

been represented in different ways by equations by Brinkman') and

by Kamkrungh Onnks'): from these equations tables of correction

were drawn up. The corrections calculated by the two methods

a(>,ree lo 0.5 mm. even at 100 atmospheres. As will appear further

down the results prove, that in this manner the correction is ap-

proximated with sufficient accuracy.

The correction for the compression of the mercury renuiins small,

it is true, even at 100 atmospheres, but sliU comes into account.

For this correction we have also calculated a table, based on the

compressibility of 0.00000392 according to Amagat.

There was no need for a connection for the flow of the mercury

through the tubes, fully discussed l)y Schalkwijk, as the mercury

did not move al all. Thanks to the steel connecting tubes being

soldered to the glass tubes, to the fibre-washei's and to all the

couplings being immersed in oil'; we succeeded in obtaining the

open manometer completely free of leakages even at 100 atmospheres,

while at the same time the room-lempei'aiure was kept constant so

successfully (owing to steam-heating, improved illumination iiy metal-

wire lamps, which give very little heat etc.) that even with the

very lengthy readings at the higher pressures there was hardly any

sign of flow in the tubes.

The corrections for capillary depression have not been applied.

A discussion showed, that the algebraic sum of these corrections

would have no influence on the accuracy aimed at, especially if

by tapping the tubes care was taken to obtain well-shaped convex

menisci*). As a matter of fact the correction would have been very

difficult, seeing that with the illumimxtion used the height of the

menisci could not be determined with the telescopes which served

for reading the mercury-surfaces.

The further corrections do not require any special mention. The

method of reducing the indications of the manometers J/^, and J/,,»

do not call for any remarks either. As regards the load on the

1) E. H. Amagat, Ann de cliim. et de phys. (6) 29, Juni and Augustus 1S93.

2) G. H. UrIiNKMan, Dissertatiün. Amsteidam, 1!I04.

3) Zie J. P. Dalton, These Proceedings 11, p. 87 i, 1P09 § 2 Gomm N'\ lOQc

*) The oil-vessels in question are not shown in the somewhat diagrammatic

figure. For some of the improvements mentioned here compare H. Kameelingh

Onnes, These Proceedings 8, p. 75, 1905, Gomm. N". 946.

S) Here again the results prove the reasoning to have been correct.
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pressure-balance, it has to be kept in mind, tijat it consists of the

total weight of pislon and imposed weigiits, with llie addition of
the atmospheric pressure muiliplied by the functional section.

The pressure of the atmosphere at Leiden is taken as equivalent
to 75,9488 cms. mercurj, one atmosphere being equal to 1,0336
kilogrammes.

5. Measuremenfs and ri'sults. As explained in § 2 tiie meas-
urements consisted in (1) a comparison of J/„ and J/,„ with the

open manometer, (2) a comparison of the pressure-balance with

3/,„ and il/,^„.

We will first discuss the measurements betiiwen 20 and 60 atmos-

pheres carried out ^y means of M^„.

Before undertaking the comparison of M^o with the pressure-

balance we made sure hy means of a comparison of il/,, with the

open manometer (fully described in the preceding communication),

that the indications of the closed manometer still deserve the con-

tidence which had always been given them in recent years. As

shown in that communication the result of this comparison was,

that since the last comparison ') a few years ago the closed mano-

meter had not undergone any change.

The comparison of i/,, with the pressure-balance was cariied

out as follows. The piessure having been adjusted at a chosen value,

the pressure-balance was set in rotation and we waited, until the

mercury-surface in J/„„ did not change any more. The pressure was

in this case transmitted from air to oil and as the pressure-impulses

which are due to the setting and keeping in motion of the pressure-

balance are only very tardily propagated to J/^o, it appeared possible

to turn the pressure-balance without any modification of the position

of the mercury-column being noticeable. A reading was taken, wiien

the mercury-surface had been constant for a considerable time.

Table 1 gives the results of two series of measurements. For the

measurements of June 22 the pressure-balance was once more carefully

centred, as we thought that the adjustment had not been quite

perfect.

The ob.servations marked with an asterisk were calculated by

means of Schai.kwi.ik's isothermal and in these observations the

manometer has thus not merely been used as an indicator. The

concordance between the two kinds of observations appeared, however,

to be so excellent, that it was considered unnecessary to establish

') These Proceedings supra, Cunim N'. 146Ö, § 3.
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l-lie pi'essiire by direct measiireiiient with tlie open manometer for

(he points in question.

We now pi'oceed to the laedsiireiiients from GO tu WO atuw-spheres

carrii'J oiil hi/ meana of jI/j jo-

in tliis case we could not check the readings by means of the

isothermal and the calibration, as the comparison of a few years

ago') did not appear to liave full}' given the desired accuracy; this

was the reason, why it was repeated together with the present

TABLE I.
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TABLE II.
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TABLE II continued. Comparison pressure-balance with M
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points. Af'ler tlie com|tletioii of the investigation described in the

preceding communication the various points could be each separately

checked by a comparison with the isothermal deduced from the

points combined. If the manometer had been fdled with a different

gas or an arbitrary mixture of gases, it would have served, its

purpose as an intermediaiy between pressure-balance and open

manometer equally well.

Tal)le II contains the results of the comparison of the pressure-

balance with 7l/i2„, extending over the range from 60 to 1Ü0 atmos-

pheres. The measurements of March 27 and 29 and June 24 were

made with the air-liquid transmission of pressure, as had been those

with il/„, whereas in those of April 23 and 24 and June J 8 and

19 use was made of the liquid system mercury-glycerine-oil which

was arranged later on as described in one of the preceding sections.

6. Discns.tion. The results of all the measurements as contained

in the above tables lead to the following conclusions:

1. The functional section is not independent of the pressure, but

as the pressure rises above 20 atmospheres it increases, goes through

a greatest value at about 70 atmospheres and then diminishes with

greater rapidity as far as the comparison reached. The greatest

deviation is 0.0020.

2. When the determinations were repeated, the same value was

not always found for the functioiuxl section, the greatest deviation

being about 0.0005 in this case.

3. The functional section differs from the geometrical section as

given by Schafkkr and Budenberg (1 cm^) by about 0.0030.

4. The sensitivity of the pressure-balance nrooo t''"S far exceeds

its accuracy. If the latter is to be raised to the value of the sen-

sibilit}', the theory of the instrument will have to be developed and

means will have to be found to obtain constant results within the

limits of the sensibility. Probably in order to attain this accuracy

a pressure-balance will always directly or indirectly have to be

compared with an open manometei'.

5. Pressures which have been measured with a Schaffer and

Budenberg pressure-balance which has not been calibrated cannot at

present be estimated at a higher accuracy than about xoir, provided

that the error in the area of the piston is not larger tlian 0,1 "/„.

In conclusion we wish to thank Professor Kamermngh Onnes and

Professor Kohnstamm for their sustained interest in our work.
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Physics. — " 77(t' specifi-c Ihcitl (it lom ti'iupi-rdtiny.-i.W. Mi'd.iwements

oil the specific heni of copper heticeen 14 and 9(^' K." Bj

W. H. Kkesom and H. Kamkkmngh Onnks. Communication

N°. 147r/ tVoui tlie Piiysicul Laboratory at Leiden. (Commu-

nicaled by Prof. H. KAMKRUNCin Onnes).

iGümmunicatei-l in the meeting of June 26, Uilö).

\ 1. Ill Comm. NM43 (Oct. 1914, Tliese Proceedings Dec. 1914)

§ 6 we publisiied a series of measurements on the specific heat of

copper between 15 and 22° K. We iiave since made some improve-

ments in tlie experimental arrangement, particularij as regards the

resistance measurement for the purpose of the deterniinalion of the

temperature increase in the calorimetric experiment. Tiie determination

of the "sensitivity" of the TnoMSON-bridge arrangement (cf. Comm.
N°. 143 § 2) was made this time by shunting the standard resistance

of 1 fi (cf. Comm. N°. 143 Fig. 5) by a known resistance and

reading the resulting galvanometer deflection. Irregularities as men-

tioned in Comm. N°. 143. § 4 note 1 did not occur now.

At a new calibration of the thermometer wire Aiirw it appeared

not to have remained so constant, especially at liquid hydrogen

temperatures, as at the time of the measurements of Comm. N°. 143

we concluded from determinations in liquid hydrogen on two different

days (table I Comm. N". 143j, and also from the comparison of the

result of a control measurement') at the boiling point of oxygen on

May 25 with the results of the measurements of May 18 1914. See

table I.

Hence the resistance of the gold wire Au,.-i ''), which is enclosed

in enamel between metal, ap[)ears to siiow small differences when
brought to the same temperature at different times. This behaviour

agrees with what has been experienced with wires sealed in glass:

cf. Kamerlingh Onnes and Holst, Comm. N°. 141rt § 4.

At liquid oxygen temperatures the differences are, however, so

small, that for the calorimetric determination at these temperatures,

they are unimportant. At liquid hydrogen temperatures account has

to be taken of these changes.

1) Tills control measurement, wliicli was not mentioned in Comm. N". 143, gave

:

May 25 '14 90.45 3.6616

-) The preliminary treatment consisted in (cf. Comm. N". 143 § 3 : glowing

before the winding, then 6 times cooling in liquid air and allowing it to return

to room temperature, likewise "1 times in liquid hydrogen.
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TABLE I. Resistance of ^«-3

NO. W Standard-

thermometer

27 Febr. '15 II

III

I

25 Febr. '15 II

III

IV

V

VI

1

30 April '15 II

IV

III

1

12 May '15 II

111

IV

I

V

14.10
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^ 2. Heat ctijntcifi/ of tlw core Km. Willi a view lo Hie irrogii-

larities wliicli had occurred in tlie measurements of 1914 (Comm.
N°. 143 § 4) this heat capacity was determined once more. In these

measurements at a pressure of 75. (! cms. of the hydrogen batli,

which corresponds to 7'= 20.31, ir.i,,,^ was found equal loü.6940 .ii,

whereas according to the calibration of Kebr. 27, '15 tlii.s resistance

corresponds to 7"= 20.34. The difference between these two values

of T corresponds to a displacement of the curve, which represents

the heat capacity of Km as a function of tlie temperature to an

amount of 0.3 7o of t'le heat capacity at 15° K., and to an appre-

ciably smaller amount at 20° K. As (his is far within the limit ot

accuracy reached in the measurements the calibrations of 25/27 Febr.

'15 could be used for the calcidation of the temperatures.

TABLE II. Heat capacity of ttie core Kjjr

.
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those of 1914, vi:. 0.023 joules/degree at 15° K., and 0.038 joules/

degree at 20° K.')

Tliis difference can be explained bj the fact that for the meas-

urements of 1915 on Kjji for the wires wliich carry the heating

current a little less platinum had been used. This circumstance was
taken into account as far as possible.

§ 3. Atomic heat, of copper.'^) For the measurements the same
block of copper was used as for those of Comm. N°. 143 § 6 :

electrolytic copper of Felten and Guillaume, 596,0 grammes.

As a check on the |)urity of the copper after the measurements

a strip was cut from the block; the strip was tiled to a rectangular

section, then rolleil and annealed. The resistance was then measured

at room temperature and in liquid hydrogen').

1) The measurements of 1914 being corrected for the change of AiiiS.

2) The atomic heat of copper has already been measured between 23 and
88° K. by W. Nernst, Ann. d Phys. (4) 36 (1911), p. 395.

3) We took advantage of this opportunity to test at the same time the purity

of the lead which we had use.l for the measurements on this metal of Gumm.
W. 143. and to invest gate tlie influence of the treatment of the metal on tlie

decrease of the resistance. The results are collected in the following table.
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W = 0.0104 at 20.4° K.

0.00430 at 10° C.

If1 1.80 C.

=r 0.0098 at 14.9° K. ')

Tlie temperature coefficient at 10' C. was also deteimined by

measurements at and 20° ('.
:

1 dW
Wo° c. dT

These values point to a high degree of purity, which is certainly

sufficiënt for the measurements on the atomic lieat '').

In the measurements in hydrogen at a pressure of the bath of

75.2 cms, to which belongs T= 20.30, Aucs was found equal to

0.6932 il. According to the calibration of Febr. '15 this resistance

corresponds to 7'^ 20.29. The agreement between these values of
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7 is sufficient to calculate the temperatures from that calibration.

In Fig. 1 ') the resuüs of our measurements are represented. In

the upper lefthand diagram the region up to 25° K. is represented

on a larger scale. ^)

Fig. 1.

The curve has been calculated from Deblte's formula ') with

6*^31 5. Debije's formula appears again to be capable of repre-

senting the alomic heat over a large region — the ratio of the

largest to the smallest value of the measured atomic heats amounts

to more than 80 — with a good approximation.

In table IV we have compared the atomic heats of copper in the

region of the liquid hydrogen tempei'atui'es with the T'-law derived

by Debije for low temperatures :

(7,, = 464 1 [-

') In Fig. 1 the vertical line which indicates T = 80 has been drawn inaccura-

tely; it has to be moved 1.25 mm. to the right. [Note added in the translation |.

2) At 88" K. our results agree fairly well with those found by Nernst i.e., at

the lower temperatures (33° - 23° K.) our values are smaller
S) P. Debue. Ann. d. Phys. (-t) 39 (191ïi), p 789.
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hydrogen region, and begin to decrease beyond abont 30° K. ')

§ 4. Table V contains values of the energy U, whicli are derived

TABLE V. Copper.
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by grapliical iiitegraliüii tVom a c'ur\e which has been dra\vn thi'Oiigh

• lie experimental points of fig. d, with an exirapolalion below 14° K. on

the basis of the assumption that the T'-haw is the ulliniate limiting law.

T'

being derived from Debije's formula for the energy:

1 ré'dï.

.r'J é—l

The change of 6,, with T has the effect of making the values of

6, which are derived directly from the atomic heats, differ some-

what from those of 6'„.

For cop|)er 6,, appears to decrease with increasing temperature in

the region of 20 to 70 K., the rate of decrease being more rapid

at the lower than at the higher temperatures of this region.

§ 5. The values of 0,, fouiul in § 4 (and also those of 6, ^ 3)

are smaller than ihose following from the formula given by Debije

I.e., which with ilie value found by Milmkan for the Avogadro

iniiiib'r (cf. Suppl. N" 'MMi, March 'J4) changes to:

3,657.10-3 1

V z. for 18 C. : ^9=13:^3, for —191° C. : ^ = 344 '^

111 Lindeman.n's formula'"):

h 7V/q

one (iiids for ( n from 61 = 315: /t. = 2.72.10''

whereas for I'h from /9 =: 88 follows: //,= 2.81.10'', where for

v„ ilie values at 7'^ 0,2 Tg have been used.

T = 120 , 160 , 200 240 , 280 ,

C^, = 4.22, 4.85. 5.28, 5.60, 5 SU' , from which we fiud:

5 = 331 , 343 . 3-^6

On Ihe contrary tl'e results of E. H. and Ezkr Grtffiths, Phil Trans. 214 A

(1914), p 319, cannot be reconciled so easily with ours as can be seen from the

fact that they give: at 138= K. 6 = 278, at 149.5^ K. 5 = 285.

1) Calculated from : 18 C. : « = 8,94, k = 0.74.10-12, ^ ^ o,35

-191' C: 9,' 2, 0,69.10-12, 0,35.

The value of y at 18' C. has been taken from E. Grüneisen Ann. d. Phys. (4)

25 (1908), p. 848, the change of with temperature from E, Grünkisen, Ann.

d. Phy.. (4) 33 (191U), p. 1264.

a- has been assumed to change inappreciably with the temperature according to

E. Grü.neiskn, Ann. d. Phys. (4) 33 (1910), p. Ii72.

'-} F. A. LusDEMAKN, Physik. ZS. U (1910), p. G09.
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As Lindkmann's formula can be deduced ') from the principle of

similarity, a|)plied lo solid substances, the data mentioned for /c/ can

serve at the same time as a comparison of these two metals with

respect to that principle. In this com|)arison the change of 6 with

the temperature has, however, not been taken into account.

Physics, — "Furthi'v expi'viini'uU iiHtli. liquid heliiou. 0. On the

Dx'itsarement of ver;/ Imo teiitpcr.ifiin's. XXV. Thf determination

of the temperatures ir/iich are obtained ivith liquid helium,

especially in connection irith measurements of the vapoiw-

pressure of helium." By H. Kamkhj^ingh Onnes and Sophüs

Wkber. (Comm. 1476 from the Physical Laboratory at Leiden).

(Comniiuiicated in the meetitTg of June 26, 1915).

1. Introduction. In this paper will be given some new deter-

minations of vapour-pressures of helium based on more accurate

temperalure-measurenicnts, as also a conli'ibntion to the knowledge

of tiie correction for tiie Ihermal molecular .pi'essui'e, which lias to

be a|i[)lied with conslaiit voliinie-lliermometers for low leiiiperatures

with gas under diminished pres.sure, if llic manometer is kept a( the

ordinary temperature.")

This correction was discussed in Comm. 1241) (Dec. 1911) ; an

estimate of i(s magnitude, which was necessary to form a judgment

of the value of (he temperature-determinations, showed thai ils

influence would only exceed the limits of accuracy ihen given, viz.

0.1 of a degree, in the measurement of the lowest temperatures.

The present determinalions of ihe boiling point of helium made

widi the aid of a helium thermometer with mercury-manometer

arranged for more accurate measurements have enabled us to (est

the accuracy of (he (empera(ure-determiuation in the previous series

of experiments with li(|uid helium, in which (his point had also

been determined. It a|)pears that the diiference of the previous

results from the present can be explained by the correcdon for the

thermal molecular pressure. This correction remains below (he value,

then given for the limit of accuracy. As to the correcdon at the

lowest temperatures which were measured, this also appears (o have

about the estimated magnitude. The previous measurements are thus

as a whole confirmed.

1) H. Kamerlingh Onnes, Comm. N\ 123 (June '11).

-) Compare for a dilTeicnt ariangement the concliisiou of §7, Comm. Suppl. 34

(Sept. 1913), where the investigation contained in the present communication was

also announced.

32*
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We have now for the first time made measurements with a helium

thermometer in which a heated-wire manometer aceordino; to Knldskn

serves as manometer (oomp. § 7 Comin. Snppl. 34). With this thermo-

meter it will be possible to go to still lower ten)i)eratiires than

heietofore. In these measurements the correction for the thermal

molecular pressure became even now of paramount importance. We
succeeded in calculating a formula for this correction, albeit with

the aid of a iiypothesis regarding the etfective molecnlar free path

which leads to a semi-empirical relation.

The new constant in this foi'mula which is a characteristic constant,

for helium could be chosen such, that for all our measurements

wilh the theruiomeler with hot-wire-manometer a satisfactoiy agreement

was obtained with the thermometer with mercury-manometer.

2. Survey of the difficulties inherent in the detenninafions of the

loioest temperatures. All measurements of temperature in the helium-

region will ultimately have to be reduced to readings on a helium-

thermometer supposed to be filled with helium in the Avogadro-

condilion. Hence the importance of knowing, how to arrive at

accurate determinations with a helium-thermometer, even at very

low pi'essures. For measuring those temperatures, at which the

vapour-pressure of helium approaches a very small value, no other

helium-thermometers but those with gas at very low pressure can

be used, as the pressure in the thermouieter must in any case remain

below the vapour-pressure corresponding to the temperature to be

measured.

Various circumstances thus render it difficult to raise the accuracy'

to the level which would be permitted by the high degree of constancy

of the temperature of the helium-bath which can be attained when

the experiment is not unduly prolonged.

It will be necessary to take care that the following conditions

are fulfilled.

1. Tire dead space, or rather that part of the dead space the

temperature of which is uncertain, must be made as small as possible.

2. The adjustment of the equilibrium must take place in a

sufficiently small time in order to prevent the temperatui'e-changes

of the helium-bath affecting the measurements.

3. The deviations of the equation of state for the thermometric

gas from the AvoG.\DRO-condition must not come too much into account.

4. The correction for the thermal molecular pressure must not

become too large and this pressure must not reach a region, for

which the correction is less ai'curately known.
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It will be seen tliat these requirements cannot all be fultilled

at the same time. A small value of (1) goes together with a large

value of (2) and similarly a minimum of (3) corresponds to a

maximum of (4).

All we can do therefore is choosing the construction of the

thermometer such that in the intended measurements an optimum

is attained as regards satisfying the mutually conflicting requirements.

A calculation of the order of magnitude of each of the afore-

mentioned disturbances, uncertainties or corrections will in general

sufficiently enable us to reach our object.

It is clear, that we have to devote our attention particularly to

the capillary which connects the reservoir (at low temperature) with

the manometer (at (he ordinary temperature).

As regards (1), the uncertainty regarding the distribution of tem-

perature along the capillary makes itself principally felt in the lowest,

coldest part of the capillary, where the density of the gas is highest

;

the narrower this part in proportion to the rest, the smaller the

uncertaiuty will be.

It would of course be advisable, if possible, to avoid the calcu-

lation of the correction for that part of the dead-space which is

dependent on the capillary by placing an auxiliary c-ipillary according

to Chai'I'Uis beside (he capillary of the thermometer. ') In our case

we were imable to utilize this device owing to want of space in

the cryostat. It was all the more important, therefore, to take the

lower part of (he capillary as narrow as possible, from which it

follows in view of (2), that the capillary must be taken wider

higher up.

At the lowest temperatures the question becomes of importance,

whether helium still follows the gaseous laws. On the one hand the

B B
term — in the equation of slate pv ^ A -\

has (o be considered,
V V

where B for a reduced temperature say of 0.2 acquires a fairly

high value, so that the cori'ection to be made on account of /J may

obtain an important intluence. As long as the equation of state for

helium is no belter known than is at present the case and the

calculation has to be made with the "luean" equation of state accord-

ing to the law of corresponding states, great uncertainty exists with

regard to this correction. On the other hand it might be a question,

whether yl may still be taken directly proportional to 7' or whether

1) We are dealing here exclusively with the constant-volume Ihermomfter. A
subsequent Gommunicalion will deal with the use of thermometers at constant

pressure.
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an absolute zero-point pressure according to tiie tiieory of quanta

ought not to be introduced.

In both respects the difficulty migiit be sufficienllj' avoided by

simply taking the melting-point pressure of the tliermomeler sufficiently

small, but in that case, as already ()ointed out, the thermal molecular

pressure begins to give difficulties which ultimately exceed all the

others. In fact this pressure depends upon the ratio — , where h

is the radius of the capillary and ^. the mean free path.

Whereas we know the condition of the pressure-equilibrium

between the bulb of the thermometer and the manometer, when

the temperatures of both are given for the two extreme cases

2R \ 2R
,

. • J-— =r and — = CO, this is no longer the case tor intermediate

values of this fraction. In ordinary gas-thermometers with a melt-

ing-point pressure of about the normal atmospheric pressure,

2R
the condition — = oo is very nearly satisfied and the pressures p^

at the top and j)„ at the bottom of the capillary, where the tem-

peratures are 2\ (normalj and 1\ (to be measured) respectively,

may be taken as equal. As we shall see, this is by no means allowed

when temperatures are to be measured at which the vapour-pressure

of helium is no more than a few millimeters. In thermometers which

are adapted to this object considerable corrections have to be dealt

with, as will appear in the measurements to be discussed in this

paper, indeed the question naturally arises, whether in this case it

is not preferable in the temperature-measurement to start from the

1R 1 . V^T\ p,
condition ot eiiuilibrium tor — := — viz.

^
= — .

X CO \/2\ p,

3. Di'serlption of the tivo thermometers.

The thermometer with mercury-manometer (fig. 1) was the improved

form of tiiat in Comm. 119 as described in Comm. 124/;. The bulb

7'A, had about three times greater capacity, 23.95 cc. and the

capillary consisted of three parts, the first starting from below

C„— Cij 15.3 cms. of 0.0362 cm. radius, the next Ci— Cc 9.80 cms.

of 0.0783 cm., the third C— Cd 22.59 cms. of 0.0947 cm. (the

upper 5,25 cm. having 0,090 cm, radius). To the top of the glas-s

capillary (being another part of 5,55 cm. of 0,090 cm. radius) was

soldered (entering o^'er this same length) a copper capillary of

1.2 mm. diameter, which was connected to the mercury manometer.
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first described in Comm. 119 PI. I and more recently in Comm. 1246

PI. I fig. 3 and specially designed tor tliermoraetric work. After

the improvement of Comm. J '24/> this manometer had only under-

gone a slight modification : in addition to the glass-tap in the glass

capillary leading to the copper one, a side-tap has been added whose

object is to connect the thermometer with the mercury-airpnmp if

required.

-Th,

Fig. 1. Fig, 2.

The part of the dead space of the theriiiomeler which during the

measurements remains at room-temperature had a volume of4 87cc.

The second thermometer (fig. 3) was provided with a \evy small

lieaied-wire manometer') /•, designed to measure small pres^ui'es

with sufficient accuracy. The bulb of the iliermomeler had the same

volume as that of the first thermoiueler 23.956 cc and the capillary

was constructed in exactly the same way as with the latter. The

part of the dead space wliicli in this thermometer did not assume

the low temperature was 2.67 cc; the liealed-wire manometer stood

V H. Kambrlingh Onnes and Sophus Weber, Comm N'. 137Ö.
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in ice. Previously this instrument liad been carefully calibrated with

the aid of a set of pipettes with pure helium. We are glad to offer

Mr. P. G. Cath our thanks for his assistance in this woi'k.

4. Results. The thermometers were mounted side by side in the

helium-cryostat, which was vigorously sth-red by means of a pump-

stirrer. The bulbs were surrounded by brass tubes in order to protect

them from radiation through the liquid helium. The vapour pressures

of helium were corrected for the aerostatic difference of pressure

between tlie helium liquid surface and the \'apour-pressure manometer.

Two series of observations were made. In the first Mr. Chappuis

did us the honour to take part in the measurements. In this series

Vapour-pressures and thermometer-readings with helium. 1st series.
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the melting-point pressure of tiie helium-thermometer with meicury-

maiiometer was 25.738 cms. mercury, that of the helium-thermometer

with heated wire manometer 5.240 ems. In the second series these

pressures were 25.358 cms. and J.2059 cm. mercury respectively.

The vapour-pressure measurements were conducted in the same

manner as before (comm. 119 and 1246j. The results were as follows

(uncorrected T stands for T not corrected for B and for thermal

molecular pressure'):

The first column gives the vapour-pressure of helium at the

corresponding temperature, the second the temperature as calculated

with the aid of the ordinary gas-laws (with B = 0). The great

difference between the temperatures found in this way with the two

thermometers is very striking, especially in the last series of meas-

uremeuts in which the melting-point pressure of the second thermo-

meter was very low. The influence of the thermal molecular pressure

causes a temperature of 5°. 5 to be found instead of 4°. 2.

5. Correction for tlir tlunnnal molecular pressure. Expressions for

the thermal molecular i)ressure which are valid for the ranges

2R 2R
0< — <1 or 10 < — < CO have been developed by Knudsen. It is

clear, that the choice of the two limits 1 and 10 has been somewhat

arbitrary, but we may assume, that, when these limits are attended

to, the uncertainty of the results of calculation by means of these

formulae, supposing the constants which occur in them to be known,

is on the average smaller than IV»- Knudsen's formulae do not hold

2.R ^
for the intermediate range of 1 < — < 10.

""

X
-

The condition of pressure-equilibrium in a tube with a gradient

of temperature is in Knudsen's notation

dp
2jiR (M + B) -f .^i^^ \ — 0.

dl

dp— is here the pressure-gradient, A' the radius, M the tangential
dl

force per cm', e.xerted by the gas on the wall in consequence of

1) In controlling the calculations it was found that small errors aiid uncertainties

remain about the data for calculating the gas contained in the capillary, which

can change the numbers for the uncorrected T by some thousandths of a degree.

The necessary corrections are inside the limits of the experimental errors. So we

have left them mixed up with the latter. As soon as we shall have an opportunity

to compare the present determinations with more accurate ones, we can perhaps

return to this point. (Added in the English translation).
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the temperatiire-slope and B tlie tangential force which the gas

owing to its flow back along the axis of the tube exerts on the wall.

M and B according to Knudskn 'j are thus given bj :

M= k, Xm ill— =—/• '

' 128 dl ' 128.0,30967 dl

and

3 ap dp .T W

N the number of molecules per cc. iii the mass of a molecule, ^

the viscosity and X the mean free path.

If P. is not small as compared to R, we n<ay not assume, as is

done in the derivation of the formulae, that a molecule in a collision

with a second molecule possesses the velocity corresponding to the

temperature at a point at a distance /. ; in that case the collisions

with the wall have also to be taken into account. The paths described

by the molecules since the last collision are then found as follows:

In a disk of unit length cut out from the tube there are rtR^N

molecules and therefore jtRN^ mutual collisions occur per second

and 'IjtR^JVÜ collisions with the wall; the joint number of

collisions is thus

2-rRlN<i-{-jrR'N— per second,

and each molecule collides (
-— H )

S2 times, while describing a

path ii. The path described without collision is therefore on the

average

1 I ')

\
\ \ ^ I

1-— 1 HX^ 2.R ^ 2R

This leads to the following condition of equilibrium

/ ;'.T ;. dii 3.TA- R'dp\ , dp

V 128 ' X dl 256.0,30967 ). dl J dl^
1-1

2R

as 1] = 0,30967 Nm ";. or

') M. Knudsen, Ann. d. Phys. 33, p. 1435, 1910. 31, p. 633, 1910 and 31,

p. 205, 1910 and Sophus Webek, Leiden, Conim. 137f.

-) The tempprature change of llie coefficient of aocomraodation for collisions

with the wall is disregarded on account of its smallness.
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dp _2, d£l 1

X J\ 0,30967.256 ;.

2R dp dii p, , /1\
As for — = ü we have — = —- or — = / -—

, it follows,
I p £i p, y T,

4 2R
that k, = — for — = 0.

' 3 ;i

2/e
In the case, that — becomes large, we obtain

dp k, 8 r dT^= -i.—
. ('30967

p k, :t R' T
or introducing

::t 1 if T
8 0,30967''p'p„273

where (>„ is the density of the gas at 0° and 1 djne per cm.'

we get the formula

^ ^ 0,30967.273' o„ R"" k.\ c
'

V + T
calculating, like Knudsen, with Sutherland's formula (which however

is no longer applicable at temperatures below those of liquid air)

and calling the viscosity at 0° C. ïj„.

Knudsen has determined tlie value of /i\ and /Ij for hydrogen and

k,

oxygen and found — — 2.3 and k, = I.

It is easily shown, that our formula (1) differs from Knudsen's

formula only by the factor , which has no iniluence for

^ 2R
2R

high values of —

.

*
X

It is therefore obvious, that the factor l\ in (1), if this equation

2R
is to hold for all values of — , cannot be a constant, seeing that

27?
for ail gases it approaches the value i for -^ =r and that for

2R
high values of — it becomes 2.3 for o.xygen and hydrogen.

It is further to be remembered that in the theoretical deduction
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of the relation between heat-condnction and frietion numerically

correct results can only ba arrived at l\y taking for the mean free

path in the case of conduction a somewhat higher value than that

which follows from internal friction. In other words the velocity of

the molecules at a collision is not that wiiich corresponds to the

temperature at a distance ^, bul at a distance «A, where « is 2.5

for monatomic gases and 1.7 for di-atomic gases. If we introduce

this into the expression for M we obtain, as found by Knl'dsen,

taking l\^=l, for di-atomic gases ^1=^ J.7 Xl for high values of

2R— or k, = 2.3. For helium we shall have to take /, = 2,5 .4= 3.33 :

for this gas k\ thus changes between the limits Vs ci"'' «^-3. The

question, as to how k\ depends upon the mean free path will have

to be decided by experiment. This problem is analogous to that

concerning the relation between heat-conduction and friction, when

there is also slipping along tiie wall. Keeping that in view we have

ventured to make a simple assumption which does not clash with

the available experimental data and explains the nature of the

deviations between our thermometers with dilferent melting-point

pressures as well as possible. In how far this assumption maj^ be

correct, can only .1)6 settled l)y future experiments. In the mean

time it may perhaps be considered as a rough representation of

what will be found, when this problem, which is of great importance

for the insight into the mechanism of heat-conduclion and internal

friction, will be specially taken up. The assumption in question is, that

2R
1 + c,c, -^

^'=* 2-Ë ^'^

In this formula c^ and 6% are two coefficients, c, having a special

value for each gas and being 0.550 for helium and c, differing for

monatomic and diatomic gases. For the former c\ = 2.5 and for

the latter r, = 1.7.

If we abandon the assumption, that L\ = i , 2.5 for large values

2R
of — , there is an additional constant c, available to adapt the

foi'mula to our observations. A very good agreement is in that case

obtained with ri=: 2.8(55 and c, = 0.3101 '). The corrections obtained

by this method are indicated in the tables of § 6 below by {).

^1 It may be observed, that the ratio of this q to the more theoretical value

is the value of the power of 7' in the viscosity-law for helium.
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Returning to onr equation (1) we have for a monalotnic gas

2E\

dp

where for helium (', = 0.1190

We l)ave now to express T as a function of p and )..

. / 7' \0.G47

As tiie relation t\ = ?/„ 1 holds down to the boiling point
V273.1,

of hydrogen (comp. Homm. N°. 1346 March 1913) and as the thernio-

nieter-corrections are almost entirely due to that part of the ca-

pillary which is at a higher temperature than 20° K , we may
apply this formula to the whole temperature-range in the form

,273.1

According to the expression for A given above, we have:

dlijp = (1 + n) dlgT— dlj-k.

or also

dk,p = {\-\n)dhjT^dUnj
if

^ = T-
With y as independent variable we may therefore write:

it, dy

J V J

I

The correction consists in our case in the sum of three corrections

for the different parts of the capillary, each with a different R.

For each of the three parts the integral might be easily found by

mechanical quadrature, taking into account the changing valu^ of

h„ as soon as the limits of the integration are known. We may
also for the sake of simplicity divide each part into smaller parts

such, that in the integration a mean value may be assumed for k\.

The limits are each time determined by the value of the viscosity

dp
1) It follows from this expression, that there is a maximum value of —^,

(S. Weber Coinm. N'l 137c Sept. 1913). In arranging the measurements in

question care must be taken that at the place where this maximum occurs the

distribution of temperature is known as accurately as possible.

Tlie determination of this maximum may possibly be of importance in the

2ii
investigation of the relation between fcj and ---.
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of heliutn correspoiHling to llie teiiiperatiire and the density, as also

by llie value of the radius at the ends of the given portions of

the tube').

As the density de|)ends on ji as well a» on T and as j) varies

along the tube, Ihe liniits at the ends of the various parts will

depend upon the local values of [i themselves: of these only that

at the top of the capillary is immediately known, whereas at the

bottom the density is appi'oximately known, it is true, but neither

ji nor 7'. It is therefore necessary to proceed by successive approxi-

mation and starting at the top to calculate the diminution of pressure

assuming as a first approximation p = constant equal to the value

at the top of that portion of the tube, and then, using the distribution

of pressure which is found and the known distribution of temperature

to impi'ove the calcidation, etc.

The uncertainty regarding the distribution of temperature along

the capillary is of course a source of error, but as a rule the errors

arising from this uncertainty are not of any importance, especially

because usually, according as this uncertainty is greater for a given

portion of the tube, its contribution to the total correction for the

molecular pressure becomes smaller. Finally for that portion which

reaches down to the range of temperatures which have to be detei'-

mined by the thermometer itself the contribution to the correction

can be entirely neglected. The most important contribution to the

coirection is due to the upper part of the capillary.

5. Corrected temperatures. Applying the corrections on the basis

of the pressure-distribution along the capillary, as found by the

above calculation, the following results are obtained : (see tabel II

p. 505).

The values between brackets
( ) refer to the calculation with the

more empirical values of c, and c, , introduced solely with a view

to the observations without taking into account the theoretical

limiting values.

Calculating the correction of the helium-thermometer with mercury-

manometer by means of the formulae tested in the above series of

observations, we find (considering only the most reliable observations

(see table III p. 505).

') If afterwards a changing value of n were found for helium at the lower

temperatures, as in oilier gases, the same formula will be applicable, for each

piece into which the tube is divided its own value of n being introduced.
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TABLE II. Temperature-measurements in the helium-region with
the heated wire helium-thermometer.



606

TABLE IV.
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the thermal molecular pressure will be needed, if values of B are

to be derived iVom the comparison of thermometers with different

initial pressure. The same is true with respect to possible correc-

tions for deviations, as predicted by the theory of quanta.

7. Approxiiiuite formula fov the vapour-pressure of helium. We
did not succeed in representing our observations by Nernst's vapour-

pressure formula, treated as interpolation-formula.

The Bose-Rankine form ')

1 1

Ig /\-m.Ug = A-\-B--^ C-,^^D-
1

gave with

4= + 3.7290, £=-7.9780,

the results shown in Table V
C'=- 0,13628, 7>=-f 4.3634

TABLE V.
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wise extends far in bolii directions withont miy break and in wliieh

the temperature is under complete control from 90' K. to 55° K. by

means of liquid oxygen and from 20° K. to 14° K. of liquid

hydrogen, — this gap is all the more to be regretted as in the

absence of a liquid bath comparisons of auxiliary thermometers with

the helium- or iiydrogen-thermometer in this region of temperatures

are completely wanting. It would be specially valuable, if this gap

could be filled for the lower portions of the temperature-range in

question by the addition of a portion above the boiling point of

hydrogen joining on to the range of reduced temperatures which is

governed by hydrogen between 20' K. and 14° K. As instances of

investigations for which this extension would be gr'eatly desired we

can name (besides the equations of state of hydrogen and neon) that

of paramagnetic susceptibility, that of specific heat, and that of

galvanic resistance.

We have now succeeded in utilizing neon for this purpose.

Duiing the experiments which have led to this re-ult some thermal

quantities of neon were determined, which will be discussed in the

next communication (147(/, these Proceedings) by Dr. Crommei.in and

myself. Amongst other data the boiling point of neon was found at

about 27*^ K. and the irijtle-point at about 24.5° K. By using neon

exactly in the same way as hydrogen, the range of 14°— 20° K.

can, therefore, now practically be extended from 14° K. to 27° K.

As we have also found, that there is no serious dil'iiculty in con-

structing cryostats for pressures some atmospheres above the normal

(e. g. with hydrogen it is possible to go from 20° to 25° K.), a

pressii re-cry ostat with neon will probably allow us to ascend to

a temperature of 34° K., by which it would become possible to

study by the eye the critical phenomena of hydrogen in a bath of

licpiid tieon. A future communication conjointly with Dr. Crommelin

wdl, 1 hope, deal with an investigation of this question.

Further as regards the region from 34° to 55° K., we may
nientioii even now, that one of the next communications will contain

a description of an arrangement by wliich I have succeeded by a

satisfactory method by means of hydrogen-vapour heated to the

desi'^ed temperature in obiaining constant temperatures in this region.

In a further communication to be given conjointly with Dr. Crommelin,

winch will follow soon afterwards we hope to give an experimental

deieruiination of the critical teuq;)erature of neon (compare our

Coinm. 147(/ below; made by means of this new arrangement.

The same arrangement may also be utilized in the temperature-

region from 20°—34° K. But for most experiments, particularly
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when phenomena have to be followed by the eye, the oryostat with

liquid neon is very mnch to preferred.

It was gratefnllj mentioned before, when the attempts to arrange

a neon-cryostat were discussed for the first time (Comm. 112 June

1909), that the gas was very kindly put at our disposal by Mr. G.

Claude and the "Soeiété d'Air Liquide" in Paris. This gas was

I'ich in neon and from it the large quantity of pure neon which is

now in circnialion in (he laboratory has been separated (Comp.

Leiden Oomm. Suppl. 21A p. 40—41). It is there described, how
by a prelin)iiiary pui'ification of the crude gas hy mean.s of freezing

in liquid hydrogen, pnnqiiug off the helium and se|)aration of the

large quantity of nilrogen present, a gas was obtained almost totally

free from hydrogen and helium and piincipally only containing some

nitrogen. Continued fractionation further diminished the (piantity of

the admixtures and the ultimate pui'ification was conducted by

means of the neon cycle itself and the removal of the last traces of

oxygen and nitrogen by the aid of carbon cooled in Jiipiid air.

2. Thi' ncon-liqv.efnctor and neon-cryostat. These are combined

into one i)iece of apparatus (see fig. 1 below). The liquefactor

somewhat resembles in its construction the apparatus for the |)uri-

fication of hydrogen fComm. Wdh March 1909). The cryostat is

constructed exactly as the heliiun-cryostal in its most recent form

(Comm. 123, June J 911). The connection between li(piefactor and

cryostat is essentially the same as that between the helium-liqne-

factor and the helium-cryostat of Leiden. Comm. Sup|)l. 21 fig. 5

(Oct. 1910). To facilitate a comparison with the helium-cryostat,

the parts of the neon-liquefactor in fig. 1 are marked with the same

letters as the conesponding parts of the helium-cryostat in the

Plate of Comm. 123. For parts of modified construction, but of

analogous purpose accented letteis have been used.

The principle of the apparatus (comp. fig. 1) consists in this, that

in the licpiefactor the neon is made to condense on a spiral a^ a, r/,

(comp. n^a.^ni in Plate of Comm. 1096), which is cooled below the

boiling point of neon by means of liquid hydrogen. From the coils

of this spiral the liquefied neon flows down into the ciyostat. If

locally the tenqjcralure of the cooling-spiral descends below the

melting-point of neon, the substance will there be deposited as a

solid crust on the spiral. The external surface of the spiral, where

this happens, and the lemaining free passages between the spiral

and the vessel, ijisiile which the spiral is suspended are so large,

that a considerable quantity of solid neon can be deposited in this

33*
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Fig. 1.

nianner, wiilnint the apparatus becoming plugged. As soon as the

lower part of tlie spiral returns to a temperature above the melting-

point, the neon melts, drips down and flows into the eryostat.

In applying tiiis principle of liquefying the neon by cooling with
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liquid hydrogen the difliciillj lies in the circumstance, that the

boiling-point and melting-point of neon are only a few degrees apart.

The construction of our apparatus is specially designed to meet the

difficulty arising from the almost unavoidable freezing of the neon.

If we had applied Lindk's pi'inciple of liquefaction on neon, cooled

only in liquid air, and had thus liqiietied neon in the same manner

as Dewak first showed, how to liquefy hydrogen, this difficulty

of the neon freezing would not he encountered. But in that case the

other difliculty would make ilself felt, that only a part of the

available gas appears as liquid in the bath. As long as neon is still

so difficult to obtain as at present, this objection weighs very much

more than that inherent in the principle of our apparatus. Moreover

as we have the excellent hydrogen-cycle ready at our disposal, it

would be much more conq)licated conslruciing a separate neon-cycle

with liquid-air cooling only, than following the method adopted. In

future, when neon will be equally easily obtained as at present

hydrogen and there will thus be no necessity for anxiously guarding

against the smallest loss and such a loss will be considered in the

same light as a loss of hydrogen is now, it will become more

profitable to prepare the liquid hydrogen itself by means of a neon-

cycle. For that case a purifying-ap|)aratus of neon by means of

liquid neon, similar to that of hydrogen described in Comm. 109,

will be practically a necessity. If the neon is not completely deprived

beforehand of the less volatile admixtin-es, such as nitrogen, (he

narrow tubes of the regenerator-spiral, through which the gas is

made to flow during its expansion, would be apt to get plugged. In

the method chosen by us it is of no account, whether the neon

still contains a few percentages of the less volatile constituents, like

nitrogen. Without obstructing the passages they are deposited on the

less cooled upper parts of the spiral, while the neon is liquefied or

solidified on the lower coils. If the temperature of the cooling spiral

is so regulated that the va|)oui--pressure of neon at that temperature

is above one atmosphere, while the solid nitrogen and oxygen have

still only a negligible vapour- pressure, all the liquid and solid neon

which might be present will evaporate and the less volatile admix-

tures of the neon can all be retained in the apparatus and so

removed from it. This procedure may be utilized for the purification

of the neon (see § 3). We will however at present adhere to the

supposition, made in the beginning of our description, that the neon

is already pure.

The liquid neon flowing down from the spii'al is caught (fig. 1)

in the silvered vacuum-vessel with silvered draw-off-tube Eaks and
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then flows tln-ougli the small stop-cock E„k\ into the vacuum-vessel

aSj of the ci'yostat; for the description of tlie cryostat and its pump-

stirrer we may refer to Coram. 123l'^ wiiere the lettering is identical.

The ditference between the valve used at present (for details see

separate drawing in fig. 1) and that of Coram. 123i is of minor

importance and consists in the valve not having a turning movement,

but moving vertically up and down, being guided by the two rods

EnH and carried by the german-silver strip Eaki The small stop-

cock is connected to the orifice E„i;r^ by means of two german-silver

rings Eaku and E„ks)

Fig. 1 represents the condition, in which the cryostat contains a

helium-thermometer ?7i,"' with capillary Tk^" (as in the Plate of

Coram. 123/>, this time however the thermometer used in Coram. 147),

a resistance SiAu, as in the same Plate, and moreover a piece of

apparatus for the measurement of the vapour-pressure of hydrogen

above its boiling point (vessel P^ , which contains the liquid hydrogen,

besides tube and capillary P^, P., I\ for connection with the further

apparatus): the measurements with this arrangement will be dealt

with in a coramunication to be made conjointly with Mr. P. G. Cath.

Two tubes are attached to the cover of the cryostat, S\ (comp.

figure of Plate in Coram. 24, where however the corresi)onding

letter is wanting) and S' , leading to a manometer and the apparatus

(conip. § 3) for regulating the temperature in the cryostat.

The temperature in the cooling-spiral «j a, in the liquefactor, a,

being protected from supply of heat by a covering of wool, may
be regulated by the aid of the thermometer ƒ, /,ƒ,ƒ, /s, exactly as

in the apparatus for the purification of hydrogen, for the desci'iption

of which we may again refer to Corara. 109.

Care has to be taken, that only liquid neon can enter the draw-

off tube. For this purpose a small vessel /i is contrived, which fits

in the vacunui-vessel willi a thin layer of flannel; it is open at the

bottom and just above the o|iening li^ carries a filter ^i,, which can

be warmed by means of hydrogen of ordinary temperature which

can be blown through the tube rt^ and the small spiral «„; by which

means the temperature of the draw-off tube can be permanently

kept above that of the melting-point of neon. Solid and less volatile

substance, say nitrogen, which might fall down, is retained on the

filter and if the nitrogen which has collected there happened to

melt by the temperature rising it flows on the small tray y, where

it remains while only liquid neon can flow down').

') 111 orrjer to make the arrangement completely adequate — solid nitrogen is

lighter than liquid neon — this tray should be provided with a standing-up rim

of gauze, which was not yet the case.
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3. The neon-cycle. This cycle is very similar to that of helium

(Comm. 108 July J 908). The neon is stocked under compression in

one or more receivers /?, (fig. 2). Fi-om li^ the gas is made to

flow into the gasometers (r,, G^, floating in oil and arranged exactly

as in the hydrogen-cycle (Comm. 94/", June 1906), the oil being

here also freed from air and moisture.

If necessary, the neon, before it is l)rought into circulation, can
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be drawn under pressure tlirougli carbon, cooled with liquid air,

by means of the compressor with mercury-piston Q (compare Comni.

54 Jan. 1900) and returned to Ri or to tiie gasometer in purified

condition. The carbon is contained in Z^ (which is cooled) and Z,

(a reserve tube), copper hardsoldered receivers wliich may be exhausted

by the merciiry-airpump {vac in the figure) at red heat. The remaining

gas is transferred by the air-pump to a gasholder for im|)ure neon.

The wa_y of using the cocks and the obje(;t of the safety-tube T,

which in case of need takes back the gas to the gasholder for impure

neon, as also of stop-cock 2 will be clear without special elucidation.

The cryostat is filled witli the pure neon from the gasometer by

stop-cock 4 through a drying-tube /J, immersed in liquid ain from

here it. flows with stop-cock 6 open by c\ (comp. fig 1) into the

liquefactor, from which as explained in § 2 the liquefied neon flows

down into the cryostat. The vaporized neon escapes through «S'g to the

gasomelei'S (r, and (t,. When the cryostat is filled the small cock

Eak, and slop-cock 6 are closed. The neon which might then evaporate

in the liquefactor may escape through stop-cock 8 into the gasholder

for impure neon.

As usual the cryostat has attached to it a safety-tube X ; the gas

which might escape through it is caught in the small safety-gaso-

meter Gv. When the small cock E^k^ is closed, the temperature of

the bath may be regulated in the usual manner according to the

indication of manometer J7 and with the aid of the differential-

manometer shown beside it (comp. Coinm. 83, Dec. 1902) by opening

7 more or less.

The apparatus itself and the connections may be evacuated by

manipulating stop-cocks 10 and 11. The exhaustion is performed

before the experiment to make sure of' a proper operation of the

cryostat and again after the completion of the experiment to transfer

the gas contained in the apparatus back to the gasholder for impure

neon. Before proceeding to the latter operation the liquid neon is

transferred to the gasometers (r, and G^, either by allowing the

liquid to evaporate with the cryostat connected to the gasometers,

or by (lowing the liquid to the gasometers by pressure through the

syphontube h, allowing the liquid neon to evaporate in the passages

on its way to the gasometers, or finally by pumping the liquid ont

and forcing it into the gasometers with the Siemens-pump TF. The

gas which is left in the Siemens-pump is ti'ansferred by the mercury-

pump to the gasholder for impure neon with all the other gas

remaining in the whole apparatus and connections at the end of

the experiment as already mentioned.
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To prevent too rapid an evaporation of tlie bath the cryostat-

vessel .Sj (fig. Ij is proteeled bj a tube with liqnid air.

If the available neon is not qnite pnre and if it is still desired

to start the work with it without the previous purification by means

of the circulation under pressure over carbon cooled in liquid air,

it will be possible instead of the drying tube Z), to insert between

4 and 5 a carbon-tube D^ arranged for purification under ordinary

air-pressure, immersed in liquid-aii' witii a drying-apparatus preceding it.

In the experiments the liquid gas in the bath was always ob(ained

in a perfectly transparent condition. Only the first quantity of

liquid neon which flows into the cryostat-vessel and evaporates there

very rapidly, left behind a little of a white substance (solid nitrogen

or solid air?) which dissolved again in the liquid gas which flows

in afterwards. A slight ring-shaped deposit was also noticed above

the liquid surface in the evaporation of the bath. The gas had "thus

not been quite pure; as a matter of fact this can hardly' be e.\pected,

as long as it is allowed to come into contact with the oil of the

gasometers. The use of the latter, however, simplifies the o|)erations

considerably, and the very slight impurity does not give the least

trouble.

It was found that ihe (piantity of li(pii(i in the bath could be

made as much as 400 cc.

I am glad to Ihaidv Mr. (t. J. Fi.im, chief instrumenlmaker in

!he cryogenic laboratory, once again for his help in the construction

of the apparatus described in this paper.

Physics. — "Igollieiiihils of inonatoinic </(i.<i's and of' tlwir hinnnj

mUtwes XVII. Isolhfminis of neon and preliininurt/ deter-

niinations concernhu/ the I[(fidd condition of neon." By Prof. H.

Kameklingh Onnes and C. A. Ckommelin. (Communication

147(/ from the Physical Ijaboratory at Leiden).

(Communicated in the meeting of June 2(i, 1915).

'J. l.fotherntal.i of neon. This section contains a first instalment

of the isothermal-determinations, by which we hope to obtain the

equation of state of neon at low temperatures. The isothermals of

0° C. and 20° C. have been investigated from 20 —93 and from
20—84 atmospheres respectively; they give sufficient data for the

connections which are required for the reduction of the observations

concerning the isothermals of lower temperatures. Parts of isothermals

for -182°.6 C, —200°.l C, — 208.°1 C, - 213M C. and —217°.5 C.

are also given, which may serve as a first survey and even now
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allow a preliminary application of the law of corresponding states

to be made.

In Table 1 and II the symbols 0, p, r/.i, and r.i, have the usual

meaning.
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TABLE HI. Virial-coefficients of neon.

'A

20' C.

0'

+ 1.0731

4- 0.99986

B^ X 103 c.xn

+ 0.51578

+ 0.41334

+ 0.82778

+ 1.1538

The differences between tlie observed vakies of pr
,
and those

calculated willi the above coefllcients are found in Table I in the

last two columns. As the table shows, the isothermal of 20° C.

seems to be slight!}' more acciii'ate than that of 0° C. a circumstance

which may be connected with (he fact of its being more difficult

to keep a vessel at a constant temperature of 0° C. than at one of

20° C, when an efficient thermostat is being used.

The communication of the value of the virial-coefficients for low

temperatures, as also the calcnlalion of the BoYLE-point {Bi = 0)

we defer to a subsequent paper.

3. Boiliiu/ point, va2)0ii,r-pr('ssiire,t, liquid c/ensitii's, triplcpoint.

The vapour-pressures were directly determined as the pressures

of a bath of liquid neon, in which a helium-thermometer was

placed, the same as served for the measurements by Kamerlingh

Onnes and Webek. ')

The value found for the pressure at the triple-point differs but
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little from that given Comm. 112, June 1909. Our resists (yet of a

preliminary kind) were (see table IV p. 518).

The density of tlie liquid was measured by a small hydrometer

for densities of 1,20 to 1.30, floating in the bath, which after a

preliminary trial was specially made for this purpose.

4. Prclüiiinnri/ iiivestnintlcn of the behaviour of neon loith respect

to the IwD of corresjwnding states.

The pieces of isothermals of low temperatures given in § 2 are

too short and have therefore too few characteristic features, to be

able to yield the critical constants of neon by the method of drawing

them in a logarithmic diagram and making this fit the logarithmic

diagram of another substance of known critical data, by parallel

motions in two directions.

They are still insufficient for this purpose, if the improved method

is used of taking as one of the coordinates in the diagram in which

pv
the isothermals are drawn the expression — , which has the same

value for all substances in corresponding states, so that now only

a motion in one direction is required. Definite results are to be

obtained, however, if in addition Ihe value of the critical pressure

(Con)m. 112 June 1909) is utilized, although it is only a preliminary

value. Following this plan we have placed the net of isothermals

of neon in a -;: /<>(/ /^ diagram on top of that of hydrogen, oxygen

and argon and by ascertaining what temperatures the isothermals

which coincide belong to for each of the substances, we have arrived

at a few estimates of Ihe critical temperature.

The results were as follows

:

1. Uyd'Ogen. (Kamekmngh Onnes and Braak).

a. The isothermals —200."Tve and —21 7.°41//j coincide and cover

each otiier completely o\cr a long distance. Taking for the critical

temperature of hydi'Ogeii the value found experimentally by Bullk

6/^7,= —241. °1 4 C, we get

öi...v, =-231.°2 C, TtA, .= 41.°9 K.

h. The isothermals —182.°6a'„—200.''6/^^ coincide. This gives:

%Ae = — 233".2 C, 7\..,v, = 39.°9 K.

In this case we used also o'tf/, = —241.°14C., but, as this value

belongs to monatomic hydrogen and hydrogen at —200° C. is certainly
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not yet completely inonatoinic, whereas at the higher temperatures

much iiigher critical reduction-temperatures have undoubtedly to be

used, no weight can be attributed to the latter determination.

2. Oxijgen (Amagat).

The isothermals — J98°.4;vt' '^i"^ 0\ coincide, so that, v/ith

%0,=— 118°.84 C. (according lo Kameri.ingh Onnks, Doksman and

Holst),

Ok.Ne^ -230.°9 C, 7V.We= 42.^2 K.

3. Aiyoii (Kamkrungh Onnes and Ckommelin).

a. The isothermals —21 7". S^^^ and —87°.05^r coincide. With

OkAr^= —122 .44 C according lo Crommeun this leads to:

Ö,,.;,, = -22>\°2 C, 7',.;v. = 44^9 K.

b. The isothermals — 200.°!;^^ and — 28°,i,. coincide; hence

0,j,, ^ -228.^2 C, T,.^, = 44.°9 K.

c. The isothermals — 191';/^ and 0°j,. coincide; which yields:

ü^,Ne= -227.°9 C, and '/Vat. = 45.°2 K.

It will be seen that on the one hand the two values obtained

from iiy drogen and o.xygen and on the other the three values from

argon agree closely, the mutual agieenient between these two groups

of values being much less perfect.

if, using the critical temperature as obtained by the comparison

with argon, the data of Table IV are plotted in the diagram of

reduced vapour-pressure curves (p as function of ', where f is the

reduced temperature for the several substances) and in that of the

reduced liquid- (and vapour-) densities (Comm. ISlrt tig. 3 Oct. 1912)

respectively, the curves for iieon range themselves very well between

those of the other substances in their proper order.

Neon thus appears to correspond closely with argon and

to deviate from it in the direction indicated by its lower critical

temperature. We hope to be able soon to be in a position to com-

municate fuller data regarding the equation of state of neon, especially

to replace the preliminary measurement of the critical pressure by

a more accurate one and to give a direct determination of the critical

temperature.

We are glad to I'ecord our thanks to Mr. P. G. Cath for his

assistance in the investigation of the liquid state of neon.
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Botany. — "S/n, men jnvanicn {Miquel) Ssci/szylowic:, a vemarhahle

tree yiviring mild in the jungle of Depok, tohicli is maintained

as a nature reserve!" . Contribution to the Flora of Java,

part V I II. ') By Dr. S. H. Koorders. (Communicated by

Frof. M. W. Bk.uerinck).

(Communicated in the meeting of June 26, 1915).

Original habitat. Between Batavia and Biutenzoi'g the jnngle of

Depok lias been constituted a permanent reserve since 1913 by tiie

Nederlandscli-Indische Vereeniging tot belioud van Natuurmonumen-

ten (Dutcii-Eastindian Society for the Protection of Natural Monu-

ments), and here I found on March 15''' last fruits, which I immedi-

ately recognized as those of Sloanea javanica (Miquel)

Sszy szy lo w icz. Tlie fruits were borne by two trees, which I

had "numbered" in 1914 (provided for botanical examination with

a number board and registered, as 23?j and 39/i). This observation

was especially interesting, since the original habitat of Sloanea
javanica has remained quite unknown to botanical literature

and to myself, although this Javanese forest tree had already been

carefully described and figured half a century ago by Miquel in

the Annales Musei l)()tanici I 18(35— 186(i p. 6h, table 3.

This fact, remaikable in itself, namely that an original habitat

of Sloanea javanica should remain unknown for almost half a cen-

tury, becomes all the more remarkable when considered in connect-

ion with the following fads:

Firstly, that the original habitat discovered by me namely the

forest of Depok, is in the neighliourliood of a scientific centre like

Buitenzorg.

Secondly, that especially in the last thirty years numerous per-

sons, including myself, have botanized in the above jnngle.

Thirdly, that this forest tree, which had escaped notice for so

long, is found to be one of the Ijii'gest trees of the wood.

Fourthly, that a herbarium s|)ecimen, collected by me in the forest

of Depok on August 27 1898 and provided with the correct native

name, has remained in the Buitenzorg Herbarium for 17 years,

without having its scientific name afïixed to It, although the sjjecimen

in question was within the immediate reach of anyone working in

the Buitenzorg Herbarium during these years.

The material collected by me in 1898, consisting of a few dry

sterile leaf twigs (Kds. n. 31118,?), remained quite undetermined

1) Compare Verslagen Kon. Acad. v. Wetenseliappen, Amsterdam, Sept. 25 1909,

p. 300 and Nov. 27 1909, p. 488.
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for tliirteen years (until 191 Ij among tlie "Indeterminata", no one

having even recognized the natural order. Then, in 1911, when

revising my herbarium collections for the Systematisches Verzeichnis

of Mrs. KooRDPiifs— ScHUMACHKi!, the twigs came again under my
eyes, and misled by an external resemblance to some species of

the genus Litsea, and in tlie absence of flowers and fruits, I labelled

them doubtfully as an undeterminable species of Litsea. Under

this preliminary determination, namely as Litsea? spec. div. the

above material (Kds. n. 31118,ï) was first published in the Syste-

matisches Verzeichnis (I Abteil ^ 1 Fam. 102, p. 34), with mention

of the station and time of collection.

Recently, on March 25*'', when re-examining this 17 year old

herbarium material (Kds. n. 31118 /i) 1 found that, without the least

doubt, it was identical with the fruiting twigs collected by me on

March 15''' at the same spot, and then at once recognized as

Sloanea javanica; these twigs (Kds. n. 42813 /? and 42807 i?)

were derived from two of my "numbered" trees (namely ') tree

23h and tree 39»). The old herbarium material was also identical

with a specimen consisting only of leafy twigs (Kds. n. 42814 ,:?),

which bore especially large leaves and had also been collected by

me in the jungle of Depok on March Ihtli, from a very young

unnumbered tree.

Geographical distributiou. Whereas Sloanea Sigur may be

counted among the commonest forest trees of Western and Central

Java, as well as of Eastern Java, growing chiefly at an altitude of

600—1200 metres, and also occurs far outside Java. e.g. in India,

Sloanea javanica, which is sharply differentiated from the

former species by its not prickly fruits and entire petals, is so far

not known outside Java, and has not been found wild in Java

outside tlie forest of Depok.

>S 1 o a n e a ja v anica is the only species of the subgenus Phoe-
nicospermum (Miq.) Schumann, in Engler and Pr anti's

Nalürliche Pflanzenfamilien 111 6, (1890) 5. This subgenus was

formerly (1865—1866) erroneously published by Mi quel as a

new genus, under the name P h o e n i c o s p e r m a.

Oecological conditions. In the very heterogeneous, shady nature-

reserve of Depok, lying at an altitude of about 100 metres above

sea-level, and consisting principally of evergreen trees with many

1) The letter n does not signiTy lieie number, but indicates the series to which

the trees numbered 23 and 39 belons.
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climbing plants and a fairly ricfi under-growtli, Sloan ea javan ica

only grows very sparsely, but is by no means rare, at least not in

yonng specimens. Adult trees, however, are only found in very

small numbers. The soil in I he forest of Depok is fertile, and hke

the climate, it is rather moist throughout almost the entire year.

With regard to rain-fall and location of this station (Depok) the

following data are taken fVom "Regenwaarnemingen in Ned. Indie"

II (J 913) p. 6&, published by the Royal magnetic and metereological

observatory of Batavia.

Depok is situated at an altitude of 93 metres above sealevel;

33 kilometres from the coast. Annual rainfall 3156 millimetres.

Monthly rainfall maxima 487 millimetres in November and 678

millimetres in April. Monthly minima of rainfall 95 millimetres in

June and 61 millimetres iji August.

Means of distribution. The well developed, brilliantly coloured

arillus of the fairly large seeds, and (he brilliant colour of the fruits

would already indicate that the distribution is effected by fructivorous

animals. Since the arillus has, however, an extraordinarily bitter

taste, many animals will pi'ol)ably soon drop the seeds they have

taken. The very scattered occurrence and the relatively small number

of specimens of this tree in the Depok forest may perhaps be

thus explained to some extent. T myself have not yet observed

any transport of the seeds by animals. I did indeed observe on

March 31 that the numerous fruits lying below tree 39h had all,

without exception, been gnawed by animals before dehiscence. The
mature seeds, although damaged in some cases, were still w^ithin

the fruit. As far as I have been able to ascertain, this dainage to

fallen fruits and also to fruits still on the tree, was probably all

due to monkeys (Semnopithecus) occurring near Depok in large

numbers. As a rule the strong woody pericarp was completely

gnawed away at or near the apex of the fruit, down to the arillus

of the seeds. The large embryo, which has a particularly 'pleasant

taste, had only been eaten up in a few cases. Apparently the

intensely bitter arillus, which surrounds the greater part of the seed,

had protected it in most cases against the monkeys.

So it seems that S 1 o a n e a j a v a n i c a depends for iis means of

distribution on exozoic seed-distribution by small mammals and large

birds, which, having been attracted by the brilliant colour of the

pericarp and arillus, take seeds from fruits which have opened, but

soon droj) them again on account of the intensely biltei' taste of

the arillus.

34
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIII.
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Season of flowering and fruiting. The two numbered trees (23/i and

39//) fniited in ilanli, tlie older s[)eciinen (39«) very abundantly'.

The flowering season is for Depok in the first half' of the wet

monsoon (October—December).

Economic use. According to my native guides the wood is not

durable and is therefore only used as fire-wood, in spite of its large

dimensions. Formerly the disc-shaped wheels of pedatis (buffalo-carts),

were sometimes made from the thick plank-buttresses, found on the

roots of these, as of other trees. Th.e older of the two trees mentioned

(39n) now within the wire fence of the nature reserve, still beai'S

clear traces of this custom, now obsolete foi' many years, for

evidently a wheel of a bnflalo-cart has been cut out of one of the

plank-buttresses. Formerly the natives of Depok also prepared an oil

from the interior of the seeds (from the embryo). No other economic

application ofSloaneajavanica is known.

Culture. On account of its size and fine arboreal habit, and of

the brilliant colour of its large fruits and seeds, this species deserves

to be cultivated as ornameutal tree, at least in the lower districts

of Java. So far, however, S 1 o a u e a j e v a n i c a has not been

planted outside (he )^uitenzorg Oardens.

Description of tlio species. In 1894 K o O r d e r s and V a 1 e t o n,

in their "Bijdragen lot de kennis der Boomsoorten van Java", p. 240,

under "Aanmerkingen", included a note on Sloanea javanica, of

which the following is a translation : "The description of the leaves

from a living specimen in the Buitenzorg Gardens (VI. C. 94); the

rest according to M i q u e 1 I.e.". "The actual habitat is not known,

and the tree is only known from the above gardens, so that it

perhaps originates from one of the outer islands, and not from Java".

"This species is still wanting in "Herb. Kds". (Thus in BijdrcXgen

Booms. Java I).

I further wrote in J 91 2 in vol. II. (p. 571) of my "Exkursionsflora

von Java" the following

:

"Java? Angeblich (iiach Miquel I.e.) wild in Java, jedoeh

vermntlich dort nich ausserhalb des botanischen Gartens von Buitenzorg

vorkommend. Jedenfalls sah icli noch keine einwandfreie javanische

Spezimina".

The finds and observations made in 1898 and in March 1915 in

the nature reserve of Depok have filled up in a gratifying manner

the lacuna in our knowledge of the habitat of this rare tree.
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The examination of the specimens of S 1 o a n e a j a v a n i c a

found in tlie forest of Depok, have shown me that the specific

description and fignre, published b}- M 1 q u e 1, is in the main,

correct, but requires ampiificalion and, with regard to a few points,

also correction.

I confine myself here entirely to my observations on the material

from Depok (Herb. Kds. n. 42807 /?, 42814 /i, 42778 /?, etc.):

Tree attaining a height up to 25 metres. T r u n k up to f metre

in diameter, fairly straight and sometimes columnar, with large

plank-buttresses formed by the roots, branching irregularly and

only high above the gi'ound. Crown high, dense, irregular.

Bark externally dark grey, with watery sap (no latex and no

resin). Leaves with dark gicen upper surface, lower surface

bluish green; smooth and shiny on i)Olh sides. The leaves of very

young plants, only 2 metres high, may attain a length of 40 centi-

metres, but those of the fertile branches of a very old tree, 25

metres high, are only 10—20 ceiilimetres long. Young twigs pale

green ; older branches dark grey (not brown).

Fruits (ripe, but not yet dehisced): externally a beautiful orange

(not brick red). Mesocarp thick, woody, dry, grey, almcst tasteless

and odourless. Endocarp thin, of a beautiful purple colour. Seeds
(ripe) almost completely envelo|)ed by a fine orange yellow or orange

(not red), glistening, almost odourless and very bitter arillus. Testa

externally shiny black, crustaceous (not osseous). Endosperm small, opal-

white, fleshy. Embryo large, pure white, odourless, of pleasant taste.

Literature:

Sloanea javanica (Miquol) Sszy szy 1 o w icz in Engler's

Botanische Jahrb. VI. (1885) 454; Schumann in Engler und

Prantl, Natiirl. Pflanzenfam. HI. 6. (1890) 5; Reorders en

Val e ton. Bijdragen Booms. Java I. (1894) 239; Koorders und

Valeton, Atlas Baumarten Java II. (1914) Fig. 433; Koorders,
Exkiirsionsflora von Java. II. (1912) 571. (Here read line 17 from

foot of p. 571 Miquel instead of: (iMiq.) Sszysz.); P hoen i cos-

perm a javanica Miquel in Annales Mus. bot. Lugd. Bat. II.

(1865—1866) 68. t. 3; Echinocarpus tetragon ns Teijsm. et

Binn., Catal. Hort. Bog. (1866) 184 (sine descript.).

Trees grown in the Buitenzorg Gardens. Of Sloanea javanica
1 already saw in last March correctly labelled Buitenzorg garden-

herbarium specimens of two trees, cultivated in (he Hortus Bogoriensis

under numbers 92 and 94 in division VI. C. The latter of these two

34*
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niiinhered trees from the Gardens (ii.imelj 94 VI. C), was already

published b^' us in 1894 in Kookdkhs en Vat.kton, Bijdragen Booms.

Java I, p. 240, under the correct name Sloanea javanica
(M i q u e 1) S s z y s z y i o w i c z.

An old garden coileclion-hiliel of a sterile herbarium specimen

of tree 92 (VI. (J.) indicates, that its lunnbered Hortns-iree was

formerly cultivated under the iiu-orrect, and as far as I know
unpnl)lislied garden name of Eliwoair/ms sti/nilaris Bl. var. latifoUn.

Habit. In the fruiting season this forest giant with a trunk, more

than If metres in diameter, is very striking. The dark green crown

is then adorned by numerous fruits, almost as large as fisls, extern-

ally orange, internally a l)eautiful purjile and opening by four valves.

These generally contain 1— 2, rai'ely 3—4 glisiening jet black,

oblong, fairly laige seeds, for the most part enveloped by an arillus

of a fine orange yellow colour. Except on account of the large

dimensions of the trunk, with the large plank-buttresses formed

by the roots, this tree is not very conspicuous outside the fruiting

season. Young trees easily escape Mie attention of the field botanist,

because ibis species, even in the sole original habitat so far kuown^

i.e. in the forest of De|)ok. Duly occurs very scattered and does not

piodiice flowers and fruits until it has attained an advanced age;

a further reason wh}' young specimens are inconspicuous, is that

their leaves show such a close resemblance to those of some other

Javanese trees, as regards shape, size and innervation, (hat they are

only distinguished after close scrutinizig. The latter reasons explain

the fact that the o r i g i n a I habitat of S 1 o a n e a javanica
couhi ha\e reiiiaiiK'd unkimwii fui' nearly half a century, in spite

of its situation near a scientific centre like Buitenzorg, in the forest

of Depok, often visited by many botanists.

Buitenzoiy, April 9"' 1915. .

Botany. — "On the injluence of external conditions on the Jlowemig of
' Dendvohinm criimenntum Lindl." By Prof. F. A. F. C.

Went and A. :\. L. Rutgers.

Dendrobin») cnimeihitiiDi is a small epijihytic Orchid, occurring

pretty frequently in the Dutch East Indies, and especially common
in Western Java, e. g. at Buitenzorg ; it has often attracted the

attention of naturalists by peculiarities of its flowering '). These

') F. A. f'' G. Went. Die Periodicital Aei^\\i\\ens son Dendrobiumcrumenatum
Liiidl. Ann. d. Jard. bol de Buitenzorg, Supplément II, Leyde, 1S98, p. 73—77.
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peciilicarities are so striking, that the plant has even received

a Dutch name and is known in Java as "duifjes", in Singapore as

"pigeon orchid". Tiiis name retei'S io tiie white flowers of a size

of about 3 centimetres, wlucli appear simultaneously on many

plants and aie all the more noticeable, because thej' remain open

only for a single day. Everywhere hundreds of these small, white

flowers are seen, wliich are, moreover, delicately scented. Next day

the phenomenon is over and only after several weeks, or even

months, the "pigeon orchids" again suddenly appear in full bloom
;

next day only faded flowers can be found.

We have now studied the phenomenon in question with plants

in their native habitat and with others, sent to Utrecht, wliich weie

finally cultivated there in two different glass houses. A few results,

obtained by us in this manner, are briefly communicated here ; for

further details we refer to a fuller paper, which will soon be published

elsewhere. We wish to emphasize, that we have not succeeded in

solving the problem completely, but nevertheless our observations

appear sufficient to deprive the phenomenon of its air of mystery.

In the first place we found tliat the interval between two succes-

sive flowering periods is subject to considerable variation ; at Buiten-

zorg minima of 4 and 10 days, and a maximum of 94 days were

observed, but in Utrecht the intervals were generally much longer,

while in winter flowering cannot be observed at all.

Furthermore it became very evident, that external conditions

influence the outset of the flowering. Accordingly the lime varies in

the East Indies from place to i)lace, and only coincides occasionally

for neighbouring places, such as Meester Coriielis, Weltevreden and

Menes (March 14''' 1913) or Maos, Klampok and Bandjarnegara

(March 26''' 1913\ Likewise the time of flowering often differed at

Utrecht in the two glass houses, in which temperature and humidity

were not ke[)t equal ; on the other hand the flowering period in

spring was once found to synchronize in glass houses at Utrecht,

Bonn and Hamburg.

When plants, previously grown at a spot A, and hence having

definite flowering days, are transferred to a spot B, they acquire

another flowering time, which is identical with that of plants grown

at B from the beginning. . This was found on transporting plants

from various parts of Java and from Deli to Buitenzorg and con-

versely on moving plants from Buitenzorg to Medan. The same

change was observed in plants sent from the tropics to the hothouses

of European botanic gardens.

With respect to the question, what external factors play a part
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in deteniiiniiig- the flowering period, it should be noted thai Ihe two

above mentioned plantlioiises in Utrecht supply an indication, for

here Ihe differences could al most extend to the amount of light,

the 'temperature and the degree of humidity of the air. Observations

at Huilenzorg (and also earliei' ones at Tegal) have shown that the

light may here be dismissed from considoralion, for the flowering

time is the same for plants growing in the shade as for those in

sunny places, although ihe mnnhi'i' of the flowers is evidently

determined to some extent by the amount of light. Temperature and

degree of humidity on the other hand, probably both influence the

flowering time, or sometimes the one and sometimes the other of

these factors. At Buitenzorg it was occasionally noticed that heavy

rains, following a period of drought, soon induced an abundant

flowering of Dendrobium crumenatum. On Ihe other hand the co-

incidence of the spring flowering in plant houses at Bonn, Hamburg
and Utrecht can only be attributed to the temperature. During winter

the temperature of such houses is kept very constant; when in

spring the sun becomes more powerful, their temperature rises con-

siderably. It was indeed remarkable, that the above mentioned

coincidence was preceded hy a period of bright, sunny weather

over the whole of Western Europe.

In what way can we now imagine the external conditions to

bring about tlie simultaneous flowering of very different individuals

of the same species? The explanation may be as follows: The buds

of this Dendrobium develop up to a certain stage, but cannot pass

it, unless certain favourable conditions are found in the environment,

e.g. of temperature or of humidity, or of both ; then these conditions,

acting for a sufficient time, give an impulse, which carries the buds

to their last stage of development; it is further necessai-y that these

last stages should be gone through in a very short time.

What is observed in a state of nature is in complete agreement

with this explanation Not only are many flowers found at one time,

and few, or even a single one at another time, but different plants

do not behave in the same manner. We do not mean by this so

much that some plants always flower abundantly and others sparingly

(for this is more likely Ihe result of internal disposition, of which

we know as yet very little) but rather, that on one and the same

plant sometimes many flowers unfold, sometimes only a few. The

favourable circumstances were present, but there were not always

the same number of buds in the sensitive stage, sometimes not even

a single one, so that there are flowering days when a given plant

unfolds no flower, other days, when the number of open flowers is
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fairly large. Not only do different plants behave very unequally,

l)ul the same is noticed on comparison of the various inflorescences

of the same plant.

Without careful inspection one gets the impression that the flowers

of this Dendroh'mm are solitary in the axils of the leaves ; closer

observation, however, shows that these axils do not contain a solitary

flower, but an infloi'escence, of which the axis remains extremely

short and generally only a single flower opens at a gixen time.

Sometimes, howevei-, two open flowers ai'e found together in the

inflorescence, very rarely even three. Now when careful notes are

made as to which inflorescences of a plant produce open flowers

at a given flowering period and subsequent flowering data are

compared with these, it is found, that in some cases a flower opens

in the inflorescence at each lime of flowering and that at other

times it is left out one or more times. Nor is any order discernible

in the combination of intlorescences, which bear open flowers at

successive flowering periods. All this was of course to be expected

on the assumption that the unfolding of the flowers depends on the

presence of buds in a definite developmental stage at the moment
that favourable external conditions occur.

The question arises, whether a closer examination of the buds

gi\'es any indication as to the nature of this stage of development.

The inllorescenco is found to arise in the axil of a sheathing leaf

without lamina. The young bud is completely surrounded by the

sheath and the breaking through of this sheath is evidently diflicult.

Each bud consists of a number of bud scales and the rudiments

proper of the flower. These bud scales completely surround the

interior of the bud and j)resent ihemsehes as closed sheaths, which

are hard and little permeable — so lillle, that a bud which has lain

in alcohol for some days, does not show internally a trace of tliis

liquid. When the interior of the hud has once broken through these

sheathing scales, the latter become fibrous and resemble strawy since

hardly anything remains beyond the vascular bundles. Every floral

bud is generally cut off from the outside world by two of these

scales ; these must be broken through before the flower can open.

As long as the bud is not longer than 4—5 m.m. it remains between

these sheaths ; at this stage all the floral parts are easily recognized,

although their dimensions are small; oidy the spin' is not yet \isil)le.

When the scales are broken through a sudden extension of all the

floral parts takes place and after a few days the flowers have opened.

Hence just before the flowering a number of buds are found, having

a length of 4—5 m.m., while immediately afterwards this number
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is imicli smaller. An investigation at Utrecht on Ihe size of tiie

adnlt tlorul buds, just before flowering, showed some diversity,

probably connected with the fact that not all buds opened on the

same day, and that the flowering extended over two days. This was

repeatedly the case at Utreciil, but also at Ikiitenzorg stragglers are

sometimes found, which only open on the day after the general

flowering, although it is not so common there as at Utrecht. Probably

this is due to a more rapid development under the favourable con-

ditions of the trojncs. Carefid observation indeed shows, that the

opening of the flowei's is not absolutely synchronous and that it

takes place at different hours ; nor is the end of the flowering

reached simultaneously, for it may vary by some hours or even by

half a day. Moreover the interval between opening and fading is not

identical for diiferent flowers.

Attempts to induce flowering experimentally, by a choice of external

conditions, have not yet furnished any result. Such attempts are

rendered all the more difficult by the necessity of having plants

bearing buds at the desired stage of development.

The phenomena shown by Dendrobium crunienatum do not indeed,

differ fundamentally from those observed in other Orchids. In these

also the simultaneous flowering of different plants is often seen, but

it is less striking, because the flowering generally extends over days,

or sometimes e\'en over weeks and hence one flower may open

several days before the other.

Still more generally the flowering of the "pigeon orchids" may
even be regarded as the extreme case of what is observed with

respect to the flowering of plants in our own climate. Here also,

for instance in spring-flowering plants, the floral buds reach an

advanced stage of development, which is not passed, until external

conditions are favourable and then simultaneous flowering of numerous

individuals occurs; the simultaneity is only less striking because the

last stages of development are gone through more slowly. Of late

these phenomena have been repeatedly investigated, e.g. by Ki.ebs
;

a plant like Dendwbium crumenatum would perhaps be a suitable

experimental object for a further investigation of these cases.

Utrecht, August 1915,
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Chemistry. — "ƒ??.-, mono- anti divariint equilibria" II. By

Prof. F. A. H. SCHREINEMAKERS.

5. Ternary systevis. ')

In an invariant point of a ternary system five phases occur,

which we will call 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5; consequently this point is a

quintuplepoint. Five curves, therefore, start from this point, which

we shall call (1), (2), (3), (4) and (5) according to our former

notation. Further we find ^
i,» + 2) (h -f 1) =r 10 regions, viz. J 23,

124, 134, 234, 125, 135, 235, 145, 245 and 345.

We call the tiiree components of which the ternary sy.stein is

composed: A, B and 6'; the five phases then can be represented

by five points of the plane ABC. These five points may be situated

with respect to one another in three ways, as has been indicated in

figs. 1, 3 and 5. In fig. 1 they form the anglepoints of a quint-

angle ; in fig. 3 they form the quadrangle 12 5 3, witiiin which

the point 4 is situated ; in fig. 5 they form the triangle 1 2 5, within

which the points 3 and 4 are situated.

We can however consider figs. 3 and 5 also as quintangles; in

each of them the sides iiave been drawn and the diagonals have

been dotted. We call fig. 3 a monoconcave and fig. 5 a biconcave

quintangle.

We are able to make of fig. 3 a monoconcave quintangle in difierent

ways ; we do this, however, in the following way. We draw in the

quadrangle, within which the point 4 is situated, the diagonals 15

and 23. These divide the quadrangle into four triangles; the point 4

is situated within one of these triangles. Now we unite the angle-

points 1 and 2 of this triangle with the point 4 and we consider

the lines 14 and 24 as sides of the quintangle, so that a mono-

concave quintangle is formed.

In order to change fig. 5 into a quintangle we draw a straight

line through the points 3 and 4 ;
this intersects two sides of the

triangle, in our case the sides 12 and 15. We now replace the side

12 by the two lines 14 and 24, the side 15 by the lines 13 and

35, so that a biconcave quintangle arises.

In the figs. 1, 3 and 5 the anglepoints are numbered in the follow-

ing way. We take any anglepoint and we call this the point 1 ;

two diagonals start from this point. Now we go along one of

•) For another treatment confer F. A. H. Schreinemakees. Die heterogenen

Gleichgewichte von H. \V. Bakhuis Roozeboom IIP. 218.
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these diagonals towards another antilepoint and we call this 2, from

this point we go again along a diagonal towards anollier anglepoint,

which we shall call 3 ; in the same way we go from point 3

towards point 4 and from this point towards point 5. (See the figs. 1,

3 and 5). We call this order of succession '"the diagonal succession".

It will appear from our further considerations for what reason this

definite order of succession has been chosen.

Tjpe I. Now we shall deduce the P, 7-diai;rain when the five

phases form, as in fig. 1, the anglepoints of a convex (piintangie.

As the lines 23 and 45 intersect one another, it follows for the

phases of curve (1) ;

2+3^4+5 j

(2) (3) 1(1) 1(4) (5)1

We find for the phases of curve (2) :

3 + 4;±l +5 )

(3j(4)
I

(2)
I

(l)(5)i

Now we draw in a P, 7-diagram (fig. 2) arbitrarily the curves

(1) and (2);- for fixing the ideas we take (2) at the left of(l). With

regard to this the above mentioned reactions have been written at

once in such a way that also hei-ein curve (2) is situated at the left

of (1). [For the distinction of "at the right" and "at the left" of a

curve we have previously assumed that we find ourselves in the

invariant point on this curve facing the stable part].

(1)

(2)

Fig. 1

Now we shall determine the position of curve (3). It is apparent

from the first reaction that the curves (2) and (3) are situated at

the same side of curve (1); as (2) is situated at the left of (Ij, (3)

must consetpiently be situated also at the left of (I).

It is apparent from the second reaction that (3) and (1) are

situated on different sides of (2); as, according to our assumption
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curve (1) is situated at tlie riglit of (2), (3) must consequently be

situated at the left of (2).

Consequently we find: curve (3) is situated, at the left of (1) and

of (2); curve (3) is situated therefore, as is also drawn in tig. 2,

between the stable part of curve (2) and the raetastable part of

curve (1).

Now we determine the position of curve (4). It follows from the

first reaction that (4) is situated at the right of (1); it is apparent

from the second reaction that (4) is situated at the left of (2). Curve

(4), therefore, as is also drawn in fig, 2, must be situated between

the metastable parts of liie curves (1) and [2).

At last we have still to determine the position of curve (,5). It

is apparent from the reactions abov^e that curve (5) is situated at the

right of fl) and of (2). Consequently curve (5) is situated within

the angle, formed by tiie stable {)art of curve (1) and the metastable

part of cur\e (2). Within this angle we also find however the

metastable part of curve (3); consequently we now still have to

examine in what way curve (5) is situated with respect to curve (3).

We take for this the reaction between the phases of curve (3); we
find from fig. 1 :

4 + 51^1 + 2

(4) (5)
i

(3) \{l)(2)\
^^^

As we know already that (1) and (2) are situated at the right

of (3), we have written this reaction immediately in this way that

also herein (1) and (2) are situated at the right of (3). From this is

at once apparent that (5) must be situated at the left of (3).

According to the previous it is apparent, liierefore, that curve (5)

must be situated between the metastable parts of the curves (2) and (3).

Besides the reactions 1, 2, and 3 we may still deduce two other

reactions from fig. 1; those reactions refer to the phases of the

curves (4) and (5). Although those reactions are no more wanted,

they may however be used as confirmation. We find ;

1+5^2 + 3 I -^2:^13 -^i

(1) (5)
I

(4)
I

(2) (3)
''"''

(1) (2)
I

(5)
I

(3) (4)

The partition of the curves, which follows from this is also in

accordance with fig. 2.

Now we have still to deduce the partition of the regions. Between

the curves (1) and (2) the region (12) =: 345 extends itself, between

(1) and (3) the region (13) := 245, between (1) and (4) the region

(14) = 235 and between (1) and (5) the region (15) = 234. When
drawing those regions we have to bear in mind that a region-angle
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is always smaller tlian 180°. When we determine in a similar way

the position of tlie other regions, we find a partition as in fig. 2.

Tlie following is apparent from tig. 2. Wiien we move, starting

from a point of the curve (J), aronnd the (piinla|)lepoint, the snccession

of the curves is: (1), (2), (3), (4), (5) or the reverse order (1), (5),

(4), (3), (2); we shall express this in the following way:

"The curves follow one another in diagonal order".

Further it is apparent that the |)arlition of the cuives is symmetrical

in that respect, that we find between every two curves the meta-

stable part of another curve. Also we see that the regions are

divided symmetrically with I'espect to the different curves.

This symmeti'ical position of curves and regions with respect to

one another is based of course on fig. 1 ; this is viz. also symme-

trical in so far that each phase is situated outside the quadrangle,

which is formed by the four other |)hases.

Further we see in fig. 2 again the confirmation of the rule that

each region which extends over the metastable or stable part of a

curve [Fj,) contains the phase F^j. Let us take e.g. curve (1); the

region 134 extends over the stable part of this curve, (he regions

124, 125 and 135 extend over the metastable part; each of these

regions contains the phase 1.

Type II. Now we consider the case that the five phases form

the auglepoints of a monoconcave quintangle ffig. 3). In order

to determine the position of the curves (1)—(5) we take the five

reactions

:

4 + 5^2 + 3 1+5;^ 3 + 4

(4) (5)
I
(1)

j
(2) (3) (1) (5)

I
(2)

I
(3) (4)

1
-l_

2
-f- 5 :;^ 4 2 + 3:;!:i + 5

(1)(2)(5)
1
(3)

1
(4) (2) (3)

I

(4)
|

(J) (5)

4^1+2+3
(4)

I
(5)

I
(1) (2) (3)

Now we draw in a /', 7'-diagram (fig. 4) the curves (1) and (2)

;

for fixing the ideas we take (2) at the right of (J). According to

this the above-mentioned reactions, which refer to the phases of the

curves (1) and (2) have been written at once in such a way that

herein curve (2) is situated at the right of (1).

It follows at once from the first and the second of the reactions

above, that curve (3) is situated at the right of (1) and (2). Conse-

quently curve (3) is situated, as is also drawn in (fig. 4) witiiin the

(4)
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angle, wliifli is foniierl l\y the stable part of curve (2) and the

metastahle part of curve (J).

It also follows immediately from tiie first and the second of the

reactions above, tluit curve (4) is situated at the left of (J) and at

the right of (2). Curve (4) is consequently situated between the

metastable parts of the curves (1) and (2), and reversal ly the meta-

stable part of curve (4) is situated between the slable parts of the

curves (i) and (2). This is therefoie drawn in fig. 4.

Kie. 3.

It follows also from the first two reactions that curve (5) is

situated at the left of (1) and (2). Consequently curve (5) is situated

within the angle, which is formed by the slable part of curve (1)

and the metastable part of curve (2). [Confer fig. 4]. This angle,

however, is divided into two parts by the metastable part of curve

(3), so that we have slill lo know the position of (5) and (3) with

respect to one another. We can do this with the aid of the third of

the reactions mentioned above; from this it appears viz. thai the

curves (1), (2), and (5) are situated on the same side of curve (3;

;

curve (5) is consequently situated on the left side of (3). therefore,

within the angle, which is formed by the stable part of curve (Ij

and the metastable part of curve (3). [Confer fig. 4].

We have used for the determination of the mutual position of

the five curves, the three first reactions only ; we see that the division

with respect lo the curves (4) and (5), which follows from the last

two reactions, is also in accordance with fig. 4.

When we determine, in the way treated above, the partition of

the regions, we find this as is indicated in fig. 4.
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It is apparent from fig. 4 tliat again also in this case the curves

follow one aiiollier in diagonal succession. The partition of the curves

is no more symmetrical, however; between the curves (1) and (5)

and between (2) and (3) no metastable curve is found; between (1

)

and (2) we find the metastable part of one curve [viz. of curve (4)];

between (3) and (4) and also between (4) and (5) we find two meta-

stable curves. This is also in accordance with fig. 3 ; herein phase

4 has a particular position with respect to the phases i and 2;

this is also tiic case in fig. 4 with curve (4) with respect to the

curves (1) and (2). In fig. 3 phase 4 has also a |)articular position

with respect to the phases 3 and 5; this is moreover the case in

fig. 4 with curve (4) with respect to the curves (3) and (5).

We see also in fig. 4 the confirmation of the rule, that each

region, which extends over the metastable or stable part of a curve

(Fp), contains the phase I'],. When we lake e.g. curve (1); the

regions 124 and 134 extend themselves over the stable part of this

curve; the regions 125 and 135 extend themselves over the meta-

stable part; each of these regions contains the phase 1.

Tiie regions 125 and 135 extend themselves over the metastable

parts of the curves (1) and (5); both the regions contain the phases 1

and 5. The region 124 extends itself over the curves (1) and (2j;

it contains therefore the phases 1 and 2.

Type III. Now we shall yet consider the case that the five phases

form the anglepoints of a bicon\ex quintangle (fig. 5). In order

to determine the position of the five curves with respect to one

another, we take the reactions

:

2 + 3:;t4+5 3;:!l+4 + 5

(2) (3)
I

(1)
I

(4) (5) (3)
I

[2)
!
(1) (4) (5)

4^1+2+5 1+2+5^3
(4) I (3)

I

(1)(2)(5) (1)(2)(5)
I

(4)
|
(3)

1 +2+3^4
(I) (2) (3^

I
(5)

I

(4)

We now draw in a P, 7^-diagram (fig. 6) the curves (1) and (2);

we take curve (2) at the left side of (1). In connection with this

we have written both the first reactions immediately in such a way

that also herein (2) is situated at the left of (1).

The position of curve (3) follows also at once from both the

first reactions, viz. at tlie left of (1) and of (2), consequently we

have to draw in fig. 6 curve (3) within the angle, which is formed

by tiie stable part of curve (2) and the metastable part of curve (1).

(5)
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Fig. 5. Fig. 6.

It follows also tVoiii both the tii-.st i-eat'lious that curve (4) is situated

on the righthand side of' (I) and of (2) ; consequently it is situated

in fig. 6 witiiin the angle, which is formed by the stable part of

curve (1) and the nielastable part of (2). Within this angle, however,

also the mefastable part of the curve f3) whicii has already been

determined, is situated ; consequently we have yet to examine the

position of curve (4j with respect to curve (3). Tiiis follows from

the third reaction ; we know viz. already from the previous that (1)

and (2) are situated on the righthand side of (3) [in connection with

this the third reaction is written in such a way that iierein (1) and

(2) are situated at the rigiilhand side of (3j], so that (4) must be

situated at tlie left of (3). Hence it follows tiiat (4) is situated within

the angle, formed by the inetaslable paits of curves (2) and (3)

It follows still also from both the first reactions that curve (5) is

situated at the right of (1) and of (2); consequently curve (5) must

be situated within the angle which is formed by the stable part of (1)

and the mefastable part of (2). This angle is divided into three parts

by the stable part of curve (4) and the metastable part of curve (3),

so that we have still to examine within which of these parts the

curve (5) is situated. This appears immediately from the third reaction,

from which it is apparent that curve (5) is situated at the righthand

side of (3). Consequently curve (5) must be situated within the angle,

which is formed by the metastable part of curve (3) and the stable

part of curve (1).

We have only used the first three reactions for the determination

of the mutual position of the live curves. The partition of the curves,

which follows from both the last reactions, is also in accordance

with tig. (3.
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When we delermine, as lias l)een indicated formerly, llie partition

of the ret^ions, then we find tiiis as is indicated in fig. 6.

It is apparent from fig G that also again in tliis case the curves

follow one another in diagonal snccession. Tlie partition of the

curves is not sj in metrical. The phases 2 and 5 (fig. 5) are situated

in liie same way with respect to 1, 3 and 4, the phases 3 and 4

with res|)ect to 1, 2 and 5, while phase 1 has a particniar position

witli respect to tiie others. This shows itself therefore in the position

of the curves in fig. 6.

Also we see again in fig. 6 the confirmation of the rule, that each

region which extends itself over the metastable or stable part of a

curve {Fp), contains the phase /'"/*. The region 125 e.xtends itself

over the metastable part of curve (1), tiie regions J 24, 134 and 135

extend themselves over the stable part ; each of these regions con-

tains the phase 1.

The metastable pans of the curves (i), (2) and (5) are situated in

the region, which is limited by the curves (3) and (4) ; this region

contains therefore the phases 1, 2 and 5.

When we combine the results, obtained above, then the following

is apparent.

1. Three types of P, 7-diagrams exist

(i) as in fig. 2, when the five phases form the anglepoints of a

convex quintangle (fig. 1) ;

A) as in fig. 4, when the five phases form the anglepoints of a

monoconcave quintangle (fig. 3) ;

c) as in fig. 6, when the five phases form the anglepoints of a

biconcave quintangle.

2. The three types differ from one another by the position of

the metastable parts of the curves and by the partition of the regions;

they are in accordance u'ith one another in so far that the curves

follow one another in diagonal succession.

In order to formulate the obtained results in another way, we

shall call "a bundle" a group of curves, which follow one another,

without metastable parts of curves occurring between them. Conse-

(]uently in fig. 6 (5), (1) and (2) form a "bundle", which we shall

call a ''threei-urvicar' bundle, as it consists of three curves ;
curve

(3) forms a "oiiecur\ ieal" bundle, the same ajiplies to curve (4).

In fig. 4 (1) and (5) form a "twocurvical" bundle ;
the same

applies to (2) and [3) ; curve (4) forms a "onecurvicar' bundle.

In fm-. 2 each of the curves forms a "onecurvical" bundle. We
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may express tlie results combined sub 1°, in the following way.

There exist three types of P, 7'-diagrams ; the five phases form

the anglepoints of:

a) a convex quintangle (fig. 1) ; then in the P. T'-diagram the

live curves form five "onecurvical" bundles (fig. 2).

/;) a monoconcave qviintangle (fig. 3) ; then in the P, 7-diagram

the five curves form two "twocurvical" and one "onecurvical"

bundle (fig. 4j.

c) a biconcave quintangle (fig. 5); then in the /*, 7^-diagram the

five curves form one "threecurvical" and two "onecurvical" bundles.

We can apply the obtained results also in the following way.

When we know the position of the five curves of a P, T-diagr^ra,

then we can easily determine to which of the types 2, 4 or 6 this

diagram belongs. Hence follows at once the position of the five

phases wiih respect to one another, \iz. whether they form the

anglepoints of a convex, monoconcave or biconcave quintangle.

We shall discuss now an example of tlie partition of the curves,

starting from a quiutuplepoint as is found experimentally in the

system: water, CuCl^ and KCl. In this system occur as solid phases

:

AXV, ChCI,.2HJ) and the doublesalts : CuCI,.2KCI.1Hj) and

CuCI^-KCI. We use the following abbreviations: CuCl,-2H,0:^Cii,;

CuCl,.2Ka.2H,0 — Bi.o am] CuCh.KCl= Dx.x- We represent by

G the vapour, which consists in this system of wafer only.

In fig. 7 the equilibria, experimentally defined, are represented

;

for the sake of clearness this figure is strongly schematized, otherwise

it would have to be much larger e.g. the point Cu^ is situated far

too close to the point CuCI.,, the point Z)|.2.2 far too close to the

side CuCI^—AT//, etc. Yet we ha\e taken into consideration that

the different points which we have to consider, form together in

fig. 7 the same quintangles as this is really the case.

At the temperature T :=56.1° occurs the equilibrium:

rx+ A.2.2 + A.i + Lj^G
at Tij = 93.3° occurs the equilibrium :

AXY+ i), ,.., + /Ji.i + U + G
As the vajjour G consists of water only, in fig. 7 the points IF

and G coincide.

Of' course five curves start from the point/, they are:

{Cu,)f = D,o. + fii.i + A +G
[ü,.,:.2)f=Q,, +A>,.i +A +6^
{Dr.,) f = Cu, + A.Q .2 -i-L + Ö
(A);-' =6X + A.2.2 + A.i + (?

{G)f := CU, + A.2.2 + A»! 1 + A
35
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Fig. 7.

n^.i

Fig. 8.

In order to indicate that these curves start from the point ƒ,

outside the parentheses the letter ƒ is written. In fig. 7 gf repre-

sents tlie solutions of the equilibrium iDi,\)f, fe those of the equili-

brium (A.2.2)/ and fh those of the equilibrium [ihi^)f. The small

ari'ows indicate the dii'ection in which the temperature increases.

Also from the point b live curves start; they are:

1) W. Meyerhoffer. [Zeitsclir. f. phys. Gheni. 3, 3:16 (1889); 5, 97 (1890)]

defined the compositions of the solutions of the quadruplecurves.

J G. G. Vriens. [Zeitsclir. f. phys. Chem. 7, 194 (1891 1] has measured the

vapour- tensions of several points of these curves.
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KCt), =A.2.3+Ö,., +L +G
(A.2.o)6 = KCl + Z>i.i + L + (?

fA.i)6 = /^C"/ + Z>,,2.2+ L 4- G
(L),, = KCl + A.2.0 + i),.i + 6'

{G)i = /CCV + A.2.2 + Z.»,.! + £

The equilibria {C'it^)f and {KCl)b are the same, as is apparent

from the occurring phases. In fig. 7 ƒ6 represents the solutions of

the eqnilibrium {KCl)b, be represents the solutions of the equilibrium

(A.2.2)/), and nb those of the equilibrium (D1.1J4.

Fig. 8 gives a figure of the /-*, T'-diagrani, which is experimentally

defined '). This is somewhat schematized for the sake of clearness.

The point /' represents the quintuplepoint witli the phases:

Cih, D,:2,i, A.,, Lf and G
the temperature is 56.1°, the pressure is ± 73 mm. of mercury. The

curves {Cm)f, (A.2.9)/, (/>)/• and I Dii)/- starting from this point, have

been defined experimentally. tJurve {G)f has not been defined; it

is apparent, however, that it must proceed in fig. 8 steeply onwards,

a little to tiie right or to the lel'i.

The five phases of the quintuplepoint form a moiioroncave

quintangle in fig. 7, its sides Gf,/Cih, Cuo Dn, A.i i)i.2 2and öi.ooCr

are dotted in fig. 7. [The point /' therefore, corresponds vvitii the

point 4, the points (t and Cu..^ with the points 1 and 2 of fig. 3].

When we take a diagonal succession of tiie |)liases, then we l.ave,

starting from G:

G, Cu-2, Di22 . Lf and Z)| 1-

In the /-*, 7-diagram consequently the succession

{G}f, {Cu^f, (D,.2,)/, (%, (A.i)/

must occur, whicli is also found experimentally, as is apparent from

fig. 8. The metastable continuations of the curves are not drawn

in fig. 8; we find them by the same discussion, which has led us

to fig. 4. So far as some of these metastable conditions have been

realized, they are in accordance herewitii.

The point b represents the quintuplepoint with the phases:

KCl, A.,..>. A.i, U and G
the teuqierature is 93.3', the pressine ±340 m.m. Hy. The curves,

starting from this point have been defined experimentally, except

curve (6-%; it is apparent, however, that this must proceed in fig. 8

steeply onwards and a little to the right or to the left.

The 'axQ phases form a biconcave quintangle, the sides of

which are: W.b, b.D,,u i>,.i.A3.2, Di.o. • A'67 and /iTC/ . f? [The

1) J. G G. Vriens, i.e. fig. 6, p. 208.

35*
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point D\\, therefore, corresponds with the point 1, the points /^ and

Z)i.2.2 with the points 3 and 4 of fig. 5J.
Wlien we lake a diagonal

succession of the pliases, tiien we have, starting fioni point G: G,

D\i2, Lb, KCl and Dm. In the P, T'-diagram tiie succession of the

curves must be, liierefore:

{0)i, iDi,>.,)i, (L)6, {KClk, (A,l)6

As is apparent from fig. 8, this succession has been found also

experimentally. We find the metastable parts of these curves (not

drawn in fig. 8) by a similar discussion, as has led ns to fig. 6.

{To be continut'd).

Crystallography. — "On the Syinmetrij of tlwRb^THK^-patterns of

Trigonal and Hexagonal Crgntals, and on Normal and Ab-

normal Diffraction-Images of birefringent Crystals i7i general."

By Prof. H. Haga and Prof. F. M. Jaegek.
'

§ 1. In connection with the peculiar phenomena observed some

time ago with respect to a number of RoNTOEN-patterns of birefringent,

and more especially of rhombic crystals'), we thought it necessary

to investigate in a rigorously systematical way, what kind of sym-

metry would be found in the diifraction-patterns of uniaxial crystals,

if radiated through in directions perpendicular to the optical axis.

For if the supposition were right, that the suppression of the sym-

metrj'-planes expected by theory in the RöNTGEN-patterns of rhombic

crystals were connected in any way with the double refraction,

— as was thought at that time by one of us, — then we
might expect something of the kind also in the case of the patterns

obtained by means of planeparallel sections of uniaxial crystals, if

cut parallel to the optical axis, and radiated through in a direction

perpendicular to that axis.

To obtain the closest analogy in the oi'ientation with that present

in the case of the rhombic crystals, which were always cut parallel

to the three pinacoidal faces SlUOj, {OlOj and {001}, we in\estigated

in the case of tetragonal crystals those sections, which were parallel

to the first and the second prisms |100j and {ilOj; in the case of

trigonal and hexagonal crystals we used in the same way the sections

parallel to the prism-faces {1()I0| and jlSlOj. In the last mentioned

crystals thus the sections parallel to |l()lOj will be analogous to

those parallel to jlOOj in the case of rhombic crystals, the sections

parallel to {i"2J0} corres|)onding in the same way to those parallel

to jOlOj in the mentioned biaxial crystals.

') These Proceedings, 17, 1204, (1915),
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To derlnce the symmetry of the RoNTGEN-patlenis of these orystal-

sections, as it may be expected after tlie theory of the phenomenon,

it must be kept in mind, tliat this symmetry will be the same, as

in the case of the correspoiniing sections of a Active crystal, whose

symmetry would be that of the investigated crystal after addition of the

symmetry-centre ihere-to. Indeed, for the piienonienon of the Röntgen-

radiation tlie symmetry-centre would play the role of "addilive"

symmetry-element; and inversely this supposition may be judged

satisfactorily proved, if the experiments will show on the olher

hand a complete concordance between the facts and the theoretical

deduction.

In the accompanying table iheiefore the theoretically expected sym-

metry of the RöNTGEN-patierns, as deduced from the now adopted

theory, is summerized for ail the optically uniaxial crystals from ihe

classes 9 to 27. Prom lids table the expected symmetry of the

diffraction-image for all urdaxial crystals can immediately be seen.

§ 2. In the fuilowing pages we pul)iisii the results obtained in

A
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the study of trigonal and hexagonal crystals; the data relating to

the investigations made with tetragonal crystals will be published

by lis later-on in a separate coinnuinication.

Most of' tiiese researches were executed by means of RöNTOEN-tubes

with platinum-anticathode, some of them, however, by the aid of

the CooLTDGE-tube with wolframium-anticathode and separate heating-

coil. In most of these experiments we used an apparatus, which

enabled us to make three RöNTOENOgrams (in the case of rhombic

crystals, by radiation along the three principal crystallographical

axes, or perpendicular to the tirst and second prism) at the same time.

This apparatus was arranged in the following way (vid. the hori-

zontal projection in fig. 1 p. 543).

On a 7-shaped brass support, provided with three levellingscrews

S, (dimensions: 3 cm. broad, i cm. ihick, longer beam: 28 cm.,

shorter beam: 12,5 cm.), three similar "crystal- and plate-holders"

D (vid. also fig. 2) were fixed in the right position by means of

strong screws. Every one of these bearers (fig. 2) consists of a brass

p bar D of 1 cm. thickness, whose

limiting faces are turned on the lathe

jjcrfeclly rectangularly and parallel

to each other. At the one end

is tixed the likewise rectangularly

lunied-ofï' plate-holder P, — whose

dimensions are 9,5 c.ra. broad, 12 cm.
high .lud 3 m.m. thick; at the other

end, however, the special crystal-

support K (high: 9 cm., broad: 4 cm.

and thick : 5 m.m.) was immovably

fixed by good screws. In a hole in

K a brass tube of 8 cm. length is

fixed, which is closed at both ends by (wo lead-cylinders c of 'J cm.
length, these being pierced along their axes by a straight canal of

1 m.m. diameter. An accurately fitting cover A (fig. 2) can be

pushed on that end of the brass lube, which is next to P. its

front face consists of a small brass plate with a central hole of

2 m.m. diameter.

The crystals were smoothly pressed against (his brass plate, and

then held in position by means of sticking-wax.

As a result of the careful finishing of this apparatus, one could

be sure, that the RöNTGEN-raj'S, after having passed the small canals

in the lead cylinders, progress in a thin pencil, which is perpen-

dicular as well to the crystal-plate, as to the photographic plate.

Fig, 2.
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The dimensions are chosen in snch a way, tiiat the dislaiice from

the front face of tlie cover lo Ihe sensitive film in /-' is precisely

50 m.in. ; of course the thickness of tiie fluorescent screen and of

the two black paper covers, with which the plate and screen are

protected, are taken into account here.

The photographic plate, with the fluorescent "Eresco"-screen pressed

against the sensitive film, was wrapped in two covers of black paper

and then firmly pressed against P, it had an opening measuring

8X8 cm., and the whole apparatus thus was held together much

in the same way as in the case of a photographic copying-press.

The three plate-bearers D could be adjusted into the right position

with sufficient accuracy by means of three straight, thin knitting-

needles, which after being pushed through the canals in the lead

cylinders, must meet in the same point J. For the purpose of making

the anti-cathode coincide with this point A, the wooden bearer of

the RöNTGEN-tube was fixed on a heavy brass support, which had

smoothly running sliding-motions in three perpendicular directions;

thus it was made possible, to fix the RöNTGEN-tube exactly in such

position that the three pencils of RoNTGEN-rays generated three equally

strongly lundnous little spots on a fluorescent screen, which was

placed behind P. In the plates P three central holes of 1 cm. dia-

meter were bored to enable us to see these luminous spots. To protect

the photographic plate against undesired attack by direct or secondary

RöNTGEN-rays, some larger lead screens were interposed between the

RöNTGEN-tube and the plate-holders with a total thickness of 2 cm.;

in the same way the three crystal-, and plate-holders themselves

were surrounded by a lead cover, which could be closely fitted to

the large lead screens. In the backside face of the lead cover three

holes were boi'ed, big enough to let the undift'racfed RöNTGEN-rays

freely pass.

An inconvenience, met witii in our former exi)eriments when using

the fluorescent screen, was the abnormal sizeof Ihe central spot on the

photos, which spot would even seem still larger in the reproductions

from the negatives '). The extension of this spot must be caused by

the action of the secondaiy RoNTGEN-rays, which were produced by

the passing of Ihe undillVacted pencil through the glass and the

sensitive film; these secondary rays will provoke a rather strong

fluorescence of the vicinal parts of the screen and thus an intense

') The diameter of tlie image of the undiffracted rays was aliout '1 m.m., as

can also be calculated from the used dimensions of our apparatus: by photographic

irradiation or by the mentioned secondary rays however, the central spot on the

photos appeared to be about 8 m.m. in some cases.
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aeliüu on that place of llie photographic plate. We were able to

eliminate this obstacle (or the greater pait. by cutting from the

centre of the screen a small disc of about 1 cm. diameter, and to

cover the inner rim of the hole with a layer of black ink. On the

photo however a very small halo was still visible in some cases

;

but this could be easily removed by covering the central part of

the negative during the reproduction with a small disc of black

paper. In this way the disturbance of the image by Ihe above men-

tioned causes was finally completely prevented.

§ 3. Krom the representative of each ci'ystal-class, necessary for our

purpose, not all could be obtained in a sufficiently excellent quality,

or they could not be used from some other cause in our experiments.

So for instance the sodmm-period'ttc-cvyslals were unsuitable, because

of their very rapidly occurring efflorescence and loss of their water

of crystallisation ; the crystals of benzil on the other hand appeared

to show optical anomalies and peculiar phenomena to be described

in a later communication. Notwithstanding much trouble it was

impossible to obtain larger crystals of cinnabar, which were not at

the same time twins or appeared to be too inhomogeneous. From

zincite we could have only badi} disturbed and lamellar crystals

;

in the ease of nephelite the obtained crystals still appeared finally

to be polysyntlietic twins, notwithstanding the choice of very small,

clear-looking individuals.

Completely reliable results we obtained finally in the case of the

following minerals : jthenakitc, dolomite, quartz, turinaline, calcite,

apatite and lieryl, while also our experience with some nephelite-

preparations, and with ri})nahar cut perpendicularly to the c-axis,

can be judged as to be in agreement with the theoretical deduction.

§ 4. Description of tlu' e.ramined substances.

a. I'llrma line. For our observations we used a beautiful, dark

green lurmaline-crystal of Brazil. The image obtained by radiiition

through the direction of the optical axis, was already formerly

reproduced'); it possesses the expected symmetry, namely: one

ternary piincipal axis and three vertical symmetry-planes (vid. the

stereographical projection in lig. J, I^late VI).

The first crystal-plate parallel to jlOJOj had a thickness of 3,05

m.m. ; a second one however only of 1,15 m.m. Both images

(vid. Plate 1, fig. 1 and 2, and Plate VI fig. 2.) show only one

1) Vid. these Proceedings, 17. 1204. (1915); Plate 1, fig. 4; Plate IV, fig. 4.
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single plane of symmetry, perpendicular (o the prism-face. The

spots in the image of the thick crystal-plate are very heavy and

not oval-shaped, but rectnngulnr. We have already drawn attention

to this phenomenon on a previous occasion, in the cases of sod'mm-

chlorate, of sylvine '), etc.

'

It now becomes clear that it is principally connected with the

thickness of the crystal-plate: tlie formerly described patterns of

sodiumchlorate and sylvine are indeed also obtained by means of

verj/ thick plates.

This peculiarity was also stated by us in many other cases, if thicker

plates of not very strongly absorbing substances were used in the

experiments; often the spots appear to be double ones in such

cases, which by joining tinally give the impression of a more

or less rounded rectangular shape. We think that an e.xplaiuilion

can be given in this way : that in the case of not powerfully

absorbing substances so great a number of successive molecular layers

contribute to the intensity of the spot on the photographic plate,

that the images of the outer layers of the whole pile will ai)pear

ill a discernible distance from each other on the tilm, because of

the different distance of these outer layers from the sensitive plate.

If the spots thus properly produced will coalesce with each other,

the rounded rectangular shape of the resulting image is easily

explained.

The fourth turmaline-plate was cut parallel to {121Ü| ; the Rontgkn-

pattern shows as a single symmetry-element, a binary axis coinciding

with the plate-norinal. (Plate I, lig. 3). The results of the experiments

are therefore in this case in complete accordance with those of the

theoretical deductions.

b. Phenakite. We had at our disposition very beautiful, colourless

and lustrous ])henakite-(tvy siixls from San Miyuël, Minus Geraës, in Brazil.

The crystal plate cut perpendicularly to the c-axis, showed in

convergent polarized light, a uniaxial interference-image of positive

character ; it manifested however a small abnormality in the form

of a feebly biaxial image with extremely small axial angle. However

this abnormality did not appear to have any influence on the diffraction-

pattern. The plate had a thickness of J,l mm.; the photograjihic

image was not very beautiful, and the most important spots appeared

to be covered by the strong irradiation of the central spot. Later-on

we obtained by means of our newer apparatus described previously,

a feeble but completely symmetrical image, which was used in the

1) Ibid. 1207, note 1.
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construction of tlie .stereograpbical projection in Plate VI, fig. 3.

Evidently there is only one ternary axis present, but no [danes ot

symmetry in tlie pattern.

The plate parallel to jloTOj was 1,20 m.ni., thai parallel to [1 2T0

was 1,15 m.m. thick ; we obtained with them two very beautiful

photos, reproduced in Plate I, fig. 4 and Plate II, fig. 5 ; in these

photograms the direction of the c-axis is vertical. The diffraction-

patterns are wholly unsymmetrical ; the results are therefore exactl}'

what could be expected from the theory.

c. In the same symmetry-group also Dolomite must be jilaced.

From a splendid, jjerfectly translucid crystal of Binnentlial in

Switzerland, three faultless plates parallel to jOOOlj, jlOlOj and

jl210j were carefully cut. The plate per|)endicular to the c-axis iiad

a thickness of 0,92 m.m.; the beautiful interference-image of negative

character appeared to be exactly centrical. The plate parallel to

{lOlOj was 1.14 m.m. thick ; that parallel to !T2rOj was 1,11 mm.
The very beautiful ditfraction-pattenis obtained are reproduced in

fig. 6, 7 and 8 on Plate II, and in stereographical projection on

Plate- VI, in fig. 4 to 6. The image perpendicular to the c-axis

possesses only a ternary axis; both the other images are completely

unsymmetrical, just as in the case of phenakite. Also in this case

therefore experience and theoretical deduction are in full agreement

with each other.

d. Calcite. From a lustrous calcite-ci-ystal from Iceland two plates

were cut: the plate parallel to jlOlOj, as well that parallel to {1210J

were 1,15 m.m. thick. Both images were too feeble to allow good

reproduction; they are however reproduced as stereographical projec-

tions in fig. 7 and 8 on Plate VI. The RöNTGEX-pattern for a plate

perpendicular to the c-axis was published some time ago by Bragg ^):

the image exhibits a ternary axis and three vertical planes of sym-

metry. The symmetry of all these patterns is the same, as was found

in the case of the turmah'nc, — just as could be expected from the

theory. It must be remarked that the image parallel to jlOlOj,

although possessiTig only a single (vertical) plane of symmetry, shows,

however, a very strong approximation to a case, wlieie two pei-pen-

dicular symmetry-planes were present.

e. Beryl. We had veiy beautiful plates at our disposition, cut

from a splendid, colourless, translucid crystal i'vom the Aduntsckilon-

mountains in the Transbaical. The plate parallel to |0001j had a

1) W. L. Bragg Vid. Zeits. f. Anorg. Chem. 90. 206. (191J); Proc. Royal

Soc. A. 89 248. (1913).
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thickness of 1.10 mm., that parallel to jloTOj 1.17 mm., and that

parallel to {l2lOj 1.16 mm.
The diffraction-image parallel to jOOOJ! (vid. Plate IllI, fig. 9),

shows a senary axis and six vertical planes of symmetry. Thns it

is again proved, that the benjl is really (/«'hexagonal, and that the

arguments against this supposition, formerly brought to the fore by

Viola '), can hardly be considered as valuable any more.

The two remaining images (Vid. Plate III, fig. 10 and Plate IV,

fig. 11) are, quite in concordance with the theory, symmetrical after

two perpendicular |)!anes of symmeti'y. They are reproduced as stereo-

graphical projections in fig. 9—11, on Plate ^'J. The image of the

plate parallel to jlOlOj appears to be somewhat sloping, evidently

caused by not wholly jterfect orientation of tiie crystal-section.

/. Apatite. From a beautiful crystal from Zillevthdl, in Ti/rol,

two plates were cut. The image of the |)late parallel to jOOOlj was

reproduced already previously ^). The second plate was parallel to

{lOlOj ; its thickness was 1,30 mm. The beautiful diffraction-pattern

is reproduced in fig. 12 on Plate IV, and both images as stereogra-

phical projections on Plate VI, tig. 12 and 13. The pattern parallel

to jlOKJj exhibits only one horizontal plane of symmetry, quite in

agreement with the theoretical expectations.

(/. Quartz. From a translucid crystal from the St. Gothnrd four

j)lates were cut. The image of a i)late perpendicular to the c-axis

was too feeble to make reproduction by any means possible. A sche-

matical drawing of the most important, — and always double, —
spots, is given in fig. 14, Plate Vil. The pattern shows a ternary

axis and three vertical planes of symmetry.

Two different plates, each of which was parallel to |1210j, and

having a thicknes.s of 1,12, resp. 1,05 m.m., gave particularly

remarkable patterns. For although both plates were very accurately

orientated, and did not manifest, with the microscope, any differences,

MOr any inhomogeneity discernible by optical means, — the image

obtained with the first mentioned plate appeared to be .nimmetrical

after tino perpendicular plane.i; the other image however, notwith-

standing its being composed of precisely the same spots, showed

quite another distribution of their intensities, in sucli a way, that

the pattern was mil;/ .•<i/))imelrical after a .s-inijle binari/ a.r/s. On

repeating the experiment with the tirstnientioned quartz-plate, which

1) Viola. Z. f. Kryst. 34. 381. (1901)

2) loco cit. 17. Plate I.
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now was radiated througli in anotliei' place, its abnormal symmetry

was fonnd once more.

Here now we could, for the first time, observe in the case of

a uniaxial crystal a very particular abnormality: indeed it appears,

that properly a plane of symmetry perpendicular to the trigonal

axis seems to lie added to the crystal, which involves at the same

time the addition of three new verticai fiJanes of symmetry passing

thi'ough the e-axis, making this axis necessarily a senary one. In

the original negatives this different symmetry in both cases is very

evident, somewhat less, however, in the reproductions (Plate IV,

fig. 13 and 14); but the differences between the normal and the

abnormal pattern are clearly expressed in the stereograjihical [irqjections,

which here are given together in fig. 3 and 4.

Thé same abnormality, i.e. the addition of a horizontal plane of

symmetry perpendicular to the ternary axis, seems to be also present in

the RöNTGEN-ogram, oblained with a cjystal-plate parallel to {lOlOj;

this plate had a thickness of I, JO m.m. Alihoiigh this plate was

parallel to the c-axis, it appeared to be not completely parallel to

the prismface; the pattern, which therefore very probably did not

show a true vertical symitietry-plane, is here not reproduced. The

stereographical projection of the normal patterns are given in fig. 14,

15 and 16, Plate VII.

A careful microscopical examination of both the plates parallel

to {121 0|, did however not reveal any optical differences.

One might be inclined to suppose, that the plate parallel to (1210)

which had given the abnormal pattern, were realty a twin-formation

after the brasilian rule; i.e. with a plane of (1210) being the t winning-

plane. Because perpendicularly to (1210) there is a binary axis

present, the RoNTGKN-ogram therefore should indeed show a symmetry

with respect to two planes, perpendicular to each other. But by this

supposition it could never be made e\ident, that the difl'raction-

pattern obtained with a |)late cut from the same crystal parallel to

(1010), shows very probably also a horizontal phtne of sijminetry.

Thus the said explanation can hardly be considered a final one

already for the peculiar RoNTGEN-patlerns which were obtained

parallel to (12lO) and to (ToTO). The observed abnormality therefore

cannot be said to be explained fully, and we intend to make

further experiments on this phenomenon in future.

h. Nepheli.te. From a small, clear crystal from the Vesuvius,

three crystal-plates were investigated. The ])late perpendicular to

the optical axis showed a well-centred, uniaxial interference-image,

possessing only a slightly abnormal character. The plate had a



Plate 3. Stereograpcical Projection of the Röntgen-patterii of dextrogyratory

Quartz. Plate parallel to (1210). (Normal Image).

Fig. 4. Stereographical Projection of ttie Röntgen-pattern of dextrogyratory

Quartz. Plate parallel to (T 2 1 0). (Abnormal Image).
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thickness of 0.70 m.m. The obtained diffraction-image was extremely

feeble: the spots, which, — as in the case of the quartz, — were

all cloub/)'-ones, — were situated very far from the centre and were

so feeble, as lo make any reproduction impossible. It was however

possible to see, that (he pattern possessed a senary axis (schematical

projection in tig. 17, Plate VII); 7io vertical planes of symmetry

were present.

The plate parallel to {1010| was 0,78 m.m. thick, and gave a

rather good image, which as a stereographical projection 'is reproduced

on Plate VII, l!g. 18. All spots here were also doubled, and the

axes of the oval impressions were inclined to each other, giving

to each pair of spots the shape of an arrow-point; this seems to

indicate a twin-formation of the used mineral. The pattern was

merely symmetrical after a horizontal plane. The third plate was

too disturbed and inhomogeneous, to give any suitable image.

/. That cinnabar, if radiated through in the direction of the c-axis,

will give a RöNTOKN-paftern, whose symmetry is in full concordance

with the theory, was already formerly recorded '). The stereographical

projection of the RöNTGKN-ogram is reproduced here once more in

fig. 19, Plate VII. Finally in fig. 15, Plate V, the very beautiful

photo of pennine is reproduced; although this mineral' is only

mimetic and clearly shows optical abnormalities, the structure of the

lamellae is evidently here a so regular and perfect one, that the whole

pile cannot be distinguished from a real trigonal crystal. Attention

must be drawn to the remarkable fact, just as formely stated in

the case of sylviiu', thai the central spot seems to irradiate in about

eighteen directions ; it seems, that this irradiation is connected in

some way with the presence of certain gliding-planes in the cr3'Stal.

The thickness of the dark green, positively birefringeut, and clearly

optically anomalous crystal-plate, was 0,81 m.m.

§ 4. If we now review all the results hitherto obtained in these

researches, it becomes clear, that, — with the exception of the

phenomena observed in the case of the two quartz-plates, which

phenomena undoubtedly are to be considered as true "abnormalities",

—

the symmetry of the RöNTGKt^-ijatterns is always in aïjreenient loith

that predicted by the now adopted theory of the dijf'raction-phenomenon.

On the other hand the correctness oï {\\& f,u^\)Oëed centrical symmetry

of the said [)henomenon is thus sufticiently proved in this way.

Our experience can be considered evidently as a strong argumenta-

1) These Proceed. 17. p. 1204: vid. Plate IV, fig. 5.
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tion against the supposition, that the particular fact of the dis-

appearance of certain symmetry-planes in the RöNTGEN-patterns of

birefringent crystals would have anything to do with their optical

anisotropy. For if this were true, it would be hardly possible to

understand, why not one of the numerous patterns of uniaxial crystals,

which were radiated througli in the direction of their optical axis,

and thus likewise are birefringent plates, exhibited the formerly

described phenomenon. On the other hand the case of the quartz-

images makes prudence necessary: for evidently the symmetry of

the patterns can by yet partially imknown secondary causes, a,ppear

othenvise than may be expected from the theorj' of the diffraction

phenomena, — as well of higher symmetry fquartz) as of lomer

symmetry (rhombic crystals).

^ 5. In connection with these considerations, we have recom-

menced onr studies with some optically biaxial (rhombic) crystals,

and have begun with a renewed investigation of /^//t^ Avr/Ht^, translucid

and very beautiful plate of hnmbergite parallel to {010}, which for-

merly') had given a so strongly abnormal image. After having radiated

through in another place, we now repeatedly obtained a perfectly

normal diffraction-image, quite symmetrical after two perpendicular

planes. The normal pattern is reproduced in fig. 16, Plate V, as a

photo, and both images by the side of each other as stereographical

projections, in fig. 5 and 6. Using the normal image as standard, it

may be called very remarkable, that the abnormal image aj)pears in

comparison to it as a "distorted" normal pattern, as if the crystal-

plate were rotated round the vertical principal direction at a certain

angle. Very striking indeed is the completely different intensity-

distribution of the spots, and also their altered position in both

cases. Microscopically no differences could be found in the one place

of the plate and the other: with a very strong enlargement the

crystals showed certainly very small and long-shaped inclusions, but

these were in precisely the same way and arrangement present also

in both the other hamberg ite-\)\ales, cut parallel to jlOOj and jOOlj,

which plates however in striking contrast to the one mentioned,

ahoays gave completelg nvriual patterns. From this it must follow,

that these inclusions cannot be the cause of the phenomenon observed.

On repeating our experiments with the same plates of sodium-

ammoniuintartrate, as we used formerly, we obtained with the, —
now superficially somewhat rougher, — |)late parallel to {100}, the

same abnormal pattern as previously: only a few of the spots

1) These Proceed. 17, 1204, Plate II, fig. 8; Plate IV, fig. 11.



Fig. 5. Stereographical Projection of the Rontgen-pattern of

Hambergite. Plate parallel to 010). (Normal Image).

Fig. 6. Stereographical Projection of the Rontgen-pattern of

Hambergite. Plate parallel to (010). (Abnormal Image).



H. HAGA AND F. M. JAEGER. ON THE SYMMETRY OF THE RöNTGEN-PATTERNS
OF TRIGONAL AND HEXAGONAL CRYSTALS, AND ON NORMAL AND ABNORMAL

DIFFRACTION-IMAGES OF BIREFRINGENT CRYSTALS IN GENERAL.
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Fig /.

Tarmaline. Plate parallel to (OlTo).

Fig. ;

Turmaline. Plate parallel to (01 TO).

Fig. 3.

Turmaline Plate parallel to (T2T0).

Fig. /.

Phcnakite. Plate parallel to (OlTo).
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OF TRIGONAL AND HEXAGONAL CRYSTALS, AND ON NORMAL AND ABNORMAL
DIFFRACTION-IMAGES OF BIREFRINGENT CRYSTALS IN GENERAL.

JÊÊ^ m
Fig. ,5.

Phenakite. Plate parallel to (72T0).

Fig. 6.

Dolomite. Plate parallel to (0001).

Fig. 7.

Dolomtle. Plate parallel to (OlTO).

Fig. *.

Dolomite. Plate parallel to (r2ro).
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H. HAGA AND F. M. JAEGER. ON THE SYMMETRY OF THE RöNTGEN-PATTERNS
OF TRIGONAL AND HEXAGONAL CRYSTALS, AND ON NORMAL AND ABNORMAL

DIFFRACTION-IMAGES OF BIREFRINGENT CRYSTALS IN GENERAL.

Fig. 9.

Beryl. Plate parallel to (0001).

Fig. 10.

Beryl. Plate parallel to (lOFo).

Fig. ;/.

Beryl. Plate parallel to (72To).
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H. HAGA AND F. M. JAEGER. ON THE SYMMETRY OF THE RöNTGEN-PATTERNS
OF TRIGONAL AND HEXAGONAL CRYSTALS, AND ON NORMAL AND ABNORMAL

DIFFRACTION-IMAOES OF BIREFRINGENT CRYSTALS IN GENERAL.

Fig. 12.

Apatite. Plate parallel to (loTo).

#

Fig. 13.

Quarz. Plate parallel to (r2r0).

(Normal Pattern).

Fig. /•/.

Quarz. Plate parallel to (T2T0).

(Abnormal Pattern).
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DIFFRACTION- IMAGES OF BIREFRINGENT CRYSTALS IN GENERAL.

Fig. 15

Pennine. Plate parallel to (0001). Fig. 16.

Hambergite. Plate parallel to (QIC).

(Normal Pattern).

Fig. 17.

Zinc-Sulphate Cleavage-lamella, exactly parallel to (010).

(The 6-a.\is is 1« bissectrix).

Proceedings of the Acad, of Sciences, Amsterdam. XVIII. A» 1915/1916.





PLATE VI.

n Fig. 4. Stereographical Projection of the Röntgenograiii
of Dolomite. Plate parallel to (oooi).

Fig. 8. Stereographical Projection of the Rontgenogran
of Calcite. Plate parallel to (TiTo).
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Prof. Dr. H. HAGA and Prof. Dr.

Fig. 15. Stereographical Projection of tlic

of dextrogyratory Quarz. Plate parallel

PLATE VII.

Stereographical Projection of the Röntgenogram
of Nepheline. Plate parallel to (TiTo).

Fig. 19. Stereographical Projection of the
22. Stereographical Projection of the Röntgenogr

of dextrogyratory Cinnabar. Plate parallel „, dextrogyratory Sodium-Ammonium-Tartrate.
Plate parallel to (o 1 o). (Normal Image).

Fig. 23. Stereographical Projection of the

of dextrogyratory Sodium-Ammoniuin

Plate parallel to (010). (Abno

Proceeding'^ Royal Acad. Vol. XXI

26. Stereographical Projection (schematical) of the

tgenograni of Zinc-sulphate. Plate parallel to (0 1 0).

lormal Image, obtained with a perfectly clear lamella,

jarcd by cleavage, and exactly perpendicular to

the first biasectrix.
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Prof. Dr. H. HAGA and Prof. Dr. F. M. JAEGER. "On the Symmetry of the Röntgenpalterns of Trigonal and Hexagonal Crystals." etc.

Fig. 16. Stereographical Projection ol the Rontgcnograin

i»f dextrogyratory Quarz. Plate parallel to (TjTo).
(Normal Image).

Fig. 18. Stereographical Projection of the RontRenograni
of Nephcline. Plate parallel to (Tlmh).

(Abnormal Image).

. Stereographical Projection of the f

f dextrogyratory Sodium-Ammunium-
Plate parallel to (loO). (Normal In

Stcftographical Projection of the RöntKcnograni
dextrogyratory Sodiuni-AmmonUini-Tartrate.

Plate parallel to {» i ii). (Normal Image).

Fig. 23. Stereographical Projection of the RÖnlgenogram
of dextrogyratory Sodium-AinnioHium-Tartrate.

Plate parallel to (o 1 o). (Abnormal Image).

Prnceotiing^ Royal Acad. Vol. XXIV.

Fig. 24. SttTconraphical Prujeclionof the Rontgenogram

of dextrogyratory Sodium-Ammonium-Tartrate. Plate

parallel to (ii l o). Abnormal Image, perpendicular

to the first one, with the same position of the plate.

Fig. 25. Stereographical Projection ol the RÖntgcnogram
of dextrogyratory Sndtum-Ammonium-Tartrale.

Plate parallel to (noi).

Fig. 26. Stereographical Projection (schematical) of the

Ronlgcnogram of Zinc-sulphate. Plate parallel to (o l o).

Abnormal Image, obtained with a perfectly clear lamella,

prepared by cleavage, and exactly perpendicular to
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appeared to be absent on coinparisoii with the former image. The

also superficially somewhat rougher ]jlate parallel to |0I0| however,

gave now undoubtedly also an ahnormal image, but as a very

remarkable fact : jiiM the other {second) phine of symmetry as be/ore

was now manifested in the pattern, notwitlistanding the same position

of the crystalplate.' Formerly this plate had given an abnormal

image, which was symmetrical after the plane {OOlj; now it showed

a symmetry-plane parallel to \\0()\. As b\oth plates of tlie tartrate

were superficially a little altered by a feeble efflorescence, we pre-

pared from a fresh, translucid ci-ystal of the salt three new plates,

which were examined in the same wa^'.

With these plates we were now able to obtain RöNTOEN-patterns,

which were symmetrical after two planes; in this way it was

possible at the same time to compare the parlial symmetry of both

the abnormal images parallel to SOlOj with the normal pattern. The

three normal and I lie abnormal images are reproduced as stereo-

graphical projections in fig. 20 to 25 on Plate VII.

^ 6. We have convinced ourselves by especially arranged ex-

periments of the fact that a deviation from (he true plane-pai'allel

shape of the hamheryiie-plate could not be the cause of the partial

symmetry of its pattern formerly obtained. Moreovei-, in our numerous

experiments with cordierite, with ma'erial from all localities, we
nerer obtained other images than abnormal ones, which were only

symmetrical after one single plane of symmetry. With (his mineral the

phenomenon thus seems to manifest itself constantly. \n our way of

experimenting, wi(h the use of fixed, on the lathe i-ectangularly

turned-otf crystal-supports, a somewhat appreciable deviation from

the true orientation is highly improbable. Moreover (he same

crystals, adjusted by tiie same apparatus, appeared formerly often

to give cpiite normal patterns, if radiated through in one or two of

the other principal directions, so that a .yy.v^^^ma^ica/ error of the whole

arrangement can hardly be considered to be the cause of the pheno-

menon. If this were (rue, or if deviations in the right orientation

of the prepared crystal-sections were the cause of the phenomenon

observed, it could furthermore not be undeistood, why never a

distortion of the normal pattern after another direction than only

after the two principal ones of the plate, were till now observed.

The fact, that the planes of symmetry of Ihe rhombic ci'ystals just

play the preponderant role in this, proves sufficiently, that no

accidental causes are responsible here, but that these are of such

36

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVllI.
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a nature, as to l)e coimocted intimately witli tiie |)ropei-, inlei-iial

inolecnlar strneture of' the crystals.

But a inillier and persuasive illustration of' this (|uestioii is given

also l)\' the case of' the ihoinbio :iiic-s)i//)/iiiit'. Here we used a

splendid Iranspai'eut crystal-plate, obtained by direct di'avoge of the

crystal along the plane of /jfr/ect clea\abilily S010|, whose perfectly

right orientation could be controlled very rigorously by optical

examination, the /y-axis being at the same time tlie first bisectrix.

Notwithsiaiiding this, however, the corresponding diffraction-image

appeared to be constantly nl)iu>nnid, and to possess only one single

plane of symmetry parallel to |0()lj, — i.e. parallel to the optical

axial plane. (Vid. Plate V, fig. 17 and Plate Vll, fig. 26).

The above mentioned observations undoubtedly must bring the

conviction, that the cause of the observed phenomenon must be

ascribed to the crystal-plates themselves, — faultless as they may
appear eren on })u)re detailed e.ramination. Indeed further experiments

taught us, that also with other rhombic crystals than Avilh /(a??!/ic;ï/ifó,

it is eventually possible to obtain perfectly nornud patterns, with

the aid of the same ap|>aratus. In the following paper we will

reproduce the photos and projections of the images, which we
obtained with the plates of a number of biaxial minerals and arti-

ficial substances, cut parallel to the three pinaeoidal faces. They

will, besides some new cases of abnormal diffraction-patterns, also

show many, which indeed must be judged to be quite "normal"

ones; the fundamental exactness of the original theory thus being

convincingly proved. As Prof. Rinne of Ze//^^^^', who supposed already

some time ago, that special secondary causes might be connected

with the observed phenomena, wrote to one of us, — he obtained

in the case of the anhydrite as well normal as abnormal diffraction-

images, and with calamine parallel to {OlOj only abnormal ones.

With respect to our own results with these minerals, we can refer

here to the following paper.

^7. As a result of our completed experiences, we finally can

make the statement, that the non) adopted theory of the dijf'raction-

phenoniena, really can describe sufficiently the general behaviour of
crystals tvith respect to R'CmioKH-rays ; and that the pecidiar partial

symmetry of the Ki'mTGM^-patterns, as observed till nou) in many
cases and especially tvith rhombic crystals, must be caused by secondary

circumstances, connected tvith a particular kind of disturbances of
the internal molectilar structure of the crystals, and ivhich at the

moment can be eMiinined by no other physical means.
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Of course tlie question iniinedialelj arises; of what iiiud aie

these causes? On deviations in the right orientation of the crjslal-

plates, — (which are always present in a less or higher degree), —
it is iiardly necessary to expatiate: aftei' a longer practice one

learns to evaluate quite exactly the smaller and very typical distor-

tions, arising from that source, and to pass over them as over the

typographical errors in an ordinary text. But the anomalies here

considered are of a totally different order; they must be caused by

a breaking-u|) of the slratographic position of the molecular layers,

by which certain jiarls of the parallel |)lanes of the molecules will

be locally rotated round one of the principal directions in the crystal,

— in an analogous way, as on our earth the inversions and the

folding of geological strata may be observed. But in every case these

disturbances must be here of inoleculdr dinwnsions; ihej can evidenüy

not be studied or observed by other available means at the moment

than by the RöNTGEN-radiation. because the cryslal-medium, disturbed

in its molecular relations, behaves in respect to all oilier known

physical actions like a continuum, with exception just in respect to

the extremely small wave-lengths of the lloNTGEN-rays.

If there are present in rhombic crystals some directions of higher

or less perfect deavability, which are parallel to the principal sections

of (he crystal, then it will be probable, that such "internal vicinal

planes" of the molecular layers will appear to be turned exactly

round these princi|)al cleavage-directions as axes, — here round the

one, and there round the second of them. It will then depend on

the place, where the crystal will be radiated through, if the dilfrac-

tion-image will show a symmetry after the one or after the perpen-

dicular plane, it must be remarked here however, that exactly in

the case of the sodiwnmnviouiumtartrate, where the mentioned

phenomenon was observed by us, no such directions of typical

cleavabilily are present. It seems therefore, that the principal direc-

tions of the molecular structure can play this remarkable rule also

in the case, that they are not at the same time directions of distinct

deavability.

§ 8. We do not deny, thai the explanation given here has some

weak points, especially if it must be supposed, that all molecular

layers, contained in the whole thickness of the crystal-plate, contri-

bute their part to the final impression on the photographic film,

while notwithstanding that, only for a certain number of these

molecular layers the 'presence of such "internal vicinal planes" can

be accepted, because otherwise they would manifest themselves at

36*
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llie surface of llie crystal-platcH in some (ypical way, eg. as irregu-

larities of that surface. In this connection it may i)e of interest to

mention the fact, that really in some few cases we found such

ahnoi'uial |)lienomena with crystalpiates, cut parallel to some of such

"striated" faces of the crystal.

Moreover the cpiestion may arise : why is this abnornu»! iiehaviour

observed relatively so often in the case of hiaxial crystals, while it

occurs evidently hardly ever in ihe case of unia.xial crystals?

Finally we may yet draw atlentioi) to the following case . If a

pseuilo-si/mini'triral (niiu)etic) crystal is i)uilt-up by lower-symmetrical

lamellae, it cannot a priori be understood, why such a combination,

radiated through in the direction of the (new) optical axis, would

in any way manifest its polysynthetic twin-structure. Indeed this con-

clusion appears to be verified here by our experience with the penninc.

But if that lamellar structure can cause in any way the presence

of such "internal vicinal [)lanes", so thai the molecular layers can

be turned a little round these two, three, four of six directions of

intergrowth, Ihe po.ssibility can then be foreseen, that these irregu-

larities will be brought dccidentalli/ in one of these directions more

strongly to the fore, than in the remaining ones : that one direction

will then appear in the difraction-pattern as a single plane of sym-

metry of it, and in this way the appearance of this can be considered

to be an indirect proof for the lamellar structure of the investigated

crystal. This was evidently the case with apophyllite '), henitoite '),

and the racemic triethyltnrdiamine-cobahi-bromide'); moreover we found

it a short time ago also in the case of benzil, if cut perpendicular to

the optical axis of the pseudo-trigonal complex. We expect to elucidate

in every case these questions by systematical experiments, and especially

to determine finally the true nature of these internal disturbances, evi-

dently intimately connected with the normal molecular structure.

University-LaboratO) ies for Physics and

Inorganical avd Physical Chemistry.

Groningen, August 1915.

') These Proceed. 4. 438.

') Ibidem, 17. 1204 (1915), Plate IV, fig. 14. (1915).

S) Ibidem, 18. 5o. (1915).
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Crystallography. - "On llie Stjnimplnj of tin' Rö^tgeh j^'ttti^rii.'!

of Rhombic Ori/s(aI>i". I. Bv Prof. H.'Haga and Prof. F. M.

Jakger.

§ 1. Willi the purpose to test jet further by experinienis the

conclusions with respect to the special symmetry of the ditfiaciioii-

]iat(eriis of R(')NTGKN-rays in crystals, as may he derived from the

theory adopted till now, we have moreover made a series of experiments

with optically l)iaxial crystals. In the following pages are recorded

the results obtained in the investigations with rhoiuhic crystals, and

especially with representatives from each of the possible symmetry-

classes of the rhombic system. As already formerly mentioned'),

the RoNTGEN-patterns of plates from rhombic crystals of /'^«^^/«('«('«//a?/,

pyramidal, or hipi/ramidul symmetvy , must always show the symmetry

which would be observed in tiie analogous crystal-sections of the

rhombic-bipyramidal class. From this is deduced, that crystal-plates

cut parallel to the three pinacoides 1100}, {01 Oj and {001 j, in the case

of crystals of each of the three possible classes of this system will

give RöNTGEN-|)atterns, which will nlioays appear symmetrical ivith

respect to iwoperpendiciilai- planes of symmetry, if they are radiated

through in the direction of the i)late-normal.

^ 2. The way, in which the true situation of tlie spots in the

diffraclion-pattern, or more correctly : in its stereographical projection,

is related to the [)arameters a : b : c of such rhombic crystals, can

be elucidated more particularly as follows.

Let P in P^ig. 1 be the plane of the pliotographic |)lale, and KC
the distance of the crystal from that plate. This distance (=J)\vas

in our experiments always 50 nmi.'); the diameter of the sphere

by means of which tiie stereographical projection on the plane P
will take place, is therefore always 100 mm. The viewpoint of lIh,

projection is 0; the planes AC )'(=/'), A' C'Z, and )'('Z are supposed

to coincide with (or to be i)arallel to) the three planes of symmetry

of rhombic-bipyramidal crystals. Let the parameter-quotient in the

directions C'A, CY and CZ be: a-.b-.c, of which a and c are

numbers, known by the measurements of the angular values, and

b is taken arbitrarily =1.
If, now, Kz I'epresents a "possible" zone-axis of the crystal, the

Cs 11.
value of — must be: n .

—
, where — is the parameter-relcilion in

CK c c

1) These Proceed. 17, 1204. (1915).

5) However attention must here be drawn to tlie remarks in § 4
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Fi?. 1.

the directions CY and ('Z, wliile n is some integer. If Kz' is

equally such a zone-axis, then just in the same way —'-=?« —

,

CK c

where m is also an integer. The projected spots ,S' and ,,S", corre-
sponding witli the reticukr planes jlUij and \Oll\ of the crystal,
are therefore in the directions C'A' and CT of the stereographical

projection situated in distances from the central spot (', of: 2.4 —
c

.
2^

. lOOa lOü
and --, or in our case of: and — uim. In the same way forc c c •

spots corresponding with the reticular planes of the symbols \hol\

and \on
\, these distances from C, become :

— . ^-^~, resp —.—mmhe k c ' '

The point of intersection M of both zone-circles, corresponding
with the zone-axes K:, resp. Kz'

, possessing the symbols [/uü] and
[ok\

], represents the stereographical projection of a spot, corresponding
with a plane of the structure with the symbol \/ikl\; etc. In this

way it is possible to deteruiine the indices of every spot in the
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stereographical projection P by means of the existent zone-relations,

and to investigate, which reticular planes will give tlie most intense

impressions on the photographic film; or, what is the same: it

will be possible to find out, in what way the spectral dissolving-

power of the different molecular planes is connected with their

reticular density.

We have chosen the case of a radiation perpendicular through a

plate parallel to |001j. In the same way however it can be found, that

:

On [iOOj the spot corresponding with jlOij, is situated in the direction

^ 100 c

of 6-axis, at a distance of m.m
a

On {lOOj the spot corresponding with |ilOj, is situated in the direction

100
of the ij-axis, at a distance of m.m.

a

On jOlOj the spot corresponding with |OHj, is situated in the direction

of t'-axis, at a distance of 100 c m.m.

On |Ü1UJ the spot corresponding with jllOj, is situated in the direction

of yl-axis, at a distance of 100 a m.m.

all distances reckoned from the image-centre C).

§ 3. If in this way the indices of the molecular planes are deter-

mined, it is possible to construct a stereograi)lucal projection of them,

and by means of this projection to execute the ordinary calculations,

as usual in crystallography. However it is also possible to construct

directly the stereographical projection of the reticular planes, with

which the spots on the photo correspond, from the stereographical

projection of the RoNTGKN-pattern itself. The way to do this, is as follows:

The part to the right of fig. 2 relates to the original stereogra-

phical projection of the RoNTGEN-patlern oi iiotitssiumckloride, oh{a.\nQÓ.

by Bragg, if the plate, cut parallel to a face of the cube, is

radiated through in a direction perpendicular to that face. The part

to the left of fig. 2 represents the stereographical projection of the

molecular planes of the crystalline structure, corresponding with the

spots in the part of fig. 2, sitiiatetl to the right; the plane of projec-

tion is parallel to the same face of the ciilie. If now we again

pay attention for a moment to fig. 1, we shall find that in this figure

1) The relation between the siluation of the spcls on Üie photograpliical fi m,

and that of the corresponding points in llie stereographical projection on P, can

also easily be seen from the fig. 1. l-'or CS = 2A.tg'p and CV= A.tg 'iip, il Fis

the original spot, and S its stereographical projection on P. If CI (= tt) is measured

on the photography, then ig "2 = 0,ü!2 a ; from this and ty are calculaled,

and thus (76' = WO ly y is found in mm..
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the point z is the centre of a zone-circle CMS, and thus also the

point of intersection of the zone-axis KQ with the plane of the

photograpiiic plate P, tliis being in tig. 2 tiie plane of projection of

the stereographical (ignre to the left.

Fig. 2 Construction for the cliange of the Stereographical Projection of a Röntgek-

pattern (to the right: potassiumchloride after Bragg), into the Stereographical

Projection of the corresponding reticular planes of the Crystal- structure.

Let now m be the stereographical projection of the point Q, then,

if the polar circle to m is drawn, this circle will contain all points,

that are the projections of all tautozonal reticular planes, having

KO as their zone-axis. The azimuth of every spot in the plane P
and the azimuth of the stereographical pole of each corresponding

reticular plane in P always being equal, the place of every one of

these stereographical poles on the polar circle just obtained, may be

localised by joining the original spot, and to pass this straight line
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through, until it intersects tlie oonstrucied polar circle in the left

pai't of the figure.

'This point of intersection is the stereographical projection of the

molecular plane, which corresponds with tlie spot in the right part

of fig. 2. The points in can be easily found from the points z by

an additional construction, in which a circle with a radius of 50 m.m.

is used ; the contractions of the original distances to C, — whicii

thus can be represented by m:. — are moreover for spots in the

neighbourhood of C only so slight, that without considerable error,

instead of m, the point z itself may be used ; but at greater distances

from C this of course is no longer allowable. The system of polar

circles and poles of reticular planes obtained in this way, will give

a direct review of the total zone-relation and of the indices of the

molecular planes; while the calculation of the angles between the

poles of those reticular planes and the plotting of gra|)hical con-

structions etc., can be made in the way usual in crystallonomy. It

is adviceable to keep the radius of the projection-circle in the left

part of fig. 2 equal to 2A (100 m.m.); then it is possible to execute

the diff'erent constructions by means of Wl'LFk's stereographical pro-

jection plat with a diameter of 20 cm. The indices of the poles of

the reticular planes are the same as the original ones of the spots

in the projection to the right of fig. 2.

Finally we can express the different intensities of the spots in the

original figure, into the projection-figure of the corresponding molecular

planes to ihe left of fig. 2; in this way a further discussion of the

relations between the indices of the reticular planes and their

spectral-resolving power can be made, in the way indicated for the

first time by Bragg.

§ 4. As an applicafion of the discussions given above, we will

consider here more in detail the RöNTOKN-patterns of the finhi/dritc.

The parameters of this mineral are: a : /; : c = 0.8932 : J : J.0008;

from this it follows, that for a distance of iOO m.m. between the

plane of projection P and the viewpoint () of the projection, the

projected spots for Ihe faces SlOij, jOiJj and |UOj will be situated

at the distances :

For a plate parallel to {100|

:

in the direction of the 6'-axis at 112.04 m.m. froni C
„ „ ., „ „ ^'-axis „ 111.95 „ „ „

For a plate parallel to jOiOj:

in the direction of the (^'-axis at 100.08 m.m. from C
„ „ „ „ „ .'l-axis „ 89.32
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For a plate parallel to {OOlj:

in the direction of the ^-axis at 89.25 in.ni. from C

„ „ „ „ „ j5-axis „ 99.92 „ „ „

If now we calculate fi'om the measured distances of the «pots on

the photographic plate of nnhydrite, using A = 50 ra.m., the values

of k/2if, then ff, and finally 100 fg </ , — we shall find that all these

calculated values are a little smaller than the corresponding rational

parts of the above mentioned fundamental distances in the directions

of the resp. axes: moreover, these calculated values all appear to

be diminished in about the same ratio.

In the case of the plioto parallel to jIOOj e.g. we measured for

some spots

:

in the direction of the 6'-axis : 31.2 mm.; 24.1 mm. and 19.9 mm.
from the centre;

in the direction of the ö-axis : 27.4 mm.; and 21.8 mm.

For the same points the calculated distances are:

in the direction of the 6'-axis : 32 mm.; 24.8 mm.; and 22.4 mm.

in the direction of the ^-axis: 28 mm.; and 22.4 mm.

But calculations and measurements now appear in much better

agreement with each other, if we suppose A during the experiment

to have had a smaller value, and to have been about 48,3 mm.

Now the thickness d of the cryslalplate was in our case precisely

1,64 mm. ; and thus we must conclude, that in this case we must

use in our calculations of the angles r/, for A not the value of the

distance from the front face of the crystal-plate to the piioto-

graphic film, but that from the hacliranl-ÏM-e of it to the photo-

graphic plate.

In other analogous cases we indeed now learned, that if .4 was

supposed to be = 50 mm., during the experiment, the distances

from the projected spots to the centre C appeared to be always

too small, if in the final projection the distance OP is always kept

= 100 mm.; but that ordinarily a sufficient agreement between

calculation and experiment would result; if .1 during the experiment

is supposed to be (50 — y d)> where (/is the thickness of the crystal-

plate used.

This influence of the plate-thickness becomes yet more evident, if

of the same crystal RöNTGiN-patterns are obtained with plates of

\ery different thickness ; for in that case the photos must manifest

different distances from 6' for the same spots. We wei-e able to

observe something of the kind in the measurement of two analogous
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Fig 3. Steieogi-apliical Projeclion of Ihe RoNTGENOgrani of Anhydrite.

Plate parallel to (lOiti.

photos of arnKjonitc, obtained witli ervftalplates ofdiftei-eiil Ihicknoss.

Thus it seems nndoiibtedly necessary ; to (ake into considefafioii

the tliickness of tiie crystal-plates in the calcnlations of the angles v,

and to diminish the distance of 50 m.m., if rather thick plates are

nsed, with half the thickness of them '). The |>rojections reproduced

on Plate IV of this pajjer all relate to such stereogra|)hical projec-

tions, for which Ihe distance (JP is 75 m.m. ; in such cases the

diameter of the figure is also kept equal to 75 m.m. *

In most of the drawings of Plate IV we have calculated (he

symbols \hko\, \okl\ and jAo/jof the zone-circles, (whose centres lie in

the direction of the axes), in the way formerly described ; the sym-

bols of the most important spots in the figure can then be imme-

diately seen from the indices of fhe zone-circles, after the method

mentioned above.

1) This is connected with the specific atisorbing power for RöNïGEN-rays of the

crystallised material. As this absorption is stronger, the distance of 50 m.m. will

have to bo diminished with a smaller pari of the thirkness d.



Fig. 4. Slereograpliical Projeclion of the RöNTGENogratn of Anhydrite.

Plate parallel to (010).

Fig. 5. Stereographiual Projection of the RöNTGENOgram of Anhydrite.
Plate parallel to (001).
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In comieetion willi tlie crystals investigated up to this moment',

the coiTesponding pnndpal distances in the direction of the axes,

as in the case of anhydrite, may be recorded here ^).
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three lallier lliick ci yslal-plales were prepared, wliose thickness was

rewp. 1.64 nun., 1,72 mm. and 2,09 mm. In tliis case and all others

here we experimented again witli the tinorescent screen "Eresco"

;

the time of e.xpositipn was ordinarily about 2,5 hours. In this case

of ihe anhydrite we used more particularly a CooiiDGE-tube, with a

*/)o//Vf//Hi(iH(-anticathode and sejiaratc heating-spiral.

Tlie three photographs are reproduced in fig. 1—3 on Plate I;

their stereographioal projections ah'eady in fig. 3, 4 and 5 of the

text. All three images appear to be quite normal, and every one

has two perpendicular planes of symmetry ; the normal to the plate

(direction of radiation) is thus at the same time a binary axis of the

RöNTGKN-patterns.

b. Avrnyonite {CaCO,). Our clear, lustrous crystals were from

HoRSCHKNZ in Bokenim. The crystal-[)late parallel to JlOOj liad a

thickness of 0,96 mm., tiiat parallel to JOIOJ 1,06 mm., and that

parallel to jOOIj 1,10 mm. The photos are reproduced in fig. 4 on

Plate I, and in fig. 5 and 6 on Plate II ; their stereographical pro-

jections in fig. 1-3 on Plate IV. Also in this case the patterns

appear to be symmetrical with respect to two planes of symmetry

perpendicular to each other, just as might be predicted from theory.

In the image parallel to jOOIj moreovei' the well-known pseudo-

ditrigonal symmetry of the mineral is clearly recognisable.

c. Topaz. {Ah{F,üH)^Siü,). The tnpaz-crys\Si\ used by us was

very homogeneous, vitreous and translucid ; it possessed a yellowish

hue, and originated from Saxony. The thickness of the three plates

parallel to JJOO|, jOlOj and {OOJ \, was from 1,20 mm. to 1,27 mm. ; the

time of exposition again two and a half hours. The plate parallel

to {010{ afterwards appeared to be a little inclined; therefore the

corresponding photo was not reproduced here, but solely those of the

other sections in fig. 7 and 8 on Plate II; their stereographical

projections are to be found in fig. 4—6 on Plate IV.

Also in this case all three patterns appear to be symmetrical after

two perpendicular planes, as might be expected from the theory.

To this same class belong furthermore the crystals of conUerite

and of hamberi/ite, already previously ') discussed.

(/. In the ease of cordierite Ihe patterns of crystal-plates parallel

to jlOOj and jOlOj appeared to be, till this moment, '//iw??/^ abnormal,

notwithstanding the fact that crystals of several localities were used

in the experiments, and among these were present splendid, lustrous

crystals. Only the pattern obtained with a crystal-plate parallel to

jOOlj, appeared to exhibit the normal symmetry.

1) These Proceed. 17, 430, 1204. (1915).
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f. Altont the hiimhenjitc and its normal and abnormal images we
have said already something in the foregoing paper. In fig. 7—

9

on Plate IV we reproduce here again the more exact stereographieal

projections of' the normal RöNTOEN-patterns of this mineral, with

indication of the corresponding indices of the reticular planes.

§ 6. Of the I'lwinbic-pip'am'uhil class, to which thus belong the

liemimorpliic crystals of the system, — we investigated here the

slruvlte{-iniHjnesium-ammo7iiiwi-oi-thü-ph()Spk(iti'\ Q!i]\^)MgFO^-\-QW^O)),

and the calamine: Zn, (OH)3SiOs.

/. From a big, brownish yellow and only little translucid crystal

of stvuvite from Homburg, three plates were cut parallel to the three

pinacoïdes JlOOj, jOlOj and iOOlj, whose thickness was from J, 20

to 1,20 mm. The time of exposition was two and a half hours.

The three very beautiful RöNTGEN-pat terns are reproduced in the

fig. 9, 1Ü and 11 on Plate III, and as stereographieal projections in

lig. 10—12 on Plate IV. Also in these images two planes of sym-

metry perpendicular to each other are evidently manifested ; notwith-

standing the polarity of the c-axis is very strongly revealed in the

crystals themselves, the result is also in this case in full agreement

with the theoretical prediction.

g. However in the case of calamine we obtained for crystal-plates

parallel to {lOOj and JOlOj, cut from a very beautiful crystal'),

always abnormal patterns, from which one parallel to jOIOj is re-

produced partially as a stereographieal projection in fig. 13 of

Plate IV^; the image parallel to jIOOj was quite analogous to that

parallel to iOlOj, but it was loo bad to allow in any way a repi-o-

duction of it. Both patterns contained moreover such a great number
of very small and feeble spots, that also in the projection of fig. 13

on Plate IV, only the most important spots could be reproduced.

The RöNTGENOgram of the calamine parallel to |001| however
was very beautifully regular (fig. 14 on Plate IV) and (fig. 12 on

Plate 111) ;
quite in concordance with the theory, it is symmetrical

with respect to two planes perpendicular to each other. Why
it is the images parallel to jlOOj and |010!, — (corresponding with

those sections, that in the crystal itself do not possess the horizontal

plane of symmetry), — where the plane of symmetry parallel

to the c-axis is suppressed, can hardly be understood at this moment.

§ 7. Fiiuxlly we used t'vo\u ihe eixatah of the rhomlnc-lnsphenodical

') Por this very beautiful crystal we are much indebted to our colleague, Prof.

MoLENGRAAFF at Delft, whom we render our best thanks here once more.
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class, l)esi(les the already' formerly discussed crystals of d-sodium-

aminonhiiii-tivtfiilc, moreover : those of l-aspnragine : {C,Hg(),N,+H,0),

and of zbic-siilpliiilc: ZnSO^ + 1H^0\ of these compounds both the

first named are optically active in soiu'ions, while the zwc-siilpluite

does not change the plane of |)olarisation of the ligh*, when passing

throuoji its solution.

h. Ziiic-siiJplifite. Kroin a heauliful crystal three rather thick plates

were cut: that |)ai'allel to jlOOj had a thickness of 2Jlmra., that

parallel to jOlOi of 3.30 mm., and that parallel to jOOlj of 3.10 mm.
Even with a time of exposition of two and a half hours, the patterns

parallel to jiOOj and jOOJj were too feeble, to allow of any repro-

duction; but in fig. 15 and 16 their stereographical projections are

drawn.

These images are agaiu symmetrical with respect to two perpen-

dicular planes However the pattern obtained with a plate parallel

to jOlOj appeared to be ulirdys ahnorinni; the respective photo is

already reproduced in the foregoing paper on Plate V, while here

in fig. 17 on Plate IV its stereographical projection is represented.

This last fact is indeed of high importance for our problem : for

it may be supposed with good reason, that in cases, where such

crystal-plates are prepared by d'avagc. along planes of very perfect

cleavability, all chance to get a faiüty orientation of the plate is

altogether eliminated. Now in our case the very perfect orientation

of this plate obtained by such cleavage, could moreover be very

rigorously tested, because of the fact that the 6-axis, being the

direction through which radiation here takes place, is at the same

time the first bisectrix of the crystal. Indeed the interference-image

in convergent polarized light appealed after measuring with the

microscope, to be accurately centred, so that no deviation between

the /^axis and the normal on the plate could be found by any

means. And while now the orientation of the perfectly clear and

lustrous plate could hardly show any error exceeding a few minutes,

the image was in two repeated experiments, absolutely abnormal

in the way indicated here: evidently only the plane of symmetry

parallel to the plane of the optical axes has remained.

Tiiis fact must convince us in a striking way, that the abnor-

malities occurring in the case of such crystals cannot have their

origin in a faulty orienttUion of the crystal-sections. Indeed, they

must be caused by internal disturbances of the molecular structure,

which evidently, as here with the zinc-sulphate, cannot even be

discerned b}' the usual optical means. At the same time it appears

furthermore by this fact, that the probability of such "internal vicinal
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OF RHOMBIC CRYSTALS. I.

Fig. /.

Anhydrite. Plate parallel to (100).
Fig.il

Anhydrite. Plate parallel to (010).

Fig. 3.

Anhydrite. Plate parallel to (001).
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Fig. 4.

Arrcgonlte. Plate parallel to (100).
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Fig. 5.

Arragonite. Plate parallel to (010). Fig. 6

Arragonite. Plate parallel to (001).
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Fig. 7.

Topaz. Plate parallel to (100).

Fig. «.

Topoi. Plate parallel to (001).
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Fig- 9.

Struvite. Plate parallel to (100).
Fig. 10.

Struvite. Plate parallel to (010).

Fig. //.

Struvite. Plate parallel to (001).

Fig. 12.

Calamine. Plate parallel to (001).
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planes" is by no means diniinislied by flie particular rirenmstanoe,

that tlie considered molecular layers are just those, which play the

role of directions of perfect cleavability in the crystals. (Thus being

perpendicular to the direction of minimal cohesion ').

/. The RoNTGEN-pal terns of d-sodium-ammonium-tartrate, as well

the normal as the abnormal ones, and all particulars observed in

that case, have been discussed already in detail in our last paper.

We can here therefore refer to the resp. figures; only it may be

remembered here once more, that the patteins parallel to all three

pinacoidal faces, in the nornuxl case ap[)eared to be symmetrical

with respect to two perpendicular planes.

k. From big, colourless and perfectly transparent crystals of

laevogyratory nsparagine, crystal-plates paialkil to jlOOj, {OlOj and

|Ü01| were cut. The plate parallel to jJOOj had a thickness of

1,21 mm., that parallel to jOlOj, of 1,06 mm., and that parallel to

{001 1, of 1.22 mm.
The obtained RöNTGEN-patterns were all too feeble to make a

direct reproduction possible. But in tig. 18 and 19 on Plate IV

two of their stereographical projections are drawn. Also these images

evidently are symmetrical with respect to two perpendicular planes.

The third pattern was too disturbed to allow any valuable judgment

about this question.

^ 8. From these researches, which will be still completed, it

becomes clear even now, that in ordinary cases also with optically

biaxial crystals, the theoretical predictions are in full concordance

with experience.

The repeatedly observed suppression of one of the two expected

planes of symmetry in the RöNTGEN-patterns, must be considered

also in these cases as a peculiar "abnormality", which undoubtedly

is caused by internal disturbances of molecular dimensions, whose

true nature however at this moment cannot yet be more sharply

defined.

University-Laboratories for Physics and for

Inorganic and Physical Chemistry.

Groningen, August 1915.

1) In this connection a remark made a short time ago by P. Ehrenfest (these

Proceed. 18. 180. (1915) is of interest, considering the possibility of cleavage

along planes, which are "vicinal" wilh respect to such directions of perfect

cleavability.

37

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol XVDI
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Zoology. — "Till' Phi/sio!o,/i/ of //«^ Air-hlii<l<li'r of Fis/ws." (From

llie Pliysiological Lal)oralor_y of the Amslerdaiii Universily.j

By Dr. K. Kuipek Jr. (Cominmiicated by Prof. Max Wkber).

(Communicated in the meeting of May 29, 1915.)

III. J'/ie Ductus pneumaticu.'i of the Plnj.so^touii.

Boyle (1H70) already demonslrated cxperiiiieiilally tliat a tencli

when exposed to a lower pressure llian the one under which it

lives, can allow air-bubbles to escape from the air-bladder by means

of the ductus pneuniaticus. For a long time if was supposed that

this channel also served to lead into the air-bladder gases which

the fish had imbibed at the surface of the water. Evidently this

would only be possible if the tension of the gas in the bladder is

less than that of the atmos^ihere. The former being in a great

majority of instances greater than the latter, this mode of filling

the air-bladder is precluded. Besides a iisli rising to the surface has

to leave its "plan des moindres efforts", the plane where its S.G.=1.

At the surface the tension is less, the air-bladder expands, the fish

grows specifically lighter; it floats. To reach its static plane again

it has to perform muscular labour in a direction opposite to the

upward pi'essure. If it admitted air at the surface, which would

l(jwer its static plane in the water, the exertion in going down

again would have to be greater still. This view of the function

of the duel us has been relinquished by almost every one.

An annular nuiscle shuts off the entrance of the ductus into the

esophagus. Structuie and action of this muscle were first closely

studied by Gl'yenot. He proved that this muscle has a tonic tension.

Wheri a pliysostomus is exposed to a decreased pressure, air-bubbles

do not immediately escape from the mouth. Oidy when the decrease

amounts to about 5 centimetres of mercury the gas leaves the

bladder. At the death of the animal this tonus disappears. The

resistance which the sphincter offers to the air in the bladder is

reduced to about two fifths. The opening of the sphincter is brought

about under the influence of the central nerve-system. The muscles

get nerve-branches from the Eatnus intestinalis Vagi. This appears

distinctly froui the microscopic preparations (microtomic sections)

which I made of the sphincter and its surroundings. The gas-bubbles

ave not emitled continually bat intermittently. This suggests the

probaliility thai the tonus of the sphincter is relaxed every now
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and then. A more accurate idea of tlie mechanism of this spiiincter-

orifice was tiie object of this [lart of my iiixestigatioiis.

At the outset it must be observed that the pressure-decrease to

whicii a fish is submitted has to surpass a certain minimum before

the aniuial lels a]i air-bubble escape. Already at a smaller difference

in tension than that at which air-bubbles are sent forth, the fish

shows by the restless uiotion of its fins that it responds to this

difference. In the various S[)ecies and also in the various individuals

of the same species the difierence between the pressure-decrease at

which tin-reactions and at which air-bubbles appear is higldy variable.

Besides the miuinium change at which fm-reactioiis are ol)served

fluctuates strongly. Hence we shall have to experiment on as great

a numlier of animals as possible in order to obtain reliable results.

If a tish adapts itself to a modified pressure, this does not take

place at once. The relaxation of the sphincter seems to last but a

short time and may repeat itself at intervals as long as the fish

has not entirely adapted itself. The first air-bubble will be followed

after a shorter or longer lime by others. Generally speaking the

interval between two air-bubl)les will gradually become greater and

this is quite natural for after each air-bubble the fish becomes more

adapted to the new pressure. This lengthening of the intervals is,

however, by no means regular.

If for instance a fish is exposed for a long time at a stretch, to

a pressure-decrease which does not immediately cause air-bubbles

to escape, then the long action of this weak stimulus has the same

effect as the short action of the stronger one. It could not be de-

monstrated that the product of time and degree of stimulus was a

constant one, but it was very evident that below a certain minimum

of pressure-difference no bubbles were emitted, and that above it,

at the increase of the pressure-difi'erence, the periods before the

emission of the first air-bubble grew smaller and smaller.

If a fish is narcotized then the sphincter-reflex, as was shown

by GuvENOT, is retarded. The opening of the sphincter is the result

of the removal of the tonus in the muscle. It is an inhibitory reflex

removed by narcosis. I can confirm the results of Gcyénot's experiments.

It is remarkable that this reflex-retardation remains a long time

after the narcosis. First the respiratory rhythm grows normal, then

the equilibrium is restored, afterwards defensive reflexes, caused by

fright or decreased pressure manifest themselves. Onl/ much later

the tonus-reflex of the sphincter becomes active again. It seems that

the centre whence the efferent part of this reflex proceeds remains
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disturbed for a longer tiirie ilian the centres of respiration, motion,

etc. The same retardation wliicli is caused hj narcosis also manifests

itself if the fish is exposed lo the action of an electric current.

We shall now try to investigate the course of the iniiibitory

sphincter reflex.

GuYENOT stales that in tench, carp, etc. a delay in the manifestation

of the reflex could he observetl if the connection between the

forepart of the air-bladder and the perilymphatic space of the

vestibulary apparatlis, which is formed by the so-called bones of

Weber, was interrupted. If this view is correct, the function or at

least one of the functions of the bones of Weber mnst consist in com-

municating to the brain modifications in the gas-tension of the bladder.

Air-bladder -|- organ of Weber must be looked upon, in accordance

with the views of Hasse, Bridge and H addon and others, as a hydrostatic

organ. In this hydi'ostatic organ the ditctus-sphincter acts as a

safety-valve by means of which a surplus of gas may be removed.

GuYÉNOT states that the emission of air-bubbles before the destruction

of this connection, set in at a pressure-decrease of ± 4.5 centimetres

of mercury ; immediately aftei- the operation it took place only after

a decrease of i'2—J4 centimetres of mercury.

In my preceding article (these Proceedings Vol. XXIII, p. 857) I

took exception to the technics of Guyénot's experiments. I feel

compelled to do the same now. Guyénot's method is open to various

objections. It is based upon the most distal of the bones of Weber,

the Tripus, being detached from the side of the air-bladder; the

reaction of the fish is investigated immediately after the operation,

and the fish is killed immediately after this investigation.

Why was only the connection between air-bladder and Tripus

removed? Could not the air-bladder when it expands effect a pressure

on the Tripus, which could be transmitted to the vestibulary apparatus

by means of the rest of the organ of Weber? Why should the

fishes be killed immediately after the operation? Was it abso-

lutely impossible then that the retardation of the reflex was due to

the shock? Why was it not verified, in the case of some fishes at

least, that they reacted a few days after the operation exactly as they

did immediately after?

These considerations induced me to test Guyénot's experiments.

In two ways I tried to disrupt the connection in question. First

by making a ventral median section; thus I reached the body-cavity

and by moving a little hook past liver, intestine and genitals I tried

to destroy the connection. The sinus venosus rendered this operation
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very diftiinilt and the results were unsafisfactory, or rather they

agreed perf'eclly wiih tliose nf Guyénoï.

The becond way resembles much that of Guyenot. Sideways behind

the head a longitudinal cut was made in the ranscles just where

the Tripus is situated. I reached the fossa auditoria of Weber, felt

my way by means of a thin hook until I felt the Tripus move,

then I caught firmly hold of it, detached it earefidiy from its

connection with the air-bladder on one side and the other bones of

Weber on the other, and removed it from the body. Of course this

was done on either side.

The connection was now entirely removed.

The results of these experiments are very striking. Whenever the

removal of the connection had been effected without giving rise to

liemorrha<ie daring the operation, the [ir^ssnre-decrease required to

bring about an emission of air-bubbles rons no greater or hardly any

greater than before the operation. Only when the geuei-al condition

of the fish was a bad one, and immediately, after the operation,

a retardation was to be observed. Sometimes indeed, a retardation

could be observed in fishes which had only been submitted to a

beginning of an operation, which, moreover, had nothing to do with

the organ of Weber, or the muscles innervating the sphincter. If,

besides, we keep in view how long the retardation of the reflex

manifested itself after narcosis or after tlie recovery from the effect

of an electric current, we may be sure that Guyenot's results must

be due to the shock.

Hence we conclude that the experiment of Güyénot cannot be

adduced in support of the theory of U..\ssv.c. s. regarding thefmiction
of the air-bladder and the organ of Weber.

To obtain greater certainty I also interrupted the hypothetical

reflex course in another spot.

If the sphincter-reflex is affected by the elimination of the organ

of Weber, this must also be the case if the connection between

brain and labyrinth is destroyed. Therefore I twice attempted to cut

the nervus octavus in tenches on one side and twice on both sides.

Technically this operation presented few difficulties. The fishes

remained alive for many days after the operation. Autopsy proved

that the operation had succeeded. In none of these cases the emission

of air-bubbles had been retarded after the operation. The function

of the ductus-sphincter is entirely independent of the intact state of

the labyrinth.

Hence the afferent jiart of the inhibitory reflex course is not found

in the organ of Wkber. It will |)r()bably have to be looked for in
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(he sensitive spinal nerve-i'taniifioations, met with in the air-bladder.

The efferent part of (he reflex passes along the Rami intestinales

Vagi. This became evident when these two nerves were cut through.

It is very probable Ihat (he (eiision and the relaxation of (he sphincter

are bronght about b}' different nerves, just as in the case of (he

muscles of the bladder of mammals.

Here. e.g. (he sphincterinieriius is relaxed (tonns-inhibition) along (he

nervus pelvicus, whilst (he nerv us hypogas(ricns eifects (he contraction

of this muscle.

What are (he reasons for assuming such an antagonistieinnervalioii

also for the duc(us sphincter? The grounds for (his supposition are

of two kinds and derived : 1 from experimental data^ 2 from micros-

copic observadons.

1. Experiments. The sphincter is innervaied on both sides by a

branch of the Ramus in(cs(inalis Vagi. I have cut (hroiigh this

double "innervation in two ways vizi immediately behind (he gill-

cover; where the ramus in(estinalis wi(h (he ramus la(eralis bends

away from the whole vagus group, and immediaiely near the

sphincter (by making a median ven(ral cut). When the vagusbranches

had been cut through near the gill-covers, the consequences, as regards

the emission of air from the bladder, were the following .- J. the

emission was considerably retarded, 2. when air-bubbles Avere emitted

the emission no longer took place intermittently, but for a long time

at' a stretch.

Hence we must conclude that (he vagus con(ains inhibitory libres

for (he sphinc(er-(onus.

If (he vagus-branch is cut through immedia(ely near tl)e,spliinc(er

the effect is different. The tonus-inhibition is not re(arded, but is no

longer intermittent either, and the (onus decreases more and more

after the operadon.

This resuK migh( be explained if it could be demonstrated that

the vagus branch near the sphincter also contains fibres for the

preservation of the tonus (e.g. sympathetic fibres) the cutting of

which caused the tonus to disappear, thus entirely removing the

inhibition-delay.

2. Microscopic observations. What can we gather from the topo-

graphic s(udies of Chkvrej, as regards the S3'mpa(he(ic nerve-system

of fishes, and our own histological an<l microscopic-ana(oraical resear-

ches on sphincierinnervation ?

Chfa'rkI; divides the sympathetic system of fishes into three parts;

the cranial, the abdominal, and (he catidal part. He descrilies (he

connection which the ganglia of the first part form with brain and
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gill-nerves and Ramus lateralis, and then describes how in the Labrax

lupns the R. infestinalis vagi forms near the division of the Arteria

coeliaca into Art. hepatodnodenale and Art. mesentero-spleniale, a

strong Plexns coebacus with the N. splanchnieus, which originates

from the first al)dominal sympathetic ganglion. No such plexns is

mentioned by Chevrkl in the case of Cyprinoids. As the latter

resembles Labrax in the main, there is no reason to assume that

though not mentioned it should not be fourd here. The probability

that the branch innervating the esophagus receives sympathetic fibres

by means of the splanchnieus is therefore very gieat, and becomes

practically a certainty if sympathetic fibres can be identified in the

thinnest nerve-ramifications on the muscular fibres.

We know that in the striated muscle three kinds of nerve-endings

may be met with. First the epilemmal sensible nerve-endings, secondly

the hypolemmal endings connected with nerve-fibres possessing a

myelin sheath, the so-called motoric endplates of Kühnk, thirdly,

much more delicately shnped networks, always originating, as far

as we know, from the marrowlcss fibres, which are called accessory

endplates. BoEKir describing this sjtecies takes them to be endings of

sympathetic fibres.

From DK Bokr's publications we have known for a few years

that the sympathetic fibres maintain the tonus of the muscles.

The presence of accessory endplates in the sphincter ductus pneu-

matici has rendered in my opinion the antagonistic innervation vei'y

probable.

For the study of the motoric endplates I used the silver-impreg-

nation of BiEiscHOWSKY as prescribed by Bokke. The results, obtained

for the present by this method, are made clear in fig. 'J— 3.

Histological particulars conceining the course of the nerve-fibres and

the shape of the endplates may be omitted here. The main ])oint

is that in the muscle closing (he esophagus and ductus motoric end

plates of 2 kinds may be met with.

The hypolemmal nerve-fibrils without a medullary sheath as far

as they could be traced, were thinner than those with one. The

endplates were less marked and mostly ended in simple loops.

Hence there are good reasons for assuming that the sphincter is

innervated in two ways, that the stimulation of the tiervus sympathi-

cus keeps up the tonus, and that of the vagus removes it.

The easiest w-ay of investigating the function of the ductus sphinc-

ter is to expose tlie fish to a modified air-pressure.
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There are, liowever, also otliei- slimiili wliicli acl n|)oii tlie "in-

hibitory reflex", stimuli acting npoii other senses liiaii the hydrostatic

organ of sense (the air-bladder filled witii gas) are also amongst them.

The following were made to act u|):)n fishes: light stimnli, vibra-

tions of the water (whether they are to be viewed as sonnd or

sensory stimuli I shall leave undiscussed for the present), stimulation

of the static organ, chemical stimuli, enclosure in a narrow space

(this must not be viewed as the stimnlaliou of a certain organ of

sense, Imt as a means of exciting terror).

a. Light-stiiuuli.

The fishes in the experimental basin nearly always went to the

darkest part. If the basin is lighted up, they turn away from the

light, but do not become restless. This is the case, however, if the

basin is alternately lighted and darkened. If, for instance, the basin

is alternately lighted and darkened about 120 times a minute, the

fish begins to swim round uneasily, the respiration-rhythm rises

from about 50 to about 90 a minute, the mouth is opened every

now and then, and finally some air-bubbles escape.

h. Vibrations in the water. These are brought about by tapping

(with a stick) against the experiment-bottle which was in the basin,

and which contained the fish. The results agree with those mentioned

under a.

c. Stimulation of the static* organ.

If a fish is placed in a bottle completely filled with water, which

is closed by means of a tight fitting stopper, and if the bottle is

swiftly turned round in all directions, then the tish is compelled to

correct continually its static position. Within a very short time such

an animal emits a number of air-bubbles.

d. Chemical stimuli.

When fishes are narcotized in the water with ether or chloroform,

they often emit air-bubbles.

e. Fishes enclosed in a narrow space, which are, for instance,

put in a jar below the surface of the water in the basin, emit a

few air-bubbles, swimming up and down meanwhile in a state of

great agitation.

We conclude from the preceding that as a result of greatly dif-

ferent sensory stimuli, besides swimming and respiratory movements,

the opening of the sphincter also manifests itself as a retlex.

Finally I wish to point out that these experiments with various

stimuli were also carried out with fishes that had been operated

upon. Thus I hoped to obtain a clue as to the direction in which
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we shall have to look for an iiilerprelation of the organ of Wkber,

now that it has becoiiie evident that the view of Guyénot can no

longer be held.

The results of these experiments may be summarized as follows:

1. When the vagus-branches are cut through, the fishes no longer

emit air-bubbles, though they respond in a normal way to light-

alternations, vibrations and static stimuli, by their swimming and

respiratory movements.

2. DcstruclUm of the o/v/rt» of Webkr results in fishes responding

to light-stimuli (swimming, respiration, sometimes also air-bubl)le)

but not 01' ri'i-jj fcdiUj to vibrations.

3. When the N. octavus is cut through, the fishes respond (and

that very violently) lo clianges in the light, but not to vibrations,

nor (which need scarcely be mentioned) to static disturbances.

On comparing these results with those obtained formerly by means

of pressure-modification, we obtain the following survey.

Fishes
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The sensitiveness of fishes to vibrations causing sound-sensations

in man, has been proved by Piper, who derived actioncnn-ents

from the N. ootavus when the fisli-iabjrinth had been isolated, and

b}' Pakkkr, who at the action of sound saw a number of fishes gather

at one side of the basin.

The Clupeides are vevy sensitive to vibrations. Would this perhaps

be due to the special direct connection these fishes have l)etween

air-bladder and vestibular)' apparatus?

I should saj there are ample grounds for investigating if not the

view of E. H. Wkbkr, Nusbaum and Sidoniak and others, wiio see

in the organ of Wkbku a means to transmit vibrations which the

air-bladder receives from ont&ide, to the vestibulary apparatus, must

be preferred to that of Hasse. Bridge and Haddon, Guyénöt, who

wish to connect this organ with the hydrostatic function of the

air-bladder.

Of course 1 do not for a moment lose sight of the importance

of the air-bladder as a hydrostatic organ of sense.

In my opinion it is, however, quite possible that further investi-

gations will prove that the air-bladder also serves to receive vibra-

tions and that the organ of Weber has to transmit these vibrations

to liie |)erilympli of the vestibulary apparatus.
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Tfie coiitact-plienomena desei-ibed in a former communication, ')

on the southwestern side of the granitic area of Rokaii are marked

by tlie occurrence, near the granites, of stratified granite-apophyses

and schistose hornfels rich in felspar. From a preliminary exami-

nation of the hornfels near tlie contact with granites from the hill

countries of Siak these rocks appear to show an entirely different

') H. A. Bbouwer, "On the granitic area of Rokan (Middle-Sumatra) and

on coiitact-phenomena in the surrounding schists'', tliese Proc. Vol.XVil (1915),

p 1190.

To the facts related there can be added that during an expedition along the

Rokan Kiri when its level \v;is low, also to the right side of the Rokan similar

phenomena were observed on the south-western contact of the •granites, as were

described from the S' ' Pakis. The first granites form an isolated little rock

emerging from the water near the right bank, whereas about 15 m. down the

river the ccntactmfetamorphic schists with numerous granite-apophyses, which

occur in alternating layers with the schists, are uncovered in the right bank of the

river. Apophyses with a thickness varying from a few cm. to at least 1 m. were

observed, the dip is again towards the gianitic mass (e. g. Str. N. 20 W. dip

N. 0. 70° was measured). As a rule, the granite of the apophyses, just like near

Pakis, is very rich in biotite and shows parallel texture; here too, at a short

distance of the zone of apophyses, lencocratic granites with parallel texture are

found, beds of coarse and fine-granular rocks sometimes alternate. The thickness

of these beds varies from a few cm. to several lim , they have almost the same

strike and dip as the hornfels and granite apophyses (e. g. Str. N. 30 W. dip

N.O. 55°).
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character; often the schistose structure has entirely disappeared,

whereas "felspathisation" as a characteristic contact-phenomenon is

missing. Tourmaline often occurs here in such large quantities at the

contact of the granites, that for the greater part tiie rocks consist

óf this mineral. The tilted more or less schistose limestones with

graduations into sandstones, qtiarlzites and hornfeis of the Goenoeng

Soeligi, on the border of tiie iiill countries of Siak and the subdi-

vision Boven Karapar of the government Sumatra's Westkust, are

mainly covered to the North-East by sedimentary terrane. In the

beds of the S'^' Lau and S'' Rambei, which have their sources on

the G» Soeligi, however, similar rocks are repeatedly uncovered.

Veins of quartz are numerous in these rocks. Near the top of the

Goenoeng Soeligi, N.W. and N.N.W. strikes with N.E. dips of

65' and 70° were measured, whereas to the North-East side of the

Gt' Soeligi in the S"' Lau, up the river from Kota Renah, N.W.

strikes and N.E. dips of 50° to 60° were found.

The occurrence of detached pieces and of weathering-products of

granite in the neighbourhood of Kota Renah (hill countries of Siak)

has already been mentioned by Evervvijn') (1864) whereas on a sketch-

map of RoLKER ^) granite is indicated in the last right branch of the

S*-'' Kalemboi, a right branch of the S"' Lau. Further |)ebbles of

hornfeis from the S"' Lau have been collected and described by

Verbeek '). The "big, rounded diorite-stones" too, which Evkrwun

found near and in tlie kampong Kota Renah, agree, judging from

his microscopical description, with some of our hornfeis.

The occurrence of cassiterite, although not met with in the material

as yet examined, as a component of rocks in situ in the neighbour-

hood of Kota Renah is very pi'obably in connection with the character

and distribution of alluvial tin-ore in the S<"' Lau and its side-rivers.

Coarse and fine ore occur mi,\cdly, llie ore being often very sliarji-

edged and sometimes intergrown with quartz, whereas it was not

found in the upper part of the S'' Lau.

The examined granites -are rocks containing touruialine and are

free from biotite, tliev were collected in tiie right bank of the last

^) R. EvEKWiJN. Verslag van eeu onderzoekiiigsreis in hel rijk van Siak. Jaarb.

V. h. Mijnwezen v. N. 0.-Indie 1874, and N.itiiurk. Tijdschr. v Ned. Indie, vol.

XXIX, 1867

-) Charles M. Rolker. The alluvial tin-deposits of Siak, vSumatra. Trans.

Americ. Institute of Mining Engineers, vol. XX (1891), p. 50.

3) R. D. M. Verbeek. TopograplusfI.e en Geologische Bestlirijving van een

Gedeelte van Sumatra's Westkusl, Batavia 18S3, p. 610, 612.
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right side-river of the S'' Kalemhoi near the Kampong Kota Renah.

Here we remark some tei)S of meters up tiie river, from the month,

first a larger intrusion of granite, and a few meters fartiier a

smaller intrusion which seems to be developed as a vein with N.W.

strike and a breadth of 1.8 m.

Coarse-granular parts alternate with fine-granular ones and por-

phyritic structures are found too. Polysyntlietically twinned felspars

and untwinned ones, or felspais showing cross-hatching, can both

dominate so as to exclude the others. Further constituents are

quartz, muscovite, tourmaline and sometimes reddish-brown garnet,

iron ore missing almost entirely and only occurring as very fine

spots in the rocks. Furtiier, some light-green chlorite was found in

a few saui|)les when microscopically examined. The plagioclase

^chiefly albite) shows ouly polysynthetical twins, according to the

albite-iaw. Whole crystals are sometimes characterised by cross-

hatciiiug. However, part of the crystals often is untwinned, entirely

untwinned crystals also occurring. These untwinned parts sometimes

show parallel extinction, often their direction of extinction in sections

of the symmetrical zone was observed to cut in half the angle between

the directions of extinction of the polysynthetical twins ; the untwinned

felspar often consists of irregular spots, which gradually pass into

one another and extinguish to different sides of the twinning plane,

their angle of extinction varying between the one of the distinctly

limited lamels and the one of the homogeneously extinguishing parts

mentioned above. These crystals a[)parently contain dilferent gradua-

tions from microcline into orthoclase (extinction in sections perpen-

dicular to the positive bisectrix of the obtuse angle = 5°). Similar

graduations were described by the author in the microcline micro-

perthites of Transvaal foyaites ') ; they support the truth of the

conception of orthoclase as a microcline in which microscopically

no twinning can be obserxed.

•In the parts with porphyritic structure small crystals of musco-

vite, sometimes of quartz and felspar too, are to a small degree

enclosed by the larger felspar-crystals. The form of the larger

crystals of felspar, muscovite and quartz with respect to the ground-

mass, points to partly simultaneous crystallisation ; in the ground-

mass the felspar often occurs in well developed elongated sections.

Varieties rich in garnet and tourmaline, near the contact with

the hornfels, show a beautiful poikilitical structure. Large crystals

of felspar incliule many small crystals of muscovite, of beautifully

1) H. A. Brouwer, Oorsprong en Samenstelling der Transvaalsche nephelien-

syenieten. 's Gravenhage, 1910.
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idomorpliie tourmaline and garnet and also of quartz and felspar.

No ground-mass is observed here, tlie larger felspars closely adjoining

each other and the small crystals of the other minerals and of felspar
'

are disseminated in those larger crystals. The garnets are idiomorphic

and microscopically colourless (in thicker sections they show a

light rose colour). Exceptionally they are partly surrounded by a

tourmaline-crystal, tourmaline-crystals enclosed by garnet also occurring

occasionally. As a rule, tourmaline in the granites shows a beautiful

zonar structure, with often rather distinct light-blue central pait

and a brown margin. Sometimes, between these zones an equally

distinct one of intermediate colour is found, or the colours graduate

into each other. Sometimes in zonar crystals a bluish central part

is seen with a pale-blue margin and an intermediate zone of light-

brown colour, differently coloured and repeatedly alternating zones

also being observed in some crystals. It is remarkable that in the

contiguous horiifels only brown and almost always homogeneously

coloured tourmalines occur. In the pieces of hornfels of the S'"' Lau

the zonar tourmalines were also found.

The contact-rocks have been examined near the contact with the

granites. There they are dark to nearly black-coloured, and often

even macroscopically a high percentage of mica can be seen, whereas

between the granites and these rocks sometimes a rather narrow

transition zone is found which is rich in tourmaline. At the very

contact we often see a zone which for the greater part consists of

tourmaline. Farther away from the granites, biotite occurs more

frequently, the percentage of tourmaline decreasing at the same time.

The biotitehornfels at the contact of the larger intrusion contain, as

a rule, much tourmaline, whereas along the contact of a narrow

tourmaline-bearing vein in the upper-Lau no tourmaline but only

traces of biotite could be obberved as a contactphenomenon in

the schists, which for the rest were unaltered. The tourmaline of

the hornfels is almost always of homogeneous structure and of a

brown colour, exceptionally a marginal zone of daiker brown colour

also occurs, but zones of blue tourmaline like those found in the

adjoining granites do not occur here. Garnet is often found in con-

siderable quantity in the contact-rocks, especially near the granites.

Sometimes between the quartztourmaline-rocks and the biotite-

hornfels a quartz-muscovite-zone was found of some mm.'s breadth

containing a small quantity of tourmaline, the muscovite of the zone

graduating farther from the contact into a mica of a pale brown

colour.
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So we can distinguish near the contact of the granites successively:

1. A qiiartz-tourmaline zone of varying thickness (sometimes not

thicker than a few mm., somelimes entirely missing).

2. A qnartz-miiscovite zone with lourmaline, of some cm. 's breadth,

which is most times missing. •

3. A qiiartz-biotile zone which also occurs at the very contact

of the granites.

In the qiiartz-tourmnline zone — partly perhaps a marginal facies

of the granites — .sometimes plenty of garnet and often in small

quantity some muscovite and apatite occur together with the main

constituents. The structure is sometimes beautifully poikiiitic, larger

lourmaline crystals, sometimes reduced to skeletons, enclosing numerous

grains of quartz and sometimes also cr^'stals of garnet and smaller

crystals of tourmaline. This zone often shows a mosaic structure,

which sometimes approaches to the hypidiomorphic granular structure,

these various structures graduate into each other, and in the granular

mixtures we sometimes see some larger crystals of tourmaline

with poikiiitic structure. Again, the garnet often encloses small quartz-

crystals, even when it is itself enclosed liy tourmaline. Often this

mineral is troubled by numerous inclusions, partly vei'y fine ore-spots.

Occasionally, some irregularly limited and turbid felspar was

observed in this zone, which poikilitically enclosed quartz and also

muscovite. Between the granites and the quartz-tourmaline zone a

strong contrast can be seen microscopically, due to the differences

of structure, size of grain and constituent minerals. Between the

quartz-tourmaline zone and the granites sometimes a narrow zone

is observed, consisting of an aggregate of quartz-crystals only or

of quartz-crystals intermixed with very little tourmaline and musco-

vite or of a quartz-muscovite-mixture with much muscovite.

The (jU(i)-t:-inu.scovite-zone, which on several places was found

showing a thickness of some mm. only, between a quartz-tourmaline

zone of the same thickness containing much garnet and some mus-

covite and a qiiartz-biotite-zone containing less garnet, insensibly

graduates into the adjoining zones. In the quartz-muscovite zone

tourmaline-crystals still occur, which farther from the contact disappear

almost entirely. By the growing intensity of a brown colour, the

muscovite graduates farther from the contact into a pale brown mica.

The percentage of garnet is much smaller than in the quartz-tuur-

maline-zone and it remains almost constant in the quartz-biotite-zone.

The qmu'tz-biotite-zoiit' contains mostly tourmaline, sometimes

muscovite and garnet. As a rule the quartz-tourmaline zone is between

it and the contact, occasionally it also occurs at the very contact of
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the granites. Thus e. g. from a qiiartz-tourmaline-zone of 4 mm.'s

breadth, the amount of biotite tlirougli a very narrow transitional

zone may increase to a large percentage in a qnartz-biotite-zone

containing much tourmaline.

At IYj cm. from the contact this percentage of tourmaline is still

considerable. The biotite is strongly pleochroic, from reddish-brown to

almost colourless; the tournnaline is found in small crystals in the

quartz-biotite-mixture, but for the greater part in larger crystals,

which enclose numerous grains of quartz and also small crystals of

garnet. This tourmaline with sieve-structure is sometimes idiomorphic

but most times shows irregular forms; in the former case we often

see flakes of biotite along the circumference of the crystal, from

which it is evident that they have more recently crystallised. The

garnet too is always idiomorphic with regard to biotite. In the

qiiartz-biotite-mixture lath-shaped sections of biotite are sometimes

rather numerous.

At another place near the contact we see that a small percentage of

biotite in a mixture of larger tourmaline-crystals with sieve-structure,

quartz and small garnets, has but slightly increased over a distance

of 2 cm. Thei'efore the transitional zone to rocks containing luore

biotite is much broader there. • The biotite is again reddish-brown

and shows a strong pleochroism.

The presence of pale-brown mica in a quartz-biotite-zone, separated

from the tourinaline by rocks bearing a quartz-muscovite-zone, has

already l)een mentioned ab()ve.

If the quartz-tourmaline-zone does not exist, quartz-biotite hornfels

are found at the very contact of the granites. Tourmaline-quai'tz-

mixtures rich in garnet, and quartz-biotite-mixtures with tourmaline

and containing little garnet, sometimes occur in the same section,

both at the very contact. Sometimes, muscovite occurs in a small

quantity together with biotite, and the contacl-rock is sometimes

separated from the granite by a narrow quartz-zone with or without

muscovite. The tourmaline occurring in varying quantity forms small

as well as larger crystals with sieve-structure. Snu»ll spots of ore

occur in small quantity ; in parts which have more or less ellip-

tical forms and are free from tourmaline, the percentage of ore has

slightly increased.

In a specimen of the western contact of the dyke-shaped intrusion,

the quartz-tourmaline zone does not occur, and a fine-granular mixture

of quartz, biotite and muscovite with rather many small idiomorphic

tourmaline-crystals is seen. It is sepai'ated from the granites by a

narrow zone of quartz. Some spots of ore occur in these rocks, very
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few larger quartz-crystals without inclusions being found in the fine-

granular mixture. At the eastern contact of this intrusion, or very

near to it, even muscovite bearing biotiteschists occurs, in which the

schistose structure has been preserved.

The detached pieces of liornfels already described by Vkkbkk.k,

which are found very frequently in the neighbourhood of Kola Renah

(similar roclis being met with by me even in the upper stream of the

S"' Lau as rocks in situ) prove the great extension of rocks similar

to those of the quartz-biolite zone which hitherto have been examined

by us only near the contact. They often contain green aniphibole.

The other constituents are quartz, biotite, tourmaline, titanite, ilmenite,

calcite and pyrite.

Again, numerous |)ebbles of rocks similar to the quartz-tourmaline-

zone, were found in the riveis Lau and Pinggir, proving that

these rocks occur also elsewhere ami of more considerable thickness.

Of the latter rocks, some with narrow veins of quartz were micro-

scopically examined.

The veins of quartz often — and chietiy in the marginal zone

— contain tourmaline, and are sometimes rich in muscovite. Occa-

sionally in the marginal zone larger tourmaline-crystals (of sometimes

several mm.'s length) are deposed more or less perpendicular to the

plane of contact. As a rule, these tourmaline-crystals have a zonar

strnotiire. just like the tourmaline of the granites, and contrary to

the tourmaline of the adjoining rocks, which most times has a

brown colour. Bluey and brown varieties can both occur as a

marginal zone, a repeated alternation of differently coloured zones

also being found. Especially at the contact of a vein containing much

muscovite, there could be clearly observed how a long crystal

of tourmaline, which was interrupted in the marginal zone, continued

at some distance in the tine-granular quartz-tourmaline-mixture of

the adjoining rock, which points to a partly simultaneous crystalli-

sation of the vein and the adjoining rock.

Like thob^e of the granitic area of Rokan the contact-phenomena

described above show a pneumatolytic character. The phenomena

in the first mentioned area point to such relations of pressure and

temperature and to such a percentage of mineralisers as make granite

apophyses possible to be formed in alternating layers with the

surrounding rocks, and these rocks to be imbibed with mineralisers.

The missing of felspathisation in the contact rocks of the hill

countries of Siak can be explained by crystallisation at lower tem-

perature and pressure, and a lower percentage of mineralisers (espe-
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cially of the alkalies), vvliich occurred in sufficient quantity to make tlie

magma cryslaiJise as a granite, but not in sufficient quantity to

cause felspatliisalion in the adjoining rocks. To match this supposi-

tion, the large extension of the granitic area of Rokan and the

occasional occurrence of small outcrops of granite in the hill countries of

Siak point to the fact that in the first mentioned area the granite

and the contact-rocks have been uncovei'ed to a lower level by erosion.

Physics. — "A Coafirnintton of the Principle of Relativif;/" By

Dr. H. K. DE Haas. (Commnnicaled by Prof. H. A.Lorentz).

(Ilommunicaled in tlie meeting of June 26, 1915).

The following considerations founded on a negative result of an

experimental research') concerning the question: "does gravitation

require time for its extension in space?" corroborate one of the

principal theses of the principle of relativity with a greater degree

of accuracy, than is possible for light. Any effect resulting at any

moment from the relative motion of matter and ether, diame-

trically opposed to the motion of 30 km. + or — the component

of the motion toward the apex in the direction of these 80 km.

per second twelve hours later, can be excluded as regards gravi-

/ 1 \'%
tation, with an accuracy of ,-— -

At the extremities of a torsion-balance two balls of e(pial weight

were hung, one of platinum ( s[). gr. : 21-5), the other of paraflin

(sp. gr. : 0-87).

The constants of the apparatus were:

Weight: Grams: Moment of inertia (^cnr. gr.).

Platinum ball 11 -6628 2189

Paraffin ball 11-6612 2199

Beam 2 1670 145

2 hooks (at ends of beam) 2 X 0-0364 14

Suspension-hook -\- mirror ± 3

Q = 4550

The distance from the hooks at the extremities to the (middle)

suspension hook: 13'70 cm. ±001
The half period : {f^ = 340" ± 1.

1) For details see: Reports of the lectures delivered by members of the i>atott/"sc/i

Genootschap at Rotterdam. Vol. 1, 1915.
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The distance between the mirror, wiucii was attached to the

beam, and by whicii the ra}- of liglit was reflected, and the film,

on whicli tlie movements of the ra^' of light were photographed,

was : 410 cm. ± OS.

V A:(57-3°)

1 mm. permanent deviation of the distinctly observable image on

the film corresponded to a horizontal force normal to the beam ot

345 xlO'' dynes on one of the balls or, of 2-96 >; 10—" dynes

per gram of mass of one ball.

The film was moved vertically about 3-4 mm. per hour, by means

of a registering time|,iece, for 86 honns at a stretch, behind a narrow

horizontal slit in a light-proof case.

Every hour an illuminating apparatus, set in motion electrically

by means of a clock-work, flashed a ray of light on the slit in such

a way that a time-line, divided into mm. was registered.

After many difficulties, caused by a sensitiveness to various dis-

turbances, which jiroved relatively great, and which prevented the

balance from acquiring a position of steady equilibrium, we succeeded

in registering nearly straight lines on several films, the deviation

from straight lines being less than 1 mm.
If we consider that an effect of the "ether wind" would be

perceptible to the left in the morning, to the right in the evening,

or the reverse, a force exerted on one of the balls, or more exact:

a difference of force, exerted on the two balls of 1 '48 10—
" dynes

per gram, may be considered excluded. It was shown that not even

so small a force was released, though the ether rushed through a

field of trillions of dynes of intermolecular attrtiction : for the field

of gravitation in one gram of platinum possesses trillions of dynes !

The order of magnitude (of the number of dynes) of total inter-

molecular attraction cannot be directly calculated for paraffin and

platinum, but it can lie indirectly approximated from the total

amount of intermolecular attraction in 1 cm', of water ; the physical

constants of paraffin and platinum i-equired for a direct calculation,

are unknown. We base our indirect calculation on the supposition,

that the attraction between the molecules of liquids and of solids

is equal, if the specific density is equal. The comparatively small

amount of heat, necessary to melt ice, and the slight linear con-

traction of melting ice. permit of this supposition. An error in

this calculation for water and ice of double or half the amount is

improbable.

For water the force with which the outer layer of molecules is
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drawn inward is J0700 atinospiieres or 1085 XlQi" dynes per cm."

(van der Waals).

The more central molecules attract each other no less; thej' also

attract each other with a force of 1Ü85X1^0'0 dynes, because the

sphere of action of this attraction does not extend beyond the diameter

of one molecule. The i-adius of this sphere (rj is stated as 1-5 > 10—^ cm.

(Minkowski), the diameter of a molecide being 29 x, K)—*.

There are about 3-45 x 10' molecules to a cm., hence there is

the same number of layers. In the three directions of the sides

of 1 cm' of water, we find 3 x 1-085 x 10" K 345 X 10' — 112 X
1018 dynes of total intermolecular force. That the sphere of action

is smaller than the dianieler of one molecule, on which the correctness

of the amount 112 lO^» is based, may be verified by considering

the amount of heat necessary to evaporate 1 gram of water or even

of ice (0-62 calorie) as a measure of the work required to split up

J gram into loose molecules. This work amounts to 260 K.gr.m.,

for 1 gram of ice, or 26 > lO^o erg. From tlie equation 2-6 X lO^" erg

= 3 X 1-085 X 1010 dynes X 3-45X 10" > r,we find r ^ 2-31 X lO'»,

hence smaller than the diametei' of one molecule.

How much attraction do we find in platinum or in paraffin?

Van der Waals states that the intermolecular pressure is proportional

to the sp. gr'. This is also true of the sum of the attractions. In

balls of the same size it is therefore also proportional to thesp.gr',

but in balls of the same weight, to the sp. gr.', provided there

are equal numbers of layers of molecules per cm.', which however

is not the case. The sp. gr. of platinum being 21-5 and the molecular

weight 194, it can l>e calculated that there are 1-26 X the number

of molecules in water per em". In like manner it can be calculated

for paraffin, sp. gr. 0-87 and molecular weight (C^jH^) 286, that it

contains per cm.' 0.38 X the number of molecules in water per cm.'.

In 1 gram of water we found the total intermolecular attraction

to be 1.12 X 101^ dynes, we derive from this for

1 gram of platinum M2 X lOi» >, 21-5 X 1-26 = 30-5 ;>' lOis dynes

1 gram of paraffin J 12 lO'» X 087 X 0-38:= 037 X lO's dynes

in platinum per gram an excess of 30 X lOi^dynes.

If the motion of the ether through the two balls had caused any

aberration, we might reasonably assume that of the 0-37x101^ dynes

per gram of paraffin an equal fraction had been diverted as of

037X101^ dynes in platinum; aberration-angles and aberration-

components, which may accompany them, are exclusively based on

ratios of velocity, and not on ratios of distance. The equal amounts
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of aberration, which might be released from 0-37 X 10^^ dynes (pla-

tinum and paraftin), can never be demonstrated by means of a torsion-

balance, as this apparatus is fundamentally unsuitable for this

pur|)08e.

But the torsion-balance would not fail to indicate any possible

variation of direction, i.e. aberration of the excess of 3 X 10^^ dynes

per gram of platinum.

Of these 3 ,v; 10" dynes of attraction only f are to be taken

into consideration for aberration, viz. onl^y the sum of all the forces

in the 2 directions normal to the motion, but no forces parallel to

the direction of translation.

Let us now take into account that every single line of force,

acting at its extremities on two molecules, consists of two forces,

each equal to the tension along that line of force. It is true, that,

when the molecules are at rest, those two forces are exactly equal

and exactly opposed ; their suvi as such is nihil. But if there were

any effect of aberration, the aberration-components, though resulting

from o{)posed forces, would each be parallel to the direction of

motion; hence they would be mutually parallel and both point in

the same direction. Their .«»» would manifest itself in the expei'iment.

For example : let us imagine two equal molecules, A and B,

attracting each other, when at rest, with a force i^ along the joining

line AB. If these molecules travel through the ether in a direction

normal to the joining line, and if gravitation requires time for its

extension, the agent acting on A will no longer reach point A along

BA, but along a diverging direction, forming an angle with AB
(conceived in the plane passing through .45 and through the direction

of translation). The action which is not directed along the joining

line AB would produce a force-component X AB in A, but in B
an equal component of force will originate, and the components of

the two will have the same direction in spite of their arising from

forces óf opposite directions.

We presume, in this experiment, that f ,\ 2x3x10'^ dynes of

attraction per gram are present in the platinum ball, of which the

presence of 1-48 X 10' dynes of aberration-component is excluded

in our straight registered line; not even i-48 X 10"' to 4 X 10^'

dvnes, i. e. not X 'he total complex of forces manifested
2-7 >. 1Ü3Ö

itself outside the system.

In virtue of our mode of derivation, we shall assign no value to

the factor 27, and we shall round off our figures to powers of ten.

It follows from the straight registered line that the "ether wind"
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did not cause the direction of the iiiteiinolecular forces to deviate

from the dii'ection 7-cqiiired L\y Nkwton ; an angle, namely, deviating

1

from the ioininK line, of the vaUie can be exclnded: a deviation
•I ^

1020

between the direction indicated in tne law of Newton, namely I he

joining line, and the direction of attraction throngh the relative ether

1

motion of 2 X 30 km. per sec. remains hcloin this amount of ;-^
' 102G'

the deviation, provided- there be one, amounts to less tlian

1 micron at a distance of J 00 1 i g h t - c e n t ii r i e s.

Chemistry. — "Inrcstn/itt/ojis on tlw Tt'ntperature-CoefjicU'nts of

the Free Molecular Surface-Energy of Liquids from — 80'

to 1650° C.'" XIII. The Surface- Energi/ of position-isomeric

Benzene-Derivalive.'< . By Prof. Dr. F. M. J.-iEGERand Dr. Jul. Kahn.

(Communicated in the meeting of September 25, 1915)

§ 1. For the purpose of inve.stigating the intluence of the clieniical

constitution of the liquids on the magnitude and on the temperature-

coefficients of tlie free surface-energy, we also made a series of

measurements with a number of benzene-derivatives, which are to

each other in relation of position-isomerides. The problem considered

seemed to us of yet greater importance, because i. a. in the already

previously mentioned paper of Fei'stet/), some position isomeridcs

were studied with this same purpose, and this author as a result

of his experiments concluded, that the surface-tensions of such

isomeric substances did not differ from each other in any appreciable

degree. His conclusion, founded only on a relatively small number of

data, seemed to us not too probable, judging from some experience

already gathered by us in the course of tiiese investigations: for the

,(u-/-cur\'es, determined by the first of us in the cases of diiiietltjiJ-

resorcinol and dimethyl-hi/droquinone''), and also of mt'sityleiie and

pseudocumene'), appeared to be clearly different for the two pairs of

isomerides.

Therefore it seemed of importance to extend such a comparison

of the magnitude of the surface-tension to a greater number of such

position-isomeric derivatives.

1) Feustel, Drude's Annalen 16, 61. (1905).

•Ï) F. M Jaeger, these Proceedings. 23, 357, (3914).

:') F. M. Jaeger, these Proceedings, 23, 408, 409, (1914).
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In tlie following paper we tlierefore puhlisli the measurements

made witli 36 position-isomeric substances: ortko-, vwtn-, and

1)0 IK- Dinitrobenzene ; meta-, and parn-Flnoronitrohenztme ; ortko-, meta-,

and parn-Chloronitrohenzene ; meta-''), and j)(irn-Di.chlorobeii.zene\

-1-2-4, 1-3-4- and l-4:2-Dic/iJo)vnitivbenzenes; ortko-, ineto-, and para-

Bromonitrohenzcne ; ortko-, and metd-Jodonitrobenzene ; ortko-"), and

para-Nitrotoluenn; ortko-, meta-, and para-Nltroplienol; ortko- ^), di,né

para-Nitroanm>l; ortko-, and para-Cresol ; ortko-, and para-Ckloro-

nniline; meta-, and para-Nitroaniliiu; S-Nitro-, and 5-Nitro-ortho-

Toluidine, and 'S-Nitro-/)arii-Tobiïdine : and finally the cjdic derivatives:

sylvestrene and terebene.

The purification of these compounds, as well as the determination

of the density, occurred in the same way as formerly described. In

the case of some compounds evaporating rapidly already ai the

mellingpoint. these determinations could not be made with satisfactory

exactitude.

§ 2.

ortho-Dinitrobenzene : \-2-C^Hi{N02)2-
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II.

meta-Dinitrobenzene:
,j
^.QH^ (N02)2-



IV.

meta-Fluoronitrobenzene : CeHi(_N0.2)(,sF,g..



VI.

ortho-Chloronitrobenzene: CsH4{NO,),^^CL2\-
1
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VIII.
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X.

l-2-Dichloro-4-Nitrobenzene: C^H^Cij,^
2)^^^-\a\
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XII.
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Molecular Surface-

Energy
fj.

in Erg pro cm".

0' zo' «lo' 60' ao' 100° 120 140' I60' i80° 2oo"C 'temperature

Fig. '2.

Xlll.

ortho-Bromonitrobenzene : QH4 fir,. JA^OAgy
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XIV.

meta-Bromonitrobenzene : CiH^ Br, j^ (A^02)„y



XVI.

ortho-Iodonitrobenzene : CeH4J,^.{NOA2y
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Molecular Surface-

Energy jj. in Erg pro cm-.

1040
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—
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—
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Fig. 3.

XVIII.



XIX.

ortho-Nitrophenol : C'eHi (Ofi)(n (.NO2X'(2)-

Maximum Pressure H

m mm. mer-
cury of
0= C.

in Dynes

Surface-

tension X in

Erg pro cm 2.

Specific

gravity rf^o

Molecular

Surface-

energy ," in

Erg pro cm^.

52
70
90.2
108
124.3
140.1

156
no
185.7
204

1.289
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XXI.

para-Nitrophenol : C^Hi {OH),.. (NO,).
W)' m

Maximum Pressure H

in mm. mer-
cury of

O C.
in Dynes

Surface-

tension X in

Erg pro cm2.

Specific

gravity rf^o

Molecular

Surface-

energy ," in

Erg pro cm2.

117
130.5
145.5
162

116.5
196.5

1.497
1.452
1.408
1.353
1.311

1.241

1996.0
1936.9
181T.1
1815.3
1747.8
1654.4

43.3
42.0
40.6
39.1

37.7
35.6

1.273
1.262
1.249
1.234
1.222
1.205

989.4
965.3
939.

6

912.2
885.3
843.8

Molecular weight: 139.05. Radius of the Capillary tube : 0.04529 cm.
Depth : 0.1 mm.

The compound melts at 113 C It sublimes rapidly and the measurements
are thus made much more difficult by the gradual reduction of the cross-
section of the capillary tube by the layers of crystals deposed there within.

The specific gravity at 120° C was: 1.2703; at 140"^ C. : l.2532;at 160°C.:
1.2361. At t" C: d^o = 1.2874-0.000855(^—100).

The temperature-coefficient of :' is somewhat oscillating round a mean value
of 1.81 Erg pro degree.

XXII.

para-Nitroanisol :
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XXIII.

ortho-Cresol : C'/Za.,. . CgHi {OH),^..



Molecular Surface-

Energy fji in Erg pro cm-.

60" 60° 100" 120 IW 160" 160° ZOO°220"C

Fig. i.

XXV.

Temperature

ortho-Chloroaniline : QH^ a^^(NHoJ^2y



XXVI.

para-Chloroaniline: C3//4 . (^'//J/^^ . CL^y
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XXVIII.

para-Nitroaniline : C6Ö4 {NH2),
,)
(A^OaW
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XXX.



Molecular Surface-

Energy fx in Erg pro cm-.

A0° 60' 80' 100' 120 iw 160 160 2oo'C Temperature

Sylvestrene: Cio/Zie-
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XXXIII.

Terebene: Cio/Zib-
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tlie OH-groups is substituted by an oxalkjl-gruiip, as e.g. with

monovieihylresorcinol and giutjacol. These difïereiic'es liowes'er are

(•oinpletely reduced to the size found in the case of' the above

mentioned substituted hydrocarbons, if all //-atoms of the O/Z-groiips

present are esterified : between ortho-, and para-Nitrodnisol e.g. the

deviation of tiie two curves is already much weaker, as in the case

of oriho-, and para-N^itrophenoI itself, while it is yet more consider-

ably diminished in the case of Veratrol, Dhia'lliyllnjdruiiuuione, where

the f(-^curves of the two last named substances even coincide almost

over their full length. If we now observe so much stronger ditferences

between e.g. ortho-, and para-Nilioplwnol, than between their cor-

res|)0Mding anisols, this could probably be considered as an indication,

til t the internal equilibrium in the li(piid between the molecules with

the conatitntion of the |)seudo-acid, and between those with the true

nitrophenol-formula, may bo siiuated in the case of the ovlho-

compound in such a way, that it much more approaches to the

side of the pseudo-acid, than in the case of the /^ara-conipound : a

circumstance pi'oliably caused by the more immediate vicinity of

()/7-groups and iV^^^"!'^*^'*^"^' >" 'l^^ case of the orthi)-nitroj)henoL In

the case of the corresponding iinisoh, they might then be sup|)Osed

to [)0ssess a quite analogous structure, no freely movable //-atom

being any more present.

Even in the cases, where the .«-/-curves of such isomerides, approach

each other relatively closely, it can be ofien obser\c<l, that the valuer of

the temperature-coefficient ^- are evidently ditferent, which thus deter-
at

mines the steeper or flatter shape of the curves.

Besides in the case of the jj/iéj/jo/*-, also somewhat greater ditferences

may be stated between isomeric aromatic bases, and between the

cresols. Tlie al)norinal shape of the curves with some of the considered

bases, undoul)tedly must be partially explained by the alterations

and decompositions, which seem more easily to occur in the case

of these compounds at higher temperatures, than with other substances.

Finally we can draw^ attention to the fact, that within the series

of the halogenniirobenzenes, just as within that of the hahgenated

benzenes themselves, the values of;* at the same temperatures appear

to be the greater, the higher the atomic weight of the halogen-atom

is. This fact is of course just opposite to that observed in the case

of I he molten halogenides of the alcali-metals.

A general rule considering the relative magnitude of ft in the

case of ortho-, mcta-, and /)a/'a-monosubstitutionproducts, could not

be formulated.
"

I 'niveisitg-Laboratory for Inorganic

Groningen, August 19J5. and Physical Chemistry.
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Chemistry. — "Investü/atmis on the Temperatare-Ccëfjicie^its o/

the Free Moleculai' Surface-Energij of Liquids from —80^ C.

to 1650^ C." XIV. Meatiurewents of a Series of Aroiiuitic

nnd Heterocyclic Suhstances. Vty Prof. Dr. F. M. JAiaiKR aiul

Dr. Jul. Kahn.

(Communicated in the meeting of September 25, 1915).

§ 1. In the present paper the results are piiblislied, obtained with

the measurements of the surface-energy of the following 28 compounds ;

these measurements may be considered as a supplement of the

formerly published researches with aromatic and cyclic derivatives:

\-%A-ChIorodinitrobenzene; [jaia-Dibromobenzene; lodohemene; ortho-

Broiiiotolueiie ; Phenol; A-2-i-üinitrophenol; 2-4:-Q-Trichlorophe7i.ol;

jxini-Nilrophenetol; 2-Nitro-re.sorcine ; Veratrol; -^^-h-Dinitro-vevatroI;

Etlujl- Cmnamylate ; Anisnldehijde ; Benzophenone ;
3-4-3'-4'- Tetra-chloro-

heiizoplienone ; 2-A-2' -^' - I'etracldotvhenzophenonebichloride ; Afoiumie-

thi/laniline ; Nitrosomethylaniline ; Diisobutylaniline ; Diphe)iylamine
;

Dibenzyhimiv.e; Azoxybenzene ; u-JJihydrocniiipao/enic Acid; Ethyl-a-

JJihydro-ciniipholenate ; tt-Furfurol; Thioph.eiie; and Piperidiiie.

The sjiecific gravities were determined in the way previously

described, either by means of a dilatometer, or by the aid of the

pycnonieter, or finally in some cases by a hydrostatical method.

Of some substances only such small quantities were available, that

it appeared impossible to determine these specific weights with

sulilicient exactitude; or there were other causes, which prohibited

these determinations in some cases. It is more especially the very

rapid evaporation of many of the higher melting substances, which

causes the formation of a crystalline layer round the fine platinum

suspension-wire of the immersion-conus, and which of course must

appear a serious obstacle for the exact determinations of the

density required.

40'-
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1-2-4- Chlorodinitrobenzene: Ce^aC^j^CA^Ojjj/g 4^•



Ill

lodobenzene: CeHiJ.
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V.

Phenol: C^H^OH.
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VIL

2-4-6-Trichlorophenol: Ce//. (O-H) . C/3.



IX.

2-NItroresorcinol : CiH^0H)lN02).
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XI

4-5-Dinitro-Veratrol : CHsO.QH^iNO^h.OCHs-



XIIl.

Anisaldehyde: CHsO^^^ . CgH^ . COH,^y
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XV.

3-4-3'-4'-Tetrachlorobenzophenone:
CatfaC/z.CO.CeHgC/a.
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Molecular Surface-
Energy / in Erg pro cm

1330

15" 35 55 75" 55 115 135 155 175 195" 215' 235

Fig. 1.

Temperature
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XVII.

Monomethylaniline: CeH^ . NH (CHs).



XIX.

Nitrosomethylaniline : CeBs.N{NO)CBs.



XXI.

Diphenylamine: (C6H5)2 NB.



XXIII.

Azoxybenzene: Cgffs . N^O . CgHs.
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XXV.

AethyI->:-Dihydrocampholenate: C^HsiCHi)^ . CH^ . COOCiH^.
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Molecular Surface-

Energy :' in Erg. pro cm-.

12M

'tO' 60' 80' 100'120 "(0'

Fig. 2.

60' 180° ZOO' 220' 2^0
.Temperature
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XXVI.
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XXVIII

Piperidine: CsHio> NH.

E~

Maximum Pressure H

in mm. mer-
cury of
0° C.

in Dynes

Surface-

tension X in

Erg pro cm-.

Specific

gravity d.r,

I

Molecular

Surface-

energy /' in

I

Erg pro cm2.

—19

29.4
48
64.5
80.9
104.5

1.041

0.973
0.876
0.813
0.753
0.703
0.628

1388.6
1297.7
1168.0
1084.3
1004.8
937.8
837.4

32.8
30.6
27.1
25.1
23.2
21.6
19.2

0900
0.882
0.855
0.838
0.823
0.808
0.786

680.8
643.7
582.0
546.3
511.1
481.7
436.2

Molecular weight : 85.10 Radius of the Capillary tube: 0.04777 cm. ; in the

observations indicated by *, it was: 0.04839 cm.

Depth: 0.1 mm.

Under a pressure of 760 mm. the base boils at 108° C. On cooling it crys-

tallises, and melts afterwards at —9^ C; according to Mascarelli thistem-

oerature would be —13° C; at the boiling point /. is about : 19.7 Erg pro cm^.

The specific gravity at 0^ C. is: 0.8820; at 25° C. :
i'.8586; at 50=C.

:
0.8359.

At t° C. : d^o =0.8821 — 0.00092 t. The tempemture-coefficient of y is fairly

constant : its mean value can be fixed upon 1.98 Erg pro degree.

Molecular Surface-

Energy u in Erg pro c.m^.

20' O' 20° 40' 60* 80" 100 120°

Fig. 3.

Temperaluie
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§ 3. \n connection witli tliese data we can make the following

remarks.

The substitution of the bromine in hroniohenzene by iodine, makes

the value of u at the same temperatures increase, just as we formerly

observed with the substitution of chlorine by bromine in the

cJilorohenzene. This behaviour is evidently opposite to what was

formerly stated in the case <"f the molten halogenides of the alcali-

metals. In agreement with our previons experiences, the substitution

of H 'm the benzene-nucleus by CH„ makes the value of fi increase

ihromobenzene and o-hroinotohume) ; and the same holds good for

the substitution of H by a A'^O^-group, by halogenides, or by the

r/co,i7/-radical ; in genei'al by substitution of H by radicals built up

from strongl}- electronegative atoms. This seems to be a general

rule. An analogous phenomenon is observed, if aromatic hydrocarbon-

radicals substitute the H-aionK : a comparison of the kexyl-, or

heptylamines with diphenijl-, and dibenzylainine makes this very

evident, and just in the same way a comparison of ncetophenone

and benzophenone. The fi-<-curve for ethylcinnamylate lies beneath

that for viethylcinnnmylnte, and the same is the case with mono-

inetbyhniUne in comparison with aniline itself. On the contrary, the

value of f« for aniline is very much increased by substitution of the

H of the amino-group by two isobutyl-vad\ca.\s.

The addition of hydrogen in pyridine, this thus being transformed

into piperidine, makes the (t-^curve of the former compound fall

;

for thiophene it lies beneath that for piperidine.

Some curves for ainylaniines are reproduced here also for the

purpose of comparison. This is connected on the OJie hand with the

substitution of the alom ' .S' ' in thiophene by tiie combination

:

—iV = CH— , and perhaps on the other hand with the presence of

the unsaturated f-atoms in pyridine, in comparison with tliose in

piperidine. However it must be remarked here at once, that evidently

this last may not be considered a general rule, as for instance the

curve of benzene lies lower than that for cyclohe.i:ane. Certainly

a number of constitutive influences are superposed one upon the

other, thus prohibiting the statement of the precise connection lietween

the value of ft and the degree of saturation of the C-atoms in this

case, to a more or less degree.

We intend to finish here untill a later date the investigation of

organic compounds with the series here described.

University Laboratory for Inorganic

(ivoniiujeii, August 1915. and Phy.tiral Chemistry.
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Physics. — The second virial coe/jicientfor rigid upherical molecules,

'whose mutual attraction is equivalent to that of a quadruplet

placed at their centre". B3' Dr. W. H. Keesom. Supplement

No. 39a to the Cominnnioatious from t lie Piiysical Laboratory

at Leiden. (Comiimnicated by Prof. H. Ka.merlingh Onnes).

(Communicated in the meeting of September 25, 1915).

^ J. Tliis Communication forms a continuation of the investi-

gation started in Suppl. N". 24 fApril 'J 2, these Proceedings June

'J2), tlie aim of which is to derive, on different suppositions concern-

ing structure and mutual interaction of the molecules, the first

terms in the development of the equation of state into ascending

powers of v~^ as functions of the temperature, in order to compare

them with the available expei'imental material. It is obvious that

in this problem it is indicated to proceed step by step from the

simplest to more complicated suppositions.

In Suppl. N°. 246 § 6 the second viriai coefiicieni, i. e. B in the

equation of state

:

f B C \

was derived for rigid spheres of concentric structure, which carry

a doublet at their centre, or whose mutual attraction is equivalent

to that of such doublets. In a following paper it will be shown

i. a., that the limitation to molecules of concentric structure, observed

there, can be omitted as far as concerns the derivation of B.

'In Suppl. N". 25 (Sept. '12) I then showed that the way in which

the second viriai coefficient of hydrogen between — 100° and -|- 100° C.

depends on the temperature agrees with that which was derived

for doublet-molecules of that structure.

Meanwhile it has, however, become evident especially by Debije's ')

investigation concerning dielectric constant and refractive index, that

the molecules of the diatomic elementary gases do not possess a

moment such as that of a doublet. The next step in the theoretical

development of the equation of state now seems to be, that the

next term of the development of the attractive potential outside the

spherical molecule into spherical harmonics, i. e. that of the degree

—3, is considered to be present alone. The corresponding surface

harmonic of the second order reduces to the zonal harmonic of the

second order for diatomic molecules, which in this paper as in Suppl.

1) Cf. P. Debije, Physik. ZS. 13 (1912), p. 97. W.' G. Mandersloot, Ttiesis for

the Doctorate, Utrecht 1914, p. 56. iN. Bohr, Phil. Mag. (6) 26 '1913), p. 866.
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No. 24 we treat as bodies of revolution as regards their fields of

force. So we are led to the problem to deduce the second virial

coefficient for a system of rigid spheres, whose attraction is ecpii-

valent to that of a quadruplet with two coinciding axes, and which

is obtained when two doublets are placed along the same line with

two homonymous poles towards one another and their distance

approaches zero with maintenance of a finite quadruplet-moment "').

We place ourselves in this communication on the standpoint of

classical mechanics. The quantum theory only intervenes in so far

as the fact that according to that theory the rotations of a diatomic

molecide about one of its principal axes of inertia in consequence

of the smallness of the corresponding moment of inertia is not

influenced appreciably by the heat motion, is accounted for in our

treatment according to the principles of classical mechanics by

considering such a molecule as a body of revolution. We do not

consider here an influence, as given by the quantum theory, on the

rotations about the two other principal axes of inertia nor a possible

influence on the translational motion. If perhaps the bearing of the

results obtained in this paper is liuiited by this circumstance, still

they are in any case applicable to molecules for which these two

principal moments of inertia and eventually the molecular weight

in connection with the temperature region which is to be considered

are sufficiently large.

§ 2. As we explained in § 1 we will consider hero the molecules

as rigid s|)heres of concentric structure "), with at their centre a

quadruplet which consists of two doublets whose axes lie in the .same

line and have opposite directions, and which approach each othei'

indefinitely preserving, however, a finite quadruplet-moment.

For calculating the second virial coefficient we have again to

consider, just as in Suppl. N°. 24 a and b, pairs of molecules which

at a given moment lie in each other's sphere of action. The nuitual

position of a pair can be specified in a way corresponding to that

followed in Suppl. N°. 24è § 6 in discussing the doublets, \ iz. by

the following coordinates (Fig. 1):

1^'. the distance r between the centres;

1) J. G. Maxwell. Electricily and Magnetism. 3rd ed. Vol. I, p. 197.

-) This expression is meant to indicate that the density is uniformly distributed

over concentric spherical layers. Yet the following deduction of B is also valid

if the density is distributed symmetrically about an axis, if this axis coincides

with the axis of the quadruplet. The result is, as far as regards 5, even more

general and is also valid, if the density is distributed arbitrarily.
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2"'^ tiie angles 0^ and 6.^, wliirli tlie axes of tlie quadrnplets make

vvitli Ihe line whicli joins the centres. For a closer definition of

tliese angles we choose in each molecule arbitrarily one of the two

equivalent directions on the axis as the positive direction ; we choose

further as the positive direction on the line whicli joins the centres

the direction from the molecule whose position is determined by

the angle considered, towards the other molecule ; Ö, and 6^ are

then the angles, from to .t, between the positive directions;

3"'. the angle (f
betweefi two half-planes each of which contains

the positive direction of tlie axis of one of the quadruplets and the

line joining the centres. This angle is further specified as in Suppl.

W. 24A § 6, and goes from to 2rr.

a

Fig. 1.

The method of Suppl. No. 24A § 6 may then be applied imme-

diately to the problem dealt with here. It gives for the specific

heat at constant volume in the AvoG.VDRO-state, assuming that the

spheres are smooth:

and for the second virial coefficient

:

B = \n{^,ta^ -F) (2)

where

;

It = the number of molecules in the quantity of gas for which

the equation of state is derived,

(I =^ the diameter of the molecule and

"-m^(e
'"'61 _l) r" mi 6^ sin &, dr d6 , d&^ d(f . . (3)

In this formula

1
/( = — (4)

k is Planck's well known constant, whereas «i, is the potential

energy of the pair of quadruplets indicated by the index 1, when

the potential energy is put =0 for ?• ^ oo. Its value is given by:
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?<;,, =f— {1 — 5 co.s' (9, — 5 cos^ e., — 1 5 m»'' 6, cos' 6^ A-

+ 2 (4 cos &^ cos d^ + sin 6^ sin 6^ cos (fY\, .... (5)

if fij represents the iiioiDent of the quadruplet.

We introduce:

., f*/
> ^5

(«i)

O"

tlien r ^ the potential energy, when two molecules are touching

each other, the axes of the quadruplets being at right angles to

each other and to the line joining the centres.

We put further

Wr= 1— 5 cos' (9i
— 5 COS' 6»,— 15 cos' 6, cos' (9, + 2 (4 cos 6, cos 0^ +

+ sin (9, sin 6^ cos (f)',

or:

if

so that

'ƒ' = A-irB cos <p + C cos 2r/' (7)

^ = 2 (1 — 3 cos' Ü,) (1—3 cos' 6^ 1

B ^\Q sin 6^ cos 6^ sin 6^ cos 8^ .... (8)

C= sin' 8^ sin' 0.^, 1

0^

Developing e~'"'i'i— 1 into a series of ascending powers of hui,\,

and integrating in (3) according to r, we obtain'):

P'=iö» "^
(
— 1)» T"— (/"')" lil V^" sin 8, sin 8^(18,'W^dq . (9)

(I

If for the sake of brevity we write [•/""] for the integral in (9)

and correspondingly :

71 71

lAi'B''iC'] = i I Ai'B-^'iC'- sin 8, sin 8, d8, d8A
'

'2ff] =. I cos'' ([ cos^ 2(f dff, \

0")

Icvs'' ff' cos"

observing that [cos'^'-ir/-] =: 0, [co«'''-i2r/'] ^ 0, [cos-i-—^rfcos'"'f\^()

I and m being positive integers, we find

:

') The quantities n, p, q. r, s, vvhicii we introduce temporarily in this g have a

meaning dilTerent from Uiat in the other part of this paper and in Supph No. 24.
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[W] = 2jt [A"] +

+ (2
)t^""' ^'3 ['"'''/

J + (2
)^^'""' ^'J ^'''' ^'^J +

.(11)

, 6

+ . . . .

Il" we write

:

At=2A^A^, ^1, = 1

—

'dcos-6^ j-

B = UB,B,, B^^sinê^co^d, '
. . (12)

tlien

[Ai'B-2iO]~2i'+^^i\[A,i'B^-^'i C/]\' . . . . (13)

where tlie square brackets in the second member now refer to &^ only :

(P+ ? + '•)'

sin e, dS

One iuids

L4,/'ö/^'/fV| = 2/'+7+'-+i

(2)c i 45+ 2r+l)(2p+ 4g+27-—1)...(29^- 1)/

l,\ 2q^-\ ^(p\ (2^+ l)(29+ 3)

\) p+ gt'- \2y(p4-?+ r)(p+ ^+r-l)

froin which forinuia also the special cases: [.li^'J. [.li^'oi'?] etc.,

may be derived.

Of these expressions [.li''] can be calculated more easily from

the following relation

:

2/'+! 2»
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Further

:

{2q
[COS'^'I ff] = [i-OS'''l 2'f] = ^.-T . I

1

22?

Tliese formulae give finally:

(16 128 18176 262144
P-..0-' j- i!,.f-^ ('-)"+ ^485 ^'^y-

419265
^''^^ +

+ 0,2360 (/(o)'-0,1355 {hv)- + 0,1019 (Ar)" . . . ,

so that

5=^|n.^.Tö'Sl -1.0667 (/a-)-' + 0.1741 (Ar)" — 0.4738 (/af +
+ 0.6252 (/iu)*— 0.2860 (Ar)'' + 0.1355 (Ar)'— 0.1019 (Ar)» . . .|

(17)

.{U

^ 3. For the lower temperatures, e. g. at the BoYLic-poiiit (the

temperature at which B = 0), this series con\ erges very slowly, so

that for them the terms given above are nol sufficient.

At the inversion point of the Joule-Kelvin effect for small densities

the term with {hiif in (18j amounts to about '/soo of B^ (^ /;„.«.),

the value to which B would approach for T=:cc, if the equations

found here remained valid. Hence for the inversion point just

mentioned and for higher temperatures, the terms given above may

be considered to be sufficient, assuming that none of the following

terms is unexpectedly large. At 0.75 7'„„f^=o) the above mentioned

term amounts to Vso of Bj,, so that on the same assumption we

may reckon upon an accuracy of about 1°/„ (of B^,).

I have not succeeded in deducing a series which is more suitable

for lower temperatures.

Just as for the (splierical) molecules, which bear a doublet at

their centre, so also for the (juadruplets the term with T~' is absent

in the series for B. Whereas, however, for the doublets all odd

powers are absent, here the higher odd powers appear in the series,

although the coefficient of T"'^ is still relatively small ').

Above 37',„,.(^=u) with an accuracy of Viooo ^"d ^bove 1.2 7',„,.(.—o)

with an accuracy of Vioo- t'le first two terms in (18) are sufficient.

The dependence of B on temperature then agrees with the suppo-

1) The questions under what conditions in general the ternn with T-i, as also

the higher odd powers disappear from B will be dealt with in a following paper

(Suppl. No. 390).
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sitioii that in van dek Waals' equation />w i^^ independent of Tand
(i\y is proportional to 7'-'. Tlie latter assumption was already made

by Ci.AUsius, with a view to tiie vaponr pressures of carbon dioxide.

A relation agreeing with

B= B^^l +
^,J

(19)

(with a negative value of />,) was also found by D. Berthklot ')

to be suitable to represent the compressibility at densities near the

normal. In these investigations the approximate validity of that

I'elation was extended lo much lower temperatures than those

indicated above. It will a|)pear in the next §, that equation (18)

actually agrees with an equation of the form (19) down to an

appreciably lower temperature than those indicated above.

§ 4. For the purpose of a closer comparison between the second

\irial coefficients of quadruplet-bearing molecules and of doublet-

bearing molecules we shall introduce as a reduction temperature a

temperature which is specific for each gas ''). According to what

was said in § 3 about the region in which equation (18) is applicable

the inversion temperature of the Joui.E-KELViN-effect at small densities

is a suitable one for this purpose. This temperature is found from

the relation

:

dBB—T— = 0,
dT

or

dB
B + hv = 0.

d{hv)

Equation (18), and Suppl. N". 2416 equation (59) give respectively,

for quadruplets:

hüinv{pz=0) = 0.576,

for doublets

:

/K'm„(.=o) = 0.969.

T
If we call =: f,/„„), it follows further, that:

for quadruplets:

_i> u —

4

i

(20)
B = ^^ jl — 0.3589 to„r) + 0.03327 tiht) — 0.05215 i(,„t) -1-

+ 03964 t(i,l.) — 0.00862 t,W) + 0.00285 t(;,'„) — 0.00123 t („,-,.

1) D. Berthelot. Tiav. el Mém. Bur. Internal, des Poids el Mesures, t. 13 (1907).

-) Gf. H. Kamerlingh Onnes and W. H. Keesom. Die Zustandgleichung. Math.

Enc. V 10. Leiden Gomm. Suppl. No 23 § 28a.
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for doublets

:

B= B^\l — 0.31 30 f(7„^, — 0.0 1 I 7.5 ta,!,.) — 0.00044 tiin,.) ...
-I (21)

Table I contains some values calculated from (20) and (21)

respectively.

TABLE I.

7

'^inv. (P = 0)
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§ 5. Hifdro(/en. Values of B for a diatomic gas in the tempe-

rature region for wliieli the terms given in (18) and (20) are sufficient

are onlj known as yet for lijdrogen. For this substance in view

of its small molecular weight one has to pay particular attention

to a possible modification of the molecular translational motion

according to the cpiantum tlieory. According to it a correction

ought to be applied to the values of pv, before the equation of state

in the form (J) would be applicable. As that correction depends

on other powers of v than occur in the second member of (1), a

conclusion about that intbience might be drawn for the temperature

region to be considered here from the agreement or disagi'eement

between the values of B calculated according to (1) without a

quantum-correction from measurements at higher pressures and from

such at densities near the normal one. The available experimental

material '), however, does not yet enable us to apply this test.

Meanwhile as mentioned abo\e we will disregard a possible influence

for the temperature region under consideration. We shall also leave

out of account the possible influence on the value of the second

virial coefficient of those deviations from ihe equipartition laws,

which according to ICucken's measurements of the specific heat are

shown by the rotations about the axes at right angles to the line

joining the atomic centres, at least in the lowest part of the tem-

perature region under consideration.

In Suppl. N°. 25 (Sept. '12) it was shown that the dependence of

B on the temperature for temperatures above —100° C. agrees

with that which' was derived for spherical molecules carrying a

doublet. From the agreement found in § 4 between the latter and

that for spherical molecules carrying a (juadruplet in the temperature

region specified there it follows immediately that the values of B
for hydrogen in the temperature region under consideration ought

to be found in agreement with the dependence on temperature which

we derived for quadruplets.

To test this B/Binv for hydi'ogen was represented in a diagram as

a function of T/2)nv(o = o) and compared with the v'alues calculated

from (20) and (21) respectively. The values of B for hydrogen at

—140°, —104°, 0' and 100° C. were taken from K.ameri,in(;h Onnes

and Braak '), that for B at 20° C. from Schalkwijk ') and from

Kamerlingh Onnes, Crommelin and Miss Smid •). The temperature of

1) Cf. W. J. Haas, Gomm. N». 127a (April 12) § I.

-) H. Kamerlingh Onnes and G. Braak, Comm N". 100 a and b (Nov. '07).

3) J. C.Schalkwijk. Thesis Amsterdam 1902. p. 1 Hi, alsoLeideuComm.N". T8p.22.
••) H. Kamerlingh Onnes, G. A. Crommelin and Miss E. J. Smid. Comm. N".

\W) (June '15).
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the inversion point for the Joule-Kklvin effect at small densities

(200.6° K.) was (aken from the calculations by J. P. Dai.ton ').

Blur the value of B for the just mentioned temperature, was calcu-

lated from the special reduced equation of state for hydrogen,

communicated in Comm. N°. 109a § 7.

In this manner no sufficient agreement was, however, obtained,

neither with the quadruplet-equation, nor with the doublet-equation;

the value for 100° C. deviates pi'etty considerably from the calcu-

lated curves.

This is to be ascribed chiefly to the value, whicli is assumed for

Tinii'=,)- The special equation of state used for the calculation of

Ti„ti-=(i) appears to give a somewhat less perfect agreement with

experiment in this region than elsewhere, and this fact has a con-

siderable influence on the result obtained for 7^,„,.(p=o) in consequence

of the circumstance that for the deterniinalion of 7'„i(,c=o, the value

of dB/(lT is of great inqwrtance.

A value of 7'„,.(^=o) was iherpfore subsequently deduced with the

aid of an eqnaiion which shows a good agreement in tliis region

of temperatures; for this purpose an equation of the form (19) was

chosen, and its constants were derived from the experimental data.

From the residts of Kamekt.ingh Onnes and Braak we obtained:

r,„,.^=ü= 194.5, iJ.v„,„= 0.000465.

Fig. 2 shows what agreement is

obtained with these values o'f the

constants '). B'or comparison the

curve following from van der Waals"

equation with constant a\y, h\y and

Kw is also represented.

It appears now that, as expected,

for (he temperature region under

consideration the values of B for

hydrogen can be made to agree with

the equation derived for spherical molecules carrying a quadruplet,

just as well as with the equation derived for doublets.

From the value found for Bi„o we obtain for o^):

rj = 2,32.10-« cm.
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Fi'orn Tino-j^=<S) then follows : ')

v = 1.53.10-1*

and using this value one obtains from (6) for the moment of the

((uadrnplet

;

fi,
n=2,03.10--'G [electrostatic nnits X c.m^].

If the quadruplet is assumed to consist of two positive charges e

at a distance d from each other, and midway between tliem a charge

— 2(', so that ii^:=hi'd\ and if further <? = the charge of an electron

r= 4.77.10-10 (Mii.LiKAN), 0116 finds

d^ 0,92.10-8 cm.,

a value whose order of magnitude agrees properly with what the

distance of the positive nuclei of tlie two hydrogen atoms within

the molecule ^J may be expected to Ite. It is to be kept in view,

however, that, properly speaking, with this distance of the cliarges

it would not be allowable to assume the charges to be situated

intinilely near lo one and the same point, as is done in this paper.

By taking account of this circumstance one would presumably tind

a smaller vahie of d.

§ 6. Résumé.

J. For a system of rigid spherical molecules, whose mutual

attraction is equivalent to that of a quadruplet situated at their

centres the second virial coeflicient is developed in a series of

ascending powers of 7'"'.

2. Above 0.75 7',„,.f: = o) the dependence of B on the temperature

for spherical molecules carrying a quadruplet nearly coincides with

that for molecules carrying a doublet and for both ditfers but little

from the relation 2? = i? (l V t^"^
'

3. The values of B for hydrogen from —100° to +100° C. may
be represented with sufficient accuracy by the equation derived for

spherical molecules carrying a quadruplet.

meter of the molecule the value mentioned in the text. For the meaning of the

indices N, a and M, of. H. Kamerlingh Onnes and W. H. Keesom. 'Die

Zustandsgleichung", Math. Enz. V 10, Leiden Gomm. Suppl. N". 23, Einheiten h.

1) Calculated from r/«r(,^=0) = 194.5, /^i-;,,,- = 0.576 (§ 4), equation (4), and A;=

= 1,37.10-16.

-) Accoi-ding to P. Debije, Miinchen Sitz. Ber. 1915, p. 1, that distance amounts

to 0.604.10—8 cm. Debije's hydrogen molecule is, however, strongly paramagnetic

(its magnetic moment corresponds to 10 Weiss magnetons) so that the magnetic

properties of hydrogen are not represented accurately by this model, unless one

would assume with Sommerfeld, Elster- and Geitel jubilee volume 1915,

p. 549, that the electrons in the hydrogen molecule in circulating in circular

orbits do not exert a magnetic action, and hence behave quite differently from

the electrons which in the experiment of Einstein and de Haas cause the

magnetic moment of the iron molecules.
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Anatomy. — "J7«e vagus-area in Camelopa'rdolus Giraffe". By

Dr. H. A. Vkrmeui.en. (Communicated by Prof. C. Winkler).

(Goinmunicated in the meeting of September 25, 1915).

Lksbre, in his exliaiisfive treatise: "Recherches anatomiques sur les

Camélidés" {Archives du Muséum d'Histoire naturelle de Lyon, \o\.

VIII. 1903), wrote that no nervus accessorius spinalis occurs in

these animals, and that the nervus laryngeus inferior does not follow

the usual recurrent course, but emerges together with the nervus

laryngeus superior from the vagus stem. Lesbre endeavoured to explain

the latter circumstance by expressing the supposition that the usual

course of the nervus recurrens would be useless by reason of the

unusual length of neck in the Camelidae; and he expressed the

desirability at the same time of the above relations being also studied

in the giraffe, whereby support might be found for his assumption, if

similar proportions were found in this extremely long-necked animal.

On a microscopical examination of the vagus area in Camelidae,

I saw that the nucleus accessorii spinalis is indeed present, and

that especially in the caudal third portion, the nucleus ambiguns is

but poorly developed in these animals. I also found several remark-

able relations, particularly of vagus and accessorius nuclei of

Camelidae 'j which roused in me the desire to examine what the

circumstances might be in the giraffe. I was able to examine one

part only of the central nervous system of this class of animal, and

was enabled to do so by tiie courtesy of Di-. C. U. Ariëns K.\ppers.

Director of the Central Institute for Brain Research, at Amsterdam,

who kindly placed part of the material there at my disposal. This

consisted of the brain stem and a piece of the first cervical segment

of one specimen, and the first and second segments of anotlier

specimen. In the latter preparation the nervi accessorii Wiliisii

could be seen perfectly intact in their usual course between the

roots of the two first cervical nerves, so that in this respect the

giraffe differs here at least, froui the Camelidae. Of the portion

of cervical cord and vagus area of the former preparation about

2500 sections of 18 jt have been coloured with cresil violet. From

a part of the second preparation alternating series have been

made according to VVkigekt Pal and Van Gibson, while the otiier

part, for the fibre course, has been treated after Sheldon's method.

The illustrations given in this paper are, with the exception of

') H. A. Vermeulen. The vagus area in Camelidae. Kon. Acad, van Welensch,

at Amsterdam. Meeting of 27lh February 1915. Voh XVll.

42

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVllI,
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the scliemata, traced from niiorophotos made in tlie ahove-mentioned

Instilute.

The dorsal motor vagus nucleus. In no other manmial I have

ever examined, does such a large i)art of tliis nucleus lie in the

closed portion of the oblongata. In the hdrse, the ox and the sheep

Vj of this nucleus lie spinally from the calamus, in the pig and

the dog it is nearly equally divided between the closed and the

open parts of the oblongata, in the goat, the lama and the camel

7s, and in the giraffe no less than c.c. 7^ are situated spinally from

the calamus (series of 1295 sections, 1007 of which spinal and 278

frontal from the calamus) (fig. 1). It makes its appearance with a

few cells at the usual place, dorso-laterally from the canalis centralis.

Some scores of sections frontally it is still poorly developed, and not

unfrequently is entirely absent. In spite of its defective development,

its appearance in this region varies. Sometimes a few cells are seen,

clustered in a small group, while again we see a greater number,

several of which have shifted into a more ventral level, or we see

a narrow row of cells running horizontally and spreading laterally.

Where in these last cases the cells, which in former sections lay

Calamus

-<-

Frontal Spinal

Fig. 1. Dorsal motor vagus nucleus of Giraffe.

a. Separate cell-group at the frontal pole.

h. Separate cell-groupe at the spinal pole,

c. Increases by fusion with nucleus XI.

00 nucleus motorius commissuralis vagi.
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EXPLANATION OF THE MARKS.

-- Calamus X^ti ' Oliva inferior RffiZffl -- Nucleus IT

WM ' Nucl. -j; \^ _ Nucl. jST-f- Cervical -^

Fig. 3. Union of nucleus dorsalis moto-

rius vagi wilh nucleus accessoriï ; shifting

of vaguscells in a more ventral level.

mostly medial, have disappeared

in one or two sections, we are

struck by the strongly lateral

position of the cell group in the

direction of nucleus XI on the

border of the anterior and posterior

horns. Further frontally we see

he significance of this, for very

speedily the nucleus accessorii

appears ^it this place, and we
notice in 11 consecutive sections

a complete merging of the acces-

sorius and dorsal-motor vagus

nucleus (fig. 3), such as 1 have

shown, though in a lesser degree,

in the camel and the lama. In

the same region there are also

constant cells belonging to the

vagus group, which have sunk

42*
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into a more ventral level ; in general these more ventraily situated

cells are longer than those of tlic vagus type, and in this respect

bear more resemblance to those of the nucleus XI. (fig. 3). After the

dorsal motor vagus nucleus has separated from the accessorius

nucleus and the latter at this place has disappeared, except for

a few cells, the former numbers 15—16 cells, frequently to be seen

more or less clearly arranged in two rows one above the other. Rather

more frontally the nucleus XI manifests itself again more strongly

and shortly after it is clearly seen to unite with the vagus nucleus

in question. This time too they separate again, and the accessorius

nucleus disappears entirely or almost entirely, after which the dorsal

motor vagus nucleus appears as a loosely built group of cells, containing

on an average 20 cells. The \Vhole is more or less oval, with the blunt

pole pointing laterally. Striking is the large size of the cell type in this

region ; ventraily shifted cells are no longer to be seen. A few sections

more frontally the cell type becomes smaller again, and the nucleus

decreases considerably in size, containing in many sections not more

than 3 or 4 cells, the accessorius nucleus, however, soon appears

again, and the process of uniting with the vagus nucleus is gone

through for the third time. Now, however, the two nuclei are but

a short time united, and only in a few sections is the closer con-

nection between X and XI to be seen. Simultaneously, however,

vagus cells have shifted into a more ventral level. The whole

process, viz. the decrease in size of nucleus X dorsalis, then a union

with the accessorius nucleus, accompanied bj- a spreading of the

vagus cells into a more ventral region, takes place twice more,

though in lesser degree. In the giraffe the union of the dorsal motor

vagus nucleus with the accessorius nucleus thus successively occurs

at five consecutive places, (fig. 2). This takes place before anything

can be seen of the tongue nucleus. From this moment the dorsal

motor vagus nucleus occurs constantly ; it is loosely built and egg-

shaped, with the blunt pole pointing ventro-laterally, and contains

20—25, mostly large cells (maximal 50 (i) ; a peculiarity here is.

that sometimes the laterally situated cells are of a larger type than

those lying more medially. As in the lama and the camel, the cell

groups from the right and left come right to the raphe and soon

we see here too a commissural motor vagus nucleus appear, as I

have described in the lama and cainel. It appears near the spinal

pole of nucleus XII, is less developed than in Camelidae and not

constant in appearance (fig. 1. 2 and 4).

Whenever the tongue nucleus is well developed, the dorsal

motor vagus nucleus becomes mucii compacter and its ventro-
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Fig. 4. Nucleus motoiius commissuralis vagi, c, Canalis centralis

lateral [)aft grows out into a curved point. Its base is then directed

medio-dorsally, so that it moi"e or

'.• 1. ' '\ less assumes the form of a sickle.

In a great number of sections we
see that many cells have shifted

ventrallj, so that not iinfrequently

an actual bridge has been formed

between it and the nucleus hypo-

glossi. It contains in this region

90—100 cells (fig. 5). More front-

i ' , ^ '
' •' ally the ventro-lateral pole sinks

^ - more and more, and the nuclei

"*. diverge to right and left. The
* < ^ i

^
development of the nucleus is not

^ ^ equal everywhere. At times it is

i J ^V remarkably strong, with a large

i^* _,•> "^JL '^3'P^ °' ^^'^ predominating. At

other places the number of cells

Fig. 5 Sickle-shaped dorsal motor vagus jy mudj smaller and the cell group
nucleus; connection with nucleus XII. u„ , „„ , t *• hshows gaps. In a tollowing region

the form of the nucleus is irregular, as, besides the cells which have

moved ventrally, some cells have also dropped out in a dorso-lateral

direction ; these are frequently classed in separate cell groups. Near
the calamus the nucleus becomes clumsy in form, separate loca-

lisations can now be clearly seen, owing to cell groups severing
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Galamus

Fig. 6.

'W^ <<

Ventric. lï'

-^

Fig. 7.
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dorso-mediallj and dorso-laterally from the lar^e body (fig. 6). That

these groups belong to the vagus nucleus we learn from the sections

immediately frontal from the calamus, where it is seen that the

nucleus enlarges in the above direction by means of cells, which unite

with these cell groups. Also the ventro-lateral point stretches further

out (fig. 7); not unfrequently this is broken, so that the most distal portion

appears as a separate cell group. On this level many cell groups have

as many as c.c. 200 cells. Further frontally the ventro-lateral point

disappears, the dorso-lateral one becomes thicker, till the nucleus is

triangular in form with a broad base in the direction of the ependyma.

Now two or three independent cell-groups frequently appear in the

latero-dorsal portion, sometimes quite separate from the chief imcleus,

again connected with it by a few cells, (fig. 8) These can be seen

even when the chief nucleus has become considerably smaller,

which takes place at first medially ; simultaneously the number of

cells in the whole nucleus decreases, so that it becomes looser.

According as the nucleus decreases in size, the cell-type becomes

smaller, till finally this cell-type, for this nucleus is a large one, is no

longer seen in the ventro-lateral, i.e. the oldest, portion. In the

giraflPe it is remarkable that 20 sections more frontally from the

place where the dorsal motor vagus nucleus entirely disappeared,

Ventriculus

M

' -r

Fig. 8.
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it reappears as a small cell-group which is seen for about 40 sections

and then disappears definitively.

Nucleus ainhiguus. In general the arabiguus is well developed

in the giraffe. In the most spinal portion alone, it is small, contains

8—12 cells only. On this level I have been able to show repeat-

edly and more distinctly than was the case in the camel and

the lama, the simultaneous presence of the nucleus dorsalis vagi,

the nucleus accessorii and the ambiguus. Near the spinal pole

of the tongue nucleus, however, the arabiguus of the giraffe

has often grown to a powerful nucleus which, though varying in size,

is seen to be constant in numerous sections. In the strongest

development at this place we see a loosely built nucleus of about

45 large cells, all arranged in a ventro-lateral direction (fig. 9).

Frequently the ventro-lateral part is noticeably more developed than

the rest. This portion soon grows out medially in a nearly horizontal

A t

r
> ^.

Fig. 9. Fig. 10.

direction with a particularly large cell-type, till the whole has moi-e

or less the form of an equilateral triangle, with the fewest cells in

the centre and at the medial side (fig. 10). Sometimes in successive

sections we see mainly the basis of the triangle, so that the nucleus

then appears as a horizontal column consisting of extremely large

cells. In circa 300 successive sections the ambiguus in this region

is clearly visible in the form described above, after which it varies

very much, sometimes being altogether absent : in the most places,

however, it is present in \'arious forms, though less well developed

than before ; we can distinguish two separate cell groups, a medio

dorsal and a ventro-lateral (nucleus laryngeus and nucleus cardiacus

of KosAKA and Yagita) or only the ventro-lateral part of it, sometimes

attached to these we see scattered cells which impart to the whole

a sort of form of a triangle in which the nucleus is seen more

spinally. We now see it growing gradually till it gets near the calamus,
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and assuming the same forms as before. First a large loose group,

in which as many as 50 cells may be counted, and then the triangle

with all its derivatives, now mainly the base, again the base with

the lateral side or the whole triangle. Sometimes the three corners

are sharply defined by fine groups of cells, while here the characteristic

shape of the arabiguus with its dorso-medial and ventro-lateral parts

is also present. In the calamus there is again a decrease to 8—12

cells lying in ventro-lateral direction, while from the calamus to the

frontal pole of nucleus XII, the development is much less marked

than spinall3' from the calamus. The greatest number of cells

contained hei-e by the ambiguus is 18— 20, sometimes it is altogether

absent. At the frontal pole of the tongue nucleus we see very

clearly in few sections the sinking of a few ambiguus cells into a

more ventral level, and very soon the huge frontal bulging makes

its appearance. This grows to an irregular oval form, with a maximum
of 110 cells, the majority being large, genuine ambiguus cells. As

in the lama and the camel the cells here are not crowded together

but lie rather scattered. Ventrally from this large group is a smaller

one, consisting principally of cells of a

much smaller type. Whether this group

too belongs to the arabiguus I do not

venture to assert (fig. 2 and 11). As

usual the bulging of the ambiguus begins

to decrease at the frontal pole of the

dorsal motor vagus nucleus and soon
.'"'''

"I" after decreases rapidly. Ten sections before

,''.''• j^' its final disappearance it has still 25 cells.

In this animal the frontal pole of the
" ambiguus stretches 46 sections frontally

from the dorsal motor vagus nucleus (fig. 2), and reaches over a

stretch of 1 2 sections the region of the nucl. facialis. The remainder

of the ambiguus then lies dorso-medially from the caudal pole of

nucl. VII.

J^ucleus accessorii. In this series the first XI cells can be seen

on the border of the anterior and posterioi' horns, 1188 sections spinalh'

from the appearance of the nucleus motorius dorsalis vagi. These

increase and a group of 14 cells is soon present, of a suuiller type

than the large motor cells of the anterior horn. It rapidly decreases

in size and soon disappears altogether at this place. Cells of a similar

type appear however in several sections, dorso-laterally from the

canalis centralis, further lateral than where the dorsal motor vagus

^
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nucleus will present!}' appear; in other sections similar cells are to

be seen still furtlier lateral in the grey matter, directl^y medial from

the angle between the anterior and posterior horns. Thereupon the

XI nucleus again appears at the sharply defined place described

above, and we can see how frontal horn cells of the lateral group

have risen so high that they lie in the grey matter between the

anterior and posterior horns and form a whole with nucleus XI, so

that the impression is repeatedly conveyed as if the XI nucleus at

that place is reinforced by frontal horn cells in its most ventral part,

or that the XI nucleus itself continues venti'ally along the lateral

border of the frontal horn fig. 12). Morefrontally the XI nucleus developed

very differently, sometiuies minimally, only to apjjear again stronger

Fig. 1-2.

than before. It then contains as many as 32 cells. At the point of

greatest development it is pear-shaped, with the point projecting

laterally into the substantia reticularis; many cells exhibit a larger

type than formerly, and here also a contact with frontal horn elements

can be observed repeatedly (fig. 13).

When the nucleus again commences to decrease, we frequently

see that only the most lateral portion is developed, so that in these

sections it lies exclusively in the substantia reticularis : in other

places we see that only the middle part of the whole has disappeared

and that the nucleus then consists of a medial and a lateral portion,

the former at the usual place between the anterior and posterior horns:

the latter lying lateral from it in the substantia reticularis 'fig. 14).
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- b

a medial.

Fis. 14.

b lateral part of X 1.

Fig. 13.

Likewise in this region it

can be seen that cells some-

times occur medially from

the whole, in the so-called

middle horn, dorso-lateral •

from the canalis centralis, as

has been found before. Now
follow scores of sections in

which the XI nucleus is not

present at the usual place,

or but faintlj' indicated,

though lateral frontal-horn

cells with a strong upward ten-

dency can be seen, or cells

in a horizontal direction,

lateral in the middle horn.

This is followed again by a

marked bulging and laterally

by a growth of the XI nucleus

in the substantia reticularis

to a complex of a maximum
of 38 cells, after which the

reduction begins again under
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the same conditions as before. Locally again one medial and

one lateral portion of the nucleus occurs, or either one of the two

portions, or cells in the middle horn are seen. The contact with

frontal horn cells is then present again. The same process repeats

itself several times and the medial part, in the direction therefore of the

place where the dorsal motor vagus nucleus will shortly appear,

is frequently met with better developed than before. In this series

we thus see in the first cervical segment, varying frequently at the

place already mentioned, an extremely poor development of the

accessorius nucleus, followed by a gradual strengthening and an

outgrowth of it, both in a medial and in a lateral direction, together

with a contact with front horn ceils (or shifting in a ventro-lateral

direction) till the dorsal motor vagus nucleus appears and the

repeated merging of the latter with the XI nucleus begins, as has

been mentioned in the description of the said vagus nucleus (fig. 2). The

last union of the two nuclei occurs 40 sections spinally from the

appearance of the first XII cells, in a region where the frontal horns

are still well developed and nothing is to be seen of the oliva inferior.

Also in the VVkigert-PaIj, van Gieson and Sheldon series the XI

nucleus was in the first cervical segment to be seen at the place

already indicated. The ending of the nervus accessorii could be traced

in many sections. Frequently we see several bundles leave through

the processus posterolateralis of Ziehen, often three parallel to each

other, first an upward arch, parallel to the distal portion of the posterior

horn, and then laterally. These bundles do not leave the nucleus

directly, but first take a medial curve before leaving grey matter.

In a few preparations it was obserxed that fibres joined these bund-

les from a more centrally situated region, and also from a more

ventrally situated region. Besides the above bundles fibres also leave

the XI nucleus and a little further distally, directly i.e. without a

central curve. Also in the 2nd. cervical segment efferent XI roots

were to be seen, but far fewer in number and of poorer develop-

ment than in the 1st. Only in a few sections could indications of

the XI nucleus be demonstrated on the border of the anterior and

posterior horns, though in several sections cells could be seen in the

processus postero-lateralis, through which the efferent root takes its

way. Judging from the great decrease in the efferent XI roots in

the 2nd. cervical segment, it may be assumed that in the giraffe

the nervus accessorius spinalis extends only to the 2nd. cervical

segment, or perhaps a little further distally of it. In view, however,

of the important function this nerve has undoubtedly to fulfil in this
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animal, it must not be considered impossible that the XI nucleus

extends still further and that XI fibres with cervical nerves leave more

distallj, as is the case in the Camelidae, wliere a nervous accessorius

spinalis is entirely absent.

Nucleus liypoghssi. Before the ap|)earance of the XII nucleus the

dorsal motor vagus nucleus is well developed and efferent XII fibres are

visible; the direct continuation of nucleus XII out of the frontal horn

grey matter can be clearly demonstrated in the giraffe as in the

lama and the camel (tig. 2), typical large front-horn cells shift to a

higher level and soon arrange themselves in a group of XII cells.

In this series this occurs 496 sections spinally from the calamus.

First a cell-group appears lying ventro-laterally from the canal and

consisting of 6—10 cells; this group retains the same degree of

development in many of the following sections. We see repeatedly

fiells in this area between the dorsal motor vagus nucleus and the

tongue nucleus; they clearly belong to the vagus nucleus, in the

first place by reason of their ty[)e, but in the second place because

here there is always some distance between these ventral vagus cells and

the tongue nucleus (fig. 15). After this the nucleus XII grows out,

first dorso-laterally and then medially in the direction of the raphe.

The nucleus then contains 30—35 large cells, the majoi-ity attain

the maximum diameter of 85 ft; only in the dorsolateral group are

f-

'^^X

(' ' 1

'^^
Kie. 15. Fie. IG.
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tliere often cells of a smaller type. Very shortly, in a more ventral

region than where the fii'st XII pells had occurred and medially

from there a fourth group of cells^ appears, so that a large complex

is formed, shaped like a slanting quadrilateral, containing 70—90 cells.

Here we can clearly distinguish a venti'O-medial, a ventro-lateral, a

dorso-medial and a dorso-lateral group. In many sections a few cells also

occur in the centrum, while in all there are numbers of cells between

the tongue nucleus and the dorsal motor vagus nucleus. Not un-

frequently an actual bridge exists between tlie two nuclei (nucleus

intermedins, fig. 16). Slightly more frontally both nuclei strike against

the raphe and 168 sections spinally from the calamus a few XII

cells appear in the raphe, whereupon a nucleus commissuralis hypo-

glossi makes its a])pearance (fig. 17). In this region many central

J ' i
* i

. >\. *^/. ; .. i .

Fig. 17.

cells appear in the irregular quadrilateral tongue nucleus. The com-

missural tongue nucleus does not seem to follow any continuous

course, in a few consecutive sections it is present. Everywhere the

connecting cells are met "with between the tongue nucleus and the

adjacent vagus nucleus. Now the XII nucleus begins to diminish in

size, it becomes loose in structure, and shows gaps at different

places, only the latero-dorsal and lateroventral portions remain

constant, even commissural cells are now and again seen and not

unfrequently the bridge to the dorsal motor vagus nucleus is com-

plete. Then the central cells disappear entirely, and the latero-ventral

portion also diminishes, so that it is mainly only the latero-dorsal

part
,
and the cells connecting with the vagus nucleus which are

still properl)»^ visible. More frontally, more XII cells again appear and

the irregular quadrilateral gradually reappears though in a less marked
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degree than before; the centrum remains poor in cells. This pi'ocess

repeats itself for a third time; then practically all cells disappear, witii

the exception of the dorso-lateral portion and the connecting bridge

witli the X dorsalis; a few commissural cells still occur occasionally.

In the calamus the grouping is different; the medial and dorso-lateral

groups merge into an elongated triangular whole, the apex of which

points ventroiateraüy ; ventrally from this lie the ventro-medial and

the ventro-lateral grou|)s, now fairly well on the same level (tig. 18).

^ >
4 I ,

Fig. 18.

Also in this region of the tongue nucleus a few cells can be observed

in the raphe; they no longer show, liowevei', the striking hypo-

glossus type, but have become much smaller. The former group is

of the same shape as the nucleus hypoglossi in other animals,

triangular in form and with a majority of large cells, it lies medially

under the ependyma of the fourth ventricle; the ventral groups are

different, occasionally they converge so that we see a second tongue

nucleus ventrally from the usual tongue nucleus, built up of a

fairly broad horizontal row of cells, the cell-type of which has

grown smaller than of that lying dorsally (fig. 19) ; in general,

however, the ventral tongue nucleus consists of a medial and a

lateral portion. Between the lateral portion and the dorsal tongue

nucleus we often tlnd a few large XII cells (tig. 19); not in)fre-
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quently, liowever, the two main groups are quite separated from each

other. Tlie medial group of the ventral tongue-nucleus has shifted

away from the raphe and simultaneously a small group of little

cells appear between the tongue nucleus and the raphe (nucleus

funiculi teretis) (fig. 19^/) ; the bridge of connection with the vagus

nucleus luxs vanished and in its place one or more small groups of

cells have appeared (nucleus intercaiatus Staderini) (fig. 19^). These

dorsalis S^

XII ventralis •'

Fig. 19.

lie thus laterally from tiie dorsal tongue nucleus, i. e. between the

latter and the dorsal motor vagus nucleus. Some cells of these

last groups are of a larger type than those of the group next the

raphe. The ventral tongue nucleus gradually diminishes ; the cell

type has grown smaller, the medial portion disappears first, the

lateral portion, lying under the ventral point of XII. dorsalis remains

longest in existence (fig. 20). The cell-group between the raphe has

grown larger ; it contains ± 30 cells, many of a larger type than

these which first appear ; soon similar cells also appear here in the

raphe, so that the two small cellular nuclei are connected medially

from the tongue nuclei by a group of cells. In this region too

we often see tiny cells and little cell-groups between tongue and

vagus nucleus. The distal nucleus soon completely disappears, but
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still further frontally the aspect changes again. The dorsal portion

of XII. dorsalis vanishes, the lateral portion of XII. ventralis again

appears, after which the latter combines with the rest of XII. dorsalis

x:

**
""^Z^ dorsalis

. -KH ventralis

Fig. 20.

to make one large whole ; the cell-group nearest the raphe lias

grown greatly, on the one hand it has extended niedioventrally, on

the other hand it has approached close to liie ependyma ; the little

cell-groups between XII. and X. dorsalis occur inconstantly, not

unfrcquenlly a gradual parvo-cellular continuation of the nucleus

funiculi teretis can be seen into the nucleus intercalatus Staderini

over tlie tongue nucleus. The latter decreases rapidly in size; 168

sections frontally from the calamus it has disap|)eared ; the ventro-

lateral portion remains longest in existence.

The oliva inferior of the giraffe appears in the lalero-ventral region

of the si)inal pole of nucleus XII. and soon grows strongly in a medial

direction, which medial portion presently curves upwards and begins

to form a powerful lamel growing in a lateral direction. Very soon

the olives from the right and left join at the raphe and a lidie

further forward we can clearly see a connecting olive in the rai)he.

Near the calamus the olives have again receded from the raphe

and the dorsal lamel loses itself in several cell-grou[)s lying one

43
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behind tlie other, in wiiicli tlie celltype in f;,enenil is larger than it

was before. The strongly developed olive clearly- bulges ventrallj.

It diminishes first laterally, then ventrally, and extends 3G0 sections

frontallv from the calamus, i.e. to just in front of the frontal end

of the ambiguus (36 sections).

The nucleus reticularis inferior makes its appearance 85 sections

spinally from the oliva inferior and dorso-laterally from it, with cells

which for reticular elements are small. Frequently it breaks up into

several cell-groups, locally we find also raphe cells in this spinal

portion ; more frontally it extends over the olive in a medial direc-

tion, whereby the inclination towards the formation of cellcLusters

again shows itself, after which it begins to decrease in size spinally

from the calamus ; the cell type becomes larger and the presence

of raphe cells more constant. As far as the front poles of the vagus

nuclei clusters of large cells next the raphe and of cells lying scat-

tered laterally from it can be observed, after which the former groups

become fewer and the latter still remain visible. Tn general the

nucleus reticularis inferior is poorly developed in the giraffe.

As regards the occurrence of the commissural motor vagus nucleus

in the giraffe, I I'efer lo what I have remarked already in my paper

to the Kon. Acad. v. Wetensch. at Amsterdam, on Jan. 18, 1915,

The vagus area in Camelidae.

Although the presence of glands in the oesophagus and proven-

triculi of the giraffe has not yet been demonstrated, and this

argument cannot as yet be advanced for an extension of the

dorsal motor vagus nucleus witli the commissural nucleus, yet the

extreme length of the gullet in this animal, even more than in

Camelidae, may be i-egarded as an argument in favour of the

above opinion. The enormous development of the tongue nucleus

and its extension with the commissural tongue nucleus has undoubt-

edly something to do with the extremely intensive use that the

giraffe makes of its tongue as a prehensile organ ; as a rule this

animal feeds on the leaves from the tops of high palm-trees, seizing

them with its tongue and pulling them off. Regarding the significance

of the presence of a commissural nucleus funiculi teretis and its

direct passing into the nucleus intercalatus Staderini, I am not in a

position to give fuller details. The strikingly strong development of

a great part of the nucleus ambiguus spinally from the calamus

furnished a strong contrast with the appearance of the nucleus at

this place in Camelidae. I believe that a relation may be assumed

between the short recurrent course of the nerxus laryngeus inferior
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and the poor development of the nucleus ambiguus in its spinal third

part in Camelidae. If this be so, one might conclude, judging from the

strong development of the nucleus at this place in the giraffe, that tiic

nervus recurrens, even in this animal in spite of its long neck, well

deserves its name, in which case the highly exceplional condi-

tions of this nerve in Camelidae have wrongly been connected by

Lesbre with the unusually long neck of these animals.

As regards the conditions of the nucleus accessorii in the giraffe

I wish to make the following observation. No agreement exists yet

as to the position, extent and nature of this nucleus. Most observers

are agreed upon the position of it in the first cervical segment,

viz. about the level of its leaving the nervus accessorius, on the

border of the anterior and posterior horns and their neighbourhood,

or, according to the nomenclature of Waldeyer, in the lateral

portion of the. middle horn. This position has already been fixed by

Clarke. Roller and Darkewitsch beliexed that here also the XI

nucleus was situated in the most ventro-Iateral portion of the frontal

horn. According to Dkes only the most dorsal of the 'cells of this

group belong to the cells of the accessorius nucleus, while only

anterior horn roots arise in the venti'al. He pointed out that in the

cranial part of the first cervical segment the XI nucleus shifts

to the anterior horn and then comes to lie sideways: Kaiser too

indicates that spinally from the first cervical segment the XI

nucleus shifts distally. According to Obersteiner the said nucleus

lies first (5"' cervical segment) dorso-lateral in the anterior horn,

near its border ; in a cerebral direction, however, it shifts cen-

trally, to pass over into the nucleus ambiguus. Cajal indicates as

the position of the XI nucleus, as regards the spinal portion, the

lateral edge of the frontal horn, and more frontall'y the whole dorsal half

of that. Kappers, found the nucleus on a frontal level, dorso-lateral from

the canalis centralis, spinally more latero-ventral towards the border of

anterior and posterior horns and finally latero-ventral tVom it. Langelaan

also desci'ibes the nucleus in the dorso-lateral poition of the front

horn, and from the illustration it a{)pears that here too the boundary

between the anterior and posterior horns is meant. Jacobsohn and

Walter assume ascending cells from the medial group of frontal horn

cells to the nucleus accessorii; Ziehen states that the nucleus in

question, in the 1>*' cervical segment is formed by a pyramidal

protrusion of the gray matter radiating at the base of the anterior horn

into the substantia reticularis, which protrusion he names processus

postero-lateralis coriiu auterioris, and which he regards as a direct

continuation of the dorso-lateral group of frontal horn cells.

43*
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From what I have found in consecutive series of lama, camel

and giraffe, I believe I may conclude that spinallj from (he I'*',

cervical segment the nucleus accessorii gradually ascends out of the

latero-dorsal portion of the anterior horn, and thereby comes to lie

on the border of the anterior and posterior horns and that, when

once there, it can spread out both in a lateral direction into the

substantia reticularis and into the processus postero-lateralis, and in

a medial direction towards the central canal. The general opinion,

and the one still expressed by Oberstkiner in the latest edition of

his text book, viz. that tlie nucleus XI continues frontally into the

nucleus ambiguus, I am unable to share. In the first place I have

demonstrated the direct transition of the nucleus accessorii and the

nucleus motorius dorsalis vagi in Camelidae and much clearer

still in the giraffe, and I have, moreover, shown in these animals,

and especially in the last-mentioned, the simultaneous presence of

ambiguus and nucleus XI. For the same reasons 1 consider the

nomenclature in the atlas of Winkler and Potter (Anatomical Guide

to Experimental Researches on the Cat's Brain plate 35) in which

the nucleus of origin of the nervus accessorius spinalis is called

nucleus ambiguus inferior, not a happy one. As regards the connection of

nucleus XI with nucleus motorius dorsalis X in the spinal portion

of the oblongata I may mention that the observation made by

Kappers, who saw this union in embryos of sheep has been con-

firmed by myself in a calf's foetus (4'/, months) and that I have

again found undoubted indications of sucli a connection in a

new-born lamb and in a new-born pig. (fig. 21)

As regards the spreading of the accessorius nucleus, it will be

known that this varies very much in a spinal direction, according

to the species of animal : the cerebral pole, however, is also described

very differently, v. Gehuchten is of opinion that the frontal pole of this

nucleus should lie in the first cervical segment. Darkkwitsch, on the

other hand, gave the distal third portion of the oliva inferior, thus

quite in the hypoglossus region, v. Bunzl-Federn thinks it reaches

as far as the rise of nucleus XII, while Grabower and Ziehen mention

the region of the pyramidal decussation. (Ziehen, Nerven-system.)

In the giraffe this pole can be indicated directly behind the spinal

end of the tongue nucleus and the oliva inferior. In any case it

may be regarded as an established fact after what I have found in

Camelidae, and so clearly and repeatedly confirmed in the giraffe,

that the accessorius nucleus has also a bulbar part and that the

difference between a nervus accessorius spinalis and bulbaris, chal-

lenged by Cajal and Kosaka, is correct.
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Tlie appearance of' the nucleus XI, like that of the ambiguus, is

very different; in continuous series of the 1st. cervical segment and

- -t

^
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in contradiction to it. On the basis of his pliylogenetic and

embryologie studies, Kappers came to the conviction that the

nucleus accessorii and the ambiguus have nothing to do with the

spinal system, but that both are direct continuations of the dorsal

motor vagus nucleus; the accessorius nucleus exhibits hereby the

peculiarity that it grows from its cerebral oi'igin into the cervical

cord, sometimes along almost its entire length. My confirmation of

tills position of the XI nucleus and the dorsal motor vagus nucleus

in a calf's foetus, in ovis aries neonatus and sus sci'ofa domesticus

neonatus, of what Kappers found in embryos of sheep, and especially

tlie fact that the connection between these two nuclei is still to be

found in Camelidae and so clearly and repeatedly in the giraffe,

strengthen, in my opinion. Kappers' theory to no small extent. Other

difficulties, however, present themselves with regard to this question.

BoLK has described that also anterior horn roots leave witli tlie nervus

accessorius, so that what has never yet been demonstrated in any

other place in the animal body takes place here, viz. tliat viscero-

motor and somatomotor fibres unite. I have now observed that

in the first cervical segment of the giraiTe, cells from the anterior horn

join the accessorius nucleus. The question is now whether these are

genuine frontal horn cells or accessorius cells. Only from the first

cervical segment do we find frontally, the XI nucleus at the sharply

defined place, viz. or mainly at least, in the corner between the

anterior and posterior horns ; if we follow this nucleus spinally we see

the connection with motor cells on the dorso-lateral border of the

frontal horn, but later we can affirm that the XI nucleus has disappeared

entirely from the corner indicated, although in this and even in

regions lying much more caiidally the nervus accessorius may arise

and 'in that case its nucleus must still be present; in other words,

this nucleus may have sunk away in the midst of genuine frontal horn

cells and the derivatives of the dorsal motor vagus nucleus may

finally disappear in the middle of the motor elements of the grey

matter of the neck. There is therefore the possibility that the bundles

described by 'Bolk contain accessorius fibres after all, I will add,

however, immediately that I am willing to admit the possibility of

a simultaneous rise of XI and frontal horn roots, in the first place

because a priori the coincidence of viscero-motor and somato-

motor fibres must not be considered as impossible in view

of the fact that everywhere raotory, sensory, and autonomic fibres

combine, and in the second place because of the fact that in

Camelidae XI fibres must necessarily originate together with

cervical nerves. These animals have a musculus trapezius.
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a nucleus accessor! spinalis and no nervus accessor! us spinalis. (This

observation of Lesbke's has been confirmed by Professor Winoate

Todd of Cleveland in a letter directed to Dr. C. U. Ariëns Kappers).

A more difficult question is presented in this respect by the dorsal

motor vagus nucleus itself. In the lower vertebrates numbers of

cells leave the spinal portion of the nucleus out of the connection

into a more ventral level ; in the Alligator a part of the dorsal

motor vagus nucleus is even attached to the frontal horn grey matter,

and in birds to the tongue nucleus, which here forms the direct

continuation of this grey matter (Kappers). In mammals the rise of

the vagus and hypoglossus cells in the hypoglossus region between

the two nuclei is a common phenomenon, which undeniably is as

clearly seen in the giraffe as anywhere. Spinally from the nucleus

XII,, however, it was apparent in many sections in the giraffe

series, that these ventral cells form one whole with a series of frontal

horn cells of small type, often an arched series of cells were even

noticeable, which began dee[) in the frontal horn and ended dorsaliy

from the central canal ; the same was frequently observed in the

first cervical segment, i. e. spinally from the dorsal motor vagus

nucleus. My interest in this circuuistance increased when I met the

same phenomenon, though in a much stronger degree, in my series

of the calf foetus, where these ventral cells of the said vagus nucleus,

reaching deep into the motor iiorn, are of much larger type. This

plieuomenon was to be seen in this series, for instance, in these

sections where there was a connection between this vagus nucleus

and the XI nucleus (fig. 21). Thus in this respect also there are

very primitive conditions in the giraffe as in the tongue nucleus,

which I am unable to explain, tiie more so as I know riOthing of

the rise of the nervus vagus in this animal.

CONCLUSIONS.

1. The nervus accessorius spinalis occurs in the '!''• and 2'"'» cervical

segment in the girafie as in the other mammals, with the exce[)tion

of Camelidae.

2. Spinally from the nucleus Xll. the dorsal motor vagus

nucleus of the giraffe appears to be at five consecutive places in

direct connection with nucleus XI.

3. In the most spinal portion the dorsal motor vagus nucleus

of the giraffe does not occur constantly ; in front of its frontal pole,

there is still a small, quite separate, portion of this nucleus.

4. Frontally from the unions of Nucl. mot. X. dorsalis and
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miL'leiis XI in tlie giraffe, a commissural motor vagus nucleus

occurs wliicii is not continued.

5. In tlie first cervical segmeiit it is repeatedly observable that

medial and central anterior horn cells of small type rise upwards like

an arch to above the central canal at exactly the place where

frontally from the nucleus mot. X doz'salis will appear ; in the

most spinal portion of tlie vagus nucleus numbers of vagus cells

leave the connection for a more \entral level, and in a lai-ge portion

of the hypoglossus region this is so often tlie case that the vagus

and tongue nuclei are completely joined.

(j. The ambiguus is strongly developed in a large part of that

portion of the nucleus which lies in the closed portion of the oblon-

gata, and occurs here often in forms which are not to be met with

in other animals; the frontal growth of the ambiguus is very strongly

developed and reaches the facialis region, somewhat cranially from

the frontal pole of nucleus X dorsalis.

7. In the giraffe the simultaneous presence of nucl. mot. dorsalis

vagi, nucleus access., and nucleus ambiguus is repeatedly to be

met with.

8. In the spinal end of the oblongata the main group of the

iHicleus accessorii in the giraffe lies on the border of anterior and

posterior horns ; this nucleus, however, repeatedly radiates both in

a medial and in a lateral direction. In the latter case the nucleus

frequently consists of 2 groups, the medial one being at the usual

place between the anterior and posterior horns, while the lateral one

lies in the substantia reticularis. Spinally from 'this we see the direct

connection of the nucleus with the cells lying on the latero-dorsal

border of the frontal horn, and further spinally the nucleus does not

occur again on the border of the anterior and posterior horns ; behind

the first cervical segment thus it shifts in a latero-ventral direction.

9. The tongue nucleus in the giraffe is, in comparison with the

vagus nucleus, short but unusually strongly developed ; frontal from

the com<missural motor vagus nucleus a commissural tongue nucleus

occurs, which like the one mentioned above, is not continuous, but

ends close to the calamus. In the same region the tongue nucleus

has an irregular quadrilateral shape, more frontally it splits into

a dorsal and a ventral portion.

10. The oliva inferior is strongly developed ; there is a small

connecting olive ; the nucleus reticularis inferior is poorly developed.
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Physics. — "A dlfevence between the action of light and of

X-raj/.s on the photographic plate". By Prof. I. K. A. Wektheim

Salomonson.

(Communicated in the meeting of Septembei' 25, 1915).

In a series of experiments on tiie quantitative action of A'-rays

and light on photographic plates, I found a characteristic difference

between the two kinds of rays.

In these experiments so-called exposure-scales were made by

exposing one half of a plate to regularly increasing light-quantities

and the other half in the same way to Rontgen-rays. Both halves

were de\'eloped at the same time in one developing tray and also

fixed simultaneously in one tiay.

On each of the negatives we find a series of small fields, which

have been exposed to the action of light or of .I'-rays of intensities

increasing in the ratio of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16 etc., and which show an

increasing density. On the half exposed to the X-ra_\s the time of

exposure and the hardness of the rays are also recorded. The

transparency of each of the small fields is photometrically measured.

The réciproques of the figures obtained in this way give the

absorption-factor, the logarithm of which is" the optical rfenóvVy. From

the figures for the density curves are drawn, the densities being

plotted as ordinates to the logarithms of the ex^josures as ordinates.

In this way we get the "characteristic curves" of the plates as used

by HuRTER and Driffield, Eder and others.

The different precautions taken in these experiments need not l»e

described ; sufficient be it tliat the exposures, once started, were

automatically carried out, and that any irregularities in the intensity of

the light and the X-radiation either could bear no influence on the

result or could be inniiediately detected.

Curves like these always show a curvature convex to the X-axis

corresponding to the underexposed part. The "correct exposures"

give a straight line. This part generally commences at a density

of roughly 0.5. The straight line prolonged to the axis of abscissae

meets it in the "point of inertia" (Beharrungspunkt) which is used

by HuRTER and Driffield to indicate the "speed" of the plate. It is

almost entirely independent of the time of development, the kind

of developer used and its temperature, which influence only the

slope of the curve in tlie straight part. We also know that the

quantity of silver in a negative increases proportionally to the

logarithm of the exposure.
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TABLE I.
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In the next table 1 give the result of the measurement of 4

pair of negatives. (See p. 672)

2.0

0.4

Fig. 1.

1.6
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The fact to wliich I wish to draw attention is, that for every

pair of negatives the characteristic curve for light slopes considerably

more than the one for X-rays. Tiiis is clearly shown in fig. 1— 4.

Each of them contains two curves, the upper one showing the

action of ligiit, the lower one the X-ray curve. The slope of these

cui-ves always proved to be diiferent in (he manner indicated and

to be independent of the development if onl}' both halves of the

plate were dexeloped in the same tray for (he same length of time

without undue restriction of the time. Changes in the development

merely caused changes in the slope of both curves at the same

time and in the same way.

We may expect a physical difference in the action of light and

of X-rays on the photographic plate. The sensitive layer strongly

absorbs light, whereas X-rays are only slightly absorbed. As we
know that the action of both kinds of rays increases with the

intensity, we may in the case of light look for a strong action at

the surface of the sensitive layer and for a markedly diminished

action in the lower strata of the emulsion. In the case of X-rays

which are not notably weakened after passing through the silver-

bromide-emulsion we may reasonably expect that the action in the

deeper layers is not less than the action on the surface. After

development the reduced silver should be nearly ecpially deposited

in every part of the gelatine layer if the negative had been obtained

with X-rays. In light-negatives the silver would probably be

accumulated on the surface and only a slight amount would be

present in the deeper strata. Any one who has developed many lighl-

and X-ray-negatives knows, that with the former only the parts

exposed to the strongest lights are visible at the back after development

but before fixing, whereas properly developed unfixed K()Ntgkn-

negatives present nearly the same appearance at the back as on

thfe front surface.

We may ask if this difference might be responsible for the

difference in the slope of the characteristic curves. It seems to me
that this is possible and even (juite probable, if we consider the

question in the following way.

Let us first consider how the reduced silver is deposited in light-

and RöNTGEN-negatives. After this we shall see how this effects their

transparency.

We may represent the absorption of light and RöNTGEN-rays in

the gelatinobromide-emulsion by the well-known formula

J/^/.e-/-' (1)

in wliich 7/ is the intensity of the radiation after passing a layer
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of thickness I, i„ being the intensity of tlie radiation at the snrface,

(X the absorption coefficient of the absorbing medium for tlie

incident rays.

By multiplication by t, the time, and equating Ii i := Qi and

l^t= Q, we get;

Q/=Q„f-/'/ (2)

a formula for the quantity of radiating energy at a distance of I

below the surface. Differentiating 2 gives:

-~dQi = Q,iis-yidl (3)

an expression for tiie light absorbed in a stratum of thickness dl

at a distance / below the surface. As the quantity of silver reduced

by development in this stratum is proportional to —c/Q/ we may put:

dAg = k Q„ ft f-!'' dl (4)

which integrated gives:

Ag = KQ,(l-s-y!) (5J

as a formula for the total quantity of reduced silver lietween the

surface and a layer at a distance / below it.

From (5) we deduce:

dA^
^"=^'^1-^-'")

^'^

i.e. the increase of silver caused by an increase of exposure depends

on the absorptioncoefficient ;i. If u is large the differentialquotient

is also large.

In order to calculate the density of the negative, we suppose

that the absorption in an infinitely thin layer is proportional to

the amount of silver in it and also with the intensity of the light

falling on it. Using (4) for the quantity of silver we get the equation :

— dli=cli . KQii t-~''i dl (7)

or after integration

D=log-^=cKQ{l-e-."') (8)

in which D is the density, i„ the intensity of the light before, and

Ii the same after passing through the negative.

From (8) we find :

dD
-- = cA'(l-6-."0 (9)
dl

This last equation shows that the increase of density also depends

on the absorption coefficient jt of the rays used in producing the

negative.
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These forimilae are only available in cases of underexposure. For

correct exposure we can get an expression by applying the empirical

formula given by Hukter and Dripfiei.d, This formula (10) "repre-

sents the necessary relation between the density and the exposure

which must be fulfilled if photography is true to nature" (Hurter).

This formula slightly modified is:

D — log—=a+bA[i = a^ + !>^logQ. . . . (10)

in which n, n^, b and h^ are numerical constants, Aij the total

quantity of reduced silver, Q the total energy of the light. If we
use the expression for A<j from (5) in this formula we get:

D= lo<i
-"- = a + b Ari (1 — 6-/'0 = a, + b, log Q (I — f-"') . (11)

in which we have also corrected the value for Q by using (8) and

putting in it only that part of Q which really has been absorbed.

If the results of this discussion represent the facts with sufficient

accuracy, we may draw the conclusion, that between light- and

lion (gen-negatives still another point of difference should exist.

We may expect that in cases of the same density a light-negative

contains considerably less silver than a Röntgen-negative ; in cases

of liglit- and Röntgen-negatives containing the same quantity of

reduced silver, the transparency of the latter will invaluably be

greater.

In order to test the truth of these conclusions I asked my
assistant Dr. Katz to make a careful quantitative analysis of the

amount of silver in a set of larger plates forming together an ex-

posure-scale. The 10 plates measuring nearly 10 X 15 cm. were

cut from one plate 30 X 40 cm. Five of them were used for the

lightscale, the other 5 for the Röntgen-exposure scale. The results

of all the measurements are given in table II. (See p. 678),

The vertical columns contain : Under Plate 42 the number of

each plate; under Q the relative quantities of light; under ff we
find the reading of the polarisation photometer ; under 2 /t*^c<(/ r/^- the

measured density, whereas the next column contains the most pro-

bable value for the calculated density, supposing a linear relation between

loi/ 1 and logchjff. The following vertical columns contain: the measured

quantity of silver on the whole surface of each plate, the exact

measured surface, the quantity of silver per square centimeter. In

the last column the most probable quantity of silver is given, cal-

culated on the sup[)Osition of a linear relation between kn/ Q and
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TABLE II.
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2.0

1.6

1.2

0.8

0.4
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graphy, Part III, we find on plate II a series of characteristic

CLirv'es pertaining to light of dilTerent wavelength between 4100 and

5100. The curve for 4600 shows maximal action and also maximal

slope. Experiments by Eder on orthochromatic plates, the curves

of which are given on other plates, also prove tiie fact that stronger

absorption or a large value for ft concurs with stronger slope in

the curve.

Another fact mentioned by Eder (I.e. p. 223) is the greater density

of collodion negatives as compared witii gelatine-negatives containing

the same amount of silver. As the former are notably thinner than

gelatinefilms this is equivalent to a larger absorption in the thinner

fdms. If, finally, the thickness of a layer containing a certain amount

of silver is so far reduced that the conditions, present in a silver-

mirror are approached, Eder finds that only 0,039 mgr. of silver per

TABLE III.

Number
dS
dL

dS
dR

Quotient Hardness
Quotient

calc.

b A md. B
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square centimeter is sufficient to produce a density of 1.5 and 0.052

mgr. of silver a density of 2.0.

On the other hand I found in my experiments one fact that at

first sight did not agree with m^' deductions. If from the different

series of experiments given in (able I and II we calcnlate the in-

crease of density with the increase of the action of the light and

of the Röntgenrays, we find the fignres given in table III, gi'aphi-

cally represented in fig. 7. (See p. 680).

The first column gives the number of the experiment, the second one

the increase of density when the action of light is doubled ; the third

one the increase of density on doubling the action of the R(intgenrays.

In the fourth column tlie (juotient of the figures in the former

columns is given. The 5''' column contains the penetrating power

of the A'-rays expressed in degrees Benoist.

The figures in the 4''' column are useful to indicate the amount

of difference in slope of the characteristic curves. If these be com-

pared with those for (he hardness of the rays, we find (he remark-

able fact, that the difi'erence in slope is less for penetrating rays

than for rays from a lower-vacuum tube. This is best seen in tlie

curve of fig. 7 which shows an absolutely unexpected linear relation

between the quotient and the penetrating [lower. The figures in the

last column of table HI ai'e calculated with the linear equation:

(^uot. : = J .809 — 0.0776 Degrees Benoist.

Though this seemingly anomalous behaviour of the harder rays

might be caused in different ways, we cannot reasonably susi)ect a

secondary radiation originated in the gelatine bromide layer itself,

as this would occur in every part of the layer. We can only suppose

that the more penetrating rays are mixed with an exceedingly

absorbable radiation which is present to a far less extent in the

radiation of medium hardness. Perhaps a very absorbable radiation

might be generated by the harder X-rays by impact on the glass

support after their passage through the sensitive layer. If the primary

rays already contain a certain amount of soft rays, these may be

derived from the anticathode (as a soft characteristic platinum or

tungsten-radiation) or from the glass-bulb, or perhaps from the

envelope in which the plate was exposed to the rays. Between the

first and the last of these possibilities we must have the difference,

that in the first case the deepest parts of the gelatine layer contain

more silver than the surface, whereas in other cases the surface of

the gelatine will be richest in silver. In order to decide in this

question I asked Dr. Klessens to make a few microscopic slides

from transverse sections of the gelatine layer of different negatives.

44*
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Micropliotograplis of tliese, enlarged about 500 times show immediately

that tlie theoretical deductions in my paper are confirmed. In fig. 8

a transverse section through a light-negative shows a strong deposit

of silver in the upper part of the gelalinelayer and liardly any

silverparticles in the deeper strata. A section through a Röntgen-

füm made with soft rays (3° Bknoist) is shown in fig. 9. The silver-

particles are almost equally distributed in the layer. From a negative

with hard X-rays [8° Bfnoist) I got the photograph shown in fig. 10,

Fis. « Fiff. 9.

Fig. 10.

in which the surface of the gelatine contains more silverparticles

than the deeper strata. With rays of medium hardness I found a

more even distribution of the silver particles, showing that these

rays contained only a limited amount of exti'emely soft rays.
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Astronomy. — "On the Infiueiice exercised by the systematic

connection between the parallax of the stars and their apparent

distance from the galactic plane upon the determination of the

precessional constant and of the systematic proper motions of

the stars." By Prof. E. F. van dk Sande Bakhuyzen and C. deJong.

(Communicated in the meeting of Sept. 25, 1915.)

Since tlie researches made by Kapteyn, it may be regarded as

an estabbslied fact, tliat stars of a given magnitude are at a greater

mean distance from us, in proportion as they are nearer to the

galactic plane. At the galactic poles the mean parallax is found

to be about one and a half limes as great as in the »alactic plane

itself. As in the researches so far undertaken concerning the pre-

cessional constant and the systematic proper motions of the stars

this connection had not been taken into consideration, it is obvious

that the determination of these (iiiantities may be affected by syste-

matic errors.

For some time it had l)een the intention of one of us to institute

a nearer investigation of this matter, all the more because it might

throw light upon a ditferenoe, found by Newcomb, between the values

of the precession-constant, as deduced on the one hand from Right

Ascension- and on the other one from Declination-observations. Later on

it was noticed, that Nkwcomb himself had indicated tiie possibility of

such an explanation of the difference, [Prec. Cons/, p. 67 and 73) and

also that Eddington in his well known monograph published last year,

"Stellar movements and the structure of the universe", in pointing-

out the desirability of taking the differences of distance into consi-

deration, had already made a beginning in this direction. At the

same time, he only deals with the influence of the inequality of the

distance upon the determination of the apex of the Parallactic

motion (p. 81—83), and only develops it in the case of the inves-

tigation being based upon stars which are evenly distributed over

the entire celestial sphere.

A new research, therefore, embracing the whole question, was by

no means superfluous. We have undertaken it, and in the following

paper we communicate our results. The term "Systematic proper

motions" is here taken in a somewhat limited sense; it includes

oidy those motions which are functions of the spherical place of

the star, although the coefficieiits may still be dependent upon

their distance from us, and perhaps also upon the spectral type,

(we leave that here out of account). Systematic movements which
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are (he consequence of star-streams, or may be ascribed to an equi-

valent non-splierical distribution of tlie individual motions, which

we might call sytsti'inatic jyroper uiotluiis of tlie second land '), are

excluded from our investigation.

In the fust place, then, the dependence of the pai'allax upon the

galactic latitude must be expressed in a simple formula; for the

derivation of this we have used the table given by Kaptkyn and

Wkeks-Ma ill their paper Fuhl. Groningen 24, 15 In that table

values for the mean parallax are given for the magnitudes 3.0 to

11.0, and for galactic latitudes: between — 20^ and -|- 20°, between

± 20' and ± 40° and between ± 40° and ± 90°. For all mag-

nitudes the same ratio is assumed: between -^5 and .t„ and with

sufficient arcurac}' for our purpose — the table is given as "quite

provisional" — we could put: :rii-=^ Ji^il -\- c shf if).

The three columns of Kapteyn and Weersma's table were assumed

to apply to gal. latitudes of ± 10°, ± 30° and ± 60°, and it appeared

that the coefficient c must be given a value between 0.60 and 0.70

We assumed therefore

,T,3^ -T-j (1 -j- 0.65 sin" jj)

or

K
Ra=
^ 1 + 0.65 siti' [i

The relation assumed by EddiiNgton is equivalent to a formula of

the same form with .c = 0.60.

Our value for R must now be substituted in the equations for

the systematic proper motion, whereby, for the present, we confined

ourselves to the terms de[)eiideiit upon a precessioii-cori-ection and

upon the parallactic motion.

The usual equations are

A'
. Y

H-j cos d =z Li III CON Ö {- L. n sin (f sin a -| sm a cos u
li R

Z X ,
F

. .

UC =z — — cos d -h ^ n cos a ~\ sin d cos a -\ sin d sin a
' R ^ ^ R R

Sui)stituting in these the value of R, expressed in R^, and after-

wards, according to the formula

sin 3 z:= sin d cos i — cos d sin (<t ~&)s!n i

V The frequency-surface may be more general than the eUipsoid, bul must,

according to our definition, have a centre, as the part of the movement that

depends upon the spherical place (Systematic Prop. mot. 1st liindj is subtracted

from the total movement.
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in wliicli 6 and i represent the node and inclination of the galactic

plane in respect to the equator, expressing everything in equatorial

coordinates, we get, after the expansion of the powers and products

of the goniometrical functions of «, leaving the value of <9, / and c for

the present undetermined :

X Y
Hj COS (ƒ^ A OT COS if ^-} c sin 2 i cos (I — sin 2d — \ c sin 2i siti •—

- sm 2 d

+ A n sin Ö -{-

'

\- \c sin'' i (2 -f cos 2 0)-- cos' ó +

X
. . .

Y
+ c cos^ i— sin^ <f -\- i- c sur i sm 2 — co« ó

/?„ Rn

Y X
U 1 c si7i' i sin 2 — cos^ d +

^R. ' Ro

Y Y
c sin^ i (2— cos 2 0) - cos^ (f -\- c cos'' i — sbv <l

X
. .

Y .
'

i c sin 2 i sin — s'ln 2 6 -\- ~c sin 2 i cos ~ sm 2 d
'^0

i c sin 2 i cos - - sin 2d — 4- c sin 2t sin — sin 2 (\

Ro ^0

X Y
i c sin^ i cos 2 - cos^ d — \ c si7i^ i sin 2 — co.s" d

X
. . . « ^

^"

i c S(«' / sin 2 — cos^ d + i « sin' i cos 2 0— cos'' d

sin 2 fi

«»i 3 «

cos 3 «

Zj ... -V

f< J= — — COS (f -{- i (.' swi 2isin 6 - cos d s'ln'' iS—
Ro

'

Ro

Y .Z,
„
.Z— \i:sin2icosO— cosösiiró — | c sin' i^ cos d — c cos- i — cos (f sur d

VY X Y
-f — sin d— -Lc sin* isin 20— cos^dsmd-j--fCsm'i(2-|-cc)s2(9)—- cos^dsind

L^O ^0 -'^0

+ c cov" i — si«' ff 4- (5 «*'« 2 i cos - cos' d sin d
Ro ^^0

X X
A /! -| sill d -L ^ <! sin'' I (2 — cos 2 0)-— cos'' d sin d -|-

X Y
. . ^. .

,,Z „ .
'

-j- ccos'' i— sin'' d—\ csin'' isin'20— cos'' dsm

d

— csin 2isaiO—cos' dsui

d

r -^^
. . .

Y
,—

\ i c sin 2 i cos — cos d sin' d — he sin 2 i sin t— cos dsin^ d —
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— ie sin^ i sin 2 — cos^ ff
'

R.

+ ^ c sin 2 i sin O — cos cf .«'«' ff -|- è c ^ï'* 2 i cos O — tos 'i si«' d

+ 3 c sm^ i cos2 O -- cos' ö cos 2 it

'
. „ , . ^ , . .... J^

„ .

'

-^ c sin' i sin 2 — cos ó sm (f + -^ c sur i cos 2 0--- cos' (f sin ö

X
. . . .

Y
\ c sin^ i cos 2 O — cos' ó sin ó — \ c sin'' i sin 2 — cos'' ösin (f

If in these general formulae we substitute:

O = -18^^4.5^' = 281°

i = 63°

c = 0.65.

we get :

X Y
H, cos ff= A ))/ ros (f — 0.02 ~- sin 2 (f + 0.13 -- si?i 2 d

sin 3«

cos 3o

+
X X X Y

A nsin 6^ 1- 0.13 — smM+0.14— cosM—0.05— cos^d
R. R„ R^ R«

— 0.05 — cos' d + 0.38 — cos- d + 0.13 — siir d

+

A' Y
0.13 — si» 2 rf— 0.02 - sin 2 d

A' Y
0.02 — sin 2 d + 0.13 — sin 2 d

R. R.

sill J, a

X Y
0.12 — cos' d - 0.05 — cos- d

X }'

0.05 — cos' d -t-
0.12 — cos- d

R.. R^

cos 2 «

sin 3 a

cos 3 a

z X r .
,

[1$ =z COS d — 0.26 -— cos d shi' d"— 0.04 — cos d sm' d

Z , ^ Z— 0.26 — cos'^ d — 0.13 — cos d sin'' d
B. R.

+
'Y X Y Y— siti d -\- 0.05 — cos' dsMi d |-0.14.-— cos'' dswd-p 0.13— sin'd-{-
R. R„ R. R,.

+ 0.10 — cos" d sin d
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A ?i + — sin 6 + 0.38 — cos^' (f sin d + 0.13 — sin" ó -f

Y Z
+ 0.05 -- cos-' ösin ö + 0.52 — cos

R,. R^
'' 6 sin cf co« «

X Y Z
04 — cos Ö sin'' d + 0.26 — cos dsirr <f -f 0.10 -- cos' d

R„ R,. -R„

X Y Z .

0.26 -— cos ösin" d — 0.04 — cos ösin' d + 0.24 -— cos'

R„ R. R„
d cos 2«

+ 0.05 -- cos'' (f sin d + 0.12 — cos'' d sin d
A'„

^
-R^

12 — cos'' dsind
R„

0.05 — cos^ ösin d
R.

3«

3«

In many cases it is convenient to iiiodifj the formulae so that in

place of R„ they contain (lie mean distance R,„ corresponding to

the magnitude or tlie mean magnitude under consideration. We will

define this mean distance as tiie reciprocal value of the mean paralla.x,

and therefore put

:

R.
R„

1 +0.65 X mean value «m 'jj

We must tiien integrate sin^S over the whole surface of the sphere,

and in this waj we find: mean value ot' sin^^ ^= -^, so that Ro =
1.22 R,n, and this relation must be substituted in all the terms which

are dependent upon the parallactic motion.

To save space, we give below only the values of the numerical

coeflicients in the new formulae containing /?,,,.

Coe/Jicients in the formulae conkdiihig R,,,-

(Ic COS d =z:

+ 1.00 — 0.02 + 0.11

+ [+ 1.00 + 0.82 + 0.11 + 0.11 — 0.04] d7i a

— [_)_ 0.82 — 0.04 + 0.31 + 0.11 ] cos a

— [+ 0.11 — 0.02 ] ^in 2«

+ [+0.02 +0.11 ] cos 2a

+ [+0.10 —0.04 ] sin 3a

— [+0.04 +0.10 1 cos 3a
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M-; =
— 0.82 —0.21 —0.03 — 0.2J —0.11

-f [+0.82 +0.04 +0.11 +0.11 +0.08
J

.vm «

+ [+1.00 +0.82 +0.31 +0.11 +0.04 + 0.43] ra.- «

— [+ 0.03 + 0.21 + 0.08 ] sin 2«
— [+ 0.21 — 0.03 + 0.20 ] cos 2a

+ [+0.04 +0.10 ] sin Sa

+ [+ 0.10 — 0.04 ] cos 3«

Using these formulae we can now ti-ace the influence which the

sj'stematic difference in the distance of tiie stars of the same mag-

nitude will have upon the derivation of tiie precessional constant

and of the elements of the parallactic movement, and thus "deduce

the corrections, which must be applied to results in the derivation

of which the differences of distance were not taken into account.

When we consider this question more closely, however, we soon

see that a sharp determination of the corrections, which would hold

for all the determinations of these constants hitherto made, is hardly

possible.

Even if we assume that the same law of mean variation of

distance with the gal. latitude holds for all individual magnitudes, which

is perhaps still doubtful for the brightest classes '), it does not follow

that it will also hold for the mean magnitude oi" a material which

extends over several classes, as the distribution of the separate

magnitudes may be different for the different regions of the heavens.

The working of the simple law may also be disturbed, when, as

is often done, and fi'equently quite rightly, proper motions above

certain limits are excluded from the discussion.

Further, it is evident that the correct value of the necessary

corrections will be influenced by the manner, followed in each par-

ticular ca.se, of establishing and solving the equations. Where the

separate determination of the various unknown quantities is just

possible, we may try to do so, or by preference take those which

would be determined with the least weight from other investigations.

There is, moreover, ample room for differences of opinion as to the

attribution of the weights, and often in different instances diflerent

distributions of weights will recommend themselves. If there is reason

to believe that a group of stars belong together physically, this may
determine us to attribute to it the weight of only one star, and in

general, the discussion may be based upon tlie individual stars, or

1) Newcomb in his Precessional constant Section XIV p. 43—46, points out

the difficulties which the answering of this question presents.
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upon larger or smaller trapezia in which the celestial sphere is divided.

Some investigators have made use of different methods and have

discussed and combined the respective i-esults ; Newcomb, in particular,

has done this in an admiral)le manner. It is therefore often diflicult,

even for the results of one investigator, to lix the exact value of.

the corrections to be applied to them, and whereas an accurate

knowledge of the foundation of our investigation, namely the exact

mean variation of the distances, is not yet attained, it would cer-

tainly not be worth while to make elaborate calculations concerning

the influence of this variation. We shall therefore only trace this

influence in a few simple suppositions concerning the method of

calculation followed. For this we use the formulae expressed in i?,„ ,

as it can be seen at once that the values previously obtained for the

components of the parallactic motion will agree most nearly with

the corrected results for that distance.

///, the first place toe loill consider the influence of the assumed

law of distances, upon the results for the precessional eonstant.

a. Deterinination of the Precession frovi Right Ascensions. In

this deduction we may either determine the correction of the total

luni-solar precession Lp by expressing i\m and Ln in it, or, elimi-

nating A?z by attributing equal weights to the results from groups

formed according to the A. R., confine ourselves to the determination

of Lm\ the influence of Ln disappears of course, when the material

used is symmetrically distributed over north and south declinations.

If we allow for the influence of t\n, the correction terms which

contain sin ti must be taken into consideration, and we must

investigate how the influence of these terms will be divided between

X
the term in Ln which contains sin <i and that in —-, which is con-

stant for all declinations. Now owing to the approximate equality

of two coefficients the whole coefficient of siji a is reduced to

An sin d 4- 0.93 0.04 - cos" ö and, even without the rigorous
Km R,n

formation of the normal equations, it is clear that, for not too high

deelinations, the term with cos' é will principally infiuence the

parallactic motion.

So it follows that, even if we take the infiuence of An into account,

provided our stars are distributed over all R.A. and we do not

attribute too great differences of weight to the different groups, we
may practically only pay attention to the correction terms which

do not depend upon u. Calling the value of Am (variation in 100
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years) which is found, if the forreciioii tei'ins are left out of con-

sideration, [A?)i], then

[L)7>] =z £\m — 0.04— sin <f + 0.21 - sin (f.

Rn, Jim

If we accept for the mean distance of the BRADLEY-stars (mean

magn. 5.5) according to Newcomb's results : X= -f 0".20, F=r= — 2".60

and according to his table on p. 39, as a mean value óto tf= +-0.20,

we get Lm = [Am] -f- 0".ll or

corr. ffp Newc. = + 0".12.

A separate correction of Newcomb's 7 zones (p. 39) gives tiie result

corr. (fp = + 0".ll.

In the second place we compute the correction which must he

applied to the value of A»;, deduced by Dyson and Thackeray from

tlie comparison of Groombrtdges catalogue with the second 10 year

catalogue. Taking 7.0 as the mean magnitude of the Groombkidge-

stars, and accordingly (see Newc. p. 34) adopting for A a small

value, putting F= — -ff . 2".60 =r — 2".00, and accepting {Mantkhj

Not. 65, 440) as mean declination of the stars -\- 52°, we find for

the coi'rection to be applied to [A??i] : -|- 0".42 sin 52° = -f 0".33.

In general, if the difference of distances is disregarded, the

precessional constant deduced from the right ascensions will be too

small if we had used stars of north declinatioii and too large if the

stars had south declination.

b. Determination of the precession from the Declinations. To trace

the errors made in this case, by the assumption of equal distances,

we must consider the terms containing cos a. We have two prin-

cipal terms of this form : A n cos « and — sin ff cos a. Almost al-
R,.

ways, and unless the mean decl. of the stars in question is large, it

will be preferable to determine tiie sum of An and the influence

of A' and then to substitute the value of A' derived from the R. A.

This is also Newcomb's method, and we shall accordingly assume

that this has been done and put:

coetf. of cos a sin d= [A?il

then, after an easy transformation

:

V Y
[Am] =: A« — (0.07— 0.20 cos^ d) sin d— f 0.04 c<-.s' ds«n d \-

Rm Rin

Z
-\- 0.43 ivs' d sin d .

Rm
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For Newcomb's result from (lie BRADi.KY-stai'S we find, taking

Z
according to Newcomb — =^-\-V%Q:

Ln=[Lii\ — 0".00 -h 0".02 — 0".18 = [Ln\ — O'Ml

so that

corr. d/> Newc. = — 0".29.

As tlie first correction term is always small and the three othei-s

have as taclor cos'' d .sm 6, while the sum — 0.20 0.04
Rm R,n

Z— 0.43— has a consideralile negative value, the precessional

constant from dcclinnfions will lie found too /ajy^ for stars witli a

north decimation, or when in the compared catalogues stars with

a north declination ai'c preponderant, while stars with a south

declination will yield too small a value.

We have therefore arrived at the remarkable result that, in derixing

the precessional constant in the ordinary way, in which no attention

is |iaid to the dependence of the distances upon the galactic latitude,

from catalogues with preponderating north declinations the lunisolar

precession /> is found larger from the declinations than from the

R.A., while the true value must lie between these two, and nearer

to the result from the R.A., and thus, to some extent at least, the

discrepancy found by Newcomb is accounted for. The values finally

assumed by Newcomb for (^) and those corrected accoi'ding to our

investigation are as follows:

Newcomb Corrected

rfy* from R.A. + 0".36 + 0".48

„ Decl. + 1 .12 + .83

The difference found by Newcomb is thus reduced to half, and

no longer presents a serious difficulty.

It should be mentioned once more, that, after the completion of

our calculations, the explanation found here appeared to have

been suggested by Newcomb himself as a possible cause of the discre-

pancy; so far his remarks upon this subject do not appear to have

received sulïicient attention.

Distinguishing by the names of "vernal region" and "autumnal

region" the regions between R.A. 19'^.5 and b^.b and between
7''. 5 and 17''. 5, he says on p. 67: "A very little consideration

"will show that if the stars of a given apparent magnitude are

''farther away within the vernal region than within the autumnal
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"region, then the smaller parallactic motions in the former region

"will tend to diminish the precession found from the right ascensions

"and increase that found from the declinations", while later on p. 71

in drawing up his final conclusions he says: "I have already

"remarked that a possible cause for the discrepancy ". As a

matter of fact the galaxy, for the northern heaven is in the vernal

region, and for the southern in the autumnal one.

As Nkwcomb further, according to observations of the sun and

of Mercury, considered as probable a correction of the assumed

centennial motion of the equinox in the system iV, by -j- 0".30, he

linally assumed <}p = -{- 0".82. With this correction, our results

become

(fj, from A.R. + 0".78

from Decl. + .83

dji mean -\- 0".80

so that the discrepancy would then vanish entirely. If we do not

accept the latter correction, our final result is

dp mean -j- Ö".6t}.

There is a striking agreement between the mean of the results

from (t and d, as they are found by us, with that which Newcomb

found by eliminating the parallactic motion from the motions of the

individual stars, by a method corresponding in principle to one

given before by Kapteyn (use of the proper-motion-component t).

Newcomb found in this way :

dp = -f 0".64

or, if he accepted the corrected motion of the equinox, by estimation,

+ 0".84.

From this we get a strong impression that the principal un-

certainty- which still remains in the precessional constant according

to the BRAüLEY-5ter5, is i>ot due to the method of treatment, but to

possible errors in the catalogues compared and particularly on the

one hand to an error in the equinox and on the other hand to

periodic errors in the declinations, the Arf^.

The precession in R.A. (the value for??;) deduced from the Groom-

BRiDGE-stars by Dyson and Thackeray, was already much larger

than the m according to Newcomb, and the discrepancy becomes

still greater by applying our corrections. Beside this result they deduced

a value for i\n from the R.A. and Decl.-observations together, which

is grounded upon the principle that from large and from small

proper motions the same R.A. of the apex must be found. It cannot
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be seen at once, liow the difference in distance of tlie stars

wil! affect (lie results by this nielliod. This investigation gave

Apv^,,,.,, =r-|-0".43, iviiile the R.A. after applying our correction

gave A/>x,„,.= + 0". 7(5 + 0".33 = + 1".09. In these results loo,

catalogue-ei'rors probably play a considerable part.

Finally we must draw attention to the terms which we found,

depending upon 2« and 3», amongst which there are some wiiich

may attain values which can certainly not be neglected.

We have in R.A. the terms-.

r
+ 0.11 sm2rf— cos 2a 0.10 cos^ Ö cos 3«

R,„

that is for stars of the magnitude 5™. 5:

— 0".29 sin -Zii cos 2« + 0".26 cos-" d cos 3rt

and in Dee!., to confine ourselves to the terms in 2«,

Z Z— 0.08 cos' (f sill 2<( — 0.20 cos' ö cos 2«
rC„i Jxjii

that is for stars 5'".

5

— 0".r2 cos^ ifsin 2« — O"..S0 cos' (I cos 2«.

These terms will, when we do not take account of them in our

calculations, be added to the corres|)onding ones arising from periodic

catalogue-errors, and show all the more clearly, that no conclusions

can be easily drawn from limited areas of R.A., and that it is

advisable in investigations of this kind as far as possible to give

e(pial weights to the different R.A.-groups.

Jn the second place ine investigate the influence of the assumed

lam of distances upon the determination of the paraUactic motion.

We assume here that the A' and 3^-coraponents are deduced

from the R.A. only, that is, from the terms which depend respectively

upon slnu and cos a, and that for the determination of A' a value

of A// is introduced, which is deduced from other terms (/?; in a, n
' X

R,n

we regard the distance as only dependent upon the magnitude, and

act in the same way with regard to the two other components,

and if we further apply a few simple transformations, as was

already partially done above, we get

in (ƒ). If we then indicate by the value which is found when

'A'

Y

0.93-

0.93

A'

Rm

Y

0.04 cos' Ó
R,r.

X
0.0't cos'' d h 0.20 cos- d

R,n

Y
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Z X Y Z= O 93 h 0.21 .sm' <ƒ— + 0.03 sin'' d 1- 0.10 cos^ ö~
R,n R,„ Rm R,n

These equations contain in the correction-terms only cos'' é and

.s'Mi' ff, so tliat they do not disappear even by integration over tlie

whole sphere. We see thus, that, even when the stars used are

spread evenly over the whole sphere, 1**' the velocity-components

for the mean distance, corresponding to sin"[i^=\, are not equal

to those which are found in the assumption of equal distances, and

2"'^ that the changes which A', Y, and Z undergo are not proportional

to the quantities themselves, so that the place deduced for the apex

also undergoes a change. As we have: mean value of cos^(S=^,

m. V. of .ym'^ff^^, we And for the entire sky:

X Y
0.93— - 0.08—

\_Rn,]

1
—

1 = 1.06-
X

0.03 —
Rm R,n

Z X Y
1.00 — ^ 0.07 -- + 0.01 —

.

-itjji -tti/i -^m

Starting from the same values of the three components for the

BR.\DLEY-stars, as were accepted before, the corrected values for the

mean distance are as follows:

Oi'iginal Corrected Correction

X -fO".20 -f0".14 — 0".06

Y — 2 .60 — 2 .43 +0 .17

Z + 1 .50 +1 .51 + .01

and the R.A. and Decl. of the apex become:

Original Corrected Correction

A 274° 24' 273° 20' ^J° 4'

i) -f 30 -f 31 48 +1 48

As we said at the beginning of this paper, this particular problem

appeared to have been already treated by Eudington in his Stellar

movements p. 81—83. He found, starting from practically the same

data, but by an entirely different method, that A in particular will

need a correction, viz. of about —2.°4. The two results for A
agree tolerably well, and ours is also not accurate to a few minutes.

We find also an appreciable value for the correction of D, although

the Z'-c.omponent remains almost unchanged.

The result found for the whole sky is equal to that for (f= ± 35°15'.

As a second example we will calculate the corrections for ff:=0.
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Physics. — "Experimental proof of the existeace of Ainpère's

molecular curretity." By Prof. A. Einstkin and Dr. W. J. dk Haas.

(Communicated by Prof. H. A. Lobentz),

(Communicated in the meeting of April 23, 1915).

When it had been disco\ered by Oersted that magnetic actions

are exerted not only by permanent mae;nefs, bnt also by electric

currents, thei-e seemed to be two entirely ditferent ways in which

a magnetic field can be produced. This conception, however, could

hardly be considered as satisfactory and physicists soon tried to

refer the two actions to one and the same cause. Ampère succeeded

in doing so by his celebrated hypothesis of currents circulating

around the molecules withont encountering any resistance.

The same assumption is made in the theory of electrons in the

form e.g. in whicli it has been developed by H. A. Lorentz, the

only difference being that, like electric currents in general, the

molecular currents are now i-egarded as a circulation of elementary

charges or electrons.

It cannot be denied that these views call forth some objections.

One of these is even more serious than it was in Ampere's days;

it is difficult to conceive a circulation of electricity free from all

resistance and therefore continuing for ever. Indeed, according to

Maxwell's equations circulating electrons must lose their energy

by radiation ; the molecules of a magnetic body would therefore

gradually lose their magnetic moment. Nothing of the kind having

ever been observed, the hypothesis seems irreconcilable with a

general validity of the fundamental laws of electromagnetism.

Again, the law of Cürie-Langevin requires that the magnetic

moment of a molecule shall be independent of the temperature, and

shall still exist at the absolute zero. The energy of the revolving

electrons would therefore be a true zero point energy. In the

opinion of many physicists however, the existence of an energy of

this kind is very improbable.

It appears by these remarks that after all as much mtiy be said

in favour of Ampere's hypothesis as against it and that the question

concerns important physical principles. We have therefore made

the experiments here to be described, by which we have been able

to show that the magnetic moment of an iron molecule is really

due to a circulation of electrons.

The possibility of an experimental proof lies in the fact that every

negative electi'on circulating in a closed path has a moment of
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momentum in a direction opposite to the vector that represents its

magnetic moment, the ratio between the two moments iiaving a

definite value which is independent of the geometric dimensions

and of' the time of circulation. Tiie magnetic molecule behaves as

a gyroscope whose axis coincides wich f he direcfion of (he magneti-

sation. Every change of magnefic stale involves an alteration of

the orientation of tiie gyroscopes and of the moment of momentum
of the magnetic elements. In virtue of the law of conservation of

moment of momentum tiie change of "magnetic" moment of momen-
tum must be compensated by an equal and opposite one in the

moment of momentum of ponderable matter. The magnetisation of a

body must therefore give rise to a couple, which makes the body

rotate. ')

^ 1. Magnetic moment and moment of momentum of the molecule.

The magnetic moment of a current of intensity i flowing along

a circle of area F is given by the formula

in ^ IF,

or if the current consists in an electron circulating n times per

second by

111 = neF (1)

It may be represented by a vector perpendicular to the plane

of the circle, the jiositive direction of this vector corresponding in

the well-known way to the positive direction of the current.

The moment of momentum is

s:)]^ = 2mnF, (2)

if we let coincide its positive direction with that of the magnetic

moment.

Hence :

•2m
33Ï = — in (3)

e

For a body in which a certain number of electrons are circulating,

this becomes

2m
2:m = - ^in,

or if we denote the magnetisation 2m by 1

1) This paper had gone to press when we learned that 0. W. Richardson

(Pliys. Rev. Vol. 26, 1908 p. 248; had sought ah'eady for the effect in question, without

however obtaining a positive result.

45*
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2mSm^ — T (4)

§ 2. Consequence of the existence of a nimjnetic moment

of momentum.

Any change of the moment of momentum ^'3)i of a magnetized

body gives rise to a couple 6* determined by the vector equation

dm dld~ — 2 — = 1,13.10-7- (5)
dt dt

'

where the numerical coefficient has been deduced from the known
e

value of ~ for negative electrons.
m

It has been our aim to verify the relation exjiressed l)y (5). We
shall show in the first place that the calculated effect is not too

small to be observed. Let the body be an iron cylinder with radius

R, which can rotate about its vertical axis. We shall deduce from

(5) the angular velocity to the cylinder acquires by the leversal of

a longitudinal magnetisation, which we suppose to have tiie satura-

tion value Is- Denoting by Q the moment of inertia of the cylinder,

and writing A for the above coefficient 1,13.10—", we find

Qw = \ddt = 2;i/,.

.

Now, if the saturation value of the magnetisation per cmMs 1000,

M
which is not a high estimate, we have 1,^=^^. 1000. The moment

of inertia is (2 =: è ^^H', and we find for H = 0,1 cm

to = 0,6 . 10-2,

an angular velocity that can easily be observed.

§ 3. Description of the method.

At first sight it seems that equation (5j may be tested in the

following way. A soft iron cylinder C is suspended by a thin wire

D coinciding with the axis of the cylinder prolonged, the period of

the torsional oscillations being a few seconds. Let the cylinder C
be surrounded by a coil K whose axis coincides with that of C.

Then, on reversing a current in K, a rotation of (' ought to be

observed. In reality, however, this simple method cannot be thought

of. As the field of the coil will not be uniform the cylinder

would probably show highly irregular motions completely masking

the effect that is sought for.
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Better results are obtained if the effect is magnified by reso-

nance. For this purpose an alternating current having the same or

nearly the same frequency as the osciUations of C about the wire

D is made to flow through the coil.

For the oscillations of C about the vei'tical axis under the influence

of the couple 6 we have the equation

6 =QÏt ^ &a + Pa (6)

in which the angle «, the deviation from the position of equilibrium

is reckoned positive in the same dij-ection as the current in the wind-

ings. Q is tlie moment of inertia. & the torsion constant of the

wire and P a small coefficient of friction. Instead of and P we
shall introduce two new constants

'0 P
Q' "-=2^ ^'^

the first of wliicii is 2.t times the free frequency, as it would be

in the absence of friction, wiiereas y. is the constant of damping.

Indeed the free oscillations (the equation for which is deduced from

(6) by putting 8 = 0) are given by

a = Ce~'' cos {V u)„^ — tt t -\- p).

The differential equation (6) is easily solved if we develop & as

a function of t in a Foukier series. Now according to (5) has

dl
the same phase as . Hence, if the magnetisation were proportional

dt

to the current we could directly represent Ö as a harmonic function

whose phase would be i .t in advance of that of the current i in

the coil. The proportionality will, however, hold for small intensities

only. If the amplitude of i is made to increase so that the magneti-

sation approaches saturation, the magnetisation cnrve takes a diffei'-

ent form. Finally, for very large amplitudes of /, the magnelisation

will suddenly pass from one saturation value into the opposite one,

simultaneously (except for a small difference of phase) with the

change of direction of the current. F'or this limiting case the cal-

culation will now be made.

The couple acting on the cylinder may be represented by fig. 1,

in which the sinusoid refers to the current / ').

dl
1) The curve with the sharp peaks represents the value of -r-, to which the couple

dt

is proportional. It was obtained in the following way. The iron cylinder, which

had its right position along the axis of the coil K, was surrounded by a narrow

glass tube covered with windings and immediately beside this tube a similar one,

equal to it and covered in the same way, was placed. The windings of the two
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Fig. 1.

Each sliaip peak corresponds to a reversal of the magnetisation

and we have lor each of them

ƒedt=± T/. I, (8)

Let the origin / = coincide with a point in Fig. 1, wiiere the

current passes from the negative to tiie positive direction. Then we
may write

i = A sin Vit, (9)

and 6 may be developed in a series

6 S B cos n (o t (10)

Of tliis series the first term only need be considered here, as the

effect corresponding lo it is tlie only one that is mnltiplied by

resonance, so that the otiier terms have no sensible inflnence on the

motion of the cylinder. Now, multiplying (10) b}' cos vit and inte-

grating over a full period T^— we find

ƒ
''''

rr

6 cos (Jit dt ^rz— B,.

On tlie left hand side is ditferent from only in the very small

intervals at ^ = and t = -. For the first of these we may put

tubes were connected in such a way, that a current passing through them flowed

round the tubes in opposite directions.

Under these circumstances, th- current induced in the windings is exactly pro-

portional to — , the demaanetizins action of the poles of the iron bar being
'

dt

eliminated, as well as the induction due to the field of the coil K. Tiie graph

dl
for the induced current, and therefore for - - or 8 was obtained by means of an

dt

oscillograph of Siemens and Halske. The alternations of the current i, repre-

sented by the sinusoid, were registered in the same way.
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cos lo t^ 1 and for the second cos m t ^ — 1 so that we find,

using (8)

B,=— /, (ii;

Instead of (6) we now get the equation

B, ros ivt = Qit 4- 0« + P«, . . ... . . (12)

the periodic solution of which is

B,«^ CO.S (cot I'), (13)
u

if the constants u and v are determined by

H COS V =z Ut)„^— U)^) Q I

'

^ (14)
U sill V = 2 X M (^ )

Here the qnantitj ii, to which we sliall give the positive sign,

determines tlie amplitude whereas the phase of the oscillations is

given by the angle v. For the amplitude, which we shall denote

by |«|, we find

B, U Is\a\=^ =
y, ,

, .... (15)

For <u = («0 it becomes a maximum |«|,„, viz.

Ills
|«|,„=--^ (16)

As to the phase, we first remark that according to (14) v ^ -

for to = (o^. If the frequency of the alternating current is higher

than that of the cylinder, we have v^- and in the opposite case

v<C^- When lo is made to differ more and more from «o., the

phase V approaches the value .-r in the first case and in the second.

If the constant of damping x is small we may say that these

limiting values will be reached at rather small distances from co^

already. In our experiments this was really the case and we ma}-

therefore say, exce[)ting only values of to in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of «>„ that V ^= ST for to ^ co„ and y =r for to <^ (t>„.

Taking into account what has been said about the positive direction

one will easily see that, if the current ^ and the deviation a had

the same phase, the cylinder would at every moment be deviated

in the direction the current in the coil has just then. In reality the
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phase of tlie oscillations of the cjiinder is behind iliat of the current

1)3' an amount v ; this follows from (9) and (13). Remembering

further that in the deduction of (11) it has been assumed that

the circulating electrons are negative and that if they were positive

ones, the sign of B^ and the phase of the effect would be reversed

we are led to the following conclusion

:

Negative electrons.

tu ^ ta„. The phase of tlie oscillations of the cylinder is a quarter

of a period i)ehiiid that of the current.

to <^ ojj. It is a quarter of a period in advance.

M = w„. The vibration has the same phase as the current.

Positive electrons.

uj^oi„. The phase of the oscillations of the cylinder is a quarter

of a period in advance of that of the curi-ent.

tu <^ iU(,. It is a quarter of a period behind that of the current.

to = to„. The vibration of the cylinder and the current have opposite

phases.

It is important to notice that there is a quarter of a period

difference of phase between the active couple i?, cos (at and the

current i:=Asui'.ot and likewise between the active couple and

the alternating magnetisation. This is always so, independently of

the relative values of to aud fo„ and of the sign of the circulating

electrons.

§ 4. Short description of the apparatus.

The alternating field which has been mentioned several times

already was excited by two coils placed with their axes along the

same vertical line and with a distance of about 1 cm between

them. They were mounted on a brass foot to which three foot screws

could give different inclinations. The coils were connected in series

and gave a field of about 50 Gauss. The iron cylinder was suspended

along their axis. This cylinder, 1.7 mm thick and in the first

experiments 7 cm long, was carefully turned of soft iron. Centrally

in its top there was bored a narrow hole of diameter 0.3 mm in

which a fitting glass wire was sealed. At its middle the cylinder
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wore a very light mirror iDade from a silvered microscope covering

glass. The light of a single wire lamp was thrown on the mirror

through the space between the two coils. The reflected ravs formed

an image on a scale placed at a distance of 45 cm When the

cylinder was set vibrating this image was broadened into a band,

the width of which determined the double deviation.

In order to obtain resonance, it must of course be possible to

regulate the length of the glass wire. For this purpose we used a

clamping arrangement by which the glass wire could be tightly

held at different points of its length.

The clamp and the suspending wire with the cylinder could rotate

together about a vertical axis in a fixed column. The effective current

was read on a precision instrument. Finally, the whole apparatus

was surrounded by an arrangement by which the terrestrial magnetic

field could be compensated. We shall i-evert to it further on.

§ 5. The iwperiinents.

Let us now examine the principal disturbing causes.

1. At the ends of the cylinder alternating poles are induced.

Acting on these the horizontal component of the terrestrial field can

give rise to a couple alternating with the same frequency as the

current and tending to rotate the cylinder about a horizontal

axis. (Effect I)

Rotations of this kind have not, however, been observed by us.

2. According to the views of Wkiss the ferromagnetic crystals

are lying irregularly in all directions. It maj tiierefore happen

that some of them are directed in such a way that their magnetism

is not reversed by the alternating field. In this case there will be

a permanent horizontal component of the magnetisation, which,

acted upon by the alternating horizontal component of the magnetic

field in the coil, will give rise to an alternating couple around the

vertical axis with the same frequency and phase as the alternating

field (Effect II).

3. The axis about which the cylinder rotates will not coincide

accurately with its magnetic axis.

A permanent horizontal magnetic force such as that of terrestrial

magnetism, will therefore produce torsional oscillations of the cylinder.

The couple which excites these oscillations has the same phase as

the magnetisation and ^in the case of strong currents) as the alter-

nating current itself.

4. It is easily seen that the P'oucault currents which are induced
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in the cylinder cannot have any influence in our experiment, their

sole effect being a slight retardation of the magnetic reversals. So

far as we can see, the above effects are the only ones that have

the same frequency as the current in the coil and are therefore

magnified by resonance. When now the coil was connected to the

main alternating current conductors the image on the scale remained

perfectly at rest so long as the length of the suspending wire was

not such as to make the frequency of a free vibration of the cylin-

der coincide very nearly with that of the alternating field. The

resonance appeai'ed and disappeared again by a change of length

of the wire by 1 mm, the whole length being 8 cm.

Ill order to find tlie length required for resonance and to make
sure that the suspended apparatus did not vibrate in one of its

higher modes, we used the following method by which we could

also determine the moment of inertia of the cylinder.

At the lower end of the iron cylinder we sealed a short copper

cross bar whose moment of inertia was 10,7.

For the moment of inertia of the cylinder calculation had given

0,0045.

It follows from this that the period of oscillation of the cylinder

becomes / '— = 48,8 times greater bv adding the small cross
K 0,0045

& . Ö

bar. If therefore we chose the length of the wire so as to have a

frequency J ") with the cross-bar, the frequencj' without it would

be about 48,8. This is nearly equal to the frequency of the alter-

nating current.

We were sure by this that the suspended system would vibrate

in its fundamental mode. In order to determine the moment of

inertia more accurately however, the cylinder was now placed

within the coil and the length of the wire was increased until the

resonance was at its maximum. Then the frequency of the free

vibrations might be supposed to be equal to that of the alternating

current which was found to be 46,2. After this the arrangement

was removed from the coil and the cross bar fixed to it. We then

found the frequency 1,14. From these numbers we deduce

= 10,7 M— =0,0065.
1.46,3;

After these preparations it was found that Effect II, i. e, the

oscillation caused by [)ei'manent poles in the cylinder, was of no

') By frequency we always mean the number of complete oscillations iu a

second.'
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importance. The double deviation remained unchanged when the

position of the axis of the coil with respect to a vertical line was

changed by means of the foot screws, a change which gave rise to

horizontal alternating fields.

Effect III, however, which was caused by the action which stati-

onary magnetic fields can exert on the alternating poles on account

of their excenfric position could easily be observed. The double

deviation changed immediately when a permanent magnet was

brought near the coil. The influence of the terrestrial magnetism

was also apparent. When it was not compensated we got, in the

case of resonance, a broadening of the image on the scale up to

3 em for a scale distance of 45 cm. In all further experiments

the terrestrial field has therefore been compensated, the measure-

ments required for this being made with an earth inductor and a

ballistic galvanometer. The horizontal and vertical components of

the terrestrial field were compensated separately by means of hoops

of about 1 m. diameter on which copper wire was wound. The

current was taken from storage cells, and precision Ampèremeters of

Siemens and Halske served for continually controlling its strength.

Whether the compensation was obtained could be tested l)y turning

the upper end of the suspending wire. The amplitude of the oscil-

lations changed by this so long as the terrestrial magnetism was

still acting on the iron magnetized by the alternating current. After

compensation however this azimuthal sensibility of the elfect had

disappeared. After all there remained a well marked double devi-

ation of 4,5 mm.
We now had to make sure that this was really the effect we

sought for. For this purpose we first availed ourselves of the cir-

cumstance that the acting couple must differ a quarter of a period

in phase from the current and the magnetisation. We brought a

permanent magnet near the coil, thereby calling forth effect III

and adding to the couple B^ cos lot, with which we are conceriied,

a new one, which has the same or the opposite phase as (he magne-

tisation and therefore diflers a quarter of a period in phase from

B^ cos lot. Whatever be the sign of this additional couple, the ampli-

tude of the resulting one must become larger than B^. We found

indeed that the broadening of the image always increased when we
brought a magnet near the coil.

Further the theory requires that the magnitude of the effect depends

on the intensity of the alternating field in the same way as the

magnetisation itself. This was likewise confirmed by experiment.

Finally we shall compare the observed magnitude of the effect
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with the theoretical one. If we take 1200 for the magnetisation

reached by the iron, we get (the voliinie of tlic cylinder being 0,16

cm') /s=:192. By direct observation of tiie osciUations in liie aller-

naling field we found

K = 0,533.

As Q = 0,0065,

it follows from (16) that

|<r =0.0036.

For a scale distance of 45 cm this gives for tlie donhie deviation

4|«| .45 = 0,65; as lias l)een said already, we have found 0,45 by

our experiments.

As to this difference we must observe that the theoretical value

is an upper limit, as the magnetism does not change its sign in-

stantaneously.

On account of the demagnetising influence of the free poles the

field in the coil must be rather strong if on its reversal the mag-

netisation is to take immediately a constant value in the new direction.

§ 6. Determination of the phase.

We have seen that the active couple differs a quarter of a period

in [)hase from the alternating nuxgnetisation. Further it follows from

§ 3 that by comparing the phase of the effect (Pj with that of the

alternating current (P,) we shall be able to decide, whether the

electrons circulating round the iron molecules are really negative

ones. We have tried to effect this by proceeding in the following way.

The single wire lamp used for the scale reading* was connected

with the main alternating current conductors in parallel with the

coil that contained the iron cylinder. If then we brought a perma-

nent magnet near the lamp, the incandescent wire was set into

motion by alternating electromagnetic forces, so that, besides the

oscillations due to the vibrations of the mirror, the image also

performed those that were caused by the motion of the wire.

By observing whether the addition of this last vibration increased

or decreased the amplitude of the image, we could compare the

phase Pj with that of the new vibrations. Now this latter is deter-

mined by the phase of the glowing wire and this in its turn depends

on the phase of the current in it, whereas the difference between

this phase and P^ is determined by the self-induction of the coil.

It would therefore be possible to compare the phases P, and P,.

Unfortunately, when our experiments had been brought to a con-

clusion and one of us had left Berlin it came out that a mistake
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had been made in the application of the metliod, so that we must

consider as a failure this part of our investigation. The negative

sign of the circulating electrons is however made very probable by

the agreement between the magnitude of the observed effect and

e

the value we have deduced for it from that of the ratio - for
m

negative electrons.

§ 7. Move accurate measurements.

The measurements thus far described furnished a satisfactory con-

firmation of the theory, but were much lacking in precision. The

field in the coil was too weak practically to cause the sudden

reversals of the magnetisation assumed in tiie theory. Further the

coefficient of damping ;: could not be detei-mined with any accuracy.

Even the question may aiise whether the iuliuence of the tlaniping

is represented rightly by tiie term P(t in equation (6).

For these reasons we have somewhat modified our apparatus. In

order to quicken the reversals of the magnetisation we used instead

of the former siiort coil one of 62 cm length (about 100 windings

to a cm) the amplitude of whose field, for an effective strength of

1,45 Ampère was 2(50 Gauss in its central part and therefore 130

Gauss at the ends. In order to diminish the demagnetizing infiuence

of the poles we further used a cylinder of 16 cm length and 0,17 cm
diameter. The mirror was now suspended by a thin walled tube that was

sealed to the lower end of the iron cylinder. It just projected beneath

the lower end of the coil. In order to avoid a determination of the

coefficient of damping and assumptions about the law of damping

a series of experiments were made in which, for a definite length

of the wire, the amplitude \<(\ was determined for different frequen-

cies of the alternating current, so that a "resonaiu-e curve" could

be drawn.

The alternating current was furnished by a generator placed in

the cellar of the building and moved by the current of a battery

of storage cells. The apparatus in the working room comprised a

variable resistance connected in parallel to the windings of the field

magnets. By varying this resistance we could change within certain

limits the exciting current in the motor and therefore the number

of its revolutions and the frequency of the induced alternating

current. The current which passed through the variable resistance

was controlled by an ampèremeter. When all other things were kept

constant the frequency of the alternating current was a function of
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the strength of the current in the variable resistance. Besides we

used a resonance frequency meter of Hahtmann and Brai'n, with

wliich we could accurately determine definite frequencies (45 ; 45,5;

46 up to 55). The intermediate frequencies were interpolated by

means of the ampèremeter. The amplitude of the vibrations of the

cylinder was measured in the same way as in the former experi-

ments. However, in order to increase the precision we now took a

scale distance of 145 cm.

In fig. 2 the results have been plotted graphically. The numbers
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on the horizontal 'j axis give the frequencies of the alternating

current, tliose on the vertical axis 10 times the double deviation in

centimeters.

For the calculation we each time used two points at the same

height combined with the ordinate of the highest point of the curve.

If for shortness' sake we put

4;. 7,

-^^'^
it follows from (15) that

*"'"•<!: + 4.^

Now, if M, O wj and 10^ «[^ io„) are the two values of m corre-

sponding to the same amplitude |«j we iuxve the equations

By elimination of tu„ and y. from these and from

\a\m

we tind

l«r l«l m

Let I' be the difference in fre(|uenc3' of the two chosen points,

so that tDj — tu., =z 4.^1' and let us put

|aim

Then we find, after introducing the value of ft

A = .V-|«|„,.v|/^-^. ..... (17)

When the resonance curve has been drawn, (17) gives a value

of /. foi' each ordinate [rtj. If this value or what amounts to the

is constant, this proves that the influence of the

damping can really be represented by a linear term in the equation

of motion.

The following table contains the values of r and h, taken from

the diagram and those of r L/ ^ we have deduced from them.

') If the figiue is brought into tlie right position by a rotation of 90°.
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;i = i,i . 10-7,

which agrees very well with the theoretical one 1,13. lO^".

We must observe, however, that we cannot assign to our measu-

rements a greater precision than of lO"/»-

It seems to us tiiat within these limits the theoretical conclusions

have been fairly contirmed by our observations..

The experiments have been carried out in the "Physikalisch-Tech-

nische Reichsanstalt". We want to express our thanks for the a[)pa-

ratus kindly placed at our disposition.

Physics. — '''On a possible injiii£nce of the FRKs^v,L-coe/'ficieiit on

soldi' phenomena". By Prof. P. Zeeman.

(Communicated in the meeting of September 25, 1915).

We shall prove here, that the presence of the term of^ '

n cD.

LoRËNTZ in the expression for the Fresnel coefficient (cf. also my
paper Vol. 18, p. 398 of tiiese Proceedings) may give rise to a

change in the propagalion of lightwaves if in a moving, refracting

medium a change of velocity occurs. I suppose the medium to have

everywhere the same density and to be flowing with a velocity v

parallel to the axis of X in a system of coordinates that is at rest with

respect lo the observer. In the direction of the Z axis a velocity

gradient exists in such a way, that the velocity decreases with the

distance to the A' axis and becomes zero at the distance z -- A. If

now the incident lightbeam (with a plane wave front) is parallel to

the axis of A', the parts of the wave fronts which are near this

axis will be more carried with the medium than those at a greater

distance. The wave front will thus be rotated.

If ihe velocity decreases linearly in the direction of the Z axis

the wavefront will remain plane. In a time / the angle of rolalion,

(supposed to be small) will be <(=——, where e is the Fkksnel

coefficient and where v and L have the above mentioned meaning.

More in general we may consider an element of the wave front

dv I'

and then wi-ite - for — . Moreover t may be expressed as a func-
dz A ' '

lion of the velocity of light and the path through which the rays

have travelled, so that we find

d dv
« = 7-y (1)

c/fi ac

46

Proceedings Royal Acad. Arasterdam. Vol. XVIII.
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In general this angle is infinitesinnal, but it will take higher

c?ft
, T 1

\ X dfi
values if becomes very large. In the expression f/,= 1

dX
'

ft- ft dX

we only need to keep the last term, so that (1) becomes

X da I dv da I dv
a = -.^ .— = — ?.-- (2)

ft dX c/n dz dX c dz

If the normal of the wave fronts forms an angle i with the

direction in which the gradient of the velocity cliaiiges most, we tind

f/fi I dv
« ^ — X ' sin i (3)

dX c dz

This equation makes it possible to construct the path of the light

ray starting from a given point in a given direction.

In order to show how great the influence of the dispersion term

may become in different cases I giv^ here some tables refei'ring to

water, carbonic disnlphide and sodium vapour.

For water and carbonic disnlphide we have calculated with the

data from well known tables the values of ft for some values of X

1
dn .

(in A.U.) In the third column the values of (/. in cm.) are
dX

given, while in the fourth the Fresnei, coefficient s/, is found.

The last column gives the value of the dispersion term separately.

For sotlium I take the value of X and ftuj,,. from Woon's ') obser-

vations, made at 644 C. ; now f/^ reduces to the dispersion term.

dn
The values of s/, and ot — - are only ot interest as to the

dX

order of magnitude.
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assistent at tlie Physical Laboratory, made at my request, using

the observatious of Hackspili. ').

As to the density of the metal vapours on the sun, whicii give

rise to the finest lines in the solar spectrum, we may treat these

according to Lokentz '•') as being very small. H' p is the pressure in

mm. mercury of the metal vapoui', / the length of the layer that

is traversed by the rays, Lorentz tinds at 7*^6000' /;/<^0,0Ü15

or p/<^ 15000 depending on the suppositions made. For /r= 10' cm.

would follow p <^ 0,00015 mm. mercury in the latter case and

/J <^ 0,00015 X iO"" mm. mercury in the former one. To the men-

tioned pressures correspond the densities 9.10 "^^ and 9.10—1".

Let be proportional to the density, then we should tind
dX

da 10». 9.10-13
for a density 9.10-'« ^ = = 10-" at 644^ C. We shall

dX 10-5

suppose this number to be still valid at 6000°.

For « = 10-1- and / = 6.10-'' cm. we then roughly titid from

dv
equation '2) — = 50. This number and therefore the velocity

dz

gradient becomes 10' times smaller, if we take 10^" for the density

of the metallic vapour and still smaller, if we assign a higher value

to — — thai) we did aboAC.
dX

A few objections can be made to the application of the above

given discussion to the explanation of solar phenomena. I .shall

mention these shortly.

Even if we confine ourselves to rays proceeding from one point of

the sun, there seems to be a dilïiculty in the fact, that while rays of a

definite wave length and definite direction are deflected away from

the objective, there are other rays of the same wavelength and

originally another direction, which are deflected towards the objec-

tive. This difficulty may be avoided by assuming a partition of

velocities symmetrical with respect to the line connecting sun and

objective. Then all rays that must be taken into consideration are

deflected, if now we had to consider the light from one point of

the sun only, we might directly conclude, that for the mentioned

small velocity gradients the deflection of the light rays must give

rise to observable phenomena. One of these phenomena would be

the occurrence of complicated changes closely connected with the

1) Hackspill. Ann. de Gliim. et de Phys. (8) 28, 676 and 66f. 1913.

-) H. A. LoRENTz. On the widtli of spectral lines. Tliese proceedings, 23, 470. 1914.
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dispersion bands of Julius, in the neighbourhood of the simple

absorption line that would be observed in a gas mass at rest. If

however instead of one point of the photosphere we consider apart

of observable apparent area we only get a mean effect, which will

be small.

Only a very special partition of the velocity may then give rise

to a strong action.

Large velocity gradients will occur in the neighbourhood of sur-

^ .
,dr

laces of discontinuity; tiien / — may become very large and «even

of another order of magnitude. Ascending and descending currents

may be found in neighbouring parts of space. Currents in these two

directions may deflect the light, so that finally the light from a

finite part of the photosphere may be deflected.

The aim of this communication is only to call the attention of

astrophysicists to the fact, that under favourable circumstances the

simullaneuus existence of velocity gradients and anoiaalous dUi)evsion

in gases that are extremely rare and without density gradients, may
give rise to a dejiection of light.

Anatomy. — ''On tin' Rehition Ijctiri'e». the Dentition of Mavsu-

pials and that of Reptiles and Monodelphiuns.' {First Com-

munication). By Prof. L. Bolk.

(Communicated in tlie Meeting of May 29, 1915).

On the morphological significance of the dentition of Marsupials

opinions have varied greatly in the course of time. The special

characteristic of this dentition, the almost entire absence of a teeth-

change, naturally gaves rise to the question : with which of the two

sets of teeth of the Monodelphian mammals does that of the Mar-

supials correspond, with the deciduous or with the permanent set ?

Older authors, more particularly led by comparative anatomical

investigations, were generally of 0[)inion that it must be considered

as identical with the permanent set of the Monodelphian mammals.

This was e.g. the opinion of Owen, Flowhr, Olufikld Thomas. With

the Marsupials the milk-dentition would, according to them, remain

undeveloped with the exception of a single tooth, namely the one

immediately preceding the first molar. In fact with most Marsupials

an existing tooth is here sooner or later expelled and replaced by
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a successor, in the same way as happens in the Monodelphian

mammals with all tiie milk-teeth.

The opinion tiiat the dentition of Marsupials corresponds with the

second set uf teeth of the Monodelphians was generally held until

about 1890, when in a comparatively short time it gave way to

a different view. It was namely at that period that ontogenetical

researches came more to the fore and led not only to a change in

the conception about the Marsupial dentition, but also introduced new
ideas into odontology, which were the starting-point for so much

capriciousness in the interpretation of the phenomena and caused so

much diversity of opinion that in the casuistic literature on the onto-

genesis of the Marsnpialian dentition one finds the different authors

continually at variance; as soon as detailed questions are dealt with

there is hardly any agreement. This period in the history of odonto-

logy begins with the papers Kükenthal, Lechk and Rose. Especially

the researches and views of the first of these authors were of para-

mount importance for the new course.

However much these authors might differ in other respects, they

agreed on the point that the functionating dentition of the Marsupials

must be considered to correspond to the milk-dentition of the Mono-

delphians. And as to the tooth which precedes the first molar and

is replaced, it should be looked upon as a milk-tooth which is replaced

by the only developed tooth of the permanent dentition. In short,

while in the opinion of the older anatomists Marsupials only possess

the second set of teeth and of the first only temporaril}' a single

tooth, this opinion is reversed after 1890 : Marsupials possess only

the milk-set and of the second one only a single tooth develops.

For KtJKENTHAL and Rose this tooth was the remnant of the lost

dentition, for Leche on the other hand it was the first element of

a new series of teeth, attaining full development in the Monodelphians.

When investigating the development of the dentition of a Marsupial,

preferably of a Polyprotodont, without being biased by existing

theories, one cannot help wondering a little at the weakness of the

grounds on which Kükenthal based his theory, the more so since

on a premise against which many objections might be raised he

wanted to introduce an entirely new conception into mammalian

odontology, a conception which made its confusing influence felt

over the whole range of this department of science. This conception

is the so-called prelacteal dentition. As such this author distinguishes

a dental series \vhich would precede the milk-teeth series. Hence

we should have to distinguish in mammals at least three dentitions :

the prelacteal, the lacteal and the permanent one. Of these three the
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lacteal would be the functionating dentition with Marsupials, of the

permanent one only a single tooth (the last premolar) would develop

and of the prelacteal one small teeth would be evolved but never

reach full development and always be reduced.

How did the investigators between 1890 and 1900 arrive at this

view? Embryological investigalion of the development of the Mar-'

supialian dentition sliowed I hat also with this group of vertebrates

two dental series were undoubtedly evolved. And the topographical

relation of the tooth-germs of either series was exactly similar to

that which is found in the Anlage of the dentition of the Monodel-

phian mammals, viz. the germs of one series lie buccally of those

of (he other series and alternate with them. Now it appeared, how-

ever, that otherwise than with the Monodelphian mammals, the teeth

of the buccal or outer set become rudimentary, while the germs of

the inner set develop into the functionating dentition. At first sight

this would seem to con firm the view of the older anatomists that

the functionating dentition of the Marsupials corresponds with the

second or [)ermanent set of the Monodelphians, for also this latter

develops from the inner series of tooth-germs. If Kükenthal had only

given this obvious inter|)retation to his observations, as e.g. Wilson and

Hill') did in 1897, much confusion and contradiction in odoiitological

literature would have been avoided. But Kükknthal was led astray

by a histological phenomenon to which he attributed a paramount

and in my opinion erroneous significance. He saw namely that the

free border of the dental lamina, after the germs of the inner series

had evolved, became slightly thickened. This phenomenon drew his

particular aliention and he attributed so great a significance to it that

it becan)e the basis for his theory. He saw namely in this thickening

the indication of still another dental series, so that three sets of

teeth would evolve with Marsupials, an outer one, of whicli the

teeth show a rudimentary development and are afterwards reduced,

a middle one, the teeth of which form the functionating dentition,

and an inner one which however only appears as a thickening of

the free border of the dental lamina and of which only a single

tooth would develop — the only successional tooth of Marsupials.

I wish to point out at once, however, that no investigator has ever

observed in this slightly thickened free border of the dental lamina

anything that ])oints to even a beginning of dental development.

Now this should raise our doubt whether in this thickening we may
see a phenomenon, actually pointing to a dental series which the

') Development and succession of teeth in Perameles. Quat. Journ. of microsc*

Sc. Vol. XXXIX. 1897.
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Marsupials would have lost in their latest pli^'logenetic-al evolution.

Lechk, who also assigned a definite significance to the free l)order

of the dental lamina, therefore gave anotiier explanation which from

this point of view was more plausible, namely tiiat it should not

be considered as ihe last trace of a lost dental series but as the

first indication of a new one. Lkchk's opinion found no adherents

and so Ihc free border of the dental lamiiui was assumed l)y a group

of investigators, following Kükenthal, to prove liiat the Marsupials

must have lost a dental series. And once arrived at this point of

view these authors were now obliged to identify this series, being

the most inwardly situated, with the permanent set of teeth of Ihe

Monodelphif.n mammals and the middle series, which in Marsupials

develops into the functionating dentition, could then oidy be identified

with the milk-dentition of the higher mammals.')

Now the difficulty arose how to explain the outer row of small

teeth which in Marsupialian embryos evolve and partially develop,

but are afterwards reduced. This led Kükenthal to introduce into

literature the conception of a prelacteal dental series, a dentition

which would precede the milk-teetii.

The rea.soii why Kükenthal attached so much importance to the

thickened border of the dental lamina is not very evident, the less

so as it created such a fundamental difference in the dental evolu-

tion between Didelphian and Monodelphian mammals. In both groups

the Anlage of two series of tooth-germs is found, an outer and an

inner one. But instead of identifying these two, the inner row of

the Didelphian mammals is identified f)y him with the outer row
of the Monodelphiaiis, while the inner row of these latter is met

with in Marsupials as a simple thickening of the border of the dental

lamina in which never a trace of real dental evolution has been

observed, and the outer row is referred to a hypothetical dental

series which is supposed to have functionated in the hypothetical

ancestors of the mammals. Now this interpretation seems rather

strained and moreover it must a priori be highly improbable that

the dental series which in the Monodelphian mammals has such a

preponderating significance as a permanent dentition would have

disappeared in the more primitive Didelphian mammals without

leaving a trace, even in the embryo. Placing our:?elves for a moment

on Kükenthal's viewpoint that there have originally been three

') Tfie opinion that from this tliickened edge of the dental lamina the only

tooth having a predecessor (\'^) would originate, is wrong. This particular tooth

belongs to the series of the other functionating teeth and its Anlage is exactly

the same but only starts a little later than the other teeth.
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series of teeth, we should expect that where the so-called prelacteal

dental series is still visible as a number of small but fully developed

teeth, also something would be seen of that inner row, since it is

this latter which develops so powerfully in the Monodelphiaii mam-

mals. And especially since according to Kükenthal one of the teeth

of this inner row does not become rudimentary, but develops fully.')

So while one element of this inner row attains its full development,

the development of all the other would always have been completely

checked. This is exactly opposite to what is observed in the outer

one of the supposed tiiree rows, which also does not produce fully

developed teeth, but the elements of which do ofleii appear as well-

shaped little teeth that are reduced after having formed.

This difference in development between the outer and inner row

with Didelpliian mammals could in my opinion only be explained

by assuming that the inner row were checked in its development

long before the outer one. But in this case the ancestral forms of

IMarsupials would have pos.sessed not three but only two dental series,

which would however not have agreed with the two series of tiie

Monodclphian mammals.

The preponderant and absolutely unjustilied significance assigned

by KtJKKNTHAL, ROSE and Dkpendorf to the thickening of the border

of the dental lamina of Marsupials has complicated the problems of

dentition in no small measure. Wilson and Hill already showed

this in 1897 by pointing out in particular that in this thickened

lamina not the least traces of local tiiickening can be observed which

would indicate a commencing Anlage of any tooth. According to

them the free border of the dental lamina simply originates by

emancipation of the tooth-germs of the teethband.

So Kükenthal postulated already three dental series for the

Marsupials: a prelacteal, a lacteal and a permanent one. But the

complications of this problem of dentition were not at an end yet.

For also at the lingual side of the Anlage of the molars the so-called

free teethband border was observed.

Now KtJKKNTHAL aiid other authors are of opinion that the molars

originate by fusion of the Anlage of teeth of both series, namely

of elements of the lacteal and of the permanent dentition. By this

hypothesis one was obliged to iissign to the free teethband border

lingualiy of the molars a different meaning from tiiat lingually of

the more frontally situated teeth.

With these latter it was an indication of the lost series of per-

1) II has been reinaiked above that this opiniou is erroneous.
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maiient teeth, but since these woiilfl with tlie Marsupials liave also

been incorporated in tlie tbrniation of the molars, the free teethband

border lingually of the Marsupialian molars could only have the

meaning of still a fourth series of teetii. In tiiis way the idea of

a series of post-permanent teeth was introduced into odontological

literature.

Thus we see that oidy on account of (lie signiticance assigned to

the free teethband border the conceptions of prelacteal and post

permanent teeth were successively introduced into odontology and

that besides the identitlcalion of Didelpliian and Monodeiphian mam-
mals became different from tiiat given ity tlie older anatomists. Not

to mention more substantial objections which will be presently

explained, the general question is justified whether it was admissible

to build up such a far-reaching theory on such a feeble base and

to make morphological deductions of paramount importance from

such a weak starting-point to the reality of which objections might

moreover be raised. And if no other arguments had led me to

reject Kükenthal's theory as erroneous, it would already have

appeared to me little plausible by its general internal weakness.

Still this theory has found several adherents. because no argunaeni

could be adduced by which it could a priori be declared to be false;

besides the theory seemingly linked the phenomena of tooth-changing

in Reptiles and Monodeiphian mammals. One of the characteristics

of the reptilian dentition is so-called polyphyodontism ; during life

the process of tooth-changing is an unlimited one and a number of

dental series evolve in succession. With mammals on the other

hand tooth-changing occurs only once, they only develop two dental

series, are diphyodontic. Exceptionally also monophyodontisra is

found, no toolh-cliange taking pla'je. The indeed obvious view was

now generally held that the diphyodontism of Mammals had developed

out of the polyphyodontism of Reptiles, the number of tooth-changes

having gradually diminished to one and hence that of the dental

series to two. And on account of this view the idea that with

Marsupials indications of four dental series would be found, namely

a prelacteal, lacteal, permanent and postpermanent one, had nothing

objectionable. On the contrary this interpretation of phenomena

supported the apparently so logical deduction of diphyodontism from

polyphyodontism. So factors were certainly present which secured

a favourable reception for Kükenthal's theory.

Considerations of a moie general kind would, as was stated above,

have already luade this theory less acceptable for me. But my
object in this paper is not to point out the weak side of this theory
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and so to arrive at the conclusion that it cannot be right. I propose

in what follows to investigate (he mor[)hological significance of the

Marsiipialian dentition, starting from quite different viewpoints.

A few years ago the Proceedings of this Academy contained a

paper bj myself on the relation between the mammalian and rep-

tilian dentition. In particular the question was dealt with whether

the diphyodontism of Mammals might be derived from the polyphy-

odontism of Reptiles by diminishing tlie number of tooth-changes.

In such a derivation it is tacitly assumed that the tooth-changing

process in Reptiles and in IVIauimals are identical phenomena. In

the paper mentioned and in later more extensive papers it has been

shown that this supposition is not correct. The tooth-changing process

of Reptiles and that of Mammals are two phenomena different in

principle. Hence we may not derive the diphyodontism of the latter

from the polyphyodontism of the former. And in order to prevent

confusion that might be caused by the meaning of these words in

which the older conception is reflected, it is desirable to drop these

terms and to indicate by other terms what is essential in the mam-
malian and reptilian dentition. These terms will be given presently.

In my investigation on the morphological significance of the Mar-

supialian dentition I have from the outset started from another point

of view than preceding authors. P^or them the question was in what

relation the dentition of the Didelphian mammals stands to that of

the Monodelphians, what could be found in Marsupials with their

absence of a tooth-change of the two dental series of the .Mono-

delphians. For me the principal question was; to what extent do

we still find in Marsupials during the Anlage of the dentition phe-

nomena that are characteristic for the dentition of Reptiles? For a

right understanding of the answer to this question a short account

must precede of the chief evolutionary phenomena of the reptilian

dentition as compared with (hat of Mammals.

In the mentioned paper it has been shown that the reptilian

dentition originates from tooth-germs, evolving in two rows on the

feethbaud, one row on the buccal side close below the epithelium

of the cavity of the mouth and a second row on the free border

of the feethbaud. Both rows consequently lie as an outer and an

iimer one with respect to one another, for which reason they are

distinguished as Exosfichos and Endosticlios. And since the first

Anlage of the dentition is double-rowed it may be indicated as

"distichical".

Another characlei'istic is that the tooth-germs of both rows alter-

nate with each other. First the tooth-germs of the exostiehical row
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become visible and the teeth so evolved remain also in liieir develop-

ment a little in advance of those of the endoslichical row In Mam-
mals tiie same structural principle is met with. Here also the Anlage

of the dentition is in a bnccal — exostichos — and in a lingnal

row or endosticlios and the elements of the two rows alternate as

with the Reptiles. Hence the dentition of both groups of vertebrates

is distichical in Anlage. In the course of its furtiier development

however essential differences arise between the dentilions of Reptiles

and Monodelphian Manitnals.

With the Reptiles the endostichical teeth are regularly intercalated

between the e.vostichical, .so that in the functionating dentition the two

rows are tixed on or in tiie jaw in a single row. So it is charac-

teristic of the morphology of the reptilian dentition that in it the two

rows of teeth fuiictionate simultaneouslj-. 1 should like to express

this fact by calling the reptilian dentition "hamastichical". And since

at any rate in the beginning between every two exosliehical teeth

an endostichical one is inserted and takes part in the construction

of the dentition, the mixing of the rows being thus a regular one,

also this fact might find expression in the characterisation of I he

reptilian dentition. Hence the functionating dentition of the Reptiles

should be described as an "isocrasic hamastichical" one.

In regard to this characteristic a fundamental difference is now
met with between Reptiles and Monodelphian Mammals. Although

also with these latter the two dental rows evolve shortly after each

other, still the inner one or endostichos generally develops much more

slowly and its elements do not push themselves between those ot

the exostichos. This latter forms a compact dentition of which the

teeth pierce with a certain regularity and functionate during some

time, while the teetii of the endosticlios remain below the surface,

developing slowly. When they have reached a certain degree of

development they gradually expel the teeth of the endostichos, i. e.

the milk-set, till up their places and form the second or permanent

set. The typical dilference between the reptilian and mammalian

dentition consecpiently is that the functionating dentition of the former

consists of elements of both rows, while on the other hand with

the mammals the two rows functionate one after another. Hence I

distinguish the dentition of the Monodelphian mammals as c/wrLssfi-

cliical as compared with the hamastichical one of the Reptiles. It

should be pointed out however that according to the investigations

of Leche the functionating dentition of Erinacidae also consists of a

mixture of elements of the rows. Probably this expresses the very

primitive character of this animal group.
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111 what precedes the chief characteristic of the iiatiiie of the (ooth-

chaiige in mammals has also been indicated: the endostichical row

expels the exostichical, in other words the two rows succeed one

another, there is a change of series. This form of tooth- change will

therefore be distinguislied as "slichobolism". With Reptiles the change

mnst have an entirely dififerent character, as here the two rows

constitute simnltaneouslj' the functionating dentition, so that there

can be no question of substitution of one series bj another. .So with

Reptiles the change is of a much more elementary character. In this

group the productivity of the teeth-band does not stop with the

Anlage of a single exo- and endostichical dental series. On the

contrary, after the endostichical series has been evolved, a

third series appears which must be considered as the substituting

series of the first evolved exostichos. After this a fourth appears

which will replace the first endostichos and so on. The elements of

these subsequent series are formed by the matrices from which the

first two series came forth, in this wa^' that a matrix first produces

an element for the first exostichos, then for the second exostichos

and so on. The second product of a matrix is destined to expel and

replace the first and is in ils turn expelled by the third product.

All the products of the same matrix may be distinguished as a

dental family. With Reptiles every tooth is therefore to be considered

as a generation that will be replaced by a following younger generation,

produced by the same matrix. So an exostichical tooth will always

be expelled by an exostichical one. Consequently there are as many
matrices in the teeth-band as the dentition has functionating teeth.

These matrices go on producing continuously. With some Reptiles

the lime between the formation of two dental generations is longer,

with others shorter, but there is no question of a change of series,

as the series functionate simultaneously. Here the change has the

characteristic that the members of a family, successively produced

by a matrix, replace each other. In contradistinction to the stichobolism

of the M,onodelpliian mammals I propose lo distinguish this process

as "inerobolism".

What is now the relation between the mammalian dentition in

which only once an exo- and endostichical series is evolved and

the reptilian dentition in which a number of exo- and endostichical

series succeed each other like as many generations? The simplest

conception is that with Reptiles the dental matrix extends its produc-

tivity over the whole life of the individual, giving birth each time

to an elementary tooth, while on the other hand with Mammals the_

whole prodiiclivity of a dental matrix is exhausted in the formation
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ot a single product, containing potentially a larger number of eleinentaiy

teeth, a number of dental generations. A whole dental family of

the Reptiles has as it were been condensed in a mammalian tooth.

This dental Anlage will therefore be distinguished as "symphyomeric".

So the mammalian tooth is not identical witii a reptilian one, but

represents all the generations which come forth from one matrix of

the teeth-band, i. e. a reptilian dental family. In most cases two,

sometimes three such generations can be recognised on the relief of

the mammalian teeth, they are accoi'ding to their structure diraeric

or trimeric.

The re}(liliaii teeth on the other hand are always monü??imc, each

tooth corresponds to a single generation only, these generations

succeeding each other sometimes more sometimes less rapidly. In

contradistinction to the symphyomeric dental Anlage of Mammals
the dentition of Reptiles must therefore be iiidivated as stoicheomeric.

Summarising the main points of the above comparison between

the dentitions of Reptiles and Monodelphian mammals, we have

what follows. The Anlage of the dentition is in both groups distich-

ical, the Anlage of the teeth with Monodelphian mammals sym-

phyomeric, with Reptiles stoicheomeric, the shape of the teeth with

the Mammals dimeric, seldom tri- or polymeric, with the Reptiles

monomeric, the functionating dentition with the Monodelphian mam-
mals chorisstichical, with the Reptiles isocrasic hamastichical, the

tooth-change with the Mammals stichobolic, with the Reptiles merobolic.

Comparing this characterisation of the dentitions of the vertebrate

groups with the generally accepted one, that the dentition of Reptiles

is polyphyodontical, the teeth simple, with the Mammals the dentition

diphyodontical and the teeth partly composite, it would appear as

if I had made the difference between the two forms of dentition

larger. But this is not so much the case as it seems. The essential

difference is that by me the relation between the so-called polyphy-

odontism of the Reptiles and the diphyodontism of the Mammals is

rejected in principle, since the tooth-change is an entirely different pheno-

menon in these two groups. Directly related to this is the difference

in structure of the functionating dentition on which I ha\ e laid stress.

The differences described above are schematically represented in

fig. 1. Scheme A refers to the Reptiles, the exostichieal teeth are

dotted, the arrows show the mechanism of the tooth-change. Scheme B

refers to the Monodelphian mammals. The dots and arrows have the

same meaning as in A.

Basing ourselves on what precedes w'e may answer the question

what place the dentition of the Didelphian mammals occupies in the
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Fig- i-

system. It is easily perceived that for each of the above described

points of ditFereiice between the reptilian and nionodelphian dentitions

this question must he put and answered separately. Now there are

three possibilities : a. it behaves like the reptilian dentition, h. like

that of the Monodelphian inaniinals, and r. it occupies an intermediate

position and has points in common with both, so that it is no longer

a reptilian dentition but not yet in every respect that of a Monodel-

phian mammal. The answer, based on an investigation of a fair

number of young ones of several marsupial groups is given as suc-

cinctly as possible in the following table.

i Anlage of Anlage of
\
Shape of

| Form of ; Tooth-
the dentition tine teeth the teeth ! the dentition

j

change

Keptlies

Monodelphian
mammals

Marsupials

Distichical stoicheomeric monomeric hamastichical : merobolic

I

' (isocrasic)
|

Distichical symphyomer. dimeric or chorisstichical
j

stichobolic

I
j

trimeric i (complete)

Distichical symphyomer. monomeric hamastichical stichobolic
;0r stoicheom. or dimeric (anisocrasic) '(very incomp.

This table shows that according to my investigations the Marsu-

pials agree with the Reptiles and the remaining mammals oidy in

regard to the Atdage of their dentition, since also with (hem it is

evolved in two rows : an exostichal and an endostichical one, but

that foi' the rest the Marsupials form in every respect a transition

between Reptiles and Monodelphian mammals.

This will be shown successively for each of the ontogenelical

and morphological properties of the dentition and the teeth. In this

first communication only the dentition as a whole will be dealt with,

in a following one the teeth as elements of the dentition will be

studied more closely.

Concerning the dentition it will therefore be attempted to show
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that its Alliage is distieliical, i.e. that the Anlage has two rows,

while its final structure is harnast ichicai, i.e. that elements of both

rows t'ontribule to the construction. As to the distichical nature of

the inarsupialian dentition, this can of course be shown best wi;h

the dentition of polvprotodon'tic Marsupials.

The fiu'ther discussion will lie based on the paitiaily de\eloped

dentition of a pouch-yonng of Peraiueles obesula, starting with the

lower jaw. In fig. 2 this Anlage has been sketched. In agreement

Fig. 2.

with other authors I found here a number of evolved but not further

developing small teeth. These have been dotted in fig. 2.

The scheme in which the teeth are shown in their mutual topo-

graphical situation, represents the dental Anlage when the teeth-band

is viewed from the buccal side. It is evident that the tooth-germs

lie in two rows, one nearer the surface epithelium and one along

the lower margin of the teeth-band. There are eight teeth in the

exostichical row. numbered J—8, the endostichical row also contains

eight teelh, indicated by a—h. The teelh of the two rows are clearlj'

seen to alternate. The object studied by me, from which fig. 2 has

been drawn, was at about the same stage of development of the

dentition as the object described as stage IV by Wilson and Hill

in their monograph on the evolution of the dentition of Perameles.

Of the eight exostichical teeth only three attain further development,

namely the third, sixth and seventh in the row, the other are reduced.

The exostichical teeth are evolved from the lateral margin of the

teeth-band, as with the Reptiles. This is also the case with the

Monodelphian mammals, but still the Marsupials agree in this respect

much more with the Reptiles than with these mammals. How great

in young stages of development the agreement is between the Anlage

of the teeth of Marsupials and Reptiles, may be seen by comparing

figs. 3 and 4. In fig. 3 the teeth-band with the Anlage of an exostichical

and endostichical tooth of a young Lacerta is sketched, the exostichical

tooth lies parietally close below^ the epithelium of the cavity of the

mouth, the endostichical Anlage lies terminall}'. Fig. 4 is a repro-

duction of Wilson and Hill's fig. 37 and refers to the Anlage of
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teeth 3 and 4 in the scheme of fig. 2, at a stage of' development

somewhat vouiiger tlian was at inv disposal. The agreement is so

striking tliat only the more powerful development of the primitive

pulp-cells in fig. 4 proves thai it is not a teeth-band with dental

a.
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Anlage of a Reptile. Already Lkche pointed out tliis agieenient of

tlie teeth-band apparatus witli the tooth-gei-ins between Marsupials

and Reptiles foe Myrmecobius (Morph. Jalirb. XX j). 1J8). This

author says in the place referred to: "dasz die erhaltenen Bilder in

Bezug auf die Beziehungen der Sciinielzleiste des rudiinentiiren

Zahns zur Leiste der persistierenden eben so selir von den bei allen

übrigen Sangethieren vorkoinmenden Befunden abweiciien, wie sie

an Zustiinde bei manchen Repiilien erinnern" (that the obtained

pictures in regard to the relations of tlie border of the teethband

of the rudimentary tooth to liie teethband of tlie permanent teeth

differ as much from what is fouiid with mammals as they remind

us of the conditions with many Reptiles).

As will be seen from fig. 3, of the exostichical teeth only three

develop, namely those numbered 3, 6, and 7. Especially the meaning

of tooth 3 and 7 is important for our further discussion and therefore

it is necessary that its exostichical nature is definitely proved. So

in fig. 5 some fifteen successive sections are given tiirough the region

of the teeth-band, enclosed in fig. 2 between the lines A and B.

In this region lies also tlie posterior end of the endostichical tooth

a, visible in the sections a, b, and c as a terminal thickening of the

dental lamina. Then follows the exostichical tooth 2, already furnished

with a dentine cap, but otherwise rudimentary, sketched in sections

b-f. That this tooth is formed from the teeth-band not terminally

but |)arietally is clearly seen. Next comes the endostichical tooth b,

the Anlage of which may be followed in the sections f-p as the

already terminally invaginated thickening of the dental lamina. But

before this Anlage is completed that of the exostichical tooth 3 appears.

That also this tooth is connected with the teeth-band not terminally

but parietally like the tooth 2 and consequently belongs to the

exostichos, is proved beyond doubt by the pictures. As an additional

proof the Anlage of tooth /> and tooth 3 at a younger stage of

development is given in fig. 6. This is a reproduction of Wilson

and Hill's fig. 34. In my opinion there can be no doubt as to the

exostichical nature of tooth 3 in Perameles. That so much stress is
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laid on this point is on account of the circumstance that while teeth

a and h will later develop into the first and second incisors, tooth

3 produces ihe third incisor. Now it follows from what precedes

that with Perameles ihe functionating incisors do not all originate

from a single dental series, but partly from the endostichos (=
permanent set of the Monodelphian mammals), partly from the

exostichos (== milk-set of the same mammalian group).

As to Ihe dental Anlage of tooth 6, (his will produce the last

premolar, the onlj too*h which, as we know, is rei)laced in the

marsupialian dentition and which in all respects behaves as a milk-

tooth. To this I shall return later. As to the manner of Anlage

and the relation between the tooth germ and the teeth-band there

is not the slightest difference between tooth 3 and 6. This is

acknowledged as well by Wilson and Hill as by Depkndokf, although

this latter without any reason and quite erroneously sim[)ly considers

this as a secondary state. This \iew was forced ujion the author

since otherwise he would according to his system necessai'ily have

arrived at the conclusion that tooth 3 and 6 belonged to the so-

called prelacteal dental series, while a complete development of

teeth of this series may not be assumed by adherents of a prelacteal

dental series. This is a very striking instance how strongly the

idea of a "prelacteal dentition" spoils objectivity in judging the

facts. WiisoN and Hill, who like myself consider the row 1—

8

in fig. 2 as the row of the milk-set, accordingly state ex[)ressly that

tooth 6 at its first appearance is evolved from the buccal wall of

the teeth-band and not terminally, (curiously enough liowever they

do not state this for tooth 3 and 7, although their drawings clearly

show such an Anlage at any rate for tooth 3, as will appear from

figure 6, here reproduced. Very peculiar is Dkpendokf's reasoning

concerning the remarkable situation of tooth 3. "Wiirde der Kiefer",

he says on p. 255, "spater nicht an Lange zunehmen. so hiitten

wir im Bereiche der Incisivi von Perameles ebenfalls einen Zahn-

wechsel zu erwarten, in der Art, vvie er wirklich bei den Diprot-

odontiern in der Pramolarenreihe vor sich geht" (If the jaw did

not later increase in length we should have to expect in the region

of the incisors of Perameles a tooth-change as it actually occurs

with the Diprotodontians in the premolar series). So he grains

indirectly that the Ardage of the developing tooth 3 in regard to

that of tooth /; and c agrees entirely with the relation of a toolh-

germ of the milk-set to that of the permanent teeth.

For the genetical significance of the teeth constituting the deniition

of Perameles it is impiu'tant euiphatically to point out that the teeth

47*
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3 and 6 which develop fnlh', belong to the same series and are

entirely equivalent to the riidimeiitarj little teeth 1, 2, 4, 5. and 8.

Tooth 7 will presently be separately dealt with. Bearing in mind

that by the adherents of Kükknthai/s theory these rndiinentary little

teeth are adduced as a proof for the assumed prelacteal dentition,

the importance of the mentioned fact becomes evident. If we accept

Kükenth.\l's theory teeth 8 and 6 must be considered as |)relacteal

teeth reaching development. This consequence however no adiierent

of this theory has until now had the courage to accept. The view-

point of this paper is much simpler and more natural, the teeth

1—8 are exostichicai (milk-teeth of the Monodelphians) and among

these 3 and 6 attain development and push themselves in between

the elements of the endostichical teeth, as with the reptilianlike

ancestral forms also the remaining teeth of this series would have done.

The point of view of this paper leads in its consequences to

somewhat radical conclusions as to the I'elation of the incisors of

the Marsupials to those of the Monodelphian mammals. For if the

functionating incisors of the Marsupials are derived from the two

dental series and so foim a haraastichical row, they must not be

identified with the incisors of either set of teeth of the Monodelphians,

but with both. In other words the incisors of a poiyprotodontian

Marsupial are identical with the incisors of both the milk-set and the

permanent set of the Monodelphians. By this conclusion it seems to me
that an existing difticulty in the comparison of the incisors of Monodel-

phian and Didelphian mammals is solved in a simple manner. The

largest number of incisors of the Monodelphian mammals is three, in

the permanent and milk-set together six. With the Marsupials five

develop at the utmost, although the Anlage of six is present. As

well in the permanent as in the milk-dentition at least three would

accordingly be lost with the Didelphians. But no trace of them has

ever been detected. And so there always remained an unbridged

gap between the two groups of mammals. In my opinion this gap

does not exist. The highest number of incisors, evolved with Marsu-

pials, was stated to be six. ') Woodward has found this number in

Petrogale. Of these six only three develop with Petrogale, namely

2, 4 and 6, while J, 3 and 5 become rudimentary. It is clear that

here we have development of the incisors of the endostichical series

only, while the exostichicai teeth do not develop. The three teeth

that become rudimentary must be identitied with the three milk-

1) The total number of rudimentary and developing teeth may occasionally be

larger than six in the domain of the incisors, e. g with Dasyurus, but this is

the result of a complication which will be explained in the foüowiüg communication.
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incisors of a Monodelphian mammal, the three that develop with

the three incisors of the permanent dentition. In this way a natural

connection is established between the number of incisors of the two

groups. Here I shall restrict myself to a simple mentioning of this

view, remarking in passing that e.g. of the tive incisors developing

with Didelphis three will belong to one series, two to the other.

So the haraastichical character of the dentition is still very strongly

expressed there.

It has been shown above that also the series of incisors in the

lower jaw of Perameles is hamastichical, the first and second incisor

being endostichicai, the third exostichical. For ihe upper jaw this

is not so easily proved, since tliere the incisors are evolved more

directly and individually from the buccal epithelium. Five incisors

develop here in all. As many are evolved in the lower jaw and

phenomena, observed in older specimens, rendered it probable that

also these tive would be evolved in two rows. To prove this more

fully would take up too much space here. That the tive incisors

in the upper jaw correspond with the five, evolved in the lower

jaw, follows still from the fact that rudimentary incisors do not

occur in the upper jaw.

I need not enlarge here on Ihe e.xostichical character of tooth 6.

From this tooth-germ the premolar is formed whicii undergoes sub-

slitulioii Now in the domain of tooih 6 and 7 an iri'egularity in

the constitution of the dentition is met with. As far as tooth 6 the

elements of the two series alternate regularly and so after the exosti-

chical tooth ti an endostichicai one would have to follow. But this

tooth is still lacking at the stage of lig. 2. Still at the spot marked

by a cross the free border of the dental lamina is already slightly

thickened and with further development the endostichicai tooth will

here be formed which is destined to replace the exostichical tuolh

3 (the third premolar). Wilson and Hii.l have described these stages

more fully. It should be particularly pointed out here that this sub-

stituting tooth is formed in the same way from the fVee bolder of

the dental lamina as the teeth (/, b, c etc., for these also are formed

terminally. So the substituting tooth is isostichical with the teetli

a, b etc., the strong development of tooth six however seems to be

the cause of its later Anlage.

After tooth 6 now follows tooth 7 and concerning this one I

disagree with Wilson and Hill in this respect that according to

my view also this dental Anlage, from which the first molar will

develop, belongs to the exostichos. If this view is right, this would

mean that with Perameles also the first molar belongs to the exo-
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s(ichical dentition, i.e. the milk-dentition of the Monodelphians. It

may Ite stated at once that tlie same holds for the first molar of

the npper jaw set of Perameles.

It is easier to prove the correctness of this view for the lower

than for the upper jaw. Following up the Anlage of the tooth-germ

of the first molar in the lower jaw, it is clear that it does not

evoKe from the free border of the dental lamina, but from the

labial wall, contrary to the second molar which is formed indeed

as an endostichical tooth from the free border of the dental lamina. But

in the lower jaw a more definite proof may i)e given, namely:

Following up the Anlage of MI — i.e. tooth 7 — in the lower

jaw, one finds that very shortly before the posterior edge of this

Anlage the free end of the teeth-band produces a rudimentary tooth-

Anlage. This is indicated in fig. 2 by /, and in fig. 7 sections of

»-..<-5

Fie. 7.

it on the right and left side of the jaw are drawn. The Aidage of

these rudimentary germs puts the exostichical nature of the first

molar beyond doubt. If these germs developed further- also tooth 7

would be expelled, as is in reality the case with tooth 6.

The first molar in the upper jaw has been said to belong also to

the exosfichos. Here however I have found no trace of the corre-

s|)onding endostichical tooth. And the proof can here only be given

by a comparison of the topographical relation of the germs of the

first and second molar in regard to the dental lamina. Therefore in

fig. 58 thirteen sections are given of the Anlage of the first molar

and in fig. 9 of the second molar of the upper jaw. Especially for

those who are acquainted with the evolution of the reptilian dentition
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Fis. 8.

it will be clear that in fig. 8 we have a so-called parietal denial

Anlage and in Fig. 9 a terminal one. For over the whole lengthof

the Anlage in fig. 8 the lamina ends in a tVee border and the place

where in the posterior part of the enamelling organ the connecting

strand between this organ and the dentil lamina is attached to this

latter, furnishes a certain proof that this Anlage has been evolved

from the denial lamina shortly below the buccal epithelium. The

tooth-germ of the second molar, on the other hand, sketched in fig. 9,

begins as a thickening of the upper edge of the dental lamina and

retains this character over its whole Anlage. In the sections 9, 10,

11, and 12 the tooth is visible which is indicated in tig. 2 as tooth
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8 and heloiiRS to llie exostichieal series. Tliis little tooth starts at the

same spot on the dental lamina as the connecting strand of the

enamelling organ and the first molar in fig. 8.

These brief indications may suffice here to prove that the first

Fig. 9.

so-called molar of Perameles is exostichieal, i.e. a milk-tooth. From

what has been saitl here it becomes probable that the second molar

of Perameles is identical with the first molar of the Monodelphians.

For the first molar of Perameles is nothing else but the fourth milk-

molar which is not expelled and replaced like the third. The first
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and second milk molar are formed in Anlage ftootli 4 and 5 in tlie

scheme of fig. 2) but do not develop.

In what precedes it has in my opinion been definitely proved

that in its constitution the marsnpialian dentition has an essential

characteristic in common with the reptilian dentition, namely hama-

stichism. For (he dentition of Perameles chiefly consists of endosti-

chical teelh (these are the so-called permanent teeth of the Mono-

delphians), bnt of the exostichical series the third incisor and first

molar functionate permanently, the third milk-molar temporarily

together with these endostichical teeth. In the upper jaw with its

five incisors the hamastichical character is still moi'e clearly perceived

since of these five incisors three belong to the exostichical and two

to the endostichical series.

It is remarkable that in literature one repeatedly comes across

remarks, presented in the shape of possibilities or surmises, which

fit in perfectly wilh the here briefly framed theory of the marsnpia-

lian dentition. If these investigators had not always been influenced

by the opinion that the diphyodontism of Mammals and the poly-

phyodonlism of Reptiles were identical, only qnanlilatively different

phenomena, a more correct conception of the marsnpialian dentition

would in my opinion have sooner prevailed. But in this erroneous

premise the conceptions of [jrelacteal and [)ost permanent dentitions

were rooted and it was these which blocked the road for a right

understanding of 'the marsnpialian dentition. So e.g. Rösk says in

iiis investigation of the dental evolution of Marsupials : "Es scheint

iiiir sehr wahrscheinlich dasz aiich bei Phalangista nicht allein dcr

letzte Priimolar, sondern ancli der dritte Incisivus des Oberkiefers

aus der zweiten Zahnreihe entsteht." (To me it seems very likely

that also with Phalangista not only the last premolar but also the

third incisor of the upper jaw is formed from the second dental

series). This statement of Rose is similar to that of Dependorf,

quoted above, who also, in this case for Perameles, expresses the

possibility that the incisors originate from the two dental series. '). The

significance of this fact for the identification of the incisors of Mar-

supials and Monodelphian Mammals has been explained above.

A very remarkable discussion as to the manner in which witli

the Monodelphians the four milk-molars and their substituting teelh

have originated, is found in Woodward's : "Development of the

1) Id this respect Bensley's statement is remarkable that with Didelpliis the

incisors of the lower jaw do not stand in a single row, the second stands more

inwardly between the first and the third. (.On the evolution of the Australian Mar-

supiatla. Transact. Linn. Soc. London. Vol. IX, p. 187)
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Teetli of the Maoropodidae" (Proc. Zool. Soc. 1893). The audior

points out that willi Amphilestes "tliere are J 2 or 13 cheek-teeth

present, and no evidence of' tlie presence of two sets of teeth. May
not the five posterior ones", the author continues, "represent the

five molars (Bettongia) while the first 8 might be supposed to give

rise to the 8 premolars, (4 milk and 4 permanent) and bj the

retardation of eacii alternate one the condition in the Placentalia

might be brought about, the 2"', 4"', B''' and 8"' being retarded

and displaced to form a second or replacing set, while the 1«', 'S^,

5''' and 7''' develop early and are replaced by the former" (loc. cit.

p. 470). So here the toolh-change is explained as a possible shifting

into two rows of a larger number of teeth in the most primitive

mammals.

If WooDWAKD had known that two-rowedness is an essential

characteristic of the dentition of Reptiles and certainly also of the

Marsupials, he would ha\e explained the relation between the

dentition of Amphilestes and the Marsupials with four premolars in

the opposite direction and then in my opinion correctly. It seems

to me that with Amphilestes hamasthichism is still fidly expressed,

i. e. the four teeth of the endostichical row push themselves between

the four teeth of the exostichical row as with the Reptiles. In the

now living Marsupials this hamastichism has for the greater part

been lost by a number of exostichical teeth becoming rudimentary,

with the Placentalia it has been entirely lost exactly on account of

the more complete development of the exostichical teeth, by which

the endostichical ones were retarded and the foundation was laid

for a system of tooth-change, in which the exostichical teeth were

replaced by the endostichical.

Now this process deviates in its essential points entirely from

that of the Reptiles. But for a correct insight into these relations

the knowledge of the structural principle of the distichism of the

reptilian dentition was required. And in this communication it has

been proved in principle that this distichism leads with Reptiles

to a hamastichically built dentition, with the Monodelphian Mammals

to a chorisstichically built one, while the Marsupials form a transi-

tion between them, as their dentition is still partly hamastichical.

one element being with many forms replaced in the same manner
as with the Monodelphian mammals, so that also the phenomenon
of cliorisstichism is already present in principle. But it should be

clearly pointed out thai the question to what extent the marsu|)ialian

dentition is still hamastichical will have to be solved for each form

separately.
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A view, entire!}' agreeing witli the principle developed in this

paper, lias already been held by Winge in regard to the large

number of molars of Myrmecobins. This author is namelj' of opinion

that tliis large number n)ust be explained by the non-expulsion of

milk-teeth. So also for this author the dentition of Myrmecobius at

any rate consists of a mixture of milk-teeth — exostichical teeth

in my nomenclature — a,nd "permanent" i. e. endostichical teeth.

Also according to Winge the dentition of the mentioned Marsupial

is consequently hamastichical.

Finally in this relation the results may be mentioned of Leche's

investigation of the dentition of Erinaceus whicli consists of elements

of the milk-set and of the permanent set. Whether this hamasti-

chism is a secondary acquisition or the direct continuation of the

original phylogenetic condition does not matter. However, this

phenomenon is certainly remarkable in a form which has remained

so primitive as Erinaceus. That besides hamastichism, be it to a

limited extent, may also re-appear in other Monodelphian manmiais,

is proved by the dentition of the catarrhine Primates, in which the

first molar is an element of the milk-set, become permanent.

If we now return once more to our starting-point and contpare

the here developed theory of the constitution of the marsupialian

dentition with the two existing theories, it appears to stand between

these two. While according to the older investigators the functionat-

ing dentition of the Marsupials corresponds with the permanent

dentition of the Monodel[)hians, according to the more recent workers

with the milk-dentitioii, it is in my opinion built up (+f elements of

both, although in a very disproportional mixture. It is an aniso-

crasic , hamastichical dentilion, betraying by its hamastichism its

nearer relation to the dentition of the Reptiles and certainly also

of the most primitive Mammals, and by its anisocrasy its progres-

sive character as compared with that of the Reptiles.

In this communication I have endeavoured to prove that the

Marsupialian dentilion in its evolution and constitution still shows

relationship to that of the Reptiles, in a following one it will be

shown that also in the development and structure of the Marsupialian

tooth there exist points of agreement with the Reptilian teeth.
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Physiology. — ''Further rg.seiirches on pure j)ep.iiii.." By Dr. W. E.

RiNGEu. (Comm imitated bv Prof. C. A. Pekelharing.)

(GommunicatoJ in the meeting of September 2G, l'.)15).

Some yeaivs ago Pkkei.haring and myself') found that pure ])epsiii

lias not a so-called iso-electric point, that is to say, not with any

concentration of hydrogen-ions has it a minimal electric charge

with opposite charges on cither side of this H-concentration. Pepsin

always appeared to be electro-negative and ever to move towards

the anode in the electric field. This result conflicted with the ex-

perience of MiCHAELis and Davidsohn', who found in their pepsin

an iso-electric point at a concentration Cii= 5.5 X 10~^ (pii=^ 4.26).

We found, however, that when we add protein or albumoses to our

pepsin, the enzyme behaves a? in the experiments of Michaelis and

Davidsohn. It then educes an iso-electric point, more or less distinct

according to the amount of protein added. This may also happen

when the enzyme has been prepared under unfavourable circum-

stances. Michaelis and Daviusohn made their experiments with

Grübler's pepsin, an impure commercial preparation. The impurities

of their pepsin are obviously responsible for their results.

In the meantime Michaklis and Mendelssohn') have brought forward

another publication, in which tiiey assert that pepsin is an enzyme,

obeying the laws of dissociation and of which the free cations act

proleolitically. We know now, especially after the important ex-

periments by SöRENSEN, that the H-ion-concentration is of great

importance for the action of hydrolitic enzymes. A number of enzymes

have been examined in this respect; it appeared that there is a

maximum action at a definite reaction; on either side of this optimal

H-ion-concentration the action decreases at first slowly, then rapidly.

SoRENSEN had already observed this plienomenon in his researches

on pepsin and had already determined the optimum. He cautiously

avoids accounting for this plienomenon and only states that the

location of the optima! reaction depends to some extent on circum-

stances ; it shifts towards greater Cn in prolonged digestion experi-

ments, which SöRENSEN ascribes to the fact that pepsin is rendered

inactive in .«olutions with small H-ion-concentrations. The longer

the period of digestion, the greater the effect of this lack of activity.

MiCHAEi.ts and his co-workers, however, have endeavoured to

') Zeitschr. f. physiol. Chem. Bnd. 75, S. 'ASi (1911),

-} liochem. Zeitschr. Bnd. 2S, S. 1 (1910j.

3) Liochem. Zeitschr. Bnd. 65, S. 1 (1914).
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account for the iiifliience of tlie reaction on the enzvniic aclivity.

They suppose this activity to liave something to do with the electric

charge; they consider pepsin to be a so-called amphoteric substance,

whicli combines on either side of the iso-eiectric point witli bases

or acids, so that compounds are formed, which are in some measure
to be compared vvitii salts.

According to them the compound containing acid becomes active;

when in solution it is. like salt, partly dissociated, and the pepsin-

ions are considered to be the active constituents. From this it .seems

to follow that with a greater amount of acid the activity must

increase beyond I he iso-electric point. As to a decrease with a still

greater amount of acid, Michaki.is sii[iposes that perhaps in that

case bivalent pepsin-ions may be formed without activity. He tries

to substantiate this view on the basis of experiments, just as he

does with other enzymes. He supposes the activity to vary in pro-

portion to the amount of pepsin-ions present in the solution. Now
it should be observed that the curve representing the activity of

enzymes, such as pepsin, as a function of the H-ion-coiu-entration

is comparatively only sligfitly typical and has, in still stronger acid

solutions, a rather abrupt rise up to tlie optimum and a less sudden

fall. All sorts of conjectures may induce one to suggest an approxi-

mate interpretation of such a curve, and it seems to me to be a

bold one to explain the phenomena in this case by supposing pepsin,

of which we really are still much in the dark, to form a salt wlien

combined with acids, and the electrically charged pepsin-ions to be

active in this process, and moreover by supposing bivalent-ions to

be educed when a second basic group of pepsin unites with acids,

and assuming these bivalent-ions to be inactive in contradistinction

to univalent-ions. This conjecture appears to be all the more hazard-

ous, as we had already denied the existence of the iso-electric point.

MiCHAEiJs also asserts that the question of identity or non-identity

of pepsin and chynu)siu may be solved in such a sense, that pepsin

combined with bases (consequently beyond the iso-electric point)

acts as chymosin, in which case Ihe pepsin-anions are supposed to

be inactive^) as such.

With a view to further researches on the action of pepsin and

the nature of the action, it seemed to me to be of prime itnportance

to settle the question whether or not there is an iso-electric point

in pepsin, once for all. Should our previous results be contirmed,

it would be incumbent upon me to study the peculiar action of

') (Jf. 'Die Wasserstoflionenkoiizentration." By L. Michaelis, (1914).
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pepsin more closely, because tlien Michaems' way of solving the

problem would appear lo be erroneous. I, therefore, made two sets

of experiments; in the first I watched the behaviour of pepsin in

the electric field as accurately as possible; in the second I tried to

study in a different way from Michaki.is the bearing of the H-ion-

concentration on the enzyinie action.

Above all I wanted an adequate quantity of pure pepsin. According

lo Pekelharing this is best obtained from the pure gastric juice of

a dog, provided with a Pawi.ow fistula in the slomacli and in the

esophagus. Such a dog was at my disfiosal. It had been operated

upon by Prof. Lamkuis and produced 300—500 c.c, of gastric juice

after being given a fictitious nieal two or three times a week.

The enzyme was prepared after Peke],hai{ing. The gastric juice

was dialyzed and subsequently centrifugalized. The precipitate obtained

was washed and dried (pepsin 1). The centrifuged fluid mixed with

its own volume of a saturated solution of ammonium-sulfate, yields

another precipitate that was filtered off, dialyzed, dissolved in hydro-

chloric acid of about 0.05 n. at 37°. and dialyzed again. The gi-eater

part of it is then thrown out of solution again (pepsin 2). By a

prolonged dialyzation of pepsin, precipitated by ammonium sulfate,

and by dissolving it in oxalic acid and dialyzing it again for a very

long time, I have succeeded in obtaining a chlorin-free pepsin. So

we know now that pure pepsin is free from phosphorus (Pekelharing)

and from chlorine as well, and that the amount of chlorine in common
pepsin is to be ascribed to hydrochloric acid, either held back or

combined or adsorbed. The chlorine-free pepsin (3) I employed for

a good many experiments; its activity was equal to that of the

chlorine-containing pepsin 1 or 2.

First set. The heliaviour of pure jiepsin in the electi-ic field.

In order to avoid as many disturbances in my expei'iments as

possible, I improved upon my previous method. First of all I raised

the capacity of the non-polarisable electrodes. I then placed the

whole apparatus in a thermostat at 25°, and finally, at least in the

conclusive largest set of tests, I raised the specific gravity of the

pepsin solution by an indifferent, neutral substance with no affinity

for acids, viz. cane-sugar. The increased specific gravity, which I

had also applied in similar experiments with ptyalin, precludes

convection-streams of the fiuids during the passage of the electric current.

By proceeding thus no manner of disturbance took place, although

the apparatus was an elaborate contrivance and consequently difficult
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in handling. Still, however indifferent cane-sngar seems to be and

most likely will be in these experiments, it niay be objected that

without this substance the process might have been different. I insist

npon saying therefore, that in an initial set of experiments, without

any addition, the I'esults were quite the same, except an occasional

disturbance in one case. As in this set of experiments the specific

gravity of pepsin-solution and of the side-fluid was about the same,

the disturbance must have been due to a slight rise of the specific

gravity of the latter generated by the current, which necessarily

engendered a streaming of the fluids. The results obtained with

pepsin-solutions to which sugar had been added, are given in the

following table. It will be seen that in every experiment the movement

of pepsin was anodal ; consequently it was charged negatively. In

an earlier |)ublicatiou we have already demonstrated that by the

addition of [yrolein or albumoses an iso-electric point was in some

sense brought forth. I now repeated these experiments with albumoses,

which confirmed my former results, only the addition of the albumoses

had to be greater than before, which niust be ascribed to the higher

degree of purity of the pepsin.

This evidence goes to show that with a sufficient quantity of

albumoses the movement is reversed, though it never becomes

quite cathodic. It is remarkable that amino-acids do not seem to

unite with pepsin, although a combination (or an adsorption) was

expected in view of the opposite electrical charge.

We now know for certain, therefoi'e, that pepsin has not an iso-

electric point. This being settled, something else requires considera-

tion, which at first sight seems to clash with oui' experience, viz.

the existence of a minimal solubility of the pure pepsin iji the

neighbourhood of the neutral point (pji^4—5). However, we need

not wonder at this. Pepsin, surely, must not be bracketed with

ordinary proteins. It difïers from them altogether, for instance

by the remarkable property to coagulate in hydrochloric acid

solution, when heated rapidly (Pkkki.hauing). Still, this peculiar

behaviour of pejjsin (no iso-electric point and none the less a

mininuxl solubility) drew my attention. I have tried to learn

more about this. Pekei.haring has already put forward the hypo-

thesis that pepsin might be a combination of the real enzyme and

protein'). Granting this to be true, the behaviour in the electric

field can be accounted for, when the compound is decomposed in

acid solution. If it is not deconqjosed in a veiy faint acid

') Archives des Sciences biologiques. Tome XI, p. 37 (1904).



TABLE I. Movement of pepsin in the electric field. To the pepsin-solution lO/o

cane-sugar is added. 20 mgr. of pepsin to 50 c.c. Estimation of the

amount of pepsin after Mett.

Nr.
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solution the minimal solnbilitj would not be a matter of sur-

prise at all. Some of mj experimental results lend support to the

view that pepsin is indeed a compound. Firstly the movement of

the enzj'rae in the electric Held in acid solution appeared to be

anodal, that of the greater part of the protein cathodal. The se|mra-

tion, however, is by no means complete, nor can it be expected to

be SO; perhaps the protein moving towards (he cathode consists of

nothing else but decomposition products of pepsin. I have not been

able to ascertain this because of the incomplete separation and the

difficulty to procure larger quantities.

Secondly I have noted the quantities of H- and Cl-ions that are

combined with the pepsin in the hydrochloric acid solution. !f the

pepsin, prepared after Pekelharing, is the enzyme itself, it will unlike

protein, not combine chiefly with H-ions, but with Cl-ions, as it is

always charged negatively. If, however, pepsin is a compound of

protein and the enzyme, the protein-constituent will most likely

combine chiefly with H-ions, whereas the enzyme-constituent will

unite with Cl-ions only. The enzyme itself may be expected to weigh

very little indeed, and to combine with only an inappreciable quantity

of Cl-ions. It would follow then that in this case, after all, oidy small

differences between the pepsin and the ordinary protein can be

expected, and that at most there would be comparatively oidy a

small majority of combined Cl-ions. This supposition was borne out

by determinations, performed with very small electrodes, as (he

ratios of the combined H-ions and the combined Cl-ions were in a

hydrochloric-acid concentration of

0.029 n 'Vci for pepsin 3.00 and for albumoses 3.06

of 0.0597 n „ „ „ 1.34 „ „ „ 1.42

and of 0.116 n „ „ „ 1.01 „ „ „ 1.12

In a still stronger hydrochloric acid, 0.235 n, tiie ratio was, it is

true, somewhat higher for pepsin than for albumoses, but with such

a strong acid the estimation is liable to so many errors, that the

results cannot be relied on.

The mere fact that the pepsin combines chiefly with H-ions, refutes

the hypothesis that all the pepsin, as we prepared it, is the enzyme

itself, the latter being in\'ariably charged negatively. I, therefore,

maintain that my experiments confirm the supposition, that the pepsin,

as we prepared it after Pekelharing, is acompound (or an adsor[)tion

compound) of a highly complicated protein and the enzyme, the

latter being always charged negatively through combination with anions.

This combination of anions with the true enzyme betrays itself by
'

48
"

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVllf.
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the ratio of the combined ions H/Cl being somewhat smaller for

pepsin than for albumoses.

. The researches on the ion-combinations iiave yielded varions other

results : inter alia I found a more accurate value for the solubility

of mercuric chlorid than the one universally received.

Furthermore the determinations of the Cl-ion-comhi nations with

albumoses have clearly illustrated the dissociation of the protein

chlorids, but I cannot discuss this point any further here.

Second Set. Experiments on tke conditions under inhich the action

of pepsin takes place.

From what lias been said thus far it is evident that Michaklis'

views as to the action of pepsin are not all correct. I have, there-

fore, tried to use another method in my researches on this action.

For the present the study of the condition of the enzyme offered no

prospect, as all we know about it is, that it is charged negatively

and probably combined with anions. On the other hand more success

might attend an attempt to observe the substratum; all the more so

because it had been given very little attention to as yet.

The condition of proteins in solution with regard to the reaction

and the presence of salts, has been extensively studied in recent years.

We know that proteins are capable of combining with acids and

bases; that the compounds, which are in some way similar to salts,

can dissociate like the latter, but also that at a more considerable

concentration of the acids or the bases, this dissociation is arrested.

Furthermore it is highly probable that the protein-ions, liberated at

the dissociation, hydrate and swell. The more powerful the electric

charge of the protein, the more intense the swelling will be. With

continual addition of acid to a protein solution the swelling is made

to pass through a maximum ; the lessening of the swelling beyond

the maximum may be partly due to the reduced dissociation, but at

the same time to other causes also.

We also know that salts affect the condition of proteins and that

they are capable of exerting influence in various ways. In small

concentrations and in acid or alkaline solutions the inhibitory action

of salts with regard to the electric charge and the swelling plays

the principal part. Various salts act in a different manner according

to the ions they throw into solution ; definite ions, especially the

sulfate-ion, are very powerful in arresting the swelling.

In observing the action of pepsin we, therefore, had to take into

account the condition of the protein. In my first set of experiments

I could readily do this by employing Grützner's method to deter-
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mine the action of pepsin. Here tlie pepsin solution acts on carmin-

stained fibrin. Tlie stain of the fluid varies with the quantity of fibrin

dissolved; the intensity of the stain, being an index: of the peptic

action, is determined colorimetrically.

According to Michaelis' observations the action of pepsin depends

entirely on the H-ion -concentration, that is to say various acid,

render the pepsin equally active, provided only (hat this concen-

tration is the same for every one of them. In trying to ascertain

this after Ghütznkr's method, I arrived at different results. It appeared

first and foremost that the action of every acid corresponded to the

swelling of the fibrin. The o[)limum of the digestion lay at that

reaction whicii concurred with a maximum swelling. I found this

to be the case for hydrochloric acid, oxalic acid, lactic acid, phos-

phoric acid, sulfuric acid and citric acid. It is peculiar that in

acetic acid the swelling occurs nol only in highly aqueous solutions,

but also in sparingly aqueous solutions, from which I inferred that

in the latter the swelling is brought about by the combination with

the acetic acid and not with water. Acetic acid and water are

similar in their behaviour also in other respects. Be this as it may,

the action of the pepsin corresponded to the swelling in solutions

containing much water, not in the sparingly aqueous solutions

;

probably the enzyme acts only on protein swollen up by water,

not by acetic acid.

When comparing the action in the various acid solutions at their

optimal H-ion-concentralion, this action appeared to differ rather

much. On the ground of Michaelis' views the optima as well as the

activity might be expected to be all alike for all acids. The con-

dition of the pepsin, as determined by the Cii, should, according to

Michaelis, be most fa\ourable at a definite Cn, no matter by what

acid the Cn is evolved. As stated before, my results go against this

theory, as is shown by the table on p. 74(i.

The values of pu and Cn before the action of the pepsin illustrate

best the optimal reactions ; after the digestion these values under-

went various changes in proportion to the progress of the digestion.

With sulfuric acid the reaction has even become alkaline, which is

owing to the peculiar action of sulfuric acid. I did not notice it

with any of the other acids, whatever the concentration may have

been. It seems that sulfuric acid has liberated the ammonia, with

which the carmin was still urtited, and that it was in its turn

combined with or adsorbed by the fibrin or the carmin. We see

now how much the optima (before the action of the jjepsin) differ;

with phosphoric acid the Cn is highest, 0.011 ; and with acetic acid

48*
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TABLE III. The action of pepsin in different acid solutions at the optimal reactions.

Time: 5 minutes.
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ill dilute solutions and tlieir influence increases according as tlieir

ions are more hydrophilous. The salts of a definite metal (Na) ha\e

been arranged in the order of the intensities of their inhibitory

influence upon the swelling. This series then shows the ions in

the order of their hydrophilous nature. The salts will impede the

action of the pepsin in the same order. In order to ascertain this,

I have made researches on seven salts of sodium, viz. citrate, acetate,

chloride, chlorate, nitrate, rhodanate and sulfate. A difficulty arose

in these experiments, viz. special caution was to be exercised to

prevent the salt from materially altering the Ch, as a change of

the Cn brings about a change of the charge of the protein and

consequently of the swelling. 1 fairly got over this difficulty by

taking the weak lactic acid. The measurements demonstrated that

the addition of salt caused only a slight change of the Cn. In

lactic acid solutions, with an acidity in the neighbourhood of the

optimum, the Ch can be allowed to fluctuate considerably before

any change in the digestion is noticeable. The changes noted by

me must, therefore, be ascribed to the action of the salt-ions.

Table IV shows the results of the experiments, in which the salt-

concentration was smallest ; this enabled us to estimate the results

more correctly than with more considerable salt-concentrations,

which atfect the swelling to such an extent as to render it almost

too small for a correct determination.

TABLE IV. Experiments on the influence of salts. The salt-concentration is in-

variably 0.0067 equivalent. Temperature 15°; concentration of the

lactic acid 0.18 n.
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Tliis tabic clcai'ly sliows the iiiliibitory action of Ilie salts and

at the same time tlu'ii- iiitluejice upon tlie swelling. It also appears

iVüni these data that this influence and the inhibitory action proceed

collaterally. There is a slight deviation only with the nitrate in such

a sense, that the digesting action is a little more intense tiian with

the chlorate, which, however, may result from an experimental

error, the methods of estimating the swelling and the digestion being

comparatively rough.

With greater concentrations of the salts the order was modified

a little, but there was again the side-by-side progress just alluded

to; in these greater concentrations the Ch changes more considerably,

which renders it slightly more difficult to note the influence.

Accordingly the sodium salt e.xperiments yield evidence confirm-

atory of the supposition that the action of the pepsin is determined

by the condition of the substrata.

In the above experiments the method used allowed me only to

make a rough estimation of the condition of the protein and of the

digestion. I, therefore, deemed it necessary to carry out some exper-

iments affording an opportunity to estimate them as correctly as

possible. It is very difficult to thoroughly study the condition of

the protein, the size of the molecules in the solution, the taking

up of water etc. The 'preceding tests, however, taught us that the

swelling seems to play a principal part, which in fact seemed

plausible from the very first.

This swelling can be determined in several ways; when working

with protein-solutions we determine it by noting the viscosity.

To work with solutions seemed to be the best method to arrive at

accurate determinations. Much more difficult it is to correctly'

estimate the action of the pepsin. Here the formol-titration defeats

our purpose. 1 have employed a method, used also by Sörensen

and consisting in the determination of the amount of nitrogen, which

after the pepsin has been active for some time, can no more be

precipitated by tannin.

In determining the viscosity it should be borne in mind that it

quickly recedes in solutions containing a pretty large amount of

acid, especially in the first few minutes after the addition. It is

impossible to obtain a perfectly correct estimation of the initial

viscosity in solutions with differing amounts of acid; the maximum
for instance will always be found among the lower amounts of

acid. 1 found that this decrease in the viscosity is very much
quickened by pepsin, to such a degree that in a very few minutes

the rise of the viscosity' by acid is no longer noticeable. From this
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fact we may conclude, tliat the action caused bj the acid alone may
be the same as that, brought about by pepsin in acid solution, though

it is slower. Both actions consist in splitting the large protein

molecules; the problem is really very complex; the splitting yields

new products with other properties, and consequently another

situation of the maximum of the swelling. The initial viscosity

determined directly after the addition of the acid, can only, if ray

judgment be connect, be an index of the action, which the pepsin

can exert on the protein molecules present at the beginning. Most

likely' the new products, gradually evolved, reach the maximum
swelling at another degree of acidity than the original protein.

Unfortunately these products of decomposition seem to have little

intluence on the viscosity also in their swollen state, so that we
cannot observe the swelling with regard to these products with

great accuracy. From this it follows that we can hardly speak of

the maximum of swelling of dissolved protein with a definite amount

of acid at which pepsin acts best, but that in reality this maximum
must necessarily shift according to the formation of other substances,

even though the shifting cannot be extensive, because first of all,

the decomposition products are, as far as their properties are concerned,

very similar to the original protein, and secondly because with

pepsin the decomposition does not advance far. In addition there is

the practical difficulty that during the digestion the reaction must

necessarily change. We are also aware that pepsin, especially in

solutions with a very small amount of acid and also in such as

have a large amount of it, gradually loses its activity. Finally, even

from the modification of the viscosity in the strong acid solutions,

without pepsin, it appears that the action of acid alone must not

be ignored.

When recapitulating we can slate that:

1. Under the influence of the acid the maximum of the viscosity,

as iletermined by us, has shifted a little towards the small amounts

of acid.

2. The location of the maxima of the swelling cannot be expected

to be entirely constant, when the protein is split up; as yet we
cannot say in what direction the shifting takes place.

3. The activity- of pepsin gradually slackens, especially in the

weak acid solutions, however also in very strong acid solutions. In

consequence of this, it is especially in prolonged experiments that

the optimum of the activity of pepsin shifts towards the stronger

acid solutions.

4. Also the acid itself occasions a certain digestion, which shows
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itself especially in strong acid solutions and is instrumental in shifting

the optimum of digestion in pepsin-containing solutions towards the

stronger acid solutions.

I have expatiated on this point because the question is rather

knotty ; also because I wanted to show (hat we cannot expect to

find complete concordance between maximum of swelling and optimum

of the action of pepsin. The results of a set of experiments with

dialyzed and iiltered horse-serum have been tabulated in Table V.

TABLE V. Estimation of the action of pepsin upon dialyzed and filtered horse-

serum in 4 hrs. at 37^; estimation of the viscosity in these solutions

with inactive pepsin at 18°.

The pepsin-solution contained 50 mgr. of pepsin tal<en up in 50 c.c.

very dilute oxalic acid solution, 5 c.c. was used for every protein-solution.

The estimation of the viscosity was made 5 min. after the mixing of

the protein and the acid; for these tests the pepsin had been inactivated.

The estimations were made at 18°, since at 37° it was quite impossible

to obtain at all values representing the initial condition. Of course the

viscosimeter, the liquids, the pipettes etc. were heated up beforehand

to 18', so that after the mixing we had not to wait longer than five

minutes.
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think that also these experiments are eontirmatorj of the hypothesis

that the action of pepsin is not determined by the H-ion-coneentiation

alone, but principally by the condition of the substratum and in the

first place by the swelling.

Of course the experiments with protein-solutions have to be continued

and extended to other acids and here also the influence of salts has

to be studied.

It is perhaps hardly necessary to add that other enzymes have to be

subjected to similar observations. The curve representing the viscosity

and consequently also the swelling as a function of pn is strikingly

analogous to the curve representing the action of many hydrolilic

enzymes as a function of pn ; as with trypsin and also with ptyalin ').

We are, therefore, inclined to believe that with these enzymes also

the condition of the substrata plays a prominent part.

Chemistry. — "Tlie action of sun-light on the clnnandc ncids."

By Dr. A. W. K. de Jonü.

(Gommunicated ii\ the meeting ol' September 25, 1915).

For the continued research of a- and ^^-''Storax" cinnamic acid it

was necessary to possess a method by which large quantities of the

ö-acid can be readily converted into the ,j-acid.

The rapid evaporation of an alcoholic solution spread in a thin

layer on glass plates certainly provides the means of preparing the

/J-acid on a small scale, but in this manner one is obliged to always

work with small quantities of solution, as otherwise crystals of the

«-acid soon occur beside those of the /?-acid.

According to Eklenmeyf.r Jun.') the i^acid is formed in the

following ways').

«(-"Storax" cinnamic acid is dissolved in as little ether as possible

and precipitated with petroleum ether. If the ethereal solution is not

sufficiently concentrated «-acid only, or else a mixture of the two

acids, is formed.

A warm solution of the «-acid in dilute (757(,) alcohol deposits

on cooling the p'-acid.

1) Vide Van Trigt and Ringer's publication in the Proceedings of tlie meeting

of Nov. 30, 1912, Vol. XXI. Part. 1, p. 858 (1912).

2) Ber. 39, 1581 et seq. (1906).

') In what manner Lehmann has prepared the (3-acid, I have not been able

to trace as the original literature is not obtainable in Java.
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As a third method he mentions that on lieating tiie «-acid above

its melting point the /i-acid is formed ').

The first two methods, however, do not always give tiie desired

result, according to Erlknmkyer. He writes'): "In anderen Fallen

gelingt die Umwandlung aus noch nnbekannten Griinden selhst bei

ölïerer Wiederholnng nicht."

The third method given l»_v him is not correct. Both the solidified

melt and the sublimate gave, on being illuminated, «-truxillic acid only.

After various experiments I observed that the jï-acid is most

conveniently pi'epared by pouring an alcoholic solution of ft-cinnamic

acid, saturated at the ordinary temperature, in a large cpiantity of

water with stirring. On being illuminated this product always

yielded /i-truxillic acid only.

/i'-cinnamic acid may be also olitained by allowing warm solutions

of cinnamic acid to crystallise. In this case the crystals are mostly

visible with the naked eye and the change into the «-acid can also

be traced.

If, however, we make a saturated aqueous solution at boiling

heat, filter the same rapidly through cottonwool and filter off the

crystallisations at intervals, the succeeding fractions appear to be

different. The fraction depositing at a high temperature yields

«-cinnamic acid, whereas at a lower temperature iJ-cinnamic acid

crystallises (as proved by illuminating).

Benzine and petroleum are very suitable licpiids for readily tracing

the transformation of the cinnamic acids. If we wish to prepare the

(i'-acid in this manner we must take care that the solution is not

too concentrated as otherwise plate-like crystals of «-cinnamic acid

will appear. The best thing is to cool locally (for instance the bottom

of the flask) a warm and not too strong benzene solution. Splendid

needles united in feathers are then formed. On these being left

undisturbed the crystals are seen to partly vanish, plate-like crystals

are formed and a few of the needles although retaining their original
^

shape are seen to become transformed into a series of adjacent

plates which convey the impression that they were tacked with the

original needles.

The lower the boiling point of the benzene and the greater the

concentration the more rapidly we notice the appearance of the

plates in addition to the little feathers.

As to the transformation of the /?-"Storax" cinnamic acid into

the «-acid, Erlenmeyek also reports the following particulars.

1) See also : Bioch. Zeitschr. 34, 356. (1911).

'-) Ber. 42, 509. (1909).
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In dilute (75 7o) alcoliolic solution the transformation takes place

slowly and spontaneously' and only at the end of 14 days has the

greater part of the |i-acid disappeared ').

On repeated recrystallisation from ether or dissolving in absolute

alcohol, the /i-acid is generally converted into the «-acid. In some

cases, however, it will remain unchanged for weeks. "Wie es

scheint spielt auch bei diesen Umwandlungen die Belichtung eine

wichtige Rolle, die aber noch der Aufkltirung bedarf")". This last

remark looks to me as if he has occasionally mistaken the crystals.

Here, where the temperature is generally 10—20° higher, the trans-

formation of /?-cinnamic acid in water, benzene or alcohol proceeded

very rapidly in a few days.

In a dry state and at the ordinary tem[)erature the «-cinnamic

acid keeps unchanged for a very long time. Tlie fine powder

obtained by pouring an alcoholic solution of cinnamic acid into water

i.s but very slowly converted even after an addition of (J-cinnamic

acid. A specimen that had been mixed with 1 Vo of cinnamic acid

after being kept in the dark for over a month gave, on illuminating

0.5 gram during one morning, 0.09 gram of «-acid and 0.10 gram

of ^-truxillic acid.

On heating, however, (he /:?-cinnamic acid, even without previous

fusion, is changed very rapidly into «-cinnamic acid. The higher

the temperature, the more rapidly the transformation.

From all these data it thus ai)pears that at the ordinary and also

at a higher temperature the «-cinnamic acid is the stable modification

and that the /i-acid, for this temperature range, is always metastable.

From the ready change of the /?-cinnamic acid into the «-acid it

may be explained that concentrated solutions, which commence to

crystallise at a higher temperature than the dilute ones, give «-cin-

namic acid, whereas from dilute solutions which crystallise at a

lower temperature, /i-crystals are deposited.

We have already stated previously with a few words that —
considering it has been generally found in tiie case of the organic

acids that in some solvents (benzene, chloroform etc.) they occur at

great concentration, almost e.xclusively, and at low concentrations

still partially, as double molecules — we must also assume that in

the solid condition at least double molecules occur.

According to Beckmann') the fornnila of the double molecule in

a general form would be as follows:

"^Ber. 39, 1583. (1906).

2) Ber. 42, 509. (1909).

3) Z. f. ph. Gh. 6, 469. (1890).
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OH O

R—C—O—C—

R

OH
An objection to this formula is that two iijdroxjl-groups are

found at one C-atom which is not possible because water would

then be readily split off.

The following formula appears to me to agree better with the

data. As is well-known alcohols have the power to form large

molecular compounds in the said solvents but only in concentrated

solutions, whereas the dilute solution contains single molecules.

Hence, we must assume that, in the acids, two causes are at work,

which by themselves ai-e not capable of producing the effect, namely

the hydroxyl- and the CO-groups.

As the manner in which the OH-groups react on each other

cannot be properly represented in the formula as yet, the double

molecule might bo represented as follows:

/OHHO.
/ \R-c < Q > C-R.

F'or our purpose, however, it is for the moment of less importance

what idea one entertains as to the double molecule: it is certain,

however, that in the case of acids we generally notice that they

combine by means of their carboxjd-groups.

In the case of acids possessing two bonds in their molecule it is

very probable that on the transition of the licjuid state into the solid

one, the attraction of the two bonds may direct the molecules.

Supposing the difference between a- and ^-cinnatnic acid to consist

solely in a difference of position of the double molecules in the

"Raumgitfer" we might then arrive to the following schema which

elucidates the transformation of the acids into a- and ,J-truxillic acid.

a

,0HH0

C„H,CH=CH-C<[-]>C-CH=CHC,H,

.OHHO. .OHHO.

CeH,-CH=CH-C < > 0-CH=CH-C,H3C,H3-CH=CH-C < q > C-CH=CH-C,H,

.OHHO.

C,H,CH=CH—C < > CJ—CH=CHC,H,
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.ÜHHO.

C„H,CH=CH—C < Q > C^CH=CHC„H3

Also when we assume lliat on solidifying a change in stnictnre

of the donble molecule takes place and that the formation of the

truxillic acids occurs in the double molecule itself and not between

two double molecules it is possible to give structural forniidae for

a- and ;?-cinnamic acid.

C„H, CH — CH, — CO
/ \
\ /
CO - CH, — CH C„H,

C,H.CH = CH — COH

C„H, CH = CH — C OH
In the first representation it is not evident wh^' the structure of

should make the acid more stable than that of (i; in the second

representation (his is, however, better visible, although a lactide of

the formula a will also not possess much stability. Yet thete are

some facts which lead us to believe that the lactide formnla is a

very probable one.

An argument in favour of this formula is furnisiied by the' follow-

ing experiments.

The cinnamates, namely the acid potassium-, the normal potassium-,

the calcium- and the barium salt have on exposure to light, in the

solid condition always yielded li-truxiliic acid only and not in one

instance «-truxillic acid, although their preparation had been modified

in different ways. The result was the same whether we started from

«- or from /?-cinnamic acid; the temperature also made no difference.

No salts can, therefore, be derived from the «-acid.

If the difference between the « and the /J-cinnamic acid consisted

merely in the position of the molecules in the "Raumgitter" it would

be rather strange (when the o-arrangemeut is the more stable one)

that this grouping does not occur in the salts. If for the «-cinnamic

acid the lactide form is accepted, the non-existence of salts speaks

for itself.

We might argue that in the salts no double molecule need occur,

or else that these molecules possess a somewhat different structure

;

for the acid potassium salt, however, this does not do because the
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acid molecule must, as in the case of tlie acids, be combined to

the potassium salt molecule, as the acid is vei-y strongly combined

and cannot be extracted by ether from the solid powdered salt, as

has already been stated by Erlenmeykr ').

The «-cinnamic acid would then be tlie lactide of jï-piienylhydra-

crylic acid.

It is known that the «-oxyacids on being heated in a vacuum

are converted into lactides; ,J-oxyacids on heating give unsaturated

acids with elimination of water, whereas y- and rï-oxyacids very

readily form lactones.

From this it appears that, as a rule, the substances possessing a

carboxyl- and a hydroxyl-group, always have a greater tendency to

split off water between these two groups, whether this takes place

between the groups of one molecule, or whether the reaction proceeds

between two molecules.

Only the ^-oxyacids apparently make an exception.

The ,?-phenylhydracrylic acid, for instance, on being slowly heated

breaks up at 180° into cinnamic acid and water according to the

equation

:

C,H,CHCH,COOH -^ C,H,CH=CHCOOH + H,0.

I

OH
With substances possessing no carboxylgroup this elimination of

water does not take place readily, as will appear from the following

examples

:

(CH,), C,H3CH (OH) CH,CH,CH, boils at 270° ').

CH3CH(0H)C,H, (CH3), boils at 248° »).

C,H5CH.,CH (OH) C,H, melts at 62^ and distils unchanged ').

Non-aromatic secondaiy alcohols also generally boil unchanged ').

H", however, we assume that from the /J-phenylhydracrylic acid a

lactide is first formed, this ready elimination of water becomes

comprehensible.

C,H,CHCH,CO

/ \
2 C,H,CHCH,COOH -^ 0-^2C„H,CH=CHC00H

I
\ /

OH COCH,CHC,,H,

The transformation of other ;':?-oxyacids, on heating, may be supposed

to take place in a corresponding manner.

^1) Berr427515 (1909).

~) Beilstein II, p. 1067.

5) Her. 31, 1008 (1898).

+) Ann. 155, 63 (1870).

6) C. 1901 1, p. 623.
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Chemistry. — "N'dro-derivntiües of alkylhenzidin.es" . B}' G. van

RoMBURGH. (Communicated by Prof. P. van Rombürgh).

(Communicated in the meeting of October '30, 19i5).

Mertkns') lias obtained in J 877 as a byproduct in the nitration

of dimethyiaiiiiine an orange-yellow compound soluble witli difliculty

in aleoliol, which he named isodinitrodimelhylaniline. From this was

obtained on boiling with concentrated nitric acid a product which

he again investigated a few years later') and took it for dinitro-

phenylmethylnitramine. From this was formed on boiling with

phenol a splendid red coloured compound which was described as

tetranitrodimethylazobenzene. Shortly afterwards P. van Romburgh ')

showed that these compounds found by Mertkns are derivatives of a

tetranitrobenzidine without, however, determining the position of the

nitro-groups.

I resolved to endeavour to elucidate the structure of these products,

and at the same time to study also a number of nitro compounds in

the alkylbenzidine series in addition to some reduction products thereof.

The tetranitrotetramethylbenzidine, which in the circumstances, is

formed only in small quantity, in the above nitration is obtained

in a yield of about 35"/„ of the dimefhylaniline employed, when
we operate as follows

:

30 grams of dimethylaniline are dissolved in 900 c.c. of nitric acid

D. 1.11, wliicii are cooled in ice-water to about 5°. After thorough

shaking and leaving it for some time in the ice-water it is left at

tiie ordinary temperature. The product that has formed over night

is collected, boiled with alcohol and filteied through a hot water-

funnel. The substance so obtained is already very pure and, when
recrystailised from phenol, it decomposes at 272°.

Aqueous potassium hydroxide is supposed not to act on this

compound. I could, however, ascertain that on prolonged boiling

some formation of dimethylamine takes place.

The manner iu which the product is formed justifies the belief that

the nitro-groups occupy the positions 3. 3'. 5. 5'. For in the nitration

of dimethylaniline, as shown by Pinnow *) there is formed, at least

in diluted sulphuric acid solution, some orthonitrodimethylaniline,

which product is not readily nitrated any further. As nitric acid of

1) Diss. Leiden, 1877.

-) Ber. d D. Ghem. Ges. 19, 2123 (1886).

8) Rcc. d. Trav. Ghim. 5, 240 (1886).

*) Ber. d. D. Ghem. Ges. 32, 16G6 (1899).
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low ooncentration, siicli as used in tlie above experiment, may act

as an oxidiser, it is likely to attack this t>-riitrodimethyIaniline in

the still unoccupied pa^-a-positions and cause the formation of

(>.r/-dinitrotetramethylbenzidine, which is more readily capable of

further nitration, particularly in the presence of nitrous acid. As is

well-known, the nitro-group, in this prolonged nitration, exerts an

inllueuce of such a kind that the newly entered nitro-groups arrange

themselves meta in regard to the previous ones.

It may also be possible that the dimethylamine itself is oxidised

directly to a benzidine derivative of which it may be assumed (in

analogy with different other benzene derivatives in which the para-

position in regard to the amino,group has been occupied) that the

nitration will take place in a corresponding manner. Hence, I have

tried in the first place to prepare the 3. 3'. 5. 5' tetranitrotetramethyl-

benzidine synthetically.

After several vain efforts, to which ! will not now refer, I have

taken the following course.

I started from p.-diphenoldiethylether, which I prepared according

to Htrsch's directions^) and then treated with fuming nitric acid.

The dark coloured solution, on heating soon became pale yellow

and on cooling the tetranitrodiphenoldiethylcther crystallises in long,

transparent colourless needles melting at 25(>°—257°.

Analysis: found 45.6 »/„ C. 3.5 "/„H 13.5 %N.
calculated for C,,H,,N,0,„ 45.5 „ 3.3 „ 13.3 „

Of the tetranitrodiphenolether, 1 placed 2 grams in a tube of

resistance glass and added a solution of 1 gram of dimethylamine

in 25 cc. of alcohol. The sealed tube was first placed in a boiling

water-bath, which caused the contents to slowly turn an orange-red.

I further also heated for some hours at 120° when it appeared that

a red crystalline mass had deposited. This product was collected

and washed with warm alcohol and warm water, when it appeared

that the compound dissolved in the latter. On addition of strong

hydrochloric acid to the red coloured solution, a yellow coloured com-

pound was precipitated which could be recrystallised from acetic

acid, and melted at 223°. It struck me as not being improbable

that this product was tetranitrodiphenol and indeed it caused no

lowering of the melting point when mixed with this substance.

As to its structure, the opinions remained, however, divided. Bj-

boiling it with strong nitric acid I succeeded, as did ScHjnoT and

ScHULTZ '), in converting it into picric acid, so that the position of the

1) Ber d. D. Chem Ges. 22, 335 (1889).

2) Ann. d. Chemie 207, 334 (1^81).
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nitro-groiips in this tetraiiitrodiplienoi, and therefore also in the

ether obtained bj me, must be 3. 3'. 5. 5'.

No tetranilrotetramethylbenzidine had formed meanwhile. Hence,

I made another experiment where I allowed monometlijlamine to

act on the tetranltrodiphenokliethjlether. The contents of (he tube

also turned orange-red when innnersed in the boiling water-bath

and after the operation a red crystalline mass had again deposited

in the tube.

Again I washed with warm alcohol and u^arm water, but !iie

latter soon ran through colourless whilst a dark red crystalline mass

was left behind on the filter. It could be recrystallised from phenol.

The compound so obtained decomposed a( 282°.

Hence, the synthesis of tetranitrodimethylbenzidine had been success-

ful and now it was also proved beyond doubt that it was a 3.3'.5.5'

compound, which, of course, also applies to the (eti'anitrotetrametliyl-

benzidine and its derivatives.

The difficult decomposition by boiling acpieous potassium hydroxide

must be most likely attributed to the slight solubility of this

compound.

The above cited experiments now also paved the way for the

synthesis of all kinds of tetranitroalkylbenzidines.

For instance, I allowed ethylamine to act on the tetranitrodiphenol-

ether and obtained a com|)ound which, when recrystallised from

ethyl benzoate, crystallises in yellowish-red small needles, which

melt at 248° with decomposition. This same substance, I also could

prepare from tetraethylbenzidine.

I have also allowed propyl-, wopropyl- wobutyl- and all^lamine

to react. The compounds so obtained are united in the following

table in which are also included the final nitration compounds
(nitramines) generated from the different products. All these nitra-

mines are of an extremely pale yellow colour.

Monoalkyl compounds corresponding

nitramines

284° (with decomp.) 230° (with decomp.)

248° „ „ 230° „

202° 213° „

250° „ „ 209° „

194° 205°

208° „ „ 100° „

With tin and hydrochloric acid the telranitrotelfamethyl- and

49
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIll.

Methyl
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the tetranitrodimetliylbenzidine may he reduced, also the end nitration

product obtained from these compounds.

As these substances are practically insoluble in hydrochloric acid

the reaction proceeds very slowly ; the two last named compounds

must be boiled for a considerable time before everything has passed

into solution. On cooling, the lin double salts crystallise in colourless

scales. I removed the tin with hydrogen sulphide and on adding

strong hydrochloric acid to the filtrates, 1 obtained the iiydrochlorides

of telraminotetramethyl- and of teti*aminodimelhylbenzidine in beauti-

ful, small, colourless needles.

The first product begins to darken at 240° and decomposes at

251°. It contains 4 mols. of hydrogen chloride and 2 mols. of water,

Anai.^sis: Found:
'

39.47„C 6.77„H 17.57„N

Calculaled for C\,H,.>^/).,C1, 39.8 ,. 6.6 „ 17.4 „

The tetraminodiinelhylbenzidine which is formed both from the

tetranitrodimethylbenzidine and from the end product, crystallises

with 4 naols. of hydrogen chloride and 1 mol. of water.

Analysis: Found: 38.8V„C 6.4V„H 19.37,N

Calculated for C„H„N,OCi, 38.5 „ 5.8 „ 19.3 „

T happened to succeed in diazotising these amino-compounds and

preparing from the same a number of colouring matters varying

in shade from red to bluish-violet, by linking them to suitable

substances such as the various naphthylaminosulphonic acids and

naphtholsulphonic acid. Some of these colouring matters exhibit the

property of dyeing cotton witiiout the aid of a mordant.

Further particulars as to the compounds described in this article

will be published before long in the Rec. d. Trav. Chim.

Org. Chem. Lab. University, Utrecht.

Physics. — ''On the field of tiro spherical ji.ved centres iriYimsTRUu's

theory of gravitation". By J. Droste. (Communicated by

Prof. H. A. LoRENTz).

(Communicated in the meeting of October 30, 1915).

In a former communication ') I calculated the field of a single

spherical centre and I investigated the motion of a particle in it.

I now proceed to calculate the field of two fixed spherical centres

according to the method followed by Lorentz in calculating the

field of a single centre consisting of an incompressible fluid. It

1) Vol. XVII, page 99S.
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differs from my former method in not nsing the symmetry of the

field for decreasing the number of functions to be calculated. This

would scarcely be an advantage here, the functions having all the

same to be calculated from partial differential equations.

1 have worked out the calculation on the supposition that the

bodies have invariable shape and volume, and I have carried the

calculation only to such an extent as is required by the precision

with which we are going to calculate the equations of motion of a

particle in it. As to this precision it will be sufficient that it furnishes

a first correction on the equations of motion as defined by classical

mechanics and Newton's law.

^ 1. We call ^f^\ y^"^ c the values of the (juantities//^, y,.,,
'^—//,

as they would be if both centres were absent. If only the first centre

existed, these quantities would \'>^
jf^') -\- g']!}- y^^^-j-y',' , c-)- f'*'; ^vhen

we have only the second centre we represent them by y{'>-\-y^'\

y('j) _|- yC.2)j c-|-c(2), and in the case of both centres we put:

^„=.<,W+^(i)+<,(2)+"^,,, y,,=y(Ol + y2) + y(2)4 y,,, \/rg=c i^c'^^^ c'^^+'e (1)

The quantities g'p, -f^'K c are constants. We know already

g''^)^ y(i), c^i), gi'^), y(2), cf-'^)
-^
they do not contain terras of order zero.

(We name one the order of a term such as X/r or v-/c'^). The

quantities g^j, y,v, (' finally do not contain any terms of lower order

than the second; it is they that must be calculated.

We now have to substitute the expressions fl) in the equations

2 ^(l^^9U^ih.^^)-=-''-{^^^+U.) .... (2)

Omitting all terms of higher order than the second, we have

dy,.
l/-i/y.,3(/.^^—

=

(c+ c(i)+c(2))(y.,3(o)+y.,3f i)+y.,,/2))(r7,.(0!+^.,/.i)+,^,,/2))f%^^+%^+ p^^
\ Ox^ dx^ ox^ )

cyx,2^"^(7jW(7c,;o)

0*',3 OA',3

Ox^

49*
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We represent these five terms successively by A, B, C, D, E.

Sul)stitiiting equations (1) in

- X r,.= \ V-ÏJ ^.jji.,-^—- \ r),. V-ci 2 y=<,3
~ —^

ji-- 0.1-7 OXfi y,.irp d.Vy_ 0.r^3

(d„^l, wlien ö = r; fr„:= 0, when (>^=i') we obtain

, /•ö(7^/0 ea.,,(2)\/Ö7rp(i) Öy„v2)

where t„<') and r„(-' represent tlie vabies of r„ in the case of only

the tirst or second centre. We put

'0 f "2)
1 I— k:„ = — xr,./ — Jctj./ + p + q-

In calculating p and 7 we have considered, that y^i?^ and y(^"^J are

zero, except when i?
= r resp. ,J ^ «. Moreover as terms to be dif-

ferentiated with respect to .r^ give zero, the field being stationary,

we might everywhere replace yW and
yf"^)

by — 1.

When we now put

(2) becomes

^A (^A+B^C+D + E) = x(£^ + rl!' ) + x(d!^ + r^!^) - p-q+xï„ .

As the field of each centre separately satisfies (2) we have

:S^ = :« fïCi) + t(i)Vnd -S ^ = X Tï'S) 4. ((2)
)

and so we obtain

a/S/^ 0.«ï

or, by further reduction of J,

CT(o)Ay„=^—- + -S-— +p + 9-XÏ.. ... (3)

We now have to consider that in neglecting terms of the second
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and higher orders c/\) = -f-) = 9(^1 = y(2) =0 if not a= i= 4. This^
•^' ab ' ab •' ab ' ab

involves, exact up to terms of the second order inclusive,

when not ^ r ^ 4. In the latter case

and

For /> and </ we lind for the same reasons

44 \

and

Now, putting

^,,(1) = — c';iandi7,/-')=-rV,

and neglecting quantities of order 2 in ;/44 '',</44-i y,^^ , y,,-', c(i!

and c''^', we find

, ,

.,4'^'öy,;-2) ö</„'.-^>dy„a)

and so

and in the case = r ^ 4

dB dX du dE dk du
.s —=inLx + |c^— /^ , ^ -- =r I c;.Af* + fc:^— 3/-

.

a,9// ÖAV. :<
Ö*V^ d.«,^. «,3y. Öx=<

^

a Ö.P^ do!^

In consequence to all these considerations we get(o/, da \

/ 0/ oft dft d^ \ Ö;. df<

\dx.:dx., dx^dx.,J a OXxOXx

Now, if everywhere we replace 22 -^— -— bv A (/j/) — jiAX —- P.Afi,

we obtain
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/ ÖA óix du dX
,

-= i rf,.(,iA;. + ;A«) + è U-^ +^ .- - X 2„ . . (4)

§ 2. We MOW liave to substitute in (4) for i and j^ values that are

exact including terms of tlie lirst order. We iind tiieni from (2) by

omittina; all terms of higher orders than the second. This gives us

— cg,,W Ay„li) = «ï.v(i) and — cg,,W Ly,.p) = xlj^l

When <j ^ r ^ 4 this becomes

A;i r= ^ or and Aji = ^' or . . . (5)
a c

In these equations pj and (>, represent positive constants; the right

member of the first equation is dilferent from zero only in the

interior of a sphere of radius R^ and the righthand member of the other

equation is different from zero only in a sphere of Radius R,.

From (5) we have

^ = ^- — and f^
= --

.— (6)
Of J'j OC T-j

Each equation (6) is valid only at a point outside the sphere the

radius of which occurs in it; within that sphere is

A = '^(3fi,^-V) andft= ^(3«,= -^,=) . . . (6a)
be DC

We now substitute this in the righthand member of (4). Within the

tirst sphere that second member becomes

tu.tu, to, to, r, /dr. or, dr,dr.\ _

when we put

XQji^" xu^R,^
to, = and to, =; .

6c ' ÖC

111 the intei'ior of the second sphere we find in the same way
— R^,. Outside both spheres the right member of (4) will be

Considering (6) we thus find outside both spheres

(o,a>, rF,.,dS, rR,,d8. fQ^dS
r,r, J im' J éitr J iJir
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t!ie first integral is to be extended over the volume of tlie first

sphere, the second over the volume of the second, and the third

over the whole space outside both spheres. P^j must be calculated

at a point near dS^ ; in the same way Q^ near dS and /?„ near

dS^. r in each expression represents tlie distance from the point,

at which y„ is to be calculated, to the point near which the element

of volume is situated.

§ 3. From (7) we are able to calculate the function y,, for all

values of a and r. For the motion of a particle in tlie field of tlic

two centres only y^^ is to be calculated if no terms of higher ordei

than the second are required. For this reason we will finish only

the calculation of y,, ; at tlie same time we introduce the suppo-

sition i\^ = 0, which, in connexion with the supposition already

used of both centres remaining spherical under each other's influence,

comes to the same thing as exclusion of any variation of shape and

volume. We then find

(1) 1-2.

where /, denotes the distance from dS^ to the centre of the second

sphere, and /( the distance from dS^ to that of the first. In case the

mutual distance / of tlie centres or the distances i\ and r, of these

centres from the point, in wliich y^, is required, is large with

respect to R^ and R^ tlie value of the first integral wil! be 4.t/;/: 3r,/

and of the second 4:t/?3' : "irj. In this case we have

— to, to, / 5 1 1 \
r..=^7^ -~ + 7- + 7- (8)

For the calculation of the quantity y^^ itself it is sufficient now

to know y^y^ and y,/'-^. From the equation

occurring on p. 1006 of iny former communication, quoted above,

it follows that

y, 11) = 1 -H \ and y.S'> ;= 1 A -\

and from this and (8), in connexion with (1),
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240./ 3a>A 2to,/ 3wA

Sto," 5ü)/ 5ü),(o, tu.tu, (o.v),]

If now we put

/ 3to, a)„\ / 3a>„ toA

'y ^ 5B, 21 J ' 'y^ 11^^21 J
we nvAY replace Wj-.to,/- and vi^o)^ by /(;/ : c'S k^'^-.c^ and kjc,:c*

ill (he (ei'ins 5w,- : 2/'i", Sw,^ : 2/-2^ and 5uj,a»„ : j-j/',, and so we have

1
I

2 //. l-\ 5 //,• A,
, ,

and from tliis

--l-l(^^)^ï(^^)! <")

§ 4. We now proceed to the calculation of the field of the

equations of motion of a particle in the field of the two fixed centres.

We put for abbreviation

4^ + 4^=^" (12)

io is a function of the coordinates. Let v be the velocity of the

particle and .i', //, : the cartesian coordinates. For L we then get the

expression

L= Ve — 2c''fü + I ïü^ — ü"

and from tliis, expanding the root and neglecting terms of higher

order than the second,

«^

i^ = c^ (1 -Ljc) — \v'\ c-w — ^ chv" + I tvv' 4- --

.

Of'

Instead of L we may use F in the principle of H.\milton and

thus we find

d /ÖP\ _dP d /dP\ _dP d /dP\ _ dP

dt \d.v ) Ö.V ' dt \dy J öy dt \dz ) dz

The first of these equations is

r- .. . f bw div dw\

vv die dio dip

+ —.v= c''
i c\v — + {v" --.

c OiB o.» Oj;

(18)
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Neglecting in these and tlie two otlier equations any terms of

the second order we get

dw dw dw

"d^ • • •dy
(14)

and so

da; Oy Oz
(14a)

We now may everywhere replace in the terms of the second

order in the complete equations the quantities .c,i/,z and vv by the

values taken from (14) and (Ha). We then find

(. dw -da- .0*.

0.B dy dz

/ dw - dw di.
,

' + '\'d:. + '^d.,
+ 'd-^) = ''d.

dw
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1 d

2c^ dt

being zero on account of (14(7) when terms of liiglier order than the

second are neglected.

§ 5. The equation of energj' (together with tiie integral of angular

momentum) of the motion of a 'particle in I he field of two fixed

centres can be obtained rigorous in the following way.

It is clear that, whatever may be the influence of both centres

on each other, their field will be symmetrically situated, about an

axis. Choosing this axis for axis of x and 'calling r the distance of

the particle from that axis, if- the angle between a fixed plane

through the axis and the plane through the axis and the particle,

we obtain

L =r (ux'^ -(- 2p,vr -\- vr'' -\- qr^t/^ -{- s)i,

u, p, Vy q, s being functions of .v and ;•. This will yield at once the

equations of motion

d /'dL\_dL d /'dL'\_dL d/dL\_
dt \dw J

~
d.v

' dt\dr J~ dr ' dt \dff J
~

From the third we get

^=V^--^/', (17)
Orf' IJ

and by multiplying them in succession by x, r, ip and adding them

we obtain

^ = /'; (18)

Here h and A are constants. From (17) and (18) it follows that

=^'r=-A (19)
s

(18) represents the equation of energy, (19) the equation which cor-

responds to the integral of angular momentum. With the approxi-

mation with which we have contented ourselves in the former §§

g =: — 1 and

s = c" (1

—

2w + f "'^)'

SO that we obtain

rV/-' =^(;' (]— 2?<; + |«ü'') (19a)

Without difficulty one sees that (18) agrees with (16(?). (19) enables

us to eliminate the variable <f fi'ora the equations of motion.
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I take the opportunity to correct an error in ray former communi-

cation (quoted abovel. On page 1003 in tlie equation that follows

equation (11) and in the next equation 3 r^ P instead of ?'' (2P -|- Q)

is to be read. This makes (12) valid in any case (and not only in

the case of a liquid), even when (S=|=0 /- being <[ /?. (13) of course

is valid only, as before, in the case of S being zero outside a

sphere of radius R at points in whicli r ^ R.

Mathematics. — "ö?z a linear integral equation of Volterra of

Ike first kind, loliose kernel contains a function of Bkssel."

By Dr. J. G. Rutgers. (Communicated by Prof. W. Kapteyn).

(Qoinmunicated in the meeting of September 25, 1915).

Among the few applications given of Sonine's extension of Abel's

integral equation ') we may arrange the integral equation :

/(.f)=r(i-^)r|JJ(x-gr^i_,(.V^=|)«(§)d5. . (1)

a

with the solution:

^
1—;.

ill which it is supposed: 0<:^A<[1, and the given function ƒ(.«)

must satisfy the conditions that f{x) is an analytical function, ƒ'(«)

finite with at most a finite number of discontinuities for a^x^b,
and f{a) = 0.

In what follows we shall prove that i^l) and (2) -may be directly

deduced by means of relations known in the theory of the functions

of Bessel. In this deduction it will moreover appear that the solution

of (1) only becomes the form (2) if a definite value is avoided and

consequently a great restriction is imposed on a certain parameter,

what is not strictly necessary. This special selection has moreover

the drawback that we only come to the solution of (1) under the

very restrictive condition <^ ii (P.) <[ 1 , whereas the more general

expression which we may find in this way, gives a solution under

the far more extensive condition R(X)<:^1. The conditions which

the given function f{x) must satisfy will manifest themselves.

1) SoNiNE : Acta Matem. 4 (1884). These Proceedings XVI p. 583 (1913).
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We shall also apply Volterra's inetiiod to (1) and so we shall

be led to important conclusions.

1. We premise the well-known relation'):

substitute in it: a ^ ,?/==:; i^.x-

—

a, and replace v by — X, q by
.V -* a

n -\- in (;n and m positive integers or zero), so as to get :

I„+m+i-). (sJ/.«— «) =

"+'"+1

—
I I anWe multiply both members of (4) by —I I and summate

afterwards from ?2 = to ?z=go. The first member may be reduced

by means of the relation ") -.

,(!)",
,,

(iJ
„=o nf "+ '" r(v+l)

and in the second member summation under the integral sign is

allowed on account of uniform convergence of the series arisen.

After some reduction we find :

[2)
^^-'^"-''-'

r{vi-\-2—x)

(5)

= r~Y ƒ(.!—§) 2 j_, {zV/JZr^).{^-a)-U,„ (iz\/^-a)dl «(;.)<l.l

If we further substitute in (3) c< =: ^, i/=.k\'^.v— (7, and replace
;v— a

V by [x — 'J, Q by m — ft {m again positive integer or zero), we get

:

1) Nielsen: Handb. der .Gylinderfunktionen 1904, p. 181 (8) slightly altered.

2; Nielsen. 1. c. p. 97 (6).
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m+l— /J. I

Vsy r .-^=^
.

. . (6)

r(m+l- fj) J

0<7?(f,)<m+ 1.

These expressions (5) and (6), wliifli in a sense maj be considered

as each other's reverses, enai)ie us to arrive at (1) and (2).

For this purpose we multiply l)0th members of (5) by a,„[ —
)
r(l-P.)

and afterwards summate from //(=.'> to wn = x (in the second memlter

under the integral sign). Let us write

:

r(i-;.) z'sy'"
ƒ(,.)= ^- (-ira,,,—-^—^ - (,.-«)-+—, . . (7)

05 /^izvw— a\" .
,

u {w) = :S a,„ /,„ (/sl/.r—a), .... (8)

then we get already

:

T

ƒ (.r) = r(i ~x)
(^|-Jj

(.«-£)" i"
ƒ_, (^i/.:^) „ (Ï) dl R (;.) < i. (i)

f iz \"'

If we multiply both members of (6) by a"' — , the first member

by summation from m =z s to vi = oo passes on account of ^8) into

u{x), and if we execute the summation in the second member nnder

the integral sign, we find

:

4^0 = r^Y y(.«-s") ' /_(i_,.)(LV*—§).9(5)d5,

in which^(§)= È ——— ^~\ (g-a)'"-/'
m=s r(W-|-l— fi)

(f»)

<[ /? (fi) <[ *• -j- 1 (.•; positive integer or zero).

It clearly appears now that only on account of the special selection

H^zzX this expression on account of (7) passes into

:

1—

i

but we see at the same time arise as a condition /?(/'.)> 0; and as
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in (1) R{X)<C_1 was necessary, so we find apart from other condi-

lions, tliat (2) is a solution of (1), provided < 7^(/) < 1.

2. If we do not impose tliat great restriction on ft in (9) (viz.

ft = /), bul if we maintain its independence in reference to /, (9)

even in this case, apart from other conditions, represents a solution

(1) provided /?(?.) < 1 is satisfied.

A simpler forin may be given to (9) t)y using the following

definition :

Dl icl'
— "-J—--!— ieP-9

r{p-g+ l)

for all values of p and q, which form exactly indicates for positive

integer values of </ the 7''' differential quotient of xi'. For the series

occurring in the second member of (9) under the integral sign, we

may then write:

2: (§—a)'"-/^ =
. r(,„,_|_i_„) ^* '

.

(-i)"'«™(0"

,", r(m+2-T) ^" ' r(i—;.)

= A''+'-^ ^ —
:
—^"4^ (i-«)"'+-' = ---^, n'?'^' ym

on account of (7), or again =——r
/'^'''+'~''

(s) according to the
1 (I /)

well-known notation by the whole index.

So we get for (9) the form

:

„(^.) :=±^ r{X) r^'y~'j(..-§rV7_^j_^. (i, i/,^)ƒr,.+.-;XD^S,(l 1)

a

0<fl(fi)<« + 1.

We now recognize at once (2) from (11) for ft := A.

The remaining conditions, under which (11) will be a solution of

(1), are implied in the way of deducing these relations from (5)

and (6), in which we liave carried out summations under the integral

sign.

So it is necessary that in (11) the series for /i/'+i-') (.t), cf. (10),

converges uniformly for a^.v^b; if this condition is satisfied, the

series (8) for u{x) is uniforndy convergent, as in the second member
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l-F-

of (ll):(.r— I) - I^(i-y.){iz\/.r.— §) is of order and ft satis-
{x—^y-!'

fies R[n)>0.
As a condition in the deducing of (Ij from (5) it arises tliat (8)

must be uniformly convergent for a ^ x <l b, whicii lias the conse-

quence : f[x) continuous as R(k) <^1.

We may thetefore agree upon tlie following:

I. It is an analytical function, regular for n<x<h.
(x-af-'

having x = a as zero of order s [so that development (7) obtains],

and if the series, which we may draw up according to our defini-

tion for /'("+!-") (,t) [cf. (10)], converges uniformly for a^.v^b, —
(11) will be a continuous solution of (1), provided /?(^.) <^ 1 and

0</^(fO<.- + l.

3. For c = 0, (1) passes into Abel's integral equation:

for which we now find the solution in a general form by substi-

tuting in (11) also :=zO, viz.

u(x)= ~ ^dï, .... (13)
^ ^ JT r(foJ (.«-§)i-." ^ '

available under the same conditions as mentioned under I (§ 2).

Abel solved (12) on the su[)position <[/?(/.)<[ 1, and found as

solution (13), in which ix =r ;..

LiouviLLE ') extended Abel's problem to the supposition n <^

<] /2 (A) <^ — n -|- 1 (k positive integer or zero) and found as solution

(13), in which (i=zzn -\- A.

4. Let us now take (1) as a special case of Volterka's integral

equation of the first kind, which has the general form :

/ix)= JK(.v,^)uii)d^ (14)

then (1) appears to ensue from this, if we take as kernel

/i^(.i;,|) = ^(l-/,)^^Y(.^—5)^"^ /_;(5|/.^3g). . . (15)

1) Journ. de I'Ec. Polytechn , Gab. 21 (1832).
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As to (14) the following theorems') obtain.

A. If KA^\'è) = K{.v,^), K,{.v:i) = ^'^,. .. Kn(.v,S,)=-^^^ are
Ox X "

d"+iAV,£)
continuous and /r„+ i(A',^) =—^ —— is tinite tor a < S, < a- < h,

a ,u"+

'

^ ' ^ ^

and the discontinuities of Kn^\{x,S,), if it has any, are regularly

distributed ^), and if moreover K„ {cc,x) ^ 0, /Vj {:v,x) ^ 0, . . . § . .

.

/vn — iC'i'.^O^O, but K„{x,x)~\=0 for a^x^b, (14) will have only on*?

continuous solution under the necessary and sufficient conditions:

/'(.t), ƒ'(.('),... /'^"+ '(*') continuous for a^x^b und f{n)=^/'{ii):= . .

.

= fi"){a}^=0. And this solution will be represented by the only

possible continuous solution of the integral equation of the second kind

:

ƒ(" + '-
(.,0 = a; {x.x) u {x) + i Kn+, (x4) u iS) dï, (16)

B. If /v,(.f,§)= K{x,ï), K,{x,?,)= —^^,...K,,-i{x4)= ^ \*' are
ax OA'"~i

d"K{x,i) G(x.S,)

continuous for n ^ï^.v^b and A'„(.r,<;)=—^ = — {0<R{/.„)<\),
dx" (_,._..)'„

dG{x,^)
in which 6r(.7,',s) and—r are also continuous for « < E<,r<ft. and if

ox

moreover A
o(*",'ï')

^ 0, K^{x,x)^ 0, . . . K„—i{x,x)^ 0, but G{x,x) =(=

for a ^ X ^b, — then (14) will have only one continuous solution

under the necessary and sufticient conditions: ƒ (.c),/'(.c) ... /'(«Vu') and

£ C_llSïl- dS, continuous for a < x ^ b,aM f{a)=f\a)=..—f("\a)=

a

= 0. And this solution will be represented hy the only possible

continuous solution of the integral equation of the first kind:

X

F{x) = fL{x,i) u("s) dè, (17)

a

in which

:

1) See for instance M. Böcher : An introduction to the study of integral equa-

tions (1904) §§ 13, 14.

2) Viz. that the discontinuities lie on a finite number of curves with continu-

ously turning tangents in the space of the .r^-plane considered, which are inter-

sected by lines // x- of $-axis always in a finite number of points.
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/•(..)= f^^p-di- (18)

(,r-J)'-'"

and

J {x - ;/) "(//

—

t)
"

Theorem A may again he applied to equation (17), as the kernel

L{x,ï) satisües already' for ii = the conditions written down for

We may moreover observe that, as sufficient tiiongh not necessary

X

condition for the continuity of— I
—^ — f/i obtains: f^"\.v) con-

(/.r J (,f—$)!-'„

tinuous and /'"+i)(.(') Unite with only a finite number of discontinuities

for a^ x< b.

In the first place we siiall now prove lliat tlie special value (15)

for the kernel K{.v,ï,) satisfies the conditions mentioned in theorem

A or B and that in proportion as ). ^ — ?i or — n<^li{y)<^— " + 1

{n positive integer or zero).

a. Let ns suppose ). = — n, (J 5) passes into:

and we find:

(-1)

A' (,r-,5)— —-- ^' — n! 2 ^

—

^— (*•—ï)'"+"-/'
0x1' Hi=:0 '"' ("i |-« — P)/

n—i>

= nl

(^-

J

(.r - i)
-^ /,._, (. V.v-l\

SO that:

/v„ (,«, §), /fi (,7', §) . . . /v'„-|-i (.I-, §) are continuous for a ^ | ^ ,x' ^ A,

moreover /f,, (.(;, x) ^ 0, A', (.?;, .r) ^ A'„_i (,r, x) ^ 0, bnt

A', Gi-, .r) =1= for a <. x ^ 6.

Cohseqnently for A=— n the suppositions mentioned in theorem

A are satisfied by A'(.(', ï), also if z = 0.

h. Let ns further sup[)Ose P. = — » -|- ;.„ (0 <^ /?(/„) <^ 1), (hen:

50

Proceeflings Royal Acad. AmsferJnrn. Voi. XVIU.
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= r(.. fi-J.) J
, „,

^^", ~A'-i)-+'-.

and consequently :

(-1)"

m=o '«• / (m +n—p+ 1 — >.„)

r(n^l-X„){^) '(x-§) 2 /„_,^_ (..l/^_§),

SO that:

K„ (.1-, §), /v, (.r, §) . . . /Cl- 1
(!', §) are continuons for a ^ § ^ .r ^ 6,

moreover K^ {x, aj)^ O, K^ {.i\ :r)^ O, . . . K„-\ {x, x)^ O for a^x^b,
G{x,i)

wliile K„ {x, S.) = ^ -
, iu wliieli ;

so that:

dG{u:,ï)
ix (x,i) and —r are continuous for a<§<x<b, and 6- (x,x)=i^O

o.v ^ ^ ^

for a^x ^ h.

Consequently for — ?; <^ R{)) <[— n -f- 1 t'ie suppositions mentioned

in theorem B are satisfied b^' K[x.i), also it' :^=0.

Summarizing we can already state that (1) has only one continuous

solution, provided R{).)<^\ and certain conditions for f{x) are

satisfied.

Tiiese necessary and sufficient conditions for f{x) mentioned in

A or B are doubtlessly satisfied if we impose on j\x) the conditions

mentioned under I (§ 2), so that we can complete I in this way
that (11) under the conditions mentioned there is the only possible

continuous solution of (1). [This holds good for (13) as a solution

of (12)]. As a conse()uence of this (11) is invariable by changing

f»
within the limits indicated.
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In order to determine the solution of (1) according to Volterra's

method we have to investig-ate again the cases a and h separately.

a. Supposing that /. = — n and the given function f{x) satisfies

the conditions mentioned in tiieorem A, we have to consider the

equation of the second i<ind into wiiicii (16) passes foi' our case, viz.

.(..) = ^;^ + yJ—̂ ^=-M5)^^5 . . (20)

Its solution is the absolutely and unitbrralj' convergent series :

a a

^ in— 1

. .
= ./'"+ ' (5m) ^Sm f^^, f?5,

. . (21)
K §,„_!—§,„

a

which now moreover represents tiie only possible continuous solution

of (1) for ;. = — 71.

b. Supposing that l=: — n-\- l„ (0 < R (A„) < 1) and ƒ(,*,•) satisfies

the conditions mentioned in theorem B, we arrive at equation (17),

in which the kernel, represented by (19), passes for onr case into

— r(« + 1 — ;.„) r().„)j„ {s V'l

so that (17) becomes:

F (,<•) = r{n + 1 - ;.„) r(K„)jh {^^^^s,) « (^=) di

.

(22)

This integral equation of the first kind has as kernel

:

A'(,f, g) = r(« + i-;,„) r(;.„) /„ {z VJ^,),

so that A'„ (.1', .1') =1= and we consequently arrive at its solution by

determining the solution of (16), in ;vvhicli n = and /' has been

replaced by F; if we replace moreover /.„ by n-\-K, (16), consider-

ing (18), assumes the following form:

^^ ^(^-;.)^(;.+;.)rf.^•j(.<—g)'-^"+') ^ ^2j k:,^;.
^-'^

^

Its solution is the absolutely and uniformly comergent series:

50*
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" ^'''^ "" TiTSTfrin+X) dwj öiZIiy^JH^ '^^ +
j

/^(i— ;i) r(nH-A)

• J i/g„,-i-.f,„ rfW (ë.«-.Wi)i ->+')- + -" '
'

which now represents moreover the only possible continnons solution

of (1) for — ?i < R W < — ?i + 1.

It is moreover iin|)ortant to observe, that though (J) for c=0
passes into the equation of Abel (12), the substitution of r=:0 in

(2]) and (24) does not lead to its solution. As we saw, tiie kernel

K{.K, §) eontinues to satisfy the conditions mentioned in theorem A
or B if c =: 0, but, for ).^ — n and c =: 0, A'„+i {x, i) s^ 0, so

tliat (16) is cancelled.

And if - n <^ R {).) <^ — ?; + 1 and ; = 0, (17) passes into

.1 X

from which the solution ensues directly :

sir^A^ Ft;.) ^ r /i"){E)

a

under the conditions for f{:v) mentioned in theorem B.

5. The expressions (21) and (24) may not be easily reduced,

even though we should make use of (7) and so we accept the

conditions mentioned under I (§ 2) for /(x). As in this case (11)

must represent the same u {.c) we arrive at the following conclusions :

1. Not only (21) but also (11) with / =: — n represents

the only possible continuous solution of (20). if the conditions

mentioned under I hold good for /'(,(•)• If we introduce some

f."+V{.v)
simplification here by supposing" ;z= y (.t), we can say that

n/

the integral equation of the second kind:
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u (.«) = ,r (^) ^- ^ . ,
^ " (bj di (25)

^ iV Va;— i;

a

has the only possible continnons solution :

ui.v)^(';y " i(.v-i) -^ I-(t^,){iz\/w^yr^''){é)di , 0<R{!i)<s+l (26)

if the conditions are satisfied :

II. fp {x) is an analytical function, regular for a^x^b, which

has x = a as zero of order *; and the series for '['"^U"), which we
may draw up by means of our definition, is uniformly convergent

for (I £ X < b.

So, not only (24) but also (.11) with

—

n<^R{X)<^— ?i-)-l repre-

sents the only possible continuous solution of (23), if the conditions

mentioned under I hold good for /"(•''')• Here too we can introduce

ƒ(")(.«)
some simplification by writing ^ (/(.)•), so that ot the

' •' *' r{l—k)r{n+ }i) ^ ^

integral equation :

a a I

— w <] _R (/.) <^ — H -f 1 {n pos. integer or zero)

the only possit)le continuous solution may be written in the form:

r(n+ X)(^^J
"j{x-è) -^"i-d- „)(L^|/x-t)./(."+'-" ')(£)</t .

(^^^

< i^ (ft) < s -f 1

under the conditions

:

ff'{a;)

III. —^,-- is an analytical function, regular for <i<x<b,
(,K-a)i-("+^) • *" =- =

having x^a as zero of order .v ; and the series ensuing from it for

(ƒ(/'+—"-'•) (.r) is uniformly convergent for a^x^b.
/•'"+i) x)

2. As (21) with ' —= ff{x) and (26) both represeut the ojdy

possible continuous solution of (25), in the same way (24) with

=: (f{x) and (28) both the only possible continuous
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solution of (27), we arrive at the two important relations:

n-§.

(29)

ill which <^ /?(fi) <^ .y -f 1, c =| - 0, aii<l tlie conditionsmentioned

under II oblaiii.

± r y£) .
, .

, %• f1
Y" r /.(.-i/^=^) r ia^^^-e,) -

(i aai
§m -

1

V "I
f

r/^..^.-g,„)__^ r_^fe^-,-.,„^,.g,„..,..,J (30)

J ^/^vI;^£^ rfi,„J(.^„.-sS„+i)i-"'+>> - ^ ^ •"
I

' i_„ 1

= ri,> + ?.)0-'y T(-i^-5) ^/-(i-,.)(/si/.r^i)/(''+i-"-')(S)rfë,
I

in whicii — ?i<^/?(A)<^ — ?z + 1^ ('* positive integer or zero),

<^ R{n) <^ s -{- 1 , c =1 - and the conditions mentioned under III

obtain.

Anatomy. — "Oa the conus medallaris oj the domestic animals."

V\y Dr. H. A. Vermeulen. (Communicated by Prof, C. Winkler).

(Communicated in the meeting of October 30, 1915).

The material used in this research was derived from 4 horses,

a calf's foetus of 4'/^ months, 2 goats, 2 sheep, a pig's foetus of 3

months, 3 dogs and a cat. Of that of 2 horses, 1 dog and J sheep

longitudinal sections were made, that of the other animals was

cut into transverse sections. (Paraffine inclusion, sections of 12— 18 fj,

colouring with cresil violet.)

In all our domestic animals the spinal cord reaches further in the

spinal canal than in human beings. Whereas in the latter the conus
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medullaris readies the second lumbal segment, in the carnivori this

passes the whole or almost all of the lumbar region of the vertebral

column, which in these animals is generally built up of seven,

sometimes of 6 vertebrae, while in the Ungulata, it can be traced as

far as the middle of the sacral portion of the vertebral column.

Similarly, the continuation of the conus and that of the surrounding

membranes, the (ilum terminale, extends in these animals, owing

to the stronger development of the tail column, further than in the

corresponding part of the human body.

Ei/uus cahnllns. In the last lumbal segment the transverse section

of the medulla of the horse shows a heart shape, with the basis

turned ventrally (anterior) and the blunt point dorsally (posterior).

The anterior horns are well developed, the posterior horns are

large, with rounded, 'much broadeneii lops turned towards the

periphery ; the substantia gelatinosa is characterised by a sharply

ontlined fibre system. As well as in the ventral and in the

ventro-lateral portion of the anterior horn, numbers of large

cells are met with on the border of the anterior and posterior

horns; in the posterior horn we see scattered cells generally of a

somewhat smaller type. Occasionally these are fusiform or egg-shaped,

or more or less round, and they exhibit a marked accumulation of

pigment, which causes a morphological resemblance to the cells of

the spinal ganglion of the horse. Frequently we see a few cells,

sometimes clustered in small groups and of a narrow fusiform, in

the border zone of the posterior horn, most of them on its posterior

and outside edge. The septum longitudinale posterins is very thin

and the iissura longitudinalis anterior much narrower on the periphery

than in the more central portion of it (fig. 1). The canalis centralis

is not obliterated, small coagulations are visible in the centrum but

the ciliated epithelium is quite intact. Remarkable is the great

number of small blood-vessels situated in its immediate neighboiu--

hood. It shows a peculiar form (fig. 2). The posterior portion of it is

broad and rounded, and possesses two small |)ointed lateral recessus,

the anterior portion is smaller and likewise rounded off. At its

greatest breadth it measures 0.315 mm., while the greatest depth

is 0.365 mm. At the commencement of the sacral medulla the

heart shape becomes more distinct on section as the posterior pole

becomes more pointed. The canalis has shifted from the centrum in

a forward direction and has become rather narrower ; the above

dimensions now are 0.216 mm. and 0.315 mm. respectively; the

section is that of a spindle with irregular walls, and the side pro-
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jections in the posterior poftioii are but faintly indicated. The septum

posterior lias nieanwliiie disappeared and tlie number of cells in

Equus (Fig. 1). Equus (i''ig. '2).

the anterior horn have greatly decreased, clusters of cells can be

seen longest ventraily and dorso-lateraliy on the border of the

anterior and posterior horns. In the sensory zone the large cells,

mentioned above, can still be seen, though not constantly, both in the

centrally situated cells and the fusiform border-cells.

Likewise fairly large oval, or more or less round cells, containing

pigment, can still be seen occasionally. The (issura longitudinalis

anterior is unchanged. In the following portion of the sacral medulla

these conditions are the same, with the exception of the section of

the central canal. This is now widest in the ventral (anterior) por-

tion, for there the wall is gently curved ventraily or flattened, the

dorsal (posterior) pole a blunt curve, and the side walls exhibit

several bulges. These at first number two on either side, one half

way up and one on the ventraily pointing basis. In many sections

they are seen symmetrically. The number of cells in the anterior horn

has grown small again, while in the sensory zone the various kinds

of cells appear now and tiien as before. This sensory zone has grown

much more massive, owing to the commissura grisea having become

thicker, the fissura anterior is smaller and no longer shows the

broadeiied central portion. Further back the sensory horns merge

almost to one mass, in which however, the two horns can still be

separately distinguished for some time, as the round-fibred systems

keep their individuality (tig. 3). The conns which gradually decreases

in diameter, still exhibits the heartshaped form in section. The

anterior horn cells seen occasionally are few, and the central and

border cells are also scarce in the sensory area. The projections of

the central canal are larger, the epithelium is intact and soon a third

^et of jjrojeclions makes its appearance. The number of cells de-

creases, especially in the sensory portion, while the section loses its
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heart-shaped form, owing to the conns becoming flatter. As the

fissura anterior is still present and the back wall of' the conns rounds

otr, the wiiole, on a section, now has the appearance of a kidney. The

flattening is a result of the diminishing of the sensory area. The

sectional view of the central canal again changes. The posterior

portion grows out in a point and before long almost touches the posterior

periphery of the conns, the side projections again increase in number,

new ones appear among the first, but neither constantly nor symme-

trically, while also small projections grow out of the posterioi top

which has become flat. The canal now measures at the deepest part,

830 m.m., and its maximum breadth is 0.217 m.m. In another

horse these measurements were at this place 1.13 and 0.398 m.m.

The folds, four, five, and sometimes six in number on each side,

vary in size, the longer having secondary smaller ones (fig. 4).

Equus (Fig. 3) Equus (b'ig. 4)

The conus is still kidney-shaped on section, occasionally a few cells

still occur, the posterior zone having no more large cells. After

this the canal bieaks through on the posterior side, which break

Equus (Fig. 5). Equus (Fig. 6).

can be seen in a series of 62 consecutive sections of 18 fi, for a

length of fully 1 m.m. The opening, very narrow at first, gradually

widens to a maximum of 0.3 m.m. after which it becomes narrower

and the canal closes again, continuing for '/s m.m. nearly to the

apex of the conns.

The ciliated epithelium can still be seen quite intact in many

sections as far as the break in the border. In the conus medullaris
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of' ilio Iiorse there is tliiis a cietVlike open coiiimunication of about

1 in. 111. long and willi a maxiiniun breadth of 0.3 m.m. After this

cleft has closed the central canal attains its greatest depth, viz. 1.33

m.m., with a breadth of 0.332 m.m. The fissura anterior has dis-

ap[)eared after the rupture, the kidney-form in section gives place to

an irregular round shape and afterwards, when the cross diameter

of the conus grows shorter, to a pear shape. Finally the anterior

portion of the canal is also pointed, whereby the frontal wall is

almost readied, but not broken through. The ventriculus terminalis

measures about 5.5 mm.
In two horses the end of the sacral medulla was cut longitudi-

nally for a lengtli of 3.5 cm. Here too it is seen that the central

canal, before it widens at the end of the conus into a ventriculus

terminalis is not everywhere equally wide. Cranially from the

ventriculus terminalis more widenings occur, in one case there was

even an elongated spindle-shaped widening, 2.5 m.m. in length, to be

seen right in front of the ventricle. Since the ventriculus proper was here

only 2.8 m.m., it is not impossible that this extreme broadening

belongs to it and that the ventriculus in this horse showed a bend.

The folds vary greatly in size, the smaller ones protruding at

right angles, tiie larger ones at an acute angle, while the longest

runs nearly parallel to the comis (fig. 7). The longest which I

Equus. Fig. 7.

observed was 5 mm. in length with a breadth of 0.250 mm. In

one case a narrow fold was to be seen close to the end of the canal,

so that the latter ended here in the form of a pitch-fork. The wall of

the ventriculus is much folded, some folds branch off again till the

whole has a \ery odd appearance

^r^t^f^^^i^ ---'^ ± -^55v^ (fig- 8). The rupture seems to take

^ ^'* ^s:=* ->> place near the end of the ventriculus.

Behind the ventriculus the conus

continues for 0.5 mm. more (fig. 8).

Equus. Fig. 8. Neither is the ventriculus obliterated,

although the epithelium here shows signs of degeneration.

Especially in the longitudinal sections fine large round cells con-
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taining a great quantity of pigment are to be seen. It is not improbable

tliat these are central ganglion cells of spinal ganglions.

Bos t/iufus. (foetus of A^/^ months). (_)n tlie border of the lumbal

and sacral portion the medulla shows a sectional view which

resembles exactly that of the closed portion of the medulla oblon-

gata of the cow, in the reverse way, however, for the cleft is

caused by the fissura anterior and thus lies here on the frontal side.

The walls of this fissure diverge widely and gradually slope into

the frontal wall. The strongly developed anterior horns are extremely

rich in cells in the ventral portion ; latero-dorsally on the border

of anterior and posterior horns no cells of a large type are met

with. As a rule three sharply defined cell-groups may be distinguished

in the anterior horn, one ventro-medial, one ventro-lateral and one

dorsally at the last-named. This dorso-lateral group is the most

constantly round in form and contains 30—40 cells, the two 'other

differ greatly in size and shape, owing lo their often possessing

continuations which continue along the lateral and medial walls respec-

tively. The dorsal horns are broad and carry a heavy cap of

substantia gelatinosa Rolando, always clearly circumscribed on the

periphery by a fibre system. These horns are also rich in cells, of

a smaller type, however, than those of the anterior horns. The canalis

centralis is a recumbent oval in section, in width it measures 0.1 mm.
and in depth 0.07 mm.; the ciliated epithelium is very well developed.

The fissura anterior is shallow, regular in section and proceeds, as has

been remarked, with a pronounced curve into the frontal wall of

the medulla. In this foetal tissue the commissura grisea is very

slightly developed, when, strongly magnified, but few commissure

fibres can be detected, a circumstance which can be observed also

in the whole of the lumbal segment (fig. 9).

Caudally the cross diameter of the conus decreases, whereby the

form on section becomes compact, the central canal shifts in a

ventral direction and on section is seen to be round; the cell groups

Fig. 9. Fig. 10.

Bos taurus (Embryo 4V3 months).
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in the anterior horn have grown fewer in number and smaller, the

commissiira grisea begins to be clearly visible on tiie peri[)heral

portion and further develops rapidly and grows very rich in small

cells. The border zone of the posterior horns lies directly against

the periphery. Further caudally, in the niedio-ventral portion of the

anterior horn, many cells again appear, and conspicuous is a well-defined

cell-group right and left of the canalis centralis. These groups built up

of typical anterior horn cells, can be traced for many sections (fig. 10).

The conns then becomes roundish in form, only broken in its

frojital wall by tiie shallow fissura anterior, the central canal has

become egg-shaped on section with the blunt end pointing ventrally
;

the septum posterius has disappeared; the commissura grisea is very

broad and rich in small cells, in the anterior horn a varyingly large

number of cells occur of a smaller type than before; after this the

conns flattens and its section shows the form of a kidney, the

central canal keeps its diameter and remains free; the number

of cells has diminished very greatly everywhere; in the anterior horn

we see exclusively small cells of 10—12 ft, sometimes in groups

3— 5. By the time the fissuia anterior has disappeared, the frontal

wall of the conus is flattened, the posterior wall remains rounded,

the central canal is then rather wider, (0.13 >, 0.1 mm.) and is also

flattened on the frontal side. Now the canal begins gradually to widen

into the ventriculus terminalis. First egg-shaped on section witli the

pointed end towards the front, it further on expands backwards

whereby the posterior wall of the canal becomes flat. At the base

traces of folds can now and then be seen (fig. 11). The breadth

diameter of the conns diminishes greatly so that, when the canal has

reached its maximum breadth and its front and back walls have

very nearly reached the periphery, the whole canal is surrounded

by a narrow strip of couus-tissue (fig. 12). The ventriculus is then

Fig. 11. Fig. 12.

Bos taurus Embryo 4Vij month.

1.1(3 mm. deep and 0.250 mm. broad; the epithelium here shows

signs of degeneration, and cell remnants are present in the ventriculus.

Then the latter decreases in width and gradually becomes a narrow

groove; before the end, however, a slight widening takes place,
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wliicli bears traces of folds, and in wliicli the epitlieliiiin appears

again lo be qnite intact. The whole ventriculns has a length of

3 mm., and there is no sign of any rupture. At the end of the

conns we find outside the continuation of the dura numerous spinal

ganglions, the largest with a diameter of 0.750 mm., wliile a few

smaller ones can be seen caudallj from the conus (fig. 12).

Capra hircus. On tlie border of the last lumbal an.d the first

sacral segment the medulla is roundish on section, the anterior horns

are well developed and almost reach the periphery-; they are very

rich in large cells, which also occur in the so-called middle-horn ; the

posterior horns, with their round, cap-like, broadened tops parlly,

and rather more caudally entirely, reach the periphery. They contain

few large cells ; tiie fibre-system round tlie substantia gelatinosa Rolandi

is also distinctly present. The section shows the canalis as an upright

oval, at this place it is 0.270 mm. deep and 0.1 mm. wide. The

septum posterius is very thin and the fissura anterior very narrow. The

canal is quite free, ventro-laterally we find on the right and left a

sharply defined fibre bundle, more or less round, with a diameter of

0.2 mm. These bundles are also present in the lumbal medulla and can

be traced far back'). Also in the second series they can equally

clearly be seen. Owing to the canal deepening caudally they gradually

come to lie right and left beside the canal [fig. 13). In this level the

conus is still round in section and numerous cells, though in general

of a smaller type than before, are met with in the anterior horns, as

also in the middle-horn and dorsally from the central canal. The

posterior horns are still poor in cells. More caudally the septum

posterius disappears and the whole posterior portion of the conus

is taken up by the sensory area, in which the two horns have

merged into one, the fissura anterior has grown very sliallow, the

central canal has shifted further ventrally and has become wider.

Fig. 13. Capra hircus. Fig. 14. Gapra hircus.

1) According to Dexler these sharply circumsciibed 'intra Icommissurale Yen-

U'albündel" occur constantly in the Ruminants and in Pigs. (Ellenberger, Hand-

buch der vergleichenden miiiroskopischen Anatomie der Haustiere, Vol. II, Page 214).

In the call's foetus Ihey were not present.
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especially in the ventral poi'tion, in vvliioli portion folds occur.

In this respect there appear to be individual differences. In one

series they are very distinct. The posterior portion grows out in a

point, stretches as far as the back wall of the conus and even

pushes the latter outwards in .a point at some places; the anterior

portion sends out strong folds at its base and somewhat higher

(fig. 14). Further back these increase till finally the whole ventricle

wall is folded. The greatest de[)th here measures 0.550 mm. the

greatest width 0.140 mm. In the other series the canal appeared

less deep here, though more than twice as broad ; here the measu-

rements were 0.480 and 0.3 mm. respectively; the folds occur later,

are less numerous and much smaller. The ventriculus terminalis

of the goat is about 3 mm. long. The canal is not obliterated.

Ovif nries. The end of the lumbal medulla on section is round,

as is also the central canal. The latter is partially obliterated and

the epithelium also exhibits distinct signs of degeneration. As in the

goat, clearly defined bundles also occur venti-ally from the canal

:

here however, they lie nearer the median line and do not reach

so far caudally. The grey matter is less well developed than in

the goat and cells are fewer in number. The septum posterius is

partially cleft-shaped, the fissura anterior, as in the horse, is much

wider in the more central portion than at the surface.

Caudally the conns becomes heart-shaped in section, the canal

shifts in a ventral direction, deepens and broadens ventrally, and

then becomes bell-shaped in section, owing to the flattening of the

broad lower wall. Its depth and breadth are here 0.2 and 0.170 mm.

respectively. In this region we see, at the back, indications of folds

and the above-mentioned bundles will be found to lie immediately

against each other and right against the lower wall. More caudally

the canal becomes narrower again, the septum posterius here is a

cleft almost as well developed as the fissura anterior, still further

back, the septum becomes shorter and we frequently see the remainder

of it as a small cleft-like space connected with the posterior wall

by a fine pia-bundle. At this juncture the conns is distinctly

kidney-shaped on section, cells are still present in all the sections,

the majority in the anterior horn but a few also in the posterior horn.

The central canal widens into the ventriculus terminalis, deepens

as it proceeds backwards and soon reaches the posterior circumference,

many sections show the wall at this place bulged in a point by

the ventriculus. Here shallow folds and short bulges are present

in the ventricle wall. (Fig. 15). The back wall of the conus is
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hereby rendered so thin that a break seems to have taken place

repeatedly. In the continuous series, iiovvever, we see distinctly

that there have been ruptures, the remains of which are frequently

to be seen, but where such is not the case or is doubtful, such

sections are followed by others in which the canal is closed.

The greatest depth of the ventriculus in this series is 0.670 mm.
and the maximum width is 0.250 mm., after which the canal grows

narrower. Although the walls are often irregular, distinct folds no

longer occnr. The ventriculus is aliout 4 mm. long. Even at the

Fig. 15. Ovis aries Fig. 16. Sus scrofa domcsticiis

(foetus 3 mouths).

end of the conns an occasional cell is to be found. Immediately

behind the end of the conus, beyond the continuation of the dura

lies a spinal ganglion which contains about 60 cells. In a longitu-

dinal section we see that the central canal itself is very irregular

in width, and that the folds are small and few in number.

Sus scrofa domesticus (foetus of 3 months). This material

appears to have suffered greatly and only the series of the

last portion of the conns has been successful. At this place the

conus is f mm. in diameter, and round in section, the septum

posterius is not present and of the fissura anterior only a shallow

groove is left. No cells are to be observed. The canal no longer

lies in the centrum, it is a fairly narrow ellipsis in section, 0.3 mm.
deep and 0.07 mm. wide. Towards the back it Avidens 0.16 ram.

and the section becomes egg-shaped. On this level and also further

backwards we constantly find in the durapocket one or two spinal

ganglions of 0.250 mm. in diameter. The canal continues till it

strikes against the front and back walls of the conns (fig. 16), then

it widens in a ventral direction and ftnallj' decreases in width and
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de[)th, ut tlie eiui it is surrounded only by an extremely fine layer

of conns tissue. The widened portion of the canal is 1.5 mm. long,

the greatest depth measures 0.4 and the greatest breadth 0.18 mm.

No folds of the wall, nor any indications of such can be noticed.

Cell-remnants are present in the ventriculus. No more spinal ganglions

are seen at or near the top of the conns.

Caniii fmni/iriris. In carnivori the conns does not reach the sacral

canal. In the nuddle the lumbal medulla is liearl-shaped on section

wiih the blunt point directed backwards. The grey matter is very

strongly developed. Owing to the presence of the big commissura grisea

the fine septum posterius is very small. The central canal is an

irregular round, frequently it is a distinct pentagon on section, the

epithelium is poorl}' developed and even lost in several places;

many remnants of it are found in the central canal, which is also

wholly, or nearly wholly, obliterated, its depth and breadth are

practically ecpuil, the diameter measures 0.17 mm. in the strongly

developed motor horns we find large cells ventrally oidy. The pos-

terior horns touch a large part of the back wall of the conus, the

border zone is not so sharply marked as in the Ungulates. In this

area too a few large cells occur. In general the medulla is poorer

in cells than the sacral medulla of ruminants (fig. 17). Further

back the conns becomes kidney-shaped on section and the canal

measui'es more in width than in depth, the broad base sometimes

arched, sometimes flat, measures 0.250 mm. and the depth 0.125 mm.

Here we find traces of folding at the base and sometinses also

Fia;. 17. Cauls familiaris. Fia:. 18. Felis catis domest.

above. Now the formation of the ventricle commences, the canal

deepens towards the back; at first it is pointed in front and rounded

at the back, so that the whole in section becomes pear-shaped ;

later the base also rounds off so that it becomes an elongated oval,

after which it gradually decreases. In three dogs the measurements

were as follows: from the number of transverse sections (he
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length of' the ventricukis of one could be calculated to be 2.5 mm.
of another 2.25 mm. while of the third dog the longitudinal section

measured 3 mm. In the two first cases the greatest depth and breadth

were 0.4— 0.17 mm. and 0.5—0.15 mm. respectively, and the great-

est depth in longitudinal section 0.515 mm. In longitudinal section

jt further appears that the canal does not run quite to the point of the

conus, but stops 0.225 mm, from it and that the portion of the canal

behind the ventricle exhibits slight differences in depth. Past the

conus very small ganglions are seen outside the membranes.

Felis catix domestica. In general we find here the same conditions

as in the dog. Owing as the fissura anterior disappears earlier the

section does not show the kidney shape after the heart shape, but

the conus here is more or less flattened at both poles, and later it

becomes oval and pear-shaped on section. Further the central caiuil

in the cat appears to have different diameter measurements at several

places, and is mostly obliterated. At first fusiform on section with

a depth of 0.30 ram. and a width of 0.1(36 mm. towards the back

it becomes roundish, with a section of 0.230 mm. and then points

in a ventral direction. At several places it exhibits small folds

in many sections of the venlriculus, these are symmetrically present

in the posterior third portion (fig. 18). Here the ventricle is 0.558 mm.
deep and 0.250 mm. wide, after which it gradually narrows to a

fine cleft which has also small folds. The whole venlriculus is

2.25 mm. long. At the end of the conus a few ganglion cells are

observed.

We see thus that of our domestic animals the horse exhibits

various peculiarities in the structure of the conus. Although the length

of the ventriculus terminalis is very small com[)ared to that of

human beings at least, (man 8—10 mm., horse 5.5 mm.) this differ-

ence is certainly fully compensated by the particularly strong folds

of the ventricle walls and the numerous, frequently even strongly

developed folds of the canal before the ventricular widening.

This fold formation can be seen in a more or less degree in all

the other domestic animals with the exception perhaps of the pig,

but in none in such a degree of development as in the horse.

Further the rupture of the canal, the presence in the horse of a

neuroporus posterior and the striking abundance of blood-vessels in

the immediate proximity of the central canal. As regards the rupture,

Stilling has observed that the central canal breaks through at the

51

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIll.
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end üf the conus, in some animals at the bacl< wall, on others at

the frontal wall. Stirling's observations have been repeatedly refuted

by others, and hitherto the theory generally held was that such

a rupture does not occur, and that what Stilling had seen

were only artefacta, which need occasion no surprise since

the conus wall, which suri'ounds the ventricle, is often extremely

thin. In my opinion the rupture is undeniable in the horse and I

connect it with the unusually rich fold formation, the presence of

numerous recessus and the great quantity of blood. For, owing to

these conditions, the resorption surface of the liquor cerebro-spinalis

and the degree of the power of resorption increases of the relative

tissues, which for an animal used for long and heavy labour and

therefore provided with a very powerful metabolism, cannot be

otherwise than of the greatest use. To this opinion I will here add

in passing that in none of our domestic animals are such frequent

disturbances of the central nervous system caused by stopping of the

liquor cerebro-spinalis to be met with as in the horse.

Remarkable is the occurrence of sharply defined bundles in the

motory region and in the immediate neighbourhood of the central

canal and the lumbal and sacral medulla of ruminants and pig, as

also the fact that about half-way in the development the commissura

grisea in the cow is locally developed and at other places has still

to be formed.

It is known that in human beings spinal ganglia can be seen

at the end of the medulla inside the dura-pocket. As regards the

horse I can give no information on this point because the material

of these animals has been prepared for the investigation. Of the

other animals numerous spinal ganglia occurred intra-durally only

in the pig (foetus) : in several, these ganglia are seen caudally from

the conus. It is Certainly remarkable that these ganglia, which in

higher levels have shifted peripherally into the foramina vertebralia,

have remained at the end of the medulla nearer their origin or

have been left behind at the end of the spinal canal. The fact that

they even remain within the membranes entitles us to assume that the

spinal ganglion cells of the terminal part of the medulla are more

inclined to keep their connection with the spinal cord, for which

reason I venture to express the possibility that the cells rich in

pigment as described in the horse even might be central ganglion cells.
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Chemistry. — "On Critical Kndpoitits /» Ternary Si/stems". III.

By Prof. A. Smits. (Communicated by Prof. J. Ü. vanderWaals.)

(Gommunieated in tlie meeting of October 30, 191.5).

1. Projections on the concentration triangle.

Already in a few earlier comnuinications I have written on the

occurrence of Critical endpoints in ternary systems '), specially because

this subject is of great importance for petj'oi/iriphi/ and particularly

for the chemistry of the magma.

In my latest communication six cases have been successively dis-

cussed, the sixth of which referred to the occurrence of a binary

compound as solid phase.

The consideration of a case that a ternary compound occurs as

solid phase was then postponed till later, because it seemed to me
that this case would not be a subject of study for the present.

Soon after, however. Dr. Morey informed me that he was engaged

in the study of the ternary system H5O—SiO,—K^O in the Geo-

physical Laboratory of the Carnegie Institution of Washington, in

the course' of which research he met with a case that had not yet

been treated by me, so that it had become desirable to extend my
earlier considerations.

I greatly desired, particularly because I knew Dr. Morey would

be interested, to undertake this work immediately after his commu-
nication, but want of time compelled me to put this off until now.

7^^ Case. Continuing oui' earlier considerations we shall therefore

begin with the case that the volatile com|)onent A gives critical

endpoints neither with B nor with C, but that a ternary compound

Z), occurs, which more or less dissociates in the liquid and the

vapour phase, and which presents critical endpoints with A. This

case is schematically represented in fig. 1.

In this figure in the first place the ternary eutectic liquid and

vapour lines are given, so the liquids and the vapours that coexist

with two solid substances. In the second place the critical endpoint

curve has been given.

1) These Proc. XIII, p. 342 and XV, p. 184.

51*
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Fig. 1.

7)3 the least volatile; B more volatile than C; A very volatile.

"he lines Z,,'Z.o
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on the liquid and vapour lines wiiicli indicate the liquids and the

vapours coexisting with £), + 6' and D^ -\- B, from which points

new eutectic lines start indicating the following coexistences.

L\L^ and G'Jjt^ for liquid or resp. vapour phases with 6'-+ /J,

L\L, „ G\G, „ „ „ „ „ „ „ B-\-D.,

and L\L\ ,. G\G\ „ „ „ „ „ „ „ A+A
It might happen that now again critical endpoints occur, and

now by the side of D^ as solid substance, but this case we leave

out of consideration for the moment.

It is still noteworthy here that the critical endpoint curve might

also have been drawn in this way, that it intersects the lines G\,

G\ and L\ L\. This intersection would then, however, have had

no physical signification, as the latter lines refer to other tempera-

tures than those for which the critical endpoint curve holds.

Dj the least volatile ; Dj less volatile than B and C
;

B more volatile than C ; A very volatile.

8''' C<is('. We iv'dl, however, examine the case that presents itself

when in the preceding case the ternary compound D^ decomposes

before the critical endpoint q is reached, and when at higher tem-

peratures critical phenomena with solid /)., occur instead of with

solid Dj. When this case presents itself fig. 2 is changed into fig. 3.
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Fig. 3.

Dj the least volatile; D.i less volatile than B and C';

B more volatile than C ; A very volatile.

Tlie piirticularity is here that the eutectio liquid-vapour lines

referring to the foexistence with D, -\- D,, merge continuously

into each other in the points p and p^, which are therefore two

double critical endpoints.

In these two points the two critical endpoint curves, that of Z),

and of Z),, intersect.

9''' C''/.sv'. Just as in the preceding case two double critical end-

points can present themselves, when besides the ternary compound,

also tlie component C with A exhibits critical endpoints. We then

get a structure as given in fig. 4.

The double-critical endpoints Pj and P„ are the points of inter-

section of two critical endpoint curves.

For one critical endpoint curve the ternary compound Z), occurs

as solid phase, and for the other the component 6'. Of course the

corresponding continuous eutectio liquid vapour lines pass through

the two points of intersection. It has further been assumed in this

figure that just as in the preceding case a binary compound Z), is

formed from the ternary compound at a temperature above the

critical endpoint p. If in the binar}' system A—B also critical end-

points occur, two double critical endpoints may arise also on that

side of the ti-iangle, wliicli we need not specially indicate here.
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GTcn^ \

Fig. 4.

i)s the least volatile; D« less volatile than B and C;

B more volatile than C ; A very volatile.

Besides a combination with lig. 3 can occur, but tiiis case too

follows so easily from the preceding ones tiiat this does not call

for a separate discussion either.

Thus it will also be clear that in the last case the two eiidpoint

curves coming from the sides AC and AB, which refer to the

coexistence of a critical phase with solid C resp. with solid B,

can come in contact with each other, as was drawn by me already

before, (fig. 5 in communication II), and then this case can occur

e.g. combined with case 7 or 8.

What is, however, of more importance at the moment is the fact

that Dr. Morey in his study of the system H^O—SiO^—K,0. found

phenomena which point to this that this system as far as its main

points are concerned, must be probably classed with fig. 4, when
we namely put that A = H^O, C =; SiO^ and B = K^O. The system

H.jO —SiO^ givfes two critical endpoints; further Dr. Morey has found

that in this sj'Stem a ternary compound KHSi,C\ occurs, which

probably also shows two critical endpoints, the former lying at

+ 365°, the latter at + 500°. He has further found that this

ternary compound splits up at higher temperatures into the binary

compound K.^Si505, and a solution rich in SiO^. Of course the

critical endpoint curve of the compound need not come in

contact with that of SiOj,; this is however probably the case, and
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then fig. 4 represents tlie plienoiiiena sehematioally perfectly, al least

as far as the principal features are concerned, though the situation

of the vapour lines is much more one-sided than has been drawn

here. It is, however, not impossible, as Dr. Morey observes, that

also tlie binary compound yields critical endpoints, but this being

still unknowMi at the moment, we can leave this possible compli-

cation undiscussed for the present. Now the system studied by

Dr. MoREY. however, is certainly still somewhat more complicated

than that indicated in fig. 4, for there occurs another ternary com-

pound there, viz. K^Si^Of,H^O. This ternary compound gives no

critical endpoints. The figure, however, changes only little, also

when this compound is considered.

Fig. 5.

D^ Ihc least volatile ; B more volatile than C' ; A very volatile.

This change will be applied later when the system has been more

closely investigated; probably K^SiJJ^H^^O will occur at lower

temperature, KHSi^Oj at higher temperature.

In any case it seems probable to me that what is typical of the

said ternary system is indicated by fig. 4, and so this figure can

.
|)robably render good services as a guide in the continued research.

Case 10. Up to now cases have been considered which may

present themselves foi' ternary systems with one volatile component.
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Now we will suppose that botli A and B are volatile, and that a

ternary compound 0, occuis, giving critical endpoints with A and

B, whereas C presents critical endpoints neither with .4 nor with

B. We then get fig. 5, wliich does not call for further elucidation.

Case 11. The case we are going to consider now on'y differs

from the preceding one in this that in the binary .system A—C
critical endpoints occur. The critical endpoint curve for solid Z) and

solid C intersect, and give then rise to the origin of two double

critical endpoints 1\ and P^

.

B

Fig. 6.

D3 the least volatile ; B more volatile than C ; A very volatile.

As it has been supposed that also B is volatile, critical endpoints

could also occur in the binary system BC, with this result that

also on this side double critical endpoints make their appearance.

Case 12. We shall now proceed to the case that the three com-

ponents are volatile, but form a ternary compound melting at a high

temperature and much less volatile, which yields critical endpoints

with the three components. Here too, as in the preceding cases,

unmixing in the liquid phases is excluded.

Fig. 7 represents the case supposed here in drawing, and shows
that the ternary comjiound />., with all the mixtures gives critical

endpoints, so that two closed critical endpoint curves are formed,

an inner (^-cnrve and an outer p-curve.
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Fig. 7.

Dg very little volatile; A, B, and C very volatile.

If now in one of the binary systems a maximum critical tempe-

rature occurs, the possibility still exists that the ring is opened in

consequence of the continuous merging into each other of the p-

and the ^'-curve at two places.

Though the cases discussed here might be supplemented by a

number of others, I shall for the present drop the subject here, and

resume it again as soon as the experiment renders it desirable to

enter more deeply into these considerations or to extend them.

II. The P,T-ngure.

Four phase lines and critical endpoint curves.

As in Dr. Morey's research P-J'-lines are determined it was

desirable to represent also these curves i. e. the four phase lines in

drawing for a few of the cases considered here.

When we examine the projections of the eutectic liquid and

vapour lines, taking the direction into account in which the temperature

rises, and bear in mind that where a eutectic line is cut by a line

joining the two coexisting solid phases with each other a maximum
temperature prevails, this derivation can on the whole easily be

given roughly, provided the rules are made use of, giving the relative

situation of the four-phase lines round a definite quintuple point.
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I will therefore first devote a few moments to the discussion of

the derivation of these rules.

If the concentrations of the coexisting phases in a system of an

arbitrary number of components have been given, there exist in the

P, T'-figure definite relations for the relative situation of the lines

for monovariant equilibria. For quadruple points Dr. Scheffkr has

derived a rule which indicates this relation, and which renders the

construction of the three phase lines possible, if the succession in

concentration of tlie four phases is known. ^) Afterwards the same

rule derived and formulated in a slightly different way, was

given by Schreinkmakers. ') Tiie situation of the four phase lines

round a quintuple point has already been described b}' Schreinkmakers

in "Heterogene Gleichgewichte III 1", the relations holding for them

have been lately elucidated further by him. ')

Fig. 8.

For the construction of Ihe subjoined P,T-t\gures I have used

these relations availing myself of tiie following figures, which

1) These Proc. XV, p. 389. Z. f. phys. Ghem 84. 707 (1913).

2) Z. f phys. Ghem. 82, 59 (1913).

») Verslag Kon. Akademie 25 Nov. 1915. (Not yet translated,)
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Dr. ScHEi'FER liad already derived in his cited investigation, but

wliicii had been left unpublished, as the essential part appeared to

have been published already by Schreinemakers, and the derivation

of' which only diifers somewhat in form. In his investigation on the

quadruple point rule Sen effer demonstrated that no two-phase coexist-

ence can exist over a spacial angle greater than 180°. Making use

of the tilling up of the space round the quadruple line by two-

phase coexistences, he came to the quadruple point rule. The follow-

ing figures liave been constructed by him through application of

the same principles for the quintuple points. The P, T-figures round

the quintuple point were derived thi-ough the application of the

principle of the filling up of the space round the quintuple point,

which is now four-dimensional, and must consist of three-phase

coexistences, combined with the rule that three phase coexistences

in stable state can only occur over angles which are smaller than 180°.

Fig. 9.

In the figures 8, 9, and 10 are given three-phase-coexistences

which successive regions have in common and which must lie
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within an angle smaller tlian 180°. The coexistences between

immediately following four-phase lines have been omitted for the

sake of clearness.

If we know the situation of the five phases in the plane of con-

centration, it is easy to construct the subjoined P-T figures. The
five points can namely lie in three different ways : they can form a

triangle with two points inside, a quadrangle with one point inside

it, or a pentagon.

These three cases correspond resp. with the figures 8, 9, and 10.

For the first case the figure is e.g. constructed in the following way.

We consider a certain division of the triangle in three phase

regions; this situation is then possible in one angle at the quin-

tuple point. If we now pass round the quintuple point it is possible

that by the side of three of the coexisting phases a fourth exists.

This fourth phase can lie inside or outside the three-phase coexistence

in question. We then get either a quadrangle, of which the four

phases can exist simultaneously, or a triangle with a point inside

it. which are all at the same time stable. If we take a definite
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division as point of issue, the new division can come al)Oiit in two

dilFerent ways.

In the P-T-üguves this comes to this that the region is enclosed

by two four-phase lines. The question is therefore reduced to this:

divide tlie concentration figure into triangles, and gradually change

this division, so that every time one fonrphase coexistence shows

the transition. When the division has been moditied five time, we
have passed round the quintuple point, and we ha\e again the

original division.

In this way the three figures are easy to reconstruct. In the figures

the corresponding division is indicated in every region and it has

been indicated liy hatching on the quadruple lines what four phase

coexistences make the transition between successive divisions possible.

.Strictly speaking regions of one single homogeneous phase and the

two-phase coexistence would still have to be indicated in the con-

centration figures; for the survey and the construction these are,

however, not necessary. |Wlien the four-phase line is passed some

three-phase coexistences are left undisturbed repeatedly. Thus it will

be clear among others that in fig. 10 the coexistence 125 is not

disturbed by the four-phase line 2345; it occurs both on the left

Fig. 1«.
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and on the right of the four-phase line in question.

The reproduction of tiiese figures 8, 9, 10, wiiicii were not published

by Dr. Scheffer, seemed desirable to ine, because though they

do not contain anything new, they can render good services in the

application on account of their great lucidity.

We can now represent the four-ptiase lines schematically for the

different cases.

Fig. la agrees with the case considered in fig. 1. Particularities do

not present themselves; it is only worthy of note that the four-

H
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phase lines of AD^LG, CD,LG, and BD^LG possess temperature

maxima.

The ternary critical endpoint curve for the coexistence of the

solid ternary compound with the critical tluid phase is indi<'ated by

a closed line, on which the critical endpoints p and q occur. By

the side of this line the symbol I)^ -\- {L^ G) is written.
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Fig. %i is a little more intricate, because here the binary com-

pound D^ is formed from the ternary compound D^ at higher tem-

perature. This gives rise to two new quintuple points CD^D,LG
and BD^D^LG. Now the temperature maxima of the four phase

lines CD^LG and BD^LG have disappeared, and instead of this

the four-phase line D^D^L(r Jiow possesses a temperature-maximum.

Of the greatest importance, however, is the P-T tig. 4a, which

corresponds with fig. 4.

In a binary system occur the critical endpoints ,S + (-^ = ^0> in

consequence of the three-phase line S ~{- L -\- G meeting the plait-

point curve L = G, just as for the system ether-anthraquinone. In

a ternary system the critical endpoints ,S'i + .S'^ + f L= 6*) occur,

which I have called douhle critical endpoints, when tlie four-phase

line /S', (S'j L <} meets the critical endpoint curves .S, -f- {L = G) and

S^ -{- {L = (t), which meeting must of course take place simulta-

neously. In fig. 4« tiie lines j'^iy^ and PJ{P„VP^, refer lo the

critical endpoint curves C-\-[L=zG) and 1)^ ~\- (L ^= G).

Where the four-phase line (JD^LG meets these critical endpoint

curves, the double critical endpoints 6' -j- -D, -}- (L = ^r') occur, from

which it therefore follows that this meeting must take place in the

points of intersection of the critical endpoint curves mentioned. The

double critical endpoints l\ and P^ are connected by the critical

endpoint curve I\VI\ tiie oilier half of lliis curve is nielaslalile.

As has been said it is very well possible thai Ihis case occurs

in the system H,0—SiO, -K,t), but it is also possible that the critical

endpoint curves p^rq^ and P^RP^VP^ do not intersect, and in this

case the four-phase line CD,LG proceeds uiulistuibed tVdin one

quintuple |)oint to the other.

Dr. Mokey's investigation will be able to decide this point.

Aiion/diiic Cht'iiiicii/

Amsterdam, Oct. 28, 1915. Lnhnnituri/ of the Unirersitii.

Chemistry. — " The Periodic Passlvltij of /raji." By Prof. A. Smits and

C. A. LoBRY DE Bruyn. (( 'omiuunicated by Prof, van dkr W,\.\ls).

(Communicated in tlit' meeting of Ücluber 30, 191.")).

1. The periodic /uisslvlti/ on mtodf pohinsation.

As was already communicated before ') the passive stale of iron

can be abolished by bringing the iron into contact with solutions

') Chem. Weekblad 12, 678 (1915).

52

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVllI.
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containing Cl' — Br' and I'-ions, wliicii ions must tiierefore be

considered as catalysts for the conversion of pnsslvi' iron into

active iron.

In the conrse of the investigation on llie passivity of iron the

qnestioM rose wiiether it would not be possijjle to call forth periodic

phenomena for instance by the addition of Cl-ions to the electrolyte

during, the anodic polarisation.

According to our recent views the internal equilibrium in the iron

surface is namely disturbed during the anodic polarisation, in con-

sequence of this that practically exclusively ferro-ions go into solution,

and the comparatively slow internal transformation ferri -» ferro in

the iron surface proceeds too slowly to keep pace with the going

into solution of ferro-ions. Hence the iron surface becomes richer in

ferro-ions and the potential diiference iron elect rtjlyte becomes less

strongly negative or positive.

Let us suppose that the electrolyte is ferrosulphate, and during

the anodic polarisation of an iron electrolyte with a very small

surface, we add ferrochloride, then the catalytic influence exercised

by the chlorine ion becomes noticeable by a decrea.se of the positive

potential difference, and when the addition of ferrochloride is con-

tinued, a pretty rapid and considerable decrease of the potential

difference appears at a given moment, and the iron has passed

from the passive state into the active state.

Without our entering into any further details it is clear that at

a velocity of solution of the iron determined by the density of

current it must be possible to find a concentration of chlorine ions,

at which at a definite moment the chance that the iron remains

passive is just as great as the chance that it becomes active oi* vice

versa. Let us now suppo.se that at this moment the density of the

current is somewhat diminished, then it may be expected thai the

transition passive-active takes place, and while the iron-anode in the

passive state only goes exceedingly little into solution, the iron,

having now become active, will be sent into solution to a very great

degree in the form of ferro-ions. Hence the contact, of the Cl'-ions

with the iron-surface will diminish, and in consequence of this the

i>'on will again be brought back to the passive state.

As has been said, the iron dissolves but very sparingly in this

passive state, and the processes which now take place at the anode,

consist first of all in the discharge of the SO^-ions with the subse-

quent Os-generation, and secondly in an increase of concentration of

the Cl'-ions. This latter process will then again give rise to activation

and so on. This supposition was fully confii'med, and as the following



A. SMITS and C. A. LOBRY DE BRUYN: "Activation curves of iron".

Activatinn curves of iron after anodic polarisation in FeS04 (0.4'?3 gr. mol. p. L.)

„ „ „ „ „ „ vvithout FeClj

„ „ „ „ „ + 0.00024 gr. mol. „

.. „ „ „ „ + 0.00036 „ „

„ „ „ „ „ +0.00048 „

The potential is indicated on thej'-axis in Volt, vifith respect to the potential of

active iron in the same solution. The time is indicated on the x-axis in minutes.
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photographic reproductions flig. 1) show, \vc have complete control

over the phenomenon ').

For a definite Cl-ion concentration the density of current is to be
chosen so that the time during which tlie most passive state prevails,

is about equally long as that during which the most active slate

continues to exist. See tig. la.

If the density of current is made slightly greater, the passive state

continues to exist longer Ihau the active stale, which afipears very
clearly from fig. 16. In the maxima the iron is passive, and in the

minima active. The oscillations in the potential whicii we have
observed here, are very great; the maxima and liie minima lie 1,74
Volts apart, the duration of tiie periods amounting to (J.54 and 5.8
seconds. It is self-evident (luit the periodic phenomenon described
here only manifests itself clearly when the iron-surface is small. The
larger the iron-surface the smaller the chance that the iron is passive
or active all over its surface at the same moment ; hence this [)heno-

menon is less regular as the surface is taken larger, and vaiushes
entirely for a large surface.

We will point out here that |)eriodic phenomena during the elec-

trolytic solution of passifiahle electrodes liave already been observed
by different investigators, but none of these investigators has suc-

ceeded in calling forth a periodic |)henomenon of such large regidar
oscillations as here.

Adlek '), who has perhaps done the most meritorious work in

this region, obtained periodic oscillations in the polciilial dilference

anode-electrolyte among others for iron l)y generating hydrogen at

the backside of the iron wall, part of which acted as anode. The
explanation is as follows : The hydrogen diffuses through the iron,

and arriving at the anodeside it can then exert its catalylic action.

Though Adi.kk's \ iew was different from ours we may say that here
too the periodic phenomenon was oblained by the use of a catalyst,

but here the catalyst enters thnniyh. the metal, hence the phc'no-

menon is brought about in another way than ours.

Further the iron in Adi.kk's experiments remained a lung time
passive and a very short time active, and the potential difference

only amounted to 180 millivolls, the phenomenon being besides less

regular than ours. The curve found by him is lepresented to scale

') The iron rod was not suspended on a platinum wire, but was cemented
with shellac in the short leg of a U-sbaped tube. Alter it had appeared that
electrolytic iron behaves perfectly uniformly to iron with a small carbontHiiilenl,

we have afterwards always used the latlei-.

-) Z f. phys. Ghem. 80, 38.5 (1912).

52*
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in fig. Ie. Tlie oscillations founil by iis are, as is shown in the

drawing, about ten times greater.

2. 2Vie injiiumce of the (Jl'-ion concmtnttion on. tin' sha/w of the

curve of nctivation.

Another qiiostion whicii likewise incited to research, was this:

Wlien iron is made j)assive by anodic |Jolarisation, e. g. in a

solution of ferro-sulphate, and then I lie current is interrupted, the

potential difiTerence diminishes rapidly at first, then it changes little

for a short time, after which it finally descends again rapidly.

This discontinuity has been accounted for by Smits and Ate.n "•),

the explanation coming to tiiis that in the transition passive —»

active a state must be passed through at which two metal phases

exist side by side, which, in case electromotive equilibrium continued

to exist all the time, would have to give rise to a temporary occur-

i-ence of a constant potential ditt'erence.

When now chlorine ions in the form of ferro-chloride are added

to the solution of ferro-sulphate it may be expected that, the 67'-ions

accelerating ihe internal transformation in the iron surface, this

discontinuity will become less distinct, and a/iparent/i/ vanishes

entirely at a certain C/'-ion concentration.

As the curves fig. 2 show this expectation has been entirely realized.

It is clear that the discontinuity which seems to have entirely

disappeared on the last photo, (/ fig. 2, would manifest itself again

clearly, when the velocity of revolution of the registration cylinder

was increased. We shall return to this later on. -)

That these remarkable results recorded here, which strongly

support the new views of the passivity, can be stated in such a

way that every particularity which tlie different figures contain, is

essential to the phenomenon, and is not a consequence of the inertia

of the galvanometer, we owe to this that ' the research could be

made with Dr. Moll's e.xcellent galvanometer, which through its

quick and moreover perfectly aperiodic indication was eminently

suitable for these experiments.

The photographic representations have been made with Dr. Moll's

1) These Proc Vol. XVII, p. 680.

Chem Weekblad 31, 678 (1915).

-) The curve d exhibits a hardly visible thickening on the original photo at the

place of the halting-point. In a subsequent communication the infliience of the

extent of the iron surface on the periodicity will be more particularly dealt with,

and further the periodic passivity at anodic polarisation of iron, the unprotected

surface of which is only partially imnierged in a ferro-sulphate solution.
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photographic registering apparatus, which he very kindh' placed at

our disposition, and for whicii we gladly express our sincere thanks

to him once more here.

Anorij. Cht'm. Luboniton/ of the Universit//.

Amsterdam, Oct. 28, 1915.

Physiology. — '-On iifdir-soumk." By Dr. ¥. Roei.s. (Oornmuni-

cated l)y Prof. Dr. H. Zvvaardkmaker).

(Communicated in the meeting of October 30, 1915).

In daily life after-sounds are rarely perceptible to the car of

normal man and even then lliey are vagne and comparatively feeble

after violent detonations. We, therefore, had to apply rather potent

stimuli and to screen our subjects from all disturbances above all

from the ordinary street-noises.

The Galton- and EoKi.MANN-wliistles gave most satisfaction. The

subject was placed in the camera sileuta of the Physiological Lal)0-

ratory at Uti'echt : the head was fixed, ihe right ear at 2 cm. dis-

tance and right in front of the embouchure of the whistle. At every

time an airstream of equal force was urged through the whistle by

the experimenter outside the camera. In the first experiments the

whistle was put into operation inside the camera by the experi-

menter, who also recorded (he phenomena perceived l»y the subject.

Although we used our utmost endeavour to do this as noiselessly

as possible, it was detrimental to the production as well as to the

observation of the phenomena. We, therefore, resolved to separate

the experimenter from the subject. They spoke to each other bv

telephone, which enabled the experimenter to perform Ihe time-

measurements liy means of a chronometer. The subject used the

telephone only for these measurements ; for the description of the

nature of tiie phenomena he relied entirely upon his memory after

the experiment. This procedure was not open to objection as the

phenomena never took more time than I'/, minute.

Before entering upon our experiment proper a series of respectively

100 and 50 preliminary tests were performed with our two subjects.

Prof. Dr. A. Michottk from Lou vain and Dr. Bakkkr from Batavia.

The total number of the subsequent conclusive tests amounted for

M to 143 and for B to 129.
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Tliey are distributed among' llie various stimuli as follows:
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In its turn the latter gets lost again in the ordinary entotic noises.

//,. B. Very likely Ihe after-sound comes close upon the stimulus.

It is short (± 17^ sec.) and very liigli. Less often than in the case

of /\ it is followed directly by an interval of absolute or relative

silence, as mostly a feeble musical tone is heard whose pitch lies

between that of the after-sound and the stimulus and whose duration

varies from 2—S'/s sec.

Whenever the musical tone is not heard, the normal noises,

which, while intensifying gradually, follow the after-sound directly

or are heard after a space of absolute or relati\e silence, possess

a certain pitch. Eventually the space of silence lasts 5—9,5 sec.

M. In three cases a tone is heard instantly afier Ihe whistle is

blown. It is rather higher than jis,, gradually grows less intense,

to be replaced after 4— 7 seconds by a typical murmur. In the

other cases the tone and the ty|)ic,al murmur occur simultaneously,

lis pitch (invariably i/w^) gets lost after 6—8 sec, when the pure

murmur continues to flow (as is ever the case) into the normal noises:

sometimes a sti'ain is felt.

a^. B. The after-sound is short (± I '/s sec), feeble, and high-pitched.

Only twice a vague sensation of strain is announced. Close upon

the after-sound follows a "dark" space (period of absolute or relative

silence of 10.5—11 sec). At times it is succeeded by a feeble musi-

cal tone by the side of which the normal noises are generated and

reinforced so as to supersede the tone, whose pitch lies between

that of the after-,sound and the stimulus. Every now and then a

high bird's uote interferes with these noises.

M. Ill every experiment the subject notices inmiediately after the

stimulus a murmur, with markedly varying pitch and intensity, the

former fluctuating between d^ and r/,. The pitch gradually disap-

pears so that only the typical murmur is left. Occasionally a great

strain, which sometimes causes pain.

c'/.s-, B. Short (tl sec) and feeble afler-sound, followetl in 5 out

of 6 cases' by a "dark" space, which lasts frOm 13 to IH seconds.

Little by little the normal noises recur with growing intensity.

M. Immediately after the stimulus in all cases a murmur, evidently

of a definite pitch ; it most often belongs to the 6''' octave. The
intensity of the tone decreases by degrees, so that at la.st only a

typical murmur remains, in which, however, a pilch is still plainly

discernible. At times the quality of this murmur is modilied, both

the inlensity and the richness being diminished; the ]>ilcli also is

gradually lowered.

«3 B. The after-sound is short (+1.1 sec), feeble and high. Some-
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times it is followed hy a feeble musical tone (37,—4 sec.)- Then a

period of ai)soIiirc or relative silence sets in. In almost all cases

this "dark" interval commences immediately when the after-sound

has ceased: it lakes IS'/a—207, sec. Then the normal noises recur,

gradually intensified. Feeble bird's notes of distinctly varying pitch

often mingle with the noises at more or less regular intervals. Some-

times a strongly marked sensation of strain occurs in the gap of

absolute or comparative silence.

M. A mnrinui' with pitch in almost all cases directly after the

production of the stimulus. The pitch is about l^'^ octave higher

than fis,. At times only a tone is heard, succeeded by a murmur
after 14—17 sec.

The pitch of the tone is modified in a few cases: being rather

low at first, it rises up to + (/„. The intensity of tone and murmur
gradually lessens. The |)ulsations heard anterior to the production

of the stimidu.s recur during the experiment with augmented inten-

sity and with a decided pitch. (_)idy once or twice the subject makes

mention of a sensation of strain.

<:\ B. The after-sound is short (+ 1,1 sec.}, feeble, and shrill. In

4 out of 6 cases it passes into a very feeble tone of different pitch

(lower than the after-sound, higher than the stimulus), lasting from

4— 77-2 sec. A gap of absolute or relative silence immediately links

it.self to it. The g.ip covers 14 to 23 seconds, whereas only 13—15

seconds are taken by the "dark" interval that follows the after-

sound. Ultimately the normal noises return gradually with aug-

mented intensity, intermitted by several high and feeble musical tones.

In one case only a slight sensation of strain.

M. Frequently, directly after the production of the stimulus a

murmur with pitch {±r^.(!.- duration 24—31 sec.) In a few cases

a pure tone is heard, which only somewhat later makes way for

the typical murmur, whicii in its turn passes into the normal noises,

broken now and again by pulsations and feeble cricket-chirps.

L\ B. The duration of the after-sound, mostly forcible and very

high, .averages 2 sec. Directly after it a constantly feeble, musical

tone with a pitch, intermediate between that of the after-sound and

the stimulus. Sometimes the after-soimd coalesces with the musical

tone so gradually that is seems to sound musical at the outset. The

tone continues from 1 to 18 seconds and is succeeded by a gap of

absolute or relative silence lasting from 3 to 34 sec. Finally the

normal noises slowly return with augmenting intensity. Only once

a sensation of strain is- r-ecorded.

M. Almost always directly after the emission of the stimulus a
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niurmur with pitch (± Cjj. Both tone and murmnr soon get weaker

and weaker; when they have disappeared the normal noises are heard.

_f\ B. Tiie after-sound is very foi'cibie and high; its 4ime averages

174 sec. It always makes way for a musical sound of a pitch lying

between tiiat of after-sound and stimulus. Its intensity lessens

gradually, so that finally (in 3 cases after 4, 7 and 207j min.) an

absolute or relative silence ensues. This interval lasts about 6 sec,

after which not the normal noises are perceived, but again a musical

sound whose length varies from 7 to 18 sec. and with which the

gradually reinforced normal noises coalesce, while being interrupted

every now^ and then by feeble bird's notes. Ultimately the musical

tone flows together with the normal noises.

M. Only rarely does the subject observe a murmur with pitch

directly after the emission of the stimulus. While maintaining its

pitch (± f's) till the end it gets gradually fainter and finally makes

way for the normal noises. Oftenest, however, the subject observes

instantly after the stimulus a powerful, highpitched tone (6th Octave)

of fairly long duration (7—9 sec), fading away slowly. In the end

the normal noises return.

a^ B. The after-sound heard directly after the stimulus, is high

and powerful; its duration averages ± 17^ sec. In well nigh all

cases it is succeeded by a musical sound of a pilch lying between

that of the after-sound and the stimulus and of a duration varying

from 2 to 4 sec. This sound makes way for a period of absolute

or relative silence, which is gradually filled by intensilied normal

noises.

M. In 17 out of 20 cases a tone is heard instantly after the

stimulus is emitted. It gradually swells up to a maximum, reached

after 2 or 3 seconds. Then the tone dies out very slowly. Its pitch

is about that of the stimulus. Its length is considerable (21—63 sec.)

When lasting very long there is sometimes a breach of continuity;

it is plainly audible, though it is, of course, comparatively feeble.

When discontinuous it sounds like a succession of pulsations of the

same periodicity with those observed by the subject when not ex-

perimented upon. In the end there is a recurrence of the ordinary

entotic noises.

In 3 cases the subject is for about 20—58 sec. conscious of a

powerful, typical blowing noi.se immediately after the stimulus issues

from the whistle. It is discontinuous at rather regular intervals

and makes way for the normal noises, in which it nmy be distin-

guished a few times.

t/j B. The after-sound is very high and powerful : its time averages
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± IVs !^ec. The subject often announces a regularly recurring

intense strain, wliicli vanishes by slow degrees. In 11 out of 12

cases the after-sound is succeeded hy a pause of absolute or relative

silence. In about half the ca.ses it lasts 13— d 7 sec. when it is

fdJed b^- tlie gradually intensifying murmur. In the remaining

cases this pause is much shorter (8— 10 sec.) and is filled not by

the normal noises, but by a second after-sound, a continuous tone

lasting ± 7—10 sec. and fading before the gradually intensifying

normal noises. In only one case does the second after-sound follow

the first immediately. Its pitch is lower than that of the first.

M. Close upon the issue of the stimulus a rapid tone, gradually

growing less intense, lying somewhere about a^. In well-nigh every

case it is succeeded by a vigorous blowing noise, which lasts from

65—93 see; the maximum of intensity is reached after 2V,—3 sec.

;

then it fades away exiiemely slowly and regularly. Sometimes it

recurs once or twice. In synchronism with this blowing noise pul-

sations are audible, weak as compared with the force of the blowing

noise (pitch ± a,).

f\. B. The average duration of the after-sound, appearing at the

emission of the stimulus, is 2 sec. It is high (cricket-chirp), vigor-

ous, often extremely so. It is constantlj succeeded b^' a period of

absolute or relative silence, (5—16 sec); in this pause a strong sen-

sation of strain is often perceived. In some cases a second after-

sound is heard after the first, lower but of longer duration (3—

7

sec). In the majority of cases the pause is filled by gradually intensi-

fying normal noises broken by a few bird's notes.

M. In some cases directly after the emission of the stimulus a

high-pitched tone, followed immediately by a typical, continuous

blowing noise ^duration 69—87 sec). Mostly this noise is heard

close upon the stimulus. It is very powerful, sometimes with pitch

especially at the beginning. At times it is interrupted by the ordi-

nary pulsations. Finally the normal murmur i-efurns.

a^. B. The after-sound is comparatively long (± 3 sec), powerful

and high-pitched (cricket-chirp) and seems to follow the stimulus

immediately. In most cases it is succeeded by a period of absolute

or relative silence (3 -1272 s<e/.), In one third of the cases, however,

the normal noises recur, either to continue with growing intensity,

or to make way for a second after-sound, most often a musical

sound lower and feebler than the first.

This after-sound covers about 4—13 sec. Ultimately it is also

replaced by the gradually intensifying normal noises.

M. Only in one of the 10 cases does the subject announce a short
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Subject B.

Qè £ è

Sensation

of strain

Period of absolute

or relative silence
2nci after-sound

Blowing

noise.

^2(6)

/2(6)

£-2(6)

«2(6)

asO)

1

1

1.25

1.3

1

1.1

f4{6)

^4(6)

/4(6)

0(4(22)

fife(12)

/5(12)

«5(12)

^6(16)

1.1

1.75

1.25

2.6

feeble rarely, short

and slight

feeble 1 most often,

.not very great

feeble

feeble

feeble

feeble

rarely, slight

distinct,

rather slight

10—16
after 1^'after-soundj

6 - 13.5

after Is' after-soundi

5-9.5 2-3.5
after btafter-soundj mostly after 1st

after-sound

10.'>— 11 Short, after the

after 1st after-sound period of silence

13-16
after 1st after-sound

19.5 20.5 3.5—4
In 6 cases after the occasionally, feeble,

1st after-sound. directly after the

In one case after ' first after-sound

the musical tone
following the

after-sound.

13—15 4—7.5
In 4 cases after the

I In 4 cases directly

feeble

mostly I

intense
i

intense

intense

rarely, rather
slight

I

'1

rarely

most often,

sometimes
very intense

sometimes

musical tone.

14-25
In 2 cases after the

I

1st after-sound

3-34
after the musical

!
tone following the

after-sound

6

after the musical
tone

6 1

almost always after always afterthe 1st

the musical tone after-sound

intense regularly

often

very
intense

intense

intense

regularly,

often very
great

rarely, slight

after the 1st

after-sound

1—18
always after the 1st

after-sound

4—20.5
always afterthe 1st

after-sound 1

almost always after

the 1st after-sound

;

n 6 cases: 8—10;
in 5 cases

:

5-16

after the 1st

after-sound

3—12.5
mostly after 1st

after-sound

2—10
after the first hiss

7—10
in five cases after

theperiodof silence

3—7
in 3 cases after the

period of silence

4-13
in 2 cases after the

period of silence

3—7
I During or
afterthe 1st

after-sound
15-40

I

Intermittent

blow, sound.
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Subject M.
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Sg. B. Immediately after tlie stimulus the after-sound, wliicli is

powerful and high-pitched (cricket-chirp) (duration 2'/^ sec).

A highly powerful blowing noise in conjunction with the after-

sound and continuing when this has ceased. With one exception

(15.5 sec.) it continues for 3— 7 sec, to be succeeded by a gap of

absolute or relative silence (2—10 sec). Subsequently a second

discontinuous blowing noise is distinguisiied, sligluly differing in

character from tlie first. The intervals are characterized by a slowly

increasing murmur. The second blowing noise disappears entirely

only after 15—40 sec. In the end the normal noises return while

intensifying gradually.

M. Immediately when the stimulus is emitted a blowing noise is

plainly audible, which especially in its inilial phase, assumes a certain

pitch (higher than cj. The intensity of (he noise lessens rapidly
;

after 2 or 3 sec the subject has to concentrate his attention con-

siderably to follow it; in 7 cases it is inaudible after 13—15 sec.

Sometimes it is not continuous; the moment of its first disappearance

occurs after 4—23 sec Usually it is superseded by the normal noises.

Cj. M. Directly after the stimulus a typical murmur, lieaid also

before the experiment but less vigorously.

In the foregoing tables we give the principal data regarding the

character and the duration of the phenomena as apprehended by

our subjects when acted upon by the stimuli applied.

CONCLUSIONS.

i. Invariably a constant after-sound, differing individually has been

observed close upon the stimulus. With the lower stimuli it consists

chiefly in a murmur of a certain pilch, while the latter prevails

before the discant. At one stage after the discant the after-sound

changes into a typical blowing noise.

The most forcible after-sound is yielded by the high discant. Its

duration varies from 2 to 30 sec. As for the pitch of the after-sound,

it is constantly higher than that of the stimulus. The lowest stimuli

as a rule yield the lowest after-sound ; the highest are produced by

the highest stimuli.

2. An interval of 2—30 sec is most often filled by a second

after-sound, 'lower than the first, mostly of longer duration and much

less distinguishable from the normal entotic noises.
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Chemistry. — "In-, nmno- imd (liiyirlnnt i-iiuIUIii-'ki." . III. By Prof.

SCHREINKMAKERS.

(Communicaled in the meeting of October 30, 1915).

(Jorrection.

In the previous comrauiiii'ation II, the fio;iires 4 and 6, as will

have l)een oin'ious to the reader, have to he changed mutually.

6. Quaternary sijstenis.

In an invariant point of a quaternary system six phases occur,

which we shall call A, B, (J, D, EandF; consequently this point is

a sextuplepoint. Six curves start from this point, therefore; in

accordance with our previous notation we ought to call them

(A), {B), . . . . (F) ; here, however we shall represent them by yl', 5',

C' , D' , E' and F' . Further we find i (?z + 2) (n + 1) = 15 hivariant

regions.

When we call the components A',, K,, K, and A'^ and when we
represent them by the anglepoints of a regidar tetrahedron, then

we are able to represent each phase, which contains these four

components, by a point in the space. As in a sextuplepoint six

phases occur, consequently we have to consider six points in the

space and their position with respect to one another.

In general this representation in space can lead to difficulties for

the application to definite cases ; for this reason we shall later indi-

cate a method, which leads easily towards the purpose in every

definite case. Here, however, we shall use the representation in

space in order to deduce the different types of the possible P.T-

diagrams.

When we consider the six points in the space, then they may
be situaled with respect to one another as in the figs. 1, 3, 5, and 7;

In tigs. 1 and 3 they form the anglepoints of an octohedron, viz.

of a solid which is limited by eight triangles. In each of these

octohedrons we find twelve sides and three diagonals. [In fig. 1 AF,

EC and BD are the diagonals, in fig. 3 AF, EC and EF]. In

fig. 1 we find in each anglepoint four sides and one diagonal, in

fig. 3 we find in the anglepoints E and F three sides and two

diagonals, in the anglepoints A and C four sides and one diagonal

and in ihe anglepoints B and D five sides only. As in fig. 1 the

partition of the sides and the diagonals is a symmetrical one and,

however, in fig. 3 an asymmetrical one, we shall call lig. 1 asym-

metrical, fig. 3 an asymmetrical octohedron.
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In fig. 5 five points tbnn tlie anglepoinls of a hexaliedron

within which the point F is sitnated. Wlien we omit the side-plane

BCD and when we unite F with B, 6', and D, then again an

octohedron arises, which we shall call nionoconcave.

In fig. 7 fonr of the points form the anglepoints of a tetra-

hedron, within which the points E and F^ are situated. When
we unite E with the points A, B and D, the point E with (\ B
and D, and when we omit the side-planes ABD and CBD, then

a biconca\e octohedron arises.

Type I. We shall deduce now the /^, 7'- diagram, when the six

phases form the anglepoints of a symmetrical octohedron (tig. 1).

We may consider this solid as construed of the four tetrahedrons

CABD, EABD, FBCl) and EBED, which terminate all in the

side BD.
In order to determine the reaction between the phases of tlic

monovariant equilibrium F' , we consider the hexahedron CADBE;
as the diagonal CE intersects the triangle ABD, this leaction is:

C^ E^A + yi+ D
Hence it follows

:

C' E'
i

E'
I

A' B' D' (1)

In order to define the reaction between the phases of the mono-

variant equilibrium E' , we take the tetrahedron ACBDF; as the

diagonal /1
7'"' intersects the triangle BCJ), wo find for this reaction:

/>'+ C-^ Dr^A^ F
Hence it follows:

B' C' D'
I

E'
i

A' E' (2)

We now draw in a P. 7'-d iagram (fig. 2) in any way the curves

E' and F' ; for fixing the ideas we draw E' at the left of/'"". [For

the definition of "at the left" and "at the right" of a curve we
have previously assumed that we find ourselves in the invariant

point on this curve, facing the stable part]. In accordance with this

assumption (1) and (2) have been written also at once in such a

way that herein É' is situated at the left of F'

.

It now follows from (1) and (2) that C' is situated at the left of

F' and E' \ C" is situated, therefore, as has also been drawn in fig. 2,

between the stable part of E' and the metastable part of F^'

.

Further it follows from (1) and (2) that the curves B' and D'
are situated at the right of F^' and at the left of E' ; they must,

therefore, as is also drawn in fig. 2, be situated between the meta-

stable parts of the curves E' and F' . The position of B' and D'
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Fig. 1.

with respect to one anotlier is, however, not vet defined, we shall

refer to this later.

Fnrtlier it follows from (1) a»d (2) that A' is situated at the

right (jf F' and E' ; oonseqnenlly A' is situated within the an^le,

which is formed by the stable part of curve F' and the metastable

part of curve E' . As however also the metastable part of curve C'

is situated within this angle, we have still to define the position of

A' with respect to this curve. For this we take the hexahedron

BCEFD; as the diagonal BD intersects the triangle CEF, we^mó.-.

C' E' F'
\
A'

\
B' D' (3)

Hence it is apparent that C' , E' and F' must be situated at the

one side, B' and D' at the other side of A'; consequently A' must

be situated between the stable part of F' and the metastable part

of C'.

In order to define the position of A' and C' with respect to one

another, we might have considered also the hexadron DCEFB. As

the diagonal Bl) intersects the triangle CEF, we find :

B' D' \C'
\
A' E' F' (4)

In accordance with what has been deduced above we find here

that B' and D' must be situated at the one side and A'. E' and

F' at the other side of curve 6".

lu order to define the position of B' and Ü' with respect to one

another, we have to l^now the reactions, which occur in the mono-

variant systems B' and D' ; we shall refer to this later.

When we introduce, as in the case of ternary systems, the idea
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"bundle of curves", then we may express the results in the following

way : when the six phases form the anglepoints of a symmetrical

octahedron, then the six monovariant curves form in the P.T'-diagram

three "twocurvical" bundles.

Now we should yet also have to consider the bivariant regions;

as, however, the reader can easily draw them in each of the P,T-

diagrams, we shall omit this. Later we shall, however, refer to an

example.

Type II. In fig. 3 the six piiases form the anglepoints of an

asymmetrical octohedron. We may considei' this solid as to be

composed of three tetrahedrons, which terminate in the side BD.
In order to define the position of the curves with respect to curve

F' , we consider the hexahedron CADBE, hence we find:

C' E'
I

F'
I

A' B' D' (5)

In order to find the position of the curves with res[)ect to cui've

E' , we consider the hexaiicdron AllDCF; hence we deduce;

Fig. 3

B' C' D'
I

E'
I

A' F' (6)

Now we draw in a P, 7'-diagram (fig. 4) the curves E' and F'

and we take in this case E' at the left of F' . For this reason (5)

and (6) have been written also in such a way that herein E' is

situated at the left of F'

.

It follows from (5) and (H) tiiat II' and D' are situated both at

the right of F' and at the left of A"; consequently, as is also drawn

53
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIII.
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ill fig. 4, they must be situated between tiie metastai)le parts of A"

and F' . Tiie position of />" and JJ' with respect to one another is,

however, not jet defined \)\ liiis; we shall refer to this later.

Further it follows from (5) and ((i) that C' is situated at the left

of F' and A" ; consequently C is situated within the angle which

is formed bv the stable part of E' and the metastable part, of F'

.

For the position of A' it follows from (5) and (6) that A' must

be situated at the right of F" and E' ; consequently A' is situated

in fig. 4 within the angle, which is formed by the stable part of

F' and the metastable part of E' . As however this angle, is divided

into two parts by the metastable part of ("
, we cannot tell yet

within which of those two angles we have to draw curve A'. In

order to examine this, we consider the hexahedron EBDCF; we
find from this;

E'F'\A'\B'C'D' (7)

Hence it is apparent that we must find at the one side of A' the

curves E' and F' , at the other side the curves B' , C" and D'

.

Consequently it follows from this that A' must be situated between

the metastable parts of the curves C" and E'

.

We should have been able to find the same with the aid of the

hexahedion EABDF; hence it follows:

E'F' C A'B'D' (8)

Now it appears from this that we must find at the one side of

C' the curves E' and F' , at the other side the curves .4', i?' and D'

.

It is apparent from fig. 4 that we may expi'ess the previous results

in the following way :

when the six phases form the anglepoints of an asymmetrical

octohedron, then the six monovariant curves form in the P, 7-diagram

four onecurvical and one twocurvical bundle.

Type III. In fig. 5 the six phases form the anglepoints of the

hexahedron EABDC, within which the point F is situated.

In order to transform this hexahedron into an octohedron, we

unite F with the three anglepoints of a definite side-plane of

the hexahedron; we find this side-plane in the following way. In

fig. 5 S represents the point of intersection of the diagonal CE
with the triangle ABD. We imagine the hexahedron to be divided

into six tetrahedrons, which terminate in the point aS. As the point

>S' is situated within the tetrahedron SBDC, we take for the side

plane, mentioned above, the triangle BDC and we unite therefore

the point /'" with the points B, C and D.
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Consequently we may consider the solid as a monoconcave

octohedron, which is composed of the tetrahedrons EABD and

CABD, diminished with FBCD; these tetrahedrons terminate again,

the same as in the tigs. 1 and 3 in the side BD.

/^^-^

Fig. 5. Fig. 6.

In order to define the position of the curves with respect to F'

and E' , we consider the hexahedron EABDC and the tetrahedron

ABCD, within which the point F is situated. We find :

C'E'\F'\A'B' D' (9)

and A'B'CD'\E'\F' (10)

Now we draw again in a /^ T'-diagrain the curves F' and E'

(fig. 6) and we take again E' at the left of F'

.

In this connection (9) and (10) have been written at once in such

a way that also herein E' is at the left of F'

.

It follows from (9) and (10) that t" must be situated at the left

of F' and of E' \ consequently C' must be situated within the

angle, which is formed by the stable part of E' and the inetaslal)lc

part of F'.

Further it is apparent from (9) and (10) that A' , B' and Ü' must

be situated at the right of F' , but at the left of E' \ conseqiienily

they are situated, as is also drawn in fig. 6 within the metaslable

parts of E' and F'

.

Now we have still to detine the position of the three curves A',

B' and D' with respect to one another. From the tetrahedron

CBDE within which the point F is situated, it follows:

F'
I

A'
I

B'C'D'E' (11)

so that at the one side of A' only F' , at the other side B' , C", D'
53*
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and E' must be sidiated. Conseqiienlly curve A' is sidiated as is

drawn in fig (i.

The contemplation of the iiexahedron EABDF gives us:

E'F'
I

C'
I

A'B'D' (12)

but it does not teach ns anjtiiing new.

Now we have still to define the position of B' and 1)' with

respect to one another, we shall refer to this later.

When we summarize the obtained results, we niaj saj :

when the six phases form the aiiglepoints of a monoconcave

octohedron, then the six nionovariant curves form in the P, T-

diagram one threecurvical, one twocurvical and one onecurvical bundle.

Type IV. In fig. 7 the six phases form the anglepoints of the

tetrahedron ABCD, within which tiie points E and F are situated.

The line EF intersects the triangles ABD and CBD; now we
unite E with A, B and D and also F with C, B and D. Conse-

quently we may consider the solid as a biconcave octohedron, which

is composed of the tetrahedron ABCD, diminished with the tetra-

hedrons EABD and FCBD. These three tetrahedrons terminate

again in the side BD.
From the position of the five phases of the equilibrium F' with

respect to one another we find

:

E'
\

F'
\

A'B'C'D' (13)

It follows for the position of the equilibrium E'

:

A'B'C'D'
\
E'

\
F' (14)

Now we draw in a P, 7-diagram (fig. 8) again the curves F' and

/'J' and we take again E' at the left of F' . in accordance with this

also in [1?-) and (14) E' is taken at the left of F'

.

Fig. 7.
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Now it follows from (13) and (14) that the bundle of the curves

A', B' , C' and D' must be situated at the right of F' and at the

left of E' ; tlierefore, these curves are situated, as is also drawn in

fig. 8, within the angle, which is formed by the metastable parts

of E' and F'

.

Now we have still to define the position of those four curves witli

respect to one anotiier. As the five phases of the equilibrium A'

form a tetrahedron EBCD, within which the point F is situated,

we find :

F'
I

.1"! B'C'D'E' (151

Hence it follows tiiat curve A' must be situated as is drawn in

the figure.

The five pliases of tiie equilibrium 6" form the tetrahedron i*'J/ii>,

within which the point E; lience it follows:

E'
i

C'
I

A'B'D'F' (16)

Hence it is apparent tiiat curve 6" must be situated as is drawn

in the figure.

Ijater we shall define tiie position of the curves B' and D' with

respect to one another.

We have found the following above:

when the six phases form tiie anglepoints of a biconcave octohedron.

then the six nionovariant curves form in the i-',7'-diagram one

fourcurvical and two onecurvical bundles.

Though we have deduced the four types of the y-*, ^'-diagrams

without knowing the position of the curves B' and D' with respect

to one another, yet we shall define the position of the curves B'

and D' with respect to one another. For this we have to consider

the position of the five phases of each of the equilibria B' and D'

.

For this we consider the line AI^ ; this line intersects in each of

the solids (ligs. 1, 3, 5 and 7) either the triangle iJC'^ or the triangle

DCE. Now we assume that it intersects in each of these solids the

triangle BCE.
As the [\vë pliases of tlie equilibrium D' form the hexahedron

ACEBF, the diagonal of which intersects the triangle CEB, it follows :

A'F'
I

D'
I

B'C'E' (17)

The five phases of the equilibrium B' form the anglepoints of

the hexahedron ACDEF. As, in accordance with our assumption

the line AF does not intersect the triangle CDE, the line CE will

intersect the triangle AFD. Hence it follows:

A'D'F'
I

B'
I

CE' , fl8)

It is apparent from (J 7) that in each of the figures 2, 4, 6 and
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8, we miisl find at tlie one side of curve D' the ourves A' and

F' and at the otlier wide the curves B' ,
(" and E' . Therefore

curve D' must be situated, as it is drawn in eacii of these figures.

Consequently also b^- this the place of curve B' is defined.

We should have been able to deduce the same also from (18).

In each of the y-*, 7-diagrams, when starting in a definite direction

from />, the succession of the curves is: B' D'A'F'E' C'
. In order

to understand the meaning of this succession, we shall bear in mind

the following. The points BM, and A of the solids, are particular

points, each defined in a particular wa}'. BD is viz. the side in

which terminate the tetrahedrons, of which we imagined each octo-

hedrou to be built up. On this side the point B occupies again a

special place, as we ha^e assumed that the line AF intersects the

triangle BCE. Also the point A is a particular point, as the line

AF intersects the triangle BCE.
When we compare the succession of the curves in the P,7-diagrams

with the succession of the anglepoiuls of the solids then we go in

these solids fii'st along the sides from B towards D and afterwards

towards A. Starting from A we go along a diagonal, consequently

towards F; starting from F we go along the other diagonal, conse-

quently towards E (figs. '6, 5 and 7) or, when no other diagonal

starts from F (fig, 1) we go along a side towards the point, which

is situated on the other side of the triangle ABD, consequently

also towards E. At last we go, starting from E along a diagonal,

consequently towards C.

When we summarize the results obtained above, the following is

apparent

:

1. There exist four types of P, T-diagrams. The six phases form

the anglepoiuts of

a. a symmetrical octohedron (fig. 1); then in the P,T-diagram

the six curves form three twocurvical bundles (fig. 2);

b. an asymmetrical octohedron (fig. 3) ; then in the P, T-diagram the

six curves form one twoeurxical and four onecurvical bundles (fig. 4);

V. a monoconcave octohedron (fig. 5); then in the P, P-diagram

the six curves form one threecurvical, one twocurvical and one

onecurvical bundle (fig. 6)

;

d. a biconcave octohedron (fig. 7); then in the P, P-diagram the

six curves form one fourcurvical and two onecurvical bundles (fig. 8).

2. The four types are in accordance with one another in that

respect that the curves succeed one another in a same definite

succession. 'To be continued).
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Physics. — "On the measurement of very loio temperatures". XXVI.
The vapour-pressuren of oxygen and nitrogen according to the

pressure-measurements by v. Siemens ami the temperature-

determinations by Kamerlingh Onnes c. s. By Dr. G. Holst.

(Communications from tlie Physical Laboratory at Leiden. J48a).

(Communicated by Prof. H. Kamerlingh Onnes).

(Communicated in the meeting of Sept. 25. 1915.)

§. 1. hitroduction. The main object of this communication is a

correction of the calculation of the results contained in a paper by

H. VON Siemens, Annalen der Physik Vol. 42, p. 871, 1913. Siemens

determined the vapour-pressure as a function of the temperature for

a number of substances using a piatinum-resistance-thermometer.

This thermometer had been reduced to the Leiden- standard-platinum-

thermometer Pt^ by means of Nernst's linear reduction-formula.

For a handy calculation of the temperatui-es Siemens used an

interpolation-table in which the resistance is given divided by the

resistance at ()°C. below 80°K. for every two degrees and for

temperatures between 80'K. and 290°K. for every five degrees. For

this purpose he used the data of the Leiden-calibration of 1905— 1906.

It has appeared, however, afterwards that this calibration does not

agree so well with subsequent ones as these among themselves and

that, particularly in the oxygen-region, considerable deviations occur

which must therefore also affect the results obtained by Siemens.

We will therefore begin by a detailed evamination of these deviations.

• ^ 2. The calibration of Pt^.

The first comparison of this resistance-thermometer with the

hydrogen-thermometer was carried out in 1905—1906 by Kamerlingh

Onnes, Braak and Clay. The results are contained in the table on

p. 44 of Comm. 95f. Subsequently Pt^ broke and waf^. then once more

wound. The repaired thermometer was called Pt\. It was again

compared with the hydrogen-thermometer in 1907. On page 5

of Comm. 101^^ its resistance at nine different temperatures is given.

Small differences showed themselves at the time up to 0,04 of a

degree. In the end of 1907 and the beginning of 1908 another

calibration was |)erformed at six different points : the results were

published in Comm. 107r/ page 6.

In 1913 a new series of measui-ements was made by Kamerlingh

Onnes and Holst, the results being contained in Table 1 Comm. 141«

page 7.')

') An interpolation-formula representing these observations between 15° K. and

230°K. was given by Zernike. (These Proceedings Kon. Ale. v. Wet. XXIII, p. 742, 1914).
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Even then, however, real deviations remain in the range 200° K.-

240° K. showing that the Leiden-temperature-scale lies here somewhat

above that of the Phys. Techn. Reichsanstalt.
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W
point, from vvliich may he inferred tliat ^ = 0.84465 at this point.

According tu tlie quadratic formula we should then iiave for

W
Pt'— = 0.84593 corresponding to — 38°.84 C, whereas the lem-

perature-scale of the P. T. R. gives — 38°.89. Borrowing from

Hknning's paper the results of other observers:

Steavart — 38.85

Chappuis — 38.80 ± 0.02

Chree — 38.86

we see that the freezing point as determined hy Henning, when

reduced to ti)e lieiden scale, coincides exactly with the mean of the

other observers. Although this must, of course, not form the basis

of a final judgment on the difference of the two temperature-scales,

still we may see in it an indication of the cause of the deviation,

viz. too great a value having been attributed to Callendar's formula

at temperatures below — 20° C.

Each fresh direct determination of the freezing point of mereury

may, moreover, lead to a decision in fa\our of one oi' the other of

the two temperature-scales.

Apart from the deviation just discussed, the agreement is a very

good one, no greater deviations occurring than of 0.02 of a degree.

It remains a matter for regret, however, that for Pt^' the constants

of Callendar's formula were not determined, before proceeding to

use the thermometer at low temperatures, which would have made

a more direct comparison possible. With a view to the great import-

ance of Pt^ for low temperature-thermometry it was not deemed

advisable to carry out the determination in question now. ')

§ 4. The vapour-pvi'.'<mre of oxygen.

KamerlijSGH Onnes and Braak have determined the vapour-pressure

of oxygen at four different temperatures. As the resistance of P^i' was

measured at the same time, these vapour-pressures may be i-educed

to the temperature-scale as laid down in the above table.

We find, that the temperature corresponding to a given vapour-

pressure may be represer\ted by the following formula which is of

the form as proposed by Acgust—Rankine— van der Waals.

^,_ 369.83

~ 6.98460. — log p

Henning also gives the vapour-pressure at a few temperatures in

1) Comp Comm. Leiden N'\ 141a
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the neigliboiirhood of the boiling point. Calcnlating according to tlie

above formula the temperatures corresponding to these vaponr-

pressnres we do not find greater deviations than of 0.02 of a degree,

so that the temperature belonging to a given vapour- pressure is

pretty sure to be accurate to 0.02 of a degree.
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§ 5. Tlie vapour-pressures of nitrogen.

The deviations of tiie scale used by von Siemens from (lie Leiden

scale having been computed in the case of oxygen, Siemens' tempera-

tures for nitrogen can be corrected directly. Table IX gives the results.

TABLE IX.
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Physics. — "77*1'' viscosity of liquefii'd (jases. I. The lotational

(i.scil/iitiiiiis of a sphcri' in n viscous lif/iiid." B^' Prof. J. E.

Vkhschaffklt. Comm. N°. 14:8/j from the Physical Laboratory

at Leiden. (Conumiiiicated by Prof. H. K.^mkhmngh <)nne8).

(Communicatf-rl in the meeting of October 30, 1915).

1. Witii a view to an inve!sti<i;ation of the viscosity of liquefied

gases at low teniperatures, especially in the case of hydrogen, which

on the invitation of Professor K\mkri,ingh Onnes I hope to under-

take, in conjunction with Mr. Ci). Nicaise, by the method of damped

rotational oscillations of a S[)here suspended in the liquids in question,

I shall here give the theory of the method. The problem has been

dealt with before by a number of writers') and the formulae which

embody the results of their calculations have also found application

ill the discussion of different experiments; still I do not consider it

superfluous to publish my method of dealing with the problem,

because in my opinion it is simpler and less involved than the one

followed by previous writers, while the formulae which I have

arrived at are much better adopted to numerical calculations.

The sphere will be supposed to swing freely about a diameter

under the action of a couple of forces (the torsional moment of the

suspension) the moment of which J/« is proportional to the angle

of deflection k. In the absence of friction the sphere would perform

a harmonic oscillation with a time of swing given by:

-k^L
K being the moment of inertia of the sphere about a diameter (or

more correctly tlie moment of inertia of the vibrating system of

which the sphere forms parts), .1/ the angular moment per unit of

angle. If the sphere swings in a viscous liquid, the motion is damped

and it appears (although properly speaking an experimental confirm-

ation is lacking), that when the friction is not too strong the sphere

executes a damped harmonic vibration, according to the formida:

1) G. J. H. Lampe, Programm des stadt. Gymn. zu Danzig, 1866.

G. KmcHHOFF, Vorlesungen iiber mathemalische Physiii, No. 26, 1877.

1g. Klemencic, Wien Ber. 11. 84, 146, 1882.

G. G. Stokes, Math, and Phys. Papers. Vol. V, p 207.

W. KoNiG, Wied. Ann. 32, 193, 1887.

H. Lamb. Hydrodynamics, 1906, p. 571, 599, 581.

G. Zemplén, Ann. d. Pliys. 19, 783, 1906; 29, 899, 1909.

M. Brillouin. Leqons sur la viscosilé des liquides et des gaz, 1907; 1^^*^ partie

p. 96.
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ttr=i ae ' cos 2jr — , . . . . . . . (2)

where 7' is the new time of vibration and ó the logarithmic decre-

ment of the elongations for one vibration.') The problem before us

is, how fS and T depend upon the specific properties of the litpiid,

in particular on tlie viscosity »/, and how ?/ may be calculated from

observations on tlie two quantities in question.

2. We shall couline our investigation to the two cases in which

the liquid is either externall}- unlimited (i.e. practically speaking,

fills a space the dimensions of which are very large compared with

the radius of the sphere] or is limited by a stationary spherical

surface which is concentric with the oscillating sphere ; in these

cases we may naturally assume, tlial the motion in the liquid is

such, that it divides itself into spherical, concentric layers, which

each separately oscillates as a solid shell about the same axis as the

sphere, with the same periodic lime and the same logarithmic decre-

ment ; it will be shown further down that this assumed state of

motion is actually a possible one, at least when the motion is very

slow'). In that case it is only the anqilitude and the phase of the

motion which differ from one shell to another, and foi- a shell of

radius v we may therefore put :

'
t

T ''')
(=^)

where rf, and 'ƒ, are functions of r. If we further assume that the

liquid layer which is contiguous to the sphere, adheres to it, as is

well known to be generally the case, expression (3) must become

identical with (2) for r= R, thus a/^ ^ a and '//? = 0.

3. In order lo find the functions a/t and </ ^ we proceed l(» estab-

lish the equation of motion for a spherical liquid shell. For this

pur|)Ose we shall consider the ring whose section is ^4 /iC/J ^ r.c/f.r/c

(comp. adjoining figure) and whose radius is Q:=rcoiie. On its side-

faces AB and CD this ring according to our assumption does not

experience any friclion ; on the innei' surface AB, owing to friction

against a shell closer to the centre, it ex|)eriences a tangential force

F per unit area in the direction of its motion, and on the outer

surface /iC' similarly a force — f F -\- ~ dr
j

; writing down the

') If the motion of the sphere without friction were a compound harmonic motion,

as would be the case, if the sphere were coupled to otlier oscillating systems, the

motion with friction would be compounded of damped liarmonic vibrations.

-) For the necessary condition of slowness of the motion see note in Comm N". \iSd.

54*
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condition, that the work of these forces during a small angular dis-

placement equals tiie increase of the kinetic energy ^7ni;/ of the

ring, we find, when the density of the liquid is n,

d«, / dF

d di= — (i mvr') = 2.Tr COS 6 . rde . dr . (i

Irtr cos s . rde . r cos g Jr ] 2.T (r + rfr)' cos'e . ds
bur

èt bt

dF QF dv, d-ar

According to the elementary laws of internal friction the force F
is proportional to the velocity-gradient in the direction of the radius

;

in determining this slope we must only take into account the gradient

which is due to the change of the angular velocity with r'). The

velocity-gradient thus becomes equal to r ccw f v^l —- 1, and therefore

1) The gradient of velocity which is the consequence of a uniform rotation of

the liquid does not produce any friction. In tlie classical hydrodynamical theory

this results from the circumstance that in a uniform rotation there is no deformation

and consequently no stress. (Note added in the translation).
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Öü)
F = — Ij ? co*' f —— , (4)

dr

when a>:=—^ represents the angular velocity of the shell under con-
ot

sideration and ?j the viscosity of the liquid. The equation of motion

of the sphericall shell may now be written .in the form

d'-'to 4 d(o ft du>
1 r=z (5)

dr' r dr tj dt

4. This equation determines how co depends on r ; as it does

not contain the angle s, it is in accordance with our assumption,

that the individual shells oscillate to and fro as solid bodies '). As

regards the law of dependence of to on t, which we have already

presupposed in equation (3j, it appears that it also is compatible

with (5) ; substituting (3) in (5) and expressing the condition, that

equation (5) must be fulfilled at all times (by putting the coefficients

of cos and sin equal to zero), two differential equations are obtained,

which do not contain the time and which determine the functions

a,- and r/,-.

This method is, however, very cumbrous. It is much simpler first

to reduce (3) to the form

OS 2rr
lj, + y sin 2jt^/j (6)

where .c and >/ are new functions which for r = R become equal

to a and respectively and are determined by the two differential

equations :

d'\v 4 d,v u

dr r dr vJ
'

]
(7)

d^y 4 dii a

dr r dr t]l

The simplest method of all is to consider (6) as ihe real part of

an exponential function

«,= we*' , (8)

where u and k are in general complex quantities ; in that case (2)

is the real part of

') It should not be overlooked that in tliis manner the possibility of the afore-

said assumption has been proved, not its necessity (for this proof, see Lamb,

loc. cit.). It is moreover easily seen, that with a different law of friction, e g.

in which v- would also depend on the velocity itself, the assumption would become

unallowable.
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tt = a e''-' , (8')

and u is a fiinelioii oF /• only, wliicli for r = li obtains the value

n. Putting

k = k' + k"i (;=i/— 1), (9)

it follows b}' equating (ö) to the real part of (8) that

(S 2.T
k'^-j, and ^" = Y (9)

The real angular velocity' <o is the real part of the complex

quantity

ui^zkuel'' (10)

the function u satisfying the equation

cPu 4 du u^ H = •- ku, (11)
di'' r dr t]

which is obtained by substituting (10) in (5). ')

5. The general solution of (11) is well known to be

u— ^ [A^f"- (èr + 1) + B,' '" {br - 1)J ,

u = - [Pe-'"-R (br + 1} + Qe'"--li(hr — 1)| ,

where

1) Equation (10) is a particular solution of equation (5). The mode of motion

which it represents is, therefor.', a possible one but not necessarily the actually

existing one. The reason why we only consider this solution is that we suppose

the sphere not to perform forced vibrations. In the case of a compound harmonic

motion w would consist of a number of terms, each with its own A:, the iCs of

which would satisfy as many equations (11).

It is also obvious, that the condition of motion considered cannot exist from

the beginning, but can only be reached after a theoretically infinite period, so that

the motion of the sphere cannot correspond either to equation (2) from the moment

at which the motion begins. The experiments show, however, that the final

condition is practically reached after a comparatively short time (a few minutes),

i. e. very soon T and .- have become constant ; this may be expressed mathema-

tically by saying, that the assumed condition of motion is the limiting condition

to which the real motion approaches asymptotically and this approach is in general

so rapid, that even after a comparatively short time the deviations of the actual

motion from the final limit are within the limits of the errors of observation. The

question as to the real motion during the said period of approach is one which

would have to be settled by a separate theoretical and experimental investigation,

but is of no importance for our present purpose.
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?^=|/
f"^-;

(13)

A, B, P and Q are complex constants which are determined by

the conditions at the boundaries.

In the first place we have u = a for r = R, so that

P{hR + \) + Q{bR —l) = aR'' (14)

If the liquid is unlimited or at any rate may practically be con-

sidered as unlimited, u = for r= oo ; this leads to the condition

Q = (unless b were a pure imaginary quantity, i. e. / were real,

in which case the motion would be aperiodic, a case which we do

not consider here), and therefore

R' br+1 ^ „!/=0 i>-/Ar—R) (15)
r' l>R+l ^ '

On the other hand, if the liquid is bounded by a stationary

spherical surface of radius li' , the condition is that u = for

r =^ R' at all times (again in the supposition that the lie |uid adheres

to the surface of the sphere"» so that

Pe-b./i'-Ii^bR' + 1) + Qe''<R'~'i{bR' —l) — 0; . . (16)

in that case

P=_i_^'
, Q = '—J , (.*)

where

1) — (bR + 1) (bR — 1) ,Kn-R _- {f,u _ 1) (Aff 4. 1) e~Kli'-li), (17')

so that

aR^
u - - [(/» + 1) {l,K - 1) /"/?'-') — {br — 1) {bR + 1) e-'>.R'' ')] (17")

6. If we put

yh = ± (y' + fI)

it follows that

y'» y"» ^ Ji Jijid
o y'y" __ ^,"^

and therefore, seeing that 7' and 7" from their nature represent

real quantities:

__ • (18)

As a rule the circumstances under which the experiments are
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conducted are such, that ff is a small number, of the order of

magnitude 0,1; in that case the expressions (18) can be developed

into series progressing according to the ascending powers of / :=

In
which leads to;

-{/%

/'=[/|(i + ix + ix^ +

èx + ix'^ +••)]

)

so that

=l/i[<'+^'-<'-'l+<'+4+

(19)

(20)

7. As mentioned above in section 1, the real part of (8) may in

general be written in the form

«, = et'(-A'r [X, COS {k"t—h"r) + F, sin {k't—b"r)\

_)_ gt'(+iv [A', (;os(F<4-è"r) + F, «m(^"^4-6'V)J, . . (21)

where A'j, .Y^, }", and Y^ are again functions of r, but now real

quantities. This form shows, that the motion of the liquid is the

result of the propagation of two waves, the one moving away from

the oscillating sphere, the other moving towards the sphere ; writing

li^'t ± b"r in the form

to be

t ± the speed of propagation appears

2jr
(22)

this velocity therefore depends not on the specitlc properties of the

liquid only, but in addition on the time of swing of the sphere.

The wave-length is I
h"

For <i very small we have by (19'),

V- ^K^-^'-l/v (22')

When the liquid extends to infinity (practically), we have only to

deal with the former of the two waves : but when the liquid is

bounded, the wave which is emitted by the oscillating sphere is

reflected on the fixed wall, in such a manner that the phase is

reversed, and tiiereby the amplitude u becomes zero at the wall.

In addition the waves undergo a damping effect during propagation,
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in such a manner that, independently of the algebraic dependence

on r, the amplitude is reduced in the ratio A:l over a distance 1,

where A = ö~*'.

With a small value of ö according to (20) the damping increases

as T becomes smaller and with a sufticiently small value of T it

may happen, that even a comparatively narrowly bounded liquid is

practically unbounded, because the motion which starts from the

sphere is practically completely damped, before it reaches the external

boundary; to this point we shall return later on (§ 12).

8. We can now proceed to calculate the time of swing and the

logarithmic decrement of the damped oscillations of the sphere from

the specific constants of the liquid (viz. the viscosity i] and the

density (x). The equation of motion of the oscillating sphere is

iT^-'- C-f i¥« = U,') (23)

where C, the moment of the frictional forces, is given by (comp. § 3)

C= - Cf . 2jtR' cos' 6 rff = i :^R'ii ( -^ j

. . (-23')

According to (10) and (12) we may write

do) /te*'

Or R"

and therefore

— ]==-— lP{bUV^UR+ 'ó) - Q{b-'R:^~--dbR+:\)\ =

=z [P {b'R'+UR+d) - Q{PR' -UR+3)]'-^

,

aR^ at

so that for the case of a damped harmonic motion we may write

d^a daK \-L [-M« = 0, n (24)
dt' ^ dt

^ ' ^ '

where

1) The equation once more expresses the fact that the sphere oscillates freely.

2) In the case of a not purely harmonic damped motion the proportionality of

G with — no longer exists. As far as I can see, it is in that case impossible to

say, how in general C depends on the motion, so that it will then probably be

impossible to establish a general differential equation for y.
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D being the form given in (17'). L is again a complex quantity. ')

When the liquid is (practicallyj unbounded and the motion periodic

(i.e. Q = 0), we have simply :

, b^R'' -H 36/!; + 3
L = ^:iR^ii 1^— (25)

9. The expression (8') actually satisfies the equation (24), when
k satisfies the equation

Kk" 4- Lk ^- J/ -J (26)

If we put again L ^ L' -\- L"l, we find:

K{k'--k"-') -f L'k' — L'fi' + J/= and 'IKk'k" + IJk" + L"k' = 0, (26')

oi' according to (9') and (1),

LT L"T T' L'T L"T
d-' — 4jr'' - ff 2.T -f 4.V =:Oancl 47rrf=2.-r ó (27)

These are therefore the equations which determine k' and k",

and thus also é and T, under the given experimental conditions;

conversely they enable us to conqiute L' and L" from the experi-

mental values of T and 6 and thereby by the aid of (24) to

calculate t;.

From (27) it follows that:

j2

7V^ 4.^^
t
0^

L"

K
T- 4.-t-^

7V4V+ d^
(28)

When ff is a small number, as also «f^

T— r„
fas is usually the

case), we may write

:

L' 2d

K = l:^'

L" 4jt

K T ^ 1 4

i|' + A (if-' 7.^) ^ ••] ^ [1 + i i^p'-t) + -1

If'

+ ...

4jr
I —

2if)

(28')

10. As we have been using complex quantities all along, we

1) The meaning of this is as follows : the real angle k satisfies equation (23),

where everything is real, even C, the moment of the frictional forces, which is

determined by (28') with w still real. If, however, a complex angle a is introduced,

the real part of which is the real ce, C will be the real part of (23'), where u must

be taken as a complex quantity, and this is at the same time the real part of

an expression of the form / —
-, where L is then similarly a complex quantity.
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have not come across the fictitious addition to tlie moment of inertia

which usually occurs in problems of this kind. This addition does

not show itself, until the real part is extracted from equation (24).

This real part is equal to

d^CL ,
dd ^„d(i' ,, , ,„^.K + L' L"— + iV/«' = , . . 29)

df dt dt

having put a t= <t' -\- a" i ; and as is easily found from (8')

dn" 1 d'-a' k' da'

dt k" dt'' k" (It

'

so that

V k" J dt' ^ y k") dt
^

which means an apparent increase of the moment of inertia by the

amount K'^ --. ')

k

Substituting the expression (2) in (29) and asain expressing tlie

fact that for all values of t the equation must be satisfied, by

equating to zero the coefficients of cos and iin, the same equations

(26') are arrived at.

11. The separation of the general expression (24') into its real

and imaginary parts is a troublesome performance, which is of no

practical value; the general expressions for L' and L" are so involved,

that they are practically useless for the computation of i] from the

observed values of T and rf by means of the equations (28). As a

matter of fact it is only under simplified conditions, that the deter-

mination of »j by observation of tlie oscillations of a spiiere is

practically possible. Now Hie whole problem becomes most simple,

when the liquid may be considered as unbounded ; in that case

it follows from (25) which may also be written as

L— 4 jr/i")i ( bR f 2 H

') From (29') it also follows, that even in tlie case of friction in a liquid the

well-known equation

T' - IV d-'

7V 4.-»=

still holds, on condition that for T„ is taken tlie fictitious periodic time T^ given by

T„ = -- . ,
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, ,

b'R+ 1

L" — I .iN'b"ji I I

1

0)

{b'R+iy+b'"K-

(30)

For a further approximation in the case, that the liquid may by

approximation be considered as unbounded, (24') can be developed

in the form of a series. For this purpose we write first:

b-'R-'-SbR+d bR'+l
_,^,^,_^

,, b'R' + 'dbR-rd b'R'-\-'óbR+'ó' bR^
L— ^-jiR''^,. ~. (24")

bR^l bR-\ bR' + l ,„ „
^ '

bR+1 bR'—l

when e-2A(/?'-y?i jg sufficiently small"), formula (25) will hold as a

first approximation ; if necessary a first correction-term may be added

of the form

' '{bR'+\){bR+\y ^ '

the value of which can be computed fairly easily, when an approximate

value has been found for 7j.

1) If k (ki) is replaced by the conjugate imaginary quantity k.2 , it is c'ear, that

the real part ol' a and also of xr do not undergo any change (b^ and b.2 are

similarly conjugate), so that exactly the same results must be obtained, in particular

the same equations (30). That this is actually true may be easily seen from the

fact that Li and L^ according to ('24') are also conjugate imaginary.

We might even, in general, have represented the damped harmonic oscillation

by the real part of

a = «J 4" «2 = ajfi^'i' + a,e^'»'.

We should then have obtained

and have found, that a must satisfy the equation

d^'a da, da,

de ^ ' dt ^ ' dt
^

which, owing to L'.^ — L\ and L"o = —L'\ may also be written as:

rfV(' dd d(a",—«",)

dt^ dt
'

dt

By putting Oj = a^ a may then be real (form. (2) ).

-) The coefficients of this factor in (24") canfiot become infinite in this case,

on the contrary they do not differ much from unity.
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12. In our experiments we intend to choose the conditions such

that the liquid may, at least approximately, be considered as unbounded;

moreover we shall arrange to make ö small. It is easily found, what

conditions these simplifications are subject to.

Clearly it is necessary that the factor (>y'^^'—^) obtains so high a

value, that the terms containing this factor are sufficiently prepon-

derant; this condition does not necessarily involve a, specially high

value of h' , for if e.g. R'—R = l i.e. if the distance of the two

spherical surfaces is only 1 cm. (and this will be about the case

in our experiments) still even for b' =^ 10, the value of t;'"'^^^'

will be as high as 10000 about. For water in C. G. S. units
?i
=r 0,01

and ;x = l, so that even with 7'= 3, i.e. a time of swing of 3

second, b' will reach the value JO, so that even in that case the

desired condition will be fulfilled of the wave-motion, which starts

from the oscillating sphere, when arriving at the external sphere,

being practically completely damped out (§7). If it is further taken

into account, that the oscillating sphere can only undergo an influence

from the bounding wall by the waves reflected on the wall returning

to the sphere and that the returning waves again undergo a damping-

process, it becomes clear, that the damping on the way from the

inner sphere to the outer wall does not need to be so very complete,

in order to be able to consider the liquid as • being practically

unbounded.

This fact is also expressed in our equations (24") and (31). Prac-

tically (24") is identical with (25), or Li = 0, when e^-^*'uK --«) is

sufficiently small, i.e. when the damping over a distance 2{R'—R)
is sufficiently strong; in order that (;-2*'(iï'-/J) uiay be say xgVo

with R'— /? = !, even 6' = 3 would be sufficient and this would

still be the case for water with T as high as 30. A somewhat
large time of swing of about that magnitude is favourable to the

readings from which the logarithmic decrement must be determined

and it is accordingly intended in our experiments to make the

periodic time about that size.

With R'— 7^ = 1 and T=:30 even when working with water

the liquid can thus approximately be considered as unbounded. But,

moreover, it appears from (20) that with a given time of swing b'

and b" become greater, and therefore the conditions more favourable,

ij

according as the ratio - is smaller; for very mobile liquids, like
H

ether and benzene, they would therefore be even more favourable

than with water, and, as the available data show, most favourable
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of all for liquified gases. The oscillation-method appears thus a

particularly suitable one for liquid gases ').

13. With a view to our experiments it appeared to us desirable

to luive a rou.^h idea as to the value of the viscosity for liquid hydrogen,

say at the boiling point; an estimate may be obtained by the appli-

cation of the law of corresponding states. KAiMERi^iNGH Onnes^) has

shown that for two different substances obeying this law the expres-

sions

must have the same value at corresponding temperatures, where

Tk and /;/, are the critical temperature and pressure and M the

molecular weigiit. It is therefore possible by the application of this

rule, which will be at least approximately valid, to calculate v for

hydrogen by comparison with a substance wiiose viscosity is known

over a somewhat wide range of temperatures, such as methyl-chloride

according to measurements by dk Haas'). For methyl-chloride 7'i=416,

;//, = 66 (atm.), .17 = 50, and therefore 1/ —., = 0.024; for hy-

drogen similarly 7).=31, />i.==ll, .!ƒ= 2, so that |/ ——= 0,40.

The boiling point of hydrogen is 20^ K. and the corresponding tempe-

416
rature for methyl chloride is 20 "--^ = 268° K., or about 0°C., at^

31

which temperature ij for methyl chloride is 0,0022 ; it follows tiiat for

hydrogen at 20° K. 0,40 r, = 0,024 . 0,0022, which gives 7^= 0,00013.

As at this temperature the density of liquid hydrogen is about

0,071 ^j, we have - = 0,0018.
f«

') On the other hand, in Zemplen's experiments (Ann. d. Phys., 19, 783,1906)

on the viscosity of air in which concentric spheres were used of 5 and 6 cms.

radius the condition of nearly complete damping of the reflected wave is not

satiïfied by a long way; with .=0,0002, ju = 0,00012 and 7 = 30, &' = 0,8 i.e.

e—'iiiili'—U\—x about. The damping is thus so weak in this case that the tirst

correction-term (31) is not sufficient: we have therefore been obliged to abandon

our intention originally formed, of recalculating Zemplen's experiments by means
of our lormulae.

^) Gomm. phys. Lab. Leiden, n". 12, p. 9.

*) Gomm. phys. Lab. Leiden, n''. 12, p. 1

*) Gomm. phys. Lab. Leiden, n". I'ild.
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14. In all the above calculations it is assumed that the oscillations

of the sphere are onl^' weakly damped ; this condition can in any

case be satisfied, independently of the S|)ecific properties of the li(iuid.

For, even when L' obtains a high value, the logaritlunic decrement,

by formula (28j can be made as small as desired by giving the

oscillating system a high moment of inertia; tiiis does not necessarily

involve a corresponding increase of' the time of swing, because the

rotational moment M may still be chosen at will.

It is, moreover, easily seen, that for substances with a small value

1]

of - the circumstances must again be the most favourable : according
ft

,

to (28) and (31)) it is exactly for these substances, that under other-

wise equal circumstances the oscillations of the s|)here will be least

damped.

15. When ecpiation ('25) holds, the calculation of ?;, the quantities

fj, A^ K, T„, T and ó being known from the experiment, can be made
in a fairly simple manner. First L' and L" are calculated with the

aid of equations (28) or, as the case may be, (28'). An a})proximate

value of 1] having been found, // and //' can be obtained in first

approximation by means of (20) and using these values a suffi-

ciently accurate value can in general be calculated from the terms

b'R + 1 1»= and (/ == —7 in eciuations (30V

Finally it only remains to solve the following quadratic ecpiation

in [/-^i

:

(2 + p) 11 4- y'R l/,ni == ^^ (a)

An alternative method of calculation woidd be from

_ SL"
^' ~ 8jtR'y'y^{l-q}

^''^

but in general this will yield a much less accurate value owing to

T—7\
the smaller accuracy with which il' =: —;-— is determined as coni-

pared with <i. Equation (A) ought rather to be looked upon as a

kind of check on the result obtained; but it may also render excel-

lent ser\ice for the purpose of obtaining an approximate value for

rj, if this should not be known; in that case it is even sufficient to

neglect q with respect to 1.
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16. As an example of a calculation the results of a preliminarj-

experiment made by Mr. Ch. Nicaise in water of 20° C. may be

given here. A brass sphere of 1,927 cm. radius and weighing

250,8 grms. was suspended from a wire of phospiiorbronze, such

that in air the time of swing was 12,05 sec; immersed in a large

vessel with pure Avater the sphere had a periodic time of 12,24 sec.

the amplitude of the oscillations diminishing per time of swing in

a constant ratio, the natural logarithm of which was 0,1148 fit was

found that this did not increase appreciably, until much narrower

vessels were used, which shows that the liquid could be considered

as being practically unbounded). For this experiment we have

therefore 7^= 1,927, /v= 372,5, ?'„= 12,05 (properly speaking the

time of swing ought to have been measured in vacuo, but this

would not have made a difference within the limits of accuracy of

the observation) T=r 12,24, d=r 0,1145 (freed from the internal

friction of the wire) ') and ft = 0,998.

This gives — = 0,0091 and i|) = ^^-- = 0,016, and therefore

within the limits of accuracy of the obsei'vation

L' = =: 7,08 , L" = —^— = 6 .

T„ '
' T„ _

A first approximation with ij= 0,01, gives b' :=zb" =\y^ li*^5^

therefore b'R = b"R = 10, so that yj = 0,05, </ = 0,004. The visco-

sity is now given hj

2,05ji + 0,966 i/»j = 0,118L

hence

:

1,,, = 0,01014,

a value which agrees very well with the known data. The equation

with L" gives as a very rough verification ?/ = 0,010.

17. The formulae become even simpler, if b'R and b"R are large

numbers (say of the order 1000); in that case we have:

« = «— <;-*''—«)
, (32)

r'

L' — ^-jiR'b'ii , L" = ^.-rR'b"ii (33)

1) Observation gave 5 = 0,1148; in air J = 0,0011, of which, according to a

calculation of L' with n = 0,0002 and ^ = 0,0012, the fraction 0,0008 is due

to the friction of the air, so that 0,0003 is left for the internal friction of the

suspension.
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If d is small at the same time, we have in first approximation

U..LJ-=^^.R^l/^, (34)

from wliifh, b}' (28')

jr/J^ , T—T„ if

<i= ^^\/^iinJ\ , —^=.^. . . . (35)

This extreme case is discussed by Kikchhoff in his Vorlesungen

iiber mathematische Phvsik, N°. 26; it occurs when is a very
fiR"-

small number'). This case would be realized, if in a liquid

with small - (say a liquid gas) a large sphere was made to swing

quickly; taking say =r 0,001, in order to have //7i=rlOOO with
ft

R = 10, it wonld be necessary for T to be 0,3. Apart from the not

very practical natnre of these conditions, it may be considered very

doubtful, whether with the comparatively high velocities, involved in

a rapid vibration of that kind the preceding theory would still hold.

It seems to me, therefore, that the extreme case in question has no

experimental physical importance.

When b'R and h" R are only moderately large L' and L" may
1 1

be developed according tot ascending powers ot ^ and —
; if in

b R h"R
addition the series (20) and (28'), are introduced, and the development

is stopped at a definite point, formulae such as those of Lampk'),

Klkmencic '^), BoLTZMANN ') and KöNiü') are obtained.

1) KiRCHHOFF assumes ^ to be very small, which must of course be taken to

mean : under otherwise normal circumstances, for, taken absolutely, it has no

sense to suppose a quantify which is hot dimensionless to be very small, seeing

that the value depends on the choice of units. For the rest, the liquid need not

necessarily have a very small viscosity in order to obtain the simple case in

question ; a small friction would even be a disadvantage, if combined with a small

density, as in the case of gases. For air for mstance — is about 0,2, and thus

much larger than for water, notwithstanding the much smaller value of »

(comp. 12 note).

2) loc. cit.

3) Vid. Lampe. Wien Ber. II. 93. 291, 1886. These formulae are as a rule not

very suitable for accurate calculations, because a sufficient accuracy cannot be

obtained with only a few terms; as an instance, König's experiments can be cal-

culated much more simply and accurately in the manner of section 15 of this

paper, than by Konio's own method. From one of KöNia's experiments (the last

55
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVIII.
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18. The opposite extreme case is that, in which hR a,nd h( R' — R)

are very small numbers; in that ease R' cannot of course be

intinite, i. e. the liquid must be bounded. With normal dimensions

of the spheres and usual times of swing this case might be realized

with liquids of very high viscosity; for ordinary liquids the time

of swing would have to be mu(;h greater than practice allows.

In that case (24') leads to :

' (36)

(37)

, - (38)

/ beitig the wave-length in the li(|uid, the physical meaning of the

given simplifying condition is thus, that the radii R and R' are

small as conipared to the wavelength. In that case all the spherical

shells i« the liquid swing practically in the same phase ') (</> and y

are nearly zero, so that u becomes real ; in that case u = x (sect. 4)

and equation (1J) reduces to the first equation (7)); at the same

time approximately e—^''('^'—^)=^e^''(^'—^)^i, i.e. the waves are

propagated without being appreciably damped, as they move forward.

The resulting equation is this time -.

R' R''-r' ')

u = « (39)
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When bR and bR' are only moderately small numbers, L' and

L" can be de\ eloped according to powers of those quantities ; the

equations (36) are the first terms of the series which are obtained

in that manner. Probably j/ might be found by that method for

ordinary liquids at low temperature.

19. The formulae become also very simple, when R'—R is

small with respect to R, a case which may possibly be of some

importance experimentally. In that case :

R'—r ')

"^'^^^ (^«)

RL= jtR'v.— (41)
' R'-R ^

20. Although probably not of any practical utility I will for

the sake of completeness discuss the case, in which the oscillating

sphere is hollow, contains the liquid and swings about a smaller

fixed sphere. Seeing that our general discussion of the state of

motion in the liquid is not altered thereby, the preceding treatment

retains in general its validity ; the boundary-conditions also remain

the same, so that equations (17) and (17') remain valid. Only owing

to the fact that R ^ i\> R', it is now more logical to write

u =1 - [PV-'''(A' >-)(hr~\) + Qe'>{.^->-){hr + 1)] , . . (42)

and the conditions at the boundaries now give

F' .= ^ ^- ,
Q'= ^ ^' (43)

where

D=(hR-\) (bR' + 1 ) .A/?-/? ] -(hR-t'l) (bR'— 1) <- -K'?-'^)
, (44)

As regards L, the expression given in ('24') still holds for it,

except that it has to be provided with the negative sign, because

now that the sphere undergoes friction on the inside, the tangential

force is not F but — F (comp. sect. 3 and 8); we thus have ^)

:

deration that, when the wave-length is large as compared to the radii of the

spheres, the condition may at any moment be considered as stationary.

1) This distribution of velocities agrees with that between two parallel planes,

which move with respect to eacli otlier at constant speed ; this result could have

been expected.

2) All the formulae for this case are obtained from the corresponding ones in

.") and 8 by giving B, R' and r everywhere the opposite sign ; this is quite

intelligible from a mathematical point of view.

55*
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L=^-—\b'R''-3hR+3){hR'+l)>''''^-'^'+{b'R'+ShR+3)(hR'-\)e-'>'f-'^']{i5)

For the rest no alterations have to be made to section 9 and the

calculation of tj would proceed in the same manner as with an

internal oscillating sphere.

21. Another case which is of practical importance and has found

experimental application '), is that of a hollow sphere completely

filled with liquid which is made to swing. It may be expected that

this case can be derived as a special case from our general formulae

by putting R' = 0. In that case according to (53) :

aR'

and

_ R' {br—l)e'"- + (br'rl)e~'"-

" '^ ^ 7' {bR -l)e''K+{bR+l)e-'''f ^ ''

Physically, however, this is only possible, if for ;• ^ 0, ii does

not become infinite and, as a matter of fact, it does not, for with

/• =^ 0, u becomes

n = 4 ab' — (48)
" ^ ^bR—\)ti^-\-{bR+\)e-6Ji ^ '

In the general case the liquid cannot be at rest at the centre:

the wave-motion starting from the oscillating sphere passes through

the centre and expands again beyond it; this may al.so be formulated

by saying, that the waves are reflected at the centre, this time as

upon a free boundary, i. e. without reversal of phase. Only when

bR is so large, that the motion is damped out before reaching the

centre, i.'^ = practically and further

R' br-l
u = a— e-K^->) (49)

r' bR—\ ^ '

22. In the case of a sphere filled with a liquid we have further

(by putting R' — in (45) )

:

{b'R^-ShR+ d)ei^ - {b'R'^ UR+^e-bR
{bR—\)ebR + {bR^-\)e-l>

If the wave-motion is damped out when arriving at the centre,

i. e. if I'—^R may be put very small, the value of ) is given by

b'R' — SbR + 3
L-^.-rRhi — (51)^ ' bR— l ^ '

which is obtained from (25) by reversing the sign of .S; in the same

1) H. V. Helmholtz und G. v. Piotrowski, Wien. Ber. 40 (2), 607, 1S6(J. H.

V. Helmholtz, Wissensch. Abh., 1, p. 172.

G Zemplén, Ann. d. Phys., 19, 791, 1906 ; 29, 90i2, 1909.

Vid. also Lamb, Hydrodynamics, p. 578.

^ = i-^^i '^^.^.,UM^(bR^.Ue-bR •
^'*^)
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manner (30) will then give

:

/ b'R—l
L'=z^ jrR'ii { b'R— 2 +

(b'R—iy + i>"'R'

L" — f jtR'L"',! (1 1 .... (52)
•*

'

\^ {b'R—iy + b"'R'J ^ '

The calculations are to be carried out as in § 15.

When h' R and b" R are very large, the same formulae (33) are

arrived at as before, which means that, when the motion is com-

pletely extinguished at a very short distance from the oscillatjng

sphere, it makes no difference whether the friction is internal or

external ; this might of course have been foreseen. ^)

23. When bR, and therefore also b?\ are very small, that is:

when the wavelengtli is very large compared to the radius of the

sphere, as would probably be the case with very viscous liquids

(comp. § 18), it follows from (49) that // = a, i. e. the sphere swings

as a completely solid mass, as might have been expected a priori.

There will thus be no damping and the time of swing must be

that of a system the moment of inertia of which is equal to A' with

the addition of the moment of inertia of the liquid.

This actually follows from the above formulae, for (50) then

reduces to

L = y**-g- jr b^R'^ti =z -J^ jt^iR^k,

and introducing this into (26'), we find that

1 j2 2

k' = and — =: = - <K+ A").

where K' =^ ^ jtfiR^, the moment of inertia of the liquid.^)

1) In PiOTROWSKi's experiments the aforesaid condition was not fuliilled, no

more than in König's experiments; R was = 12,5, T'=30, and hence b'R = 7,ü

about. Still this value is sufficiently large to make the application of (51) allow-

able, and as in König's experiments, this leads without difficulty to the value

of V). Similarly in Zemplén's experiments with air equntion (51) is applicable to

the inside-friction on the oscillating sphere, for with ;x = 0,0012, , = 0,0002,

2'= 30 and i? = 5 one finds b' = I / -"^^^ = 0,8, hence e--''''l{ = e- 8 =
y 111 2000

about.

-) This result may be expressed as follows ; L is imaginary in this case and

L'= and L" = -^ jtfiR^k",

showing that the addition to the moment of inertia (comp § 10), is here equal

to the actual moment of inertia of the liquid, and the equation of motion of the

sphere becomes (29'):

d'a'
{K+K') + J\Ia'— 0.
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Physics. — "The viscosity of liquefied gases II. On the similarity

of the oscillations of spheres in viscous liquids." By Prof.

J. E. Verschaffkt.t. Coinin. N°. 148f from the Physioal

Laboratory at Leiden. (Communicated by Prof. H. Kamerlingh

Onnes).

(Commuoicated in the meeting of October 30, 1915).

1. When two different spheres are swinging- in two different

liquids, the question may be raised, whether the one movement

niiglit he a conforui representation of tiie second, that is to say,

whether it is possible in each of the two cases to choose the units

of length, mass and time such that, quantitatively, the two systems

become identical. It is easily seen, that in general this is not possible.

Indeed it is clear, that the numerical values of quantities of

dimension 0, such as: logarithmic decrements per time of swing of

the oscillations of the spheres, are not changed by a change of the

units. For two states of motion to be "similar", the logarithmic

decrements have thus to be equal, which would naturally not be

the case in general. Similarly in order that there may be corre-

spondence in the two states of motion, the damping of the waves

over corresponding distances must be the same in both systems; as

the radii of the spheres ars corresponding lengths, the quantity 6'/?,

according to the previous communication, would have to be numeric-

ally equal in the two systems; this again would not necessarily be

the case. In general therefore the two states of motion would not

be similar.

On the other hand, when a detinite state of motion is given, it

is possible to produce a similar motion in a different liquid, and

we shall now inquire, to what conditions this similarity is subjected.

2. In the lirst place there must be similarity in the motions of

the spheres. These motions are represented by equation (2) of the

previous paper: we may also write this formula as follows

a ^ ae-^' cos 2ytT = ae'-^+'^^''' (real part),

I

where t= ^ i.e. the time measured in the time of swing as unit;

if we take the time of swing in both cases as the unit of time, the

expression no longer contains anything specific, if at a given

moment a has the same value in both cases and ö is also equal in

the two cases. We can of course arrange the experiments in such

a manner, that the first condition is satisfied; we shall see imme-

diately, how the second condition may be fulfilled. .
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In the second place the spherical shells, at corresponding distances,

must perform the same motion, reduced to the time of swing as

unit, that is in

71 must have the same value for corresponding values of r in the

two systems. Seeing that the radii of the spheres are corresponding

values of r, we shall tind all corresponding values of ?• by taking

eipial multiples of R. Calling q = — the reduced distance from the
R

centre, the function ii, reduced to the time of swing, must be the

same for reduced distances. For an unbounded liquid we have

according to (15)

Q' /:* + !

where ^=^hR; it appears, therefore, in order that this expression

may not contain any specific quantity, that the quantities b must

be such in ihe two cases that O^R^ = h,R.^. As 6 = 1/ - k, it

follows that (

—

(i-\-2ni) must have tlie same value in both cases,

in other words must have the same numerical value.

In order therefore that similarity may exist between the two states

of motion, R and T cannot be chosen at Avill -. the radii of the

spheres being given, at least one of the spheres must have a pre-

scribed time of swing and in order to obtain this value the moment

of inertia of the sphere and the rotational moment are at our disposal.

As we shall see, both these quantities are thereby completely determined.

3. The motion of the sphere is determined by equation (26), which

we may write in the form

LT M
K ^ K

If kT =^ — ff -|- 2.T is to have the same value in both cases,

LT M T'
the quantities —- and — T'' or ~^^ have to be equal. Owing to the

,.
LT ^ R'liT

equality ofbR, the equality of^ involves on account of (25) that of——-;

T'
according to (28) the condition of the equality of —^ is then satisfied
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at tlie same time and tlie periodic time of the damped vibrations

is in botli oases the same muhiple of tlie periodic time of the

undamped motion, or diflerently expressed: the reduced periodic

time is the same.

Then it appears that for the similarity of the two motions it is

necessary and sufficient tiiat tiie expressions:

n

have the same value in both cases; for given R,ii and ii these

equalities determine for one of the systems /v and T^ and therefore

also M. since

:

K= C\nR' and 7'„ = - '— , therefore .1/ = 4.-T —-„ — C, ^—, {II)
C\ li

J,- ft

where 63 and 6', again stand for equal values in both cases. Each

system of values of C\ and C\ defines a state of motion, of which

there is thus a doubly infinite series.

If the oscillating system consisted of nothing but the sphere, we
should have K^ -^^ jtn' R\ fi' being the density of the sphere, and

in that case it follows from the required proportionality of K to

fi R\ that ((' must be proportional to ji, i.e. the density of the sphere

would have to he the same multiple of the density of the liquid in

both cases. Seeing that the oscillating system can be more compli-

cated, the latter condition does not need to be fulfilled, if only K
has the required value.

4. We may conclude therefore that it is possible to obtain a

conform representation of the oscillating movement of a sphere in a

liquid, by taking a ditferent sphere in a second liquid ; the radius

of the second sphere may even be chosen arbitrarily, but the moment

of inertia of the vibrating system and the rotational moment are

then completely determined. That there is no similarity in general,

is due to the fact, that the motion depends upon five quantities:

11 (I, /^/v' and .17, which can all i)e changed independently, whereas

by making a suitable choice of the fundamental units for each case

only thi-ee of these quantities can be made to assume equal values.

If in each case a system of units is chosen such that r^ = 1, fi ^ 1

and R =z 1 it does not follow that K und AI have the same value

in both systems; the equality of the values of /land J/ expressed

in the special units in the two systems is thus the condition to

which similarity is tied down.
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5. In the above discussion we assnmed the liquid to he unbounded,

but it is evident, that everything remains valid, wheu tlie liquid

is externally bounded by a sphere; the only additional condition

is that R' must have the same reduced value in both systems.

By varying the ratio in all possible ways (from to go) an infi-

nite series of similar cases is again obtained.

It is obvious that similarity may still exist, if the bounding sur-

faces were arbitrary, if only similar; the vibrating body would not

even have to be a sphere '). For this reason it would be possible to

make relative measurements of viscosities with "similar" apparatus

(in the simplest case with one apparatus); this might be done by

first determining the undamped time of vibration and the decrement

in a standard liquid (e. g. water}, then for the experiment in the

liquid which is to be examined first modifying the moment of

inertia of the vibrating system until condition (II) is satisfied, that

is: for the same apparatus increasing or diminishing K proportion-

ally to ;t and finally changing the rotational couple until the

logarithmic decrement becomes the same as in the first liquid:

according to (1) the times of vibration of the undamped oscillations

fi

for one and the same apparatus would then be proportional to -
n

and in this manner it would be possible to calculate rj.

It is obvious, however, that relative measurements of that nature

would be much more elaborate than absolute measurements by

direct calculation of ^i from experimental data obtained in the simple

cases, which were dealt with in the previous paper.

6. Returning to the case of a sphere oscillating in an externally

unbounded liquid, it was shown that all possible cases which can

occur can be realized by giving A' and M, or K and 1\ all possible

values between and oo. In order to give a general survey of the

different cases 1 have calculated for special values of ft, jj and R
a few systems of values of K and 7', (or K and M) corresponding

to definite values of ó and T. To simplify the calciUations I have

taken fx = 1. tj = 1 and R =^ I (C. G. S. units), representing a

fictitious liquid which might, however, be realized at a special

temperature by mixing special real liquids. In that case, d and 1'

being given, K and T„ are determined by the equations (comp.

equations 18, 28 and 30)

1) This, of course, does not follow from the foregoing discussion but may be

proved in a more geiicral way. (Note added in the translation.)
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b' + l 4jr'

1

3K\ {b' + lY + b'"-

h' =
2r

T

b"

+ 1

7V 4:t» + ó

2 7'

Hj means of tliese relations tlie (ables of page 864 and 865 liave been

obtained, wliicli also contain tlie valnes of -^, the quantities b' and

b", the velocity of propagation of the waves I" the wavelength ;. and

the damping-factor A = e—''', i.e. the ratio in which the amplitude

of the oscillation is reduced in a distance of 1 cm.

1 1 1
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whereas K and T^ approach a final value of 0, M goes tlirough a

minimum and then rises once more to a limiting value. Similarly

there is a maximum-value for A\ above which with a given T it

cannot rise ; for higher values of ff K would become negative and

T„ imaginarj" ; the limit lies at a higher value, as T itself is larger,

but compared to T it becomes smaller and smaller, so that —

becomes itself zero for 7^^oo.

On the other hand to ever>' finite system of values of K and M
corresponds a finite set of values for tf and T. In order to make
this clearer a graphical representation of the Tables may be given

in a K, ilf-diagram. Here the drawn-out curves are those along

which T is constant, the dotted curves those for (^ =: constant. A
fK ^, A

few T^ curves are also given I— =6('».v/. I to which the corre-

sponding T curves approach asymptotically.

8. The Tables and corresponding diagram can also be utilised

in a more general case ; K must then be replaced by the charac-

K
teristic constant 6', ^ —— and M by the characteristic constant

u K'

(J* = . The values given in the Tables for T, /i, V, « and

iiT
, ^^ uRV '/.

A = e'~''' are then in general those ot , o/t, ,
— and e—^''^^,

fxR^ ?j R
corresponding to a set of values of C, and C^; from tliose values

it is thus possible to calculate T,h,V,X and L under other more

general circumstances. The value of rf as well as that of - nalu-
^'„

rally remain unaltered.

The above results can also be used to derive what happens when

one of the quantities is gradually altered, the others remaining the

same. As an example, without making any eliange in the adjustment

of the apparatus, liquids can be taken of increasing viscosity ; in

that case 6', does not change, whereas C^ diminishes continually ;

Ó and T are then found to increase gradually, V diminishes, A

increases and L approaches the value 1.



Physics. — "7\no theorems concerning the second r^irlal coefficient

for rigid .i-pherical molecules luhich besides collisional forces

only ed'ert Covi.OMB-forces and for which the total rharqe of
the active agent is zero", liy Ur. W. H. Kkksom. Sui)plement

No. 39/; to the Comiriuiiications from the Physical Laboratory

at Leiden. (C-omriiunicated by Prof. H. Kameki.ingh Onnes).

(Communicated in tlie meeting of October 29).

§ 1. In calculating the second virial coefficient B in the equation

of state written in the form

:

pt, = R7' (1 +- + - + .. .) (1)
V V

for a system of rigid spherical molecules, which carry a doublet at

the centre (Suppl. No. 24/», June 1912), the second term in the

development according to inverse powers of the temperature:

B = B^(l+'^+p^ . . .) (2)

did not occur. Tliis was also the case as regards all the higher odd

powers.

In treating rigid spherical molecules which carry a quadruplet

of revolution-type in Suppl. No. 39^ (see p. 636), the second term in (2)

was again found to be absent, but in this case the higher terms

with b, etc. were present.

The question now arises whether general conditions can be given

for the structure of the molecules under which the second term

in (2) does not occur.

If, as will appear to be the case, such conditions can be given,

the next question is : can still further conditions be given under

which, if also satisfied by the molecules, no one of the odd powers

of r-i occurs in (2)?

In discussing these questions we shall place ourselves completely

on the basis of classical mechanics.

In that case the following theorems can be pi'oved

:

J . In the development of B the term with 7'-i does not occur

if the following conditions are fulfilled :

(.4). a. the molecules behave at their collisions as rigid spheres,

b. the attractive or repulsive forces ^), which the molecules exert

on each other, originate from fixed points in the molecule, and can

be derived from a Coulomb law of force (inversely proportional to

'j Not including the collisional forces.
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the second power of tlie distance between the attracting or repulsing

points), so tliat these forces might be ascribed to an electric agent. ')

possibly with multiple points"),

c. the total quantity of the agent in each molecule = (the

molecules behave as electrically neutral).]

2. No odd power of T—^ occurs, if the following conditions

are fulfilled :

{B) : a, J) and c as above, and besides

:

d. the molecule possesses, as regards its attractive and repulsive

forces, at least one axis of ''inverse symmetry", by which expression

we mean, that each volume element contains a quantity of the

agent (as indicated under b) equal and opposite to that of the volume

element with which it coincides after a revolution about that axis

through an angle of ^njl-, k being a whole and necessarily even

number').

In this case B is an even function of the temperature.

The proof of these two theorems follows below in § 3 and 4.

If in the development of B according to (2) the second term

does not occur, the series for B reduces for high temperatures to:

i? = 5. (i + ~) m
This dependence of B on the temperature is the same as that

which follows from van der Waals' equation by putting b^^r =
constant, and assuming for aw with Clausius and D. Berthei.ot :

aw -^ T'^ (cf. Suppl. N". 39a). Hence if the molecules satisfy the

conditions (^4), then for high temperatures and at densities for which

only encounters of two molecules at a time have to be considered,

the equation of state in the form accepted by D. Berthelot would hold.

If the conditions {B) are fulfilled the agreement with Berthelot's

equation of state is still closer in consequence of the absence of the

term è,/2''.

') On the supposition that electrodynamic forces (other than magnetic) need

not be considered.

-) In this, if need be, a magnetic agent may be included.

^) As examples of this we mention the cases, that a molecule contains two

positive and two negative charges situated at the corners of a square, the centre

of which coincides with that of the molecule. If the homonymous charges lie

diametrically opposite to each other, the molecule has one quadruple and two

double axes of inverse symmetry . in the other case it has two double axes of

inverse symmetry. Wo have another example, where the charges form a figure of

revolution about an axis through the centre of the molecule, and the part on one

side of the equatorial plane is the "inverse image" of the part on the other side.
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§ 2. Tlie second virial coefficient for a gas the raoleciiles of vvhicli

fiillil (lie coiidilious (A) can be deduced bj the method given in

Suppl. N°. 24, for which method Boltzmann's entropy principle

serves as basis. This deduction follows more particularly the lines

of the treatment in § § 4 and G of that paper; it differs, however,

from that treatment in the following points-.

I*''. The three principal moments of inerlia are now supposed to

be unequal. In this case also iu delerininiug micro-elements of equal

probability the expression d

/

dêd-idi/ dOily^. y, and '/. being the

angles which determine the position of the principal axes of inertia

relative to a fixed system of coordinates, and rf, and x being the

corresponding moments of momentum, may be replaced by dod-/jdp^dq^di\,

where do represents a surface element of the sphere of unit radius,

which serves for marking the position of one of the principal axes

of inertia, and /^,, g, and )\ represent the velocities of rotation

about the principal axes of inertia.

2'"'. For determining the relative position of the two members of

a pair of molecules, we now need, besides the coordinates r, i^,, (V^, y,

which as iu Suppl. N". 24A § and receinly N°. 39rt fix the distance

of the centres and the relative orientation of a definite arbitrarily chosen

principal axis of inertia of one molecule relative to the correspond-

ing axis of inertia of the other molecule, two more angles, which

for each molecule specify the azimuth of the plane going through

the principal axis of inertia mentioned above and a second principal

axis of inerlia. As such we may choose the angle y, between that

plane and the plane which contains the first principal axis of

inertia and the line joining the centres . -^ , and similarly x^. ^or

the second molecule, are counted from to 2.t.

Quite analagously to Suppl. N". 24/; § 6 the following result

is obtained :

B= ln(^.To' - P') (4)

where now '):

P = ^JJj jJJ{e'''m-l) r'- sin 0, sin 4rdO,dOJy^dyJ,f . (.5)

c U U 11

In this formula Ub\ is again the potential energy of a pair of mole-

cules in the position indicated by definite values of r . . . (f, the

1) As in P' the manner in which the density is distributed over the spherical

molecule does not occur, it appears that the limitation to molecules of spherical

symmetry observed in Suppl. N". .2-ii § 6, can be omitted (of Suppl. N"*. 39«

§ 2 note).
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potential energy foi- ; ^ oo being chosen as zero. Further

/t = —;, / being Planck's constant. Finally the attraction is sup-

posed to decrease sufficiently rapidly with increasing ;•, for tiie integral

in (5) to be convergent.

§ 3. For tlie proof of the first of the theorems mentioned in § 1

we develop /-" according to ascending powers of A. The first term

becomes

:

00 It ;i27i2;i2;r

- 8^ ''

ffff / f'"-!'''
''"' '^> «'" ^= drdd/W^dy_,dy^d'i

. . (6)

1) (I

The integration according to 8^, y,^ and ff, the coordinates /,, é',

and Xi being kept constant, must necessarily give 0, if the condi-

tions {A) are fulfilled. In fact the result of this integration can be

represented as the potential energy of a molecule 1 relative to a

great number of superposed molecules 2, ail with the same centre,

but further as regards their orientations uniforiuly distributed over

all the possible positions. By this supei'position at the limit a sphere

is obtained in which the agent is uniforuily distributed over con-

centric shells. According to a well known theorem of tiie theory of

potential, the potential outside such a sphere is constant if the total

quantity of the agent acting according to Coulomb's law of the

inverse square of the distance equals 0; from this, together with

the assumption mentioned above about un becoming for r = od,

follows the above result; the theorem in question is hereby proved.

§ 4. The odd powers of h in the development of /•"
(§ 3) occur

in the following form

:

" 8^ (2^1)/ •

''"'^'JjJSjJ'""'"'^''''
"'" ^^' '"' ^.drdS^dOJy^dy.dr, (7)

7

q is here a whole positive number.

If the conditions {B) are fulfilled, the integration of this integral

according to 0^, /_, and </,, the coordinates r, 0^ and Xi heing kept

constant, will again necessarily give 0. This results froni the fact

that each contribution to the integral, obtained from positions of the

second molecule indicated by definite values of 0„, '/^^ diwiS. (f , with

the ranges dO^, dl,. d/f, is neutralized by the contribution obtained

from positions, which can be derived from the first by a revolution

through ail angle of 2.t/^' about one of the axes of inverse symmetry.

With this the second theorem mentioned in § 1 is proved also.

56
Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam, Vol. XVIII.
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Physics. — "Investigation of the equilibrium liquid—vapour of the

system argon—nitrogen". By G. Holst and L. Hamburger.

(Communicaled by Professor H. Kamermnoh Onnes.)

(Communicated in tlie Meeting of October 30, 1915).

Summary: I IntroducHov. II. Preparation and analysis of the gases. 1. Pre-

paration. 2. Test ol purity. 3. Metliods of analysis. III. Temperature measurement.

IV Determination of the end-points of condensation. 1. Apparatus. 2 Vapourpressures

of oxygen, nitrogen and argon. 3. Mixtures. V. Determination of the ^joints of

beginning cond' nsation. 1. Apparatus. 2. Measurements. 3. Equation of state of

the mixtures. VI. Tx- and px-diagrams. VII. Resumé.

1. Introduction.

Owing to tlie development in recent years of tlie incandescent-

lamp industry tlie problem of the technical preparation of argon

has come to the front. For this purpose it was natural that beside

chemical methods the cryogenic method sliould draw the attention.

As it is a simple matter to obtain mixtures of argon and nitrogen

by chemically removing the oxygen from oxygen-nitrogen mixlurcs

which are rich in argon, an investigation became desirable of the

behaviour of argon-nitrogen mixtures at low temperature with a

view to collecting useful data for a possible argon-nitrogen rectification.

This investigation has been carried out by us and we have determ-

ined the composition of the liquid and vapour phase as a function

of tempei'ature and pressure in the corresponding range of temperatures.

H. Preparation and analysis of the gases.

1. Preparation.

The preparation of the gases was in general cariied out in glass

apparatus which had been previously exhausted with a mercury

pump and liquid air to a pressure of 0.0003 to O.OOl mm. and

subsequently washed out with pure gas. For the calibration of our

thermometer the vapour-pressure of pure oxygen was used.

a. Oxygen.

This gas we prepared from recrystallised, dry potassium per-

manganate ; the first portion of the gas evolved was drawn away

and the rest of the oxygen formed was condensed ; the middle

fraction of the condensed gas was used.

b. Nitrogen.

This gas we prepared from ammonium sulphate, potassium

chromate and sodium nitrite; in the purification special attention
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was given to the removal of nitric oxide (glowing copper) ; for

further details we refer to .a paper which will appear elsewhere.

In this case, as well as in that of oxygen, the purity of the gas

was proved inter alia by the equality of the vapour-pressures obtained

at the beginning and at the end of condensation.

e. Arc/on.

For this gas we could start from the strongly argonous gas-

mixtures which the firm of Linde has recently brought into the.

market The final purification was eft'ected by means of Hempel's

mixture ') in a manner similar to that given by Crommej.in '). The

only modification which we applied in our apparatus conbisted in

each tube containing chemical substances wiiich might develop im-

purities, sucli as water-vapour etc., or conversely might react with

them, being flanked at each end by cooling tubes immersed in

liquid oxygen. Care was taken, moreover, that during the complete

circulation-process the gas should be at a higher pressure tlian the

atmosphere throughout the whole apparatus.

Again in this case the final product was found to satisfy the test

of equal [)i'essures at the beginning and the end of condeusalion.

d. I'he mixtures.

The mixtures were prepared by adding nitrogen to Linde's argon-

nitrogen mixtures after these had been freed from oxygen by means

of glowing copper. The nitrogen had been obtained from air by

liberation from oxygen. We gladly acknowledge our indebtedness

to Mr. H. Fir.ippo Jzn. for his kind collaboration in this part of our

work. In a few cases use was made of the method of diminishing

the percentage of niti-ogen of Linde's mixtures (down to about 57o)

by means of a fraction-apparatus constructed by Mr. P'itjppo.

2. Test of purity.

The gases and mixtures were tested for the following impurities

ov. if necessary, simultaneously freed from theni.

a. Water-vapour and carbon diomde were removed from the gases

wiiich were kept above water, freed from air by boiling, by passing

them previously to the measurements through a couple of cooling

tubes immersed in liquid oxygen.

b. Hjidrocarbons. It was found that these were not present: a

thin spiral wire of tungsten which was made to glow in the gas

mixture was found not to change in resistance ").

!) W. M. Hempel. Gasanal. Methoden, 3nd edition p. 151.

-) G. A. Grommelin. Dissert. Leiden 1910.

'j Gonip. L. Hamburger, Ghem. Weekbl. 12, (1915) 62.

56*
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c. Oxygen was completely removed with yellow phosphorus.

d. Carbon monoxide. The gas was tested for this by means of

IjOj'): it was found not to contain more than Vju %•
e. Hydroijen. In testing for this gas we used the metiiod gi\en

by Phillips'). The gas contained less (han 0.01 % of hydrogen.

We may add, that the gases were always condensed before they

were used in the measurements and tiiat the liquefied gases were

then made to boil under reduced pi-essure; the vapour that was

drawn off must have contained the last traces of hydiogen present

and tlie small admixture of neon must also have been for the

greater part removed in this way.

Finally we may give the following data as providing a measure

of the purity of the gases.

A. Oxygen. The gas was analysed by means of copper

(immersed in an ammoniacal solution of ammonium carbonate),

later on with sodium liydrosulphite. It was found to contain more

than 99.9 7o of oxygen.

B. Nitrogen. Observations were made with nitrogen, obtained

from air by removal of oxygen, which corresponded completely to

those made with chemically prepared nitrogen, taking into account

the percentage of argon in air nitrogen.

This correspondence, with such widely different methods of

preparation, may give us additional confidence that our gases were

satisfactorily fi'ee from impurities.

C. Argon. This substance was tested for absence of nitrogen

indirectly by means of the determination of the pressure at the

beginning and the end of condensation, but also more directly by

means of glow-discharges in potassium vapour (eomp. 3) in which

no diminution of volume could be detected. (Comp. also the determ-

ination of specific gravity § 3c).

3. Methods of analysis. It follows from the above that the only

gas besides argon which could be present in the mixtures which

were intended for the measurements was nitrogen. This fact made

it possible to determine the pei'centage of nitrogen by means of a

baroscope. It appeared, however, that the sensiti\ity of the available

balance was not so high as we should have wished, in consequence

of which these determinations, at least in the most unfavourable

1) Gomp. Dennis, Gas analysis (1913) p. 231 and 235.

'-) Am. Ghem. J. 16 259 (1894).
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case, are not more accurate than to about 0.2 7o- Fortunatelj- we
were able to carry out the analysis more accurately by a cliemical

method, which enabled us to attain an accuracy of 0.1 "/„. ') We
shall begin by a description of the latter method.

A. Determination of the percentage of nitrogen in Ar—N mixtures

by means of glow discharges in potassium vapour.

It has been long known ^), that in electric discharges through gases

such as nitrogen, hydrogen etc. a cliemical reaction may occur,

especially between the material of the cathode and the raritied gas.

Mey ') pointed out, that this provided a means of liberating rare

gases from admixtures. This method was further developed by

Gehlhof ^), who succeeded by means of glow discharges through

potassium vapour in preparing speclroscopically pure rare gases

comparatively rapidly — although not in large quantities.

In order to adopt this method to a quantitatixe analysis of .4r— .V

mixtures the following apparatus was constructed by us.

A definite quantity of tlie gas-sample which is collected above

1) The readings miglit have been further refined by the use of a cathetometer.

but we did not adopt this method, as an accuracy of Ü,1"'q was sufficient for

our purpose.

3^ Comp. G. Salet, Pogg. Ann. (158) 332, 1876. L Zehnder, Wied. Ann.

(52) 56, 1894.

3) Mey, Ann. d. Phys. 11 127 (1903). Gehlhoff and Rottgardt, Verb. d. D.

phys. Ges. 12 411 (1910).

') Gehlhoff, Verb. D. phys. Ges. 13 271 (1911).
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mercury (lig. IB) was drawn into the burette a (fig. 1A). Pi-eviously

the absorption-apparatus h and the TöPLER-pump c had been exhausted

by means of the mercury pump k\ tap e was then closed and by

opening d the gas was transferred from fiie burette into b by means

of the mercury column in (J. On the bottom of the absorption-

apparatus (fig. IC) is the potassium, which is now heated to 200°C.

by means of a small electric furnace. An induction-coil is used to

send a glow-discharge through the evolved potassium-vapour.

After a few hours — the time required depends on the percentage

of nitrogen in the mixture — the unabsorbed portion is transferred

back to the burette by means of the TöPLER-pump.

In using the method the question arises, whether the potassium

which may be deposited from the vapour on the cooler parts

of the absorption-vessel ') may possibly absorb argon at its large,

freshly formed surface. It is well known, that sublimated metals

may absorb at their finely divided surface even the rare gases.

Fortunately argon often does not show the phenomenon "). It appeared,

moreover, that in our case an absorption of this nature was impro-

bable, from the fact that, after the nitrogen had been absorbed,

tiiere was always a residue of gas left which did not show any

further contraction hovvever long it remained exposed to the glow-

discharge. In the mean time the potassium goes on evaporating and

depositing on the colder surfaces, so that the metallic surface is

constantly being renewed. If an appreciable absorption of argon

took place, it would have been impossible to obtain a constant

filial volume. It may finally be noted, that a sample of the pure

argon which we had prepared did not show any contraction in the

absorption-apparatus.

We have also tried to utilize for the purpose of analysis the

method of binding nitrogen recommended by Stark ') (electric dis-

charge thi'ough mercury vapour). It was found, however, that for

a sufficient rate of absorption we had to work at much lower

pressures — even wiien the electrodes were placed opposite each

other in the middle of the vessel. With potassium on the other hand

every gas-mixture, however high the percentage of nitrogen might

be, could be made to- react with the metallic vapour at relatively

high pressures. '')

•) As well as the compound which is formed.

') Travers. Proc. Roy. Soc. 60 449. Gomp. also Kohlschütter, Jahrb.

Radioakt. 9 402. (1912).

») Phys. Zeitschr. 1913 p. 497.

*) It is very probable that the reaclion is iu general started by the splitting of
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B. Deterininntlon of the percentage of nitrogen hy means of a

baroscope.

For this purpose use was made of the ditfereuce in the upward

pressure produced by the gas-mixture on a glass body (volume about

300 cm.') which was suspended from one arm of a balance as

compared to an open glass vessel of an equal outer surface on the

other arm.

The apparatus was arranged in such a manner, that by the

turning of a properly shutting glass tap the arresting arrangement

of the balance could also be put into action in a high vacuum. The

pressures were read by means of a cathetometer.

The following data^) were used for the baroscope-determinations

:

density of air, free from water-vapour and carbon dioxide, 45° N.L.,

sea-level, 0° and 76 cm. 0.0012928

nitrogen (Rayleigh and Leduc) 12514

argon (Watson) 17809

C. Results.

The following table (p. 878) (column 1—6) gives a survey of

different determinations by methods A and B.

In deducing the mean (column 6) we have attributed a double

weight to the determinations by method A.

When the mean of the results by method A is compared with

those by method B, a systematic deviation will be seen to exist

which increases with the percentage of argon in the mixture. As

the baroscope had been previously calibrated with other gases (carbon

dioxide, nitrogen, aii') with satisfactory results, we were led to

conjecture that the atomic weight of argon, respectively its specific

the nitrogen molecules by the electric discharge, the atoms which are formed

combining with the potassium. Strutt, (Proc. Royal Soc. Serie A 85 219 and

subsequent volumes) found that the re-combination of the N-atoms to molecules

(which do not react with the potassium) is much accelerated by an increase of

the pressure. This was the main ground, on which we chose the dimensions of

the absorption-vessel large as compared with those of the burette. (The low

pressure also facilitates the production of the discharge). The fact explains in

particular, why the time of absorption in our analyses increases with the percentage

of nitrogen in the mixtures It is also known (Strutt 1. c. comp. also Koenig

Zeitschr. f. Electroch. 1915. 1 June), that metallic vapours accelerate the raolisa-

tion of nitrogen atoms. (An afterglow on interrupting the discharge was therefore

entirely absent in our apparatus), it is of course possible that mercury has this

property to a higher degree than potassium, although a different affinity of mer-

cury towards N may also play a part here; this might be one reason for the

stronger reaction of the potassium vapour

) Landolt-Boenstein Phys. Ghem. Tabellen. 4tli ed.
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gravity, as at [jreseiit assumed, was |)robably uol entirely accurate,

and we made preparations for an aecurale determination. A prelimi-

nary measurement gave the normal density as 0.001783'.

TABLE 1.
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Professor H. Kamkrmngh Onnes. The lemperatnres were measured

wiUi the aid of a platimim j'esistaiice-thermomefer. The wire was

about 0,1 mm. in diameter and was wonnd bifilarly on a small tube

of Marquardt-material on which a double spiral groove had been

t:ut. At the ends of the tube stouter platinum wires were auto-

genioally sealed on; to these wires the four copper leads were

soldered. Before using the thermometer it had been treated thermally

by a tenfold immersion in liquid air, each time followed by glowing

at about 700°. By that means a constant zero-point was obtained.

On three different days the resistance lo^ was found equal to

J 8.4695 «, J 8.4697 « and J 8.4695 .Q respectively ; it was measured

with a differential galvanometer by Kohlrausch's method.

The calibration of the thermometer took place by using the vapour-

pressures of oxygen as determined by Kamert.ingh Onnes and Braak, ')

in the apparatus in which the end-points of the condensation were

determined. If /> represents the vapour-pressure in mms., the relation

between T and p in the range 83,5° and 90° abs. is:'')

369,83
T = .

6,98460 — loff. p
w

The ratio — was determined at the same time.

For the Leiden standard platinum thermometer ft\ the ratio —

as a function of the temperature in the range of tempei-atures in

question is accurately known. It is therefore possible to calculate

the value of the constant a in the linear relation which according

to Nernst holds for different thermometers:

1 —

With <f=r 0,00121 our thermometer could be reduced to Pt\a.\\é

this constant was therefore used in calculating the temperatures.

To test the apparatus which served for the determination of the

points of beginning condensation for its utility, the boiling point of

oxygen was also determined in it. The pressure was 762.4 mm.
According to the vapour-pressure formula this corresponds to a

?('

temperature of 90°.15
; the ratio gave 90°.16, which agrees very

"•o

closely. As « was conqiaratively small for our thermometer ^) and,

1) H. Kamerlingh Onnes en Braak. Gomm. Leiden No. 107a.

-) G. Holst. Coram. Leiden No. 148a.

8) H. ScHiMANK, (Ann. d. Phys. (45) 706, 1914), gives 0.1-0.2= as the

uncertainty for x = 0.03.
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For nitrogen we found -.

TABLE 4.
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greatest ditferences with Henning are about 0.02°, v. Siemkns's

measurements diftering a little mure at the lower temperatures, not

more than 0.06° however.

For nitrogen we can also compare our measurements with those

by V. Siemens; here again the ditference is very small at the higher

pressures and increases as the temperature falls.

At the higher temperatures our measurements agree hut moderately

with those of Crommei,in '), even if we discard his lowest point which

he himself considers less accurate.

The \alues which we oi)tain for the vapour-pressures of pure

nitrogen by extrapolating the measurements with the ai-gon-nitrogen

mixtures are in good agreement with our direct observations.

Argon has also been investigated by Ckommeun') in the same

temperature-range. His results correspond very well to ours.

There is only a small difference as regards the triple point. As

we made a number of observations in the immediate neighbourhood

of this point (fig. 2) and as our points fall very accurately on the

curve drawn through the other points determined by Crommelin,

we think it probable that the triple point as determined by us is

to be preferred. The ditferences are for the rest of the order of

magnitude of the errors of observation.

2,8000

2/000

logF^
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3. Mixtures.

For five mixtures the pressui-e at the end of the condensation

was measured at three different temperatures. Not more than \ "'„

of the gas was uncondensed.

The composition of the mixtures was given above.

The results are contained in Table 6:

TABLE 6.
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V. Determination oj the po'mta of Ix'jjlnnimj condensation.

1. Apparatus.

The apparatus used for this purpose was arranged in tlie manner

of a constant volume gas-tliermometer. Its vessel liad a volume of

about 142 cc. and was provided at tlie lower end with a small

appendix 8 mms. long in wliieli the liquid gas collected. In order

to make sure that equilibrium was attained the liquid could be

stirred by means of a small steel ball, which on closing a current

was drawn up in the field of a small electro-magnet with pole-

pieces cut at 45°. In calculating the changes of volume of the vessel

the coefficient of expansion was taken as O.ÜOÜ02J2, the mean of

the results obtained by Travers, Skntf.r and .Iaquerod ^) and bj

Kamerlinüh Onnes and Heuse ') for Thiiringen-glass between 0° and

—190°.

The measurement was conducted as follows : a measured quantity

of gas was transferred to the vessel and the pressure read at a

definite temperature; a second quantity of gas was then measured

and transferred to the vessel, and the pressure was read again,

etc. etc. until condensation set in. The vapour-pressm-e was then

measured at increasing densities of the vapour.

For a convenient measurement of the quantities of gas which were

added, the manometer-tube on the vessel-side was provided with a

scale-division and had been accurately calibrated. For the reading

of the pressures a cathetometer was sometimes used, sometimes a

vertical comparator with steel measuring-rod. In the latter case the

accuracy' is smaller, but not smaller than about 0,1 mm.
2. The measurements.

pv
For each mixture at three difiereni temperatures was now

determined as a function of the pressure, where p is the pressure

of the mixture in mms. and v the volume of the gas in the vessel,

divided by the theoretical normal volume of the same quantity. ')

The point, where this curve shows a discontinuity, is the point of

beginning condensation in question.

For each quantity of gas which was added the normal volume

was each time calculated ; this volume was diminished by the quantity

contained in the dead space and the capillary in order to obtain

the quantity of gas in the vessel.

1) Travers, Senter and Jaquekod. Phil. Trans. A 200. p. 138.

-) H. Kamerlingh Onnes and W. Heuse. Coram. Leiden No. 85.

3) H. Kamerlingh Onnes and W. H. Keesom. Enc. d. Math. Wiss. Gomin.

Leiden Suppl. 23.



TABLE 7.

Mixture V. 74.05 o/q N.

7=83/54 /?7'= 0.30595 7 = 78.°62 /?r= 0.2879

"thn

pv
760

pv

76Ö
+ ^7-

"thn\

pv
76Ö

pv
760

-\-RT

0.4424
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The second column gives the pressures in uim. niercmy, all

pv
reduced to the same temperature. Ihe third column gives —— and

760

the last

pv

760
RT for the gaseous state.

In fig. 3 is drawn as a function of n for each of the
'' 760

'

mixtures for the purpose of determining the pressure at which the

condensation begins.

0,3200.

0,2800

0,2600'

0,2400.

100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200

rig.3.

Table 8 contains these pressures and the corresponding temper-

atures; it also gives the volumes of the saturated vajjour expressed

in the theoretical noi'mal volume as unit.

When loci- /> was represented as a function of ƒ
( y,

) . a set of

straight lines was obtained, in this case also. As before, the values

which served for the construction of the final diagrams were derived

from these curves.

It may be mentioned, that with the last mixture of 24.3 % ^ ^^

a temperature very little below 80°.50 the solid began to separate out.

57

Proceedings Royal Acad. Amsterdam. Vol. XVUl.
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Mixture V. 74.05 o/o N
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in question can then be represented in the form

i?V)
pv = RT[l +

In fig. 4 /;;;

—

RT is represented as a function of — for mixture VI.
V

We have computed the values of B in this equation and have

obtained the followina; results

TABLE 9.
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VI. Tx- and px-diagrams.

The data found above enable us to derive teinperature-connposition

as well as pressure-composition diagrams. The values which we

obtained are arranged in Table 10 on page 891; hy means of tiiese

a few 7'tvcurves were drawn (fig. 5) and the p,r-diagram for

7'=85°.1J (fig. 6)').

c\4
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log ?•' =r a + ^ ^0(j r

where r' represents the ratio of the components in the liquid and

r the same quantity in the vapour.

TABLE 10. 7—jr-diagrams.
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the nitrogen side) is only very faintly curved ') had been found

before in a series of unpublished pi-eliminary determinations and

may be looked upon as an indirect confirmation of our observations

respecting the vapour-pressures of nitrogen (IV. 2).

The /«'-diagrams shows that especially on the nitrogen-side, the

values of the composition of the liquid and vapour phases do not

differ much from each other. This would lead to the expectation

that the fractionation, especially of the mixtures with little argon,

will not be a very easy matter.

When the change with pressure of the composition of the phases

is taken into consideration, it follows tiiat the differences in com-

position increase with diminishing pressure, so that a comparison of

the T-,r diagram for argon -nitrogen at 76.0 cms with B.\ly's dia-

gram '') for the fractionation of air |)iits the problem of the frac-

tionation of the mixtures in question in a less unfavourable light.

At the same time it follows from our results, that the use of mixtures

with little argon will give considerable difficulty.

VII. Resume'.

1. A method was worked out enabling us to determine the

composition of argon-nitrogen mixtures with an accuracy of 0,1 7»
or, if need be, higher.

2. A systematic difference was found between the results of the

determinations with the baroscope and the method referred to under

1, which led us to the conclusion, independently of ScHUt.TZE's work

(I.e.), that the atomic weight of argon hitherto assumed might not

be quite exact. As this systematic difference disappears when
Schultzk's value is adopted, the latter is thereby rendered highly

probable. A preliminary direct determination gave a value in good

agreement with Schultze's result.

3. New measurements of vapour-pressures for oxygen, argon and

nitrogen are published and critically compared with those of previous

observers. The triple point of argon was determined with greater

accuracy.

4. The end-points of condensation of the argon-nitrogen mixtures

were determined with an accuracy corresponding to 0.02° in the

temperature.

1) Pointing to a simple behaviour of argon towards nitrogen.

2) Phil. Mag. 49 (1900) p. 517.
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o. At the points of beginning condensation the accuracy is about

the same. The saturated vapour-volumes are given.

6. The observations with the mixtures are compared with the

pv ( B\
equation of state in liic form — = /^7' \ -\— . The accuracy

'
7(50 V "/

in — was found to be about 0,1 "!„.

760

7. Within the range of temperatures iiivesiig.ited /"'/ /y for the

1

mixtures can be reni'esented as a linear tunction ot — , both for the

points of beginning condensation and for the end-points.

8. The px- and 7'(,'-diagrams are established. As regards the com-

position of the gas-phase (r) and the liquid-phase (r'j they were

found to satisfy the relation Uuj r' ^r= a A^ h loy r.

9. Conclusions were drawn from the shape of the curves in the

diagrams in connection with a possible fractional distillation of

argon-nitrogen mixtures.

We are glad to be able here to express our sincere thanks to

Mr. G. L. F. Philips for the unstinted support afforded to us by

which this investigation was made possible.

We also wish to record our cordial thanks to Messrs. W. Koopman

and J. ScHARP de Visser for their zealous assistance in carrying out

the measurements and calculations.
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